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Abstract
The radiation patterns of pyramidal horn antennas have been examined through
both experimental and theoretical methods. However, comparatively little research
has addressed the radar cross section of these horns. This thesis investigates the
scattering of several different horn configurations using a Finite-Difference Time-
Domain (FD-TD) approach. A three dimensional FD-TD prediction code is developed
and validated through comparisons to antenna gain and scattering patterns obtained
from published measurements and other prediction approaches. Horn and waveguide
geometries are modeled both in free space and opening into a ground plane, and the
individual contributions from structural and antenna mode scattering are determined.
A waveguide to co-axial cable transition is modeled to provide a realistic source of
mismatch for the antenna mode contribution. In modeling the inside of the horn,
both a staircase approximation and a conformal grid are implemented to highlight
the differences between these modeling approaches. The FD-TD approach is shown to
produce results comparing well with expected signature trends, and lends considerable
insight into the phenomenology of scattering by horn antennas.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Horn antennas have been used frequently to transmit and receive microwave radiation.
As common antennas, their gain patterns have been researched, and formulas have
been developed to analytically calculate the directivity of these antennas. Compara-
tively little work has been done, however, to calculate the power which is scattered
when an outside source illuminates the antenna. This thesis will address this issue,
by providing and examining the scattering patterns, or radar cross section of various
pyramidal horn antennas.
1.1 Motivation
1.1.1 Radar cross section
When an object is illuminated by radar, some of the incident radiation can be ab-
sorbed as heat, and the rest of the incident radiation is scattered. The way in which
the object scatters the incident wave determines how visible the object is to detection
by radar, and is described by the object's radar cross section, or RCS. The RCS of
a target is defined to be that area intercepting the amount of power, which, when
scattered isotropically, produces an echo at the radar equal to that from the object
[27].
Various features and scattering mechanisms contribute to the RCS of an air ve-
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hicle. These include the basic structure and shape, the propulsion mechanisms, and
the avionics. At microwave frequencies, the structural and propulsion components of
an object are often large compared to the wavelength of incident radar, and, there-
fore, their contribution to RCS can often be modeled through simple approximate
techniques. The avionics of a vehicle, however, have features which are on the order
of a wavelength, making them difficult to model with high frequency methods.
There are two contributors to the scattering of these antennas, the structural
mode and the antenna mode. The structural mode contributors arise from the shape
of the antenna as the incident field is scattered by the basic physical antenna structure.
The antenna mode scattering is caused by the radiation energy which couples into the
antenna and is then reflected back out by some impedance mismatch in the antenna.
Consequently, this antenna mode scattering can be expected to exhibit an angular
dependence similar to the radiation pattern of the antenna.
1.1.2 Pyramidal Horn Antennas
There are many types of antennas that are commonly used in avionic applications,
including patch antennas, slotted array antennas, horn antennas, reflector antennas,
and monopulse horn arrays. One particularly simple but extensively used antenna is
the pyramidal horn. These antennas are shaped like pyramids, with the open base
receiving the incident radiation and directing it to a waveguide at the pyramid's apex
(see figure 1-1). The waveguide often has a transition to co-axial cable at its bottom,
with the center conductor of the wire protruding through a wall of the waveguide,
while the shield of the co-ax is grounded to the waveguide's wall.
1.1.3 RCS Prediction
Several methods exist to calculate the RCS for various objects. One popular method
is the Method of Moments, in which Maxwell's equations in their integral form are
solved on a surface. Often, the surface is broken up into a number of patches, and the
integral equation is solved for the surface current on each patch. Since this method is
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Figure 1-1: Geometry of a pyramidal horn antenna.
usually formulated in the frequency domain, however, the calculation of RCS at differ-
ent frequencies requires applying the method many times, which is computationally
expensive.
Recently, another method, the Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FD-TD) method,
has gained popularity. This method makes it simpler to model complex geometries,
and it is formulated in the time-domain, allowing the RCS at many different frequen-
cies to be calculated at once. This calculation is done by using a multi-frequency
input, such as a Gaussian pulse, and Fourier analyzing the output into its frequency
components. Comparing the magnitude of the scattered field at each frequency to
that of the incident wave at the same frequency, the RCS at that frequency can easily
be determined.
Instead of using Maxwell's equations in their integral form, the FD-TD method
uses Maxwell's equations in their differential form. The differential equations are
approximated as difference equations by discretizing both in time and in space. Am-
pere's Law and Faraday's Law are broken into their six scalar equations and solved
on a discretized grid. A marching in time approach is used to advance the fields each
time interval.
One problem with the FD-TD method is the modeling of surfaces which do not lie
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along grid lines. One common and simple method is to leave the grid cells alone, and
force them to trace out a "staircase" approximation of the surface. Accuracy of the
results is based largely on the grid size used, with a smaller grid yielding more accurate
results, but entailing more computational overhead. More accuracy, however, can be
obtained without increasing the number of unknowns by deforming grid cells near
those interfaces which do not align with grid cell boundaries. Instead of using cubic
grid cells, the grid cells are extended or reduced to match the edge of the conductor.
These modified cells improve the modeling of actual structures which may cut through
grid cells at an angle, such as the flared walls of the horn antenna, allowing greater
accuracy without additional grid cells or field quantities. This method is referred to
as the conformal grid Finite-Difference Time-Domain approach.
There must be a limit to the size of the computational domain in order to have a
finite number of field quantities. In one particularly simple approach, field quantities
beyond a certain point are assumed to be zero, in effect, modeling a perfect con-
ductor around the computational domain. To avoid reflections interfering with the
modeling, computational domains must be large, as the solution is only valid until
scattered fields reach the domain walls. A number of absorbing boundary conditions
(ABCs) have been developed to circumvent this problem. These boundary formula-
tions attempt to minimize reflections from the edges of the computational domain,
thus, simulating free space beyond.
One ABC, popular until recently, assumed that the wave propagating through
the boundary was a normally incident plane wave and approximated the fields im-
mediately outside the computational domain based on fields immediately inside the
computational domain [23]. This ABC stores field quantities for several time steps,
and then uses a second order difference equation to approximate the fields. This
method, however, does not work well for fields that propagate in a direction other
than normal to the absorber. This ABC is therefore not acceptable inside a waveguide
due to the intensity of higher order modes, each with its own propagation vector, that
would be excited in a waveguide from a pulse input.
1.2. PAST WORK
Recently, J. P. Berenger proposed a "perfectly matched layer" (PML) absorbing
boundary condition [1]. The Berenger PML creates a non-physical medium which
attenuates waves as they go through the medium. Each of the six field components
is broken into two components, one which is calculated from the field differences tan-
gential to the boundary, the other component is calculated from the field differences
normal to the boundary. Attenuating the fields which are calculated from differences
in the normal direction causes waves to attenuate as they propagate in the normal
direction. The fields which are calculated from differences in other directions are
calculated the usual way. The lack of discontinuities between cells causes there to be
little reflection at any depth, allowing the layer to attenuate waves without reflecting
them. This non-physical splitting of the fields, also allows impedance matching to
waves from all angles. This property makes it suitable for use inside a waveguide,
where waves with many propagation vectors are impinging on the boundary.
1.2 Past Work
There have been several approaches used in the past to model the RCS and radiation
characteristics of horn antennas. In one approach [41], a horn antenna is modeled as
several waveguides, each narrower than the next. Incident fields on each waveguide
are split into various waveguide modes, which can then be used to calculate the in-
cident fields at the next waveguide opening. Cascade matrices are used to calculate
the reflection coefficient from each waveguide. This technique, however, is somewhat
inaccurate, since a flared horn is more than a chain of different sized waveguides.
Another problem with this technique is its dependence on frequency; a different fre-
quency means the fields must be recalculated. Another technique which has been
used to model horn antennas is the Method of Moments, which also suffers from this
same frequency dependence [2].
Antenna structures have also been analyzed with FD-TD methods, which have the
advantage that many frequencies can be analyzed at once. This technique has been
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applied to several simple antennas [21]. Maloney, et al., used FD-TD to analyze the
radiation patterns of staircase approximations of two simple antennas, a cylindrical
monopole and a conical monopole. Horn antennas have also been analyzed with FD-
TD. Exploiting its rotational symmetry, a circular horn antenna was modeled with
two-dimensional FD-TD [22]. A pyramidal horn is not rotationally symmetric (nor
independent of any coordinate), so three-dimensional FD-TD must be used. Tirkas
and Balanis use a staircase approximation to model a pyramidal horn antenna and
calculate the radiation pattern, but do not calculate the RCS [40]. They demonstrate
the necessity of a small grid size in the staircase approximation.
To reduce computation, others have modeled surfaces through a conformal grid
FD-TD algorithm [10]. Through this method, Katz, et al., model the radiation pat-
terns of horn structures [12]. Again, in this study, the radiation patterns, but not the
RCS, of two-dimensional and three-dimensional horns were modeled with conformal
grid FD-TD.
One important aspect to the scattering problem is the reflection from any impedance
mismatch at the bottom of the waveguide. Typical horn antennas use a coaxial feed
at the bottom of the waveguide. In this case, the center of the coaxial line protrudes
into the waveguide, while the shield is grounded to the waveguide. Maloney, et al.,
have modeled a similar problem, a co-axial line protruding through an infinite ground
plane. Fields near the protruding center are assumed to have a 1/r dependence, where
r is the radius from the wire. The wave traveling down the co-ax is assumed to be
the TEM mode, and the current traveling down the wire is calculated from f~ x H
[20, 21]
As can be seen, while much work has been done to model horn antennas, there
remain several areas as yet not fully examined. Although radiation patterns for horns
have been modeled, little work has addressed the RCS of these horns. Similarly, the




As previously discussed, horn radiation patterns have been studied, but comparatively
little research has been done on horn scattering. The purpose of this thesis is to apply
the FD-TD method to the analysis of horn scattering and RCS. There are three
parts to the research: calculating the RCS of basic horn structures from a staircase
FD-TD method, implementing a contour path FD-TD method to highlight possible
improvements in accuracy, and calculating the effect of various horn feeds on the RCS
of the horn.
Several basic horn structures are analyzed. First the radiation pattern of a waveg-
uide fed pyramidal horn in free space is calculated. These radiation results are com-
pared to previously published results for validation purposes. Next, the RCS of this
simple horn is calculated. The waveguide is terminated with PML to calculate the
structural mode scattering, and then is shorted to demonstrate the effect the antenna
mode scattering can have. A ground plane is then added, and its effect on the RCS
is demonstrated.
Contour Path FD-TD code is then developed for the insides of these simple horns
and the RCS is again calculated. The necessity of the contour path code over a
staircase approximation is assessed for these geometries.
A co-axial to free space transition is then modeled after [20]. Using this method,
a monopole antenna is constructed and analyzed. This monopole structure is then
used as a feed to the waveguide of a pyramidal horn. The difference between this




RCS Prediction Using the
Finite-Difference Time-Domain
Method
In this chapter, the Finite-Difference Time-Domain algorithm is first presented. The
calculation of electromagnetic fields around a target is discussed, as is the calculation
of the RCS based on these fields.
2.1 The FD-TD Algorithm
2.1.1 Discretization of Maxwell's Equations
The Finite-Difference Time-Domain method, or FD-TD method, solves numerically
Maxwell's equations, presented here in their differential form for free space.
coaE =VxH
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These six scalar equations are then discretized using the central difference approx-
imation:
f( + A /2) - f( - A /2) (2.9)
Thus, using the notation,
f(iAx, jAy, kAz, nAt) = fn(i, j, k)
and setting
A - Ax = Ay = Az
the equation for Ex can be written
(2.10)
(2.11)
j, k) - E- 1/2 (i, j, k)
At
H"(i, j + 1/2, k) - Hz(i, j - 1/2, k)
A
Hn(i,j,k + 1/2) - Hn(i,j,k - 1/2)
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produce
En+l(i + 1/2,j, k) E(i + 1/2,j,k) +
AT
o 1 [Hn+1/2(i + 1/2, j + 1/2, k)
-Hz+1/2(i + 1/2, j - 1/2, k)
-Hy+1/2(i + 1/2, j, k + 1/2)
+Hu+1/2(i + 1/2, j, k - 1/2)] (2.13)
where 7 is defined as
T = ct (2.14)
A close look at equation 2.13 for the discretized Ex field reveals that Ex is only
dependent on its previous value and previous values of four neighboring magnetic
fields (see figure 2-1). The other equations, shown below, can similarly be written to
depend only on their previous values, and the values of four neighboring fields.
E"+(i,j + 1/2,k) = Ey(i,j +1/2,k)+
AT
o A [H+ 1/ 2(i, J + 1/2, k + 1/2)
-H+ 1/2 (i,j + 1/2, k - 1/2)
-H+1/2(i + 1/2, j + 1/2, k)
+Hu+1/2(i - 1/2, j + 1/2, k)] (2.15)
En+(i, j,k + 1/2) = En(i,j,k + 1/2)+
oA [Hy+1/2 (i + 1/2, j, k + 1/2)
-H+1/2(i 
_- 1/2, j, k + 1/2)
-H+1/2(i, j + 1/2, k + 1/2)
+Hu+1/2(i,j - 1/2, k + 1/2)] (2.16)
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H+1/2(i,j + 1/2, k + 1/2) = H++1/2(i,j + 1/2, k + 1/2) +
1 ATo  [E(i,j + 1/2, k + 1)
-EY(i,j + 1/2, k)
-E"(i,j + 1,k + 1/2)
+E"(i,j, k - 1/2)] (2.17)
H+1 /2(i + 1/2, j, k + 1/2) =H +/2(i + 1/2, j, k + 1/2) +
1 AT
1 A[En(i + 1,j, k + 1/2)
ro A
-En(i, j, k + 1/2)
-E"(i + 1/2, j, k + 1)
+E"(i + 1/2, j, k)] (2.18)
Hn+1l/2(i + 1/2,j + 1/2, k) = Hzn+/ 2 (i + 1/2,j + 1/2, k) +
SAT[E(i + 1/2, j + 1, k)
ro A
-Ex(i + 1/2,j, k)
-E"(i + l,j + 1/2, k)
++E(i, j  1/2, k)] (2.19)
2.1.2 Yee's Lattice
The rationale for the choice of subscripts for the fields should now be evident. When
electric fields are positioned not at integer grid locations, but offset one 1/2 step
along the direction in which they are polarized, and magnetic fields are similarly
positioned offset one 1/2 step in the directions normal to the field and sampled at
time steps one 1/2 time increment ahead of the electric field, then an arrangement
of field quantities known as a Yee's lattice is created (see figure 2-2). Every field is
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Hy(i+ 1/2, j, k+1/2)
Hz(i+l/2, j+1/2, k)
Hy(i+ 1/2, j, k- 1/2)
Figure 2-1: An E, field is calculated from neighboring H, and H, fields.
surrounded by the four fields necessary to calculate the curl according to Maxwell's
Equations, 2.1 and 2.2. Thus, electric field quantities are calculated at integer time
steps using magnetic field quantities and a previous value of the electric field, while
magnetic field quantities are calculated at every odd half integer time step using
electric field quantities and a previous value of the magnetic field quantity. This
leapfrog method of alternating the calculation of the electric and magnetic fields is
known as a "marching in time approach".
2.1.3 Numerical Concerns
The central difference approximation in equation 2.9, however, is not exact, and
leads to some numerical concerns. One of these is numerical stability. For a three
dimensional geometry, stable solution of the difference equations requires
A
AT < (2.20)
Hz(i+/2, j-1/2, k) Ex(i+/2, j, k)
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Figure 2-2: Yee's lattice.
2.1. THE FD-TD ALGORITHM
In implementation, however, where there are computational inaccuracies, and other
types of cells in addition to the standard cells, a safety factor of 1.15 is often used,
corresponding to AT = A/2 [31]. A larger safety margin would require a smaller time
step, resulting in more computational effort to simulate the same duration of time.
Another effect of the imperfect discretization is the altered phase velocity of a
wave traveling through the lattice. While a free space wave should have its phase
velocity, vp equal to its group velocity, c, for all frequencies and directions, a wave in
a Yee lattice will have a phase velocity slightly smaller than the group velocity, and
v, will depend on both the frequency and the direction of propagation. This non-
uniformity in the phase velocity due to the discretization of fields onto Yee's lattice
is known as numerical dispersion. One way to reduce this dispersion is to make AT
larger. As AT approaches A, the numerical dispersion becomes negligible. However,
as noted above in equation 2.20, AT is required to be smaller than A/v/3.
Another way to reduce numerical dispersion is to reduce the step size, A, compared
to the wavelength, A, of a wave. Numerical dispersion can be neglected if A is made
small enough. The worst numerical dispersion occurs for waves which are traveling
along the grid lines. In this worst case, at AT = A/2, the phase velocity error for a
wave with A = 5A is 5.7%, a wave with A = 10A is 1.3%, and a wave with A = 20A
is .31% [31]. For most purposes, the 1.3% error is tolerable, and the wavelength is
restricted as: A > 10A. In a simulation in which more than one frequency is being
modeled, all frequencies of interest must have their wavelength longer than 10 spatial
grid cells.
2.1.4 Modeling of Perfect Electric Conductors
On the surface of a perfect electric conductor, or PEC, all tangential electric field
quantities must be zero.
Sx E=0 (2.21)
PEC which lies exactly on grid cells is then modeled by setting all electric fields
which lie on its surface to zero throughout the computation. Modeling PEC which
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does not align with on the cells of the grid is typically accomplished by approximating
the PEC as one which does lie exactly on the grid cells. Since numerical accuracy
requires A > 10A, the incurred errors are small compared to a wavelength, and do
not usually result in great inaccuracies. Other techniques will be described later to
more accurately model PEC which does not lie entirely on grid cells.
2.1.5 Computational Domain
The region of space which is modeled by the FD-TD method is known as the com-
putational domain. The computational domain, and therefore the lattice described
in section 2.1.2 cannot extend indefinitely, because this implies an infinite number of
field quantities to be solved for. One way to instead produce a finite sized computa-
tional domain is to simply truncate the lattice by setting the outermost field equal
to zero. However, this approach results in the outside of the domain functioning as
a perfect conductor, causing reflections at this boundary. Provided the space being
modeled is large enough, an arbitrary geometry can be modeled inside the space for
durations where no wave reaches the boundary of the domain and reflects back into
the region of interest.
In practice, however, this can require a large number of cells between the geometry
being modeled and the walls of the lattice, making for a very large computational
domain which is computationally expensive. Instead, an absorbing boundary con-
dition, or ABC, is typically used around the edge of the computational domain to
absorb outgoing waves and simulate free space beyond. The entire computational
domain then consists of the geometry being modeled, the lattice which surrounds the
geometry, and the absorbing boundary just inside the edge of the domain.
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2.2 Absorbing Boundary Conditions
2.2.1 2nd Order Boundary Condition
One approach to absorbing waves incident on the edge of the computational domain
is a second order boundary condition derived by Engquist and Majda [5]
2  02 102(0 + 2 20T2 )= 0 (2.22)
an87 a72 2 dT2
where w is a field quantity which is tangential to the absorbing boundary, n is the
normal direction, T is the tangential direction, and 7 is ct. This boundary condition
works well for waves which are normally incident on the edge of the computational
domain, but works poorly for waves which are incident at grazing angles. Also, it is
impossible to implement this condition at the corners, where the normal and tangen-
tial directions are poorly defined. At the corners, a first order boundary condition
must be used.
2.2.2 Berenger's Perfectly Matched Layer ABC
Another absorbing boundary condition, called a perfectly matched layer, or PML, was
proposed by Berenger in 1995, and has since gained popularity due to its proficient
absorption of waves which do not strike the boundary at normal incidence. In this
method, the outer boundary of the free space region is extended with several more
lattice cells which absorb the incident wave as the wave propagates into the region,
but which is matched to waves impinging at all angles, so there is no reflection at the
free space absorber boundary. This phenomena is possible through a non-physical
splitting of field quantities in the FD-TD simulation. This approach is described in
more detail below.
In a media which has electric conductivity and magnetic loss, the Maxwell curl
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equations can be written as
OEx OHz OHy (2.23)
of x Oy z
Co " + E = OH (2.24)
Oz Ox
Ez + Ez y Hx (2.25)
- Ox ay
OHx OE OEz (2.26)9o + *H, = (2.26)at az 1y
POH " + *Hy OE (2.27)toO Oz
OHz OE OEy (2.28)
Po + a*Hz = y (2.28)
at H y Ox
where a and or* are the electric and magnetic conductivity, respectively. When
* - o (2.29)
o* 
-10
the impedance of the medium is equal to the impedance of free space. A wave
traveling normally across a boundary between such a medium and free space will
have no reflections from this transition. In this way, normally incident waves can be
attenuated with no reflections. However, these media do reflect waves which are not
normally incident, therefore providing little improvement over other ABCs such as
the second order ABC. [31]
Berenger was able to do much better than previous ABCs by splitting field com-
ponents into two quantities, each derived from a single spatial derivative term of the
curl expression. Ex fields calculated from differences in the y direction are denoted
Exy, and Ez fields calculated from differences in the z direction are denoted Exz.
These two E fields at every cell are stored and updated independently of each other.
The full set of equations can now be written as
OE, O(Hzx + Hzy) (230)Co + aE, = (2.30)
OEx + azO(H + Hz) (2.31)
c t z
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Ez + HxzEz) (2.32)
at Oz
OE a (Hzx + Hzy)
o - + zE = - O(233)
OEzx (Hy, + Hyz)34)
eo + aU Ezz (2.34)at Ox
OEzy +(Hxz + Hxy) (235)
o + aEzy = - (2.35)at ay
OHxz + Hz O(Eyx + Eyz) (2.36)
at Oz
OH , O(Ezx + Ezy) (2.37)
0 + Hay = - (2.37)at Y ay
OH, ±(EZX + Ezy)Po + x (Ezx + Ez) (2.38)
OHy z (Exy + Ez) (239)
alo + zHyz = z(2.39)
OHz O(Ey + Ecz)Po zy + U*Hzy + E (2.40)
OHzx (Eyx + Eyz) (2.41)
o + o-Hzz = - (2.41)at X Ox
where, for example, crx denotes the electrical conductivity associated with electric
field quantities contributed to by ,i directed gradients in the magnetic field, and a*
denotes the magnetic conductivity associated with magnetic quantities excited by i
directed gradients of the electric field. If ac = ay = Uz = a = = o = 0, then
these equations reduce to the free space Maxwell Equations. If a = a, = az and
oa = ay = aO, then these equations reduce to equations of an ordinary lossy medium.
If, instead, ur = ay = 0, and a = a = 0, then only field quantities arising from
z directed field gradients are attenuated. Furthermore, when
-z = - (2.42)
Oz ILO
the medium is impedance matched to free space. This match is independent of the
direction of propagation of the incident wave. Hence, this non physical medium allows
waves to be absorbed without reflection, which is the goal of an absorbing boundary
condition.
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The loss in the medium is set conservatively near the free space interface to avoid
the potential reflections from numerical errors and discretization effects. As the wave
travels through this perfectly matched layer and is attenuated, the loss can be in-
creased, such that the fraction of the wave being reflected by numerical errors might
be larger, but the absolute value of the reflection returning back to free space is still
smaller. Various functions have been developed to increase the loss with distance,
but because of its simplicity and adequacy, Berenger's original condition is used here,
oz (Z) - Oz,ma x  ) (2.43)
where az,max is the maximum electrical loss, z is the distance into the PML, Zmax is
the thickness of the PML, and n is the order of the PML. The magnetic loss, oa is
then chosen via equation 2.29 to maintain a constant impedance. Using this type of
PML, the reflection coefficient is predicted to be
R(O) = e ( comax )(o) (2.44)
where 0 is the angle of incidence on the PML [13].
2.2.3 Discretization of PML Equations
The central difference approximation in equation 2.9 is a good approximation only
when the derivative df(()/&( is approximately constant across the incremental step.
In the PML, fields calculated from differences normal to the interface are attenuated
quickly enough that this is no longer a valid approximation for time derivatives.
Instead, the waves are assumed to have an exponential behavior in time, e.g.,
Hyz = Hyzoe - ( /1 o)t 1 OEx- z E ] (2.45)
where Hyzo is some arbitrary initial amplitude [11].
Discretizing equation 2.45 in space, and evaluating at times n + 1/2 and n - 1/2,
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then gives
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yields the following expression used to update the cells in the PML.
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Using this method, the full set of twelve equations which characterize fields in the
PML can be written.
e-(a(J)/o)AtE"y(i + 1, j, k)2'
1 (1uy(j)z\(
(2.50)
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In the above, individual electric and magnetic conductivities are zero except for those
PML faces which share a normal direction with the directionality of the conductivity.
For example, a(i) and au(i) are zero except for the PML at the ±+ faces of the
computational domain. Where a or a* is used in an equation, but is zero, the expo-
nential time stepping should not be used, and instead the regular FD-TD equations,
equations 2.13- 2.19 are used.
2.3 Source Implementation
Initially, the entire computational domain has its fields set to zero. Quantities can
then be added in to some fields in order to simulate an excitation. For instance, a
voltage source can be modeled by setting the electric field to V/A. Voltage sources
are not as commonly used as electric current sources, which can be modeled by adding
a current source term to the difference equations for the magnetic field.
For RCS and scattering calculations, a plane wave excitation is desired. The plane
wave source is usually implemented by constructing a surface outside of which only
the scattered field is modeled, and inside of which the total field is modeled. The
scattered field is defined as
Escat = Etotal - Eine (2.62)
where Einc is the incident plane wave field in the absence of any target. The interface
between the region where total fields are modeled and scattered fields are modeled
is chosen to be completely inside of the PML or ABC, so that the ABC does not
cause any absorption of the incident plane wave. Near the boundary between total
and scattered field regions, the difference equations must be modified when field
quantities inside and outside the boundary are combined. For example, in computing
fields in the total field region, if a field quantity in the scattered field region is needed,
the incident field must first be added to it to produce a total field quantity.
The treatment of perfect conductors changes depending on whether the conductor
is inside the scattered field region or inside the total field region. Inside the total field
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region, the above formulation for the perfect conductor is valid, and the tangential
electric fields on the PEC are set to zero. In the scattered field region, the tangential
total electric field on the conductor must be zero. The scattered field is then
Escat = -Einc (2.63)
and therefore the scattered field on the PEC surface is set to -Einc-
If an infinite ground plane is included with the geometry, there is a further com-
plication. Specular reflection off of the ground plane by the incident wave would
cause large field quantities inside the PML, and this wave would be unnecessarily
distorted there. Therefore, when the target includes a ground plane, the scattered
field is defined as
Escat = Etotal - Einc- Ere f (2.64)
where Erefl is the fields created by the specular reflection from the infinite ground
plane in the absence of other scattering surfaces. Again, regions of scattered field and
total field calculation are created, so that in the vicinity of the ABC, only scattered
field values are calculated.
2.4 Near Field to Far Field
In the preceding section, it was shown how the computational domain can be bounded
by an absorbing layer in order to make computation tractable. However, for radar
cross section calculation, it is the far field scattering which is of interest, and this
cannot be directly obtained from the FD-TD method explained above, since only
fields near the target are calculated. This section explains how fields far away from
the target may be calculated based upon near fields, and how this can be used to
calculate radar cross section.
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2.4.1 Huygens' Principle
Huygens' principle states that the electric field outside the region which contains the
excitation sources can be found from the tangential electric and magnetic field on any
surface, S', surrounding and enclosing the excitation. The expression for the field is
given by
+V x G(f,-7 i74) [h x if(r 4I (2.65)H(r = f, dS' (i (r', ) [i E X ()]
+V x G(F, i) - [ x ()]} (2.66)
where G(?, f') is the dyadic Green's function given by
, ) = + V (2.67)
and h is the outward normal to the surface [15]. In the far field, V can be approx-
imated as iki [18], and [I - VV] becomes [00 + qq]. The far field electric field can
then be written as
E(T = f, dS' {iwp[00 + 0q]-h x H(fr)
+ik[$O - 0 ] -h x E(F)} 47r- fl (2.68)
Furthermore, in the far field, the magnitude of Ir'- f approaches Ir, while the phase
of eik l -fI approaches k times the cosine of the angle between ' and f' plus a constant,
making the exponential term simpler.
e f e- (2.69)47lF- P| 47rr
For an FD-TD simulation in Cartesian co-ordinates, it is usually convenient to
choose a rectangular box which encloses the scattering sources. The magnitudes and
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phases of each tangential field along this surface are recorded. Then, the integral over
the surface is done by integrating each field over the step size, A. The field can be
assumed to remain constant over its patch, but the phase in the integral term should
be allowed to vary. Thus, the integral over a magnetic field located at (xo, yo, zo)
might be
y/o+A/2 zo+ A/2
I I dx dy eik-FIHx(x, y,z)
Jyo-A/2 Ixo-A/2
yo+A/2 zo+A/2
I I dx dy e-i(kxx+kyy+kzz)Hx(x, y, z)
yo-A/2 Jzo-A/2
= 4Hx(xo, yo, zo) sin(kxA/2) sin(k,A/2)
ei(kxxo+kyyo+kzzo) (2.70)
where kx is k sin(0) cos(C), ky is k sin(0) sin(0), and kz is k cos(0). For example, the
far field scattering in the 0 direction based on the Hx fields along a constant z plane
will be a sum of the above terms over x0 , Y0 times the factor (iwjp/47r)(cos(0) sin(q)).
The far field scattering due to the other magnetic and electric fields on this plane and
on the other five sides can be calculated in a similar manner and added to find the
far field E0 .
2.4.2 Infinite Ground Plane
In some geometries of interest, an infinite ground plane is modeled with the target.
In these cases, the Huygens' surface cannot completely surround all sources of ra-
diation. Instead, the surface is chosen to lie exactly along the ground plane except
in that region where the scatterer protrudes from the ground plane. The Huygens'
surface is then closed through the ground plane at infinity. The equations above
need to be modified to include the reflection of the equivalent source by the ground
plane, and this is done by using image theory. The fields on the Huygens surface are
replaced by equivalent electric and magnetic currents. These currents produce the
same fields outside the surface, but produce a discontinuity causing the fields inside
to vanish. Therefore, the scattering object in that region can be removed, and the
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ground plane completed. This operation leaves the problem of calculating the fields
due to the currents in the presence of an infinite ground plane. The ground plane is
then removed, and replaced by image currents for each original equivalent current.
Along the ground plane, the tangential electric fields are zero, and there is therefore
no equivalent magnetic current. Also, the image current of an electric source at the
boundary of a PEC surface is a current in the opposite direction which will cancel.
Only in that region where the Huygens surface did not lie on the ground plane will
equivalent currents and their images remain.
2.4.3 Fourier Decomposition
In general, to simultaneously obtain scattering information at multiple frequencies,
the excitation used in the FD-TD simulation is a pulse. However, the Huygens'
principle formulation described above is for a single frequency source. To apply the
principle, then, the fields must be decomposed into their frequency components. By
taking the Fourier transform of each field, the far field scattering can be found at any
frequency in the illuminating pulse.
2.4.4 RCS
Radar Cross Section is defined as
a(0, ¢) = lim 4 wr2 IEscat(r, 0, )I2 (2.71)rIEoo c2 (2.71)
RCS is usually calculated at a single frequency, with the far field scattering at that one
frequency being found through the method described above. Monostatic RCS is the
radar cross section of the target for a receiver and source located in the same direction.
Bistatic RCS is the radar cross section for a receiver location removed in angle from
the direction of the source. The FD-TD method allows easy computation of bistatic
RCS, with only one simulation needed to calculate the bistatic RCS of a target over a
range of angles and frequencies. Different incident angles, however, require separate
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runs, and a separate simulation is required for every monostatic RCS point. This
compares somewhat with certain frequency domain techniques which require one run
to find the monostatic RCS, but a different run for each frequency.
In cases where a target is in free space, the scattered field will be defined to be
the difference between the total field and the incident field. In cases where a ground
plane is present, the scattered field will be defined to be the total field minus the
incident field minus the specular reflection off of the ground plane.
2.5 Summary
In this chapter, the Finite-Difference Time-Domain method was described. Maxwell's
equations are discretized using a central difference approximation, and are placed on
a Yee lattice. On this lattice, each field can be calculated from previous values of
its neighboring fields and previous values of itself, leading to a marching in time
approach to solving the problem. Perfect electric conductors are modeled by setting
the tangential electric fields to zero. Plane wave sources can be implemented by
creating a region of scattered fields and a region of total fields, and adding in the
incident wave as it crosses into the total field region. Absorbing boundary conditions
are used to truncate the computational domain and absorb scattered energy incident
on the boundary of the domain.
The FD-TD method can be used to predict the RCS of a target. First a com-
putational domain is constructed containing a perfectly conducting target modeled
with a staircase approximation. The target is illuminated with a plane wave, and
electric and magnetic fields on a Huygens' surface are stored as a function of time.
These fields are Fourier transformed to give electric and magnetic fields as a function
of frequency. Huygens' principle is applied to find equivalent currents at a specific
frequency, and the far field scattered fields are obtained. From these fields, a simple
equation is used to calculate the radar cross section.
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Chapter 3
Results
The FD-TD methods described in the previous chapter were applied to calculate the
RCS and gain patterns of various horn geometries. This chapter presents the RCS and
gain patterns for several types of horn geometries, compares some to published results
for validation, describes certain features of the patterns, and shows the different
contributors to the radar cross section.
3.1 Validation
This section compares the FD-TD predictions to published predictions and measure-
ments. Since the RCS of pyramidal horns has not been well studied, direct compar-
isons to published RCS measurements are hard to achieve. Instead, the validation
was done mostly with gain patterns for which more published results exist. As one
validation of RCS, however, the calculated RCS pattern of a small cavity resonator
was compared to a previously calculated method of moments prediction. This section
shows these comparisons of the FD-TD results to published results for the gain pat-
tern of a waveguide, the gain pattern of a pyramidal horn, and the monostatic RCS
of a cavity resonator.
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3.1.1 Waveguide Gain Pattern
A simpler, but similar geometry to that of a pyramidal horn, is a shorted waveguide,
or a rectangular pipe with one end closed off. The case shown here has a cross section
of 1cm by 2cm, and a length of 6cm. It is excited by a line source located 1cm from
the closed end of the waveguide and centered across its width. The result in figure 3-
2 is the normalized gain pattern as a function of 0, for the polarization oriented
identically as the source. The step size, A was chosen to be A/18, and the source
was implemented as a gaussian modulated at 10GHz from which the gain pattern at










Figure 3-1: Geometry of a shorted waveguide.
As is evident, the patterns match quite well. It should also be noted that the
simple waveguide has a large amount of its power being radiated backward, at 1800,
where the gain is only about 6dB less than that in the forward direction. Later results
will show that this is not the case for most well designed horns.
3.1.2 Horn Gain Pattern
The structure of primary interest is the pyramidal horn and again FD-TD predictions
of the gain pattern of a pyramidal horn were computed and compared to published
measurements from [38]. The waveguide feeding the horn has a cross section of 2.29cm
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Figure 3-2: Normalized gain pattern of a waveguide. Here the FD-TD prediction of
the radiation of a shorted waveguide is compared to published results. The plot is of
the normalized far field for the E0 polarization for a cut in 0 with ¢ = 900. The gain
is normalized to OdB in the forward (0 = 0° ) direction.
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of 25.55cm (see figure 3-3). The horn was excited by forcing the fields to the TElo
mode at 10.1 GHz inside the waveguide. Figure 3-4 plots the normalized gain pattern
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Figure 3-3: Geometry of a pyramidal horn.
Again, the patterns match well. There is somewhat more rippling in the forward
radiating region than in the measurements, but this can be explained by the mod-
erately large step size of A = A/14. The step size for the published results was
A = A/28. Note that here, the back lobe is 30dB down compared to the gain in the
forward direction. This shows that most of the power is radiated forward by the horn,
as opposed to the shorted waveguide, where significant power is lost in the backwards
direction.
3.1.3 Cavity Resonator
The previous two geometries were used to help show that the FD-TD code accurately
models various structures. However, it is also important to show that the code works
to accurately predict RCS. To do that, a cavity resonator is modeled, and the RCS
results are compared to those generated by an alternate approach. Figure 3-6 com-
pares the monostatic RCS FD-TD prediction of a cavity resonator to a published
mode matching technique prediction. The structure is a 3mm x 21mm x 51.9mm
notch in an infinite ground plane (see figure 3-5). The incident field is at 10GHz and
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Figure 3-4: Normalized gain pattern of a pyramidal horn. Here the FD-TD prediction
of the radiation of a pyramidal horn is compared to published measurements and to
a published FD-TD prediction. The plot is of the normalized far field for the E0
polarization for a cut in 0, with ¢ = 00. The gain pattern is normalized to OdB in









Figure 3-5: Geometry of a cavity resonator.
is in the EO polarization. The monostatic RCS is plotted for both the co-polarized,
E¢, polarization, and the cross-polarized, E0 , polarization. Incidence is at 0 = 400
and the specular reflection from the ground plane is removed from the RCS.
The close comparison of the results validates the FD-TD method for calculation
of radar cross section. At q = 0', the electric field is polarized in the i direction,
and the opening of the cavity in the direction is wide enough to allow the wave
to enter the cavity and scatter from the interior. When / = 900, the electric field is
polarized in the 9 direction, and the opening of the cavity in the ' direction is not
wide enough to allow the wave to enter. Because the wave is unable to couple into
the waveguide, it is reflected from the ground plane as if the cavity were not present.
Since this uniform reflection is removed from the definition of the scattered field, the
cross section is low. At both 0 = ' and q = 900, there is little cross-pol scattering
due to symmetry.
3.2 RCS of Pyramidal Horns
In this section, the RCS patterns of several horn antennas are presented.
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Figure 3-6: Monostatic RCS of a small rectangular cavity opening in a ground plane
compared to published predictions. A 10GHz E0 polarized wave is incident at 0 = 40g.
RCS is plotted versus the common incident and scattering angle, q.
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3.2.1 Waveguide RCS
In the previous section, the radiation pattern of a simple waveguide was shown for
one frequency. Here, instead of the radiation pattern, the bistatic RCS of a matched
waveguide is presented. The waveguide has a cross section of 1cm by 2.3cm, and a
depth of 5cm, as shown in figure 3-7. The waveguide is terminated with an absorbing
boundary condition, so that all energy propagating down the waveguide is absorbed.
It was illuminated by a gaussian pulse at normal incidence. Figure 3-8 shows the








Figure 3-7: Geometry of a waveguide.
One interesting feature of the plot is that the waveguide has a strong return at
1800, the forward scattering direction. This signature arises because the waveguide
shadows the incident wave at this angle, causing a small total field in this direction.
Since the RCS is defined as the total field minus the incident field, the lack of any
field behind the horn necessitates a large scattered field of opposite sign to cancel the
incident field, which is by definition a plane wave existing everywhere.
Another interesting feature is the rippling of the pattern. Much of the scattering
done by the waveguide happens at the edges. At some scattering angles, these edges
are scattering the energy in phase, causing a peak, while at other angles, the edges
are scattering the energy out of phase, causing nulls.
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Figure 3-8: Bistatic RCS at 10GHz of a matched waveguide illuminated at normal
incidence. Shown is the Eo polarization for a cut in 0 with 0 = 0'.
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3.2.2 Pyramidal Horn
The RCS changes when the waveguide from the last section is extended with flared
walls to form a pyramidal horn. A 4.8cm long flare to an opening of 3cm and 4.6cm
was added to the waveguide in the previous section (see figure 3-9), and again illu-
minated at normal incidence to calculate the bistatic RCS. The comparison between
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Figure 3-9: Geometry of a pyramidal horn.
The scattering is larger in the forward scattering direction mainly because the
opening of the horn is much larger than the opening of the waveguide. This causes
a larger shadow to fall behind the structure, requiring a much larger scattered field.
In the back scattering direction, there is a much smaller return. This is because the
horn receives energy at normal incidence better than a waveguide. The energy which
is received is not re-radiated because the PML in the waveguide simulates a perfect
match. A receiver well matched at a certain direction will tend to scatter less in that
direction.
For the case of the horn, it is also interesting to look at frequencies other than
the one for which it was designed. Figure 3-11 shows the bistatic RCS of the horn at
3GHz, 6GHz, and 7GHz. At 3GHz, the wavelength of the incident radiation is more
than twice as long as the longest dimension of the opening. The structure is therefore
somewhat small compared to the wavelength of the radiation, and the horn scatters
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Figure 3-10: Bistatic RCS at 10GHz of a matched waveguide and a matched horn




Figure 3-11: Bistatic RCS at 3 GHz, 6 GHz, and 7 GHz of a matched horn illuminated
at normal incidence. Shown is the E polarization for a cut in 0 with 0 = Oo.
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a small amount of radiation somewhat isotropically. At 6GHz, the wavelength of
the radiation is larger than twice the width of the waveguide, preventing it from
propagating down the waveguide. It is, however, small enough to be affected by the
opening of the horn. What happens then is that the horn does shadow the incident
radiation, causing a return in the forward scattering region. This shadowed radiation
is forced to radiate back out of the horn, mostly into the back scattering region,
causing a large return there as well. At 7GHz, the incident wave is no longer cut
off and may propagate down the waveguide. The shadowed radiation then, mostly
propagates down the waveguide, is absorbed by the PML at the end of the waveguide,
and therefore causes little back scattered radiation.
To better illustrate this change, the RCS for 0 = 00 can be plotted versus fre-
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Figure 3-12: Monostatic RCS at 0 = 0', q = 0' of a matched horn illuminated at
normal incidence for the Eo polarization and for a cut in frequency.
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length, energy cannot enter into the horn, and significant energy will go around the
horn. Above this, and below 6.5 GHz, energy enters into the horn region, but cannot
propagate into the waveguide, and is reflected back out. Above 6.5 GHz, energy can
enter into the waveguide, and is absorbed at the end of the waveguide. However,
phase mismatches can cause scattering at the interface of the horn and waveguide,
causing the rippling above 6.5 GHz. The horn was designed to operate at 10 GHz,
so there is a null there, where most of the incident energy enters into the waveguide
and is absorbed.
Another plot of interest for this horn is its monostatic RCS. Here, the incident
angle and scattering angle are varied together, effectively placing the illuminating
source at the same location as the target. The monostatic RCS for this horn at
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Figure 3-13: Monostatic RCS at 10 GHz of a matched horn shown for the EO polar-
ization and at a cut in 0 with ¢ = 0'.
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was calculated every 2.5 degrees, resulting in a more coarse pattern than might be
hoped for. This is because monostatic RCS calculation requires a separate FD-TD
simulation for each calculated point. The monostatic RCS at 0 = 00 is small, because
the incident energy is coupled into the waveguide. At 0 = 900, the outside of the
waveguide reflects the incident radiation specularly, causing the somewhat elevated
scattering observed.
3.2.3 Horn Comparison
The horn presented in the last section (figure 3-9) is much smaller than the horn
presented in the validation section (figure 3-3). It is therefore of interest to compare
the radiation and RCS of these two horns. Figure 3-14 shows the gain of these two
horns normalized to the average power radiated. The longer horn has a higher gain
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Figure 3-14: Gain of a long horn and a short horn normalized
radiated. The gain is calculated for the E0 polarization at ¢ =
the average power
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than the shorter one due to the wider aperture. Its extra length also allows it to
provide a more graceful transition from the waveguide to free space than with the
smaller horn. Its gain pattern has more rapid oscillation because it takes a smaller
change in angle to create the same phase difference across the opening of the horn
than with the smaller geometry.
The bistatic RCS for these two horns is plotted in figure 3-15. The RCS of
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Figure 3-15: Bistatic RCS of two matched horns illuminated
shown for the Eo polarization for a cut in 0 with 0 = 0'.
at normal incidence,
the larger horn is significantly larger, especially in the forward scattering and back
scattering areas. In the forward scattering region, the much larger opening of the horn
casts a much larger shadow behind the horn creating a much larger scattered field.
For the back scattering region, some of the energy which was shadowed is reflected
back out at small 0. Again, the wider opening causes the peaks and nulls to occur
more rapidly for a change in angle.
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3.2.4 Horn with Flush Ground Plane
The smaller horn from the last section is here modeled with a ground plane flush with










re 3-16: Geometry of a Horn opening into a flush ground plane.
and the bistatic RCS is calculated for the E0 polarization for a cut in 0 with 0 = 00.
Figure 3-17 compares the RCS to the RCS of the free space horn. The patterns are
quite different. The horn without the ground plane experiences complex scattering
from the exterior of the geometry, both from the horn, and also at the end of the
waveguide. The distance between these scattering sections is more than a wavelength,
and so the phase difference between these contributions and the scattering from the
opening of the horn can change rapidly as a function of angle. This causes the rapid
rippling in the free space pattern. The pattern from the horn with the ground plane
has no contribution from the outside of the horn, and therefore does not have the
rapid rippling.
The monostatic RCS of these two horns can also be compared, as in figure 3-18.
Again, the ground plane pattern contains no scattering contribution from the outside
of the horn, and, therefore, has slower rippling. Another difference between the
patterns occurs at 0 = 00. Where the free space pattern has a null, the ground plane
pattern has its main lobe. The null in the free space pattern was explained above
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Theta (deg)
Figure 3-17: Bistatic RCS at 10 GHz of a horn with a flush
horn without the ground plane. RCS is calculated for the Eo
cut in 0 with 0 = 00.
ground plane and the
polarization and for a
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Figure 3-18: Monostatic RCS at
horn without the ground plane.
cut in 0 with = 00.
10 GHz of a horn with a flush ground plane and the
RCS is calculated for the Eo polarization and for a
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as being caused by the good absorption of the incident wave at normal incidence.
This led to little reflection, and a small cross section. With the ground plane present,
however, a specular reflection from the ground plane is expected, and the cross section
is defined as the difference between the specular reflection and the actual observed
reflection. Therefore, the energy entering the horn produces an absence in reflected
field, and the resulting scattered field leads to a large radar cross section, which
explains the main lobe at 0 = 0'.
3.3 Scattering Components
As mentioned in chapter 1, the RCS of an antenna is made up of structural mode
contributions and antenna mode contributions. In this section, the RCS of pyramidal
horns will be split into the structural mode RCS and antenna mode RCS. The antenna
mode RCS will then be compared to the gain pattern of the horn.
3.3.1 Single Horn
For the basic geometry of a pyramidal horn, the antenna mode scattering and the gain
patterns are calculated. The antenna mode scattering is calculated by subtracting the
scattered fields of a perfectly matched antenna from the scattered fields of a poorly
matched antenna. This was implemented by calculating the scattering of an antenna
with PML inside the waveguide, and also calculating the scattering of an antenna
which has a shorted waveguide. Figure 3-19 shows the RCS of these two horns. The
perfectly matched horn has no reflections from inside the waveguide, and therefore
represents structural mode scattering only. The shorted horn reflects all energy in
the waveguide, and its signature represents a combination of structural mode and
antenna mode scattering.
An interesting feature here is the similarity between the curves in the forward
scattering region, compared to the differences in the back scattered region (at 00).
The structural mode scattering is strong in the forward scattering region, while the
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Figure 3-19: Normal incidence bistatic RCS of matched and shorted horns, calculated
for the E0 polarization and for a cut in 0 with ¢ = 900.
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antenna mode scattering is quite weak in this region. This causes the structural mode
scattering to dominate the pattern at 1800, since the structural mode scattering is
the same for the horn, independent of the waveguide termination characteristics. The
antenna mode RCS, however, can be much stronger than the structural mode RCS in
the back scattered direction, since this is the direction in which the horn is intended
to radiate. Hence for backscatter, the antenna mode can dominate and cause a sub-
stantial increase in the RCS, depending on the reflections inside the waveguide. This
example shows that the antenna mode scattering can be quite important, especially
in those directions near the main lobe of the antenna. The shorted horn is of course a
worst case in that all power in the waveguide is reflected. If the feed to the waveguide
were better matched with a reflection down by 15dB or more, then the antenna mode
scattering would have little effect on the overall RCS of the horn.
With the calculation of the far field scattering from the matched and shorted
horns, the fields for the antenna mode pattern can be calculated by subtracting these
two cases. When the scattered far fields of the matched horn are subtracted from the
scattered far fields of the shorted horn, the result is the antenna mode scattering of
the horn, plotted in figure 3-20. Along with the antenna mode RCS, the gain pattern
of the horn is plotted, scaled to match at 0 = 00.
The two curves, which never differ more than .01dB, show that here the antenna
mode scattering is identical to a scaled replica of the gain pattern. As mentioned in
the introduction, this is reasonable, since at the frequency considered, the radiation
that is reflected at the end of the waveguide is expected to be of the same waveguide
mode as the excitation which leads to the gain pattern shown.
3.3.2 Dual Horn Configuration
Horns are often combined in pairs in order to calculate the arrival direction of a
source, using a monopulse angle estimation approach. Often, four horns are used in
order to calculate elevation and azimuthal angles. Here, for simplicity, a two horn
geometry is modeled. Each horn is the same size and shape as the one in the last
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Figure 3-20: Antenna mode scattering of a horn, plotted with the scaled gain pattern
of the horn. The patterns are calculated from the far field Ep, at 4 = 90'.
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section, and the two horns are paired such that the long sides of the openings are
together. (see figure 3-21.) The horns are illuminated by a normal incidence 10.1
GHz plane wave and the RCS is calculated for the EO polarized case for a cut in 8,
with ¢ = 0O. The bistatic radar cross section is plotted in figure 3-22 for horns with
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Figure 3-21: Geometry of a dual horn.
As expected, the two curves are quite similar in the forward scattered region,
where the structural mode dominates, but are quite different in the back scattered
region, where the antenna mode scattering can dominate. Again, this shows that
the matching of the antenna feed can have a large impact on the RCS of the entire
antenna. Also, the pattern which represents just the structural mode contribution
can be subtracted from the pattern which contains both structural mode and antenna
mode contributors to the RCS. The resultant antenna mode scattering is plotted in
figure 3-23 along with a scaled version of the gain pattern which results from both of
these horns being fed identically in phase.
The antenna mode scattering once again closely matches the scaled gain of the
horn. Also, this horn configuration transmits much more of its power forward, and
not very much at 1800, unlike the simple waveguide geometry.
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Figure 3-22: Bistatic RCS of a dual horn illuminated at normal incidence. The RCS
is for the Eo polarization and for a cut in 0 with ¢ = 0O.
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Figure 3-23: Antenna mode scattering of a dual horn illuminated at normal incidence
compared to the gain. The curves are calculated from the far field Eo and for a cut
in 0 with q = 00.
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The cases studied so far, have all been for normal incidence. To show that the
antenna mode scattering is similar to the gain pattern for a range of incident angles,
an off axis case is clearly needed. Therefore the next case will be the same dual horn,
but illuminated off axis at 0 = 100, q = 00, and polarized in the E 0 direction. The
matched and shorted bistatic RCS patterns are shown in figure 3-24.
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Figure 3-24: Bistatic RCS of matched and shorted dual
for the E polarization at ¢ = 0' for a cut in 8.
horns illuminated at 9 = 100
Here, the large forward scattering return from shadowing is not at 1800, but has
moved to -1700. This position is 1800 from, or directly opposite, the direction of
the incident radiation. Another change is that the patterns are no longer symmetric,
since the incident wave is no longer illuminating the antenna symmetrically. As usual,
however, the structural mode seems to dominate in the forward scattered direction,
while the antenna mode scattering can dominate near 0 = 00. The difference of the
two patterns can be calculated, and is plotted in figure 3-25. This antenna mode
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scattering is clearly different from the gain pattern in figure 3-23. This is because the
reflections in each of the two waveguides is no longer in phase. At normal incidence,
from symmetry, the two waveguides will reflect in the same manner, assuming that
their waveguides are terminated similarly. The waveguides thus reflecting with the
same amplitude and phase creates an antenna mode equivalent to the in-phase radia-
tion of the two waveguides. If, however, the waveguides do not reflect with the same
amplitude and phase, as is the case from an off-axis incident illumination, then the












Figure 3-25: Antenna mode scattering of a dual horn illuminated at 0 = 100 incidence.
The curve is calculated from the far field Ee at q = 00 for a cut in 0.
The antenna mode scattering, however, is still closely related to the gain pattern of
the horn. If the gain patterns of each waveguide radiating singly are known, then the
antenna mode scattering can be found. The antenna mode scattering of a waveguide
radiating singly can be found by shorting one waveguide while matching the other.
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For instance, the antenna mode scattering of the first waveguide can be found by
running a case where the second waveguide is perfectly matched and the first one is
shorted. The case where both waveguides are shorted is subtracted to find the antenna
mode scattering of the first waveguide. Similarly, the antenna mode scattering of the
second horn can be calculated by matching the first waveguide and shorting the
second. Each of these antenna mode patterns is equivalent to the gain pattern of a
waveguide radiating alone. The sum of these represents a linear combination of the
gain patterns, and is equivalent to the entire antenna mode scattering.
Another way to calculate the antenna mode scattering of the structure is to com-
pute the gain of the dual horn when the waveguides are radiating in phase, and the
gain of the dual horn when they are radiating 180' out of phase. A linear combina-
tion of these patterns can represent any combination of each waveguide individually
radiating. To determine how they should be combined, the gain in the incident direc-
tion is analyzed. Since the gain of an antenna at a given angle determines how much
energy it will receive at that angle, the gain of the in-phase antenna at the incident
angle describes the magnitude and phase of the in-phase radiation which couples into
the waveguides, while the gain of the opposite-phase antenna at the incident angle
describes the magnitude and phase of the opposite-phase radiation which couples
into the waveguides. The antenna mode scattering is the radiation of this in-phase
and opposite-phase radiation from the two waveguides. Therefore the antenna mode
scattering for an incidence angle of 10' can be computed by
Eant,scat = Ein,rad * Ein,rad(100 ) + Eopp,rad * Eopp,rad(100 ) (3.1)
where Ein,rad is the in-phase gain pattern, and Eopp,rad is the opposite-phase gain
pattern. This combination, and the combination of the two individual gain patterns,
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Figure 3-26: Antenna mode scattering of a dual horn illuminated at 0 = 100. The
curves are calculated from the far field E0 at ¢ = 00 for a cut in 0. The antenna mode
scattering is compared to a linear combination of the individual gain patterns of the




In this chapter, the Finite-Difference Time-Domain method was used to calculate
the gain patterns and scattering patterns of several different antennas. In cases
where measurements had been published, the predicted RCS compared well. Various
phenomenology of RCS signatures was demonstrated. Larger targets were shown to,
in general, have faster lobing than smaller targets, with targets smaller than one
wavelength tending to scatter reasonably isotropically. The change in pattern as the
frequency increased was demonstrated, with large scattering occurring in frequency
regions where the horn was large enough to scatter the incident radiation, but the
waveguide was too small for energy to couple into it.
The RCS of a horn with a ground plane was also presented, and some differences
between it and the RCS of a free space horn were explained. For instance, the horn
with the ground plane does not have the scattering from the outside of the horn, so the
frequency of the lobing is smaller. Also, the RCS of an antenna with a ground plane is
much higher at normal incidence than one without a ground plane due largely to the
difference in the definition of RCS in the two cases. In the case with a ground plane, a
wave which is absorbed causes a large RCS, whereas in free space, an absorbed wave
gives rise to a small RCS.
RCS was decomposed into antenna mode scattering and structural mode scatter-
ing. It was shown that for these cases, where the waveguide can only support one
mode at the incident frequency, the antenna mode scattering is a scaled version of
the gain pattern. In cases where there are multiple waveguides, the antenna mode
scattering is a linear combination of the gains of each waveguide. The structural
mode scattering was shown to dominate at most angles, but the antenna mode scat-
tering was shown to have the potential to make a difference near aspects where the
gain is large. For a poorly matched antenna, it was shown that the difference could
be 20dB or more. This demands then that the feed to the horn antenna be taken
into consideration when predicting its RCS. The RCS of horns with coaxial feeds is




In chapter 2, the Finite-Difference Time-Domain method was developed for a cubic
grid. The modeling of perfect electric conductors which did not lie exactly on the
grid lines was accomplished by approximating the geometry as one which did lie on
the grid lines, in a "staircase" approximation. Conformal FD-TD, or contour-path
FD-TD, is a method for better modeling PEC which does not lie on the grid cell
boundaries [38]. In this chapter, this method will be described, and results of its use
will be compared to results of the staircase method.
4.1 Contour Path Equations
While the ordinary FD-TD equations are often derived from the differential form
of Maxwell's Equations, the conformal FD-TD equations are more easily formulated
from the integral form of Maxwell's equations,
at oH dd= - E .di (4.1)
a f0oE. da = f .di (4.2)
where the path, c, surrounds the surface, s. For a cubic grid, the integral of H. over
s is simply A 2HX. Using the central difference approximation in equation 2.9, the left
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hand side of equation 4.1 becomes
a f Hn+1/2 (i, j k + ) Hn-1/2(i j + , k + 1)
-t -0H" da' = pA 2 2 2 t 2 (4.3)
where the notation in chapter 2 is being used. For this choice of surface, s, the right
hand side of equation 4.1 becomes
1 1
1 1
+E(i k) - E(ij, k + 2
(4.4)
which can be combined with equations 4.3 and 4.1 to give the ordinary FD-TD equa-
tion for Hz, equation 2.17.
Near a PEC, however, it is advantageous to choose a surface, s, which is not a
square of side, A, and instead choose s to extend to conform to the PEC (see figure 4-
1). For instance, if a PEC is near the cell on the left (smaller x), it is useful to extend
314567-3
Metal Horn I
Figure 4-1: Cells (solid lines) are extended from their usual grid lines (dashed lines)
to meet the PEC.
the surface out to lie along the PEC, forming a trapezoid (see figure 4-2). Since
the tangential electric field along PEC is identically zero, there is no contribution to
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Figure 4-2: The cell for the calculation of H. is extended from the dashed lines out
to meet the PEC to form the solid line. An FD-TD equation for H. is the developed
using this conformal cell.
f dl there. The area of the surface of integration is 2/1,(lb + id), so the FD-TD
equation for this cell becomes
1 1 1 1
H+ 1/2(i,j+ , k + 2 )-1/2(i 2 k +2 (4.5)
2 1
+At 2 (ldE"(i, j + k + 1)
lc(lb + Id) 2'
1 1
-lbE"(i,j + 1, k + 2) -cE"(ij + 2,k))
Because tangential magnetic fields are not necessarily zero on PEC, a similar
formulation cannot be done for the calculation of the electric field based on the
integral of H d'. Instead, any electric field, whose A by A surface cuts through PEC
is simply not calculated. This means that some magnetic fields are missing certain
electric fields necessary for their calculation. This is circumvented by copying the
nearest collinear electric field [10]. The FD-TD equation for the magnetic field in
figure 4-3 is
1 1 1 1
S+1/(i, j+- k+  + H2-,-1/ 2 (i,j + +k k (4.6)2' 2 2' 2
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Figure 4-3: Here, the Ey field below the H. field does not exist, and a neighboring
E, field must be borrowed and assume to have the same value across the length l,.
2 1
+At 2 (ldE"(i, + , k + 1)
1c(lb + 1d) 2
1 3
-lbEn(i,j + 1, k + 2) -E(i, + k))
which is the same as equation 4.6 except that the E, field at y = A(j + ) is used in
place of the uncalculated field at y = A(j + 1).
4.2 Conformal Modeling of the Interior of a Pyra-
midal Horn
If the structure being modeled is the interior of the horn, and the flare of the horn is
chosen to start and end at grid vertices, then all cells modeled with the contour path
FD-TD method will be trapezoidal or rectangular in shape. Note that this is not
true for the outside of the horn, where modeling cells near the corners could create
five sided cells for HI, and H, calculations, and six sided cells for H calculations.
Furthermore, if the flare of the horn is restricted to be forty-five degrees or less from
vertical in both dimensions, then a very good conformal grid can be constructed by
extending cells only horizontally, and extending them vertically is not required. This
4.2. CONFORMAL MODELING OF THE INTERIOR OF A PYRAMIDAL
HORN
metal horn
Figure 4-4: Near the corner of the horn, the regular cell for Hz, the dashed line, is
extended out on a constant z plane to meet the walls of the horn.
choice leads to a much simpler algorithm for constructing the grid cells.
The cell geometry for the Hz fields are simple. If there is no other Hz field location
between one H, field and the horn wall, then the cell is extended out to the horn.
On each side, this approach produces a row of rectangular contours for Hz. In the
corners, the cells are deformed on two sides instead of just one, and a different size
rectangular cell is formed. For example, an Hz field near a corner could be written as
1 1 1 1H2+1/2(i + ,j+ k) Hn-1/2 + + 1 k)2 2 2 2
At 1
+ (laE"(i + j + 1, k)
lalb 2
1
-lbEn(i + 1,j +2
(4.7)
for the field depicted in figure 4-4.
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The cell geometries for the H, fields are somewhat more complicated. Along
the slope of the horn which flares in the y direction, the geometries in figures 4-2
and 4-3 and their corresponding equations, 4.6 and 4.7 are used. Cells are extended
horizontally, and there is no need to extend them vertically.
Near the slope of the horn which flares in the x direction, the normal FD-TD
equation can often be used. If the horn cuts through the cell, then that cell may
be shortened to a rectangle. If the Ey field below the Hx field does not exist, and
the horn does not cut through the cell, then two different methods were pursued for
handling this. Commonly, the cell is simply extended to meet the the PEC. However,
this could mean extending the length of the cell considerably. A second method that
was implemented was to borrow a neighboring Ey field. Since no collinear fields are
available, a field was borrowed from the i direction. Because this is a tangential
electric field near a ground plane, and would be smaller when closer to the ground
plane, the field value at the new location was interpolated. These two methods were
compared for the case of the horn, and very little difference (less than 1dBsm) was
found for any case. This is probably due to the fact that the normal magnetic field
near the PEC is small anyway, so an error is less likely to have a large effect on the
RCS, and also that cases where cells need to be extended long distances are very
infrequent.
Note that there is no equation necessary for a case where the Ez fields next to the
H, field do not exist. This is because the Ez fields have their surfaces cut at exactly
the same time that the Ey field above Hx has its surface cut. In this case, all four E
fields surrounding that H. are not calculated, and therefore no field uses that H,.
At the corners, various combinations of the two edge cases exist. The development
of the Hy geometries is the same as for the Hx geometries. Using these cell shapes,
an entire conformal FD-TD grid can be formed for the inside of the horn, assuming
the flare is smaller than 45'.
4.3. COMPARISON OF STAIRCASE AND CONFORMAL PREDICTIONS
4.3 Comparison of Staircase and Conformal Pre-
dictions
Two of the horns analyzed in Chapter 3, are modeled with contour path FD-TD, and
their predictions are compared to the staircase predictions.
4.3.1 Gain Pattern of a Large Horn
Here the large horn from Chapter 3 was modeled using the conformal grid approach
described above. In figure 4-5 it is compared to staircase FD-TD predictions, and
published measurements [38]. The conformal FD-TD matches the measurements
better than the staircase FD-TD at the second side-lobe and at much of the forward
scattering direction. The conformal method, while not matching perfectly at the
other directions, does no worse than the staircase method.
4.3.2 RCS of a Small Horn
The smaller horn in Chapter 3 was also modeled using the conformal grid approach.
In figure 4-6, the conformal FD-TD is compared to staircased FD-TD for various
grid sizes. As A is reduced, the prediction should become increasingly accurate, and
should therefore approach the conformal pattern. This happens to some extent in
the back scattered region, where the staircase of A = A/54 is substantially closer to
the conformal than the other staircase curves. At other scattering angles, the outside
of the horn contributes the majority of the RCS. Since the outside of the horn is
staircased for all cases shown, the two curves of A = A/18 are close together, while
the more accurate curves of smaller A are also close together. The close comparison
of the small A staircase and the larger A conformal results demonstrate the utility
of the contour path FD-TD method. Since the length of time for a run increases
with the fourth power of 1/A, the staircase code at A = A/54 takes roughly 81 times












Figure 4-5: Normalized Gain Pattern of a pyramidal horn. Staircase and Contour
Path FD-TD are compared to measurements. The plot is of the far field for the E0
polarization for a cut in 0 at 0 = 00.
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Figure 4-6: Bistatic RCS of a pyramidal horn. Conformal FD-TD is compared to
Staircase FD-TD at different step sizes. The plot is of the far field EO polarization
for a cut in 0 at 0 = 900.
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4.4 Summary
In this chapter, the contour path method of FD-TD was developed for the inside of
a pyramidal horn. The gridding was not staircased, but rather cells were extended to
meet the walls of the horn. Along walls sloped in the i direction, H, contours were
extended downward in the direction to meet the wall, while along walls sloped in
the Y direction, they were extended horizontally in the 9 direction to meet the wall.
Electric fields whose A by A contour cut through the wall were not calculated and
magnetic field contributions which needed these values instead used nearest neighbor
fields.
The method was shown to give predictions similar to staircase predictions with a
step size three times smaller. It was shown that the differences in the predictions was
as large as 5dB for scattering angles near normal (0 = 00). The change in step size
did not seem to make a large difference for angles which were not in the main lobe
of the antenna, implying that the use of contour path FD-TD on the outside of the
horn would not have greatly affected the horn's bistatic RCS at normal incidence.
Future work here would include modeling the outside of the horn with contour
path FD-TD, and seeing what effects this has. While it may not appear to have
much effect at normal incidence illumination, at other incidence angles the effect
may be larger. Important work here would also include simulating more cases to
better establish where the conformal gridding improves accuracy, and in what cases
a staircased grid is acceptable.
Chapter 5
Co-axial to Waveguide Transition
In chapter 3, it was shown that the termination of the waveguide can have a large
impact on the RCS of a horn antenna. Results were shown for a shorted waveguide and
for a matched waveguide. In practical applications, however, these extreme cases do
not occur. Instead, much, but not all, of the power transmitted down the waveguide,
is coupled through to the feed. The most common type of feed to the waveguide is a
co-axial feed. This chapter models the co-axial to waveguide transition, and presents
the RCS of a horn with such a feed.
5.1 Modeling
5.1.1 FD-TD Near a Thin Wire
Near a thin wire, the standard FD-TD approximation that assumes that fields are
constant, or at most vary linearly, over a grid cell is no longer accurate. Instead,
radial electric fields and angular magnetic fields decay with 1/r dependence, where r
is the distance from the center of the wire. If the wire is chosen to lie along grid cell
lines, and the radius of the wire, a, is smaller than A/2, then the thin wire FD-TD
equations can be used [31].
For instance, the Hy field in figure 5-1 can be calculated using the new assumptions
on the r dependence of Ex and Hy. If the wire lies along x = 0, y = 0, then Ex(x)
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can be rewritten as
Ex(x) = Ex(A/ 2) A/2
x
The integral of Ex from a to A is
AExdx = AEx(A/2) (In(A) - In(a))
a
A







Figure 5-1: Hy contour near a thin wire.
Similarly, the integral of the magnetic field over the surface is
Hydx dz = (A/2)(A)H(A/2) ln(A/a)
where Hy(A/2) is the magnetic field in the direction at x = A/2. Substituting into
equation 4.1,
A2  1
2 In(A/a) = AEz(1, 0, k + ) -2 2











1 1 A A(E 0, k 1) - 0, k) a In()
(5.5)
which can be rearranged as
n+1 1 1 n-1 1 1 At 1H 2 O, k + 2-) Hy 2(-, 0,k + 2) _ lIn(A E(1, 0,k + 2)
2 2 2' 2 1n() 2
(En(1, 0, k + 1) - E 0n(, , k)) At
(5.6)
where the left edge of the cell has been omitted since the Ez field along the perfectly
conducting wire must vanish.
In a similar manner, FD-TD equations can be constructed for the Hx equations
near the wire. The other fields in the grid are calculated using the standard FD-TD
approximation, namely that fields vary linearly across their cells.
5.1.2 FD-TD for Co-axial Line
Under the assumption that the wave traveling down the co-axial line propagates only
in the TEM mode, the co-ax can be modeled by a one dimensional FD-TD algorithm.
Currents can be used instead of magnetic fields and voltages can be used in place of
electric fields to give
1 1 1 1 vAt
In+(k -) = In- (k ) (k + 1) - V"(k)) (5.7)2 2 Zo Az
(k) (k) - Zo (In+i(k + Ini(k - ) (5.8)
where Zo is the characteristic impedance of the line, and v is the phase velocity along
the line [20].
One advantage that I-D FD-TD has over higher dimension FD-TD is that when
Az/vAt is an integer, a simple exact absorbing boundary condition exists [20]. A
wave traveling downward from z = A will reach z = 0, a delay in time, Az/vAt,
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later. So, if Az/vAt = m, then the absorbing boundary condition is
V(0) = V'- m (1) (5.9)
The 1-D FD-TD for the co-axial line must be coupled to the free space above.
The four magnetic fields which surround the cable, spaced A/2 away from the ground
plane opening are used to provide this coupling. Since no electric field quantity exists
closer to the ground plane than these fields, electric fields at z = 0 cannot be used.
Instead, at the cable opening, V(0)/A is used for electric fields which point away
from the cable. For the fields that point toward the cable, -V(O)/A must be used.
The equation for Hy ( 0, ) is then a modified form of equation 5.6:
n+ 1 1 n-1 1 1 At 1
H 2 (_, 0, -) = H 2 _ 0 ) + In( )E( 0, 2)2 2 2' 2 'o An() 2
(E(, 0, 1)) At At V(0) (5.10)
oA +oln( (5.10)
The current on the cable is, in turn calculated from these magnetic fields, as in
figure 5-2. The current through a surface is the contour integral of the magnetic field
around that surface,
I = H. dl (5.11)
so,
S 1 1 1 1
A(Hy(2' 2 ) - Hy(-2 07 2
A H(0 . O, ) - Hx(0, , ) (5.12)
In this way, the current on the cable is calculated from the magnetic fields near
the opening at that instant in time, and the magnetic fields near the opening are
calculated from the voltage on the cable at a half step earlier in time. The cable
can be easily integrated into the 3-D FD-TD code, provided that the current at the
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Figure 5-3: The voltage reflected back into the co-ax of a 1.2cm long monopole,
plotted versus time normalized to the length of time required to travel the length of
the monopole, 1.2/c. FD-TD is compared here to published measurements.
5.2 Validation
To validate the technique, FD-TD predictions were compared against the predictions
and measurements in [20]. A geometry of a co-ax line terminating in a monopole
protruding through a ground plane was used. The monopole height, h, was 1.2cm,
and A was 0.1cm. The co-axial line was excited with a Gaussian pulse of height 1V
and width a = 6.44 x 10-12s, or 0.161 times h/c. The reflected voltage was calculated
in the line, and is plotted in figure 5-3 versus time, normalized by h/c.
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The first peak is from the positive voltage reflecting at the transition between the
co-axial cable and the monopole in free space. The monopole in free space presents
a higher impedance than that of the co-ax line, and a positive reflection occurs at
the ground plane. Two characteristic times later, the amount of time for the wave to
travel down to the end of the monopole, and return, there is another positive reflection
from the wave reaching the end of the line. The wave reflects, causing a current of
opposite sign, but voltage of the same sign to travel back down the wire and couple
back into the co-ax. The energy which does not couple back into the co-ax is reflected
again, traveling up the wire with the sign of the voltage now reversed, only to arrive
back down at the ground plane again two characteristic time periods later.
When a PEC sheet of size 4.1cm wide by 2.4cm high is placed .9cm away from the
monopole, the reflected voltage changes slightly to that shown in figure 5-4. At first,
the pattern is similar to that of the monopole without a reflector, since the energy
does not have time to reach the reflector. After it does, there is a small effect on the
reflected voltage. The difference is slight because the energy must successfully couple
out of the monopole into free space, travel to the reflector, and then successfully couple
back down into the co-ax. The difference is plotted in figure 5-5. The length of time
for a wave to travel the .9cm and back is 1.5 characteristic times, so no difference is
expected before this. After this, the monopole is radiating along its entire length as
the wave travels up and back down the monopole. This allows the sheet to produce
a somewhat more complicated effect on the reflected voltage in the co-ax.
5.3 Co-axial Fed Pyramidal Horn
As discussed in chapter 3, the type of feed to an antenna can make a large difference
in the RCS of that antenna, especially at regions where the gain of the horn is high.
Using the technique above, a pyramidal horn with a co-axial feed may be modeled
(see figure 5-6) with the FD-TD method, and the RCS may be calculated. This was
done for the horn presented in figure 3-9, and the RCS of the horn with the feed is
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Figure 5-4: The voltage reflected back into the co-ax of a 1.2cm long monopole
antenna with a nearby PEC sheet, plotted versus time normalized to the length of
time required to travel the length of the monopole, h/c. FD-TD is compared here to
published measurements.
5.3. CO-AXIAL FED PYRAMIDAL HORN
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Figure 5-5: The difference in reflected voltage of a monopole antenna near a PEC
sheet and a monopole antenna alone. The voltage differences are plotted versus time
normalized to the length of time required to travel the length of the monopole, h/c
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compared to the RCS of the horn with a matched feed and a shorted feed in figure 5-7.
The coaxial cable modeled had a radius of .824mm, and an impedance of 50 ohms.
The center conductor protruded approximately half way across the waveguide in the
1 direction. The first feed geometry placed the co-ax 6mm away from the end of the
waveguide, while in the second the co-ax is 10mm away from the end of the waveguide.
The VSWR of the first configuration is approximately 3, while that of the second is
4.75.
A








Figure 5-6: Geometry of a coaxial fed pyramidal horn.
As expected, the two antennas with more realistic matching tend to lie between the
extreme cases of a perfectly reflecting match and a perfectly absorbing match. Also,
the horn with the higher VSWR tends to have a larger antenna mode contribution,
since less energy is able to couple into the feed.
The antenna mode scattering of the horn with the first co-ax configuration is
shown in figure 5-8, and compared to the antenna mode scattering of the shorted
horn. One might expect that the antenna mode scattering from each of the horns
should have the same shape, but with the shorted one larger. However, because the
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Theta (deg)
Figure 5-7: The normal incidence bistatic RCS of pyramidal horns with a matched
feed, a shorted feed, a feed with a VSWR of 3, and a feed with a VSWR of 4.75. The
RCS is calculated from the far field E0 at ¢ = 90' for a cut in 8.
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Figure 5-8: Antenna mode scattering of a shorted horn and a horn with a co-axial
feed. The scattering is calculated from the far field E0 at q = 900 for a cut in 8.
co-ax transition is somewhat close to the opening of the waveguide, evanescent energy
is possible around the wire. Some of this evanescent energy is able to couple with
the co-axial line, causing a different antenna mode scattering pattern than the gain,
which assumes that all energy in the waveguide is in the TE10 mode.
5.4 Summary
Using thin wire FD-TD and one dimensional FD-TD, the previous computational
domain was modified to include a co-axial feed to a horn antenna. This allowed
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the modeling of real antennas, rather than simply a matched or shorted horn. The
patterns of the antennas with co-axial feeds do not have antenna mode contributions
identical to the horn gain pattern, but they are similar, and their curves are typically
between that of a shorted horn and that of a matched horn, with higher VSWR
moving the results closer to the shorted horn.
Unfortunately, however, the technique developed in this chapter has its limitations.
One limitation is that only the TEM mode is modeled for the coaxial line. If the line
is large enough that evanescent energy is significant, then the results might not be
correct. Therefore the transmission line must be small enough that there can be no
asymmetries in the fields even at the opening into the waveguide. Another limitation
is reached if the center conductor is larger than A, where the thin wire approximation
is no longer valid, and the accuracy deteriorates. One other issue discovered is that
these horn antennas can be quite sensitive to the location and dimensions of their
co-ax transition, and FD-TD can only be accurate to one A, potentially causing some
difficulty in modeling actual antennas.
Future work could focus on ways to overcome some of these difficulties, especially
in implementing an approach to modeling more than one mode inside the co-axial
line. This might be done by a merging of a body of revolution decomposition of FD-
TD with the full three dimensional geometry used in the rest of the problem. Future
work might also address cases where the co-ax conductor is not small enough to be
considered a thin wire, yet not large enough to be treated as locally planar.




Even though horn antennas are commonly used in modern applications, and their
gain patterns have been studied, little work has been done to study their scattering
patterns. This thesis has presented the gains and radar cross section patterns of
several different horn antennas, predicted using the Finite-Difference Time-Domain
method. In cases where measurements have been published, the finite-difference time-
domain method has been shown to accurately predict these patterns.
Various phenomenology in the RCS of horn antennas has been identified. At fre-
quencies below the cutoff associated with the mouth of the horn, the RCS was shown
to be nearly isotropic and arise from scattering from the external horn geometry. As
the frequency was increased, the RCS increased, and more lobing was seen in the
RCS pattern. When the feed of the horn was allowed to absorb energy, by increasing
the frequency enough so that the wave could enter the waveguide, and by using a
matched feed, the normal incidence monostatic RCS was shown to drop.
The RCS of a horn with a ground plane was also presented, and some differences
between it and the RCS of a free space horn were explained. For example, the horn
with the ground plane does not have the scattering from the outside of the horn, so
the RCS typically has a less complicated angular dependence. Also, the RCS of an
antenna with a ground plane is much higher at normal incidence than one without a
ground plane due largely to the difference in the definition of RCS in the two cases. In
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the case with a ground plane, a wave which is absorbed causes a large RCS, whereas
in free space, an absorbed wave gives rise to a small RCS.
RCS was decomposed into antenna mode scattering and structural mode scatter-
ing. It was shown that for these cases, where the waveguide can only support one
mode at the incident frequency, the antenna mode scattering is a scaled version of the
gain pattern. In cases where there are multiple waveguides, or multiple waveguide
modes, the antenna mode scattering is a linear combination of the gains possible from
each. The structural mode scattering was shown to dominate at most angles, but the
antenna mode scattering was shown to have the potential to contribute significantly
for angles where the gain is large. For a poorly matched antenna, it was shown that
the difference could be 20dB or more. This demonstrates the requirement that the
feed to the horn antenna be considered when predicting its RCS.
A coaxial to waveguide transition was developed in FD-TD and used to calculate
the RCS of a typical pyramidal horn antenna. It was shown that the signatures of
horn antennas with co-axial feeds lie between the extreme cases of a matched feed
and a shorted feed. The reflections at the feeds, or the antenna mode scattering of
these horns, were shown to be equivalent to the gain patterns of the horns for cases
where only one mode was allowed to propagate in the waveguide.
To address issues of accuracy, a conformal approach to FD-TD was developed and
applied to the inside of the horn. It was shown that the staircase approach can cause
some loss of accuracy in the RCS for angles with significant coupling into and out
of the horn. There seemed to be little difference, however, in the normal incidence
bistatic RCS patterns off axis.
Much work can still be done on the topic of horn antenna scattering. As mentioned
in the introduction chapter, horn antennas are commonly used themselves as the feeds
to reflector antennas, and commonly have more complicated feeds than the ones
analyzed here. Future work might include the modeling of a reflector dish utilizing
the horn as a feed. While this would involve the merging of a higher frequency
method with FD-TD, it would be quite useful in finding the RCS of these more
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complex antennas which use horns as one element. Future work should also include
the modeling of different feeds to the horn. Often horns are arranged in an array,
with a network of waveguides behind them before the transition to co-ax is made.
As shown in this thesis, the type of feed can make a large difference in the RCS, and








The program hornstair does an FD-TD simulation of a pyramidal horn modeled with a
staircase geometry, and writes out the Fourier transform of fields on a box, in addition
to writing out fields on a plane in a format which can be viewed graphically.
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program hornstair
implicit none





































complex hzi (2, -miny:mminy - 1, -minz :mminz,maxnfr)
complex hzj(-mminx:mminx-1,2,-mminz :mminz ,maxnfr)
write(6,*) "how many time steps?"
read(5,*) n
write(6,*) "enter stop size in motors"
read(5,*) delta
c deltat = delta/(sqrt(3.0)*cfl)





3 write(6,*) "enter waveguide dimensions in meters (x,y)"
read(5,*) tompx,tempy
vavex - tempx/delta/2 + 0.5
wavey = tempy/delta/2 + 0.5
rite(6,*) "at what delta should the horn start? (maxz=)",maxz
read(5,*) hornstart




write(6,*) "enter height of the horn in meters"
read(5,*) temps
horndepth = tompz/delta + 0.5
thorn = xalopo * horndepth + vavex +0.5
yhorn = yslope * horndepth + vavey +0.5
if ((thorn .gt. mainx-2) .or. (yhorn .gt. mminy-2)) then
write (6,*) 'horn opening too big. try again'
goto 3
endif
xslope = roal(xhorn - wavex)/horndepth
yslope = real(yhorn - wavey)/horndepth
write(6,*) "enter height of waveguide in motors"
read(5,*) tempz
wavedepth = tompz/delta + 0.5
if (-hornstart+horndepth+vavedepth + 2 .gt. mminz-2) then






















'in units of delta, ',delta,','
'horn starts at ',hornstart
'with an opening of ',xhorn,yhorn
'has a depth of ',horndepth
'slopes (run/rise) of ',xslope,yslope
'vaveguide starts at '.,hornstart-horndepth
'with an opening of ',wavex,wavey
'and a depth of ',wavedepth
write (6,*) 'enter dimensions of box for writing fields: (x,y,z)'
read (5,*) tempx,tempy,tempz
minx = tompx/2.0/delta + 0.5
miny = tempy/2.0/delta + 0.5
minz = tompz/2.0/delta + 0.5
if ((minx .gt. mainx) .or. (miny .gt. mminy) .or.
1 (minz .gt. mminz) .or. (xhorn .gt. minx-2) .or.
2 (yhorn .gt. miny-2) .or. (hornstart .gt. minz-2) .or.
3 (-hornstart+horndepth+wavedepth .gt. minz-2)) then
write (6,*) 'bad box dimensions.'
write (6,*) 'x must be between ',(xhorn+2)*delta*2.0.,' and '
1 ,(mminx)*delta*2.0
write (6,*) 'y must be between ',(yhorn+2)*dolta*2.0,' and '
1 ,(mainy)*delta*2.0
if (-hornstart+horndepth+wavedepth .1e. hornstart) then
write (6,*) 'z must be between ',(hornstart+2)*delta*2.0.
1 ' and ',(mminz)*delta*2.0
else
write (6,*) 'z must be between '
1 (-hornstart+horndepth+vavedepth+2)*delta*2.0,




write (6,*) "pmal inside waveguide? (y/n) :"
read (5,*) a
pml - s .eq. 'y'
write (6,*) "enter incident angles (theta, phi) (dog) :"
write (6,*) "enter e_theta, o_phi :"
read (5,*) theta,phi,atheta,ephi
write (6,*) "gaussian source(y/n) :"
write (6,*) "sinusoidal source(y/n) :"
read (5,*) g
gauss = g .eq. 'y'
read (5,*) s
sine = s .eq. 'y'
if (gauss) then
if (sine) then
write(6,*) 'enter frequency of sinusoid :'
read(5,*) freq





















write(6,*) 'assuming ex - line source in x-dir'
write(6,*) 'enter frequency :'
read(5,*) freq
write(6,*) 'enter number of cycles per sigma. :1
read(5,*) peaks
sigma = peaks*c/freq
write(6,*) 'enter distance from end of wg'
read (5,*) tempz
ksource = tempz/delta+0.5
ksource - keource + hornstart-horndepth-wavedepth
write (6,*) 'source is at ',ksource,'delta'
write (6,*) 'vaveguide goes from ',hornstart-horndepth












ezxin = etheta*cost*cosp - ephi*sinp
eyin = etheta*cost*sinp + ephiScosp
ezin - -etheta*sint
hxin = etheta*sinp + ephi*cost*cosp
hyin = -etheta*cosp + ephi*cote*sinp
hzin - phi*sint
vrite(6,*) 'the incident wave has the following components'
write(6,*) ' exin = ',ezin,' hxin - ',hxin
write(6,*) ' eyin = ',eyin,' hyin = ',hyin
write(6,*) ' ezin = ',ezin,' hzin = ',hzin
write (6,*) 'enter number of readout frequencies '
read (5,*) nfr
if (nfr .gt. maxnfr) then
write (6,*) ' Too Many Frequencies'
stop
elseif (nfr .eq. 1) then




write (6,*) 'enter starting and ending frequencies (Hz) '
read (5,*) frql,frq2





open (unit=lO, file-'ez05 ,status 'unknown',
1 form-'formatted')
open (unit-l1, file='z50' ,status='unknown',
1 form='formatted')















c$$$ write (7,296) 2*(maxy+pmldepth)+1, 2*(maxx+pmldepth), 64, n,
c$$$ 1 'new.image.Z '
write (7,296) 2*(maxy+pmldepth)+1, 2*(maxz+pmldepth)-1, 64, n,
1 'new.image.Z '
c write (7,296) 2*(maxy+pmldepth)+1, 2*(maxx+pmldepth)+l, 64, n,
c 1 'nev.image.Z '
write (7,*) 1
write (7,81) 'a '




do 10 time -= ,n




c write (6,*) 'euplm'
call eupml
c write (6,*) 'edplm'
call edpml
c write (6,*) 'elplm'
call elpml
c write (6,*) 'erplm'
call erpml
c write (6,*) 'efplm'
call efpml





if (.not. (gauss .or. sine)) call radiate _source(time,ksource)
c write (6,*) 'hnorm'
call hnorm(time)
c write (6,*) 'hupml'
call hupml
c write (6,*) 'hdpml'
call hdpml
c write (6,*) 'hlpml'
call hlpml
c write (6,*) 'hrpml'
call hrpml
c write (6,*) 'hfpml'
call hfpml














c write (6,*) exnorm(-xhorn,-yhorn+1,hornstart),
c 1 exnorm(xhorn-i,-yhorn+l,hornstart),
c 2 exnorm(-xhorn,yhorn- 1,hornstart),
c 3 exnorm(xhorn-1 ,yhorn- ,hornstart)
c if (time .eq. 100 .or. time .eq. 90) call nonzero_check
c TAKE FOURIER TRANSFORMS over a box, to find RCS
etotincnow -= totinc(time,etheta,ephi)
write (6,*) etotincnow




c write (6,*) einc(ifr)
do 110 i - -minx,minx-1
do 120 k - -minz,minz
exj(i,1,k,ifr) = exj(i,1,k,ifr) + oxnorm(i,-miny,k) *
1 cexp(unitie2*pi*frq*time*deltatime)
sxj(i,2,k,ifr) - exj(i,2,k,ifr) + exnorm(i,miny,k) *
1 cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*time*deltatime)
c$$ if (abs(exj(i,1,k,ifr) - exj(i,2,k,ifr)) .ge.
c$$$ 1 le-4) then
c$$tt$ write (6,*) 'symmetry error',i,j,k,sxj(i,1,k,ifr),
c$$$ 1 exj(i,2,k,ifr)
c$$$ count = count + 1
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do 130 i = -minz,minx-1
do 140 j = -ainy,miny
*xk(i,j,1,ifr) = exk(i,j,l,ifr) + zxnorm(i,j,-minz) *
1 cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*time*deltatime)




do 150 j = -miny,miny-1
do 160 k = -minz,minz
eyi(l,j,k,ifr) = eyi(1,j,k.ifr) + eynorm(-minx,j.k) *
1 cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*time*deltatime)




do 170 i = -minx,minx
do 180 j = -miny,miny-1
eyk(i,j,l,ifr) = eyk(i,j,l,ifr) + eynorm(i,j,-minz) *
1 cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*time*deltatime)




do 190 j = -miny,miny
do 200 k - -minz,minz-1
ezi(1,j,k,ifr) - ezi(1,j,k,ifr) + eznorm(-minx,j,k) *
1 cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*time*deltatime)




do 210 i - -minz,minx
do 220 k - -minz,minz-1
azj(i,.,k,ifr) = ezj(i,l,k,ifr) + eznorm(i,-miny,k) *
1 cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*time*deltatime)




do 300 i - -minx,minx
do 310 k - -minz,minz-1
hxj(i,1,k,itr) - hxj(i,l,k,itr) +
(hxnorm(i.-miny-1,k) + hxnorm(i,-miny,k))/2 *
cxp(uniti*2*pistrq*(time+0.5)*deltatime)
hxj(i,2,k,iftr) = hxj(i,2,k,ifr) +




do 320 i - -minx,minx
do 330 j = -miny,miny-I
hxk(i,j,l,ifr) = hxk(i,j,l,ifr) +
(hxnorm(i,j,-minz-1) + hxnorm(i,j,-minz))/2 *
cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*(time+0.5)*deltatime)
hxk(i,j,2,ifr) = hxk(i,j,2,ifr) +




do 340 j - -miny,miny
do 350 k - -minz,minz-1
hyi(1,j.k,ifr) = hyi(1,j,k,ifr) +
(hynorm(-minx-1,j,k) + hynorm(-minx,j,k))/2 *
cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*(time+0.5)*deltatime)
hyi(2.j,k,ifr) = hyi(2,j,k,ifr) +




do 360 i - -minz,minx-1
do 370 j - -miny,miny
hyk(i.j,.,ifr) = hyk(i,j,1,ifr) +
1 (hynorm(i,j,-minz-1) + hynorm(i,j,-minz))/2 *
2 cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*(time+0 .5)*deltatime)
hyk(i,j,2,ifr) = hyk(i,j,2,ifr) +




do 380 j = -miny,miny-1
do 390 k = -minz,minz
hzi(l,j,k.ifr) = hzi(l,j,k,ifr) +
1 (hznorm(-minx-1,j,k) + hznorm(-minx,j,k))/2 *
2 cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*(time+O . 5)*deltatime)
hzi(2,j,k,ifr) = hzi(2,j,k,ifr) +




do 400 i = -minx,minx-1
do 410 k - -minz,minz
hzj(i,l,k,ifr) = hzj(i,l,k,ifr) +
1 (hznorm(i,-miny-1,k) + hznorm(i,-miny,k))/2 *
2 cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*(time+0 .5)*deltatime)
hzj(i,2,k,ifr) = hzj(i,2,k,ifr) +



































do 1010 ifr - 1,nfr
write (41,*) einc(ifr)
1010 continue
do 1020 i = -minx,minx-1
do 1030 k - -minz,minz
do 1040 j - 1,2






do 1060 i = -minx,minx-I
do 1070 j = -miny,miny
do 1080 k = 1,2






do 1100 j - -miny,miny-1
do 1110 k = -minz,minz
do 1120 i = 1,2













do 1140 i = -minx,minx
do 1150 j = -miny,miny-1
do 1160 k = 1,2







do 1180 j = -miny,miny
do 1190 k = -minz,minz-1
do 1200 i = 1,2






do 1220 i = -minx,minx
do 1230 k = -minz,minz-1
do 1240 j = 1,2






do 1300 i = -minx,minx
do 1310 k = -minz,minz-1
do 1320 j = 1,2






do 1340 i = -minx,minx
do 1350 j = -miny,miny-1
do 1360 k = 1,2






do 1380 j = -miny,miny
do 1390 k = -minz,minz-1
do 1400 i = 1,2






do 1420 i = -minx,minx-1
do 1430 j = -miny,miny
do 1440 k = 1,2






do 1460 j = -miny,miny-1
do 1470 k = -minz,minz
do 1480 i = 1,2






do 1500 i = -minx,minx-l
do 1510 k = -minz,minz
do 1520 j = 1,2





















































do 10 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 20 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
do 30 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (exeqn(i,j,k) .eq. exnormeqn) then
exnorm(i,j,k) = exnorm(i,j,k) + dtovd *
1 (hznorm(i,j,k) - hznorm(i,j-l,k)
2 -hynorm(i,j,k) + hynorm(i,j,k-1))
elseif (ezxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. exueqn) then
exnorm(i,j,k) = exnorm(i,j,k) + dtovd *






do 40 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 50 j = -maxy,maxy-1
do 60 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (eyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. eynormeqn) then
eynorm(i,j,k) = eynorm(i,j,k) + dtovd *
1 (hxnorm(i,j,k) - hxnorm(i,j,k-1)
2 -hznorm(i,j,k) + hznorm(i-l,j,k))
elseif (eyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. eyueqn) then
eynorm(i,j,k) = eynorm(i,j,k) + dtovd *
1 ((hxnorm(i,j,k)+hxinc(i,j,k,t)) - hmnorm(i,j,k-1)





do 70 i = -maxx+1l,maxx-1
do 80 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
do 90 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (ezeqn(i,j,k) .eq. eznormeqn) then
eznorm(i,j,k) = eznorm(i,j,k) + dtovd *
L (hynorm(i,j,k) - hynorm(i-l,j,k)















real exinc, eyinc, .zinc
integer t
integer i,j,k,i2,j2,k2
do 10 i - -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 20 j = -maxy+i,maxy-2
do 30 k = -maxz+l,maxz-2
if (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxnormeqn) then
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eznorm(i,j+l,k) - eznorm(i,j,k)
2 -eynorm(i,j,k+l) + eynorm(i,j,k))
c if it's inside, then it's the same equation because the a fields on
c the walls are zero.
elseif ((hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxifeqn) .or.
1 (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzibeqn) .or.
2 (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxideqn) .or.
3 (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxidfeqn) .or.
4 (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxidbeqn)) then
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eznorm(i,j+l,k) - eznorm(i,j,k)
2 -eynorm(i.j,k+l) + eynormC(i,j,k))
elseif (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxofeqn) then
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eznorm(i,j+l,k) - ezinc(i,j,k,t)
2 -eynorm(i.j.k+l) + eynorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxobeqn) then
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (ezinc(i,j+1,k,t) - eznorm(i,j,k)
2 -eynorm(i,j,k+l) + eynorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxoueqn) then
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
I (eznorm(i,j+l,k) - eznorm(i,j,k)
2 -eyinc(i,j,k+l,t) + eynorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxoufeqn) then
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eznorm(i,j+1,k) - ezinc(i,j,k,t)
2 -eyinc(i,j,k+1,t) + eynorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxoubeqn) then
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (ezinc(i,j+1,k,t) - eznorm(i,j,k)
2 -eyinc(i,j,k+1,t) + eynorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxdeqn) then
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eznorm(i,j+l,k) - eznorm(i,j,k)
2 -eynorm(i,j,k+l)+(eynorm(i,j,k)-eyinc(i,j,k,t)))
elseif (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxodeqn) then
hxnmorm(i,,jk) hxnorm(ij,k) - dtovd *
1 (eznorm(i,j+1,k) - eznorm(i,j,k)
2 -eynorm(i,j,k+l)+eyinc(i,j ,k,t))
elseif (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hx0eqn) then
c noop
else





do 40 i = -maxx+l,maxx-2
do 50 j = -maxy+1,maxy-1
do 60 k = -maxz+l,maxz-2
if (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hynormeqn) then
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
I (exnorm(i,j,k+l) - exnorm(i,j,k)
2 -eznorm(i+l,j,k) + eznorm(i,j,k))
elseif ((hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hyileqn) .or.
1 (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hyireqn) .or.
2 (hyeqn(i.j,k) .eq. hyideqn) .or.
3 (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hyidleqn) .or.
4 (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hyidreqn)) then
c same thing; the e-fields on the metal remain zero.
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eznorm(i,j,k+1) - eznorm(i,j,k)
2 -eznorm(i+l,j,k) + eznorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hyoleqn) then
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eznorm(i,j,k+l) - exnorm(i,j,k)
2 -eznorm(i+l,j,k) + ezinc(i,j,k,t))
elseif (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hyoreqn) then
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exnorm(ij,k+l) - exnora(i,j,k)
2 -ezinc(i+1,j.k,t) + eznorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hyoueqn) then
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exinc(i,j,k+l,t) - exnorm(i,j,k)
2 -eznorm(i+1,j,k) + eznorm(i,j,k))
elsoif (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hyouleqn) then
hynorm(i.j.k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exinc(i,j,k+l,t) - exnorm(i,j,k)
2 -eznorm(i+1,j,k) + ezinc(i,j,k,t))
elseif (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hyoureqn) then
hynorm(i,j,k) - hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exinc(i,j,k+1,t) - exnorm(i,j,k)
2 -ezinc(i+1,j,k,t) + eznorm(i,j,k))
elsoif (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hydeqn) then
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
I (eznorm(i,j,k+l) - (exnorm(i,j,k)-exinc(i,j,k,t))
2 -eznorm(i+l,j,k) + eznorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hyodeqn) then
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
I (eznorm(i,j,k+l) - exinc(ij,k,t)
2 -eznorm(i+1,j,k) + eznorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hy0eqn) then
else





do 70 i = -maxx+l,maxx-2
do 80 j = -mazy+l,maxy-2
do 90 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hznormeqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) - hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+1,j,k) - eynorm(i,j,k)
2 -exnorm(i,j+1,k) + exnorm(i,j,k))
elseif ((hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzileqn) .or.
I (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzireqn) .or.
2 (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzifeqn) .or.
3 (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzibeqn) .or.
4 (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzilfeqn) .or.
5 (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzilbeqn) .or.
6 (hzqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzirfeqn) .or.
7 (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzirbeqn)) then
: ame as normal equation since e should be zero on metal.
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynormCi+l,j,k) - eynorm(i,j,k)
2 -exnorm(i,j+,k) + oxznorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzoleqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+l,j,k) - eyinc(i,j,k,t)
2 -exnorm(ij+1,k) + exnorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzoreqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eyinc(i+1,j.k,t) - eynorm(i,j,k)
2 -exnorm(i,j+1,k) + exnorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzofeqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
I (eynorm(i+1,j,k) - eynorm(i,j,k)
2 -exnorm(i,j+1,k) + exinc(i,j,k,t))
elseitf (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzobeqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+1,j,k) - eynorm(i,j,k)
2 -exinc(i,j+l,k,t) + oxnorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzolfeqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+l,j,k) - eyinc(i,j,k,t)
2 -exnorm(i,j+1,k) + exinc(i,j,k,t))
elseif (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzolbeqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
I (eynorm(i+l,j,k) - eyinc(i,j,k,t)
2 -exinc(i,j+l,k,t) + eznorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzorfeqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eyinc(i+1l,j,k,t) - eynorm(i,j,k)
2 -exnorm(i,j+l,k) + exinc(i,j,k,t))
elsitf (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzorbeqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eyinc(i+1,j,k,t) - eynorm(i,j,k)
2 -exinc(i,j+l,k,t) + exnorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hz0eqn) then
else







c nov got h's on the border, next to the pml.
c top & bottom faces
k = -maxz
k2 = maz-1i
do 100 i = -maxx+l,mazx-1
do 110 j - -maxy+I,mazy-2
hxnorm(i,jk) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
I (eznorm(i.j+1,k) - eznorm(i,jk)
2 -eynorm(i,j,k+l) + (eyxdpml(i,j,k) + eyzdpml(i,j,k)))
hxnorm(i,j.k2) = hxnorm(ij,k2) - dtovd *




do 120 i = -maxx+l,maxx-2
do 130 j = -maxy+l,maxy-i
hynorm(i,jk) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exnorm(i,j,k+l) - (exydpml(i,j,k) + exzdpml(i,j,k))
2 -emnorm(i+i,j,k) + eznorm(i,j,k))
hynorm(i,j,k2) = hynorm(i,j,k2) - dtovd *
1 ((exyupml(i,j,k2+1) + oxzupml(i,j,k2+1))-exnorm(i,j,k2)
2 -eznorm(i+l,j,k2) + eznorm(i,j,k2))
130 continue
120 continue
c left & right faces
i - -maxx
i2 = maxx-i
do 140 j - -maxy+1,maxy-i
do 150 k - -maxz+l,maxz-2
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exnorm(i,j,k+i) - exnorm(i,j,k)
2 -eznorm(i+l,j,k) + (ezxlpml(i,j,k) + ezylpml(i,j,k)))
hynorm(i2,j,k) = hynorm(i2,jk) - dtovd *




do 160 j = -maxy+l,mazy-2
do 170 k - -maxz+l,maxz-1
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
I (eynorm(i+1,j,k) - (eyxlpml(i,j,k) + eyzlpml(i,j,k))
2 -oxnorm(i,j+i,k) + oxnorm(i,j,k))
hznorm(i2,j,k) - hznorm(i2,j,k) - dtovd *
I ((eyxrpml(i2+1,j,k) + eyzrpml(i2+1,j,k))-eynorm(i2,j,k)
2 -exnorm(i2,j+1,k) + exnorm(i2,j,k))
170 continue
160 continue
c front and back faces
j - -maxy
j2 = maxy-i
do 180 i = -manx+l,mazx-1
do 190 k = -maxz+l,maxz-2
hxnorm(i,jk) - hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
I (eznorm(i,J+i,k) - (ezxfpml(i,j,k) + ezyfpml(i,j,k))
2 -synorm(i,j,k+l) + eynorm(i,j,k))
hxnorm(i,j2,k) = hxnorm(i,j2,k) - dtovd *
1 ((ezxbpml(i,j2+1,k) + ezybpml(i.j2+1,k))-eznorm(i,j2,k)
2 -eynorm(i,j2,k+l) + eynorm(i,j2,k))
190 continue
180 continue
do 200 i - -mazz+l,maxx-2
do 210 k - -maxz+l,mazz-1
hznorm(i,j,k) - hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+l,j.k) - eynorm(i,j,k)
2 -eznorm(i,j+i,k) + (exyfpml(i,j,k) + exzfpml(i,j,k)))
hznorm(i,j2,k) = hznorm(i,j2,k) - dtovd *










do 220 j = -maxy+1,mazy-i
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(ij,k) - dtovd *
1 (exnorm(i,j,k+l) - (exydpml(i,j,k) + exzdpml(i,j,k))
2 -eznorm(i+1,j,k) + (ezxlpml(i,j,k) + ezylpml(i,j,k)))
hynorm(i,j,k2) - hynorm(i,j,k2) - dtovd *
1 ((exyupml(i,j.k2+1) + exzupml(i,j,k2+1)) - exnorm(i.jk2)
2 -eznorm(i+l,j,k2) + (ezxlpml(i,j,k2) + ezylpml(i,j,k2)))
hynorm(i2,j,k) = hynorm(i2,j,k) - dtovd *
I (exnorm(i2,j,k+i) - (exydpml(i2,j,k) + exzdpml(i2,.j,k))
2 -(ezxrpml(i2+1,j,k) + ezyrpml(i2+1,j,k)) + eznorm(i2,j,k))
hynorm(i2,j,k2) = hynorm(i2,j,k2) - dtovd *








do 230 i - -mazx+1,maxx-1
hxnorm(i,j,k) - hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
I (eanorm(i,j+l,k) - (ezxfpml(i,j,k) + ozyfpml(i,j,k))
2 -eynorm(i,j,k+i) + (eyxdpml(i,j,k) + eyzdpml(i,j,k)))
hxnorm(i,j,k2) - hxnorm(i,j,k2) - dtovd *
I (eznorm(i,j+l,k2) - (ezxfpml(i,j,k2) + ezyfpml(i,j,k2))
2 -(eyxupml(i,j,k2+1) + eyzupml(i,j,k2+1)) + eynorm(i,j,k2))
hznorm(i,j2,k) = hxnorm(i,j2,k) - dtovd *
1 ((ezxbpml(i,j2+,.k) + azybpml(i,j2+1,k)) - eznorm(i,j2,k)
2 -eynorm(i,j2,k+l) + (eyxdpml(i,j2,k) + eyzdpml(i,j2,k)))
hxnorm(ij2,k2) - hxnorm(i,j2,k2) - dtovd *
I ((ezxbpml(i,j2+1,k2) +ezybpml(i,j2+1,k2)) -eznorm(i,j2,k2)







do 240 k = -mazz+1,maxz-I
hnorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
I (eynorm(i+i,j,k) - (eyxlpml(i,j,k) + eyzlpml(i,j,k))
2 -exnorm(ij+l,k) + (exyfpml(i,j,k) + exzfpml(i.j.k)))
hnorm(i2,j,k) = hznorm(i2,j,k) - dtovd *
1 ((eyxrpml(i2+1,j,k) + eyzrpml(i2+1,j,k)) - eynorm(i2,j,k)
2 -exnorm(i2,j+i,k) + (exyfpml(i2,j,k) + exzfpml(i2,j,k)))
hznorm(i,j2,k) - hznorm(i,j2,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+l,j2,k) - (eyxlpml(i,j2,k) + eyzlpml(i,j2,k))
2 -(exybpml(i,j2+1,k) + exzbpml(i,j2+1,k)) + exnorm(i.j2,k))
hznorm(i2,j2,k) = hznorm(i2,j2,k) - dtovd *
1 ((eyxrpml(i2+1,j2,k) +eyzrpml(i2+1,j2,k)) -eynorm(i2,j2,k)











c first, let's do the fields on the inteface.
c note, all six fields are in the upml at z - mxz.
k = maxz
sigz = sigmax/2*(((k-maxz+1.0)/pmldepth)**4) +





APPENDIX A. SOURCE CODE
c first the ex fields
do 10 i = -maxx-pldepth,-maxx-1
do 20 j = -mazxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy
sigy = sigmax/2*(((-maxy+.O-j)/pmldepth)**4) +




oxyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i,j-l,k) - hzyupml(i,j-l,k))
exzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*ezzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxlpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzlpml(i,j,k-1))
20 continue
do 30 j = -maxy+1,mazy-1
c8y = 1
c9y = dtovd
exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
I (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i,j-1,k) - hzyupml(i,j-1,k))
ezzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
I (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxlpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzlpml(i,j,k-1))
30 continue
do 40 j = maxy,mazy+pmldepth-1





exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i,j-1.k) - hzyupml(i,j-1,k))
ezxzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxlpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzlpml(i,j,k-1))
40 continue
10 continue
do 50 i = -maxx,maz-i
do 60 j = -maxy-pmldepth+1,-mazy
sigy - sigmax/2*(((-maxy+1.0-j)/pmldepth)**4) +




exyupml(i,jk) = cy*ezxyupml(i.j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i,j-l,k) - hzyupml(i,j-l,k))
ezxzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*ezzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxfpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzfpml(i,j,k-1))
60 continue
do 70 j = -maxy+1,maxy-1
c8y - 1
c9y - dtovd
exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i,j-1,k) - hzyupml(i,j-l,k))
ezzupml(i,j,k) - c8z*exzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
I (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hynorm(i,j,k-1))
70 continue
do 80 j - maxy,mazy+pmldepth-1
sigy = sigmax/2*(((j-mazy+1.0)/pmldepth)**4) +




exyupml(i,jk) = c8y*exyupml(i,j.k) + c9y *
I (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i,j-l,k) - hzyupml(i,j-1,k))
exzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzupml(ij,k) - c9z *
I (hyxupml(i.j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hyzxbpml(ij,k-1) - hyzbpml(i,j,k-1))
80 continue
50 continue
do 90 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 100 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy
sigy = sigmax/2*(((-mazy+1.O-j)/pmldepth)**4) +














exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
(hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
-hzxupml(i,j-1,k) - hzyupml(i,j-l,k))




do 110 j = -maxy+l,mazy-1
c8y = 1
c9y = dtovd
exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
(hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(ij,k)
-hzxupml(i,j-l,k) - hzyupml(i,j-1,k))




do 120 j - maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1











exyupml(i,j,k) - c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
(hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
-hzxupml(i,j-l,k) - hzyupml(i,j-l,k))





now the ey fields
c8y = 1
c9y = dtovd
do 130 i = -maxr-pmldepth+1,-max





do 140 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
eyzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzupml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hxylpml(i,j,k-l) - hxzlpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxupmli,j,l) - c0r*eyxupml(i,jl(i,j,k) - c9x *
I (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i.j.k)





do 150 i = -maxx+l,marx-1
do 160 j = -maxy-pmldepth.-mazy-i
eyzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzupml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyfpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzfpml(i,j,k-1))




1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i-l,j,k) - hzyupml(i-l,j,k))
160 continue
do 170 j = -maxy,maxy-I
eyzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzupml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hxnorm(i,j,k-1))
eyxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxupml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i-l,j,k) - hzyupml(i-l,j,k))
170 continue
do 180 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1
eyzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzupml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hxybpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzbpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxupml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i-l,j,k) - hzyupml(i-l,j,k))
180 continue
150 continue
do 190 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1





do 200 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-I
eyzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzupml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyrpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzrpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxupml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i-l,j,k) - hzyupml(i-l,j,k))
200 continue
190 continue
now for the ez fields.
first ezx:
do 210 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 220 i = -maxx-pmldepth+l,-maxx





ezxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxupml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)







do 230 i = -maxx+l,maxx-I




do 240 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1





ezxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxupml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxupml(i-l,j,k) - hyzupml(i-l,j,k))
240 continue
210 continue
c now for the ezy fields:
do 250 i = -maxx-pmldepth+1,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 260 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy





ezyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyupml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)







do 270 j = -maxy+l,maxy-I




do 280 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





ezyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyupml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyupml(i,j-l,k) - hxzupml(i,j-l,k))
continue
continue
c that's all the e-fields at k = maxz.
c now, do the same thing from k = maxz+l to k = maxz+pmldepth-1.
do 300 k = maxz+l,maxz+pmldepth-1





c start with the ex fields.
do 310 i = -maxx-pmldepth,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 320 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy





exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i,j-l,k) - hzyupml(i,j-l,k))
exzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)




do 330 j = -maxy+1,maxy-1
exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i,j-l,k) - hzyupml(i,j-l,k))
exzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxupml(i,j,k-l) - hyzupml(i,j,k-1))
330 continue
do 340 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i,j-l,k) - hzyupml(i,j-l,k))
exzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
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c now for the ey fields
do 350 j - -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldopth-i
do 360 i = -maxx-pmldepth+l,-marz
sigx = sigmax/2*(((-maxxz+1.O-i)/pmldepth)**4) +




eyzupml(i,j,k) - cSz*eyzupml(i,j,k) + c9z *
I (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i.j,k)
2 -hxyupml(i,j,k-1) - hxzupml(i,j,k-1))
eyxupml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyxupml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)




do 370 i = -marx+l,max-1
eyzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzupml(i,j,k) + c9z *
I (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyupml(i,j,k-l) - hxzupml(i,j,k-1))
eyxupml(i,j.k) = c8x*eyxupml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i-l,j,k) - hzyupml(i-l,j,k))
370 continue
do 380 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-I
sigx = sigmax/2*(((i-maxx+1.0)/pmldepth)**4) +




eyzupml(i,j,k) - c8z*eyzupml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hzzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyupml(i,j,k-l) - hxzupml(i,j,k-1))
eyxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i-l,j,k) - hzyupml(i-l,j,k))
380 continue
350 continue
c and lastly, the ez fields:
c first ezx:
do 390 j - -maxy-pmldepth+l ,maxy+pmldepth-1






ezxupml(i,j,k) - c8x*ezxupml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)




do 410 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
ozxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxupml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxupml(i-l,j,k) - hyzupml(i-l,j,k))
410 continue
do 420 i - maxx,mazu+pmldepth-1
sig = sigmax/2*( ((i-maxx+l..0)/pmldepth)**4) +




ezxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxupml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j.k)
2 -hyxupml(i-l,j,k) - hyzupml(i-l,j,k))
420 continue
390 continue
c now for the ezy fields:
do 430 i = -maxx-pmldepth+1,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 440 j = -may-pmldepth+l,-maxy





ezyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyupml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hrzupml(i,j,k)




do 450 j = -mary+l,maxy-1
ezyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyupml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyupml(i,j-l,k) - hxzupml(i,j-l,k))
450 continue
do 460 j = mazy,maxy+pmldepth-i





ezyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyupml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)



















do 20 i = -maxx-pmldepth+l,maxx+pmldepth-1






hxyupml(i,j,k) = c8y *
1 (ezxupml(i,j+l,k)
2 -ezxupml(i,j,k) -






do 40 j * -maxy,maxy-1
hxyupml(i,j,k) = c8y *
1 (ezxupml(i,j+1,k)
2 -ezxupml(i,j,k) -




hxyupml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezyupml(i,j+l,k)
ezyupml(i,j,k))
hxzupml(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ eyzupml(i,j,k+l)
eyzupml(i,j,k))
hryupml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezyupml(i,j+l,k)
ezyupml(i,j,k))
hxzupml(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ eyzupml(i,j.k+l)
eyzupml(i,j,k))








hxyupml(i,j,k) - c8y * hxyupml(i,j,k) - c9y *
1 (ezxupml(i,j+1,k) + ozyupml(i,j+l,k)
2 -ezxupml(i,j,k) - ezyupml(i,j,k))
hxzupml(i,j,k) - c8z * hxzupml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (oyxupml(i,j,k+l) + eyzupml(i,j,k+1)
2 -eyxupml(i,j,k) - eyzupml(i,j,k))
50 continue
20 continue
do 60 j - -mazy-pmldepth+l,maxy+pmldepth-1






hyzupml(i,j,k) - c8z * hyzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (exyupml(i,j.k+1) + exzupml(i,j,k+1)
2 -ezyupml(i,j,k) - exzupml(i.j.k))
hyxupml(i,j,k) = c8x * hyxupml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (ezxupml(i+l,j,k) + ezyupml(i+l,j,k)




do 80 i = -maxx,maxx-I
hyzupml(i,j,k) = c8z * hyzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (exyupml(i,j,k+l) + exzupml(i,j,k+1)
2 -exyupml(i,j,k) - exzupml(i,j,k))
hyxupml(i,j,k) = c8x * hyxupml(i,j,k) + c9x *
I (ezxupml(i+l,j,k) + azyupml(i+1,j.k)
2 -ezxupml(i,j,k) - ezyupml(i,j,k))
80 continue






hyzupml(i,j,k) - c8z * hyzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
I (exyupml(i,j,k+1) + oxzupml(i,j,k+1)
2 -exyupml(i,j,k) - exzupml(i,j,k))
hyxupml(i,j,k) = c8x * hyxupml(i,j,k) + c9x *
I (ozxupml(i+1,j,k) + ezyupml(i+l,j,k)
2 -ezxupml(i,j,k) - ezyupml(i,j,k))
90 continue
60 continue
do 100 j - -mazy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1






hzxupml(i,j,k) = c8x * hzxupml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (eyxupml(i+l,j,k) + eyzupml(i+1,j,k)




do 120 i = -maix,maxx-1
hzxupml(i,j.k) = c8x * hzxupml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (eyxupml(i+1,j,k) + eyzupml(i+1,j,k)
2 -eyxupml(i,j,k) - eyzupml(i,j,k))
120 continue






hzxupml(i,j,k) = c8x * hzxupml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (eyxupml(i+1,j,k) + eyzupml(i+1,j,k)
2 -eyxupml(i,j,k) - eyzupml(i,j,k))
130 continue
100 continue
do 140 i *- maxx-pmldepth,mazx+paldepth-i






hzyupml(i,j,k) = c8y * hzyupl(i.j,k) + c9y *
I (sxyupml(i,j+1,k) + exzupml(i,j+1,k)




do 160 j - -maxy,mazy-1
hzyupml(i,j,k) = c8y * hzyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (exyupml(i,j+l,k) + ezzupml(i,j+1,k)
2 -exyupml(i,j,k) - exzupml(i,j,k))
160 continue






hzyupml(i,j,k) = c8y * hzyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (exyupml(i,j+1,k) + exzupml(i,j+1,k)













c first, let's do the fields on the inteface.
k = -maiz
sigz = sigmax/2*(((-k-maxz+1.0)/pmldepth)**4) +




c first the ex fields
do 10 i = -maxz-pmldepth,-maxx-1
do 20 j * -maxy-pmldepth+1,-maxy
sigy = sigmax/2*(((-maxy+.O-j)/pnldepth)**4) +




exydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i,j-1,k) - hzydpml(i,j-l,k))
oxzdpml(i,j,k) - c8z*exzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxlpml(i,j,k) + hyzlpml(i,j,k)
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2 -hyxdpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzdpml(i,jk-1))
20 continue
do 30 j - -maxy+l,maxy-1
c8y = 1
c9y = dtovd
exydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
I (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i,j-l,k) - hzydpml(i,j-l,k))
exzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxlpml(i,j,k) + hyzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxdpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzdpml(i,j,k-1))
30 continue
do 40 j = mazy,maxy+pmldepth-1





ezydpml(i,j,k) - c8y*exydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i,j-1,k) - hzydpml(i,j-1,k))
exzdpml(i,j,k) - c8z*ezzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
I (hyxlpml(i,j,k) + hyzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxdpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzdpml(i.j,k-1))
40 continue
10 continue
do 50 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 60 j = -mazy-pmldepth+l,-maxy





exydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i,j-1,k) - hzydpml(i,j-1,k))
exzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxfpml(i,j,k) + hyzfpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxdpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzdpml(i,j,k-1))
60 continue
do 70 j = -maxy+1,maxy-1
c8y = 1
c9y = dtovd
oxydpml(i,j,k) - c8y*exydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i,j-1,k) - hzydpml(i,j-l,k))
exzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzdpal(i,j,k) - cgz *
1 (hynorm(i,j,k)
2 -hyzdpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzdpml(i,j,k-1))
70 continue
do 80 j - maxy,maxy+pmldepth-I





exydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
I (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i,j-l,k) - hzydpml(i,j-l,k))
exzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
I (hyxbpml(i,j,k) + hyzbpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxdpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzdpml(i,j,k-1))
80 continue
50 continue
do 90 i - maxx,maxx+pmldepth-i
do 100 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy















exydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
(hzdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
-hzxdpml(i,j-l,k) - hzydpml(i,j-l,k))




do 110 j = -maxy+1,maxy-1
c8y = 1
c9y = dtovd
exydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
(hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
-hzxdpml(i,j-1,k) - hzydpml(i,j-1,k))




do 120 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1











exydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
(hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
-hzxdpml(i,j-1,k) - hzydpml(i,j-l,k))





nov the ey fields
c8y = 1
c9y = dtovd
do 130 i = -maxx-pmldepth+l,-maxx





do 140 j - -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
eyzdpml(i,j,k) - c8z*eyzdpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxylpml(i,j.k) + hxzlpml(i,j.k)
2 -hxydpml(i,j,k-1) - hzzdpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxdpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j.k)





do 150 i = -maxx+1,maxx-1
do 160 j = -maxy-pmldepth.-maxy-1
eyzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzdpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyfpml(i,j,k) + hxzfpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxydpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzdpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxdpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i-1,j,k) - hzydpml(i-l,j,k))
160 continue
do 170 j = -maxy,maxy-1
eyzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzdpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxnorm(i,j,k)
2 -hxydpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzdpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxdpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i-l,j.k) - hzydpml(i-1,j,k))
170 continue
do 180 j - maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1
eyzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzdpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxybpml(i,j,k) + hxzbpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxydpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzdpml(i.j,k-1))




1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i-l,j,k) - hzydpml(i-1,j,k))
180 continue
150 continue
do 190 i - maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1
sigx = sigmax/2*(((i-maxx+1.0)/pmldepth)**4) +




do 200 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-i
eyzdpml(i,j,k) - c8z*eyzdpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
I (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxydpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzdpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i-1,j,k) - hzydpml(i-1,j,k))
200 continue
190 continue
* now for the ez fields.
* there are no ez fields to update at k = -maxz in the pal
* however, we do need to update fields at k = -maxz-pmldepth,
* and here's as good a place as any to do that.
k = -maxz-pmldepth
no need to change c8z or c9z, since they're not used here.
first ezx:
do 210 j - -maxy-pmldepth+l,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 220 i = -maxx-pmldepth+l,-maxx
sigx = sigmax/2*(((-maxx+1.0-i)/pmldepth)**4) +




ezxdpml(i,j,k) = c8sxezxdpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxdpml(i,j,k) + hyzdpml(i,j,k)









do 230 i - -mazx+1,mazz-1




do 240 i = max,maxx+pldepth-1










c now for the ezy fields:
do 250 i = -max-pmldepth+l,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 260 j = -maxy-pmldepth+i,-maxy





ezydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezydpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxydpml(i,j,k) + hxzdpml(i,j,k)







do 270 j - -maxy+1,masy-1




do 280 j = maxy.mazy+pmldepth-1





ezydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezydpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxydpml(i,j,k) + hxzdpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxydpml(i,j-l,k) - hxzdpml(i,j-l,k))
280 continue
250 continue
c that's all the s-fields at k = -maxz and k - -maxz-pmldepth.
c now, do the same thing over the ks between those.
do 300 k = -maxz-pmldepth+1,-maxz-1





c start with the ex fields.
do 310 i - -maxx-pmldepth,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 320 j = -maxy-pmldepth+1,-mazy





exydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i,j-1,k) - hzydpml(i,j-1,k))
exzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxdpml(i,j,k) + hyzdpml(i,j,k)




do 330 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
exydpml(i,j,k) - c8y*exydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i,j-1,k) - hzydpml(i,j-1,k))
exzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxdpal(i,j,k) + hyzdpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxdpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzdpml(i,j,k-1))
330 continue
do 340 j = maxy,mazy+pmldepth-1





exydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i,j-l,k) - hzydpml(i,j-l,k))
exzdpml(i,j,k) = c8zeexzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
I (hyxdpml(i,j,k) + hyzdpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxdpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzdpml(i,j.k-1))
340 continue
310 continue
c now for the ey fields
do 350 j - -masy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldopth-I
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c9x - c7xz*(1-c8z)
eyzdpml(i,j,k) = csz*eyzdpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxydpml(i,j,k) + hxzdpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxydpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzdpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxdpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
I (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)




do 370 i = -maxzx+,maxx-1
eyzdpml(i,j,k) - cSz*eyzdpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
I (hxydpml(i,j,k) + hxzdpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxydpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzdpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxdpml(i,j,k) - c8x*eyxdpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
I (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i-1,j,k) - hzydpml(i-l,j,k))
370 continue
do 380 i = maxx,mazx+pmldepth-I





eyzdpml(i,j,k) - c8z*eyzdpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
I (hxydpml(i,j,k) + hxzdpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxydpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzdpml(i,j,k-1))
eyzdpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxdpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i-l,j,k) - hzydpml(i-1,j,k))
380 continue
350 continue
c and lastly, the ez fields:
c first en:
do 390 j - -maxy-pmldepth+1,maxy+pmldopth-1
do 400 i = -maxx-pmldepth+1,-maxx





ezxdpml(i,j,k) - c8x*ezxdpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
I (hyxdpml(i,j,k) + hyzdpml(i,j,k)




do 410 i = -maxx+l,maxx-I
ezxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxdpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
I (hyxdpml(i,j,k) + hyzdpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxdpml(i-1,j,k) - hyzdpml(i-l,j,k))
410 continue
do 420 i - max,maxx+pmldepth-1





ezxdpml(i,j,k) - c8x*ezxdpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
I (hyxdpml(i,j,k) + hyzdpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxdpml(i-1,j,k) - hyzdpml(i-l,j,k))
420 continue
390 continue
c now for the ezy fields:
do 430 i = -mazz-pmldepth+1,maxx+pmldepth-I
do 440 j = -mazy-pmldepth+l,-maxy





ezydpml(i,j,k) - c8y*ezydpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxydpml(i,j,k) + hxzdpml(i,j,k)




do 450 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
ezydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezydpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
I (hxydpml(i,j,k) + hxzdpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxydpml(i,j-1,k) - hxzdpml(i,j-l,k))
450 continue
do 460 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





ezydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezydpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxydpml(i,j,k) + hxzdpml(i,j,k)













c because the hz's indices are one higher than that of hx and by
c k is incremented after hx and by are computed, and then a goto
c is used to get back to line 1.
k = -maxz-pmldepth
c effectively loop from k - -maxz-pmldepth to k - -maxz(-l)





do 20 i - -maxx-pmldepth+l,maxx+pmldepth-I






hxydpml(i,j,k) - c8y * hxydpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
1 (ezxdpml(i,j+1,k) + azydpml(i,j+i,k)
2 -ezxdpml(i,j,k) - ezydpml(i,j,k))
hxzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hxzdpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (eyxdpml(i,j,k+l) + eyzdpml(i,j,k+1)




do 40 j = -maxy,maxy-1
hxydpml(i,j,k) = c8y * hxydpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
I (ezxdpml(i,j+l,k) + ezydpml(i,j+1,k)
2 -ezxdpml(i,j,k) - ezydpml(i,j,k))
hxzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hxzdpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (eyxdpml(i,j,k+l) + eyzdpml(i,j,k+1)
2 -eyxdpml(i,j,k) - eyzdpml(i,j,k))
40 continue








hxydpml(i,j,k) = c8y * hxydpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
1 (ezxdpml(i,j+l,k) + ezydpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -ezxdpml(i,j,k) - ezydpml(i,j,k))
hxzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hxzdpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (eyxdpml(i,j,k+l) + eyzdpml(i,j,k+1)
2 -eyxdpml(i,j,k) - eyzdpml(i,j,k))
50 continue
20 continue
do 60 j = -maxy-pmldepth+1,maxy+pmldepth-1






hyzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z *
1 (exydpml(ij,k+l)
2 -exydpml(i,j,k) -






do 80 i = -maxx,maxx-1
hyzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z *
1 (exydpml(i,j,k+l)
2 -exydpml(i,j,k) -




hyzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
+ exzdpml(i,j,k+l)
exzdpml(i,j,k))
hyxdpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
+ ezydpml(i+l,j,k)
ezydpml(i,j,k))
hyzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
+ exzdpml(i,j,k+l)
exzdpml(i,j,k))
hyxdpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
+ ezydpml(i+l,j,k)
ezydpml(i,j,k))






hyzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z *
(exydpml(i,j,k+l)
-exydpml(i,j,k) -
hyxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x *
(ezxdpml(i+l, j,k)
-ezxdpml(i,j,k) -
hyzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
+ exzdpml(i,j,k+l)
exzdpml(i,j,k))





k= k + 1
do 100 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 110 i = -maxx-pmldepth,-maxx-1





hzxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hzxdpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (eyxdpml(i+l,j,k) + eyzdpml(i+l,j,k)




do 120 i = -maxx,maxx-1
hzxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hzxdpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (eyxdpml(i+l,j,k) + eyzdpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -eyxdpml(i,j,k) - eyzdpml(i,j,k))
120 continue






hzxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hzxdpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (eyxdpml(i+l,j,k) + eyzdpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -eyxdpml(i,j,k) - eyzdpml(i,j,k))
130 continue
100 continue
do 140 i = -maxx-pmldepth,maxx+pmldepth-1






hzydpml(i,j,k) = c8y * hzydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (exydpml(i,j+1,k) + exzdpml(i,j+l,k)




do 160 j = -maxy,maxy-1
hzydpml(i,j,k) = c8y * hzydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (exydpml(i,j+l,k) + exzdpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -exydpml(i,j,k) - exzdpml(i,j,k))
160 continue






hzydpml(i,j,k) = c8y * hzydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (exydpml(i,j+l,k) + exzdpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -exydpml(i,j,k) - exzdpml(i,j,k))
170 continue
140 continue










c first the interface.










do 10 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
do 20 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy-1
eyzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxylpml(i,j,k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxylpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzlpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxlpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxfpml(i,j,k) + hzyfpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxlpml(i-l,j,k) - hzylpml(i-l,j,k))
20 continue
do 30 j = -maxy,maxy-I
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eyzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxylpml(i,j,k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxylpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzlpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxlpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hznorm(i,j,k)
2 -hzxlpml(i-1,j,k) - hzylpml(i-l,j,k))
30 continue
do 40 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1
eyzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxylpml(i,j,k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxylpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzlpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxlpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxbpml(i,j,k) + hzybpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxlpml(i-1,j,k) - hzylpml(i-l,j,k))
40 continue
10 continue
do 50 k = -maxz,maxz-1
do 60 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l, -maxy





ezxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxlpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxfpml(i,j,k) + hyzfpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxlpml(i-1,j,k) - hyzlpml(i-l,j,k))
ezylpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezylpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxylpml(i,j,k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)




do 70 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
ezxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxlpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hynorm(i,j,k)
2 -hyxlpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzlpml(i-l,j,k))
ezylpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezylpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxylpml(i,j,k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxylpml(i,j-l,k) - hxzlpml(i,j-l,k))
70 continue
do 80 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1











ezxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxlpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
(hyxbpml(i,j,k) + hyzbpml(i,j,k)
-hyxlpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzlpml(i-l,j,k))





c do the ex fields out at x = -maxx-pmldepth
i = -maxx-pmldepth
do 90 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
do 100 j = -maxy-pmldepth+1,-maxy





exylpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exylpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxlpml(i,j,k) + hzylpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxlpml(i,j-l,k) - hzylpml(i,j-l,k))
exzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzlpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxlpml(i,j,k) + hyzlpml(i,j,k)




do 110 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
exylpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exylpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxlpml(i,j,k) + hzylpml(i,j,k)








do 120 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





exylpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exylpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
(hzxlpml(i,j,k) + hzylpml(i,j,k)
-hzxlpml(i,j-l,k) - hzylpml(i,j-l,k))





do 130 i = -maxx-pmldepth+1,-maxx-1





do 140 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
do 150 j = -maxy-pmldepth.-maxy-1
eyzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxylpml(i,j,k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxylpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzlpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxlpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxlpml(i,j,k) + hzylpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxlpml(i-l,j,k) - hzylpml(i-1,j,k))
150 continue
do 160 j = -maxy.maxy-I
eyzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxylpml(i,j,k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxylpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzlpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxlpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxlpml(i,j,k) + hzylpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxlpml(i-1,j,k) - hzylpml(i-l,j,k))
160 continue
do 170 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1
eyzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxylpml(i,j,k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxylpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzlpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxlpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxlpml(i,j,k) + hzylpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxlpml(i-l,j,k) - hzylpml(i-l,j,k))
170 continue
140 continue
do 180 k = -maxz,maxz-1
do 190 j = -maxy-pmldepth+1,-maxy









ezxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxlpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
(hyxlpml(i,j,k) + hyzlpml(i,j,k)
-hyxlpml(i-1,j,k) - hyzlpml(i-l,j,k))






do 200 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
ezxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxlpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxlpml(i,j,k) + hyzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxlpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzlpml(i-l,j,k))
ezylpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezylpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxylpml(i,j,k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxylpml(i,j-l,k) - hxzlpml(i,j-l,k))
200 continue
do 210 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1














ezxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxlpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
(hyxlpml(i,j,k) + hyzlpml(i,j,k)
-hyxlpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzlpml(i-l,j,k))





do 220 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
do 230 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy





exylpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exylpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxlpml(i,j,k) + hzylpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxlpml(i,j-l,k) - hzylpml(i,j-l,k))
exzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzlpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxlpml(i,j,k) + hyzlpml(i,j,k)




do 240 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
exylpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exylpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxlpml(i,j,k) + hzylpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxlpml(i,j-1,k) - hzylpml(i,j-l,k))
exzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzlpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxlpml(i,j,k) + hyzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxlpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzlpml(i,j,k-1))
240 continue
do 250 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1












exylpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exylpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
(hzxlpml(i,j,k) + hzylpml(i,j,k)
-hzxlpml(i,j-l,k) - hzylpml(i,j-l,k))















c as usual, do the interfaces first. here the interface is with the





do 10 i = -maxx-pmldepth+1,-maxx






hxylpml(i,j,k) = c8y * hxylpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
(ezxlpml(i,j+l,k) + ezylpml(i,j+l,k)
-ezxlpml(i,j,k) - ezylpml(i,j,k))
hxzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hxzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
(eyxlpml(i,j,k+l) + eyzlpml(i,j,k+l)
-eyxdpml(i,j,k) - eyzdpml(i,j,k))
hxylpml(i,j,k2) = c8y *
1 (ezxlpml(i,j+1,k2)
2 -ezxlpml(i,j,k2) -






do 30 j = -maxy,maxy-1
hxylpml(i,j,k) = c8y *
1 (ezxlpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -ezxlpml(i,j,k) -
hxzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z *
1 (eyxlpml(i,j,k+l)
2 -eyxdpml(i,j,k) -
hxylpml(i,j,k2) = c8y *
1 (ezxlpml(i,j+l,k2)
2 -ezxlpml(i,j,k2) -




hxylpml(i,j,k2) - c9y *
+ ezylpml(i,j+l,k2)
ezylpml(i,j,k2))
hxzlpml(i,j,k2) + c9z *
+ eyzupml(i,j,k2+1)
eyzlpml(i,j,k2))
hxylpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezylpml(i,j+l,k)
szylpml(i,j,k))
hxzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ eyzlpml(i,j,k+l)
eyzdpml(i,j,k))
hxylpml(i,j,k2) - c9y *
+ ezylpml(i,j+l,k2)
ezylpml(i,j,k2))
hxzlpml(i,j,k2) + c9z *
+ eyzupml(i,j,k2+1)
eyzlpml(i,j,k2))






hxylpml(i,j,k) = c8y *
(ezxlpml(i,j+l,k)
-ezxlpml(i,j,k) -
hxzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z *
(eyxlpml(i,j,k+l)
-eyxdpml(i,j,k) -
hxylpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezylpml(i,j+1,k)
ezylpml(i,j,k))
hxzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ eyzlpml(i,j,k+l)
eyzdpml(i,j,k))
hxylpml(i,j,k2) = c8y * hxylpml(i,j,k2) - c9y *
1 (ezxlpml(i,j+l,k2) + ezylpml(i,j+l,k2)
2 -ezxlpml(i,j,k2) - ezylpml(i,j,k2))
hxzlpml(i,j,k2) = c8z * hxzlpml(i,j,k2) + c9z *
1 (eyxupml(i,j,k2+1) + eyzupml(i,j,k2+1)
2 -eyxlpml(i,j,k2) - eyzlpml(i,j,k2))
40 continue
10 continue






do 60 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,maxy+pmldepth-I
hyzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hyzlpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (exylpml(i,j,k+l) + exzlpml(i,j,k+l)
2 -exydpml(i,j,k) - exzdpml(i,j,k))
hyxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hyxlpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (ezxlpml(i+l,j,k) + ezylpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -ezxlpml(i,j,k) - ezylpml(i,j,k))
hyzlpml(i,j,k2) = c8z *
1 (exyupml(i,j,k2+1)
2 -exylpml(i,j,k2) -





hyzlpml(i,j,k2) - c9z *
+ exzupml(i,j,k2+1)
exzlpml(i,j,k2))
hyxlpml(i,j,k2) + c9x *
+ ezylpml(i+1,j,k2)
ezylpml(i,j,k2))
c that takes care of the interfaces, now for the rest of the region
do 70 i = -maxx-pmldepth+1,-maxx
do 80 k = -maxz+1,maxz-2
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hxylpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezylpml(i,j+l,k)
ezylpml(i,j,k))




hxylpml(i,j,k) = c8y *
1 (ezxlpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -ezxlpml(i,j,k) -






do 100 j = -maxy,maxy-1
hxylpml(i,j,k) = c8y *
1 (ezxlpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -ezxlpml(i,j,k) -










hxylpml(i,j,k) = c8y *
1 (ezxlpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -ezxlpml(i,j,k) -






hxylpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezylpml(i,j+l,k)
ezylpml(i,j,k))
hxzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ eyzlpml(i,j,k+l)
eyzlpml(i,j,k))






do 130 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 140 k = -maxz+l,maxz-2
hyzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hyzlpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (exylpml(i,j,k+l) + exzlpml(i,j,k+l)
2 -exylpml(i,j,k) - exzlpml(i,j,k))
hyxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hyxlpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (ezxlpml(i+l,j,k) + ezylpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -ezxlpml(i,j,k) - ezylpml(i,j,k))
140 continue
130 continue
do 150 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1






hzxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x *
1 (eyxlpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -eyxlpml(i,j,k) -





hzxlpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
+ eyzlpml(i+l,j,k)
eyzlpml(i,j,k))




do 170 j = -maxy,maxy-i
hzxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hzxlpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (eyxlpml(i+l,j,k) + eyzlpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -eyxlpml(i,j,k) - eyzlpml(i,j,k))
hzylpml(i,j,k) = c8y * hzylpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (exylpml(i,j+l,k) + exzlpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -exylpml(i,j,k) - exzlpml(i,j,k))
170 continue




hxylpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezylpml(i,j+l,k)
ezylpml(i,j,k))






hzxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hzxlpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (eyxlpml(i+l,j,k) + eyzlpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -eyxlpml(i,j,k) - eyzlpml(i,j,k))
hzylpml(i,j,k) = c8y * hzylpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
















c first the interface.










do 10 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
do 20 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy-1
eyzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyrpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzrpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxrpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxfpml(i-l,j,k) - hzyfpml(i-l,j,k))
20 continue
do 30 j = -maxy,maxy-1
eyzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyrpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzrpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxrpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hznorm(i-l,j,k))
30 continue
do 40 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1
eyzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyrpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzrpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxrpml(i,j,k) - c9x +
1 (hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxbpml(i-1,j,k) - hzybpml(i-l,j,k))
40 continue
10 continue
do 50 k = -maxz,maxz-1
do 60 j = -maxy-pmldepth+1,-maxy





ezxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxrpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxfpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzfpml(i-l,j,k))
ezyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyrpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)





do 70 j = -maxy+1,maxy-1
ezxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxrpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hynorm(i-l,j,k))
ezyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyrpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyrpml(i,j-l,k) - hxzrpml(i,j-l,k))
70 continue
do 80 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





ezxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxrpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxbpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzbpml(i-l,j,k))
ezyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyrpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyrpml(i,j-l,k) - hxzrpml(i,j-l,k))
80 continue
50 continue
do the ex fields out at x = maxx
i = maxx
do 90 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
do 100 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy





exyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyrpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxrpml(i,j-l,k) - hzyrpml(i,j-l,k))
exzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzrpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)









do 110 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
exyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyrpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
(hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
-hzxrpml(i,j-l,k) - hzyrpml(i,j-l,k))




do 120 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





exyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyrpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
(hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
-hzxrpml(i,j-l,k) - hzyrpml(i,j-1,k))





c do the rest of the fields
do 130 i = maxx+l,maxx+pmldepth-1





do 140 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
do 150 j = -maxy-pmldepth, -maxy-i
eyzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyrpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzrpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxrpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxrpml(i-l,j,k) - hzyrpml(i-1,j,k))
150 continue
do 160 j = -maxy,maxy-1
eyzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyrpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzrpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxrpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxrpml(i-l,j,k) - hzyrpml(i-l,j,k))
160 continue
do 170 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1
eyzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyrpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzrpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxrpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxrpml(i-1,j,k) - hzyrpml(i-l,j,k))
170 continue
140 continue
do 180 k = -maxz,maxz-1
do 190 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy





ezxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxrpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxrpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzrpml(i-l,j,k))
ezyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyrpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)




do 200 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
ezxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxrpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxrpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzrpml(i-l,j,k))
ezyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyrpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyrpml(i,j-l,k) - hxzrpml(i,j-l,k))
200 continue
do 210 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





ezxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxrpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxrpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzrpml(i-l,j,k))
ezyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyrpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyrpml(i,j-l,k) - hxzrpml(i,j-l,k))
210 continue
180 continue
do 220 k = -maxz+1,maxz-1
do 230 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy





exyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyrpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxrpml(i,j-l,k) - hzyrpml(i,j-l,k))
exzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzrpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)




do 240 j = -maxy+1,maxy-1
exyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyrpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxrpml(i,j-l,k) - hzyrpml(i,j-l,k))
123
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exzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzrpml(i,j.k) - c9z *
1 (hyxrpml(i.j.k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxrpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzrpml(i,j,k-1))
240 continue
do 250 j = mazy,maxy+pmldepth-i





exyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyrpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxrpml(i,j-,ik) - hzyrpml(i.j-l,k))
exzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzrpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
I (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)













c as usual, do the interfaces first. here the interface is with the





do 10 i - maz,maxx+pmldepth-i






hxyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y *
1 (ezxrpal(i,j+1,k) +
2 -ezxrpml(i,j,k) -
hxzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z *
1 (oyxrpml(i,j,k+l) 4
2 -eyxdpml(i,j,k) -
hxyrpml(i,j,k2) = c8y *
1 (ezxrpml(i,j+l,k2)
2 -ezrpml(i,j,k2) -




hxyrpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezyrpml(i,j+1,k)
ozyrpml(i,jk))
hxzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ eyzrpml(i,j,k+1)
eyzdpml(i,j.k))
hxyrpml(i,j,k2) - c9y *
+ ezyrpml(ij+1,k2)
ezyrpml(i,j,k2))







do 30 j = -maxy,maxy-1
hxyrpml(i,j,k) - c8y * hxyrpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
(ezxrpml(i,j+l,k) + ezyrpml(i,j+l,k)
-ezxrpml(i,j,k) - ezyrpml(i,j,k))
hxzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hxzrpl(i,j,k) + c9z *
(eyxrpml(i,j,k+l) + eyzrpml(i,j,k+l)
-eyxdpml(i,j,k) - eyzdpml(i,j,k))
hxyrpml(i,j,k2) - c8y *
(ezxrpml(i,j+l,k2)
-ezzrpml(i,j,k2) -




hxyrpml(i,j,k2) - c9y *
+ ezyrpml(i,j+l,k2)
ezyrpml(i,j.k2))













hxyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y * hxyrpml(i,jk) - c9y *
(ezxrpml(i,j+l,k) + azyrpml(i,j+i,k)
-ezxrpml(i,j,k) - ezyrpml(ij,k))











il(i,j,k2) - c8y *
(ezxrpml(i,j+1,k2)
-ezxrpml(i,j,k2) -
al(i,j,k2) - c8z *
(eyxupml(i,j,k2+i)
-oeyxrpml(i,j,k2) -
hxyrpml(i,j,k2) - c9y *
+ ozyrpml(i,j+1,k2)
ezyrpml(i,j,k2))
hxzrpml(i,j,k2) + c9z *
+ eyzupml(i,j,k2+1)
eyzrpml(i, j,k2))






do 60 j = -mazy-pmldepth+i,mazy+pmldepth-i
hyzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hyzrpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (xeyrpml(i,j,k+l) + exzrpml(i,j,k+i)
2 -ezydpml(i,j,k) - exzdpml(i,j,k))
hyxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hyxrpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
I (ezxrpml(i+i,j,k) + ezyrpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -ezxrpml(i,j,k) - ezyrpml(i,j,k))
hyzrpml(i,j,k2) = c8z *
I (exyupml(i,j,k2+1)
2 -xeyrpml(i,j,k2) -





hyzrpml(i,j,k2) - c9z *
+ exzupml(i,j,k2+i)
exzrpml(i,j,k2))
hyxrpml(i,j,k2) + c9x *
+ ozyrpml(i+l,j,k2)
ezyrpml(i,j,k2))
r that takes care of the interfaces, now for the rest of the region
do 70 i = maxxz,maxx+pmldepth-i
do 80 k - -maxz+l,maiz-2






hxyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y * hxyrpml(i,jk) - c9y *
1 (ezxrpml(i,j+l,k) + ezyrpml(i,j+1,k)
2 -ezxrpml(i,j,k) - ezyrpml(i,j,k))
hxzrpml(i,j,k) - c8z * hxzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (eyxrpml(i,j,k+1) + eyzrpml(i,j,k+i)




do 100 j = -maxy,maxy-1
hxyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y * hxyrpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
1 (ezxrpml(i,j+l,k) + ozyrpml(i,j+1,k)
2 -ezxrpml(i,j,k) - ezyrpml(i,j,k))
hxzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hxzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (eyxrpml(i,j,k+1) + eyzrpml(i,j,k+i)
2 -eyzrpml(i,j,k) - eyzrpml(i.j.k))
100 continue






hxyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y * hxyrpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
1 (ezxrpml(i,j+l,k) + ezyrpml(i,j+i,k)
2 -ezxrpml(i,j,k) - ezyrpml(i,j,k))
hxzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hxzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (eyxrpml(i,j,k+l) + eyzrpal(i,j,k+1)





















do 130 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 140 k = -maxz+l,maxz-2
hyzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hyzrpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (exyrpml(i,j,k+l) + exzrpml(i,j,k+1)
2 -exyrpml(ij,k) - exzrpml(i,j,k))
hyxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hyxrpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (ezxrpml(i+l,j,k) + ezyrpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -ezxrpml(i,j,k) - ezyrpml(i,j,k))
140 continue
130 continue
do 150 k = -maxz+1,maxz-1






hzxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x *
1 (eyxrpml(i+1,j,k)
2 -eyxrpml(i,j,k) -






do 170 j = -maxy,maxy-1
hzxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x *
1 (eyxrpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -eyxrpml(i,j,k) -




hzxrpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
+ eyzrpml(i+l,j,k)
eyzrpml(i,j,k))
hzyrpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
+ exzrpml(i,j+1,k)
exzrpml(i,j,k))
hzxrpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
+ eyzrpml(i+l,j,k)
eyzrpml(i,j,k))
hzyrpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
+ exzrpml(i,j+l,k)
exzrpml(i,j,k))






hzxrpml(i,j,k) = c8z *
1 (eyxrpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -eyxrpml(i,j,k) -






hzxrpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
+ eyzrpml(i+l,j,k)
eyzrpml(i,j,k))
















c do the interface first, as usual:
j = -maxy





do 10 i = -maxx,maxx-I
do 20 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
exyfpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyfpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hznorm(i,j,k)
2 -hzxfpml(i,j-l,k) - hzyfpml(i,j-l,k))
exzfpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzfpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
I (hyxfpml(i,j,k) + hyzfpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxfpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzfpml(i,j,k-1))
20 continue
10 continue
do 30 i = -maxx+l,maxx-I
do 40 k = -maxz,maxz-1
ezxfpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxfpml(i,j,k) + c9x +
1 (hyxfpml(i,j,k) + hyzfpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxfpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzfpml(i-l,j,k))
ezyfpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyfpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxnorm(i,j,k)
2 -hxyfpml(i,j-l,k) - hxzfpml(i,j-l,k))
40 continue
30 continue
c and update the ey fields at y = -maxy-pmldpeth
j = -maxy-pmldepth
do 50 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 60 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
eyzfpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzfpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyfpml(i,j,k) + hxzfpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyfpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzfpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxfpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxfpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxfpml(i,j,k) + hzyfpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxfpml(i-l,j,k) - hzyfpml(i-l,j,k))
60 continue
50 continue
c now for the rest of the fields:
do 70 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy-1





do 80 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 90 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
exyfpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyfpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxfpml(i,j,k) + hzyfpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxfpml(i,j-l,k) - hzyfpml(i,j-l,k))
exzfpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzfpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxfpml(i,j,k) + hyzfpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxfpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzfpml(i,j,k-1))
90 continue
80 continue
do 100 i = -maxx+l,maxx-I
do 110 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
eyzfpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzfpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyfpml(i,j,k) + hxzfpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyfpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzfpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxfpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxfpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxfpml(i,j,k) + hzyfpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxfpml(i-l,j,k) - hzyfpml(i-l,j,k))
110 continue
100 continue
do 120 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 130 k = -maxz,maxz-1
ezxfpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxfpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxfpml(i,j,k) + hyzfpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxfpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzfpml(i-l,j,k))
ezyfpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyfpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyfpml(i,j,k) + hxzfpml(i,j,k)



















c start with the u & d interfaces
k = -maxz
k2 = maxz-1








do 20 i = -maxx+1,maxx-1
hxyfpml(i,j,k) = c8y *
(ezxfpml(i,j+i,k)
-ezxfpml(i,j,k) -
hxzfpml(i,j,k) = c8z *
(eyxfpml(i,j,k+1)
-eyxdpml(i,j,k) -
hxyfpml(i,j.k) - c9y *
+ ezyfpml(i,j+1,k)
ezyfpml(i,j,k))
hxzfpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ eyzfpml(i,j,k+1)
eyzdpml(i,j,k))
hxyfpml(i,j,k2) = c8y * hxyfpml(i,j,k2) - c9y *
1 (ezxfpml(i,j+l,k2) + ozyfpml(i,j+1,k2)
2 -ezxfpml(i,j,k2) - ezyfpml(i,j,k2))
hxzfpml(i,j,k2) - c8z * hxzpml(i,j,k2) + c9z *
1 (eyxupml(i,j,k2+1) + eyzupml(i,j,k2+1)
2 -eyxfpml(i,j,k2) - eyzfpml(i,j,k2))
20 continue
10 continue
do 30 j = -maxy-pmldepth+1,-maxy
do 40 i = -marx+1,maxx-2
hyzfpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hyzfpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (exyfpml(i,j,k+l) + oezfpml(i,j,k+l)
2 -exydpml(i,j,k) - exzdpml(i,j.k))
hyxfpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hyxfpml(i,j.k) + c9x *
1 (ezxfpml(i+l,j,k) + ezyfpml(i+1,j,k)
2 -ezxfpml(i,j,k) - ozyfpml(i,j.k))
hyzfpml(i,j,k2) = c8z * hyzfpml(i,j,k2) - c9z *
1 (exyupml(i,j,k2+1) + exzupml(i,j,k2+1)
2 -exyfpml(i,j,k2) - exzfpml(i.j,k2))
hyxfpml(i,j,k2) - c8x * hyxfpml(i,j,k2) + c9x *
1 (ezxfpml(i+1,j,k2) + ezyfpml(i+l,j,k2)
2 -ezxfpml(i,j,k2) - azyfpml(i,j,k2))
40 continue
30 continue
now the 1 & r interfraces
i = -maxx
i2 = maxx-1
do 50 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy
do 60 k = -maxz+l,maxz-2
hyzfpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hyzfpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (exyfpml(i,j,k+l) + exzfpml(i,j,k+i)
2 -exyfpml(i,j,k) - exzfpml(i,j,k))
hyxfpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hyxfpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (ezxfpml(i+l,j,k) + ozyfpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -ezxlpml(i,j,k) - ezylpml(i,j,k))








hyzfpml(12,j,k) - c9z *
+ exzfpml(i2,j,k+1)
exzfpml(i2,j,k))
hyxfpml(i2,j,k) + c9x *
+ ezyrpml(i2+1,j,k)
eryfpml(i2,j,k))






do 80 k - -maxz+1,maz-1
hzxfpml(i,j,k) - c8x * hzrfpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (eyxfpml(i+l,j,k) + eyzfpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -eyxlpml(i,j,k) - eyzlpml(i,j,k))
hzyfpml(i,j,k) = c8y * hzyfpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (eyfpml(i,j+l,k) + eoxzfpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -eryfpml(i,j,k) - exzfpml(i,j,k))
hzxfpml(i2,j,k) = c8x * hzxfpml(i2,j,k) - c9x *
1 (eyxrpml(i2+1,j,k) + eyzrpml(i2+1,j,k)
2 -eyxfpml(i2,j,k) - eyzfpml(i2,j,k))
hzyfpml(i2,j,k) = c8y * hzyfpml(i2,j,k) + c9y *
1 (exyfpml(i2,j+1,k) + exzfpml(i2,j+l,k)
2 -exyfpml(i2,j,k) - exzfpml(i2,j,k))
80 continue
70 continue





do 90 j = -mary-pmldepth+1,-maxy
hyzfpml(i,j,k) - c8z *
(exyfpml(i,j,k+i)
-exydpml(i,j,k) -
hyxfpml(i,j,k) - c8x *
(ezxfpml(i+1,j,k)
-ezxlpml(i,j,k) -
hyzfpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
+ exzfpml(i,j,k+i)
exzdpml(i,j,k))
hyxfpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
+ ezyfpml(i+l,j,k)
ezylpml(i,j,k))
hyzfpml(i2,j,k) = c8s * hyzfpml(i2,j,k) - c9z *
1 (exyfpml(i2,j,k+l) + exzfpml(i2,j,k+1)
2 -exydpml(i2,j,k) - exzdpml(i2,j,k))
hyxfpml(i2,j,k) = c8r * hyxfpml(i2,j,k) + c9x *
I (ezxrpml(i2+1,j,k) + eryrpml(i2+1,j,k)
2 -ezxfpml(i2,j,k) - ezyfpml(i2,j,k))
hyzfpml(i,j,k2) = c8z * hyzfpml(i,j,k2) - c9z *
1 (exyupml(i,j,k2+1) + exzupml(i,j,k2+1)
2 -exyfpml(i,j,k2) - exzfpml(i,j,k2))
hyxfpml(i,j,k2) = c8x * hyxfpml(i,j,k2) + c9x *
1 (ezxfpml(i+1,j,k2) + ezyfpml(i+l,j,k2)
2 -ezxlpml(i,j,k2) - ezylpml(i,j,k2))
hyzfpml(i2,j,k2) = c8z * hyzfpml(i2,j,k2) - c9z *
1 (exyupml(i2,j,k2+1) + exzupml(i2,j,k2+1)
2 -exyfpml(i2.j.k2) - exzfpml(i2,j,k2))
hyxfpml(i2,j,k2) = c8x * hyxfpml(i2,j,k2) + c9x *
1 (ezxrpml(i2+1,j,k2) + ezyrpml(i2+1,j,k2)
2 -ezxfpml(i2,j,k2) - ezyfpml(i2,j,k2))
90 continue
c now for the rest of the fields
c because the by fields have shifted y indices, I'll use a goto
c instead of a loop.
c loop from j = -maxy-pmldepth to -maxy-1
j - -maxy-pmldepth





do 110 i = -maxxr+i,maxx-1
do 120 k = -maxz+i,maxz-2
hxyfpml(i,j,k) = c8y *
1 (ezxfpml(i,j+1.k)
2 -ezxfpml(i,j,k) -





hzyfpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ azyfpml(i,j+1,k)
ezyfpml(i,j,k))





hzxfpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
+ eyzfpml(i+l,j,k)
eyzfpml(i,j,k))
hzyfpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
+ exzfpml(i,j+l,k)
exzfpml(i,j,k))
do 150 i = -maxx+l,maxx-2
do 160 k = -maxz+l,maxz-2
hyzfpml(i,j.k) = c8z * hyzfpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (exyfpml(i,j,k+l) + exzfpml(i,j,k+l)
2 -exyfpml(i,j,k) - exzfpml(i,j,k))
hyxfpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hyxfpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (ezxfpml(i+l,j,k) + ezyfpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -ezxfpml(i,j,k) - ezyfpml(i,j,k))
160 continue
150 continue
if (j .it. -maxy) goto 100
return
end











c do the interface first, as usual:
j = maxy





do 10 i = -max,maxx-1
do 20 k = -maxz+1,maxz-1
exybpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exybpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxbpml(i,j,k) + hzybpml(i,j,k)
2 -hznorm(i,j-1,k))
exzbpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzbpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxbpml(i,j,k) + hyzbpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxbpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzbpml(i,j,k-1))
20 continue
10 continue
do 30 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 40 k = -maxz,maxz-1
ezxbpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxbpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxbpml(i,j,k) + hyzbpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxbpml(i-1,j,k) - hyzbpml(i-1,j,k))
ezybpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezybpml(i,j,k) - c9y*





do 50 i = -maxx+l,maxx-I
do 60 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
eyzbpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzbpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxybpml(i,j,k) + hxzbpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxybpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzbpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxbpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxbpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxbpml(i,j,k) + hzybpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxbpml(i-1,j,k) - hzybpml(i-l,j,k))
60 continue
do 130 i = -maxx+l,maxx-2
do 140 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
hzxfpml(i,j,k) = c8x *
1 (eyxfpml(i+1,j,k)
2 -eyxfpml(i,j,k) -










hxzbpml(i,j,k) = c8z *
(eyxbpml(i,j,k+1)
-eyxdpml(i,j,k) -
hxybpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezybpml(i,j+1,k)
ezybpml(i,j,k))
hxzbpml(i,j,k) 4 c9z *
+ eyzbpml(i,j,k+1)
eyzdpml(i,j,k))
hxybpml(i,j,k2) = c8y * hxybpml(i,j,k2) - c9y *
1 (ezxbpml(i,j+l,k2) + ezybpml(i,j+l,k2)
2 -ezxbpml(i,j,k2) - ezybpml(i,j,k2))
hxzbpml(i,j,k2) = c8z * hxzbpml(i,j,k2) + c9z *
1 (eyxupml(i,j,k2+1) + eyzupml(i,j,k2+1)
127
50 continue
c now for the rest of the fields:
do 70 j = maxy+l,maxy+pmldepth-1





do 80 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 90 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
exybpml(i,jk) = c8'y*exybpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxbpml(i,j,k) + hzybpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxbpml(i,j-l,k) - hzybpml(i,j-l,k))
exzbpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzbpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxbpml(i,j,k) + hyzbpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxbpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzbpml(i,j,k-1))
90 continue
80 continue
do 100 i = -maxx+1,maxx-1
do 110 k = -maxz+1,maxz-1
eyzbpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzbpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxybpml(i,j,k) + hxzbpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxybpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzbpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxbpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxbpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxbpml(i,j,k) + hzybpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxbpml(i-1,j,k) - hzybpml(i-l,j,k))
110 continue
100 continue
do 120 i = -maxwtmaxzx-4
do 130 k = -maxz,maxz-1
ezxbpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxbpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxbpml(i,j,k) + hyzbpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxbpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzbpml(i-l,j,k))
ezybpml(i,jk) = c8y*ezybpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxybpml(ij,k) + hxzbpml(i,j,k)

















c start with the u & d interfaces
k = -maxz
k2 = maxz-1






APPENDIX A. SOURCE CODE
2 -eyxbpml(i,j,k2) - eyzbpml(i,j,k2))
20 continue
do 40 i = -max+1,mazx-2
hyzbpml(i,j,k) = c8z *
I (erybpml(i,j,k+l)
2 -exydpml(i,j,k) -
hyxbpml(i,j,k) = c8x *
I (ezxbpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -ezxbpml(i,j,k) -
hyzbpml(i,j,k2) = c8z *
I (exyupml(i,j,k2+1)
2 -exybpml(i,j,k2) -





hyzbpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
+ exzbpml(i,j,k+1)
exzdpml(i,jk))
hyxbpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
+ ezybpml(i+1,j ,k)
ezybpml(i,j,k))
hyzbpml(ij,k2) - c9z *
+ exzupml(i,j,k2+1)
exzbpml(i,j,k2))
hyxbpml(i,j,k2) + c9x *
+ ezybpml(i+l,j,k2)
ezybpml(i,j,k2))
now the 1 & r interfraces
i = -maxx
i2 = maxx-1
do 50 j - mary,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 60 k = -maxz+1,maxz-2
hyzbpml(i,j,k) - c8z *
(exybpml(i,j,k+1)
-exybpml(i,j,k) -
hyxbpml(i,j,k) = c8x *
(ezxbpml(i+1,j,k)
-ezxlpml(i,j,k) -
hyzbpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
+ ezbpml(i,j,k+l)
exzbpml(i,j,k))
hyxbpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
+ ezybpml(i+l,j,k)
ezylpml(i,j,k))
hyzbpml(i2,j,k) = c8z * hyzbpml(i2,j.k) - c9z *
1 (exybpml(i2,j,k+1) + axzbpml(i2,j,k+1)
2 -exybpml(i2,j,k) - exzbpml(i2,j,k))
hyxbpml(i2,j,k) = c8x * hyxbpml(i2,j,k) + c9x *
1 (ezxrpml(i2+1,j,k) + ezyrpml(i2+1,j,k)
2 -ezxbpml(i2,j,k) - ezybpml(i2,j,k))
60 continue
50 continue






do 80 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
hzbpml(i,j,k) = c8x *
(eyxbpml(i+l,j,k)
-eyxlpml(i,j,k) -
hzybpml(i,j,k) = c8y *
(exybpml(i,j+1,k)
-exybpml(i,j,k) -
hzxbpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
+ eyzbpml(i+1,j,k)
eyzlpml(i,j.k))
hzybpl(i,j,k) + c9y *
+ exzbpml(i,j+1,k)
exzbpml(i,j,k))
hzxbpml(i2,j,k) = c8x * hzxbpml(i2,j,k) - c9x *
1 (eyxrpml(i2+1,j,k) + eyzrpml(i2+1,j,k)
2 -eyxbpml(12,j,k) - eyzbpml(12,j,k))
hzybpml(i2,j,k) = c8y * hzybpml(12,j,k) + c9y *
1 (exybpml(i2,j+1,k) + exzbpml(i2,j+l,k)
2 -exybpml(i2,j,k) - exzbpml(i2,j,k))
80 continue
70 continue





do 90 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1
hyzbpml(i,j.k) - c8z *
(exybpml(i,j,k+1)
-exydpml(i,j,k) -
hyzbpml(i,j,k) = c8x *
(ezxbpml(i+l.j,k)
-ezxlpml(i,j,k) -
hyzbpml(i.j.k) - c9z *
+ exzbpml(i,j,k+i)
exzdpml(i,j,k))
hyxbpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
+ ezybpml(i+1,j,k)
ezylpml(i,j,k))
hyzbpml(i2,j,k) - c8z * hyzbpml(i2,j,k) - c9z *
1 (exybpml(i2,j,k+l) + exzbpml(i2.j,k+1)
2 -exydpml(i2,j,k) - exzdpml(i2,j.k))
hyxbpml(i2,j,k) = c8x * hyxbpml(i2,j,k) + c9x *
1 (ezxrpml(i2+1,j,k) + ezyrpml(i2+1,j,k)
2 -ezxbpml(i2,j,k) - ezybpml(i2.j,k))
hyzbpml(i,j,k2) = c8z *
(exyupml(i,j.k2+1)
-exybpml(i,j,k2) -
hyxbpml(i,j,k2) - c8x *
(ezxbpml(i+l,j,k2)
-ezxlpml(i,j,k2) -
hyzbpml(i,j,k2) - c9z *
+ exzupml(i,j,k2+1)
exzbpml(i,j,k2))
hyxbpml(i,j,k2) + c9x *
+ ezybpml(i+l,j,k2)
ezylpml(i,j,k2))
hyzbpml(i2,j,k2) = cSz * hyzbpml(i2,j,k2) - c9z *
I (exyupml(i2,j,k2+1) + exzupml(i2,j,k2+1)
2 -exybpml(i2,j,k2) - exzbpml(i2,j,k2))
hyxbpml(i2,j,k2) = c8x * hyxbpml(i2,j,k2) + c9x *
1 (ezxrpml(i2+l,j,k2) + ezyrpml(i2+1,j,k2)
2 -ezxbpml(i2,j,k2) - ezybpml(i2,j,k2))
90 continue
c now for the rest of the fields
c because the by fields have shifted y indices, I'll use a goto
c instead of a loop.






do 110 i = -mazx+1,marr-1
do 120 k = -maxz+1,maxz-2
hxybpml(i,j,k) = c8y * hxybpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
1 (ezxbpml(i,j+1,k) + eaybpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -ezxbpml(i,j,k) - ezybpml(i,j,k))
hzbpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hxzbpml(i.j,k) + c9z *
I (eyxbpml(i,j,k+l) + eyzbpml(i,j,k+1)
2 -eyxbpml(i,j,k) - eyzbpml(i,j,k))
120 continue
110 continue
do 130 i - -max+1,maxx-2
do 140 k = -maxz+1,maxz-1
hzxbpml(i,j.k) = c8x * hzxbpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
I (eyxbpml(i+l,j,k) + eyzbpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -eyzbpml(i,j,k) - eyzbpml(i,j,k))
hzybpml(i,j,k) = c8y * hzybpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (erybpml(i,j+l,k) + exzbpml(i,j+1,k)
2 -oxybpml(i,j,k) - eoxzbpml(i,j,k))
140 continue
130 continue
do 150 i = -maxx+1,maxx-2
do 160 k = -maxz+1,maxz-2
hyzbpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hyzbpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (exybpml(i,j,k+1) + axzbpml(i,j,k+1)
2 -exybpml(i,j,k) - exzbpml(i,j,k))
hyxbpml(i,j.k) = c8r * hyxbpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (ezxbpml(i+l,j,k) + ezybpml(i+l,j,k)


















c do the interface first, as usual:
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k2 = hornstart - horndepth - vavedepth
k=0
sigz = sigmax/2*(((-k+1.0)/pmldepth)**4) +




do 10 i = -wavex,wavex-1
do 20 j - -wavey+l,wavey-i
ezywgpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyvgpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxzgpml(i,j,k) + hzywgpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxwgpml(i,j-1,k) - hzyvgpml(i,j-1,k))
exzvgpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzvgpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hynorm(i,j,k2)
2 -hyzwgpml(ij,k-1) - hyzgpl(i.j.k-1))
20 continue
10 continue
do 30 i = -wavez+1,wavex-1
do 40 j = -wavey,wavey-1
eyzwgpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzwgpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxnorm(i,j,k2)
2 -hxywgpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzwgpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxvgpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxzgpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hzxwgpml(i,j,k) + hzyvgpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxgpml(i-1,j,k) - hzywgpml(i-1,j,k))
40 continue
30 continue
c while ve're at it, do the fields at k = -pmldepth
k = -pmldepth
do 50 i - -wavex+1,vavex-1
do 60 j = -avey+1,wvavey-1
ezxwgpml(i,j,k) = c8zx*ezxgpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxvgpml(i,j,k) + hyzvgpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyzxgpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzvgpml(i-l,j,k))
esyvgpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyvgpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
I (hxywgpml(ij,k) + hxzvgpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxywgpml(i,j-1,k) - hxzvgpml(i,j-l,k))
60 continue
50 continue
c now for the rest of the wagveguide
do 100 k =-pmldepth+1,-1





do 110 i - -wavex,wavex-1
do 120 j - -wavey+1,wavey-1
ezywgpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exywgpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
I (hzxwgpml(i,j,k) + hzywgpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxwgpml(i,j-l,k) - hzywgpml(i,j-1,k))
exzvgpml(i,j,k) - c8z*exzzgpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxvgpml(i,j,k) + hyzgpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxrgpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzwgpml(i,j,k-1))
120 continue
110 continue
do 130 i - -vavex+1,wavex-1
do 140 j = -vavey,wavey-1
eyzwgpml(i,j,k) = c8z**yzvgpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxywgpml(i,j,k) + hxzvgpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyvgpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzvgpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxgpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxgpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxvgpml(i,j,k) + hzywgpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxwgpml(i-1,j,k) - hzywgpml(i-1,j,k))
140 continue
130 continue
do 150 i = -wavex+l,wavex-1
do 160 j - -wavey+1,wavey-1
ezxvgpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxvgpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyzrgpml(i,j,k) + hyzwgpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxwgpml(i-1,j,k) - hyzwgpml(i-,.j,k))
ezywgpml(i,j,k) - cSy*ezaywgpl(i,j,k) - c9y*
I (hxywgpml(i,j,k) + hxzvgpml(i,j,k)


















c do the interface first, as usual:
c only here, this means fixing the equations in hnorm.
k - hornstart - horndepth - wavedepth
k2 = 0
do 10 i =- vavex+1,wavex-1
do 20 j - -vavey,wavey-1
hxnorm(i,j,k) - hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eyxvgpml(i,j,k2) + eyzwgpml(i,j,k2))
20 continue
10 continue
do 30 i = -wavex,vavex-1
do 40 j - -wavey+1,wavey-1
hynorm(i,j,k) - hynorm(i,j,k) + dtovd *
1 (exyvgpml(i,j,k2) + exzwgpml(i,j,k2))
40 continue
30 continue
c and now for the rest of the equations
c done as a goto loop because of the shift of hz.
k = -pmldepth





do 110 i - -wavex+1,wavex-1
do 120 j - -wavey,wavey-1
hxyvgpl(i,j,k) = c8y *
I (ezxvgpl(i,j+l,k)
2 -ezxgpml(i,j,k) -





do 130 i - -wavex,wavex-I
do 140 j - -wavey+1,wavey-I
hyzvpml(i,j,k) - c8z *
1 (oxywgpml(i,j,k+1)
2 -exywgpml(i,j,k) -






hxywgpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezywgpml(i,j+1,k)
ezywgpml(i,j,k))
hxzwgpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ eyzvgpml(i.j,k+1)
eyzngpml(i,j,k))
hyzwgpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
+ exzzgpml(i,j,k+1)
exzwgpml(i,j,k))
hyxvgpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
+ ezywgpml(i+1,j,k)
ezywgpml(i,j,k))
do 150 i - -wavex,wavex-1
do 160 j = -wavey,vwavey-1
hzxvgpml(i,j,k) - c8x * hzxwgpl(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (eyxvgpml(i+1,j,k) + eyzvgpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -eyxvgpml(i.j,k) - eyzvgpml(i,j,k))
hzywgpml(i,j,k) = c8y * hzywgpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (exywgpml(i,j+l,k) + exzvgpl(i,j+1,k)
2 -exyvgpml(i,j,k) - exzwgpml(i,j,k))
160 continue
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150 continue













c topcolor: location of top of colorbar
c numcolorsl: 1 less than X of colors in colorbar
parameter (numcolorsl=128,topcolor=243)
c nctshift: = color table shift
parameter(nctshift = topcolor-numcolorsl)
c ngray: - number representing gray
parameter(ngray = topcolor-numcolorsl-1)
c hlevels = numcolorsl/4
parameter (hlevels-numcolorst/4)
c center - 2*hlevels + 1/2
parameter (center = 2*hlevels + 0.5)
do 10 i = -maxx-pmldepth,-maxx-1
do 20 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
ia-int(sign((abs(oxylpml(i,j,k)+exzlpml(i,j ,k))),
1 (ezylpml(ij,k) + exzlpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .it. 0) ia-O





do 30 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 40 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-mazy
ia=int(sign((abs(ezxyfpml(i,j,k)+exzfpml(i,j,k))),
1 (ezxyfpml(i,j,k) + exzfpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .It. 0) ia=0
if (ia .gt. numcolorsl) ia=numcolorsl
a(j)=char(ia+nctshift)
40 continue




if (ia .It. 0) ia=O
if (ia .gt. numcolorsl) ia=numcolorsl
a(j)=char(ia+nctshift)
50 continue
do 60 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth
ia-int(sign((abs(ezxybpml(i,j,k)+exzbpml(i,j,k))),
1 (exybpml(i,j,k) + ezbpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .lt. 0) ia=O





do 70 i = marx,maxx+pmldepth-i
do 80 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
ia-int(sign((abs(exyrpml(i,j,k)+exzrpml(i,j,k))),
1 (ezxyrpml(i,j,k) + exzrpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .lt. 0) ia=O








































































write (6,*) exyfpml(0,-maxy,0), hznorm(0,-maxy,0),
1 hzxfpml(0,-maxy-1,0),hzyfpml(O,-maxy-1,O)































c topcolor: location of top of colorbar
c numcolorel: 1 less than a of colors in colorbar
parameter (numcolorsl=128,topcolor=243)
c nctshift: = color table shift
parameter(nctshift - topcolor-numcolorsi)
c ngray: - number representing gray
parameter(ngray = topcolor-numcolorst-1)
c hlevels = numcolorsl/4
parameter (hlevels=numcolorsl/4)
c center = 2*hlevels + 1/2
parameter (center = 2*hlevels + 0.5)
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do 10 k = maxz+pmldepth-1,maxz,-1
do 20 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
ia=int(sign((abs(exyupml(i,j,k)+exzupml(i,j,k))),
1 (exyupml(i,j,k) + exzupml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .It. 0) ia=O





do 30 k = maxz-1,-maxz+l,-1
do 40 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy
ia=int(sign((abs(exyfpml(i,j,k)+exzfpml(i,j,k))),
1 (exyfpml(i,j,k) + exzfpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .It. 0) ia=O
if (ia .gt. numcolorsl) ia=numcolorsl
a(j)=char(ia+nctshift)
40 continue




if (ia .It. 0) ia=O
if (ia .gt. numcolorsl) ia=numcolorsl
a(j)=char(ia+nctshift)
50 continue
do 60 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth
ia=int(sign((abs(exybpml(i,j,k)+exzbpml(i,j,k))),
1 (exybpml(i,j,k) + exzbpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .it. 0) ia=O





do 70 k = -maxz,-maxz-pmldepth+l,-1
do 80 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
ia=int(sign((abs(exydpml(i,j,k)+exzdpml(i,j,k))),
1 (exydpml(i,j,k) + exzdpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .It. 0) ia=O


















c topcolor: location of top of colorbar
c numcolorsl: 1 less than # of colors in colorbar
parameter (numcolorsl=128,topcolor=243)
c nctshift: = color table shift
parameter(nctshift = topcolor-numcolorsl)
c ngray: = number representing gray
parameter(ngray = topcolor-numcolorsl-1)
c hlevels = numcolorsl/4
parameter (hlevels=numcolorsl/4)
c center = 2*hlevels + 1/2
parameter (center = 2*hlevels + 0.5)
do 10 i = -maxx-pmldepth,-maxx




1 (eyxlpml(i,j,k) + eyzlpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .it. 0) ia=O





do 30 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 40 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy-1
ia=int(sign((abs(eyxfpml(i,j,k)+eyzfpml(i,j,k))),
1 (eyxfpml(i,j,k) + eyzfpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .it. 0) ia=O
if (ia .gt. numcolorsl) ia=numcolorsl
a(j)=char(ia+nctshift)
40 continue




if (ia .it. 0) ia=O
if (ia .gt. numcolorsi) ia=numcolorsl
a(j)=char(ia+nctshift)
50 continue
do 60 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1
ia=int(sign((abs(eyxbpml(i,j,k)+eyzbpml(i,j,k))),
1 (eyxbpml(i,j,k) + eyzbpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .it. 0) ia=O





do 70 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 80 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
ia=int(sign((abs(eyxrpml(i,j,k)+eyzrpml(i,j,k))),
1 (eyxrpml(i,j,k) + eyzrpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .it. 0) ia=O






:$$$ write (6,*) exnorm(-maxx,0,0),exylpml(-maxx-1,0,0),
:$$$ 1 exzlpml(-maxx-1,0,0)
:$$$ write (6,*) hynorm(-maxx,0,0),hynorm(-maxx,O,-l)
:$$$ write (6,*) hznorm(-maxx,0,0),hznorm(-maxx,-1,0)
:$$$ write (6,*) hyxlpml(-maxx-1,0,0)+hyzlpml(-maxx-1,0,0),
:$$$ 1 hyxlpml(-maxx-1,0,-l)+hyzlpml(-maxx-1,0,-1)
:$$$ write (6,*) hzxlpml(-maxx-1,0,0)+hzylpml(-maxx-1,0,0),
:$$$ 1 hzylpml(-maxx-l,-1,0)+hzxlpml(-maxx-1,-1,0)
:$$$ write (6,*) hyxlpml(-maxx-1,0,0),
:$$$ 1 ezylpml(-maxx,0,0)+ezxlpml(-maxx,0,0),
:$$$ 1 ezxlpml(-maxx-1,0,0)+ezylpml(-maxx-1,0,0)
:$$$ write (6,*) hyzlpml(-maxx-1,0,0),
:$$$ 1 exylpml(-maxx-1,0,1)+exzlpml(-maxx-1,0,1),
:$$$ 1 exylpml(-maxx-1,0,0)+exzlpml(-maxx-1,0,0)
:$$$ write (6,*) hzxlpml(-maxx-1,0,0),
:$$$ 1 eyxlpml(-maxx,0,0)+eyzlpml(-maxx,0,0),
:$$$ 1 eyxlpml(-maxx-1,0,0)+eyzlpml(-maxx-1,0,0)




:$$$ write (6,*) eyxlpml(-maxx,0,0),hznorm(-maxx,0,0),
:$$$ 1 hzxlpml(-maxx-1,0,0),hzylpml(-maxx-1,0,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) ezxlpml(-maxx,0,0),hynorm(-maxx,0,0).
:$$$ 1 hyxlpml(-maxx-1,0,0),hyzlpml(-maxx-1,0,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) exnorm(0,-maxy+1,0)
:$$$ write (6,*) exyfpml(O,-maxy,0),exzfpml(0,-maxy,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) hzxfpml(0,-maxy-1,0),hzyfpml(O,-maxy-1,O)
c$$$ write (6,*) exyfpml(O,-maxy,0), hznorm(0,-maxy,0),
c$$$ 1 hzxfpml(0,-maxy-1,O),hzyfpml(O,-maxy-1,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) exnorm(-maxx+1,0,0),hynorm(-maxx+1,0,0),
c$$$ 1 hznorm(-maxx+1,0,0), exnorm(-maxx,0,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) exylpml(-maxx-1,0,0),exzlpml(-maxx-1,O0,O)
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c$$ write (6,*)
c$$$ write (6,*) hyxrpml(mazz,0,0) ,hyzrpml(max,0,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) hzxrpml(maxxzz,0,0),hzyrpml(maxxzz,0,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) ezxyrpml(mazz+1,0,0),exzrpml(maxx+1,0,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) exnorm(O,-mazy+1,0),hynorm(O,-maxy+1,0),
ct$$ 1 hanorm(0,-maxy,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) exnorm(O,maxy-1,O),hynorm(O,maxy-1,O),
c$$$ 1 hznorm(0,maxy-1,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) exyfpml(O,-maxy,O),exzfpml(O,-mazy,0)
ct$$ write (6,*) exybpml(O,maxy,0),exzbpml(O,maxy,0)
c$$ write (6,*) hzxfpml(0,-maxy-1,0),hzyfpml(O,-maxy-1,O)
c$$tt$ write (6,*) hzxbpml(0,maxy,0),hzybpml(O,maxy.0)
c$$$ write (6,*) exyfpml(O,-maxy-1,0),ezfpml(O,-maxy-1.0)













c topcolor: location of top of colorbar
c numcolorel: 1 less than # of colors in colorbar
parameter (numcolorsl=128,topcolor=243)
c nctshift: - color table shift
parameter(nctshift = topcolor-numcolorsl)
c ngray: = number representing gray
parameter(ngray = topcolor-numcolorsl-1)
c hlevels = numcolorsl/4
parameter (hlevels=numcolorel/4)
c center = 2*hlevels + 1/2
parameter (center = 2*hlevels + 0.5)
do 10 k = maxz+pmldepth-l,maxz,-1
do 20 j = -mazy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
ia=int(sign((abs(eyxupml(i,j ,k)+eyzupml(i,j,k))),
1 (eyxupml(i,j,k) + eyzupml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .lt. 0) ia=O





do 30 k = mazz-1,-maxz+1,-1
do 40 j - -mazy-pmldepth,-maxy-i
ia=int(sign((abs(eyxfpml(i,j,k)+eyzfpml(i,j,k))),
1 (eyxfpml(i,j,k) + eyzfpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .it. 0) ia=O
if (ia .gt. numcolorel) ia=numcolorl
a(j)=char(ia+nctshift)
40 continue




if (ia .lt. 0) ia=O
if (ia .gt. numcolorcl) ia=numcolorcl
a(j)=char(ia+nctshift)
50 continue
do 60 j = mazy.maxy+pmldepth-1
ia=int(sign((abs(eyxbpml(i,j,k)+eyzbpml(i,j,k))),
1 (eyxbpml(i,j,k) + eyzbpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .lt. 0) ia=O





do 70 k = -mazz,-mazz-pmldepth+1,-1
do 80 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-i
ia=int(sign((abs(eyxdpml(i,j,k)+eyzdpml(i,j,k))),
1 (eyxdpml(i,j,k) + eyzdpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .It. 0) ia=O


















c topcolor: location of top of colorbar
c numcolorsl: 1 less than 8 of colors in colorbar
parameter (numcolorsl=128,topcolor=243)
c nctshift: = color table shift
parameter(nctshift = topcolor-numcolorl)
c ngray: = number representing gray
parameter(ngray = topcolor-numcolorsl-1)
c hlevels = numcolorsl/4
parameter (hlevels=numcolorsl/4)
c center = 2*hlevels + 1/2
parameter (center = 2*hlevels + 0.5)
do 10 i = -mazz-pmldepth,-maxx
do 20 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
ia=int(sign((abs(ezxlpml(i,j,k)+ezylpml(i,j,k))),
I (ezxlpml(i,j,k) + ezylpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .it. 0) ia=0





do 30 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 40 j - -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy
ia=int(sign((abs(ezxfpml(i,j,k)+ezyfpml(i,j,k))),
I (ezxfpml(i,j,k) + ezyfpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .It. 0) ia=0
if (ia .gt. numcolorel) ia=numcolorsl
a(j)=char(ia+nctshift)
40 continue




if (ia .It. 0) ia=0
if (ia .gt. numcolorel) ia=numcolorel
a(j)=char(ia+nctshift)
50 continue
do 60 j = mazy,maxy+pmldepth
ia=int(sign((abs(ezxbpml(i,j,k)+ezybpml(i,j,k))),
I (ezxbpml(i,j,k) + ozybpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .lt. 0) ia=O





do 70 i - mazz,mazz+pmldepth




1 (ezxrpml(i,j,k) + ezyrpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .It. 0) ia=O


















c topcolor: location of top of colorbar
c numcolorsl: 1 less than # of colors in colorbar
parameter (numcolorsl=128,topcolor=243)
c nctshift: = color table shift
parameter(nctshift = topcolor-numcolorsl)
c ngray: = number representing gray
parameter(ngray = topcolor-numcolorsl-1)
c hlevels = numcolorsl/4
parameter (hlevels=numcolorsl/4)
c center = 2*hlevels + 1/2
parameter (center = 2*hlevels + 0.5)
do 10 k = maxz+pmldepth-l,maxz,-1
do 20 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
ia=int(sign((abs(ezxupml(i,jk)+ezyupml(ij,k))),
1 (ezxupml(i,j,k) + ezyupml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .lt. 0) ia=O





do 30 k = maxz-1,-maxz,-l
do 40 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy
ia=int(sign((abs(ezxfpml(i,j,k)+ezyfpml(i,j,k))),
1 (ezxfpml(i,j,k) + ezyfpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .it. 0) ia=O
if (ia .gt. numcolorsl) ia=numcolorsi
a(j)=char(ia+nctshift)
40 continue




if (ia .it. 0) ia=O
if (ia .gt. numcolorsl) ia=numcolorsl
a(j)=char(ia+nctshift)
50 continue
do 60 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth
ia=int(sign((abs(ezxbpml(i,j,k)+ezybpml(i,j,k))),
1 (ezxbpml(i,j,k) + ezybpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .it. 0) ia=O





do 70 k = -maxz-1,-maxz-pmldepth+l,-1
do 80 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
ia=int(sign((abs(ezxdpml(i,j,k)+ezydpml(i,j,k))),
1 (ezxdpml(i,j,k) + ezydpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .it. 0) ia=O













parameter (tolerance = .01)
integer i,j,k
do 10 i = 1,maxx-1
do 20 j = 1,maxy-1
do 30 k = 1,maxz-1
if (abs(exnorm(i,j,k)+exnorm(i,j,-k)).gt.
1 abs(tolerance*exnorm(ij,k)))




































2 write (6,*) "x-symmetry error: ey",-i,j,k,
3 eynorm(i,j,k) ,eynorm(i,j ,k)-eynorm(-i,j,k)
if (abs(eynorm(i,j,k)+eynorm(-i,-j-l,k)).gt.
1 abs(tolerance*eynorm(i,j,k)))












2 write (6,*) "xyz-symmetry error: ey",-i,-j-l,-k,
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write (6,*) "z-symmetry error: ez",i,j,-k-1,
eznorm(i, j,k), eznorm(i,j, k)-eznorm(i, j,-k-1)
if (abs (eznorm(i,j,k)-eznorm(i.-j, k) ). gt.
abs(toleranco*eznorm(i,j,k)))
write (6,*) "y-symmetry error: ez",i,-j,k,
eznorm(ij .k) ,enor(i,j, k)-enorm(i,-j,k)
if (abs(esnorm(i, j,k)-eznorm(-i.j ,k)) .gt.
abs(tolerance*eznorm(i,j, k)))
write (6,*) "x-symmetry error: ez",-i,j,k,
eznorm(i, j,k) ,eznorm(i, j,k)-eznorm(-i,j ,k)
if (abs(eznorm(i,j ,k)-eznorm(-i,-j,k)) .gt.
abs(tolerance*esznorm(i, j,k)))
write (6,*) "zy-symmetry error: e",-i,-j.,k,.
eznorm(i,j ,k) ,eznorm(i,j,k)-esnorm(-i,-j ,k)
if (abs(eznorm(i,j,k)-esnorm(-i,j,-k-1)).gt.
abs(tolerance*eznorm(i, j,k)))
















write (6,*) "y-symmetry error: hx",i,-j-l,k,
hxnorm(i,j,k), hxnorm(i, j,k)+hxnorm(i.-j-, k)
if (abs(hxnorm(i,j,k)-hxnorm(-i,j,k)).gt.
abs(tolerance*hxnorm(i,j,k)))
















write (6,*) "xyz-symmetry error: hx",-i,-j-1,-k-1,
hxnorm(i,j ,k) ,hxnorm(i,j , k)+hxnorm(-i.-j-i ,-k-i)
if (abs(hynorm(i,j,k)-hynorm(i,j,-k-1)).gt.
abs(tolerance*hynorm(i, j,k)))








write (6,*) "y-symmetry error: hy",i,-j,k,
hynorm(i, j,k),hynorm(i, j,k)-hynorm(i,-j, k)
if (abs(hynorm(i,j,k)+hynorm(-i-1-j,k)) .gt.
abs(tolerance*hynorm(i,j,k)))








write (6,*) "yz-symmetry error: hy",i,-j,-k-1,
hynorm(i, j,k),hynorm(i,j,k)-hynorm(i,-j, .- k-i)
if (abs(hynorm(i,j,k)+hynorm(-i-l.-j,-k-1)).gt.
abs(tolerance*hynorm(i.j, k)))












do 10 i = -maxx-pmldepth,maxx+pmldepth-i
do 20 j = -mazy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
do 30 k = maxz,maxz+pmldepth
if (j .eq. -mazy-pmldepth .or. j .eq. maxy+pmldepth
1 .or. k .eq. maxz+pmldepth) then
if (exyupml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. exzupml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
1 write (6,*) "nonzero ex field at ",i,j,k
else
if (exyupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. exzupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 40 i = -maxx-pmldepth,maxx+pmldepth
do 50 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-i
do 60 k - maz,maz+pmldepth
if (i .eq. -mazxx-pmldepth .or. i .eq. maxx+pmldepth
1 .or. k .eq. maxz+pmldepth) then
if (eyxupml(i,j,k) .no. 0 .or. eyzupml(i,j,k) .no. 0)
1 write (6,*) "nonzero ey field at ",i,j,k
else
if (eyxupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. eyzupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 70 i = -maxx-pmldepth.maxx+pmldepth
do 80 j - -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
do 90 k - maxz,maxz+pmldepth-I
if (i .eq. -maxx-pmldepth .or. i .eq. maxx+pmldepth .or.
1 j .eq. -maxy-pmldepth .or. j .eq. mazy+pmldepth)then
if (ezxupml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. szyupml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
I write (6,*) "nonzero ez field at ",i,j,k
else
if (ezxupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. azyupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 100 i = -maxx-pmldepth.maxx+pmldepth-1
do 110 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
do 120 k = -maxz-pmldepth,-maxz
if (j .eq. -mazy-pmldepth .or. j .eq. maxy+pmldepth
1 .or. k .eq. -maxz-pmldepth) then
if (exydpml(i,j,k) .no. 0 .or. exzdpml(i,j,k) .no. 0)
1 write (6,*) "nonzero ex field at ",i,j,k
else
if (exydpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. exzdpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 130 i - -maxx-pmldepth,maxx+pmldepth
do 140 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-i
do 150 k = -maxz-pmldepth,-maxz
if (i .eq. -mazx-pmldepth .or. i .eq. maxx+pmldepth
1 .or. k .eq. -maxz-pmldepth) then
if (eyxdpml(i,j,k) .no. 0 .or. eyzdpml(i,j,k) .no. 0)
1 write (6,*) "nonzero ey field at ",i,j,k
else
if (eyxdpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. eyzdpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)







do 160 i = -maix-puldepth,maxx+pmldepth
do 170 j = -maxy-pldepth,maxy+pmldepth
do 180 k - -maxz-pmldepth.-maxz-1
if (i .eq. -maax-pmldepth .or. i .eq. maxx+pmldepth .or.
1 j .eq. -maxy-pmldepth .or. j .eq. maxy+pmldepth)then
if (ezxdpml(i,j,k) .no. 0 .or. ezydpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
1 write (6,e) "nonzero ez field at ",i,j,k
else
if (ezxdpul(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. ezydpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 190 i = -maxz-pmldepth+l,maxz+pmldepth-1
do 200 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 210 k - maxz,maxz+pmldepth-i
if (hxyupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hxzupal(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 220 i = -maxx-pmldepth,mazx+pmldepth-1
do 230 j = -maxy-pmldepth+1, may+pmldepth-1
do 240 k = maxz,maz+pmldepth-1
if (hyxupl(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hyzupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 250 i - -maxx-pmldepth,mazx+pmldepth-1
do 260 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 270 k = maxz,maxz+pmldepth-1
if (hzxupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hzyupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 280 i - -maxx-pmldepth+1,mazx+pmldepth-1
do 290 j - -maxy-pmldepth,may+pmldepth-I
do 300 k - -mazz-pldepth,-maxz-1
if (hxydpal(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hxzdpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 310 i = -maxx-pmldepth,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 320 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,maxy+pmldepth-I
do 330 k = -maxz-pmldepth,-mazz-1
if (hyxdpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hyzdpl(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 340 i - -maxx-pmldepth,maxx+paldepth-i
do 350 j - -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-I
do 360 k - -maxz-pmldepth+1,-maxz
if (hzxdpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hzydpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 370 i - -maxx-pmldepth,-max-i
do 380 j = -maiy-pmldepth,maay+pldepth
do 390 k - -maxz+1,mazz-1
if (j .eq. -mazy-pmldepth .or. j .eq. maxy+paldepth) then
if (exylpml(i,j,k) .no. 0 .or. exzlpml(i,j,k) .no. 0)
1 write (6,*) "nonzero ex field at ",i,j,k
else
if (ezylpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. ezxzlpml(i,j.,k) .eq. 0)





do 400 i = -maxx-paldepth,-maxx
do 410 j = -mazy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 420 k - -maxz+1,maxz-1
if (i .eq. -maxx-pmldepth) then
if (eyxlpml(i,j,k) .no. 0 .or. eyzlpml(i,j,k) .no. 0)
1 write (6,*) "nonzero ey field at ",i,j,k
else
if (eyxlpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. cyzlpal(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 430 i = -maxz-pmldepth,-man
do 440 j = -mazy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
do 450 k - -maxz,mazz-1
if (j .eq. -maxy-pmldepth .or. j .eq. maxy+pmldepth
1 .or. i .eq. -maii-pmldepth) then
if (ezxlpal(i,j,k) .no. 0 .or. ezylpml(i,j,k) .no. 0)
1 write (6,*) "nonzero ez field at ",i,j,k
else
if (ezxlpml(ij,k) .eq. 0 .or. ezylpal(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 460 i = maz,maxz+pmldepth-i
do 470 j - -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
do 480 k = -mazz+l,mazz-1
if (j .eq. -may-pmldepth .or. j .eq. maxy+pmldepth) then
if (eyrpml(i,j,k) .no. 0 .or. exzrpml(i,j,k) .no. 0)
1 write (6,*) "nonzero eo field at ",i,j,k
else
if (ezyrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. exzrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 490 i - mazx,maxx+pmldepth
do 500 j = -mazy-pmldepth,mazy+pmldepth-1
do 510 k = -maxz+l,mxz-1
if (i .eq. maxx+pmldepth) then
if (eyxrpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. eyzrpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
1 write (6,*) "nonzero ey field at ",i,j,k
else
if (eyxrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. eyzrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 520 i = mazx,maxx+pmldepth
do 530 j - -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
do 540 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (j .eq. -mazy-pmldepth .or. j .eq. maxy+pmldepth
1 .or. i .eq. maxx+pmldepth) then
if (ezxrpml(i,j,k) .no. 0 .or. ezyrpml(i,j,k) .no. 0)
i write (6,*) "nonzero asez field at ",i,j,k
else
if (ezxrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. ezyrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 550 i - -mazx-pmldepth+1,-maz
do 560 j = -mazy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-i
do 570 k = -maxz,mazz-1
if (hxylpal(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hxzlpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 580 i = -maxx-pmldepth,-mazx-1
do 590 j = -mazy-pmldepth+l,maxy+pmldepth-I
do 600 k = -mazz,mazz-1
if (hyxlpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hyzlpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)
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do 610 i = -maxx-pmldepth,-maxxzz-1
do 620 j - -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 630 k - -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (hzxlpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hzylpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 640 i = maxxzz,mazz+pmldepth-1
do 650 j - -mazy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 660 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (hxyrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hxzrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 670 i = maxxzz,ma+pmldepth-i
do 680 j - -maxy-pmldepth+l,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 690 k = -mazz,maxz-1
if (hyxrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hyzrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 700 i = maxz,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 710 j - -maxy-pmldepth.maxy+pmldepth-1
do 720 k - -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (hzrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hzyrpml(i.j,k) .eq. 0)




do 730 i - -maxx,mazu-I
do 740 j - -mazy-pmldepth,-maxy
do 750 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (j .eq. -maxy-pmldepth) then
if (exyfpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. ezxzfpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
I write (6,*) "nonzero oe field at ",i,j,k
else
if (ezyfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. oxzfpml(i,j.k) .eq. 0)





do 760 i = -mazzxx+l,mazzxx-1
do 770 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-mazy-1
do 780 k - -maxz+l,mazz-1
if (eyxfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. eyzfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 790 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 800 j - -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy
do 810 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (j .eq. -maxy-pmldepth) then
if (ezxfpml(i,j,k) .no. 0 .or. ezyfpml(i,j,k) .no. 0)







(ezxfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. ezyfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)
write (6,*) "zero ez field at ",i,j,k
do 820 i - -maxx,mazz-1
do 830 j = maxy.mazy+pmldepth
do 840 k = -maxz+1,mazz-1
if (j .eq. maxy+pmldepth) then
if (ezybpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. axzbpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
write (6,*) "nonzero ez field at ",i,j,k
else
if (exybpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. ezzbpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 850 i = -mazz+1,mazz-1
do 860 j = maxy,mazy+pmldepth-I
do 870 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (eyxbpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0




.or. eyzbpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)
field at ",i,j,k
do 880 i = -maxx+1,maxx-1
do 890 j = mazy,maxy+pmldepth
do 900 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (j .eq. maxy+pmldepth) then
if (ezxbpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. ezybpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
1 write (6,*) "nonzero ez field at ",i,j,k
else
if (ezxbpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. azybpml(ij,k) .eq. 0)





do 910 i = -mazz+,mazxxz-1
do 920 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy-i
do 930 k - -mazz,maxz-1
if (hxyfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hxzfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 940 i = -mazzx,max-1
do 950 j = -maxy-pmldepth+1,-maxy
do 960 k - -mazz,maxz-1
if (hyxfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hyzfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 970 i = -mazz,maxx-1
do 980 j - -maxy-pmldepth.-maxy-i
do 990 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (hzxfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hzyfpml(i.j.k) .eq. 0)




do 1000 i = -maxxzz+1,maxxz-1
do 1010 j = maxy,mazy+pmldepth-1
do 1020 k = -mazz,mazz-1
if (hxybpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hxzbpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 1030 i - -maxx,maxx-1
do 1040 j = maxzy,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 1050 k = -maxz,mazz-1
if (hyxbpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hyzbpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 1060 i = -maxzz,maxxzz-1
do 1070 j = mazy,mazy+pmldepth-1
do 1080 k = -mazz+l,mazz-1
if (hzxbpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hzybpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 1090 i = -maz,mazzx-1
do 1100 j = -mazy+1,mazy-1
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do 1110 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (exnorm(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 1120 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 1130 j = -maxy,maxy-1
do 1140 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (eynorm(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 1150 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 1160 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
do 1170 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (eznorm(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 1180 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 1190 j = -maxy,maxy-1
do 1200 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (hxnorm(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 1210 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 1220 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
do 1230 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (hynorm(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 1240 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 1250 j = -maxy,maxy-1
do 1260 k = -maxz+1,maxz-1
if (hznorm(i,j,k) .eq. 0)
















if (hornstart .ge. maxz-1) then
write(6,*) "incorrect geometry: horn opens near pml"
stop
endif
if (hornstart-horndepth-wavedepth .le. -maxz+l) then
write(6,*) "incorrect geometry: waveguide too close to pml"
stop
endif
c start with the inner geometry
c first ez:
c initialize all cells to be normal cells:
do 10 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 20 j = -maxy+1,maxy-i





do 70 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 80 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1





do 71 i = -maxx+1,maxx-1
do 81 j = -maxy,maxy-I





c start at k = hornstart-horndepth-wavedepth
c the bottom of the waveguide
k = hornstart-horndepth-wavedepth
do 100 i = -vavex,wavex




do 101 i = -wavex,wavex-1




c now for the waveguide part
do 120 k = hornstart-horndepth-wavedepth+l,hornstart-horndepth

















c now for the horn
c get the ezeqn figured out.
do 140 k = hornstart-horndepth,hornstart-1
xedge = wavex + xslope * (k+0.5-(hornstart-horndepth)) + 0.5
yedge = wavey + yslope * (k+0.5-(hornstart-horndepth)) + 0.5




c resetting the fields in the corners is okay.





c now figure out exeqn and eyeqn
do 200 k = hornstart-horndepth,hornstart-1
xedge = wavex + xslope * (k+0.5-(hornstart-horndepth)) + 0.5
yedge = wavey + yslope * (k+0.5-(hornstart-horndepth)) + 0.5
if (ezeqn(O,yedge,k) .eq. ezeqn(0,yedge,k-1)) then
if (ezeqn(xedge,O,k) .eq. ezeqn(xedge,0,k-1)) then
c vertical walls on all sides




do 220 i = -xedge,xedge-1
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vertical vall only on y side, horizontal on x side
do 230 i = xedge-1,zedge















if (ezeqn(xedge,O,k) .eq. ezeqn(xedge,0,k-1)) then
c vertical only on xedges, horizontal on yedge
do 270 j = yedge-1,yedge














c all edges have horizontal valls
do 310 j = yedge-1,yedge









do 340 i - xedge-1,zedge












c and the a fields at the opening of the horn:
k = hornstart








c now the e-fields at the total/scattered interface
k = hornstart
do 390 i = -xhorn,xhorn-1




do 410 i = -xhorn+l,xhorn-1




c now to worry about the h fields
do 500 i = -maxxz+1,maxx-1
do 510 j = -maxy,maxy-1





do 501 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 511 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1





do 502 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 512 j = -maxy,maxy-1





c first look at the bottom of the waveguide:
k = hornstart-horndepth-wavedepth-1
do 600 i = -vavex,wvavex




do 620 i = -vavez,vavex-1






















































do 680 i = -wavez+1,wavex-1




do 700 j = -wavey+,wavey-1










c$$$ do 730 j = -wavey,wavey
c$$$ hyeqn(wavex,j,k) = hyoleqn
c$$$ hyeqn(-wavex-l,j,k) = hyoreqn
c$$$ 730 continue
c$$$
c$$$ do 740 i = -wavex+1,wavex-2
c$$$ hzeqn(i,wavey-1,k) = hzibeqn
c$$$ hzeqn(i,-wavey,k) = hzifeqn
c$$$ 740 continue
c$$$ do 750 j = -vavey+i,wavey-2
c$$$ hzeqn(wavex-l,j,k) = hzireqn
c$$$ hzeqn(-wavex,j,k) = hzileqn
c$$$ 750 continue
c$$$ hzeqn(-wavex,-wavey,k) = hzilfeqn
c$$$ hzeqn(-wavex,wavey-1,k) = hzilbeqn
c$$$ hzeqn(wavex-1,-wavey,k) = hzirfeqn
c$$$ hzeqn(wavex-1,wavey-1,k)= hzirbeqn
c$$$ do 760 i = -wavex,wavex-1
c$$$ hzeqn(i,waveyk) = hzofeqn
c$$$ hzeqn(i,-wavey-l,k) = hzobeqn
c$$$ 760 continue
c$$$ do 770 j = -wavey,wavey-1
c$$$ hzeqn(wavex,j,k) = hzoleqn
c$$$ hzeqn(-wavex-l,j,k) = hzoreqn
c$$$ 770 continue
do 800 k = hornstart-horndepth-wavedepth,hornstart-horndepth-1













































c if there's a horizontal edge at k = hornstart-horndepth, then
c the above is slightly wrong, and needs fixing. the only way that
c this could happen is if a slope is greater than 45 degrees.
if (yslope .ge. 1.0) then
k = hornstart-horndepth-1




if (xslope .ge. 1.0) then



















if (xslope .ge. 1) then










c now to set the h equations in the horn region.
do 1000 k = hornstart-horndepth,hornstart-1
xedge = wavex + xslope * (k+0.5-(hornstart-horndepth)) + 0.5
yedge = wavey + yslope * (k+0.5-(hornstart-horndepth)) + 0.5
xedge2 = wavex + xslope * (k-(hornstart-horndepth)) + 0.5
yedge2 = wavey + yslope * (k-(hornstart-horndepth)) + 0.5
do 1010 i = 0,maxx-2
do 1020 j = 0,maxy-2
in = (i .lt. xedge2 .and. j .it. yedge2)
c hz
1 = (eyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. eyOeqn)
r = (eyeqn(i+1,j,k) .eq. eyOeqn)
f = (exeqn(ij,k) .eq. exOeqn)
b = (exeqn(i,j+l,k) .eq. exOeqn)





elseif ((1 .and. b) .or. (1 .and. r) .or. (1 .and. f)
1 .or. (b .and. f) .or. (r .and. f)) then
write (6,*) "hz geometry error"
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elseif (f) then
if (in) then



















in = (i .it. xedge .and. j .it. yedge)
b = (ezeqn(i,j+l,k) .eq. ezOeqn)
f = (ezeqn(i,j,k) .eq. ezOeqn)
u = (eyeqn(i,j,k+1) .eq. ey0eqn)
d = (eyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. ey0eqn)





elseif (d .and. .not. in) then
write (6,*) "hxd geometry error",i,j,k,":",b,f,d,u
stop
elseif (u .and. in) then
write (6,*) "hxu geometry error",i,j,k,":",b,f,d,u
stop
elseif (d .and. u) then
write (6,*) "geometry error d&u in hx"
stop
elseif (b .and. f) then
write (6,*) "geometry error b&f in hx"
stop





elseif (d .and. f) then











elseif (u .and. b) then













































1 = (ezeqn(i,j,k) .eq. ezOeqn)
r = (ezeqn(i+l,j,k) .eq. ezOeqn)
u = (exeqn(i,j,k+l) .eq. ex0eqn)
d = (exeqn(i,j,k) .eq. ex0eqn)





elseif (d .and. .not. in) then
write (6,*) "hyd geometry error",i,j,k
stop
elseif (u .and. in) then
write (6,*) "hyu geometry error",i,j,k
stop
elseif (1 .and. r) then
write (6,*) "lBr geometry error in hy"
stop
elseif (u .and. d) then
write (6,*) "ukd geometry error in hy"
stop





elseif (d .and. 1) then











elseif (u .and. r) then



















































c hz is a half step
c z = hornstart.
below hx and hy, and needs to be calculated at
k = hornstart
xedge2 = wavex + xslope * (k-(hornstart-horndepth)) + 0.5
yedge2 = wavey + yslope * (k-(hornstart-horndepth)) + 0.5
do 1030 i = 0,maxx-2
do 1040 j = 0,maxy-2
in = (i .lt. xedge2 .and. j .it. yedge2)
1 = (eyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. ey0eqn)
r = (eyeqn(i+1,j,k) .eq. ey0eqn)
f = (exeqn(i,j,k) .eq. ex0eqn)
b = (exeqn(i,j+l,k) .eq. ex0eqn)





elseif ((1 .and. b) .or. (1 .and. r) .or. (1 .and. f)
.or. (b .and. f) .or. (r .and. f)) then
write (6,*) "hz geometry error"


























































c now to put the total/scattered fields in
do 1200 i = -xhorn+l,xhorn-1




do 1220 i = -xhorn,xhorn-1




c and also correct the rest of the equations at k = hornstart








c$$$ write (2,*) "ex:"
c$$$
c$$$ do 2000 k = hornstart-horndepth-wavedepth-l,hornstart+1
c$$$ do 2010 i = -xhorn-l,xhorn+l
c$$$ do 2020 j = -yhorn-l,yhorn+l







c$$$ write (2,*) "ey:"
c$$$
c$$$ do 2030 k = hornstart-horndepth-wavedepth-l,hornstart+1
c$$$ do 2040 i = -xhorn-l,xhorn+l
c$$$ do 2050 j = -yhorn-l,yhorn+l







c$$$ write (2,*) "ez:"
c$$$
c$$$ do 2060 k = hornstart-horndepth-wavedepth-l,hornstart+1
c$$$ do 2070 i = -xhorn-l,xhorn+l
c$$$ do 2080 j = -yhorn-1,yhorn+l







c$$$ write (2,*) "hx:"
c$$$
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ct$$ do 2090 k = hornstart-horndepth-avedepth-1,hornstart+1
c$$$ do 2100 i = -xhorn-l,xhorn+l
c$$$ do 2110 j - -yhorn-l,yhorn+l







c$$$ write (2,*) "hy:"
c$$$ do 2120 k = hornstart-horndepth-wavedepth-l,hornstart+1
c$$$ do 2130 i = -xhorn-l,xhorn+l
c$$$ do 2140 j - -yhorn-l,yhorn+l







c$$$ write (2,*) "hz:"
c$$$
c$$tt$ do 2150 k = hornstart-horndepth-wavedepth-l,hornstart+1
c$$$ do 2160 i = -xhorn-1,zhorn+l
c$$$ do 2170 j = -yhorn-l,yhorn+l

























hxinc = hxinc * exp((ti/sigma)**2/-2)
if (sine) then




























hyinc = hyinc * exp((t1/sigma)**2/-2)
if (sine) then




























hzinc - hzinc * exp((tl/sigma)**2/-2)
if (sine) then
































exinc = exinc * exp((ti/sigma)**2/-2)
if (sine) then


































eyinc - eyinc * ezp((tl/sigma)**2/-2)
if (sine) then





























ezinc = ezinc * exp((ti/sigma)**2/-2)
if (sine) then






























etotinc = etotinc * exp((tl/sigma)**2/-2)
if (sine) then



















parameter (variance - 3600.0, offset = 180.0, gridvaves - 40.0)
integer n
exnorm(O,0,-17) - 30*exp(-(n-offset)**2/variance) *
i sin(-2*pien/gridwaves)













cent = 5 * sigma




oex ex * exp(((nedeltat-cent)/sigma)**2/-2)
write (6,e) ex
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k = ksource
j= 0
do 10 i = -wavez,wavex-1




The following, common.include, is used
to create the common blocks and is in-
cluded in most of the subroutines of horn-
stair.f
c=-=---=-=--=-- -=-=---=--=--=- -cut here- --
=
-----=




c THIS IS FROM THE COMMON FILE
integer maxx,maxy,maxz, pmldepth
integer mminx,mminy,mminz
real delta, deltat, dtovd, sigmax, eta, pi, c
parameter(maxxz31, maxy=46, maxz=94, pmldepth = 20)
parameter(mminx=maxx- 1,mminy-maxy- 1,mminz=maxz-1)
parameter(pi = 3.1415926536, eta = 120.0*pi, c = 3e8)
c the equations to use to calculate the fields
integer exnormeqn, ezxOeqn, xueqn








integer hznormeqn,hzileqn, hzireqn, hzifeqn, hzibeqn,
I hz0eqn, hzilfeqn,hzilbeqn,hzirfeqn,hzirbeqn,
2 hzoleqn, hzoreqn, hzofeqn, hzobeqn,
3 hzolfeqn,hzolbeqn,hzorfeqn,hzorbeqn
parameter(exnormeqn=i ,exOeqn=O,eynormeqn , ey0eqn=O, eznormeqn=1,
1 ezOeqn=O, xueqn-2,eyueqn-2)





2 hyoleqn=7,hyoreqn=8 ,hyoueqn=9 ,hyouleqn=10,hyoureqn=11)
parameter(hzOeqn=O,hznormeqn=1,
I hzileqn-2,hzireqn=3, hzifeqn-4,hzibeqn=5,
2 hzilfeqn=6,hzilbeqn7 ,hzirf eqn=8,hzirbeqn=9,
3 hzoleqnlO0,hzoreqn=l ,hzofeqn=12,hzobeqn=13,
4 hzolfeqn=14,hzolbeqn=15,hzorfeqn=16,hzorbeqn=17)
integer exeqn(-maxx:maxx-1, -maxy+l:mazy-i, -maxz+l:maz-1),
I oyeqn(-maxx+l:maxx-1, -maxy:maxy-1, -maxz+1:maxz-1),
2 ezeqn(-maxx+l:maxx-1, -maxy+l:maxy-l, -maxz:maxz-1),
3 hxeqn(-maxxz+:maxx-1, -maxy:maxy-1, -maxz:maz-1),
4 hyeqn(-maxx:maxx-1, -maxy+1:maxy-l, -mazz:maz-1),
5 hzeqn(-ma:maxx-1, -maxy:maxy-1, -maxz+l:maxz-1)
c the dimeneions of the arrays of fields.
c note that the pml hae an extra e field outside of it which













the cells inside the pml
the waveguide pal
real oxyvgpml(-maxx:maxx-1, -maxy+1:maxy-1, -pmldepth:O),
1 oxzgpml(-maxx:maxx-1, -maxy+1:maxy-1, -pmldepth:O),
2 eyxvgpml(-maan+1:maxx-1, -maxy:mazy-1, -paldepth:O),
3 oyzvgpml(-maxx+l:maxx-1, -maxy:maxy-1, -pmldepth:O),
4 ezxgpml(-maxx+l:mazx-1, -maxy+l:maxy-1, -pmldepth:O),
5 ozywgpml(-maxx+l:maxx-1, -maxy+l:maxy-1, -pmldepth:O)
real hxyvgpml(-maxx+l:maxx-1, -maxy:maxy-1, -pmldepth:-l),
1 hxzvgpml(-maxx+l:maz-1, -mazy:maxy-1, -paldepth:-l),
hyxvgpml(-maxxz:max-1, 
-maxy+l:maxy-1,
hyzwgpml(-max :maxx-1, -may+1 :maxy-1,



































































































































































7 -maxy-pmldepth: -maxy- 1,
8 -maxz+l:maxz-1),

















































































The following, source.include, provides
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The following, geometry.include, pro-
vides a third common block to hornstair.f
c= -= -:-:-:-=:-:-=-:-- -= -- =-.---cut here-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:--=-=--.






groundplane.f is similar to hornstair.f, ex-
cept it simulates a horn opening into an
infinite ground plane. The ground plane
need not be flush with the opening, but
there must be some intersection of the
outside of the horn with the ground plane.
As with hornstair.f, the fourier transform
of fields on a Huygens' surface are written
out, along with time domain fields from
which a movie can be made.
program hornstair
implicit none
























parameter (maxnfr = 100)
complex einc(1 :maxnfr)
complex oxj(-mminx:mminx-1,2,-mminz:mminz,maxnfr)

















write(6,*) "how many time steps?"
read(5,*) n
write(6,*) "enter step size in meters"
read(5,*) delta
deltat = delta/(sqrt(3.0)*cfl)





3 write(6,*) "enter waveguide dimensions in meters (x,y)"
read(5,*) tempx,tempy
wavex - tempx/delta/2 + 0.5
wavey = tompy/delta/2 + 0.5
write(6,*) "at what delta should the horn start? (maxz=",mazz,")"
read(5,*) hornstart




write(6,*) "enter height of the horn in meters"
read(5,*) tempz
horndepth = tempz/delta + 0.5
xhorn = xslope * horndepth + vavex +0.5
yhorn = yslope * horndepth + wavey +0.5
if ((xhorn .gt. mminx-2) .or. (yhorn .gt. mminy-2)) then
write (6,*) 'horn opening too big. try again'
goto 3
endif
xslope - roal(xhorn - vavex)/horndepth
yslope = real(yhorn - vavey)/horndopth
write(6,*) "enter height of vaveguide"
read(5,*) tempz
vavedepth = tempz/delta + 0.5
if (-hornstart+horndepth+vavedepth + 2 .gt. mminz-2) then





















'in units of delta, ',delta,','
'horn starts at ',hornstart
'vith an opening of ',xhorn,yhorn
'has a depth of ',horndepth
'slopes (run/rise) of ',xzlope,yslope
'vaveguide starts at ',hornstart-horndepth
'with an opening of ',vavex,vavey
'and a depth of ',wavedepth




if (kground .le. -maxz+l) then
write (6,*) 'ground plane too low.'
goto 2
elseif (kground .gt. hornstart) then
write (6,*) 'ground pland above horn.'
goto 2
endif






= tempx/2.0/delta + 0.5
= tempy/2.0/delta + 0.5
= tempz/2.0/delta + 0.5
if ((minx .gt. mminx) .or. (miny .gt. mminy) .or.
I (minz .gt. mminz) .or. (xhorn .gt. minx-2) .or.
2 (yhorn .gt. miny-2) .or. (hornstart .gt. minz-2) .or.
3 (-hornstart+horndepth+wavedepth .gt. minz-2)) then
write (6,*) 'bad box dimensions.'
write (6,*) 'x must be between ',(xhorn+2)*delta*2.0,' and '
1 ,(mminx)*delta*2.0
write (6,*) 'y must be between ',(yhorn+2)*delta*2.0,' and '
1 ,(mminy)*delta*2.0
if (-hornstart+horndepth+wavedepth .le. hornstart) then
write (6,*) 'z must be between ',(hornstart+2)*delta*2.0,
1 ' and ',(mminz)*delta*2.0
else
write (6,*) 'z must be between ',
1 (-hornstart+horndepth+wavedepth+2)*delta*2.0,




write (6,*) "pml inside waveguide? (y/n) :"
read (5,*) s
pml = s .eq. 'y'
write (6,*) "enter incident angles (theta, phi) (deg) :"
write (6,*) "enter e_theta, e.phi :"
read (5,*) theta,phi,etheta,ephi
write (6,*) "gaussian source(y/n) :"
write (6,*) "sinusoidal source(y/n) :"
read (5,*) g
gauss = g .eq. 'y'
read (5,*) s
sine = s .eq. 'y'
if (gauss) then
if (sine) then
write(6,*) 'enter frequency of sinusoid :'
read(5,*) freq
write(8,*) 'enter number of cycles per sigma. :'
read(5,*) peaks
sigma = peaks*c/freq





deltats per sigma. :'
if (sine) then









write(6,*) 'assuming ex - line source in x-dir'
write(6,*) 'enter frequency :'
read(5,*) freq
write(6,*) 'enter number of cycles per sigma. :'
read(5,*) peaks
sigma = peaks*c/freq
write(6,*) 'enter distance from end of wg'
read (5,*) tempz
ksource = tempz/delta+0.5
ksource = ksource + hornstart-horndepth-wavedepth
write (6,*) 'source is at ',ksource,'delta'
write (6,*) 'waveguide goes from ',hornstart-horndepth












exin = etheta*cost*cosp - ephi*sinp
eyin = etheta*cost*sinp + ephi*cosp
ezin = -etheta*sint
hxin = etheta*sinp + ephi*cost*cosp
hyin = -etheta*cosp + ephi*cost*sinp
hzin = -ephi*sint
write(6,*) 'the incident wave has the following components'
write(6,*) ' exin = ',exin,' hxin = ',hxin
write(6,*) ' eyin = ',eyin,' hyin = ',hyin
write(6,*) ' ezin = ',ezin,' hzin = ',hzin
write (6,*) 'enter number of readout frequencies '
read (5,*) nfr
if (nfr .gt. maxnfr) then
write (6,*) ' Too Many Frequencies'
stop
elseif (nfr .eq. 1) then




write (6,*) 'enter starting and ending frequencies (Hz)
read (5,*) frql,frq2






























c$$$ write (7,296) 2*(maxy+pmldepth)+1, 2*(maxx+pmldepth), 64, n,
c$$$ 1 'new.image.Z '
c ey write (7,296) 2*(maxy+pmldepth)+1, 2*(maxz+pmldepth)-1, 64, n,
c ey 1 'new.image.Z '
c ex write (7,296) 2*(maxy+pmldepth)+1, 2*(maxz+pmldepth), 64, n,
c ex 1 'new.image.Z '
write (7,296) 2*(maxx+pmldepth)+l, 2*(maxz+pmldepth)-l, 64, n,
1 'new.image.Z '
c write (7,296) 2*(maxy+pmldepth)+l, 2*(maxx+pmldepth)+1, 64, n,
c 1 'new.image.Z '
write (7,*) 1
write (7,81) 'a '




do 10 time = 1,n




c write (6,*) 'euplm'
call eupml
c write (6,*) 'edplm'
c call edpml
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c write (6,*) 'elplm'
call elpml
c write (6,*) 'erplm'
call erpml
c write (6,*) 'efplm'
call efpml





if (.not. (gauss .or. sine)) call radiate_source(time,ksource)
c write (6,*) 'hnorm'
call hnorm(time)
c write (6,*) 'hupml'
call hupml
c write (6,*) 'hdpml'
c call hdpml
c write (6,*) 'hlpml'
call hlpml
c write (6,*) 'hrpml'
call hrpal
c write (6,*) 'hfpml'
call hfpml
















c if (time .eq. 100 .or. time .eq. 90) call nonzero.check
c TAKE FOURIER TRANSFORMS over a box, to find RCS
etotincnow = etotinc(time.etheta,ephi)
write (6,*) etotincnow





do 110 i - -minx,minx-1
do 120 k - -minz,minz
exj(i,1,k,ifr) = exj(i,l,k,ifr) + exnorm(i,-miny,k) *
I cexp(unit i2*pi*frq*time*deltatime)




do 130 i = -minx,minx-1
do 140 j = -miny,miny
exk(i,j,l,ifr) = exk(i,j,l,ifr) + exnorm(i,j,-minz) *
1 cexp(uniti*2*piefrq*time*deltatime)




do 150 j = -miny,miny-1
do 160 k = -minz,minz
eyi(l,j,k,ifr) = eyi(l,j,k,ifr) + eynorm(-minx,j,k) *
1 cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*time*deltatime)
eyi(2,j,k,ifr) = eyi(2,j,k,ifr) + eynorm(minx,j,k) *
1 cexp(unit i2*pi*frq*time deltatime)
160 continue
150 continue
do 170 i = -minx,minx
do 180 j = -miny,miny-1
eyk(i,j,1,ifr) = eyk(i,j,1,ifr) + eynorm(i,j,-minz) *
1 cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*time*deltatime)




do 190 j - -miny,miny
do 200 k - -minz,minz-1
ezi(1,j,k,ifr) - ezi(1,j,k,ifr) + eznorm(-minx,j,k) *
1 cexp(uniti*2*pi*f rq*time*deltatime)




do 210 i = -minx,minx
do 220 k = -minz,minz-1
ezj(i,1,k,ifr) - ezj(i,l,k,ifr) + eznorm(i,-miny,k) *
1 cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*time*deltatime)




do 300 i = -minx,minx
do 310 k = -minz,minz-1
hxj(i,1,k,ifr) = hxj(i,1,k,ifr) +
1 (hxnorm(i,-miny-1,k) + hxnorm(i,-miny,k))/2 *
2 cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*(time+0.5)*deltatime)
hxj(i,2,k,ifr) = hxj(i,2,k,ifr) +




do 320 i = -minx,minx
do 330 j - -miny,miny-I
hxk(i,j,1,ifr) = hxk(i,j,l,ifr) +
i (hxnorm(i,j,-minz-1) + hxnorm(i,j,-minz))/2 *
2 cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*(time+0.5)*deltatime)
hxk(i,j,2,ifr) = hxk(i,j,2,ifr) +




do 340 j = -miny,miny
do 350 k - -minz,minz-1
hyi(1,j,k,ifr) = hyi(1,j,k,ifr) +
1 (hynorm(-minx-1,j,k) + hynorm(-minx,j,k))/2 *
2 cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*(time+0.5)*deltatime)
hyi(2,j,k,ifr) = hyi(2,j,k,ifr) +




do 360 i - -minx,minx-I
do 370 j - -miny,miny
hyk(i,j,1,ifr) = hyk(i,j,1,ifr) +
I (hynorm(i,j,-minz-1) + hynorm(i,j,-minz))/2 *
2 cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*(time+0.5)*deltatime)
hyk(i,j,2,ifr) - hyk(i,j,2,ifr) +




do 380 j = -miny,miny-1
do 390 k = -minz,minz
hzi(1,j,k,ifr) = hzi(1,j,k,ifr) +
1 (hznorm(-minx-l,j,k) + hznorm(-minx,j,k))/2 *
2 cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*(time+0.5)*deltatime)
hzi(2,j,k,ifr) = hzi(2,j,k,ifr) +




do 400 i = -minx,minx-1
do 410 k = -minz,minz
hzj(i,l,k,ifr) - hzj(i.l,k,ifr) +
1 (hznorm(i,-miny-1,k) + hznorm(i,-miny,k))/2 *
2 cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*(time+0. 5)*deltatime)
hzj(i,2,k,ifr) = hzj(i,2,k,ifr) +

















































do 1010 ifr = 1,nfr
write (41,*) einc(ifr)
1010 continue
do 1020 i = -minx,minx-1
do 1030 k = -minz,minz
do 1040 j = 1,2






do 1060 i = -minx,minx-1
do 1070 j = -miny,miny
do 1080 k = 1,2






do 1100 j = -miny,miny-1
do 1110 k = -minz,minz
do 1120 i = 1,2






do 1140 i = -minx,minx
do 1150 j = -miny,miny-1
do 1160 k = 1,2






do 1180 j = -miny,miny
do 1190 k = -minz,minz-1
do 1200 i = 1,2






do 1220 i = -minx,minx
do 1230 k = -minz,minz-1
do 1240 j = 1,2






do 1300 i = -minx,minx
do 1310 k = -minz,minz-1
do 1320 j = 1,2






do 1340 i = -minx,minx
do 1350 j = -miny,miny-l
do 1360 k = 1,2






do 1380 j = -miny,miny
do 1390 k = -minz,minz-1
do 1400 i = 1,2






do 1420 i = -minx,minx-1
do 1430 j = -miny,miny
do 1440 k = 1,2






do 1460 j = -miny,miny-1
do 1470 k = -minz,minz
do 1480 i = 1,2






do 1500 i = -minx,minx-1
do 1510 k = -minz,minz
do 1520 j = 1,2

























































do 10 i = -masx,maxx-1
do 20 j = -maxy+l,maxy-i
do 30 k = -maxz+1,maxz-1
if (exeqn(ij,k) .eq. exnormeqn) then
esnorm(i,j,k) = eonorm(i,j,k) + dtovd *
1 (hznorm(i,j,k) - hznorm(i,j-l,k)
2 -hynorm(i,j,k) + hynorm(i,j,k-1))
elseif (exeqn(i,j,k) .eq. exueqn) then
exnorm(i,j,k) = exnorm(i,j,k) + dtovd *
1 (hznorm(i,j,k) - hznorm(i,j-1,k)






do 40 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 50 j = -maxy,mazy-1
do 60 k = -maxz+1,maxz-1
if (eyeqn(ij,k) .eq. eynormeqn) then
eynorm(ij,k) = eynorm(ij,k) + dtovd *
1 (hxnorm(i,j,k) - hxnorm(i,j,k-1)
2 -hznorm(i,j,k) + hznorm(i-l,j,k))
elseif (eyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. eyueqn) then
eynorm(ijk) - eynorm(i,j,k) + dtovd *
1 ((hxnorm(i,j,k)+hxinc(i,j,k,t)) - hxnorm(i,j,k-1)





do 70 i - -maxz+1,maxx-1
do 80 j = -maxy+1,maxy-1
do 90 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (ezeqn(i,j,k) .eq. eznormeqn) then
eznorm(i,j,k) - eznorm(i,j,k) + dtovd *
1 (hynorm(ij,k) - hynorm(i-1,j,k)





c now to zero the e-fields on the ground plane.
k = kground
c we need to know where kground is
if (kground .1e. hornstart-horndepth-wavedepth) then
do 100 i - -maxx,maxx-1




do 120 i - -maxx+1,maxx-1




elseif (kground .1e. hornstart-horndepth) then
do 140 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 150 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
if ((abs(i+0.5) .gt. wavex+0.0) .or.





do 160 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 170 j = -maxy,maxy-1
if ((abs(i) .gt. wavex) .or.





elseif (kground .1e. hornstart) then
xedge = vavex + xslope * (k+0.5-(hornstart-horndepth)) + 0.5
yedge = vavey + yslope * (k+0.5-(hornstart-horndepth)) + 0.5
write (6,*) zedge,yedge
do 180 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 190 j = -maxy+l,mazy-1
if ((abs(i+0.5) .gt. xedge+0.0) .or.





do 200 i - -maxx+1,maxx-1
do 210 j = -maxy,maxy-1
if ((abs(i) .gt. xedge) .or.















do 10 i - -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 20 j - -maxy+l,maxy-2
do 30 k = -maxz+l,maxz-2
if (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxnormeqn) then
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eznorm(i,j+1,k) - eznorm(i,j,k)
2 -eynorm(i,j,k+l) + eynorm(i,j,k))
c if it's inside, then it's the same equation because the e fields on
c the walls are zero.
elseif ((hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxifeqn) .or.
1 (hxeqn(i,j.k) .eq. hzibeqn) .or.
2 (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hsideqn) .or.
3 (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxidfeqn) .or.
4 (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxidbeqn)) then
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eznorm(i,j+1,k) - eznorm(i,j,k)
2 -eynorm(i,j,k+l) + eynorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxofeqn) then
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hsnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eznorm(i,j+1,k) - ezinc(i,j,k,t)
2 -eynorm(i,j,k+1) + eynorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxobeqn) then
hsnorm(ij,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (ezinc(i,j+1,k,t) - eznorm(ij,k)
2 -eynorm(i,j,k+l) + eynorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxoueqn) then
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j.k) - dtovd *
1 (eznorm(i,j+1,k) - eznorm(i,j,k)
2 -eyinc(i,j,k+1,t) + eynorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzoufeqn) then
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eznorm(ij+l,k) - ezinc(i,j,k,t)
2 -eyinc(i,j,k+l,t) + eynorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxoubeqn) then
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
I (ezinc(i,j+1,k,t) - eznorm(i,j,k)
2 -eyinc(i,j,k+1,t) + eynorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxdeqn) then
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
I (eznorm(i,j+1,k) - eznorm(i,j,k)
2 -eynorm(i,j,k+l)+(eynorm(i,j,k)-eyinc(i,j,k,t)))
elseif (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxodeqn) then
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eznorm(i,j+1,k) - eznorm(i,j,k)
2 -eynorm(i,j,k+l)+eyinc(i,j,k,t))
elseif (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxOeqn) then
c noop
else







do 40 i = -maxx+l,maxx-2
do 50 j = -maxy+1,maxy-i
do 60 k = -maxz+l,maxz-2
if (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hynormeqn) then
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exnorm(i,j,k+l) - ernorm(i,j,k)
2 -eznorm(i+l,j,k) + eznorm(i,j,k))
elseif ((hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hyileqn) .or.
1 (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hyireqn) .or.
2 (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hyideqn) .or.
3 (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hyidleqn) .or.
4 (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hyidreqn)) then
c same thing; the e-fields on the metal remain zero.
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exnorm(i,j,k+l) - exnorm(i,j,k)
2 -eznorm(i+1,j,k) + eznorm(i,j.k))
elseif (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hyoleqn) then
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exnorm(i,j,k+l) - exnorm(i,j,k)
2 -eznorm(i+1,j,k) + ezinc(i,j,k,t))
elseif (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hyoreqn) then
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exnorm(i,j,k+l) - exnorm(i,j,k)
2 -ezinc(i+l,j,k,t) + eznorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hyoueqn) then
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exinc(i,j,k+l,t) - exnorm(i,j,k)
2 -eznorm(i+l,j,k) + eznorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hyouleqn) then
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exinc(i,j,k+l,t) - exnorm(i,j,k)
2 -eznorm(i+l,j,k) + ezinc(i,j,k,t))
elseif (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hyoureqn) then
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exinc(i,j,k+1,t) - exnorm(i,j,k)
2 -ezinc(i+l,j,k,t) + eznorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hydeqn) then
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exnorm(i,j,k+l) - (exnorm(i,j,k)-exinc(i,j,k,t))
2 -eznorm(i+l,j,k) + eznorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hyodeqn) then
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exnorm(i,j,k+l) - exinc(i,j,k,t)
2 -eznorm(i+1,j,k) + eznorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hy0eqn) then
else





do 70 i = -maxx+1,maxx-2
do 80 j = -maxy+1,maxy-2
do 90 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hznormeqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+l,j,k) - eynorm(i,j,k)
2 -exnorm(i,j+l,k) + emnorm(i,j,k))
elseif ((hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzileqn) .or.
1 (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzireqn) .or.
2 (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzifeqn) .or.
3 (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzibeqn) .or.
4 (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzilfeqn) .or.
5 (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzilbeqn) .or.
6 (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzirfeqn) .or.
7 (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzirbeqn)) then
c same as normal equation since e should be zero on metal.
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+l,j,k) - eynorm(i,j,k)
2 -exnorm(i,j+1,k) + exnorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzoleqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+l,j,k) - eyinc(i,j,k,t)
2 -exnorm(i,j+l,k) + exnorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzoreqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eyinc(i+l,j,k,t) - eynorm(i,j,k)
2 -exnorm(i,j+l,k) + exnorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzofeqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
I (eynorm(i+1,j,k) - eynorm(i,j,k)
2 -exnorm(i,j+l,k) + exinc(i,j,k,t))
elseif (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzobeqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+l,j,k) - eynorm(i,j,k)
2 -exinc(i,j+l,k,t) + exnorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzolfeqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+1,j,k) - eyinc(i,j,k,t)
2 -exnorm(i,j+l,k) + exinc(i,j,k,t))
elseif (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzolbeqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+l,j,k) - eyinc(i,j,k,t)
2 -exinc(i,j+1,k,t) + exnorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzorfeqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eyinc(i+1,j,k,t) - eynorm(i,j,k)
2 -exnorm(i,j+l,k) + exinc(i,j,k,t))
elseif (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzorbeqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eyinc(i+1,j,k,t) - eynorm(i,j,k)
2 -exinc(i,j+l,k,t) + exnorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzOeqn) then
else





c now get h's on the border, next to the pml.
c top & bottom faces
k = -maxz
k2 = maxz-1
do 100 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 110 j = -maxy+l,maxy-2
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eznorm(i,j+l,k) - eznorm(i,j,k)
2 -eynorm(i,j,k+l) + (eyxdpml(i,j,k) + eyzdpml(i,j,k)))
hxnorm(i,j,k2) = hxnorm(i,j,k2) - dtovd *
1 (eznorm(i,j+1,k2) - eznorm(i,j,k2)
2 -(eyxupml(i,j,k2+1) +eyzupml(i,j,k2+1))+eynorm(i,j ,k2))
110 continue
100 continue
do 120 i = -maxx+1,maxx-2
do 130 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exnorm(i,j,k+l) - (exydpml(i,j,k) + exzdpml(i,j,k))
2 -eznorm(i+l,j,k) + eznorm(i,j,k))
hynorm(i,j,k2) = hynorm(i,j,k2) - dtovd *
1 ((exyupml(i,j,k2+1) + exzupml(i,j,k2+1))-exnorm(i,j,k2)
2 -eznorm(i+1,j,k2) + eznorm(i,j,k2))
130 continue
120 continue
c left & right faces
i = -maxx
i2 = maxx-1
do 140 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
do 150 k = -maxz+1,maz-2
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exnorm(i,j,k+1) - exnorm(i,j,k)
2 -eznorm(i+l,j,k) + (ezxlpml(i,j,k) + ezylpml(i,j,k)))
hynorm(i2,j,k) = hynorm(i2,j,k) - dtovd *




do 160 j = -maxy+l,maxy-2
do 170 k = -maxz+1,maxz-1
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+1,j,k) - (eyxlpml(i,j,k) + eyzlpml(i,j,k))
2 -exnorm(i,j+1,k) + exnorm(i,j,k))
hznorm(i2,j,k) = hznorm(i2,j,k) - dtovd *
1 ((eyxrpml(i2+1,j,k) + eyzrpml(i2+1,j,k))-eynorm(i2,j,k)
2 -exnorm(i2,j+l,k) + exnorm(i2,j,k))
170 continue
160 continue
c front and back faces
j = -maxy
j2 = maxy-I
do 180 i = -maxx+1,maxx-1
do 190 k = -maxz+1,maxz-2
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
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1 (eznorm(i,j+i,k) - (ezxfpml(i,j,k) + ezyfpml(i,j,k))
2 -eynorm(i,j,k+) + eynorm(i,j,k))
hznorm(i,j2,k) = hznorm(i,j2,k) - dtovd *
I ((ezzxbpml(i,j2+1,k) + ezybpml(i,j2+1,k))-eznorm(i,j2,k)
2 -eynorm(i,j2,k+l) + eynorm(ij2,k))
190 continue
180 continue
do 200 i = -maxx+l,maxx-2
do 210 k = -maxz+l,mazz-i
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+l,j,k) - eynorm(i,j,k)
2 -exnorm(i,j+,ik) + (exyfpml(i,j,k) + exzfpml(i,j.k)))
hznorm(i,j2,k) = hznorm(i,j2,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+1,j2,k) - eynorm(i,j2,k)
2 -(exybpml(i,j2+1,k) +exzbpml(i,j2+1,k) )+ezxnorm(i,j2,k))
210 continue
200 continue






do 220 j = -maxy+l,maxy-i
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(ij,k) - dtovd *
1 (exnorm(i,j,k+l) - (ezydpml(i,j,k) + exzdpml(i,j,k))
2 -eznorm(i+,ij,k) + (ezxlpml(i,j,k) + ezylpml(i.j.k)))
hynorm(ij,k2) = hynorm(i,j,k2) - dtovd *
1 ((exyupml(i,j,k2+1) + exzupml(i,j,k2+1)) - enorm(i,j,k2)
2 -eznorm(i+l,j,k2) + (ezxlpml(i,j,k2) + ezylpml(i,j,k2)))
hynorm(i2,j,k) = hynorm(i2,j,k) - dtovd *
I (exnorm(i2,j,k+l) - (ezydpml(i2,j,k) + exzdpml(i2,j,k))
2 -(ezxrpml(i2+1,j,k) + emzyrpml(i2+1,j,k)) + eznorm(i2,j,k))
hynorm(i2,j,k2) = hynorm(i2,j,k2) - dtovd *
1 ((ezyupml(i2,j,k2+1) +exzupml(12,j,k2+1)) -ezxnorm(i2,j,k2)







do 230 i - -maxx+l,maxx-1
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
I (eznorm(i,j+l,k) - (ezxfpml(i,j,k) + ezyfpml(i,j,k))
2 -eynorm(i,j,k+l) + (eyxdpml(i,j,k) + eyzdpml(i,j,k)))
hxnorm(i,j,k2) = hxnorm(i,j,k2) - dtovd *
I (emnorm(i,j+l,k2) - (ezxfpml(i,j,k2) + ozyfpml(i,j,k2))
2 -(eyxupml(i,j,k2+1) + eyzupml(i,j,k2+1)) + eynorm(ij,k2))
hxnorm(i,j2,k) = hxnorm(i,j2,k) - dtovd *
I ((ezxbpml(i,j2+1,k) + ezybpml(i,j2+1,k)) - eznorm(i,j2,k)
2 -eynorm(i,j2,k+l) + (eyxdpml(i,j2,k) + eyzdpml(i,j2,k)))
hxnorm(i,j2,k2) = hxnorm(i,j2,k2) - dtovd *
I ((ezxbpml(i,j2+l.k2) +ezybpml(i,j2+ik2)) -eznorm(i,j2,k2)







do 240 k - -mazz+l,mazz-i
hmnorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+1,j,k) - (eyzlpml(i,j,k) + eyzlpml(i,j,k))
2 -exnorm(i,j+l,k) + (exyfpml(i,j,k) + oxzfpml(i,j,k)))
hmnorm(i2,j,k) - hznorm(i2,j,k) - dtovd *
I ((eyxrpml(i2+1,j,k) + eyzrpml(i2+1,j,k)) - eynorm(i2,j,k)
2 -exnorm(i2,j+i,k) + (exyfpml(i2,j,k) + exzfpml(i2,j,k)))
hznorm(i,j2,k) = hznorm(i,j2,k) - dtovd *
I (eynorm(i+l,j2,k) - (eyxlpml(i,j2,k) + eyzlpml(i,j2,k))
2 -(exybpml(i,j2+1,k) + exzbpml(i,j2+1,k)) + exnorm(i,j2,k))
hznorm(i2,j2,k) = hznorm(i2,j2,k) - dtovd *
I ((eyxrpml(i2+l,j2,k) +eyzrpml(i2+1,j2,k)) -eynorm(i2,j2,k)











c first, let's do the fields on the inteface.
c note, all six fields are in the upml at z = maxz.
kt maz





c first the ez fields
do 10 i = -mazx-pmldepth.-maxx-i
do 20 j = -maxy-pmldepth+i,-maxy
sigy = sigmax/2*(((-maxy+i.0-j)/pmldepth)**4) +




exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i,j-l,k) - hzyupml(i,j-l,k))
exzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxlpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzlpml(i,j,k-1))
20 continue
do 30 j = -maxy+l,mazy-i
c8y - 1
c9y = dtovd
exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i,j-l,k) - hzyupml(i,j-,k))
exzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxlpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzlpml(i,j,k-1))
30 continue
do 40 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-i





exyupml(i,j,k) = cBy*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
I (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i,j-i,k) - hzyupml(i,j-I,k))
exzupml(i,j,k) - c8z*exzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxlpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzlpml(i,j,k-1))
40 continue
10 continue
do 50 i = -mazx,mazx-1
do 60 j = -maxy-pmldepth+i,-mazy





exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
i (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i,j-l,k) - hzyupml(i.j-l,k))
exzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*ezupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
I (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i.j,k)




do 70 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
c8y = 1
c9y = dtovd
exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i,j-l,k) - hzyupml(i,j-l,k))
exzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hynorm(i,j,k-1))
70 continue
do 80 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-I





exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i,j-l,k) - hzyupml(i,j-l,k))
exzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxbpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzbpml(i,j,k-1))
80 continue
50 continue
do 90 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 100 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy





exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i,j-l,k) - hzyupml(i,j-l,k))
exzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxrpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzrpml(i,j,k-1))
100 continue












exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
(hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
-hzxupml(i,j-l,k) - hzyupml(i,j-l,k))




do 120 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
(hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
-hzxupml(i,j-l,k) - hzyupml(i,j-l,k))





c now the ey fields
c8y = 1
c9y = dtovd
do 130 i = -maxx-pmldepth+l,-maxx





do 140 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
eyzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzupml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hxylpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzlpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxupml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)





do 150 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 160 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy-1
eyzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzupml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyfpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzfpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxupml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i-l,j,k) - hzyupml(i-l,j,k))
160 continue
do 170 j = -maxy,maxy-1
eyzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzupml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hxnorm(i,j,k-1))
eyxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxupml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i-l,j,k) - hzyupml(i-l,j,k))
170 continue
do 180 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1
eyzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzupml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hxybpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzbpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxupml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i-l,j,k) - hzyupml(i-l,j,k))
180 continue
150 continue
do 190 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1





do 200 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
eyzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzupml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyrpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzrpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxupml(i,j,k) - c9x *
I (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i-l,j,k) - hzyupml(i-l,j,k))
200 continue
190 continue
now for the ez fields.
: first ezx:
do 210 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 220 i = -maxx-pmldepth+l,-maxx





ezxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxupml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)







do 230 i = -maxx+1,maxx-I




do 240 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1
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ezxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxupml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxupml(i-l,j,k) - hyzupml(i-l,j,k))
240 continue
210 continue
c now for the ezy fields:
do 250 i = -maxx-pmldepth+1,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 260 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy





ezyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyupml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)




do 270 j = -maxy+1,maxy-1
ezyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyupml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyupml(i,j-l,k) - hxzupml(i,j-l,k))
270 continue
do 280 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





ezyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyupml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyupml(i,j-1,k) - hxzupml(i,j-1,k))
280 continue
250 continue
c that's all the e-fields at k = maxz.
c now, do the same thing from k = maxz+l to k = maxz+pmldepth-1.
do 300 k = maxz+l,maxz+pmldepth-1





c start with the ex fields.
do 310 i = -maxx-pmldepth,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 320 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy





exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i,j-l,k) - hzyupml(i,j-l,k))
exzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)




do 330 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i,j-l,k) - hzyupml(i,j-1,k))
exzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxupml(i,j,k-1) - hyzupml(i,j,k-l))
330 continue
do 340 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1










exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
(hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
-hzxupml(i,j-l,k) - hzyupml(i,j-l,k))





c now for the ey fields
do 350 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 360 i = -maxx-pmldepth+l,-maxx





eyzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzupml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyupml(i,j,k-1) - hxzupml(i,j,k-1))
eyxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxupml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)




do 370 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
eyzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzupml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyupml(i,j,k-1) - hxzupml(i,j,k-1))
eyxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxupml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i-l,j,k) - hzyupml(i-l,j,k))
370 continue
do 380 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-l





eyzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzupml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyupml(i,j,k-1) - hxzupml(i,j,k-1))
eyxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxupml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i-l,j,k) - hzyupml(i-l,j,k))
380 continue
350 continue
c and lastly, the ez fields:
c first ezx:
do 390 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,maxy+pmldepth-I
do 400 i = -maxx-pmldepth+l,-maxx





ezxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxupml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)






do 410 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
ezxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxupml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxupml(i-l,j,k) - hyzupml(i-l,j,k))
410 continue
do 420 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1





ezxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxupml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxupml(i-l,j,k) - hyzupml(i-l,j,k))
420 continue
390 continue
c now for the ezy fields:
do 430 i = -maxx-pmldepth+l,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 440 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy





ezyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyupml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)




do 450 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
ezyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyupml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyupml(i,j-l,k) - hxzupml(i,j-l,k))
450 continue
do 460 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





ezyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyupml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)



















do 20 i = -maxx-pmldepth+l,maxx+pmldepth-1






hxyupml(i,j,k) = c8y *
1 (ezxupml(i,j+l,k)
2 -ezxupml(i,j,k) -






do 40 j = -maxy,maxy-I
hxyupml(i,j,k) = c8y *
1 (ezxupml(i,j+l,k)
2 -ezxupml(i,j,k) -




hxyupml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezyupml(i,j+l,k)
ezyupml(i,j,k))
hxzupml(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ eyzupml(i,j,k+l)
eyzupml(i,j,k))
hxyupml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezyupml(i,j+1,k)
ezyupml(i,j,k))
hxzupml(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ eyzupml(i,j,k+l)
eyzupml(i,j,k))






hxyupml(i,j,k) = c8y *
(ezxupml(i,j+l,k)
-ezxupml(i,j,k) -
hxzupml(i,j,k) = c8z *
(eyxupml(i,j,k+l)
-eyxupml(i,j,k) -
hxyupml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezyupml(i,j+l,k)
ezyupml(i,j,k))





do 60 j = -maxy-pmldepth+1l,maxy+pmldepth-1






hyzupml(i,j,k) = c8z *
1 (exyupml(i,j,k+l)
2 -exyupml(i,j,k) -






do 80 i = -maxx,maxx-1
hyzupml(i,j,k) = c8z *
1 (exyupml(i,j,k+l)
2 -exyupml(i,j,k) -




hyzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
+ exzupml(i,j,k+l)
exzupml(i,j,k))
hyxupml(i,j,k) + c9x *
+ ezyupml(i+1,j,k)
ezyupml(i,j,k))
hyzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
+ exzupml(i,j,k+l)
exzupml(i,j,k))
hyxupml(i,j,k) + c9x *
+ ezyupml(i+1,j,k)
ezyupml(i,j,k))






hyzupml(i,j,k) = c8z *
(exyupml(i,j,k+l)
-exyupml(i,j,k) -
hyxupml(i,j,k) = c8x *
(ezxupml(i+l,j,k)
-ezxupml(i,j,k) -
hyzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
+ exzupml(i,j,k+l)
exzupml(i,j,k))





do 100 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1








hzxupml(i,j,k) = c8x * hzxupml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (eyxupml(i+l,j,k) + eyzupml(i+l,j,k)




do 120 i = -maxx,maxx-1
hzxupml(i,j,k) = c8x * hzxupml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (eyxupml(i+l,j,k) + eyzupml(i+l,j,k)
2 -eyxupml(i,j,k) - eyzupml(i,j,k))
120 continue






hzxupml(i,j,k) = c8x * hzxupml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (eyxupml(i+l,j,k) + eyzupml(i+l,j,k)
2 -eyxupml(i,j,k) - eyzupml(i,j,k))
130 continue
100 continue
do 140 i = -maxx-pmldepth,maxx+pmldepth-1






hzyupml(i,j,k) = c8y * hzyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (exyupml(i,j+1,k) + exzupml(i,j+l,k)




do 160 j = -maxy,maxy-1
hzyupml(i,j,k) = c8y * hzyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (exyupml(i,j+l,k) + exzupml(i,j+l,k)
2 -exyupml(i,j,k) - exzupml(i,j,k))
160 continue

























c first, let's do the fields on the inteface.
k = -maxz





c first the ex fields
do 10 i = -maxx-pmldepth,-maxx-1
do 20 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy





exydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i,j-l,k) - hzydpml(i,j-l,k))
exzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxlpml(i,j,k) + hyzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxdpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzdpml(i,j,k-l))
20 continue
do 30 j = -maxy+1,maxy-1
c8y = 1
c9y = dtovd
exydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i,j-l,k) - hzydpml(i,j-l,k))
exzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxlpml(i,j,k) + hyzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxdpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzdpml(i,j,k-l))
30 continue
do 40 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





exydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i,j-l,k) - hzydpml(i,j-1,k))
exzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxlpml(i,j,k) + hyzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxdpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzdpml(i,j,k-1))
40 continue
10 continue
do 50 i = -maxx,maxx-I
do 60 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy





exydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i,j-l,k) - hzydpml(i,j-l,k))
exzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxfpml(i,j,k) + hyzfpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxdpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzdpml(i,j,k-1))
60 continue
do 70 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
c8y = 1
c9y = dtovd
exydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i,j-l,k) - hzydpml(i,j-l,k))
exzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hynorm(i,j,k)
2 -hyxdpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzdpml(i,j,k-1))
70 continue
do 80 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1
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exydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i,j-l,k) - hzydpml(i,j-l,k))
exzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxbpml(i,j,k) + hyzbpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxdpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzdpml(i,j,k-1))
80 continue
50 continue
do 90 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 100 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy





exydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i,j-l,k) - hzydpml(i,j-l,k))
exzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxdpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzdpml(i,j,k-1))
100 continue
do 110 j = -maxy+l,maxy-I
c8y = 1
c9y = dtovd
exydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i,j-l,k) - hzydpml(i,j-l,k))
exzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxdpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzdpml(i,j,k-1))
110 continue
do 120 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





exydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i,j-l,k) - hzydpml(i,j-l,k))
exzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxdpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzdpml(i,j,k-1))
120 continue
90 continue
now the ey fields
c8y = 1
c9y = dtovd
do 130 i = -maxx-pmldepth+1,-maxx





do 140 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
eyzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzdpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxylpml(i,j,k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxydpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzdpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxdpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)





do 150 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 160 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy-1
eyzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzdpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyfpml(i,j,k) + hxzfpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxydpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzdpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxdpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i-l,j,k) - hzydpml(i-l,j,k))
160 continue
do 170 j = -maxy,maxy-I
eyzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzdpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxnorm(i,j,k)
2 -hxydpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzdpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxdpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i-l,j,k) - hzydpml(i-l,j,k))
170 continue
do 180 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1
eyzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzdpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxybpml(i,j,k) + hxzbpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxydpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzdpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxdpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i-1,j,k) - hzydpml(i-l,j,k))
180 continue
150 continue
do 190 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1





do 200 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
eyzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzdpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxydpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzdpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxdpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i-1,j,k) - hzydpml(i-l,j,k))
200 continue
190 continue
c now for the ez fields.
c there are no ez fields to update at k = -maxz in the pml
c however, we do need to update fields at k = -maxz-pmldepth,
c and here's as good a place as any to do that.
k = -maxz-pmldepth
c no need to change c8z or c9z, since they're not used here.
c first ezx:
do 210 j = -maxy-pmldepth+1,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 220 i = -maxx-pmldepth+1, -maxx





ezxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxdpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxdpml(i,j,k) + hyzdpml(i,j,k)







do 230 i = -maxx+1,maxx-1




do 240 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1





ezxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxdpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
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1 (hyxdpml(i,j,k) + hyzdpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxdpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzdpml(i-l,j,k))
240 continue
210 continue
c now for the ezy fields:
do 250 i = -maxx-pmldepth+l,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 260 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy





ezydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezydpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxydpml(i,j,k) + hxzdpml(i,j,k)






do 270 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1




do 280 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





ezydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezydpml(i,j,k) - c9ye
1 (hxydpml(i,j,k) + hxzdpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxydpml(i,j-l,k) - hxzdpml(i,j-l,k))
280 continue
250 continue
c that's all the e-fields at k = -maxz and k = -maxz-pmldepth.
c now, do the same thing over the ks between those.
do 300 k = -maxz-pmldepth+1,-maxz-1





c start with the ex fields.
do 310 i = -maxx-pmldepth,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 320 j = -maxy-pmldepth+1,-maxy





exydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i,j-l,k) - hzydpml(i,j-l,k))
exzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxdpml(i,j,k) + hyzdpml(i,j,k)




do 330 j = -maxy+1,maxy-1
exydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i,j-1,k) - hzydpml(i,j-l,k))
exzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxdpml(i,j,k) + hyzdpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxdpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzdpml(i,j,k-1))
330 continue
do 340 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





exydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i,j-l,k) - hzydpml(i,j-l,k))
exzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxdpml(i,j,k) + hyzdpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxdpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzdpml(i,j,k-1))
340 continue
310 continue
c now for the ey fields
do 350 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-I
do 360 i = -maxx-pmldepth+1,-maxx





eyzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzdpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxydpml(i,j,k) + hxzdpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxydpml(i,j,k-l) - hxzdpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxdpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)




do 370 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
eyzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzdpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxydpml(i,j,k) + hxzdpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxydpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzdpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxdpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i-l,j,k) - hzydpml(i-l,j,k))
370 continue
do 380 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1





eyzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzdpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxydpml(i,j,k) + hxzdpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxydpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzdpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxdpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i-l,j,k) - hzydpml(i-l,j,k))
380 continue
350 continue
c and lastly, the ez fields:
c first ezx:
do 390 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 400 i = -maxx-pmldepth+l,-maxx





ezxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxdpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxdpml(i,j,k) + hyzdpml(i,j,k)




do 410 i = -maxx+l,maxx-I
ezxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxdpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxdpml(i,j,k) + hyzdpml(i,j,k)




do 420 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1





ezxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxdpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxdpml(i,j,k) + hyzdpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxdpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzdpml(i-l,j,k))
420 continue
390 continue
c now for the ezy fields:
do 430 i = -maxx-pmldepth+l,maxx+pmldepth-I
do 440 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy





ezydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezydpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
I (hxydpml(i,j,k) + hxzdpml(i,j,k)




do 450 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
ezydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezydpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxydpml(i,j,k) + hxzdpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxydpml(i,j-l,k) - hxzdpml(i,j-l,k))
450 continue
do 460 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





ezydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezydpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxydpml(i,j,k) + hxzdpml(i,j,k)













c because the hz's indices are one higher than that of hx and hy
c k is incremented after hx and hy are computed, and then a goto
c is used to get back to line 1.
k = -maxz-pmldepth
c effectively loop from k = -mazz-pmldepth to k = -maxz(-1)





do 20 i = -maxx-pmldepth+l,maxx+pmldepth-1






hxydpml(i,j,k) = c8y *
1 (ezxdpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -ezxdpml(i,j,k) -






do 40 j = -maxy,maxy-1
hxydpml(i,j,k) = c8y *
1 (ezxdpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -ezxdpml(i,j,k) -




hxydpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezydpml(i,j+l,k)
ezydpml(i,j,k))
hxzdpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ eyzdpml(i,j,k+l)
eyzdpml(i,j,k))
hxydpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezydpml(i,j+l,k)
ezydpml(i,j,k))
hxzdpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ eyzdpml(i,j,k+l)
eyzdpml(i,j,k))






hxydpml(i,j,k) = c8y * hxydpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
1 (ezxdpml(i,j+l,k) + ezydpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -ezxdpml(i,j,k) - ezydpml(i,j,k))
hxzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hxzdpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (eyxdpml(i,j,k+1) + eyzdpml(i,j,k+l)
2 -eyxdpml(i,j,k) - eyzdpml(i,j,k))
50 continue
20 continue
do 60 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,maxy+pmldepth-1






hyzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hyzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (exydpml(i,j,k+l) + exzdpml(i,j,k+l)
2 -exydpml(i,j,k) - exzdpml(i,j,k))
hyxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hyxdpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (ezxdpml(i+l,j,k) + ezydpml(i+l,j,k)




do 80 i = -maxx,maxx-1
hyzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hyzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (exydpml(i,j,k+l) + exzdpml(i,j,k+l)
2 -exydpml(i,j,k) - exzdpml(i,j,k))
hyxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hyxdpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (ezxdpml(i+l,j,k) + ezydpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -ezxdpml(i,j,k) - ezydpml(i,j,k))
80 continue






hyzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hyzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (exydpml(i,j,k+l) + exzdpml(i,j,k+l)
2 -exydpml(i,j,k) - exzdpml(i,j,k))
hyxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hyxdpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (ezxdpml(i+l,j,k) + ezydpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -ezxdpml(i,j,k) - ezydpml(i,j,k))
90 continue
60 continue
k = k + 1
do 100 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 110 i = -maxx-pmldepth,-maxx-1
159






hzxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hzxdpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (eyxdpml(i+l,j,k) + eyzdpml(i+l,j,k)




do 120 i = -maxx,maxx-1
hzxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hzxdpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (eyxdpml(i+l,j,k) + eyzdpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -eyxdpml(i,j,k) - eyzdpml(i,j,k))
120 continue






hzxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hzxdpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (eyxdpml(i+l,j,k) + eyzdpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -eyxdpml(i,j,k) - eyzdpml(i,j,k))
130 continue
100 continue
do 140 i = -maxx-pmldepth,maxx+pmldepth-1






hzydpml(i,j,k) = c8y * hzydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (exydpml(i,j+l,k) + exzdpml(i,j+l,k)




do 160 j = -maxy,maxy-1
hzydpml(i,j,k) = c8y * hzydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (exydpml(i,j+l,k) + exzdpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -exydpml(i,j,k) - exzdpml(i,j,k))
160 continue






hzydpml(i,j,k) = c8y * hzydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (exydpml(i,j+1,k) + exzdpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -exydpml(i,j,k) - exzdpml(i,j,k))
170 continue
140 continue
if (k .lt. -maxz) goto 10
return
end








c first the interface.










do 10 k = kground+1,maxz-1
do 20 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy-1
eyzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxylpml(i,j,k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxylpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzlpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxlpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxfpml(i,j,k) + hzyfpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxlpml(i-l,j,k) - hzylpml(i-l,j,k))
20 continue
do 30 j = -maxy,maxy-1
eyzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxylpml(i,j,k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxylpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzlpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxlpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hznorm(i,j,k)
2 -hzxlpml(i-l,j,k) - hzylpml(i-l,j,k))
30 continue
do 40 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1
eyzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxylpml(i,j,k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxylpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzlpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxlpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxbpml(i,j,k) + hzybpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxlpml(i-l,j,k) - hzylpml(i-l,j,k))
40 continue
10 continue
do 50 k = kground,maxz-1
do 60 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy





ezxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxlpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxfpml(i,j,k) + hyzfpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxlpml(i-1,j,k) - hyzlpml(i-l,j,k))
ezylpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezylpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxylpml(i,j,k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)




do 70 j = -maxy+1,maxy-1
ezxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxlpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hynorm(i,j,k)
2 -hyxlpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzlpml(i-l,j,k))
ezylpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezylpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxylpml(i,j,k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxylpml(i,j-l,k) - hxzlpml(i,j-l,k))
70 continue
do 80 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





ezxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxlpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxbpml(i,j,k) + hyzbpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxlpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzlpml(i-l,j,k))
ezylpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezylpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxylpml(i,j,k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxylpml(i,j-l,k) - hxzlpml(i,j-l,k))
80 continue
50 continue
c do the ex fields out at x = -maxx-pmldepth
i = -maxx-pmldepth
do 90 k = kground+1,maxz-1
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do 100 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy





exylpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exylpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxlpml(i,j,k) + hzylpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxlpml(i,j-l,k) - hzylpml(i,j-l,k))
exzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzlpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxlpml(i,j,k) + hyzlpml(i,j,k)









do 110 j = -maxy+1,maxy-I
exylpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exylpml(i.j.k) + c9y *
(hzxlpml(i,j,k) + hzylpml(i,j,k)
-hzxlpml(i,j-1,k) - hzylpml(i,j-l,k))




do 120 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





exylpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exylpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
(hzxlpml(i,j,k) + hzylpml(i,j,k)
-hzxlpml(i,j-l,k) - hzylpml(i,j-l,k))





do 130 i = -maxx-pmldepth+l,-maxx-1





do 140 k = kground+1,maxz-1
do 150 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy-I
eyzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxylpml(i,j,k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxylpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzlpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxlpml(i,j.k) = c8x*eyxlpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxlpml(i,j,k) + hzylpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxlpml(i-l,j,k) - hzylpml(i-l,j,k))
150 continue
do 160 j = -maxy,maxy-1
eyzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxylpml(i,j,k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxylpml(ij,k-1) - hxzlpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxlpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxlpml(i,j,k) + hzylpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxlpml(i-l,j,k) - hzylpml(i-l.j.k))
160 continue
do 170 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1
eyzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxylpml(i,j,k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxylpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzlpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxlpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxlpml(i,j,k) + hzylpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxlpml(i-l,j,k) - hzylpml(i-l,j,k))
170 continue
140 continue
do 180 k = kground,maxz-1






ezxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxlpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
i (hyxlpml(i,j,k) + hyzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxlpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzlpml(i-l,j,k))
ezylpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezylpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxylpml(i,j,k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)




do 200 j = -maxy+1,maxy-1
ezxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxlpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxlpml(i,j,k) + hyzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxlpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzlpml(i-l,j,k))
ezylpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezylpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxylpml(i,j,k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxylpml(i,j-l,k) - hxzlpml(i,j-l.k))
200 continue
do 210 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





ezxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxlpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxlpml(ij,k) + hyzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxlpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzlpml(i-l,j,k))
ezylpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezylpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxylpml(i,j,k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxylpml(i,j-l,k) - hxzlpml(i,j-l,k))
210 continue
180 continue
do 220 k = kground+1,maxz-1
do 230 j = -maxy-pmldepth+1,-maxy





exylpml(i,j,k) = c8yeexylpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxlpml(i,j,k) + hzylpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxlpml(i,j-l,k) - hzylpml(i,j-l,k))
exzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzlpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxlpml(i,j,k) + hyzlpml(i,j,k)




do 240 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
exylpml(i,j,k) = c8yeexylpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxlpml(i,j,k) + hzylpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxlpml(i,j-l,k) - hzylpml(i,j-l,k))
exzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzlpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxlpml(i.j,k) + hyzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxlpml(i,j,k-l) - hyzlpml(i,j,k-1))
240 continue
do 250 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-I





exylpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exylpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxlpml(i,j,k) + hzylpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxlpml(i,j-l,k) - hzylpml(i,j-l,k))
exzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzlpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxlpml(i,j,k) + hyzlpml(i,j,k)















c as usual, do the interfaces first. here the interface is with the





do 10 i = -maxx-pmldepth+l,-maxx






hxylpml(i,j,k) = c8y *
1 (ezxlpml(i,j+1,k)
2 -ezxlpml(i,j,k) -
hxzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z *
1 (eyxlpml(i,j,k+l)
2 -eyxdpml(i,j,k) -
hxylpml(i,j,k2) = c8y *
1 (ezxlpml(i,j+1,k2)
2 -ezxlpml(i,j,k2) -






do 30 j = -maxy,mazy-1
hxylpml(i,j,k) = c8y *
1 (ezxlpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -ezxlpml(i,j,k) -
hxzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z *
1 (eyxlpml(i,j,k+l)
2 -eyxdpml(i,j,k) -
hxylpml(i,j,k2) = c8y *
1 (ezxlpml(i,j+l,k2)
2 -ezxlpml(i,j,k2) -




hxylpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezylpml(i,j+l,k)
szylpml(i,j,k))
hxzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ eyzlpml(i,j,k+l)
eyzdpml(i,j,k))
hxylpml(i,j,k2) - c9y *
+ ezylpml(i,j+l,k2)
ezylpml(i,j,k2))
hxzlpml(i,j,k2) + c9z *
+ eyzupml(i,j,k2+1)
eyzlpml(i,j,k2))
hxylpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezylpml(i,j+l,k)
ezylpml(i,j,k))
hxzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ eyzlpml(i,j,k+l)
eyzdpml(i,j ,k))
hxylpml(i,j,k2) - c9y *
+ ezylpml(i,j+l,k2)
ezylpml(i,j,k2))
hxzlpml(i,j,k2) + c9z *
+ eyzupml(i,j,k2+1)
eyzlpml(i,j,k2))






hxylpml(i,j,k) = c8y *
1 (ezxlpml(i,j+1,k)
2 -ezxlpml(i,j,k) -
hxzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z *
1 (eyxlpml(i,j,k+l)
2 -eyxdpml(i,j,k) -
hxylpml(i,j,k2) = c8y *
1 (ezxlpml(i,j+l,k2)
2 -ezxlpml(i,j,k2) -





hxylpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezylpml(i,j+l,k)
ezylpml(i,j,k))
hxzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ eyzlpml(i,j,k+l)
eyzdpml(i,j,k))
hxylpml(i,j,k2) - c9y *
+ ezylpml(i,j+1,k2)
ezylpml(i,j,k2))
hxzlpml(i,j,k2) + c9z *
+ eyzupml(i,j,k2+1)
eyzlpml(i,j,k2))






do 60 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,maxy+pmldepth-1
hyzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hyzlpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
(exylpml(i,j,k+l) + exzlpml(i,j,k+l)
2 -exydpml(i,j,k) - exzdpml(i,j,k))
hyxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hyxlpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (ezxlpml(i+l,j,k) + ezylpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -ezxlpml(i,j,k) - ezylpml(i,j,k))
hyzlpml(i,j,k2) = c8z * hyzlpml(i,j,k2) - c9z *
1 (exyupml(i,j,k2+1) + exzupml(i,j,k2+1)
2 -exylpml(i,j,k2) - exzlpml(i,j,k2))
hyxlpml(i,j,k2) = c8x * hyxlpml(i,j,k2) + c9x *
1 (ezxlpml(i+1,j,k2) + ezylpml(i+l,j,k2)
2 -ezxlpml(i,j,k2) - ezylpml(i,j,k2))
60 continue
50 continue
c that takes care of the interfaces, now for the rest of the region
do 70 i = -maxx-pmldepth+1,-maxx
do 80 k = kground,maxz-2






hxylpml(i,j,k) = c8y *
1 (ezxlpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -ezxlpml(i,j,k) -






do 100 j = -mazy,mazy-1
hxylpml(i,j,k) = c8y *
1 (ezxlpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -ezxlpml(i,j,k) -




hxylpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezylpml(i,j+l,k)
ezylpml(i,j,k))
hxzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ eyzlpml(i,j,k+l)
eyzlpml(i,j,k))
hxylpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezylpml(i,j+1,k)
ezylpml(i,j,k))
hxzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ eyzlpml(i,j,k+l)
eyzlpml(i,j,k))






hxylpml(i,j,k) = c8y *
1 (ezxlpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -ezxlpml(i,j,k) -






hxylpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezylpml(i,j+l,k)
ezylpml(i,j,k))
hxzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ eyzlpml(i,j,k+l)
eyzlpml(i,j,k))






do 130 j = -maxy-pmldepth+1,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 140 k = kground,maxz-2
hyzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hyzlpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (exylpml(i,j,k+l) + exzlpml(i,j,k+l)
2 -exylpml(i,j,k) - exzlpml(i,j,k))
hyxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hyxlpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (ezxlpml(i+l,j,k) + ezylpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -ezxlpml(i,j,k) - ezylpml(i,j,k))
140 continue
130 continue
do 150 k = kground+1,maxz-1






hzxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hzxlpml(i,j,k) - c9x *














do 170 j = -maxy,maxy-1
hzxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x *
1 (eyxlpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -eyxlpml(i,j,k) -










hzxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x *
1 (eyxlpml(i+1,j,k)
2 -eyxlpml(i,j,k) -






hzxlpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
+ eyzlpml(i+l,j,k)
eyzlpml(i,j,k))












c first the interface.









do 10 k = kground+1,maxz-1
do 20 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy-1
eyzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyrpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzrpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxrpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxfpml(i-l,j,k) - hzyfpml(i-l,j,k))
20 continue
do 30 j = -maxy,maxy-I
eyzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyrpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzrpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxrpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hznorm(i-l,j,k))
30 continue
do 40 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1
eyzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyrpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzrpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxrpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxbpml(i-l,j,k) - hzybpml(i-l,j,k))
40 continue
hzxlpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
+ eyzlpml(i+l,j,k)
eyzlpml(i,j,k))








do 110 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
exyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyrpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
(hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
-hzxrpml(i,j-l,k) - hzyrpml(i,j-l,k))




do 120 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-I





exyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyrpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxrpml(i,j-l,k) - hzyrpml(i,j-l,k))
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10 continue
do 50 k = kground,maxz-1
do 60 j = -maxy-pmldepth+1,-maxy





ezxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxrpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxfpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzfpml(i-l,j,k))
ezyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyrpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)




do 70 j = -maxy+1,maxy-1
ezxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxrpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hynorm(i-1,j,k))
ezyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyrpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyrpml(i,j-l,k) - hxzrpml(i,j-l,k))
70 continue
do 80 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





ezxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxrpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxbpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzbpml(i-l,j,k))
ezyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyrpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyrpml(i,j-l,k) - hxzrpml(i,j-l,k))
80 continue
50 continue
do the ex fields out at x = maxx
i = maxx
do 90 k = kground+1,maxz-1
do 100 j = -maxy-pmldepth+1,-maxy





exyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyrpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxrpml(i,j-l,k) - hzyrpml(i,j-l,k))
exzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzrpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)
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ezxzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzrpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyzrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i.j,k)
2 -hyxrpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzrpml(i,j,k-1))
120 continue
90 continue
c do the rest of the fields
do 130 i = mazz+1,mazz+pmldepth-1
sigx = sigmax/2*(((i-maxx+1.0)/pmldepth)**4) +






do 140 k = kground+l,mazz-1
do 150 j = -maxy-pmldepth.-maxy-1
eyzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j, k )
2 -hxyrpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzrpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxrpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
I (hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxrpml(i-l,j,k) - hzyrpml(i-l,j,k))
150 continue
do 160 j = -maxy,maxy-1
eyzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyrpml(i,j,k-1) - hzrpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxrpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
I (hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxrpml(i-l,j,k) - hzyrpml(i-l,j,k))
160 continue
do 170 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1
eyzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
I (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyrpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzrpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxrpml(i,j,k) c8z*eyzrpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i.j,k)
2 -hzxrpml(i-l,j,k) - hzyrpml(i-1,j,k))
170 continue
140 continue
do 180 k = kground,maxz-1
do 190 j = -mazy-pmldepth+1,-mazy
sigy = sigmax/2*(((-j-maxy+1.0)/pmldepth)**4) 4




ezxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
I (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxrpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzrpml(i-l,j,k))
ezyrpml(i,j,k) = cSy*ezyrpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)




do 200 j = -maxy+,.maxy-i
ezxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxrpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxrpml(i,j.k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxrpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzrpml(i-l,j,k))
ezyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyrpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
I (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyrpml(i,j-1,k) - hxzrpml(i,j-l,k))
200 continue
do 210 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





ezxrpml(i.j,k) = c8x*ezxrpml(i.j.k) + c9zx *
I (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxrpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzrpml(i-1,j,k))
ezyrpml(i, j ,k ) = c8y*ezyrpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyrpml(i,j-I,k) - hxzrpml(i,j-l.k))
210 continue
180 continue
do 220 k = kground+1,maxz-1
do 230 j = -mxay-pmldepth+l,-maxy





exyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyrpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzrpml(i,j-l,k) - hzyrpml(i,j-l,k))
exzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z*ezzrpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
I (hyxrpml(ij,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)




do 240 j = -maxy+1,maxy-1
ezyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyrpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxrpml(i.j-1,k) - hzyrpml(i,j-l,k))
oxzrpml(i,j,k) - c8z*exzrpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxrpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzrpml(i,j,k-1))
240 continue
do 250 j = maxy,mazxy+pmldepth-1





ezyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyrpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
I (hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzzrpml(i,j-1,k) - hzyrpml(i,j-l,k))
exzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzrpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)













c as usual, do the interfaces first. here the interface is vith the





do 10 i = mazx,maxx+pmldepth-1






hxyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y *
(ezxrpml(i,j+l,k)
-ezxrpml(i,j,k) -
hxzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z *
(eyxrpml(i,j,k+1)
-eyxdpml(i,j,k) -
hxyrpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezyrpml(i,j+l,k)
ezyrpml(i,j,k))
hxzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ eyzrpml(i,j,k+1)
eyzdpml(i,j,k))
hxyrpml(i,j.k2) - c8y * hxyrpml(i,j,k2) - c9y *
I (ezxrpml(i,j+1,k2) + ezyrpml(i,j+l,k2)
2 -ezxrpml(i,j,k2) - ezyrpml(i,j,k2))
hxzrpml(i,j,k2) - c8m * hxzrpml(i,j,k2) + c9z *
1 (eyxupml(i,j,k2+l) + eyzupml(i,j,k2+1)
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do 30 j = -maxy,maxy-I
hxyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y *
1 (ezxrpml(i,j+1,k)
2 -ezxrpml(i,j,k) -
hxzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z *
1 (eyxrpml(i,j,k+l)
2 -eyxdpml(i,j,k) -
hxyrpml(i,j,k2) = c8y *
1 (ezxrpml(i,j+l,k2)
2 -ezxrpml(i,j,k2) -




hxyrpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezyrpml(i,j+l,k)
ezyrpml(i,j,k))
hxzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ eyzrpml(i,j,k+l)
eyzdpml(i,j,k))
hxyrpml(i,j,k2) - c9y *
+ ezyrpml(i,j+1,k2)
ezyrpml(i,j,k2))
hxzrpml(i,j,k2) + c9z *
+ eyzupml(i,j,k2+1)
eyzrpml(i,j,k2))






hxyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y * hxyrpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
1 (ezxrpml(i,j+l,k) + ezyrpml(i,j+1,k)
2 -ezxrpml(i,j,k) - ezyrpml(i,j,k))
hxzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hxzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (eyxrpml(i,j,k+1) + eyzrpml(i,j,k+l)
2 -eyxdpml(i,j,k) - eyzdpml(i,j,k))
hxyrpml(i,j,k2) = c8y * hxyrpml(i,j,k2) - c9y *
1 (ezxrpml(i,j+l,k2) + ezyrpml(i,j+l,k2)
2 -ezxrpml(i,j,k2) - ezyrpml(i,j,k2))
hxzrpml(i,j,k2) = c8z * hxzrpml(i,j,k2) + c9z *
1 (eyxupml(i,j,k2+1) + eyzupml(i,j,k2+1)
2 -eyxrpml(i,j,k2) - eyzrpml(i,j,k2))
40 continue
10 continue






do 60 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,maxy+pmldepth-1
hyzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hyzrpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (exyrpml(i,j,k+l) + exzrpml(i,j,k+l)
2 -exydpml(i,j,k) - exzdpml(i,j,k))
hyxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hyxrpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (ezxrpml(i+l,jk) + ezyrpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -ezxrpml(i,j,k) - ezyrpml(i,j,k))
hyzrpml(i,j,k2) = c8z *
1 (exyupml(i,j,k2+1)
2 -exyrpml(i,j,k2) -





hyzrpml(i,j,k2) - c9z *
+ exzupml(i,j,k2+1)
exzrpml(i,j,k2))
hyxrpml(i,j,k2) + c9x *
+ ezyrpml(i+l,j,k2)
ezyrpml(i,j,k2))
c that takes care of the interfaces, now for the rest of the region
do 70 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 80 k = kground,maz-2






hxyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y * hxyrpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
1 (ezxrpml(i,j+1,k) + ezyrpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -ezxrpml(i,j,k) - ezyrpml(i,j,k))
hxzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hxzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (eyxrpml(i,j,k+l) + eyzrpml(i,j,k+1)




do 100 j = -maxy,maxy-I
hxyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y * hxyrpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
1 (ezxrpml(i,j+l,k) + ezyrpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -ezxrpml(i,j,k) - ezyrpml(i,j,k))
hxzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hxzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (eyxrpml(i,j,k+l) + eyzrpml(i,j,k+l)
2 -eyxrpml(i,j,k) - eyzrpml(i,j,k))
100 continue






hxyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y * hxyrpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
1 (ezxrpml(i,j+l,k) + ezyrpml(i,j+1,k)
2 -ezxrpml(i,j,k) - ezyrpml(i,j,k))
hxzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hxzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (eyxrpml(i,j,k+l) + eyzrpml(i,j,k+l)





















do 130 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 140 k = kground,maxz-2
hyzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hyzrpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
(exyrpml(i,j,k+l) + exzrpml(i,j,k+l)
-exyrpml(i,j,k) - exzrpml(i,j,k))





do 150 k = kground+l,maxz-1






hzxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x *
(eyxrpml(i+l,j,k)
-eyxrpml(i,j,k) -






do 170 j = -maxy,maxy-1
hzxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x *
1 (eyxrpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -eyxrpml(i,j,k) -




hzxrpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
+ eyzrpml(i+l,j,k)
eyzrpml(i,j,k))
hzyrpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
+ exzrpml(i,j+1,k)
exzrpml(i,j,k))
hzxrpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
+ eyzrpml(i+l,j,k)
eyzrpml(i,j,k))
hzyrpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
+ exzrpml(i,j+l,k)
exzrpml(i,j,k))






hzxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x *
1 (eyxrpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -eyxrpml(i,j,k) -






hzxrpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
+ eyzrpml(i+l,j,k)
eyzrpml(i,j,k))


















c do the interface first, as usual:
j =- may
sigy = sigmax/2*(((-j-maxy+1.0)/pmldepth)**4) +




do 10 i - -maxxz,maxx-I
do 20 k = kground+1,mazz-1
exyfpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyfpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hznorm(ij, k)
2 -hzxfpml(i,j-1,k) - hzyfpml(i,j-1,k))
ezfpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzfpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxfpml(i,j,k) + hyzfpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxfpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzfpml(i,j,k-1))
20 continue
10 continue
do 30 i - -maxx+l,mazx-1
do 40 k = kground,maxz-1
ezxfpml(i,j,k) - c8x*ezxfpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxfpml(i,j,k) + hyzfpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxfil(i-l,j,k) - hyzfpml(i-l,j.k))
ezyfpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyfpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxnorm(i,j,k)
2 -hxyfpml(i,j-1,k) - hxzfpml(i,j-i,k))
40 continue
30 continue
c and update the ey fields at y = -ma y-pmldpeth
j = -maxy-pmldepth
do 50 i - -mazx+l,maxx-1
do 60 k = kground+1,maxz-1
eyzfpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzfpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyfpml(i,j,k) + hxzfpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyfpml(ij,k-1) - hxzfpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxfpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxfpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxfpml(i.j,k) + hzyfpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxfpml(i-l,j,k) - hzyfpml(i-l,j,k))
60 continue
50 continue












do 80 i = -maxx,mazx-1
do 90 k - kground+1,mazz-1
exyfpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyfpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxfpml(i,j,k) + hzyfpml(i.jk)
2 -hzxfpml(i,j-1,k) - hzyfpml(i,j-l,k))
exzfpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzfpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxfpml(i,j,k) + hyzfpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxfpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzfpml(i,j,k-1))
90 continue
80 continue
do 100 i = -maxx+l,mazx-1
do 110 k = kground+1,mazz-1
eyzfpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzfpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyfpml(i,j,k) + hxzfpml(i.j,k)
2 -hxyfpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzfpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxfpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyxfpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxfpml(i,j.k) + hzyfpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxfpml(i-l,j .k ) - hzyfpml(i-l,j,k))
110 continue
100 continue
do 120 i - -maxx+1,maxz-1
do 130 k - kground,mazz-1
ezxfpml(i.j,k) = c8x*ezxfpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxfpml(i,j,k) + hyzfpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxfpnl(i-1,j,k) - hyzfpml(i-1.jk))
ezyfpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyfpml(i,j ,k) - c9y*
I (hxyfpml(i,j,k) + hxzfpml(i,j,k)

















c start with the u & d interfaces
k = -maz
k2 = mazz-i






do 20 i - -mazx+1,maxzx-






hxyfpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezyfpml(i,j+l,k)
ezyfpml(i,j,k))
hxzfpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ eyzfpml(i,j,k+l)
eyzdpml(i,j.k))
hxyfpml(ij,k2) = c8y * hxyfpml(i,j,k2) - c9y *
1 (ezxfpml(i,j+l,k2) + ezyfpml(i,j+l,k2)
2 -ezxfpml(i,j,k2) - ezyfpml(i,j.k2))
hzzfpml(i,j,k2) = c8a * hxzfpml(i,j,k2) + c9z *
1 (eyxupml(ij,k2+1) + eyzupml(i,j,k2+1)
2 -eyzfpml(i.j,k2) - eyzfpml(i,j,k2))
20 continue
10 continue
do 30 j = -maxy-pmldepth+i,-maxy
do 40 i = -max+l,maxx-2
hyzfpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hyzfpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (exyfpml(i,j,k+l) + exzfpml(i,j,k+1)
2 -exydpml(i,j,k) - exzdpml(i,j,k))
hyxfpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hyxfpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (ezxfpml(i+l,j,k) + ezyfpml(i+1,j,k)
2 -ezxfpml(i,j,k) - ezyfpml(i,j,k))
hyzfpml(i,j,k2) = c8z *
1 (exyupml(ij,k2+1)
2 -exyfpml(i,j,k2) -





nov the 1 & r interfraces
i = -ma X
hyzfpml(i,j,k2) - c9z *
+ exzupml(i,j,k2+1)
ezfpml(i,j,k2))






do 50 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy
do 60 k = kground,maxz-2
hyzfpml(i,j,k) = c8z *
(exyfpml(i,j,k+1)
-exyfpml(i,j,k) -
hyxfpml(i,j,k) = c8x *
(ezxfpml(i+1,j,k)
-ezxlpml(i,j,k) -
hyzfpml(i2,j,k) = c8z *
(exyfpml(i2,j,k+l)
-exyfpml(i2,j,k) -
hyxfpml(i2,j,k) = c8x *
(ezxrpml(i2+1,j,k)
-ezxfpml(i2,j,k) -
hyzfpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
+ exzfpml(i,j,k+l)
exzfpml(i,j,k))
hyxfpml(i,j,k) + c9zx *
+ ezyfpml(i+l,j,k)
ezylpml(i,j,k))
hyzfpml(i2,j,k) - c9z *
+ exzfpml(i2.jk+l)
exzfpml(i2,j,k))











do 80 k = kground+l,maxz-1
hzxfpml(i,j,k) = c8x *
(eyxfpml(i+1,j,k)
-eyxlpml(i,j,k) -
hzyfpml(i,j,k) = c8y *
(exyfpml(i,j+l,k)
-exyfpml(i,j,k) -
hzxfpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
+ eyzfpml(i+l,j,k)
eyzlpml(i,j,k))
hzyfpml(i,j.k) + c9y *
+ exzfpml(i,j+1,k)
exzfpml(i,j,k))
hzxfpml(i2,j,k) = c8x * hzxfpml(i2,j,k) - c9x *
1 (eyxrpml(i2+1,j,k) + eyzrpml(i2+1,j,k)
2 -eyxfpml(i2.j,k) - eyzfpml(i2,j,k))
hzyfpml(i2,j,k) = c8y * hzyfpml(i2,j,k) + c9y *
1 (exyfpml(i2,j+1,k) + exzfpml(i2,j+1,k)
2 -exyfpml(i2,j,k) - exzfpml(i2,j,k))
80 continue
70 continue





do 90 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy
hyzfpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hyzfpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (exyfpml(i.j,k+l) + exzfpml(i,j,k+l)
2 -exydpml(i,j,k) - exzdpml(i,j,k))
hyxfpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hyxfpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (ezxfpml(i+l,j,k) + ezyfpml(i+1,j,k)
2 -ezxlpml(i,j,k) - ezylpml(i,j,k))
hyzfpml(i2,j,k) = c8z *
(exyfpml(i2,j,k+1)
-exydpml(i2,j,k) -
hyxfpml(i2,j,k) = c8x *
(ezxrpml(i2+1,j,k)
-ezxfpml(i2,j,k) -
hyzfpml(i,j,k2) = c8z *
(exyupml(i,j,k2+1)
-exyfpml(i,j,k2) -
hyxfpml(i,j,k2) = c8x *
(ezxfpml(i+1,j,k2)
-ezxlpml(i,j,k2) -
hyzfpml(i2,j,k2) = c8z *
(exyupml(i2,j,k2+1)
-exyfpml(i2,j,k2) -
hyxfpml(i2,j,k2) = c8x *
(ezxrpml(i2+1,j,k2)
-ezxfpml(i2,j,k2) -
hyzfpml(i2,j,k) - c9z *
+ exzfpml(i2,j,k+l)
exzdpml(i2,j,k))
hyxfpml(i2,j,k) + c9x *
+ ezyrpml(i2+1,j,k)
ezyfpml(i2,j,k))
hyzfpml(i,j,k2) - c9z *
+ exzupml(i,j,k2+1)
exzfpml(i,j,k2))
hyxfpml(i,j,k2) + c9x *
+ ezyfpml(i+1,j,k2)
ezylpml(i,j,k2))
hyzfpml(i2,j,k2) - c9z *
+ exzupml(i2,j,k2+1)
exzfpml(i2,j,k2))




c now for the rest of the fields
c because the by fields have shifted y indices, I'll use a goto
c instead of a loop.
c loop from j = -maxy-pmldepth to -maxy-1
j = -maxy-pmldepth





do 110 i = -maxx+1,maxx-1
do 120 k = kground,maxz-2
hxyfpml(i,j,k) = c8y *
1 (ezxfpml(i,j+1,k)
2 -ezxfpml(i,j,k) -





do 130 i = -maxx+1,maxx-2
do 140 k = kground+l,maxz-
hzxfpml(i,j,k) = c8x *
1 (eyxfpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -eyxfpml(i,j,k) -






do 150 i = -maxx+l,maxx-2
do 160 k = kground,maxz-2
hyzfpml(i,j,k) = c8z *
1 (exyfpml(i,j,k+l)
2 -ezxyfpml(i,j,k) -





hxyfpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezyfpml(i,j+1,k)
ezyfpml(i,j,k))




hzxfpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
+ eyzfpml(i+1,j,k)
eyzfpml(i,j,k))
hzyfpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
+ exzfpml(i,j+1,k)
exzfpml(i,.j.,k))
hyzfpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
+ exzfpml(i,j,k+l)
exzfpml(i.j.k))
hyxfpml(i,j,k) + c9zx *
+ ezyfpml(i+l,j,k)
ezyfpml(i,j,k))














c do the interface first, as usual:
j = maxy





do 10 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 20 k = kground+1,maxz-1
exybpml(ij,k) = c8y*exybpml(i,jk) + c9y *
1 (hzxbpml(i,j,k) + hzybpml(i,j,k)
2 -hznorm(i,j-1,k))
exzbpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzbpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxbpml(i,j,k) + hyzbpml(i,j,k)




APPENDIX A. SOURCE CODE
do 30 i = -max+i.,max-i
do 40 k = kground,maxz-1
ezxbpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxbpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxbpml(i,j,k) + hyzbpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxbpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzbpml(i-l,j,k))
ozybpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezybpml(i,j,k) - c9y*





do 50 i - -maxx+i,maxx-1
do 60 k = kground+l,maxz-1
eyzbpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzbpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
I (hxybpml(i,j,k) + hzbpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxybpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzbpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxbpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxbpml(i,j,k) - c9zx *
1 (hzxbpml(i,j,k) + hzybpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxbpml(i-1,j,k) - hzybpml(i-1,j,k))
60 continue
50 continue
c now for the rest of the fields:
do 70 j - maxy+l,maxy+pmldepth-i











do 80 i = -mazz,marx-i
do 90 k = kground+l.maxz-i
erybpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exybpml(i.j,k) + c9y *
(hzxbpml(i,j,k) + hzybpml(i,j,k)
-hzxbpml(i,j-1,k) - hzybpml(i,j-l,k))





do 100 i - -marx+l,maxx-1
do 110 k = kground+l,maxz-1
eyzbpml(i,j,k) - c8z*eyzbpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
(hxybpml(i,j,k) + hxzbpml(i,j,k)
-hxybpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzbpml(i,j,k-1))





do 120 i - -maxx+1,maxx-1
do 130 k - kground,maz-1
ezxbpml(i.j,k) = cx*ezxbpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
(hyxbpml(i,j,k) + hyzbpml(i,j,k)
-hyxbpml(i-,j,k) - hyzbpml(i-l,j,k))



















c start with the u & d interfaces
k = -mazz
k2 = maxz-i






do 20 i = -maxx+1,maxr-i
hxybpml(i,j,k) = c8y *
1 (ezxbpml(i,j+,ik)
2 -ezxbpml(i,j,k) -










do 40 i = -maxx+l,maxx-2
hyzbpml(i.j,k) = c8z *
(exybpml(i,j,k+i1)
-exydpml(i,j,k) -
hyxbpml(i,j,k) = c8x *
(ezxbpml(i+l,jk)
-ezxbpml(i,j,k) -
hxybpml(i,j.k) - c9y *
+ ezybpml(i,j+1,k)
ezybpml(i,j ,k))
hxzbpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ eyzbpml(i, j.k+l)
eyzdpml(i, j,k))
K hxybpml(i,j,k2) - c9y *
+ ezybpml(i,j+i,k2)
- ezybpml(i,j,k2))
* hxzbpml(i,j,k2) + c9z *
+ eyzupml(i,j,k2+1)
- eyzbpml(i,j,k2))
hyzbpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
+ ezzbpml(i,j,k+1)
exzdpml(i,j,k))
hyxbpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
+ ezybpml(i+1,j,k)
oezybpml(i,j,k))
hyzbpml(i,j.k2) = c8z * hyzbpml(i,j,k2) - c9z *
1 (exyupml(i,j,k2+1) + exzupml(i,j,k2+1)
2 -exybpml(i,j,k2) - ezxzbpml(i,j,k2))
hyxbpml(i,j,k2) - c8x * hyxbpml(i.j,k2) + c9x *
1 (ezxbpml(i+l,j,k2) + ezybpml(i+l,j,k2)
2 -ezxbpml(i,j,k2) - ozybpml(i,j,k2))
40 continue
10 continue
c now the 1 & r interfraces
i = -max
i2 = max-i
do 50 j - maxy,maxy+pmldepth-i
do 60 k - kground,mazz-2
hyzbpml(i.j,k) = c8z *
(exybpml(i,j,k+1)
-exybpml(i,j,k) -
hyxbpml(i,j,k) = c8x *
(ezxbpml(i+1,j,k)
-ezxlpml(i,j,k) -
hyzbpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
+ exzbpml(i,j,k+1)
ezxzbpml(i,j,k))
hyxbpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
+ ezybpml(i+l,j,k)
ezylpml(i,j,k))
hyzbpml(i2,j,k) - c8z * hyzbpml(i2,j,k) - c9z *
I (exybpml(i2,j,k+1) + ezzbpml(1i2,j,k+1)
2 -exybpml(i2,j,k) - exzbpml(i2,j,k))
hyxbpml(i2,j,k) = c8x * hyxbpml(i2,j,k) + c9x *
1 (ezxrpml(i2+1,j,k) + ezyrpml(i2+1,j,k)
2 -ezxbpml(i2.j,k) - ezybpml(i2,j,k))
60 continue
50 continue






do 80 k = kground+1,maxz-1
hzxbpml(i,j,k) = c8 * hzxbpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (eyxbpml(i+i,jk) + eyzbpml(i+l,j.k)
2 -eyxlpml(i,j,k) - eyzlpml(i,j,k))
hzybpml(i,j,k) = c8y * hzybpml(i,jk) + c9y *
1 (ezybpml(i,j+l,k) + exzbpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -exybpml(i,j,k) - exzbpml(i,j,k))
hzxbpml(i2,j,k) = c8 *
(oyxrpml(i2+1,j,k)
-eyxbpml(i2,j,k) -
hzybpml(i2,j,k) - c8y *
(oxybpml(i2,j+l,k)
-oeybpml(i2,j,k) -
hzxbpml(i2,j,k) - c9x *
+ eyzrpml(i2+1,j,k)
eyzbpml(i2,j,k))












do 90 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1
hyzbpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hyabpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (exybpml(ij,k+1) + ezbpml(ij,k+1)
2 -exydpml(i.j. k ) - exzdpml(i,j,k))
hyxbpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hyxbpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (ezxbpl(i+1l,j,k) + ezybpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -ezxlpml(ij,k) - ezylpml(i,j,k))
hyzbpml(i2,j,k) = c8z * hyzbpml(i2,j,k) - c9z *
1 (exybpml(i2,j,k+1) + exzbpml(i2,j,k +1)
2 -exydpml(i2,j,k) - exzdpml(i2,j,k))
hyxbpml(i2,j,k) = c8x * hyxbpml(i2,j,k) + c9x *
I (ezxrpml(i2+1,j,k) + ezyrpml(i2+1,j,k)
2 -ezxbpml(i2.jk) - ezybpml(i2.j.,k))
hyzbpml(i,j,k2) = c8z *
(exyupml(i,j,k2+1)
-ezybpml(i,j,k2) -
hyxbpml(i,j,k2) - c8x *
(ezxbpml(i+1,j,k2)
-ezzlpml(i,jk2) -
hyzbpml(i,j,k2) - c9z *
+ exzupml(i,j,k2+1)
exzbpml(i,j,k2))
hyxbpml(ij,k2) + c9x *
+ ezybpml(i+1,j,k2)
esylpml(i,j,k2))
hyzbpml(i2,j,k2) - c8z * hyzbpml(i2,j,k2) - c9z *
I (exyupml(i2,j,k2+1) + exaupml(i2,j,k2+1)
2 -exybpml(i2,j.k2) - exzbpml(i2,j,k2))
hyxbpml(i2,j,k2) - c8x * hyxbpml(i2,j,k2) + c9x *
1 (ezxrpml(i2+1,j,k2) + ezyrpml(i2+1,j,k2)
2 -ezxbpml(i2,j,k2) - esybpml(i2,j,k2))
90 continue
now for the rest of the fields
because the hy fields have shifted y indices, I'll use a goto
instead of a loop.






do 110 i = -maxx+1,maxx-1
do 120 k = kground,mazz-2
hxybpml(i,j,.k) = c8y * h
(ezxbpml(i,j+l,k) +
-ezxbpml(i,jk) - e





do 130 i a -maxx+l,maxx-2
do 140 k - kground+1,maxz-1
hzxbpml(i,j,k) - c8x * h
(eyxbpml(i+l,j.k) +
-eyxbpml(i,j,k) - e
hzybpml(i,j,k) = cSy * h
(exybpml(i,j+.,k) +
-exybpml(i,j,k) - e
cybpml(ij,k) - c9y *
esybpml(i,j+1,k)
zybpml(i,j,k))
Kzbpml(ij,k) + c9z *
eyzbpml(i,j,k+1)
yzbpml(i,j,k))
zxbpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
eyzbpml(i+l,j.k)
yzbpml(i,j,k))





do 150 i - -mas+1,mass-2
do 160 k = kground,maxz-2
hyzbpal(i,j,k) = c8z * hyzbpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (exybpml(i,j,k+l) + exzbpml(i,j,k+l)
2 -esybpml(i,j,k)- eszbpml(i,j,k))
hyxbpl(i,j,k) - c8x * hybpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
I (ezxbpml(i+l,j,k) + ezybpml(i+l,j,k)


















c do the interface first, as usual:
k2 = hornstart - horndepth - wavedepth
k 0





do 10 i - -vavex,wavex-1
do 20 j - -wavey+1,wavey-1
exyvgpml(i,j,k) - c8y*exyvgpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxvgpml(i,j,k) + hzywgpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxwgpml(i,j-1,k) - hzyvgpml(i,j-1,k))
exzvgpml(i,j,k) - c8z*exzvgpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hynorm(i,j ,k2)
2 -hyxvgpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzvgpml(i,j,k-1))
20 continue
10 continue
do 30 i - -wavex+1,wavex-1
do 40 j - -wavey,wavey-1
eyzvgpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzwgpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hsnorm(i.j,k2)
2 -hxygpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzvgpml(i.j.k-1))
eyxvgpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxvgpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
I (hzxvgpml(i,j,k) + hzywgpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxwgpml(i-l,jk) - hzywgpml(i-l,j,k))
40 continue
30 continue
c while we're at it, do the fields at k - -pmldepth
k - -pmldepth
do 50 i = -vavex+1,waves-1
do 60 j = -vavey+1,wavey-1
ezxgpml(i,j,k) - c8x*ezxwgpml(i.j.k) + c9x *
1 (hyxgpml(i,j,k) + hyzvgpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxwgpml(i-1,j,k) - hyzwgpml(i-1,j,k))
ezywgpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyvgpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxywgpml(i,j,k) + hxzvgpml(i.j,k)
2 -hxywgpml(i.j-l.k) - hxzvgpml(i.j-l,k))
60 continue
50 continue
c now for the rest of the wagveguide
do 100 k = -pmldepth+l,-1





do 110 i - -vavex,wavex-1
do 120 j - -wavey+1,wavey-1
exywgpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exywgpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzzvgpml(i,j,k) + hzywgpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxvgpml(i,j-l,k) - hzygpl(i,j-l,k))
exzvgpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzwgpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxwgpml(i,j,k) + hyzvgpml(i,j,k)
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do 130 i = -wavex+1,wavex-1
do 140 j = -wavey,wavey-1
eyzwgpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzwgpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxywgpml(i,j,k) + hxzwgpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxywgpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzwgpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxwgpml(i.j,k) = c8x*eyxwgpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxwgpml(i,j,k) + hzywgpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxwgpml(i-1,j,k) - hzywgpml(i-l,j,k))
140 continue
130 continue
do 150 i = -wavex+1,wavex-1
do 160 j = -wavey+1,wavey-1
ezxwgpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxwgpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxwgpml(i,j,k) + hyzwgpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxwgpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzwgpml(i-l,j,k))
ezywgpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezywgpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxywgpml(i,j,k) + hxzwgpml(i,j,k)


















c do the interface first, as usual:
c only here, this means fixing the equations in hnorm.
k = hornstart - horndepth - wavedepth
k2 = 0
do 10 i = -wavex+1,wavex-I
do 20 j = -wavey,wavey-i
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eyxwgpml(i,j,k2) + eyzwgpml(i,j,k2))
20 continue
10 continue
do 30 i = -wavex,wavex-1
do 40 j = -wavey+1,wavey-I
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) + dtovd *
1 (exywgpml(i,j,k2) + exzwgpml(i,j,k2))
40 continue
30 continue
c and now for the rest of the equations
c done as a goto loop because of the shift of hz.
k = -pmldepth





do 110 i = -wavex+1,wavex-1
do 120 j = -wavey,wavey-i
hxywgpml(i,j,k) = c8y * hxywgpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
1 (ezxwgpml(i,j+l,k) + ezywgpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -ezxwgpml(i,j,k) - ezywgpml(i,j,k))
hxzgpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hxzwgpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (eyxwgpml(i,j,k+l) + eyzwgpml(i,j,k+l)
2 -eyxwgpml(i,j,k) - eyzwgpml(i,j,k))
120 continue
110 continue
do 130 i = -wavex,wavex-1
do 140 j = -wavey+1,wavey-1
hyzwgpml(i,j,k) = c8z *
1 (exywgpml(i,j,k+l)
2 -exywgpml(i,j,k) -






do 150 i = -wavex,wavex-i
do 160 j = -wavey,wavey-I
hzxwgpml(i,j,k) = c8x *
1 (eyxwgpml(i+1,j,k)
2 -eyxwgpml(i,j,k) -





hyzwgpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
+ exzwgpml(i,j,k+l)
exzwgpml(i,j,k))
hyxwgpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
+ ezywgpml(i+l,j,k)
ezywgpml(i,j,k))
hzxwgpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
+ eyzwgpml(i+l,j,k)
eyzwgpml(i,j,k))
hzywgpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
+ exzwgpml(i,j+l,k)
exzwgpml(i,j,k))













c topcolor: location of top of colorbar
c numcolorsl: 1 less than # of colors in colorbar
parameter (numcolorsl=128,topcolor=243)
c nctshift: = color table shift
parameter(nctshift = topcolor-numcolors)
c ngray: = number representing grayc
parameter(ngray = topcolor-numcolorsl-1)
c hlevels = numcolorsl/4
parameter (hlevels=numcolorsl/4)
c center = 2*hlevels + 1/2
parameter (center = 2*hlevels + 0.5)
do 10 i = -maxx-pmldepth, -maxx-1
do 20 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
ia=int(sign((abs(exylpml(i,j,k)+exzlpml(i,j,k))),
1 (exylpml(i,j,k) + exzlpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .it. 0) ia=O





do 30 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 40 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy
ia=int(sign((abs(exyfpml(i,j,k)+exzfpml(i,j,k))),
1 (exyfpml(i,j,k) + exzfpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .it. 0) ia=O
if (ia .gt. numcolorsl) ia=numcolorsl
a(j)=char(ia+nctshift)
40 continue




if (ia .it. 0) ia=O
if (ia .gt. numcolorsi) ia=numcolorsi
a(j)=char(ia+nctshift)
50 continue
do 60 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth
ia=int(sign((abs(exybpml(i,j,k)+exzbpml(i,j,k))),




if (ia .lt. 0) ia=0





do 70 i - maxz,mazz+pmldepth-1
do 80 j - -mazy-pmldepth,mazy+pmldepth
ia-int(sign((ab (exyrpml(i,j ,k)+ezzrpml(i, j .k))),
1 (ezyrpml(i,j,k) + oxzrpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .lt. 0) ia-0






c$$t write (6,*) exnorm(-max,O,O0),exylpml(-maxx-1,0,0),
c$$$ 1 exzlpml(-maxx-1,0,0)
t$$$ write (6,*) hynorm(-mazx.0,0),hynorm(-maxx,0,-1)
c$$$ write (6,*) hznorm(-mazz,0,0),hznorm(-maxx,-1,0)
c$$ write (6,*) hyxlpml(-maxz-1,0,0)+hyzlpml(-maxz-1,0,0),
c$tt$ 1 hylpml(-maxxzz-1,0, -)+hyzlpml(-maxx-1,0,-1)
ct$$ write (6,*) hzxlpml(-maxx-1,0,0)+hzylpml(-mazzx-1,0,0),
c$$$ 1 hzylpml(-maxx-1,-1,0)+hzxlpml(-mazz-1,-1,0)
c$$$
c$$$ write (6,*) hyxlpml(-mazx-1,0,0),
c$$$ 1 esylpml(-maxx,0,0)+ezxlpml(-maxx,0,0),
c$$tt$ 1 ezxlpml(-mazx-1,0,0)+ezylpml(-maxx-1,0.0)
c$$$ write (6,*) hyzlpml(-maxx-1.0.0),
c$$$ 1 zoylpml(-maxx-1,0,1)+ezzlpml(-maxxz-1,,1),
c$$tt$ 1 oxeylpml(-maxx-1,0,0)+exzlpml(-maxx-1 .0,0)
c$$tt$ write (6,*) hzxlpml(-maxxzz-1,0,0),
c$$$ 1 oyxlpml(-max, O,O)+eyzlpml(-maxx,0,0),
c$$$ 1 eyxlpml(-maxz-1,0,0)+eyzlpml(-maxx-1,0,0)




c$$$ write (6,*) eyxlpml(-maxx,O,0),hznorm(-mazz,00),
c$$$ 1 hzxlpml(-maxx-1,0,0), hzylpml (-max-i .0,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) ezxlpml(-maxx.0,0) ,hynorm(-maxxO,00),
ct$$ 1 hyxlpml(-maxx-1,0,0),hyzlpml(-mazz-1,,00)
c$$$ write (6,*) enorm(O,-maxy+1,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) oxyfpml(O,-may.0),ezxzfpml(O.-maxy.0)
c$$$ write (6,*) hzxfpml(0,-maxy-1,0),hzyfpml(O,-maxy-1,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) exyfpml(O,-maxy.0), hznorm(0,-maxy,0),
c$$$ 1 hzxfpml(0,-maxy-1,0),hzyfpml(0,-mary-1,0O)
c$$$ write (6,*) exnorm(-maxx+1,0,0),hynorm(-mazz+1,0,0),
c$$$ 1 hznorm(-maxz+1,0,0), exnorm(-maxz,0,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) exylpml(-maxz-1.0,O),exzlpml(-maxz-1,0,0)
c$$$
c$tt$ write (6,*)
c$$$ write (6,*) hyxrpml(maxx.0,0),hyzrpml(maxx,O,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) hzxrpml(maxx,0,0),hzyrpml(maxzz,00)























c topcolor: location of top of colorbar
c numcolorel: 1 less than 8 of colors in colorbar
parameter (numcoloral=128,topcolora243)
c nctshift: = color table shift
parameter(nctshift = topcolor-numcolorel)
c ngray: - number representing gray
parameter(ngray = topcolor-numcolorel-1)
c hlevels - numcolors1/4
parameter (hlevels=numcolorsl/4)
c center - 2*hlevels + 1/2
parameter (center = 2*hlevels + 0.5)
do 350 j = -maxy-pmldepth.-mazy
a(j) - char(ngray+nctshift)
350 continue
do 360 j - -maxy+1,maxy-1
a(j) - char(centor+nctshift)
360 continue




do 10 k = maxz+pmldepth-1,maxz,-1
do 20 j - -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
ia=int(sign((abs(exyupml(i,j,k)+exzupml(i.j,k))),
I (exyupml(i,j,k) + ezzupml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .lt. 0) iaO





do 30 k = maxz-1,-maxz+1,-1
do 40 j - -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy
ia-int(sign((abs(exyfpml(i,j,k)+exzfpml(i,j,k))),
1 (exyfpml(i,j,k) + exzfpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .it. 0) ia-=
if (ia .gt. numcolorsi) ia=numcoloral
a(j)=char(ia+nctshift)
40 continue




if (ia .it. 0) ia=0
if (ia .gt. numcoloral) ia=numcolorel
a(j)=char(ia+nctshift)
50 continue
do 60 j - maxy,maxy+pmldepth
ia=int(sign((abs(exybpml(i,j,k)+ezzbpml(i,j ,k))),
1 (exybpml(i.j,k) + exzbpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .lt. 0) ia=O





do 70 k - -maxz,-maz-pmldepth+1,-1
do 80 j - -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
ia-int(sign((abs(exydpl(i,j,k)+ezzdpml(i,j,k))),
1 (ezydpml(i,j,k) + exzdpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .lt. 0) ia=0




















c topcolor: location of top of colorbar
c numcolorsl: 1 lee than 8 of colors in colorbar
parameter (numcolorsi=128,topcolor-243)
c nctshift: = color table shift
parameter(nctshift - topcolor-numcolorsl)
c ngray: = number representing gray
parameter(ngray = topcolor-numcolorsl-1)
c hlevels = numcolors1/4
parameter (hlevele=numcolors1/4)
c center = 2*hlevels + 1/2
parameter (center - 2*hlevels + 0.5)
do 10 i = -maxX-pmldepth,-maxx
do 20 j = -mazy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-I
ia=int(sign((abs(eyxlpml(i,j,k)+eyzlpml(i,j,k))),
1 (eyxlpml(i,j,k) + eyzlpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .it. 0) ia=O





do 30 i - -maxx+1,maxx-1
do 40 j - -maxy-pmldepth,-mazy-i
ia=int(eign((abs(eyxfpml(i,j,k)+eyzfpml(i,j,k))),
1 (eyxfpml(i,j,k) + eyzfpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .It. 0) iaO
if (ia .gt. numcolor.l) ia=numcolorsl
a(j)=char(ia+nctshift)
40 continue




if (ia .it. 0) iaiO
if (ia .gt. numcolorsl) ia=numcolorsl
a(j)=char(ia+nctshift)
50 continue
do 60 j - maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1
ia=int(sign((abs(eyxbpml(i,j,k)+eyzbpml(i,j,k))),
1 (eyxbpml(i,j,k) + eyzbpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevele +center)
if (ia .It. 0) ia=O





do 70 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 80 j - -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-I
ia=int(sign((abs(eyxrpml(i,j,k)+eyzrpml(i,j,k))),
1 (eyxrpml(i,j,k) + eyzrpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .it. 0) ia=O






c$$$ write (6,*) exnorm(-maxx,0,0),exylpml(-maxx-1,0,0),
c$$$ 1 oxzlpml(-maxx-l,0,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) hynorm(-maxx,0,0),hynorm(-maxx,O,-1)
c$$$ write (6,*) hznorm(-maxxz0.0),hnorm(-maxx,-1,0)
ct$$ write (6,*) hyxlpml(-maz-1,0,0)+hyzlpml(-mazzx-1.0,0),
c$$$ 1 hyxlpml(-maxx-1,0,-1)+hyzlpml(-maxx-1.0,-1)































































































c topcolor: location of top of colorbar
c numcolorsl: I less than # of colors in colorbar
parameter (numcolorsl=128,topcolor=243)
c nctshift: = color table shift
parameter(nctshift = topcolor-numcolorsl)
c ngray: = number representing gray
parameter(ngray = topcolor-numcolorel-1)
c hlevels = numcolors1/4
parameter (hlevels=numcolorsl/4)
c center = 2*hlevels + 1/2
parameter (center = 2*hlevels + 0.5)
do 10 k - maxz+pmldepth-l,mazz,-1
do 20 j = -maxy-pmldepthmaxy+pmldepth-1
ia-int(sign((abs(eyzupml(i,j,k)+eyzupml(i,j,k)))
,
I (eyxupml(i,j,k) + eyzupml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .it. 0) ia-0







do 30 k = maxz-l,-maxz+l,-1
do 40 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy-1
ia=int(sign((abs(eyxfpml(i,j,k)+eyzfpml(i,j,k))),
1 (eyxfpml(i,j,k) + eyzfpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .it. 0) ia=O
if (ia .gt. numcolorsl) ia=numcolorsl
a(j)=char(ia+nctshift)
40 continue




if (ia .It. 0) ia=O
if (ia .gt. numcolorsl) ia=numcolorsl
a(j)=char(ia+nctshift)
50 continue
do 60 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1
ia=int(sign((abs(eyxbpml(i,j,k)+eyzbpml(i,j,k))),
I (eyxbpml(i,j,k) + eyzbpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .It. 0) ia=O





do 70 k = -maxz,-maxz-pmldepth+l,-1
do 80 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
ia=int(sign((abs(eyxdpml(i,j,k)+eyzdpml(i,j,k))),
1 (eyxdpml(i,j,k) + eyzdpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .it. 0) ia=O


















c topcolor: location of top of colorbar
c numcolorsi: 1 less than # of colors in colorbar
parameter (numcolorsl=128,topcolor=243)
c nctshift: = color table shift
parameter(nctshift = topcolor-numcolorsl)
c ngray: = number representing gray
parameter(ngray = topcolor-numcolorsl-1)
c hlevels = numcolorsl/4
parameter (hlevels=numcolorsl/4)
c center = 2*hlevels + 1/2
parameter (center = 2*hlevels + 0.5)
do 10 i = -maxx-pmldepth,-maxx
do 20 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
ia=int(sign((abs(ezxlpml(i,j,k)+ezylpml(i,j,k))),
1 (ezxlpml(i,j,k) + ezylpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .it. 0) ia=O





do 30 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 40 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy
ia=int(sign((abs(ezxfpml(i,j,k)+ezyfpml(i,j,k))),
1 (ezxfpml(i,j,k) + ezyfpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .it. 0) ia=O
if (ia .gt. numcolorsl) ia=numcolorst
a(j)=char(ia+nctshift)
40 continue




if (ia .it. 0) ia=O
if (ia .gt. numcolorsl) ia=numcolorsl
a(j)=char(ia+nctshift)
50 continue
do 60 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth
ia=int(sign((abs(ezxbpml(i,j,k)+ezybpml(i,j,k))),
1 (ezxbpml(i,j,k) + ezybpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .it. 0) ia=O





do 70 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth
do 80 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
ia=int(sign((abs(ezxrpml(i,j,k)+ezyrpml(i,j,k))),
1 (ezxrpml(i,j,k) + ezyrpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .it. 0) ia=O


















c topcolor: location of top of colorbar
c numcolorsl: 1 less than # of colors in colorbar
parameter (numcolorsi=128,topcolor=243)
c nctshift: = color table shift
parameter(nctshift = topcolor-numcolorsl)
c ngray: = number representing gray
parameter(ngray = topcolor-numcolorsl-1)
c hlevels = numcolorsl/4
parameter (hlevels=numcolorsl/4)
c center = 2*hlevels + 1/2
parameter (center = 2*hlevels + 0.5)
do 10 k = maxz+pmldepth-l,maxz,-1
do 20 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
ia=int(sign((abs(ezxupml(i,j,k)+ezyupml(i,j,k))),
1 (ezxupml(i,j,k) + ezyupml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .it. 0) ia=O





do 30 k = maxz-1,-maxz,-1
do 40 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy
ia=int(sign((abs(ezxfpml(i,j,k)+ezyfpml(i,j,k))),
t (ezxfpml(i,j,k) + ezyfpml(i,j,k)))
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2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .It. 0) ia=0O
if (ia .gt. numcolorsl) ia=numcoloral
a(j)=char(ia+nctshift)
40 continue




if (ia .lt. 0) ia=0
if (ia .gt. numcolorsl) ia=numcolorsal
a(j)=char(ia+nctshift)
50 continue
do 60 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth
ia=int(sign((abs(ezxbpml(i,j,k)+ezybpml(i,j,k))),
1 (ezxbpml(i,j,k) + ezybpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .lt. 0) ia=0





do 70 k = -maxz-1,-maxz-pmldepth+l,-1
do 80 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
ia=int(sign((abs(ezxdpml(i,j,k)+ezydpml(i,j,k))),
1 (ezxdpml(i,j,k) + ozydpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .it. 0) ia=O


















c topcolor: location of top of colorbar
c numcoloral: 1 less than 8 of colors in colorbar
parameter (numcolorsi=128.topcolor=243)
c nctshift: = color table shift
parameter(nctshift - topcolor-numcolorsl)
c ngray: = number representing gray
parameter(ngray = topcolor-numcoloral-1)
c hlevela = numcolorsl/4
parameter (hlevels-numcolorsl/4)
c center - 2*hlevels + 1/2
parameter (center = 2*hlevels + 0.5)
do 10 k - maxz+pmldopth-l,maxz,-l
do 20 i = -maxx-pmldopth,maxx+pmldepth
ia=int(sign((abs(ezxupml(i,j ,k)+ezyupml(i,j,k))),
1 (ezxupmlCi,j,k) + ezyupml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .it. 0) ia=O





do 30 k = maxz-1,-maxz,-1
do 40 i = -maxx-pmldepth,-maxx
ia=int(sign((abs(ezxlpml(i,j,k)+ezylpml(i,j,k))),
1 (ezxlpml(i,j,k) + ezylpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .it. 0) ia=O
if (ia .Et. numcolorsl) ia=numcolorsl
a(i)=char(ia+nctshift)
40 continue





if (ia .it. 0) ia=O






do 60 i - maxxmaxx+pmldepth
ia=int(sign((abs(ezxrpml(i,j ,k)+ezyrpml(i,j,k))),
1 (ezxrpml(i,j,k) + ezyrpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .It. 0) ia=0





do 70 k = -maxz-1,-maxz-pmldepth+1,-1
do 80 i = -maxx-pmldepthmaxx+pmldepth
ia=int(sign((ab(ezxdpml(i,j,k)+ezydpml(i,j,k))),
i (ezxdpml(i,j,k) + ezydpml(i,jk)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .It. 0) ia=O













parameter (tolerance = .01)
integer i.j,k
do 10 i a 1,manx-1
do 20 j = 1,maxy-1
do 30 k - 1,maxz-1
if (abs(exnorm(i,j,k)+exnorm(i.j.-k)).gt.
1 abs(tolerance*exnorm(i,j,k)))












2 write (6,*) "xy-symmetry error: ex",-i-1,-j,k,
3 exnorm(i,j ,k) ,exnorm(i,j ,k)+exnorm(-i-1,-j ,k)
if (abs(exnorm(i,j,k)-exnorm(-i-l,j,-k)).gt.
1 abs(tolerance*exnorm(i,j,k)))
2 write (6,*) "xz-symmetry error: ezx",-i-l,j,-k,
3 exnorm(i,j ,k) ,exnorm(i ,j,k)-eznorm(-i-1.j ,-k)
if (abs(axnorm(i,j,k)+enorm(i-j,-,-k)).gt.
1 abs(tolerance*exnorm(i,j,k)))
2 write (6,*) "yz-symmetry error: ex",i,-j,-k,
3 emnorm(i,j ,k),oexnorm(i,j ,k)+exnormCi,-j ,-k)
if (abs(xnorm(i,jkI)-exnorm(-i-l-j,-k)).gt.
I abs(tolerance*exnorm(i.j ,k)))






















write (6,*) "xz-symmetry error: ey",-i,j,-k,
eynorm(i,j,k),eynorm(i,j, k)+eynorm(-i,j.-k)
if (abs(eynorm(i, j,k)-eynorm(i,-j-l,-k)) .gt.
abs(tolerance*eynorm(i, j, k)))








write (6,*) "z-symmetry error: ez",i,j,-k-1,
eznorm(i,j ,k) ,eznorm(i,j ,k)-eznorm(i,j ,-k-1)
if (abs(eznorm(i,j, k)-eznorm(i,-j,k)).gt.
abs(tolerance*eznorm(i, j,k)))




write (6,*) "x-symmetry error: ez",-i,j,k,
eznorm(i,j,k) ,eznorm(i,j,k) -eznorm(-i,j, k)
if (abs(eznorm(i,j,k)-eznorm(-i,-j,k)).gt.
abs(tolerance*eznorm(i, j,k)))
















write (6,*) "z-symmetry error: hx",i,j,-k-l,
hxnorm(i,j,k) ,hxnorm(i,j,k) -hxnorm(i,j ,-k-l)
if (abs(hxnorm(i,j,k)+hxnorm(i,-j-1,k)).gt.
abs(tolerance*hxnorm(i,j,k)))




write (6,*) "x-symmetry error: hx",-i,j,k,
hxnorm(i,j ,k) ,hxnorm(i,j ,k)-hxnorm(-i,j,k)
if (abs(hxnorm(i,j,k)+hxnorm(-i,-j-l,k)).gt.
abs(tolerance*hxnorm(i,j,k)))








write (6,*) "xz-symmetry error: hx",-i,j,-k-1,
hxnorm(i,j ,k) ,hxnorm(i,j k)-hxnorm(-i,j ,-k-1)
if (abs(hxnorm(i,j,k)+hxnorm(-i,-j-l1,-k-l)).gt.
abs(tolerance*hxnorm(i,j, k)))
















2 write (6,*) "xy-symmetry error: hy",-i-l,-j,k,
3 hynorm(i,j ,k) ,hynorm(i,j ,k)+hynorm(-i-1,-j ,k)
if (abs(hynorm(i,j,k)+hynorm(-i-1,j,-k-1)).gt.
1 abs(tolerance*hynorm(i, j,k)))
2 write (6,*) "xz-symmetry error: hy",-i-1,j,-k-1,
3 hynorm(i, j,k) ,hynorm(i, j,k)+hynorm(-i-1,j,-k-1)
if (abs(hynorm(i,j,k)-hynorm(i,-j,-k-1)).gt.
1 abs(tolerance*hynorm(i, j,k)))
















do 10 i = -maxx-pmldepth,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 20 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
do 30 k = maxz,maxz+pmldepth
if (j .eq. -maxy-pmldepth .or. j eq. maxy+pmldepth
1 .or. k .eq. maxz+pmldepth) then
if (exyupml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. exzupml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
I write (6,*) "nonzero ex field at ",i,j,k
else
if (exyupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. exzupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 40 i = -maxx-pmldepth,maxx+pmldepth
do 50 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-l
do 60 k = maxz,maxz+pmldepth
if (i .eq. -maxx-pmldepth .or. i .eq. maxx+pmldepth
1 .or. k .eq. maxz+pmldepth) then
if (eyxupml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. eyzupml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
1 write (6,*) "nonzero ey field at ",i,j,k
else
if (eyxupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. eyzupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 70 i = -maxx-pmldepth,maxx+pmldepth
do 80 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
do 90 k = maxz,maxz+pmldepth-1
if (i .eq. -maxx-pmldepth .or. i .eq. maxx+pmldepth .or.
1 j .eq. -maxy-pmldepth .or. j .eq. maxy+pmldepth)then
if (ezxupml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. ezyupml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
1 write (6,*) "nonzero ez field at ",i,j,k
else
if (ezxupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. ezyupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)
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do 100 i - -mAxx-pmldepth,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 110 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
do 120 k = -maxz-pmldepth,-maxz
if (j .eq. -maxy-pmldepth .or. j .eq. maxy+pmldepth
S.or. k .eq. -maxz-pmldepth) then
if (ezydpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. exzdpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
write (6,*) "nonzero ex field at ",i,j,k
else
if (exydpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. exzdpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 130 i = -maxx-pmldepth,maxx+pmldepth
do 140 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 150 k = -maxz-pmldepth,-maxz
if (i .eq. -maxx-pmldepth .or. i .eq. maxx+pmldepth
S.or. k .eq. -maxz-pmldepth) then
if (eyxdpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. eyzdpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
L write (6,*) "nonzero ey field at ",i,j,k
else
if (eyxdpaml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. eyzdpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 160 i = -maxx-pmldepth,maxx+pmldepth
do 170 j - -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
do 180 k = -maxz-pmldepth,-maxz-1
if (i .eq. -maxx-pmldepth .or. i .eq. maxx+pmldepth .or.
L j .eq. -maxy-pmldepth .or. j .eq. maxy+pmldepth)then
if (ezzdpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. ezydpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
L write (6,*) "nonzero ez field at ",i,j,k
else
if (ezzdpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. ezydpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 190 i - -maxx-paldepth+1imaxx+pmldepth-i
do 200 j = -maxy-pmldepth.maxy+pmldepth-1
do 210 k - maxz,maxz+pmldepth-i
if (hxyupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hxzupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 220 i = -maxx-pmldepth,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 230 j = -maxy-pmldepth+1,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 240 k = mazz,maiz+pmldepth-1
if (hyxupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hyzupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 250 i = -maxx-pmldepth,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 260 j - -maxy-paldepth,maxy+pmldopth-1
do 270 k = maxz,maxz+pmldepth-1
if (hzxupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hzyupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 280 i = -maxx-pmldepth+1,aaxz+pmldepth-1
do 290 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 300 k = -maxz-pmldepth,-maxz-i
if (hxydpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hxzdpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 310 i = -maxx-pmldepth,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 320 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 330 k - -maxz-pmldepth.-maxz-1
if (hyxdpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hyzdpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 340 i = -maxx-pmldepth,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 350 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 360 k = -maxz-pmldepth+1,-maz
if (hzxdpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hzydpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 370 i = -maxx-pmldepth,-maxx-i
do 380 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
do 390 k - -maxz+1,mazz-1
if (j .eq. -maiy-pmldepth .or. j .eq. maxy+pmldepth) then
if (exylpl(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. exzlpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
1 write (6,*) "nonzero ex field at ",i,j,k
else
if (exylpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. exzlpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 400 i - -maxx-pmldepth.-maxx
do 410 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-i
do 420 k = -maxz+i,aaxz-1
if (i .eq. -maxz-pmldepth) then
if (eyxlpl(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. eyzlpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
1 write (6,*) "nonzero ey field at ",i,j,k
else
if (eyzlpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. eyzlpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 430 i - -maix-pmldepth,-maxx
do 440 j = -maxy-paldepth,maxy+pmldepth
do 450 k - -mazz,maxz-1
if (j .eq. -may-pmldepth .or. j .eq. maxy+pmldepth
1 .or. i .eq. -maxx-pmldepth) then
if (ezxlpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. ezylpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
1 write (6,*) "nonzero ez field at ",i,j,k
else
if (ezxlpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. ezylpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 460 i = maxx,ma=z+pmldepth-1
do 470 j - -maxy-pmldepth,maiy+pmldepth
do 480 k - -maxz+l,maiz-1
if (j .eq. -maiy-pmldepth .or. j .eq. maiy+pmldepth) then
if (ezyrpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. exzrpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
1 write (6,*) "nonzero ex field at ",i,j,k
else
if (exyrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. ezxzrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 490 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth
do 500 j - -maiy-pmldepth.maxy+pmldepth-i
do 510 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (i .eq. mazx+pmldepth) then
if (eyxrpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. eyzrpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
1 write (6,*) "nonzero ey field at ",i,j,k
else
if (eyzrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. eyzrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 520 i - mazx,maxx+pmldepth
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do 530 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
do 540 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (j .eq. -maxy-pmldepth .or. j .eq. maxy+pmldepth
L .or. i .eq. maxx+pmldepth) then
if (ezxrpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. ezyrpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
1 write (6,*) "nonzero ez field at ",i,j,k
else
if (ezxrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. ezyrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 550 i = -maxx-pmldepth+l,-maxx
do 560 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 570 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (hxylpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hxzlpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 580 i = -maxx-pmldepth,-maxx-1
do 590 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,maxy+pmldepth-I
do 600 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (hyxlpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hyzlpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 610 i = -maxx-pmldepth,-maxx-1
do 620 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 630 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (hzxlpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hzylpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 640 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 650 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 660 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (hxyrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hxzrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 670 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 680 j = -maxy-pmldepth+1l,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 690 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (hyxrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hyzrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 700 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 710 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 720 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (hzxrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hzyrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 730 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 740 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy
do 750 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (j .eq. -maxy-pmldepth) then
if (exyfpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. exzfpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
1 write (6,*) "nonzero ex field at ",i,j,k
else
if (exyfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. exzfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 760 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 770 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy-1
do 780 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (eyxfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. eyzfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 790 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 800 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy
do 810 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (j .eq. -maxy-pmldepth) then
if (ezxfpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. ezyfpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
1 write (6,*) "nonzero ez field at ",i,j,k
else
if (ezxfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. ezyfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 820 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 830 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth
do 840 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (j .eq. maxy+pmldepth) then
if (exybpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. exzbpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
1 write (6,*) "nonzero ex field at ",i,j,k
else
if (exybpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. exzbpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 850 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 860 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 870 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (eyxbpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0




.or. eyzbpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)
field at ",i,j,k
do 880 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 890 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth
do 900 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (j .eq. maxy+pmldepth) then
if (ezxbpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. ezybpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
1 write (6,*) "nonzero ez field at ",i,j,k
else
if (ezxbpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. ezybpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 910 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 920 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy-1
do 930 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (hxyfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hxzfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 940 i = -maxx,maxx-I
do 950 j = -maxy-pmldepth+1,-maxy
do 960 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (hyxfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hyzfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 970 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 980 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy-1
do 990 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (hzxfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hzyfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 1000 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 1010 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-i
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do 1020 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (hxybpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hxzbpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 1030 i - -mazz,maxx-1
do 1040 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 1050 k - -maxz,maxz-1
if (hyxbpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hyzbpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 1060 i = -maxz,maxx-1
do 1070 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-i
do 1080 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (hzxbpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0




.or. hzybpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)
field at ",i,j,k
do 1090 i - -maxz,maxx-1
do 1100 j - -maxy+i,maxy-1
do 1110 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (exnorm(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 1120 i = -maxx+l,maxzz-1
do 1130 j = -maxy,maxy-1
do 1140 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (eynorm(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 1150 i - -maxx+l,maxx-I
do 1160 j = -maxy+1,maxy-1
do 1170 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (eznorm(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 1180 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 1190 j = -maxy,maxy-1
do 1200 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (hxnorm(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 1210 i - -mazz,maxz-1
do 1220 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
do 1230 k = -maxz,mazz-1
if (hynorm(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 1240 i = -maxx,maxx-I
do 1250 j = -maxy,maxy-1
do 1260 k = -maxz+l,mazz-1
if (hznorm(i,j,k) .eq. 0)
















if (hornstart .ge. maxz-1) then
write(6,*) "incorrect geometry: horn opens near pml"
stop
endif
if (hornstart-horndepth-wavedepth .le. -maxz+l) then
write(6,*) "incorrect geometry: vaveguide too close to pml"
stop
endif
c start with the inner geometry
c first ez:
c initialize all cells to be normal cells:
do 10 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 20 j = -maxy+1,mazy-1





do 70 i = -mazzxx,max-
do 80 j = -maxy+1,maxy-1





do 71 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 81 j = -maxy,maxy-1





c start at k = hornstart-horndepth-wavedepth
c the bottom of the waveguide
k = hornstart-horndepth-vavedepth
do 100 i = -vavez,vavex




do 101 i - -vavez,wavexz-1




c now for the vaveguide part
do 120 k = hornstart-horndepth-vavedepth+1,hornstart-horndepth

















c now for the horn
c get the ezeqn figured out.
do 140 k = hornstart-horndepth,hornstart-1
zedge = vavex + zslope * (k+0.5-(hornstart-horndepth)) + 0.5
yedge = vavey + yslope * (k+0.5-(hornstart-horndepth)) + 0.5
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c resetting the fields in the corners is okay.





c now figure out ezeqn and eyeqn
do 200 k = hornstart-horndepth,hornstart-1
xedge = vavex + xslope * (k+0.5-(hornstart-horndepth)) + 0.5
yedge = vavey + yalope * (k+0.5-(hornstart-horndepth)) + 0.5
if (ezeqn(0,yedge,k) .eq. ezeqn(0,yedge,k-1)) then
if (ezeqn(xedge,0,k) .eq. ezeqn(xedge,0,k-1)) then
c vertical walls on all sides









c vertical wall only on y side, horizontal on x side
do 230 i = zedge-1,xedge















if (ezeqn(xedge,0,k) .eq. ezeqn(xedge,0,k-1)) then
c vertical only on xedges, horizontal on yedge
do 270 j = yedge-1,yedge














c all edges have horizontal walls
do 310 j = yedge-l,yedge









do 340 i = zedge-1,xedge












c and the e fields at the opening of the horn:
k = hornstart








c now the e-fields at the total/scattered interface
k = hornstart
do 390 i = -xhorn,xhorn-1




do 410 i = -zhorn+1,zhorn-1















do 500 i = -maxx+1,maxx-1
do 510 j - -maxy,maxy-1





do 501 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 511 j = -maxy+1,maxy-1





do 502 i = -ma.x,mazx-1
do 512 j = -maxy,maxy-I





first look at the bottom of the waveguide:
k = hornstart-horndepth-wavedepth-1
do 600 i = -wavex,wavex




do 620 i = -wavez.vavex-1








do 640 i = -wavez,vavez-1
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do 680 i = -wavex+l,wavex-i




do 700 j = -wavey+l,wavey-1
































do 800 k = hornstart-horndepth-wavedepth,hornstart-horndepth-1













































c if there's a horizontal edge at k - hornstart-horndepth, then
c the above is slightly wrong, and needs fixing,. the only way that
c this could happen is if a slope is greater than 45 degrees.
if (yslope .ge. 1.0) then
k = hornstart-horndepth-i




if (xslope .ge. 1.0) then



















if (xslope .ge. 1) then










c now to set the h equations in the horn region.
do 1000 k = hornstart-horndepth,hornstart-1
xedge = vavex + zelope * (k+0.5-(hornstart-horndepth)) + 0.5
yedge - wavey + yslope * (k+0.5-(hornstart-horndepth)) + 0.5
xedge2 = wavex + xslope * (k-(hornstart-horndepth)) + 0.5
yedge2 = wavey + yslope * (k-(hornstart-horndepth)) + 0.5
do 1010 i = O,maxx-2
do 1020 j - 0,maxy-2
in = (i .lt. xedge2 .and. j .it. yedge2)
c hz
1 = (eyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. ey0eqn)
r = (eyeqn(i+1,j,k) .eq. eyOeqn)
f = (ezeqn(i,j,k) .eq. exOeqn)
b = (exeqn(i,j+1,k) .eq. ezxeqn)





elseif ((1 .and. b) .or. (1 .and. r) .or. (1 .and. f)
1 .or. (b .and. f) .or. (r .and. f)) then
write (6,*) "hz geometry error"





















































in = (i .It. xedge .and. j .it. yedge)
b = (ezeqn(i,j+l,k) .eq. ezOeqn)
f = (ezeqn(i,j,k) .eq. ezOeqn)
u = (eyeqn(i,j,k+l) .eq. ey0eqn)
d = (eyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. ey0eqn)





elseif (d .and. .not. in) then
write (6,*) "hxd geometry error",i,j,k,":",b,f,d,u
stop
elseif (u .and. in) then
write (6,*) "hxu geometry error",i,j,k,":",b,f,d,u
stop
elseif (d .and. u) then
write (6,*) "geometry error dku in hx"
stop
elseif (b .and. f) then
write (6,*) "geometry error b&f in hx"
stop





elseif (d .and. f) then












elseif (u .and. b) then












































1 = (ezeqn(i,j,k) .eq. ezOeqn)
r = (ezeqn(i+l,j,k) .eq. ezOeqn)
u = (exeqn(i,j,k+l) .eq. ex0eqn)
d = (exeqn(i,j,k) .eq. ex0eqn)





elseif (d .and. .not. in) then
write (6,*) "hyd geometry error",i,j,k
stop
elseif (u .and. in) then
write (6,*) "hyu geometry error",i,j,k
stop
elseif (1 .and. r) then
write (6,*) "l&r geometry error in hy"
stop
elseif (u .and. d) then
write (6,*) "u&d geometry error in hy"
stop





elseif (d .and. 1) then














elseif (u .and. r) then
write (6,) "ur geometry error in hy"
stop
c$$tt$ hyeqn(i,j,k) = hyoureqn
c$$$ hyeqn(i,-j,k) = hyoureqn
c$$$ hyeqn(-i-1,j,k) hyouleqn
c$$$ hyeqn(-i-1,-j,k) = hyouleqn

















write (6,*) "or geometry error in hy"
stop
c$$$ hyeqn(i,j,k) = hyoreqn
c$$$ hyeqn(i,-j,k) = hyoreqn
c$$$ hyeqn(-i-1, j,k) hyoleqn




write (6,*) "il geometry error in hy"
stop
c$$$ hyeqn(i,j,k) = hyileqn
c$$$ hyeqn(i,-j,k) hyileqn
c$$$ hyeqn(-i-1,j,k) - hyireqn











c hz is a half step below hx and hy, and needs to be calculated at
c z - hornstart.
k = hornstart
xedge2 = vavex + xslope * (k-(hornstart-horndepth)) + 0.5
yedge2 = wavey + yalope * (k-(hornstart-horndepth)) + 0.5
do 1030 i = 0,mazx-2
do 1040 j = 0,maxy-2
in = (i .t. xedge2 .and. j .It. yedge2)
1 = (eyeqn(ij,k) .eq. eyOeqn)
r (eyeqn(i+1,j,k) .eq. eyOeqn)
f = (exeqn(ij,k) .eq. exOeqn)
b - (ezeqn(i,j+1,k) .eq. exOeqn)





elseif ((1 .and. b) .or. (1 .and. r) .or. (1 .and. f)
S.or. (b .and. f) .or. (r .and. f)) then
write (6,*) "hz geometry error"
























































now to put the total/scattered fields in
do 1200 i * -xhorn+l,xhorn-1




do 1220 i - -xhorn,xhorn-1












:$$$ write (6,*) "ex:"
:$$$ do 2000 k = hornstart-horndepth-wavedepth-1,hornstart+1
ct$$ do 2010 i - -xhorn-l,xhorn+l
$$tt do 2020 j = -yhorn-l,yhorn+1







c$$$ write (6,*) "ey:"
c$$$
ct$$ do 2030 k - hornstart-horndepth-wavedepth-1,hornstart+1
c$$$ do 2040 i = -xhorn-1,xhorn+1
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c$$$ do 2050 j - -yhorn-1,yhorn+l







c$$t write (6,*) "ez:"
c$$tt$ do 2060 k = hornstart-horndepth-wavedepth-1,hornstart+i
c$$$ do 2070 i - -xhorn-1,zhorn+l
c$$$ do 2080 j = -yhorn-l,yhorn+1







c$$$ write (6,*) "hx:"
c$$$
c$$$ do 2090 k - hornstart-horndepth-vavedepth-l,hornstart+l
c$$$ do 2100 i - -xhorn-l,xhorn+l
c$$$ do 2110 j - -yhorn-l,yhorn+l







c$$$ write (6,*) "hy:"
c$$$
c$$$ do 2120 k - hornstart-horndepth-wavedepth-1,hornstart+i
c$$$ do 2130 i = -xhorn-l,xhorn+1
c$$$ do 2140 j - -yhorn-l,yhorn+l






c$$tt write (6,*) "hz:"
c$$$
c$$$ do 2150 k - hornstart-horndepth-wavodepth-1,hornstart+1
c$$$ do 2160 i = -xhorn-1,zhorn+1l
c$$$ do 2170 j - -yhorn-l,yhorn+1



























hxinc hxinc * exp((tl/igma)**2/-2)
hxinc2 = hxinc2 * exp((t2/sigma)**2/-2)
if (sine) then
hzinc = hxinc * cos(2.0*pi*freq*tl/c)






































hyinc - hyinc * exp((ti/sigma)**2/-2)
hyinc2 = hyinc2 * exp((t2/sigma)**2/-2)
if (sine) then
hyinc - hyinc * cos(2.0*pi*freq*tl/c)


















hyinc - hyinc + hyinc2





















hzinc = hzinc * exp((ti/sigma)**2/-2)
hzinc2 = hzinc2 * exp((t2/sigma)**2/-2)
if (sine) then
hzinc = hzinc * cos(2.0*pi*freq*tl/c)







































exinc = exinc * exp((ti/sigma)**2/-2)
exinc2 = exinc2 * exp((t2/sigma)**2/-2)
if (sine) then
exinc = exinc * cos(2.0*piefreq*ti/c)


















if (k .le. kground) then
exinc = 0
else





















eyinc = eyinc * exp((tl/sigma)**2/-2)
eyinc2 = eyinc2 * exp((t2/sigma)**2/-2)
if (sine) then
eyinc = eyinc * cos(2.0*pi*freq*ti/c)


















if (k .1e. kground) then
eyinc = 0
else




















ezinc = ezinc * exp((tl/sigma)**2/-2)
ezinc2 = ezinc2 * exp((t2/sigma)**2/-2)
if (sine) then
ezinc = ezinc * cos(2.0*pi*freq*tl/c)




















if (k .lt. kground) then
ezinc = 0
else



















etotinc = etotinc * exp((tl/sigma)**2/-2)
if (sine) then


















parameter (variance = 3600.0, offset = 180.0, gridwaves = 40.0)
integer n
exnorm(0,0,-17) = 30*exp(-(n-offset)**2/variance) *
1 sin(-2*pi*n/gridwaves)













cent = 5 * sigma








do 10 i = -wavex,wavex-I










real delta, deltat, dtovd, sigmax, eta, pi, c
parameter(maxx=31, maxy=46, maxz=100, pmldepth = 24)
parameter(mminx=maxx-l1,mminy=maxy-1,mminz=maxz-1)
parameter(pi = 3.1415926536, eta = 120.0*pi, c = 3e8)


















hznormeqn,hzileqn, hzireqn, hzifeqn, hzibeqn,
hzOeqn, hzilfeqn,hzilbeqn,hzirfeqn,hzirbeqn,
hzoleqn, hzoreqn, hzofeqn, hzobeqn,
hzolfeqn,hzolbeqn,hzorfeqn,hzorbeqn
parameter(exnormeqn=1,ex0eqn=O,eynormeqn=l,eyOeqn=O,eznormeqn=l,












integer exeqn(-maxx:maxx-1, -maxy+l:maxy-1, -maxz+l:maxz-1),
1 eyeqn(-maxx+1:maxx-1, -maxy:maxy-1, -maxz+l:maxz-1),
2 ezeqn(-maxx+l:maxx-l, -maxy+l:maxy-1, -maxz:maxz-l),
3 hxeqn(-maxx+l:maxx-1, -maxy:maxy-1, -maxz:maxz-1),
4 hyeqn(-maxx:maxx-1, -maxy+l:maxy-1, -maxz:maxz-1),
5 hzeqn(-maxx:maxx-1, -maxy:maxy-1, -maxz+l:maxz-1)
c the dimensions of the arrays of fields.
c note that the pml has an extra e field outside of it which
c is not calculated.
real exnorm(-maxx:maxx-1, -maxy+l:maxy-1, -maxz+1:maxz-1),
1 eynorm(-maxx+l:maxx-1, -maxy:maxy-l, -maxz+l:maxz-1),
2 eznorm(-maxx+l:maxx-1, -maxy+1:maxy-1, -maxz:maxz-1),
3 hxnorm(-maxx+l:maxx-1, -maxy:maxy-l, -maxz:maxz-l),
4 hynorm(-maxx:maxx-1, -maxy+l:maxy-1, -maxz:maxz-1),
5 hznorm(-maxx:maxx-1, -maxy:maxy-1, -maxz+l:maxz-l)
c the cells inside the pml
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c the waveguide pml
real exywgpml(-maxx:maxx-1, -maxy+l:maxy-1, -pmldepth:O),
1 exzwgpml(-maxx:maxx-1, -maxy+l:maxy-1, -pmldepth:O),
2 eyxwgpml(-maxx+l:maxx-1, -maxy:maxy-1, -pmldepth:O),
3 eyzwgpml(-maxx+l:maxx-1, -maxy:maxy-1, -pmldepth:O),
4 ezxwgpml(-maxx+l:maxx-1, -maxy+l:maxy-1, -pmldepth:O),
5 ezywgpml(-maxx+l:maxx-1, -maxy+l:maxy-1, -pmldepth:O)
real hxywgpml(-maxx+1:maxx-1, -maxy:maxy-1, -pmldepth:-l),
1 hxzwgpml(-maxx+l:maxx-1, -maxy:maxy-1, -pmldepth:-1),
2 hyxwgpml(-maxx:maxx-1, -maxy+l:maxy-1, -pmldepth:-i),
3 hyzwgpml(-maxx:maxx-1, -maxy+l:maxy-1, -pmldepth:-i),
3 hzxwgpml(-maxx:maxx-1, -maxy+l:maxy-1, -pmldepth+1:0),
3 hzywgpml(-maxx:maxx-1, -maxy+l:maxy-1, -pmldepth+1:0)












































































































































































































































































































9 hyzbpml(-maxx : maxx- 1,








common /stuff/ delta,deltat,dtovd, sigmax, kground
1 /fields/ exnorm,eynorm,eznorm,hxnorm,hynorm,hznorm,
2 exyupml, exzupml, eyxupml, eyzupml, ezxupml, ezyupml,









2 exybpml, exzbpml, eyxbpml, eyzbpml, ezxbpml, ezybpml,
3 hxybpml,hxzbpml,hyxbpml,hyzbpml,hzxbpml,hzybpml,
4 exyvgpml,exzwgpml,eyxwgpml,eyzwgpml,ezxwgpml,ezywgpml,
5 hxywgpml,hxzwgpml, hyxwgpml, hyzwgpml, hzxwgpml,hzywgpml
6 /eqns/ exeqn,eyeqn,ezeqn,hxeqn,hyeqn,hzeqn














Similar to hornstair.f and ground_plane.f
are hornconf.f and cgp.f, which perform
an FD-TD simulation of pyramidal horns










































APPENDIX A. SOURCE CODE
complex hzi(2,-mminy:mminy-1,-mainz:mminz,maxnfr)
complex hj (-mminx:mminx- 1,2, -mninz:mminz,maxnfr)
c*a***** SMAIN****ee****eee*ee**e****
c note: front means y < -maxy, back means y > maxy
write(6,*) "how many time steps?"
read(5,*) n
write(6,*) "enter step size in meters"
read(S,*) delta
c deltat = delta/(sqrt(3.0)*cfl)










wavey = tempy/delta/2 + 0.5
write(6,*) "at what delta should the horn start? (maxz=)",maxz
read(5,*) hornstart




write(6,*) "enter height of the horn in meters"
read(5,*) tempz
horndepth = tempz/delta + 0.5
xhorn = xslope * horndepth + wavex +0.5
yhorn = yslope * horndepth + wavey +0.5
if ((shorn .gt. minx-2) .or. (yhorn .gt. mminy-2)) then
write (6,*) 'horn opening too big. try again'
goto 3
endif
xslope = real(xhorn - wavex)/horndepth
yslope - real(yhorn - wavey)/horndepth
write(6,*) "enter height of waveguide in meters"
read(5,*) temps
wavedepth = tempz/delta + 0.5
if (-hornstart+horndepth+wavedepth + 2 .gt. mainz-2) then






















'in units of delta, ',delta,','
'horn starts at ',hornstart
'with an opening of ',xhorn,yhorn
'has a depth of ',horndepth
'slopes (run/rise) of ',xslope,yslope
'waveguide starts at ',hornstart-horndepth
'with an opening of ',wavez,wavey
'and a depth of ',wavedepth
4 write (6,*) 'enter dimensions of box for writing fields: (x,y,z)'
read (5,*) tempx,tempy,temps
minx = tempx/2.0/delta + 0.5
miny = tempy/2.0/delta + 0.5
min =- tempz/2.0/delta + 0.5
if ((minx .gt. mainx) .or. (miny .gt. mainy) .or.
I (mini .gt. mains) .or. (xhorn .gt. min-2) .or.
2 (yhorn .gt. miny-2) .or. (hornstart .gt. minz-2) .or.
3 (-hornstart+horndepth+vavedepth .gt. mins-2)) then
write (6,*) 'bad box dimensions.'
write (6,*) 's must be between ',(xhorn+2)*delta*2.0.' and '
I ,(mminx)*delta*2.0
write (6,*) 'y must be between '.(yhorn+2)*delta*2.0.' and '
1 .(miny)*delta*2.0
if (-hornstart+horndepth+wavedepth .1e. hornstart) then
write (6,*) 'zs must be between ',(hornstart+2)*delta*2.0,
1 ' and ',(mminz)*delta*2.0
else
write (6,*) 'z must be between ',
1 (-hornstart+horndepth+wavedepth+2)*delta*2.0,




write (6,*) "pml at bottom of wg? (y/n) :"
read (5,*) s
pml = s .eq. 'y'
write (6,*) "enter incident angles (theta, phi) (dog) :"
write (6,*) "enter e_theta, e_phi :"
read (5,*) theta,phi,atheta,phi
write (6,*) "gaussian source(y/n) :"
write (6,*) "sinusoidal source(y/n) :"
read (5,*) g
gauss = g .eq. 'y'
read (5,*) a
sine = s .eq. 'y'
if (gauss) then
if (sine) then
write(6,*) 'enter frequency of sinusoid :'
read(5,*) freq







of deltats per sigma. :'
else
if (sine) then









write(6,*) 'assuming ex - line source in x-dir'
write(6,*) 'enter frequency :'
read(5,*) freq
write(6,*) 'enter number of cycles per sigma. :'
read(5.*) peaks
sigma - peaks*c/freq
write(6,*) 'enter distance from end of wg'
read (5,*) temps
ksource - tempz/delta+0.5
ksource - knource + hornstart-horndepth-wavedepth
write (6,*) 'source is at ',ksource,'delta'
write (6,*) 'waveguide goes from ',hornstart-horndepth












exin = etheta*cost*cosp - ephiesinp
eyin - etheta*cost*sinp + ephi*cosp
ezin = -atheta*sint
hzin = etheta*sinp + ephi*cost*cosp
hyin - -etheta*cosp + ephi*cost*sinp
hzin = -ephiesint
write(6,*) 'the incident wave has the following components'
vrite(6,*) ' exin -= ,exin,' hxin = ',hxin
write(6,*) ' eyin = ',eyin,' hyin = ',hyin
write(6,*) ' ezin = ',ezin,' hzin - ',hzin
write (6,*) 'enter number of readout frequencies '
read (5,*) nfr
if (nfr .gt. masnfr) then
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write (6,*) ' Too Many Frequencies'
stop
elseif (nfr .eq. 1) then




write (6,*) 'enter starting and ending frequencies (Hz) '
read (5,*) frql,frq2



















open (unit"7, file='header.img',status 'unknown')
c$$$ write (7,296) 2*(maxy+pmldepth)+1, 2*(maxx+pmldepth), 64, n,
c$$$ 1 'new.image.Z '
write (7,296) 2*(maxy+pmldepth)+1, 2*(maxz+pmldepth)-1, 64, n,
1 'nev.image.Z '
c write (7,296) 2*(maxy+pmldepth)+1,
c 1 'new.image.Z
write (7,*) 1
write (7,81) 'a '




do 10 time = 1,n




c write (6,*) 'euplm'
call supal
c write (6,*) 'edplm'
call edpml
c write (6,*) 'elplm'
call elpal
c write (6,*) 'erplm'
call erpml
c write (6,*) 'efplm'
call efpal





if (.not. (gauss .or. sine))
c write (6,*) 'hnorm'
call hnorm(time)
c write (6,*) 'hupml'
call hupml
c write (6,*) 'hdpml'
call hdpml
c write (6,*) 'hlpml'
call hlpml
c write (6,*) 'hrpml'
call hrpal
c write (6,*) 'hfpml'
call hfpal




















c if (time .eq. 100 .or. time .eq. 90) call nonzerocheck
c TAKE FOURIER TRANSFORMS over a box, to find RCS
etotincnow - etotinc(time,etheta,ephi)
write (6,*) etotincnov















do 110 i - -minx,minx-1
do 120 k 
= 
-minz,minz
exj(i,l,k,ifr) = exj(i,1,k,ifr) + exnorm(i,-miny,k) *
coxp(uniti*2*pi*frq*time*deltatime)
exj(i,2,k,ifr) = exj(i,2,k,ifr) + exnorm(i,miny,k) *
cexp(unitie2*pi*frq*time*deltatime)
if (abs(exj(i,l,k,ifr) - exj(i,2,k,ifr)) .go.
le-4) then
write (6,*) 'symmetry error',i,j,k,exj(i,1,k,ifr),
exj(i,2,k,ifr)
count - count + 1






do 130 i - -minx,minx-1
do 140 j - -miny,miny
exk(i,j,1,ifr) = exk(i,j,l,ifr) + exnorm(i,j,-minz) *
1 cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*time*deltatime)




do 150 j - -miny,miny-1
do 160 k - -minz,minz
eyi(1,j,k,ifr) = eyi(1,j,k,ifr) + eynorm(-minx,j,k) *
I cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*timeedeltatime)




do 170 i - -minx,minx
do 180 j - -miny,miny-1
eyk(i,j,1,ifr) = eyk(i,j,1,ifr) + eynorm(i,j,-minz) *
I cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*time*deltatime)




do 190 j = -miny,miny
do 200 k - -minz,minz-1
ezi(1,j,k,ifr) - ezi(1,j,k,ifr) + eznorm(-minx,j,k) *
1 cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*time*deltatime)




do 210 i - -minx,minx
do 220 k - -minz,minz-1
ezj(i,l,k,ifr) - ezj(i,l,k,ifr) + eznorm(i,-miny,k) *
1 cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*time*deltatime)




do 300 i - -minx,minx
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do 310 k = -minz,minz-1
hxj(i,1l,k,ifr) = hxj(i,l,k,ifr) +
1 (hxnorm(i,-miny-l,k) + hxnorm(i,-miny,k))/2 *
2 cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*(time+0.5)*deltatime)
hxj(i,2,k,ifr) = hxj(i,2,k,ifr) +




do 320 i = -minx,minx
do 330 j = -miny,miny-1
hxk(i,j,l,ifr) = hxk(i,j,l,ifr) +
1 (hxnorm(i,j,-minz-1) + hxnorm(i,j,-minz))/2 *
2 cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*(time+0.5)*deltatime)
hxk(i,j,2,ifr) = hxk(i,j,2,ifr) +




do 340 j = -miny,miny
do 350 k = -minz,minz-1
hyi(l,j,k,ifr) = hyi(1,j,k,ifr) +
1 (hynorm(-minx-1,j,k) + hynorm(-minx,j,k))/2 *
2 cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*(time+0.5)*deltatime)
hyi(2,j,k,ifr) = hyi(2,j,k,ifr) +




do 360 i = -minx,minx-1
do 370 j = -miny,miny
hyk(i,j,1,ifr) = hyk(i,j,l,ifr) +
1 (hynorm(i,j,-minz-1) + hynorm(i,j,-minz))/2 *
2 cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*(time+0.5)*deltatime)
hyk(i,j,2,ifr) = hyk(i,j,2,ifr) +




do 380 j = -miny,miny-1
do 390 k = -minz,minz
hzi(1,j,k,ifr) = hzi(1,j,k,ifr) +
1 (hznorm(-minx-l,j,k) + hznorm(-minx,j,k))/2 *
2 cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*(time+0.5)*deltatime)
hzi(2,j,k,ifr) = hzi(2,j,k,ifr) +




do 400 i = -minx,minx-1
do 410 k = -minz,minz
hzj(i,l,k,ifr) = hzj(i,l,k,ifr) +
1 (hznorm(i,-miny-l,k) + hznorm(i,-miny,k))/2 *
2 cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*(time+0.5)*deltatime)
hzj(i,2,k,ifr) = hzj(i,2,k,ifr) +



































do 1010 ifr = 1,nfr
write (41,*) einc(ifr)
1010 continue
do 1020 i = -minx,minx-1
do 1030 k = -minz,minz
do 1040 j = 1,2






do 1060 i = -minx,minx-1
do 1070 j = -miny,miny
do 1080 k = 1,2






do 1100 j = -miny,miny-1
do 1110 k = -minz,minz
do 1120 i = 1,2






do 1140 i = -minx,minx
do 1150 j = -miny,miny-I
do 1160 k = 1,2






do 1180 j = -miny,miny
do 1190 k = -minz,minz-1
do 1200 i = 1,2






do 1220 i = -minx,minx
do 1230 k = -minz,minz-1
do 1240 j = 1,2






do 1300 i = -minx,minx
do 1310 k = -minz,minz-1
do 1320 j = 1,2






do 1340 i = -minx,minx
do 1350 j = -miny,miny-1
do 1360 k = 1,2






do 1380 j = -miny,miny
do 1390 k = -minz,minz-1
do 1400 i = 1,2








do 1420 i = -minx,minx-1
do 1430 j = -miny,miny
do 1440 k = 1,2






do 1460 j = -miny,miny-1
do 1470 k = -minz,minz
do 1480 i = 1,2






do 1500 i = -minx,minx-1
do 1510 k = -minz,minz
do 1520 j = 1,2





















































do 10 i = -maxx,maxx-I
do 20 j = -mazy+1,maxy-1
do 30 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (exeqn(i,j,k) .eq. exnormeqn) then
exnorm(i,j,k) = exnorm(i,j,k) + dtovd *
1 (hznorm(i,j,k) - hznorm(i,j-1,k)
2 -hynorm(i,j,k) + hynorm(i,j,k-1))
elseif (exeqn(i,j,k) .eq. exueqn) then
exnorm(i,j,k) = exnorm(i,j,k) + dtovd *








do 40 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 50 j = -maxy,maxy-1
do 60 k = -maxz+1,maxz-1
if (eyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. eynormeqn) then
eynorm(i,j,k) = eynorm(i,j,k) + dtovd *
1 (hxnorm(i,j,k) - hxnorm(i,j,k-1)
2 -hznorm(i,j,k) + hznorm(i-l,j,k))
elseif (eyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. eyueqn) then
eynorm(i,j,k) = eynorm(i,j,k) + dtovd *
1 ((hxnorm(i,j,k)+hxinc(i,j,k,t)) - hxnorm(i,j,k-1)







do 70 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 80 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
do 90 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (ezeqn(i,j,k) .eq. eznormeqn) then
eznorm(i,j,k) = eznorm(i,j,k) + dtovd *
1 (hynorm(i,j,k) - hynorm(i-l,j,k)


















do 10 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 20 j = -maxy+l,maxy-2
do 30 k = -maxz+l,maxz-2
if (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxnormeqn) then
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eznorm(i,j+l,k) - eznorm(i,j,k)
2 -eynorm(i,j,k+l) + eynorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxifeqn) then
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eznorm(i,j+1,k)
2 -eynorm(i,j,k+) * hxdistyh(k)
3 + eynorm(i,j,k) * hxdistyl(k))/
4 ((hxdistyh(k)+hxdistyl(k))/2)
elseif (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxibeqn) then
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (-eznorm(i,j,k)
2 -eynorm(i,j,k+l) * hxdistyh(k)
3 + eynorm(i,j,k) * hxdistyl(k))/
4 ((hxdistyh(k)+hxdistyl(k))/2)
elseif (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxideqn) then
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
I (eznorm(i,j+1l,k) * hxdistz(k)
2 -eznorm(i,j,k) * hxdistz(k)
3 -eynorm(i,j,k+l))/
4 (hxdistz(k))




d = a - (a - b)*e




elseif (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxidbeqn) then
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d = a - (a - b)**




elseif (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxifeqnc) then





elseif (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxibeqnc) then





eleeif (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxofeqn) then
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eznorm(i,j+1,k) - ezinc(i,j,k,t)
2 -eynorm(i,j,k+l) + eynorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxobeqn) then
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (ezinc(i,j+l,k,t) - eznorm(i,j,k)
2 -eynorm(i,j,k+l) + eynorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxoueqn) then
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
I (eznora(i,j+l,k) - eznorm(i,j,k)
2 -eyinc(i,j,k+l,t) + eynorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxoufeqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eznorm(i,j+1,k) - ezinc(ij,k,t)
2 -eyinc(i,j,k+1,t) + eynorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxoubeqn) then
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (ezinc(i,j+l,k,t) - eznorm(i,j,k)
2 -eyinc(i,j,k+1,t) + eynorm(ij,k))
elseif (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxdeqn) then
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eznorm(i,j+l,k) - eznorm(i,j,k)
2 -eynorm(i.j,k+l)+(eynorm(i,j,k)-eyinc(i,j ,k,t)))
elseif (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxodeqn) then
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eznorm(i,j+1,k) - eznorm(i,j,k)
2 -eynorm(i,j ,k+)+eyinc(i,j,k,t))
elseif (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hx0eqn) then
noop
else
write (6,*) "undefined hx eqn at ",i,j,k
endif






do 40 i = -maxx+1,maxx-2
do 50 j = -may+1,axy-1
do 60 k - -maxz+1,mazz-2
if (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hynormeqn) then
hynor(i.j.k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exnorm(i,j,k+l) - exnorm(i.j,k)
2 -eznorm(i+l,j,k) + eznorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hyileqn) then
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
I (exnorm(i,j,k+l) * hydistxh(k)
2 -exnorm(i,j,k) * hydistxl(k)
3 -eznora(i+1,j,k))/
4 ((hydistxh(k) + hydistxl(k))/2)
elseif (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hyireqn) then
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exnorm(i,j,k+l) * hydistxh(k)
2 -exnora(i,j,k) * hydistxl(k)
3 +eanorm(i,j,k))/
4 ((hydistxh(k) + hydistxl(k))/2)
elseif (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hyideqn) then
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j.k) - dtovd *
I (exnorm(i,j,k+1)
2 -eznorm(i+l,j,k) * hydistz(k)
3 +eznorm(i,j,k) * hydistz(k))/
4 (hydietz(k))




d = a - (a-b)*e








d - a - (a-b)*e




elseif (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hyileqnc) then





elseif (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hyireqnc) then





elseif (hyeqn(i,j,k) .oeq. hyoleqn) then
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exnorm(i,j,k+l) - exnorm(i,j,k)
2 -eznorm(i+l,j,k) + ezinc(i,j,k.t))
elseif (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hyoreqn) then
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eznorm(i,j,k+l) - exnorm(i,j,k)
2 -ezinc(i+l,j,k,t) + eznorm(i,j.k))
elseif (hyeqn(i.j,k) .eq. hyoueqn) then
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exinc(i,j,k+1,t) - oenorm(i,j,k)
2 -eznorm(i+l,j,k) + eznorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hyouleqn) then
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exinc(i,j,k+1,t) - eznorm(i,j,k)
2 -eznorm(i+l,j,k) + azinc(i,j,k,t))
elseif (hyeqn(ij,k) .eq. hyoureqn) then
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exinc(i,j,k+1,t) - exnorm(i,j,k)
2 -ezinc(i+l,j,k,t) + eznorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hydeqn) then
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (axnorm(i,j,k+l) - (exnorm(i,j,k)-exinc(i,j,k,t))
2 -eznorm(i+l,j,k) + eznorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hyodeqn) then
hynorm(i,j,k) - hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exnorm(i,j,k+1) - exinc(i,j.k,t)
2 -eznorm(i+1,j,k) + eznorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hy0eqn) then
else
write (6,*) "unknown hyeqn at",i,j,k
endif






do 70 i = -maxx+1,mazz-2
do 80 j = -maiy+1,maxy-2
do 90 k = -maxz+1,mazz-1
if (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hznormeqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+l,j,k) - eynorm(i,j,k)
2 -eznorm(i,j+1,k) + exnorm(i,j,k))
if (abs(eynorm(i+l,j,k)) .gt. 100) write(6,*) 'eyr'
if (abs(eynorm(ij,k)) .gt. 100) write(6,*) 'eyl'
if (abs(xnorm(i,j+1,k)) .gt. 100) write(6,*) 'exb'
if (abs(oxeznorm(i.j,k)) .gt. 100) write(6,*) 'exf'
elseif (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzileqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) - hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+, j, k)/hzdistx(k)
2 -exnorm(i,j+l,k) + exnorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzireqn) then
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hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (-eynorm(i,j,k)/hzdistx(k)
2 -exnorm(i,j+l,k) + exnorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzifeqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+l,j,k) - eynorm(i,j,k)
2 -exnorm(i,j+1,k)/hzdisty(k))
elseif (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzibeqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+1,j,k) - eynorm(i,j,k)
2 +exnorm(i,j,k)/hzdisty(k))
elseif (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzilfeqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+l, j,k)/hzdistx(k)
2 -exnorm(i,j+i,k)/hzdisty(k))
elseif (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzilbeqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
I (eynorm(i+l,j ,k)/hzdistx(k)
2 +exnorm(i,j,k)/hzdisty(k))
elseif (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzirfeqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (-eynorm(i,j,k)/hzdistx(k)
2 -exnorm(i,j+1,k)/hzdisty(k))
elseif (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzirbeqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (-eynorm(i,j,k)/hzdistx(k)
2 +exnorm(i,j,k)/hzdisty(k))
elseif (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzoleqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+l,j,k) - eyinc(i,j,k,t)
2 -exnorm(i,j+l,k) + exnorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzoreqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eyinc(i+l,j,k,t) - eynorm(i,j,k)
2 -exnorm(i,j+l,k) + exnorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzofeqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+1,j,k) - eynorm(i,j,k)
2 -exnorm(i,j+l,k) + exinc(i,j,k,t))
elseif (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzobeqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+l,j,k) - eynorm(i,j,k)
2 -exinc(i,j+l,k,t) + exnorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzolfeqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+l,j,k) - eyinc(ij,k,t)
2 -exnorm(i,j+l,k) + exinc(i,j,k,t))
elseif (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzolbeqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+l,j,k) - eyinc(i,j,k,t)
2 -exinc(i,j+l,k,t) + exnorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzorfeqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eyinc(i+l,j,k,t) - eynorm(i,j,k)
2 -exnorm(i,j+l,k) + exinc(i,j,k,t))
elseif (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzorbeqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eyinc(i+l,j,k,t) - eynorm(i,j,k)
2 -exinc(i,j+l,k,t) + exnorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hz0eqn) then
else
write (6,*) "unknown hzeqn at ",i,j,k
endif






now get h's on the border, next to the pml.
top & bottom faces
k = -maxz
k2 = maxz-1
do 100 i = -maxx+1,maxx-1
do 110 j = -maxy+l,maxy-2
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eznorm(i,j+l,k) - eznorm(i,j,k)
2 -eynorm(i,j,k+l) + (eyxdpml(i,j,k) + eyzdpml(i,j,k)))
hxnorm(i,j,k2) = hxnorm(i,j,k2) - dtovd *
1 (eznorm(i,j+1,k2) - eznorm(i,j,k2)
2 -(eyxupml(i, j,k2+1) +eyzupml(i, j,k2+1))+eynorm(i,j,k2))
110 continue
100 continue
do 120 i = -maxx+l,maxx-2
do 130 j = -maxy+l,maxy-I
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exnorm(i,j,k+l) - (exydpml(i,j,k) + exzdpml(i,j,k))
2 -eznorm(i+l,j,k) + eznorm(i,j,k))
hynorm(i,j,k2) = hynorm(i,j,k2) - dtovd *
1 ((exyupml(i,j,k2+1) + exzupml(i,j,k2+1))-exnorm(i,j,k2)
2 -eznorm(i+l,j,k2) + eznorm(i,j,k2))
130 continue
120 continue
c left & right faces
i = -maxx
i2 = maxx-1
do 140 j = -maxy+I,maxy-i
do 150 k = -maxz+l,maxz-2
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exnorm(i,j,k+l) - exnorm(i,j,k)
2 -eznorm(i+l,j,k) + (ezxlpml(i,j,k) + ezylpml(i,j,k)))
hynorm(i2,j,k) = hynorm(i2,j,k) - dtovd *




do 160 j = -maxy+l,maxy-2
do 170 k = -maxz+i,maxz-1
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd*
1 (eynorm(i+l,j,k) - (eyxlpml(i,j,k) + eyzlpml(i,j,k))
2 -exnorm(i,j+l,k) + exnorm(i,j,k))
hznorm(i2,j,k) = hznorm(i2,j,k) - dtovd *
1 ((eyxrpml(i2+1,j,k) + eyzrpml(i2+1,j,k))-eynorm(i2.j,k)
2 -exnorm(i2,j+l,k) + exnorm(i2,j,k))
170 continue
160 continue
c front and back faces
j = -maxy
j2 = maxy-1
do 180 i = -maxx+l,maxx-i
do 190 k = -maxz+l,maxz-2
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eznorm(i,j+1,k) - (ezxfpml(i,j,k) + ezyfpml(i,j,k))
2 -eynorm(i,j,k+l) + eynorm(i,j,k))
hxnorm(i,j2,k) = hxnorm(i,j2,k) - dtovd *
1 ((ezxbpml(i,j2+1,k) + ezybpml(i,j2+1,k))-eznorm(i,j2,k)
2 -eynorm(i,j2,k+l) + eynorm(i,j2,k))
190 continue
180 continue
do 200 i = -maxx+l,max-2
do 210 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+l,j,k) - eynorm(i,j,k)
2 -exnorm(i,j+l,k) + (exyfpml(i,j,k) + exzfpml(i,j,k)))
hznorm(i,j2,k) = hznorm(i,j2,k) - dtovd *










do 220 j = -maxy+1,maxy-I
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exnorm(i,j,k+l) - (exydpml(i,j,k) + exzdpml(i,j,k))
2 -eznorm(i+1,j,k) + (ezxlpml(i,j,k) + ezylpml(i,j,k)))
hynorm(i,j,k2) = hynorm(i,j,k2) - dtovd *
1 ((exyupml(i,j,k2+1) + exzupml(i,j,k2+1)) - exnorm(i,j,k2)
2 -eznorm(i+l,j,k2) + (ezxlpml(i,j,k2) + ezylpml(i,j,k2)))
hynorm(i2,j,k) = hynorm(i2,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exnorm(i2,j,k+l) - (exydpml(i2,j,k) + exzdpml(i2,j,k))
2 -(ezxrpml(i2+1,j,k) + ezyrpml(i2+1,j,k)) + eznorm(i2,j,k))
hynorm(i2,j,k2) = hynorm(i2,j,k2) - dtovd *










do 230 i = -maxx+1,maxx-1
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eznorm(i,j+l,k) - (ezxfpml(i,j,k) + ezyfpml(i,j,k))
2 -eynorm(i,j,k+l) + (eyxdpml(i,j,k) + eyzdpml(i,j,k)))
hxnorm(i,j,k2) = hxnorm(i,j,k2) - dtovd *
1 (eznorm(i,j+l,k2) - (ezxfpml(i,j,k2) + ezyfpml(i,j,k2))
2 -(eyxupml(i,j,k2+1) + eyzupml(i,j,k2+1)) + eynorm(i,j,k2))
hxnorm(i,j2,k) = hxnorm(i,j2,k) - dtovd *
1 ((ezxbpml(i,j2+1,k) + ezybpml(i,j2+1,k)) - eznorm(i,j2,k)
2 -eynorm(i,j2,k+1) + (eyxdpml(i,j2,k) + eyzdpml(i,j2,k)))
hxnorm(i,j2,k2) = hxnorm(i,j2,k2) - dtovd *








do 240 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+l,j,k) - (eyxlpml(i,j,k) + eyzlpml(i,j,k))
2 -exnorm(i,j+l,k) + (exyfpml(i,j,k) + exzfpml(i,j,k)))
hznorm(i2,j,k) = hznorm(i2,j,k) - dtovd *
1 ((eyxrpml(i2+l,j,k) + eyzrpml(i2+l,j,k)) - eynorm(i2,j,k)
2 -exnorm(i2,j+l,k) + (exyfpml(i2,j,k) + exzfpml(i2,j,k)))
hznorm(i,j2,k) = hznorm(i,j2,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+l,j2,k) - (eyxlpml(i,j2,k) + eyzlpml(i,j2,k))
2 -(exybpml(i,j2+1,k) + exzbpml(i,j2+1,k)) + exnorm(i,j2,k))
hznorm(i2,j2,k) = hznorm(i2,j2,k) - dtovd *












c first, let's do the fields on the inteface.
c note, all six fields are in the upml at z = maxz.
k = maxz





c first the ex fields
do 10 i = -maxx-pmldepth,-maxx-1
do 20 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-mazy





exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i,j-l,k) - hzyupml(i,j-l,k))
exzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxlpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzlpml(i,j,k-1))
20 continue
do 30 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
c8y = 1
c9y = dtovd
exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i,j-l,k) - hzyupml(i,j-l,k))
exzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxlpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzlpml(i,j,k-1))
30 continue
do 40 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-i





exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i,j-l,k) - hzyupml(i,j-l,k))
exzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxlpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzlpml(i,j,k-1))
40 continue
10 continue
do 50 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 60 j = -mazy-pmldepth+l,-maxy





exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i,j-l,k) - hzyupml(i,j-l,k))
exzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxfpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzfpml(i,j,k-1))
60 continue
do 70 j = -maxy+l,maxy-I
c8y = 1
c9y = dtovd
exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i,j-l,k) - hzyupml(i,j-l,k))
exzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hynorm(i,j,k-1))
70 continue
do 80 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1







exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i,j-l,k) - hzyupml(i,j-l,k))
exzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxbpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzbpml(i,j,k-1))
80 continue
50 continue
do 90 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 100 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy





exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
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2 -hzxupml(i,j-l,k) - hzyupml(i,j-l,k))
exzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxrpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzrpml(i,j,k-1))
100 continue
do 110 j = -maxy+1,maxy-1
c8y = 1
c9y = dtovd
exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i,j-1,k) - hzyupml(i,j-1,k))
exzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxrpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzrpml(i,j,k-1))
110 continue






exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i,j-l,k) - hzyupml(i,j-l,k))
exzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxrpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzrpml(i,j,k-1))
120 continue
90 continue
c now the ey fields
c8y = 1
c9y = dtovd
do 130 i = -maxx-pmldepth+l,-maxx





do 140 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
eyzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzupml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hxylpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzlpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxupml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)





do 150 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 160 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy-1
eyzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzupml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyfpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzfpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxupml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i-l,j,k) - hzyupml(i-l,j,k))
160 continue
do 170 j = -maxy,maxy-1
eyzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzupml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hxnorm(i,j,k-1))
eyxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxupml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i-l,j,k) - hzyupml(i-l,j,k))
170 continue
do 180 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1
eyzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzupml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hxybpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzbpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxupml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i-l,j,k) - hzyupml(i-l,j,k))
180 continue
150 continue
do 190 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1





do 200 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
eyzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzupml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyrpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzrpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxupml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzzxupml(i-l,j,k) - hzyupml(i-l,j,k))
200 continue
190 continue
c now for the ez fields.
c first ezx:
do 210 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 220 i = -maxx-pmldepth+l,-maxx





ezxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxupml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)







do 230 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1




do 240 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1





ezxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxupml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxupml(i-l,j,k) - hyzupml(i-l,j,k))
240 continue
210 continue
: now for the ezy fields:
do 250 i = -maxx-pmldepth+l,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 260 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy





ezyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyupml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)












do 280 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1
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ezyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyupml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyupml(i,j-l,k) - hxzupml(i,j-l,k))
280 continue
250 continue
c that's all the e-fields at k = maxz.
c now, do the same thing from k = maxz+l to k = maxz+pmldepth-1.
do 300 k = maxz+l,maxz+pmldepth-1





c start with the ex fields.
do 310 i = -maxx-pmldepth,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 320 j = -maxy-pmldepth+1,-maxy





exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i,j-l,k) - hzyupml(i,j-l,k))
exzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)




do 330 j = -maxy+1,maxy-1
exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i,j-l,k) - hzyupml(i,j-l,k))
exzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxupml(i,j,k-1) - hyzupml(i,j,k-1))
330 continue
do 340 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i,j-l,k) - hzyupml(i,j-l,k))
exzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxupml(i,j,k-1) - hyzupml(i,j,k-1))
340 continue
310 continue
c now for the ey fields
do 350 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 360 i = -maxx-pmldepth+l,-maxx





eyzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzupml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyupml(i,j,k-1) - hxzupml(i,j,k-1))
eyxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxupml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)




do 370 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
eyzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzupml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyupml(i,j,k-1) - hxzupml(i,j,k-1))
eyxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxupml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i-l,j,k) - hzyupml(i-l,j,k))
370 continue
do 380 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1





eyzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzupml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyupml(i,j,k-1) - hxzupml(i,j,k-1))
eyxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxupml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i-l,j,k) - hzyupml(i-l,j,k))
380 continue
350 continue
c and lastly, the ez fields:
c first ezx:
do 390 j = -maxy-pmldepth+1,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 400 i = -maxx-pmldepth+l ,-maxx





ezxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxupml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)




do 410 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
ezxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxupml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxupml(i-l,j,k) - hyzupml(i-l,j,k))
410 continue
do 420 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-i





ezxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxupml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxupml(i-l,j,k) - hyzupml(i-l,j,k))
420 continue
390 continue
c now for the ezy fields:
do 430 i = -maxx-pmldepth+l,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 440 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy





ezyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyupml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)




do 450 j = -maxy+1,maxy-I
ezyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyupml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)
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2 -hxyupl(i,j-l,k) - hxzupml(i,j-l,k))
450 continue
do 460 j - may,maxy+pmldepth-1





ozyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyupml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hzzupml(i,j,k)



















do 20 i - -maxx-pmldopth+l,maxx+pmldepth-i






hxyupml(i,j,k) = c8y *
I (ezxupml(i,j+l,k)
2 -ezxupml(i,j,k) -






do 40 j = -mazy,maxy-1
hxyupml(i,j,k) = c8y *
1 (ezxupml(i,j+1,k)
2 -ezxupml(i,j,k) -




hxyupml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezyupml(i,j+l,k)
ezyupml(i,j,k))
hzupml(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ eyzupml(i,j,k+1)
eyzupml(i,j,k))
hxyupml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezyupml(i,j+1,k)
ozyupml(i,j,k))
hxzupml(i,j,k) + c9 *
+ eyzupml(i,j,k+1)
eyzupml(i,j,k))






hxyupml(i,j,k) - c8y *
(ezxupml(i,j+1,k)
-ezxupml(i,j,k) -
hxzupml(i.j.k) = c8z *
(eyxupml(i,j,k+i)
-eyxupml(i,j,k) -
hxyupml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezyupml(i,j+l,k)
ezyupml(i,j,k))





do 60 j - -mazy-pmldepth+l,ay+pmldepth-i






hyzupml(ij,k) - c8z *
1 (exyupml(i,j,k+i)
2 -exyupml(i,j,k) -






do 80 i = -mazx,maxx-1
hyzupml(ij,k) = c8m *
1 (exyupml(i,j,k+i)
2 -oxyupml(i,jk) -




hyzupml(i,j,k) - co9 *
+ exzupml(i,j,k+l)
eXzupml(i,j,k))
hyxupml(i.j.k) + c9x *
+ ezyupml(i+l,j,k)
ezyupml(i,j,k))
hyzupml(i,j,k) - c9s *
+ exzupml(i,j,k+l)
exzupml(i,j,k))
hyxupml(i,j,k) + c9x *
+ ezyupml(i+l,j.k)
ezyupml(ij ,k))






hyzupml(i,j,k) - c8z *
(oxyupml(i,j,k+i)
-exyupml(i,j,k) -
hyxupml(i,j,k) = c8x *
(ezxupml(i+l,j,k)
-ezxupml(i.j.k) -
hyzupml(i,j,k) - c9s *
+ exzupml(i,j,k+l)
oxzupml(i,j,k))





do 100 j = -mazy-pmldepth,mazy+pmldepth-i






hzxupml(i,j,k) - c8x * hzxupml(i,j,k) - cgx *
1 (eyxupml(i+l,j,k) + eyzupml(i+l,j,k)




do 120 i - -maxx,mazx-1
hzxupml(i,j,k) - c8x * hzxupml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (eyxupml(i+i,j,k) + eyzupml(i+l,j,k)
2 -eymupml(i.j,k) - eyzupml(i,j,k))
120 continue






hzxupml(i,j,k) = c8x * hzxupml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (eyxupml(i+l,j,k) + eyzupml(i+l,j,k)
2 -eyxupml(i,j,k) - eyzupml(i,j,k))
130 continue
100 continue
do 140 i = -mazz-pmldepth,mazx+pmldepth-i






hzyupml(i,j,k) = c8y * hzyupl(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (exyupml(i,j+i,k) + exzupml(i,j+l,k)
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do 160 j = -maxy,maxy-1




hzyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
+ exzupml(i,j+l,k)
exzupml(i,j,k))





















c first, let's do the fields on the inteface.
k = -maxz





c first the ex fields
do 10 i = -maxx-pmldepth,-maxx-1
do 20 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy





exydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i,j-l,k) - hzydpml(i,j-l,k))
exzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxlpml(i,j,k) + hyzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxdpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzdpml(i,j,k-1))
20 continue
do 30 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
c8y = 1
c9y = dtovd
exydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
I (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i,j-l,k) - hzydpml(i,j-l,k))
exzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxlpml(i,j,k) + hyzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxdpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzdpml(i,j,k-1))
30 continue
do 40 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





exydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i,j-l,k) - hzydpml(i,j-l,k))
exzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxlpml(i,j,k) + hyzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxdpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzdpml(i,j,k-1))
40 continue
10 continue
do 50 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 60 j = -maxy-pmldepth+1,-maxy





exydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i,j-l,k) - hzydpml(i,j-l,k))
exzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxfpml(i,j,k) + hyzfpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxdpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzdpml(i,j,k-1))
60 continue
do 70 j = -maxy+1,maxy-1
c8y = 1
c9y = dtovd
exydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i,j-1,k) - hzydpml(i,j-l,k))
exzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hynorm(i,j,k)
2 -hyxdpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzdpml(i,j,k-1))
70 continue
do 80 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





exydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i,j-l,k) - hzydpml(i,j-l,k))
exzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxbpml(i,j,k) + hyzbpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxdpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzdpml(i,j,k-1))
80 continue
50 continue
do 90 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 100 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy





exydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i,j-l,k) - hzydpml(i,j-l,k))
exzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxdpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzdpml(i,j,k-1))
100 continue
do 110 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
c8y = 1
c9y = dtovd
exydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i,j-1,k) - hzydpml(i,j-l,k))
exzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *






2 -hyxdpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzdpml(i,j,k-1))
110 continue
do 120 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





exydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i,j-l,k) - hzydpml(i,j-l,k))
exzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxdpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzdpml(i,j,k-1))
120 continue
90 continue
c now the ey fields
c8y = 1
c9y = dtovd
do 130 i = -maxx-pmldepth+l,-maxx










do 140 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
eyzdpml(i,j.k) = c8z*eyzdpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
(hxylpml(i,j,k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)
-hxydpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzdpml(i,j,k-1))







do 150 i = -maxx+1,maxx-1
do 160 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy-1
eyzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzdpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyfpml(i,j,k) + hxzfpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxydpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzdpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxdpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i-l,j,k) - hzydpml(i-l,j,k))
160 continue
do 170 j = -maxy,maxy-1
eyzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzdpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxnorm(i,j,k)
2 -hxydpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzdpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxdpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i-1,j,k) - hzydpml(i-l,j,k))
170 continue
do 180 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1
eyzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzdpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxybpml(i,j,k) + hxzbpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxydpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzdpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxdpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i-l,j,k) - hzydpml(i-l,j,k))
180 continue
150 continue
do 190 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1





do 200 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
eyzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzdpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxydpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzdpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxdpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
I (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i-l,j,k) - hzydpml(i-l,j,k))
200 continue
190 continue
c now for the ez fields.
c there are no ez fields to update at k = -maxz in the pml
c however, we do need to update fields at k = -maxz-pmldepth,
c and here's as good a place as any to do that.
k = -maxz-pmldepth
c no need to change c8z or c9z, since they're not used here.
c first ezx:
do 210 j = -maxy-pmldepth+1,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 220 i = -maxx-pmldepth+l,-maxx





ezxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxdpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxdpml(i,j,k) + hyzdpml(i,j,k)






do 230 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1










ezxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxdpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxdpml(i,j,k) + hyzdpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxdpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzdpml(i-l,j,k))
240 continue
210 continue
c now for the ezy fields:
do 250 i = -maxx-pmldepth+1,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 260 j = -maxy-pmldepth+1,-maxy





ezydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezydpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxydpml(i,j,k) + hxzdpml(i,j,k)







do 270 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1




do 280 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





ezydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezydpml(ij,k) - c9y*
1 (hxydpml(i,j,k) + hxzdpml(i,j,k)
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c that's all the e-fields at k = -maxz and k = -maxz-pmldepth.
c now, do the same thing over the ks between those.
do 300 k = -maxz-pmldepth+l,-maxz-1





c start with the ex fields.
do 310 i = -maxx-pmldepth,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 320 j = -maxy-pmldepth+1,-maxy





exydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i,j-l,k) - hzydpml(i,j-l,k))
exzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxdpml(i,j,k) + hyzdpml(i,j,k)




do 330 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
exydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i,j-l,k) - hzydpml(i,j-l,k))
exzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxdpml(i,j,k) + hyzdpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxdpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzdpml(i,j,k-1))
330 continue
do 340 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





exydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i,j-l,k) - hzydpml(i,j-l,k))
exzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxdpml(i,j,k) + hyzdpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxdpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzdpml(i,j,k-1))
340 continue
310 continue
c now for the ey fields
do 350 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-I
do 360 i = -maxx-pmldepth+l,-maxx





eyzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzdpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxydpml(i,j,k) + hxzdpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxydpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzdpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxdpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)




do 370 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
eyzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzdpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxydpml(i,j,k) + hxzdpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxydpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzdpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxdpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i-l,j,k) - hzydpml(i-l,j,k))
370 continue
do 380 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1





eyzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzdpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxydpml(i,j,k) + hxzdpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxydpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzdpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxdpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i-l,j,k) - hzydpml(i-l,j,k))
380 continue
350 continue
c and lastly, the ez fields:
c first ezx:
do 390 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 400 i = -maxx-pmldepth+l,-maxx





ezxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxdpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxdpml(i,j,k) + hyzdpml(i,j,k)




do 410 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
ezxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxdpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxdpml(i,j,k) + hyzdpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxdpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzdpml(i-l,j,k))
410 continue
do 420 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-I





ezxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxdpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxdpml(i,j,k) + hyzdpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxdpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzdpml(i-l,j,k))
420 continue
390 continue
c now for the ezy fields:
do 430 i = -maxx-pmldepth+l,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 440 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy





ezydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezydpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxydpml(i,j,k) + hxzdpml(i,j,k)




do 450 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
ezydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezydpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxydpml(i,j,k) + hxzdpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxydpml(i,j-l,k) - hxzdpml(i,j-l,k))
450 continue
do 460 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1







ezydpml(i,j,k) - c8y*ezydpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxydpml(i,j,k) + hzzdpml(i,j,k)












real c7, c7y,c7z,c8x,c8y, c8z,c9, c9y,c9z
c because the hz's indices are one higher than that of hx and by
c k is incremented after hx and hy are computed, and then a goto
c is used to get back to line 1.
k - -mazz-pmldepth
c effectively loop from k = -mazz-pmldopth to k = -maxz(-1)





do 20 i - -maxx-pmldepth+l,maxx+pmldopth-1






hzydpml(i,j,k) - c8y *
1 (ezxdpml(i,j+1,k)
2 -ezxdpml(i,j,k) -






do 40 j - -maxy,maxy-i
hxydpml(i,j,k) = c8y *
1 (ezxdpml(i,j+l.k)
2 -ezxdpml(i,j,k) -




hxydpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezydpml(i,j+i,k)
ezydpl(i,j,k))
hxzdpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ eyzdpml(i,j,k+1)
eyzdpml(i,j,k))
hzydpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezydpml(i,j+l,k)
ezydpml(i,j,k))
hxzdpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ eyzdpml(i,j,k+1)
eyzdpml(i,j,k))






hbydpml(i,j,k) - c8y *
(ezzdpl(i,j+1,k)
-ezxdpml(i,j,k) -
hxzdpml(i,j,k) - c8z *
(eyxdpml(i,j,k+i)
-eyxdpml(i,j,k) -
hrydpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezydpml(i,j+1,k)
ezydpml(i, j,k))





do 60 j * -mazy-pmldepth+l,maxy+pmldepth-i















do 80 i = -mazx,mazz-1
hyzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z *
1 (oxydpmnl(i, jk+1)
2 -ezydpml(i,j,k) -
hyxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x *
1 (ezxdpml(i+1, j, k)
2 -ezxdpml(i,j,k) -
80 continue
hyzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
+ ezdpml(i,j,k+1)
exzdpml(i,j,k))
hyxdpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
+ ezydpml(i+l,j,k)
ezydpml(i,j,k))
hyzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
+ exzdpml(i,j,k+1)
exzdpml(i,j,k))
hyxdpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
+ ezydpml(i+l,j,k)
ezydpml(i,j,k))






hyzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z *
(exydpml(i,j,k+1)
-exydpml(i,j,k) -
hyzdpml(i,j,k) = c8x *
(ezxdpml(i+l,j,k)
-eozdpml(i,j,k) -
hyzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
+ exzdpml(i,j,k+1)
ezzdpml(i,j,k))






do 100 j - -mazy-pmldepthmaxy+pmldepth-1






hzxdpml(i,j,k) - c8x * hzxdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
I (eyxdpml(i+1,j,k) + eyzdpml(i+l,j,k)




do 120 i = -max,mazz-1
hzxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hzxdpm3(i.j,k) - c9x *
I (eyxdpml(i+1,j,k) + eyzdpml(i+1,j,k)
2 -eyxdpml(i,j,k) - oyzdpml(i,j,k))
120 continue






hzxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hzxdpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (eyxdpml(i+l,j,k) + oyzdpml(i+l,j.k)
2 -eyxdpml(i,j,k) - oyzdpml(i,j,k))
130 continue
100 continue
do 140 i = -mazx-pmldepth,ma&u+pmldepth-i
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hzydpml(i,j,k) = c8y * hzydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (exydpml(i,j+l,k) + exzdpml(i,j+l,k)




do 160 j = -maxy,maxy-i




hzydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
+ exzdpml(i,j+1,k)
exzdpml(i,j,k))






hzydpml(i,j,k) = c8y * hzydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (exydpml(i,j+l,k) + exzdpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -exydpml(i,j,k) - exzdpml(i,j,k))
170 continue
140 continue
if (k .it. -maxz) goto 10
return
end







c first the interface.










do 10 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
do 20 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy-1
eyzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxylpml(i,j,k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxylpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzlpml(i,j,k-l))
eyxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxlpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxfpml(i,j,k) + hzyfpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxlpml(i-l,j,k) - hzylpml(i-1,j,k))
20 continue
do 30 j = -maxy,maxy-1
eyzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxylpml(i,j,k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxylpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzlpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxlpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hznorm(i,j,k)
2 -hzxlpml(i-1,j,k) - hzylpml(i-1,j,k))
30 continue
do 40 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1
eyzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxylpml(i,j,k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxylpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzlpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxlpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxbpml(i,j,k) + hzybpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxlpml(i-1,j,k) - hzylpml(i-1,j,k))
40 continue
10 continue
do 50 k = -maxz,maxz-1
do 60 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy





ezxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxlpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxfpml(i,j,k) + hyzfpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxlpml(i-1,j,k) - hyzlpml(i-l,j,k))
ezylpml(i,j,k) = c8yeezylpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxylpml(i,j,k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)




do 70 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
ezxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxlpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hynorm(i,j,k)
2 -hyxlpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzlpml(i-l,j,k))
ezylpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezylpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxylpml(i,j,k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxylpml(i,j-l,k) - hxzlpml(i,j-l,k))
70 continue
do 80 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





ezxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxlpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxbpml(i,j,k) + hyzbpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxlpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzlpml(i-l,j,k))
ezylpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezylpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxylpml(i,j,k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxylpml(i,j-l,k) - hxzlpml(i,j-1,k))
80 continue
50 continue
c do the ex fields out at x = -maxx-pmldepth
i = -maxx-pmldepth
do 90 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
do 100 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy





exylpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exylpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxlpml(i,j,k) + hzylpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxlpml(i,j-l,k) - hzylpml(i,j-l,k))
exzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzlpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxlpml(i,j,k) + hyzlpml(i,j,k)














do 110 j = -maxy+l,maxy-I
exylpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exylpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
(hzxlpml(i,j,k) + hzylpml(i,j,k)
-hzxlpml(i,j-l,k) - hzylpml(i,j-l,k))




do 120 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





exylpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exylpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
(hzxlpml(i,j,k) + hzylpml(i,j,k)
-hzxlpml(i,j-l,k) - hzylpml(i,j-l,k))







do 130 i - -maxx-pmldepth+1,-maxx-I
sig - sigmna/2*(((-i-maxx+1.0)/pnldepth)**4) +




do 140 k - -maxz+l,mazz-1
do 150 j -mazy-pmldepth,-maxy-i
eyzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxylpml(i.j,k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxylpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzzlpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxlpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxlpml(i,j,k) + hzylpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxlpml(i-l,j,k) - hzylpml(i-l,jk))
150 continue
do 160 j = -maxy,maxy-1
eyzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxylpml(i,j,k) + hzzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxylpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzlpl(i,j,k-1))
eyxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxlpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxlpml(i,j,k) + hzylpml(i.j,k)
2 -hzxlpml(i-l,j,k) - hzylpml(i-1,j,k))
160 continue
do 170 j - maxy,mazy+pmldepth-1
eyzlpml(i,j,k) - c8z*eyzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxylpml(i,j.k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxylpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzlpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxlpnl(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxlpml(i,j,k) + hzylpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxlpml(i-1,j,k) - hzylpml(i-l,j,k))
170 continue
140 continue
do 180 k = -maxz,maz-1






ezxlpl(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxlpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
I (hyxlpml(i,j,k) + hyzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxlpml(i-1.j.k) - hyzlpml(i-1,j.k))
ezylpml(i,j,k) - c8y*ezylpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
I (hzylpml(i,j,k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)




do 200 j =- maxy+l,maxy-i
ezxlp l(i,j,k) - c8x*ezxlpl(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxlpml(i,j,k) + hyzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxlpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzlpal(i-l.j,k))
ezylpml(i,j,k) - c8y*ezylpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
I (hzylpml(i,j,k) + hzzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxylpml(i,j-l,k) - hxzlpml(i,j-l,k))
200 continue
do 210 j = mazy,maxy+pmldepth-1





ezxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxlpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxlpml(i.j,k) + hyzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxlpml(i-1,j,k) - hyzlpml(i-l,j,k))
azylpml(i,j,k) = cSy*ezylpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
I (hxylpl(i,j,k) + hxzlpml(i,jk)
2 -hxylpml(i,j-l,k) - hxzlpml(i,j-,.k))
210 continue
180 continue
do 220 k - -mazz+l,maxz-1
do 230 j = -maxy-pldepth+l,-maxy
sigy = signax/2*(((-j-mazy+1.0)/pmldepth)**4) +




exylpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exylpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
I (hzxlpl(i,j,k) + hzylpal(i,j,k)
2 -hzxlpml(i,j-l,k) - hzylpml(i,j-l,k))
ezxzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzlpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxlpml(i,j,k) + hyzlpml(i,j,k)




do 240 j = -maxy+l,maxy-i
exylpml(i,j,k) - c8y*exylpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxlpml(i,j,k) + hzylpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxlpml(i,j-l,k) - hzylpml(i,j-l,k))
exzlpml(i,j,k) = cSz*exzlpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxlpml(i,j,k) + hyzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxlpml(i.j,k-1) - hyzlpml(i,j,k-1))
240 continue
do 250 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





exylpml(i,j,k) = cSy*exylpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxlpml(i,j,k) + hzylpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxlpml(i,j-l,k) - hzylpnl(i,j-1,k))
exzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzlpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxlpml(i,j,k) + hyzlpml(i,j,k)













c as usual, do the interfaces first. here the interface is with the





do 10 i - -maxx-pmldepth+l,-max















hxylpal(i,j,k) - c8y * hxylpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
(ezxlpml(i,j+1,k) + ozylpml(i,j+1,k)
-ezxlpml(i,j,k) - ezylpml(i,j,k))
hxzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hxzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
(eyxlpml(i,j,k+l) + eyzlpml(i,j,k+i)
-eyxdpml(i,j,k) - eyzdpml(i,j,k))
hxylpml(i,j,k2) = c8y * hxylpml(i,j,k2) - c9y *
(ezzlpml(i,j+l,k2) + ezylpml(i,j+l,k2)
-ezzlpml(i,j,k2) - ezylpal(i,j,k2))






do 30 j - -maxy,maxy-1
203
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hxylpml(i,j,k) = c8y * hxylpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
(ezxlpml(i,j+l,k) + ezylpml(i,j+l,k)
-ezxlpml(i,j,k) - ezylpml(i,j,k))
hxzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hxzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
(eyxlpml(i,j,k+l) + eyzlpml(i,j,k+l)
-eyxdpml(i,j,k) - eyzdpml(i,j,k))
hxylpml(i,j,k2) = c8y *
1 (ezxlpml(i,j+l,k2)
2 -ezxlpml(i,j,k2) -




hxylpml(i,j,k2) - c9y *
+ ezylpml(i,j+1,k2)
ezylpml(i,j,k2))
hxzlpml(i,j,k2) + c9z *
+ eyzupml(i,j,k2+1)
eyzlpml(i,j,k2))






hxylpml(i,j,k) = c8y *
(ezxlpml(i,j+l,k)
-ezxlpml(i,j,k) -
hxzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z *
(eyxlpml(i,j,k+l)
-eyxdpml(i,j,k) -
hxylpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezylpml(i,j+l,k)
ezylpml(i,j,k))
hxzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ eyzlpml(i,j,k+l)
eyzdpml(i,j,k))
hxylpml(i,j,k2) = c8y * hxylpml(i,j,k2) - c9y *
1 (ezxlpml(i,j+l,k2) + ezylpml(i,j+l,k2)
2 -ezxlpml(i,j,k2) - ezylpml(i,j,k2))
hxzlpml(i,j,k2) = c8z * hxzlpml(i,j,k2) + c9z *
1 (eyxupml(i,j,k2+1) + eyzupml(i,j,k2+1)
2 -eyxlpml(i,j,k2) - eyzlpml(i,j,k2))
40 continue
10 continue






do 60 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,maxy+pmldepth-1
hyzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hyzlpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (exylpml(i,j,k+l) + exzlpml(i,j,k+l)
2 -exydpml(i,j,k) - exzdpml(i,j,k))
hyxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hyxlpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (ezxlpml(i+l,j,k) + ezylpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -ezxlpml(i,j,k) - ezylpml(i,j,k))
hyzlpml(i,j,k2) = c8z *
1 (exyupml(i,j,k2+1)
2 -exylpml(i,j,k2) -





hyzlpml(i,j,k2) - c9z *
+ exzupml(i,j,k2+1)
exzlpml(i,j,k2))
hyxlpml(i,j,k2) + c9x *
+ ezylpml(i+l,j,k2)
ezylpml(i,j,k2))
c that takes care of the interfaces, now for the rest of the region
do 70 i = -maxx-pmldepth+1,-maxx
do 80 k = -maxz+1,maxz-2






hxylpml(i,j,k) = c8y * hxylpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
1 (ezxlpml(i,j+l,k) + ezylpml(i,j+1,k)
2 -ezxlpml(i,j,k) - ezylpml(i,j,k))
hxzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hxzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (eyxlpml(i,j,k+l) + eyzlpml(i,j,k+l)




do 100 j = -maxy,maxy-1






hxylpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezylpml(i,j+1,k)
ezylpml(i,j,k))










hxylpml(i,j,k) = c8y *
1 (ezxlpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -ezxlpml(i,j,k) -






hxylpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezylpml(i,j+l,k)
ezylpml(i,j,k))
hxzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ eyzlpml(i,j,k+l)
eyzlpml(i,j,k))






do 130 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 140 k = -maxz+1,maxz-2
hyzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hyzlpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (exylpml(i,j,k+l) + exzlpml(i,j,k+l)
2 -exylpml(i,j,k) - exzlpml(i,j,k))
hyxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hyxlpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (ezxlpml(i+l,j,k) + ezylpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -ezxlpml(i,j,k) - ezylpml(i,j,k))
140 continue
130 continue
do 150 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1






hzxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hzxlpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (eyxlpml(i+l,j,k) + eyzlpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -eyxlpml(i,j,k) - eyzlpml(i,j,k))
hzylpml(i,j,k) = c8y * hzylpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (exylpml(i,j+l,k) + exzlpml(i,j+l,k)




do 170 j = -maxy,maxy-1
hzxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x *
1 (eyxlpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -eyxlpml(i,j,k) -




hzxlpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
+ eyzlpml(i+l,j,k)
eyzlpml(i,j,k))
hzylpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
+ exzlpml(i,j+l,k)
exzlpml(i,j,k))






hzxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x *
1 (eyxlpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -eyxlpml(i,j,k) -






hzxlpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
+ eyzlpml(i+l,j,k)
eyzlpml(i,j,k))














c first the interface.










do 10 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
do 20 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy-1
eyzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyrpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzrpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxrpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxfpml(i-l,j,k) - hzyfpml(i-l,j,k))
20 continue
do 30 j = -maxy,maxy-1
eyzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyrpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzrpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxrpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hznorm(i-l,j,k))
30 continue
do 40 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1
eyzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyrpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzrpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxrpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxbpml(i-1l,j,k) - hzybpml(i-l,j,k))
40 continue
10 continue
do 50 k = -maxz,maxz-1






ezxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxrpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxfpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzfpml(i-l,j,k))
ezyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyrpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
I (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)




do 70 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
ezxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxrpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hynorm(i-l,j,k))
ezyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyrpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyrpml(i,j-l,k) - hxzrpml(i,j-l,k))
70 continue
do 80 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





ezxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxrpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxbpml(i-1,j,k) - hyzbpml(i-l,j,k))
ezyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyrpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyrpml(i,j-l,k) - hxzrpml(ij-l,k))
80 continue
50 continue
c do the ex fields out at x = maxx
i = maxx
do 90 k = -maxz+1,maxz-1
do 100 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy





exyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyrpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxrpml(i,j-1,k) - hzyrpml(i,j-l,k))
exzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzrpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)









do 110 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
exyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyrpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
(hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,jk)
-hzxrpml(i,j-l,k) - hzyrpml(i,j-l,k))










exyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyrpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxrpml(i,j-l,k) - hzyrpml(i,j-l,k))
exzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzrpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxrpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzrpml(i,j,k-1))
120 continue
90 continue
: do the rest of the fields
do 130 i = maxx+l,maxx+pmldepth-1





do 140 k = -maxz+1,maxz-1
do 150 j = -mazy-pmldepth,-maxy-1
eyzrpml(i,jk) = c8z*eyzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyrpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzrpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxrpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxrpml(i-l,j,k) - hzyrpml(i-l,j,k))
150 continue
do 160 j = -maxy,maxy-1
eyzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyrpml(ij,k-1) - hxzrpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxrpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxrpml(i-l,j,k) - hzyrpml(i-l,j,k))
160 continue
do 170 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1
eyzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyrpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzrpml(i,j,k-i))
eyxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxrpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
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do 180 k = -maxz,maxz-1
do 190 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy





ezxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxrpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxrpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzrpml(i-l,j,k))
ezyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyrpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)




do 200 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
ezxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxrpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxrpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzrpml(i-l,j,k))
ezyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyrpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyrpml(i,j-l,k) - hxzrpml(i,j-l,k))
200 continue
do 210 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





ezxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxrpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxrpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzrpml(i-l,j,k))
ezyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyrpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyrpml(i,j-l,k) - hxzrpml(i,j-l,k))
210 continue
180 continue
do 220 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
do 230 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy





exyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyrpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxrpml(i,j-l,k) - hzyrpml(i,j-1,k))
exzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzrpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)




do 240 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
exyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyrpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxrpml(i,j-l,k) - hzyrpml(i,j-l,k))
exzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzrpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxrpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzrpml(i,j,k-1))
240 continue
do 250 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





exyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyrpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxrpml(i,j-l,k) - hzyrpml(i,j-l,k))
exzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzrpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)













c as usual, do the interfaces first. here the interface is with the





do 10 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1






hxyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y *
1 (ezxrpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -ezxrpml(i,j,k) -
hxzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z *
1 (eyxrpml(i,j,k+l)
2 -eyxdpml(i,j,k) -
hxyrpml(i,j,k2) = c8y *
1 (ezxrpml(i,j+l,k2)
2 -ezxrpml(i,j,k2) -






do 30 j = -maxy,maxy-1
hxyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y *
1 (ezxrpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -ezxrpml(i,j,k) -
hxzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z *
1 (eyxrpml(i,j,k+l)
2 -eyxdpml(i,j,k) -
hxyrpml(i,j,k2) = c8y *
1 (ezxrpml(i,j+l,k2)
2 -ezxrpml(i,j,k2) -




hxyrpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezyrpml(i,j+1,k)
ezyrpml(i,j,k))
hxzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ eyzrpml(i,j,k+l)
eyzdpml(i,j,k))
hxyrpml(i,j,k2) - c9y *
+ ezyrpml(i,j+l,k2)
ezyrpml(i,j,k2))
hxzrpml(i,j,k2) + c9z *
+ eyzupml(i,j,k2+1)
eyzrpml(i,j,k2))
hxyrpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezyrpml(i,j+1,k)
ozyrpml(i,j,k))
hxzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ eyzrpml(i,j,k+1)
eyzdpml(i,j,k))
hxyrpml(i,j,k2) - c9y *
+ ezyrpml(i,j+1,k2)
ezyrpml(i,j,k2))
hxzrpml(i,j,k2) + c9z *
+ eyzupml(i,j,k2+1)
eyzrpml(i,j,k2))






hxyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y *
(ezxrpml(i,j+l,k)
-ezxrpml(i,j,k) -
hxzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z *
(eyxrpml(i,j,k+l)
-eyxdpml(i,j,k) -
hxyrpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezyrpml(i,j+l,k)
ezyrpml(i,j,k))
hxzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ eyzrpml(i,j,k+l)
eyzdpml(i,j,k))
hxyrpml(i,j,k2) = c8y * hxyrpml(i,j,k2) - c9y *
(ezxrpml(i,j+l,k2) + ezyrpml(i,j+l,k2)
-ezxrpml(i,j,k2) - ezyrpml(i,j,k2))













do 60 j - -maxy-pmldepth+l,mary+pmldepth-1
hyzrpml(i,j,k) - c8z * hyzrpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (exyrpml(i,j,k+l) + exzrpml(i,j,k+l)
2 -exydpml(i,j,k) - exzdpml(i,j,k))
hyxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hyxrpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (ezrrpml(i+1,j,k) + ezyrpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -oezrpml(i,j,k) - ezyrpml(i,j,k))
hyzrpml(i,j,k2) c8z * hyzrpml(i,j,k2) - c9z *
1 (eryupml(i,j,k2+1) + exzupml(i,j,k2+1)
2 -exyrpml(i,j,.k2) - xzrpml(i,j,k2))
hyxrpml(i,j,k2) - c8x * hyxrpml(i,j,k2) + c9x *
I (ezxrpml(i+l,j,k2) + ezyrpml(i+l,j,k2)
2 -ezxrpml(i,j,k2) - ozyrpml(i,j,k2))
60 continue
50 continue
c that takes care of the interfaces, nov for the rest of the region
do 70 i = maxx,maxrt+pldepth-1
do 80 k = -maxz+1,maxz-2






hxyrpml(i,j,k) - c8y *
I (ezxrpml(i,j+1,k)
2 -ezxrpml(i,j,k) -




hxyrpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezyrpml(i,j+1,k)
ezyrpml(i,j,k))





do 100 j - -maxy,maxy-1
hxyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y * hzyrpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
1 (ezxrpml(i,j+1,k) + ezyrpml(i,j+1,k)
2 -ezxrpml(i,j,k) - ezyrpml(i,j,k))
hxzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hxzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (eyxrpml(i,j,k+l) + eyzrpml(i,j,k+1)
2 -eyxrpml(i,j,k) - eyzrpml(i,j,k))
100 continue






hxyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y *
1 (ezrpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -ezxrpml(i,j,k) -






hxyrpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezyrpml(ij+,.k)
ezyrpml(i,j,k))
hrzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ oyzrpml(i,j,k+1)
eyzrpml(i,j,k))






do 130 j - -mary-pmldepth+l,mazy+pmldepth-I
do 140 k - -maxz+1,maxz-2
hyzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hyzrpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (eoxyrpml(i,j,k+l) + exzrpml(i,j,k+l)
2 -exyrpml(i,j,k) - exzrpl(i,j,k))
hyzrpml(i,j,k) - c8x * hyxrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
I (ezxrpml(i+1,j,k) + ezyrpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -ezrrpml(i,j,k) - ezyrpml(i,j,k))
140 continue
130 continue
do 150 k = -marzz+,maxz-i






hzxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x *
1 (eyxrpml(i+1,j,k)
2 -eyxrpml(i.j,k) -






do 170 j - -maxy,maxy-1
hzxrpml(i,j,k) - c8r *
1 (eyxrpml(i+1,j.k)
2 -eyxrpml(i,j,k) -




hzxrpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
+ eyzrpml(i+1,j,k)
eyzrpml(i,j,k))
hzyrpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
+ exzrpml(i,j+1,k)
exzrpml(i,j,k))
hzrpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
+ eyzrpml(i+l,j,k)
eyzrpml(i,j,k))
hzyrpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
+ exzrpml(i,j+1,k)
exzrpml(i,j,k))






hzxrpml(i,jk) = c8r *
1 (eyxrpnl(i+1,j.k)
2 -eyxrpal(i,j,k) -






hzxrpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
+ eyzrpml(i+1,j,k)
eyzrpml(i,j,k))
















c do the interface first, as usual:
j = -may
sigy = sigmax/2*(((-j-maxy+1.0)/pmldepth)**4) +




do 10 i = -maxx,maxr-1
do 20 k - -marz+l,marz-1
exyfpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyfpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hznorm(i, j,k)
2 -hzxfpml(i.j-1,k) - hzyfpml(i.j-1,k))
exzfpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzfpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
I (hyxfpml(i,j,k) + hyzfpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxfpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzfpml(ij,k-i))
20 continue
10 continue
do 30 i - -mazx+l,maxx-1
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do 40 k = -maxz,maxz-1
ezxfpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxfpml(i,j,k) + c9x +
1 (hyxfpml(i,j,k) + hyzfpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxfpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzfpml(i-l,j,k))
ezyfpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyfpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxnorm(i,j,k)
2 -hxyfpml(i,j-l,k) - hxzfpml(i,j-l,k))
40 continue
30 continue
c and update the ey fields at y = -maxy-pmldpeth
j = -maxy-pmldepth
do 50 i = -maxx+1,maxx-1
do 60 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
eyzfpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzfpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyfpml(i,j,k) + hxzfpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyfpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzfpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxfpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxfpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxfpml(i,j,k) + hzyfpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxfpml(i-l,j,k) - hzyfpml(i-l,j,k))
60 continue
50 continue
c now for the rest of the fields:
do 70 j = -maxy-pmldepth+1,-maxy-l





do 80 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 90 k = -maxz+1,maxz-1
exyfpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyfpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxfpml(i,j,k) + hzyfpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxfpml(i,j-l,k) - hzyfpml(i,j-l,k))
exzfpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzfpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxfpml(i,j,k) + hyzfpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxfpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzfpml(i,j,k-1))
90 continue
80 continue
do 100 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 110 k = -maxz+1,maxz-1
eyzfpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzfpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyfpml(i,j,k) + hxzfpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyfpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzfpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxfpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxfpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxfpml(i,j,k) + hzyfpml(i,j,k)





do 120 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 130 k = -maxz,maxz-1
ezxfpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxfpml(i,j,k) + c9x +
(hyxfpml(i,j,k) + hyzfpml(i,j,k)
-hyxfpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzfpml(i-l,j,k))



















c start with the u & d interfaces
k = -maxz
k2 = maxz-1






do 20 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
hxyfpml(i,j,k) = c8y * hxyfpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
1 (ezxfpml(i,j+l,k) + ezyfpml(i,j+1,k)
2 -ezxfpml(i,j,k) - ezyfpml(i,j,k))
hxzfpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hxzfpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
I (eyxfpml(i,j,k+l) + eyzfpml(ij,k+l)
2 -eyxdpml(i,j,k) - eyzdpml(i,j,k))
hxyfpml(i,j,k2) = c8y *
1 (ezxfpml(i,j+l,k2)
2 -ezxfpml(i,j,k2) -





do 30 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-ma
do 40 i = -maxx+l,maxx-2
hyzfpml(i,j,k) = c8z * 1
1 (exyfpml(i,j,k+l)
2 -exydpml(i,j,k) -
hyxfpml(i,j,k) = c8x *
1 (ezxfpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -ezxfpml(i,j,k) -
hyzfpml(i,j,k2) = c8z *
1 (exyupml(i,j,k2+1)
2 -exyfpml(i,j,k2) -





hxyfpml(i,j,k2) - c9y *
+ ezyfpml(i,j+l,k2)
ezyfpml(i,j,k2))




•yzfpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
+ exzfpml(i,j,k+l)
exzdpml(i,j,k))
hyxfpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
+ ezyfpml(i+l,j,k)
ezyfpml(i,j,k))
hyzfpml(i,j,k2) - c9z *
+ exzupml(i,j,k2+1)
exzfpml(i,j,k2))
hyxfpml(i,j,k2) + c9x *
+ ezyfpml(i+l,j,k2)
ezyfpml(i,j,k2))
c now the 1 & r interfraces
i = -maxx
i2 = maxx-1
do 50 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy
do 60 k = -maxz+l,maxz-2
hyzfpml(i,j,k) = c8z *
(exyfpml(i,j,k+l)
-exyfpml(i,j,k) -
hyxfpml(i,j,k) = c8x *
(ezxfpml(i+l,j,k)
-ezxlpml(i,j,k) -
hyzfpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
+ exzfpml(i,j,k+l)
exzfpml(i,jk))
hyxfpml(i,jk) + c9x *
+ ezyfpml(i+l,j,k)
ezylpml(i,j,k))
hyzfpml(i2,j,k) = c8z * hyzfpml(i2,j,k) - c9z *
1 (exyfpml(i2,j,k+l) + exzfpml(i2,j,k+l)
2 -exyfpml(i2,j,k) - exzfpml(i2,j,k))
hyxfpml(i2,j,k) = c8x * hyxfpml(i2,j,k) + c9x *
1 (ezxrpml(i2+1,j,k) + ezyrpml(i2+1,j,k)
2 -ezxfpml(i2,j,k) - ezyfpml(i2,j,k))
continue
continue






do 80 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
hzxfpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hzxfpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (eyxfpml(i+1,j,k) + eyzfpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -eyxlpml(i,j,k) - eyzlpml(i,j,k))
hzyfpml(i,j,k) = c8y * hzyfpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (exyfpml(i,j+l,k) + exzfpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -exyfpml(i,j,k) - exzfpml(ij,k))
hzxfpml(i2,j,k) = c8x * hzxfpml(i2,j,k) - c9x *
1 (eyxrpml(i2+1,j,k) + eyzrpml(i2+1,j,k)
2 -eyxfpml(i2,j,k) - eyzfpml(i2,j,k))
hzyfpml(i2,j,k) = c8y * hzyfpml(i2,j,k) + c9y *
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1 (exyfpml(i2,j+l,k) + exzfpml(i2,j+l,k)
2 -exyfpml(i2,j,k) - exzfpml(i2,j,k))
80 continue
70 continue





do 90 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy
hyzfpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hyzfpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (exyfpml(i,j,k+l) + exzfpml(i,j,k+l)
2 -exydpml(i,j,k) - exzdpml(i,j,k))
hyxfpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hyxfpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (ezxfpml(i+1,j,k) + ezyfpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -ezxlpml(i,j,k) - ezylpml(i,j,k))
hyzfpml(i2,j,k) = c8z *
(exyfpml(i2,j,k+l)
-exydpml(i2,j,k) -
hyxfpml(i2,j,k) = c8x *
(ezxrpml(i2+1,j,k)
-ezxfpml(i2,j,k) -
hyzfpml(i,j,k2) = c8z *
(exyupml(i,j,k2+1)
-exyfpml(i,j,k2) -
hyxfpml(i,j,k2) = c8x *
(ezxfpml(i+l,j,k2)
-ezxlpml(i,j,k2) -
hyzfpml(i2,j,k2) = c8z *
(exyupml(i2,j,k2+1)
-exyfpml(i2,j,k2) -
hyxfpml(i2,j,k2) = c8x *
(ezxrpml(i2+1,j,k2)
-ezxfpml(i2,j,k2) -
hyzfpml(i2,j,k) - c9z *
+ exzfpml(i2,j,k+1)
exzdpml(i2,j,k))
hyxfpml(i2,j,k) + c9x *
+ ezyrpml(i2+1,j,k)
ezyfpml(i2,j,k))
hyzfpml(i,j,k2) - c9z *
+ exzupml(i,j,k2+1)
exzfpml(i,j,k2))
hyxfpml(i,j,k2) + c9x *
+ ezyfpml(i+l,j,k2)
ezylpml(i,j,k2))
hyzfpml(i2,j,k2) - c9z *
+ exzupml(i2,j,k2+1)
exzfpml(i2,j,k2))




c now for the rest of the fields
c because the by fields have shifted y indices, I'll use a goto
c instead of a loop.
c loop from j = -maxy-pmldepth to -maxy-1
j = -maxy-pmldepth





do 110 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 120 k = -maxz+l,maxz-2
hxyfpml(i,j,k) = c8y *
1 (ezxfpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -ezxfpml(i,j,k) -





do 130 i = -maxx+l,maxx-2
do 140 k = -maxz+1,maxz-1
hzxfpml(i,j,k) = c8x *
1 (eyxfpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -eyxfpml(i,j,k) -






do 150 i = -maxx+l,maxx-2
do 160 k = -maxz+1,maxz-2
hyzfpml(i,j,k) = c8z *
1 (exyfpml(i,j,k+l)
2 -exyfpml(i,j,k) -
hyxfpml(i,j,k) = c8x *
hxyfpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezyfpml(i,j+1,k)
ezyfpml(i,j,k))
hxzfpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ eyzfpml(i,j,k+l)
eyzfpml(i,j,k))
hzxfpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
+ eyzfpml(i+l,j,k)
eyzfpml(i,j,k))
hzyfpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
+ exzfpml(i,j+1,k)
exzfpml(i,j,k))
hyzfpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
+ exzfpml(i,j,k+1)
exzfpml(i.j,k))
hyxfpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (ezxfpml(i+l,j,k) + ezyfpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -ezxfpml(i,j,k) - ezyfpml(i,j,k))
160 continue
150 continue
if (j .lt. -maxy) goto 100
return
end











c do the interface first, as usual:
j = mazy





do 10 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 20 k = -maxz+1,maxz-1
exybpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exybpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxbpml(i,j,k) + hzybpml(i,j,k)
2 -hznorm(i,j-1,k))
exzbpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzbpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxbpml(i,j,k) + hyzbpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxbpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzbpml(i,j,k-1))
20 continue
10 continue
do 30 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 40 k = -maxz,maxz-1
ezxbpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxbpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxbpml(i,j,k) + hyzbpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxbpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzbpml(i-l,j,k))
ezybpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezybpml(i,j,k) - c9y*





do 50 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 60 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
eyzbpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzbpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxybpml(i,j,k) + hxzbpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxybpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzbpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxbpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxbpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxbpml(i,j,k) + hzybpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxbpml(i-1,j,k) - hzybpml(i-l,j,k))
60 continue
50 continue













do 80 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 90 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
exybpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exybpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxbpml(i,j,k) + hzybpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxbpml(i,j-l,k) - hzybpml(i,j-l,k))
exzbpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzbpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxbpml(i,j,k) + hyzbpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxbpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzbpml(i,j,k-1))
90 continue
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80 continue
do 100 i = -maxx+1,maxx-1
do 110 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
eyzbpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzbpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxybpml(i,j,k) + hxzbpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxybpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzbpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxbpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxbpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxbpml(i,j,k) + hzybpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxbpml(i-l,j,k) - hzybpml(i-l,j,k))
110 continue
100 continue
do 120 i = -maxx+1,maxx-1
do 130 k = -maxz,maxz-1
ezxbpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxbpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxbpml(i,j,k) + hyzbpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxbpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzbpml(i-l,j,k))
ezybpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezybpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxybpml(i,j,k) + hxzbpml(i,j,k)

















c start with the u & d interfaces
k = -maxz
k2 = maxz-i






do 20 i = -maxx+1,maxx-1
hxybpml(i,j,k) = c8y *
1 (ezxbpml(i,j+l,k) +
2 -ezxbpml(i,j,k) -
hxzbpml(i,j,k) = c8z *
1 (eyxbpml(i,j,k+l) +
2 -eyxdpml(i,j,k) -
hxybpml(i,j,k2) = c8y *
1 (ezxbpml(i,j+1,k2)
2 -ezxbpml(i,j,k2) -




hxybpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
ezybpml(i,j+1,k)
szybpml(i,j,k))
hxzbpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ eyzbpml(i,j,k+l)
eyzdpml(i,j,k))
hxybpml(i,j,k2) - c9y *
+ ezybpml(i,j+1,k2)
ezybpml(i,j,k2))
hxzbpml(i,j,k2) + c9z *
+ eyzupml(i,j,k2+1)
eyzbpml(i,j,k2))
do 40 i = -maxx+l,maxx-2
hyzbpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hyzbpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
(exybpml(i,j,k+l) + exzbpml(i,j,k+l)
-exydpml(i,j,k) - exzdpml(i,j,k))
hyxbpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hyxbpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
(ezxbpml(i+l,j,k) + ezybpml(i+l,j,k)
-ezxbpml(i,j,k) - ezybpml(i,j,k))
hyzbpml(i,j,k2) = c8z *
1 (exyupml(i,j,k2+1)
2 -exybpml(i,j,k2) -





hyzbpml(i,j,k2) - c9z *
+ exzupml(i,j,k2+1)
exzbpml(i,j,k2))
hyxbpml(i,j,k2) + c9x *
+ ezybpml(i+l,j,k2)
ezybpml(i,j,k2))
c now the 1 & r interfraces
i = -maxx
i2 = marx-1
do 50 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 60 k = -maxz+l,maxz-2
hyzbpml(i,j,k) = c8z *
(exybpml(i,j,k+l)
-exybpml(i,j,k) -
hyxbpml(i,j,k) = c8x *
(ezxbpml(i+l,j,k)
-ezxlpml(i,j,k) -
hyzbpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
+ exzbpml(i,j,k+l)
exzbpml(i,j,k))
hyxbpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
+ ezybpml(i+l,j,k)
ezylpml(i,j,k))
hyzbpml(i2,j,k) = c8z * hyzbpml(i2,j,k) - c9z *
1 (exybpml(i2,j,k+l) + exzbpml(i2,j,k+l)
2 -exybpml(i2,j,k) - exzbpml(i2,j,k))
hyxbpml(i2,j,k) = c8x * hyxbpml(i2,j,k) + c9x *
1 (ezxrpml(i2+1,j,k) + ezyrpml(i2+1,j,k)
2 -ezxbpml(i2,j,k) - ezybpml(i2,j,k))
60 continue
50 continue






do 80 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
hzxbpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hzxbpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (eyxbpml(i+1,j,k) + eyzbpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -eyxlpml(i,j,k) - eyzlpml(i,j,k))
hzybpml(i,j,k) = c8y * hzybpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (exybpml(i,j+l,k) + exzbpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -exybpml(i,j,k) - exzbpml(i,j,k))
hzxbpml(i2,j,k) = c8x *
(eyxrpml(i2+1,j,k)
-eyxbpml(i2,j,k) -
hzybpml(i2,j,k) = c8y *
(exybpml(i2,j+l,k)
-exybpml(i2,j,k) -
hzxbpml(i2,j,k) - c9x *
+ eyzrpml(i2+1,j,k)
eyzbpml(i2,j,k))










do 90 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1
hyzbpml(i,j,k) = c8z *
(exybpml(i,j,k+l)
-exydpml(i,j,k) -
hyxbpml(i,j,k) = c8x *
(ezxbpml(i+l,j,k)
-ezxlpml(i,j,k) -
hyzbpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
+ exzbpml(i,j,k+l)
exzdpml(i,j,k))
hyxbpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
+ ezybpml(i+l,j,k)
ezylpml(i,j,k))
hyzbpml(i2,j,k) = c8z * hyzbpml(i2,j,k) - c9z *
(exybpml(i2,j,k+l) + exzbpml(i2,j,k+l)
-exydpml(i2,j,k) - exzdpml(i2,j,k))
hyxbpml(i2,j,k) = c8x * hyxbpml(i2,j,k) + c9x *
(ezxrpml(i2+1,j,k) + ezyrpml(i2+1,j,k)
-ezxbpml(i2,j,k) - ezybpml(i2,j,k))
hyzbpml(i,j,k2) = c8z * hyzbpml(i,j,k2) - c9z *
(exyupml(i,j,k2+1) + exzupml(i,j,k2+1)
-exybpml(i,j,k2) - exzbpml(i,j,k2))
hyxbpml(i,j,k2) = c8x + hyxbpml(i,j,k2) + c9x *
(ezxbpml(i+l,j,k2) + ezybpml(i+l,j,k2)
-ezxlpml(i,j,k2) - ezylpml(i,j,k2))
hyzbpml(i2,j,k2) = c8z *
1 (exyupml(i2,j,k2+1)
2 -exybpml(i2,j,k2) -




hyzbpml(i2,j,k2) - c9z *
+ exzupml(i2,j,k2+1)
exzbpml(i2,j,k2))





c now for the rest of the fields
c because the by fields have shifted y indices, I'll use a goto
c instead of a loop.






do 110 i - -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 120 k - -maxz+l,maxz-2
hxybpml(i,j,k) - cSy *
1 (ezxbpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -ezxbpml(i,j,k) -





do 130 i = -mazx+l,mazx-2
do 140 k - -maxz+l,mazz-1
hzxbpml(i,j,k) = c8x *
1 (eyxbpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -eyxbpml(i,j,k) -





do 150 i = -mazx+I,mazx-2
do 160 k - -maxz+l,maxz-2
hyzbpml(i,j,k) = c8 *
1 (oxybpml(i,j,k+1)
2 -exybpml(i.j,k) -






hxybpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezybpml(i,j+l,k))
ezybpml(i,j,k))
hxzbpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ eyzbpml(i,j,k+1)
eyzbpml(i,j,k))
hzxbpml(i,j,k) - c9zx *
+ eyzbpml(i+1,j,k)
eyzbpml(i,j,k))
hzybpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
+ exzbpml(i,j+1,k)
exzbpml(i,j,k))
hyzbpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
+ exzbpml(i,j,k+1)
ezzbpml(i,j,.k))

















c do the interface first, as usual:
k2 - hornstart - horndepth - wavedepth
k=O
sigzn sigmax/2*(((-k+1.0)/pmldepth)**4) +




do 10 i = -wavex,wavex-1
do 20 j - -wavey+l,vavey-1
exygpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exywgpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxvgpml(i,j,k) + hzyvgpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxgpml(i,j-1,k) - hywgpal(i,j-l,k))
exzwgpml(i,j,k) - c8z*exzgpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hynorm(i,j.k2)
2 -hyxvgpml(i,j,k -1) - hyzvgpml(i,j,k-1))
20 continue
10 continue
do 30 i = -vavez+l,wavex-1
do 40 j - -vavey,wavey-1
oyzwgpml(i,j,k) - c8z*eyzvgpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hznorm(i,j,k2)
2 -hxyvgpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzwgpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxwgpml(i,j,k) - c8xz*yxwgpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hzxgpml(i,j,k) + hzywgpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxwgpml(i-l,j,k) - hzywgpml(i-1,j,k))
40 continue
30 continue
c while we're at it, do the fields at k - -pmldepth
k = -pmldepth
do 50 i - -wavex+l,wavex-1
do 60 j = -vavey+1,wavey-1
ezxvgpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxgpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hyxvgpml(i,j,k) + hyzwgpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxwgpml(i-1,j,k) - hyzwgpml(i-l,j,k))
ozywgpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezywgpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyvgpml(i,j,k) + hxzvgpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxywgpml(i,j-l,k) - hxzwgpml(i,j-l,k))
60 continue
50 continue
c now for the rest of the wagveguide
do 100 k = -pmldepth+1,-1





do 110 i - -vavex,wavex-1
do 120 j - -wavey+1,vavey-1
exywgpml(i,j,k) - c8y*exywgpl(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxgpml(i,j,k) + hzywgpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxwgpml(i,j-1,k) - hzywgpml(i,j-l,k))
exzvgpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzvgpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
I (hyxwgpml(i,j,k) + hyzvgpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxwgpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzvgpml(i,j,k-1))
120 continue
110 continue
do 130 i = -wavex+l,wavex-1
do 140 j = -wavey,vavey-1
eyzvgpal(i,j,k) - c8z*eyzvgpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxywgpml(i.j,k) + hxzvgpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxywgpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzvgpml(i,j.k-1))
eyxwgpml(i,j,k) - c8x*eyxwgpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxvgpml(i,jk) + hzywgpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxwgpml(i-1,j,k) - hzyvwgpml(i-l,j,k))
140 continue
130 continue
do 150 i - -wavex+l,vavex-1
do 160 j - -vavey+1,wavey-1
ezxvgpml(i,j,k) - c8x*ezxwgpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
I (hyxwgpml(i,j,k) + hyzvgpml(ij,k)
2 -hyxwgpml(i-1,j,k) - hyzvgpml(i-1,j,k))
ezywgpml(i,j,k) - c8y*ezyvgpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyvgpml(i,j,k) + hxzvwpml(i,j,k)




















c do the interface first, as usual:
c only here, this means fixing the equations in hnorm.
k = hornstart - horndepth - wvavedepth
k2 = 0
do 10 i = -wavex+1,wavex-1
do 20 j = -wavey,wavey-1
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eyxwgpml(i,j,k2) + eyzwgpml(i,j,k2))
20 continue
10 continue
do 30 i = -wavex,wavex-1
do 40 j = -wavey+1,wavey-1
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) + dtovd *
1 (exywgpml(i,j,k2) + exzwgpml(i,j,k2))
40 continue
30 continue
c and now for the rest of the equations
c done as a goto loop because of the shift of hz.
k = -pmldepth





do 110 i = -wavex+1,wavex-1
do 120 j = -wavey,wavey-1
hxywgpml(i,j,k) = c8y * hxywgpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
1 (ezxwgpml(i,j+l,k) + ezywgpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -ezxwgpml(i,j,k) - ezywgpml(i,j,k))
hxzwgpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hxzwgpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (eyxwgpml(i,j,k+l) + eyzwgpml(i,j,k+l)
2 -eyxwgpml(i,j,k) - eyzwgpml(i,j,k))
120 continue
110 continue
do 130 i = -wavex,wavex-1
do 140 j = -wavey+1,wavey-1
hyzwgpml(i,j,k) = c8z *
1 (exywgpml(i,j,k+l)
2 -exywgpml(i,j,k) -






do 150 i = -wavex,wavex-1
do 160 j = -wavey,wavey-1
hzxwgpml(i,j,k) = c8x *
1 (eyxwgpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -eyxwgpml(i,j,k) -





hyzwgpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
+ exzwgpml(i,j,k+l)
exzwgpml(i,j,k))
hyxvgpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
+ ezywgpml(i+l,j,k)
ezywgpml(i,j,k))
hzxwgpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
+ eyzwgpml(i+l,j,k)
eyzwgpml(i,j,k))
hzywgpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
+ exzwgpml(i,j+l,k)
exzwgpml(i,j,k))













c topcolor: location of top of colorbar
c numcolorsl: 1 less than # of colors in colorbar
parameter (numcolorsl=128,topcolor=243)
c nctshift: = color table shift
parameter(nctshift = topcolor-numcolorsl)
c ngray: = number representing gray
parameter(ngray = topcolor-numcolorsl-1)
c hlevels = numcolors1/4
parameter (hlevels=numcolorsl/4)
c center = 2*hlevels + 1/2
parameter (center = 2*hlevels + 0.5)
do 10 i = -maxx-pmldepth,-maxx-1
do 20 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
ia=int(sign((abs(exylpml(i,j,k)+exzlpml(i,j,k))),
1 (exylpml(i,j,k) + exzlpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .it. 0) ia=O





do 30 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 40 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy
ia=int(sign((abs(exyfpml(i,j,k)+exzfpml(i,j,k))),
1 (exyfpml(i,j,k) + exzfpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .it. 0) ia=O
if (ia .gt. numcolorsl) ia=numcolorsl
a(j)=char(ia+nctshift)
40 continue




if (ia .it. 0) ia=O
if (ia .gt. numcolorsl) ia=numcolorsl
a(j )=char(ia+nctshift)
50 continue
do 60 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth
ia=int(sign((abs(exybpml(i,j,k)+exzbpml(i,j,k))),
1 (exybpml(i,j,k) + exzbpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .lt. 0) ia=O





do 70 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 80 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
ia=int(sign((abs(exyrpml(i,j,k)+exzrpml(i,j,k))),
1 (exyrpml(i,j,k) + exzrpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .it. 0) ia=O






c$$$ write (6,*) exnorm(-maxx,0,0),exylpml(-maxx-1,0,O0),
c$$$ 1 exzlpml(-maxx-1,0,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) hynorm(-maxx,.0.,0),hynorm(-maxx,O,-l)
c$$$ write (6,*) hznorm(-maxx,0,0),hznorm(-maxx,-1,O)
c$$$ write (6,*) hyxlpml(-maxx-1,0,0)+hyzlpml(-maxx-1,0,0),
c$$$ 1 hyxlpml(-maxx-1,0,-1)+hyzlpml(-maxx-1,0,-1)
c$$$ write (6,*) hzxlpml(-maxx-1,0,0)+hzylpml(-maxx-1,0,0),
c$$$ 1 hzylpml(-maxx-1,-1,O)+hzxlpml(-maxx-1,-1,0)
ctt$$
c$$$ write (6,*) hyxlpml(-maxx-1,0,0),
c$$$ 1 ezylpml(-maxx,0,0)+ezxlpml(-mazx,0,0),
c$$$ 1 ezxlpml(-maxx-1,0,0)+ezylpml(-maxx-1,0,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) hyzlpml(-maxx-1,0,0),
c$$$ 1 exylpml(-maxx-1,0,1)+exzlpml(-maxx-1,0,1),
c$$$ 1 exylpml(-maxx-l,0,0)+exzlpml(-maxx-1,0,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) hzxlpml(-maxx-1,0,0),
c$$$ 1 eyxlpml(-maxz,0,0)+eyzlpml(-maxx,0,0),
ct$$ 1 eyxlpml(-maxx-1,0,0)+eyzlpml(-maxx-1,0,0)






c$$$ write (6,*) eyxlpml(-maxx,0,0),hznorm(-maxx,0,0),
c$$$ 1 hzxlpml(-maxx-1,0,0),hzylpml(-maxx-1,0,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) ezxlpml(-maxx,0,0),hynorm(-maxx,0,0),
c$$$ 1 hyxlpml(-maxx-1,0,0),hyzlpml(-maxx-1,0,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) exnorm(0,-maxy+1,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) exyfpml(0,-maxy,0),exzfpml(O,-maxy,O)
c$$$ write (6,*) hzxfpml(O,-maxy-1,0),hzyfpml(O,-maxy-1,O)
c$$$ write (6,*) exyfpml(O,-maxy,0), hznorm(0,-maxy,0),
c$$$ 1 hzxfpml(0,-maxy-1,0),hzyfpml(O,-maxy-1,O)
c$$$ write (6,*) exnorm(-maxx+1,0,0),hynorm(-maxx+1,0,0),
c$$$ 1 hznorm(-maxx+1,0,0), exnorm(-maxx,0,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) exylpml(-maxx-1,0,0),exzlpml(-maxx-1,0,0)
c$$$
c$$$ write (6,*)
c$$$ write (6,*) hyxrpml(maxx,0,0),hyzrpml(maxx,0,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) hzxrpml(maxx,0,0),hzyrpml(maxx,0,0)























c topcolor: location of top of colorbar
c numcolorsl: 1 less than # of colors in colorbar
parameter (numcolorsl=128,topcolor=243)
c nctshift: = color table shift
parameter(nctshift = topcolor-numcolorsl)
c ngray: = number representing gray
parameter(ngray = topcolor-numcolorsl-1)
c hlevels = numcolorsl/4
parameter (hlevels=numcolorsl/4)
c center = 2*hlevels + 1/2
parameter (center = 2*hlevels + 0.5)
do 10 k = maxz+pmldepth-l,maxz,-1
do 20 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
ia=int(sign((abs(exyupml(i,j,k)+exzupml(i,j,k))),
1 (exyupml(i,j,k) + exzupml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .lt. 0) ia=O





do 30 k = maxz-1,-maxz+l,-1
do 40 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy
ia=int(sign((abs(exyfpml(i,j,k)+exzfpml(i,j,k))),
1 (exyfpml(i,j,k) + exzfpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .lt. 0) ia=O
if (ia .gt. numcolorsl) ia=numcolorsl
a(j)=char(ia+nctshift)
40 continue




if (ia .lt. 0) ia=O
if (ia .gt. numcolorsl) ia=numcolorsl
a(j)=char(ia+nctshift)
50 continue
do 60 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth
ia=int(sign((abs(exybpml(i,j,k)+exzbpml(i,j,k))),
1 (exybpml(i,j,k) + exzbpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .it. 0) ia=O





do 70 k = -maxz,-maxz-pmldepth+l,-1
do 80 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
ia=int(sign((abs(exydpml(i,j,k)+exzdpml(i,j,k))),
1 (exydpml(i,j,k) + exzdpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .lt. 0) ia=O


















c topcolor: location of top of colorbar
c numcolorsl: 1 less than # of colors in colorbar
parameter (numcolorsl=128,topcolor=243)
c nctshift: = color table shift
parameter(nctshift = topcolor-numcolorsl)
c ngray: = number representing gray
parameter(ngray = topcolor-numcolorsl-1)
c hlevels = numcolorsl/4
parameter (hlevels=numcolorsl/4)
c center = 2*hlevels + 1/2
parameter (center = 2*hlevels + 0.5)
do 10 i = -maxx-pmldepth,-maxx
do 20 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
ia=int(sign((abs(eyxlpml(i,j,k)+eyzlpml(i,j,k))),
1 (eyxlpml(i,j,k) + eyzlpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .lt. 0) ia=O





do 30 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 40 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy-1
ia=int(sign((abs(eyxfpml(i,j,k)+eyzfpml(i,j,k))),
1 (eyxfpml(i,j,k) + eyzfpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .It. 0) ia=O
if (ia .gt. numcolorsl) ia=numcolorsl
a(j)=char(ia+nctshift)
40 continue





APPENDIX A. SOURCE CODE
if (ia .It. 0) ia=O
if (ia .gt. numcolorsl) ia=numcolorsl
a(j)=char(ia+nctshift)
50 continue
do 60 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1
ia=int(sign((abs (eyzbpml(i,j ,k)+eyzbpml(ij ,k))),
1 (eyxbpml(i,j,k) + eyzbpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .It. 0) ia=O





do 70 i - maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 80 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
ia=int(sign((abs(eyxrpml(i,j,k)+eyzrpml(i,j,k))).
I (eyxrpml(i,j,k) + eyzrpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .it. 0) ia=O






ct$$ write (6,*) oxnorm(-maxx,O,O0),exylpml(-max-1,O,O0),
c$$$ 1 exzlpml(-maxz-1,0,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) hynorm(-mazz.0.0),hynorm(-maxxz,0,-1)
c$$$ write (6,*) hznorm(-maxx,0,0),hznorm(-maxx,-1,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) hyxlpml(-maxx-1,0,0)+hyzlpml(-maxxzz-1,0,0),
c$$$ 1 hyxlpml(-maxx-1,0,-1)+hyzlpml(-maxx-1,0,-1)
c$$$ write (6,*) hzxlpml(-marx-1,0,0)+hzylpml(-maxx-1,0,0),
c$$$ 1 hzylpml(-mazz-1,-1,0)+hzzxlpml(-mazz-1,-,0)
c$$$
c$$$ write (6,*) hyxlpml(-maxz-1,0,0),
c$$$ 1 ezylpml(-maxzz,00)+ezxlpml(-maxx,0,0),
c$$tt$ 1 ezxlpml(-maxx-I0,0O)+ezylpml(-maxx-1,0,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) hyzlpml(-max-1,0,0),
c$$$ 1 ezxylpml(-maxx-1,0,1)+exzlpml(-maxz-1,0,1),
ct$$ 1 ezxylpml(-maxz-1,0,0)+exzlpml(-maxx-1,0,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) hzxlpml(-maxx-1,0,0),
c$$$ 1 eyxlpml(-maxx,0,0)+eyzlpml(-maxx,0,0),
c$$$ 1 eyxlpml(-max.-1,0.0)+eyzlpml(-maxx-1 0,0)
cS$$ write (6,*) hzylpml(-maxx-1,00),
c$$$ 1 exylpml(-maxxz-1,1,0)+exzlpml(-maxxzz-1,1,0) ,
c$$$ 1 exylpml(-maxx-1,0,0)+exzlpml(-maxxz-1,00)
c$$$ write (6,*)
ct$$ write (6,*) eyxlpml(-mazx,0,0) ,hznorm(-maxx,0,0),
c$$$ 1 hzxlpml(-maxx-1,0,0) ,hzylpml(-maxx-1,0,0)
ct$$ write (6,*) ezxlpml(-maxz,0,0),hynorm(-mazz,0,0).
c$$$ 1 hyxlpml(-mazx-1,0,0),hyzlpml(-maxx-1,0,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) exnorm(0,-maxy+1,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) exyfpml(0,-maxy,0),exzfpml(0,-maxy,0)
ct$$ write (6,*) hzxfpml(0,-maxy-1,0) ,hzyfpml(0,-maxy-1,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) exyfpal(0,-mazy,0), hznorm(0,-maxy,0),
c$$$ 1 hzxfpml(0,-maxy-1,0),hzyfpml(O,-maxy-1,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) exnorm(-maxx+1,0,0), hynorm(-maxx+1,0,0),
c$$tt$ 1 hznorm(-maxx+1,0,0), exnorm(-maxx,0,0)
ct$$ write (6,*) exylpml(-maxx-1,0,0),exzlpml(-maxx-1,0,0)
c$$$
c$$$ write (6,*)
c$$$ write (6,*) hyxrpml(maz,0,0),hyzrpml(maxx,0,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) hzxrpml(maxx,0,0),hzyrpml(maxxzz0,0)
ct$$ write (6,*) exyrpml(maxx+1,O,0),exzzrpml(maxx+1,0,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) exnorm(O,-maxy+1,0),hynorm(0,-maxy+1,0),
c$$$ 1 hznorm(0,-maxy,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) eznorm(O,maxy-1,0),hynorm(O,mazy-1,0),
c$$$ 1 hznorm(0,mazy-1,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) exyfpml(O.-maxy,O),exzfpml(O,-maxy,O)
c$$$ write (6,*) ezybpml(O,maxy,O),exzbpml(O,may,O0)
c$$$ write (6,*) hzxfpml(0,-maxy-1,0),hzyfpml(O,-maxy-1,0)
c$$tt$ write (6,*) hzxbpml(0,maxy,0),hzybpml(O,maxy,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) exyfpml(O,-maxy-1,0),exzfpml(O,-mazy-1,O)













c topcolor: location of top of colorbar
c numcolorsl: 1 less than * of colors in colorbar
parameter (numcolorsi=128,topcolor=243)
c nctshift: - color table shift
parameter(nctshift = topcolor-numcolorsl)
c ngray: - number representing gray
parameter(ngray = topcolor-numcolorsl-1)
c hlevels - numcolorsl/4
parameter (hlevels=numcolorsl/4)
c center - 2*hlevels + 1/2
parameter (center = 2*hlevels + 0.5)
do 10 k = maxz+pmldepth-1,maxz,-1
do 20 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
ia=int(sign((abs(eyxupml(i,j,k)+eyzupml(i,j,k))),
I (eyxupml(i,j.k) + eyzupml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .it. 0) ia=O





do 30 k - maxz-1,-maxz+l,-1
do 40 j - -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy-i
ia-int(sign((abs(eyxfpml(i,j,k)+eyzfpml(ij,k))),
1 (eyxfpml(i,j,k) + eyzfpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .It. 0) ia=O
if (ia .gt. numcolorsl) ia-numcolorsl
a(j)=char(ia+nctshift)
40 continue




if (ia .it. 0) ia=O
if (ia .gt. numcolorsl) ia=numcolorsl
a(j)=char(ia+nctshift)
50 continue
do 60 j - maxy,maxy+pmldepth-i
ia=int(sign((abs(eyxbpml(i,j,k)+eyzbpml(i,jk))),
1 (eyxbpml(i,j,k) + eyzbpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .It. 0) ia=O





do 70 k = -maxz,-maxz-pmldepth+l,-1
do 80 j - -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
ia-int(sign((abs(eyxdpml(i,.j,k)+eyzdpml(i.jk))),
1 (eyxdpml(i,j,k) + eyzdpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .it. 0) ia=O




















c topcolor: location of top of colorbar
c numcolorsl: 1 less than # of colors in colorbar
parameter (numcolorsl-128,topcolor=243)
c nctshift: - color table shift
parameter(nctshift - topcolor-numcoloral)
c ngray: - number representing gray
parameter(ngray = topcolor-numcolorsl-1)
c hlevels - numcolorsl/4
parameter (hlevels=numcolorsl/4)
c center - 2*hlevels + 1/2
parameter (center - 2*hlevels + 0.5)
do 10 i = -maxx-pmldepth,-maxx
do 20 j * -maxzy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
ia-int(sign((abs(ezxlpml(i,j,k)+ezylpml(i,j,k))),
I (ezxlpml(i,j,k) + ezylpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .it. 0) ianO





do 30 i - -maxx+l,mazz-1
do 40 j = -mazy-pmldepth,-maxy
ia-int(sign((abs(ezxfpml(i,j,k)+ezyfpml(i.j,k))),
i (ezxfpml(i,j,k) + ezyfpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .lt. 0) ia=O
if (ia .gt. numcolorsl) ia-numcolorsl
a(j)=char(ia+nctshift)
40 continue




if (ia .It. 0) ia-O
if (ia .gt. numcolorsl) ia=numcolorsl
a(j)=char(ia+nctshift)
50 continue
do 60 j - maxy,maxy+pmldepth
ia-int(sign((abs(ezxbpml(i,j,k)+ezybpml(i,j,k))),
1 (ezxbpml(i,j,k) + ezybpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .lt. 0) ia-O





do 70 i - maxx,maxx+pmldepth
do 80 j = -mazy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
ia-int(sign((abs(ezxrpml(i,j,k)+ezyrpml(i,j,k))),
1 (ezxrpml(ij,k) + ezyrpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .It. 0) ia=O


















c topcolor: location of top of colorbar
c numcolorsl: 1 less than X of colors in colorbar
parameter (numcolors=l128,topcolor=243)
c nctshift: - color table shift
parameter(nctshift - topcolor-numcoloral)
c ngray: - number representing gray
parameter(ngray - topcolor-numcolorsl-1)
c hlevels = numcolorsl/4
parameter (hlevels=numcolorsl/4)
c center - 2*hlevels + 1/2
parameter (center - 2*hlevels + 0.5)
do 10 k = mazz+pmldepth-1,maxz,-1
do 20 j = -mazy-pmldepth.maxy+pmldepth
ia-int(sign((abs(ezxupml(i,j,k)+ezyupml(i,j,k))),
1 (ezxupml(i.j,k) + ezyupml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
it (ia .lt. 0) ian0





do 30 k = maxz-1,-mazz,-I
do 40 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-mazy
ia=int(sign((abs(ezxfpml(i,j,k)+ezyfpml(i,j,k))),
1 (ezxfpml(i,j.k) + ezyfpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .lt. 0) ia0
if (ia .gt. numcolorsl) ia-numcoloral
a(j)=char(ia+nctshift)
40 continue




if (ia .lt. 0) ia-0
if (ia .gt. numcolorsl) ianumcolorsl
a(j)=char(ia+nctshift)
50 continue
do 60 j = mazy,maxy+pmldepth
ia-int(sign((abs(ezxbpml(i,j,k)+ezybpml(i,j,k))),
1 (ezxbpml(i,j,k) + ezybpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (is .lt. 0) ia=O





do 70 k = -mazz-1,-maz-pmldepth+i,-i
do 80 j - -maxy-paldepth,maxy+pmldepth
ia-int(sign((abs(ezxdpml(i,j.k)+ezydpml(i.j.k))).
1 (ezdpml(i,j,k) + ezydpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .It. 0) ia=O













APPENDIX A. SOURCE CODE
real tolerance
parameter (tolerance = .01)
integer i,j,k
do 10 i = 1,maxx-1
do 20 j = 1,maxy-1
do 30 k = 1,maxz-1
if (abs(exnorm(i,j,k)+exnorm(i,j,-k)).gt.
abs(tolerance*exnorm(i,j,k)))












2 write (6,*) "xy-symmetry error: ex",-i-1,-j,k,
3 exnorm(i,j, k),exnorm(i,j, k)+exnorm(-i-1,-j, k)
if (abs(exnorm(i,j,k)-exnorm(-i-, j,-k)).gt.
I abs(tolerance*exnorm(i,j,k)))
















2 write (6,*) "y-symmetry error: ey",i,-j-l,k,
3 eynorm(i,j,k),eynorm(i,j,k)+eynorm(i,-j-1,k)
if (abs(eynorm(i,j , k)-eynorm(-i,j,k)) .gt.
1 abs(tolerance*eynorm(i,j,k)))
2 write (6,*) "x-symmetry error: ey",-i,j,k,
3 eynorm(i,j,k) ,eynorm(i, j,k)-eynorm(-i, j,k)
if (abs(eynorm(i,j,k)+eynorm(-i,-j-l,k)).gt.
1 abs(tolerance*eynorm(i,j,k)))




2 write (6,*) "xz-symmetry error: ey",-i,j,-k,
3 eynorm(i,j, k), eynorm(i,j,k)+eynorm(-i,j, -k)
if (abs(eynorm(i,j, k)-eynorm(i,-j -1,-k)).gt.
1 abs(tolerance*eynorm(i,j, k)))








2 write (6,*) "z-symmetry error: ez",i,j,-k-1,
3 eznorm(i,j,k),eznorm(i,j,k)-eznorm(i,j,-k-1)
if (abs(eznorm(i,j, k)-eznorm(i,-j, k)).gt.
1 abs (tolerance*eznorm(i, j ,k)))




































































write (6,*) "xyz-symmetry error: ez",-i,-j,-k-1,
eznorm(i,j ,k) ,eznorm(i,j ,k)-eznorm(-i,-j ,-k-1)
if (abs(hxnorm(i,j,k)-hxnorm(i,j,-k-1)).gt.
abs(tolerance*hxnorm(i,j, k)))




















write (6,*) "xz-symmetry error: hx",-i,j,-k-1,
hxnorm(i,j ,k) ,hxnorm(i,j ,k)-hxnorm(-i,j ,-k-1)
if (abs(hxnorm(i,j,k)+hxnorm(-i,-j-1,-k-1)).gt.
abs(tolerance*hxnorm(i,j ,k)))




write (6,*) "z-symmetry error: hy",i,j,-k-1,
hynorm(i,j,k) ,hynorm(i,j ,k)-hynorm(i,j ,-k-1)
if (abs(hynorm(i,j,k)+hynorm(-i-1,j,k)).gt.
abs(tolerance*hynorm(i,j, k)))




write (6,*) "y-symmetry error: hy",i,-j,k,
hynorm(i,j,k) ,hynorm(i,j, k)-hynorm(i,-j ,k)
if (abs(hynorm(i,j,k)+hynorm(-i-1,-j,k)) .gt.
abs(tolerance*hynorm(i,j,k)))




write (6,*) "xz-symmetry error: hy",-i-l,j,-k-1,
hynorm(i, j,k),hynorm(i, j,k)+hynorm(-i-, j,-k-1)
if (abs(hynorm(i,j ,k)-hynorm(i,-j ,-k-1)).gt.
abs (tolerance*hynorm(i, j ,k)))
write (6,*) "yz-symmetry error: hy",i,-j,-k-l1,
hynorm(i,j,k) ,hynorm(i,j ,k)-hynorm(i,-j ,-k-1)
if (abs(hynorm(i,j,k)+hynorm(-i-1,-j,-k-1)).gt.
abs(tolerance*hynorm(i,j,k)))












do 10 i = -maxx-pmldepth,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 20 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
do 30 k = maxz,maxz+pmldepth
if (j .eq. -maxy-pmldepth .or. j .eq. maxy+pmldepth
1 .or. k .eq. maxz+pmldepth) then




1 write (6,*) "nonzero ex field at ",i,j,k
else
if (ezyupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. ezzupzl(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 40 i = -maxx-pmldopth,maxx+pmldopth
do 50 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 60 k - maxz.mazz+pmldepth
if (i .eq. -maxx-pmldopth .or. i .eq. maxx+pmldepth
1 .or. k .eq. maxz+pmldopth) then
if (eyxupml(i,j.k) .no. 0 .or. oyzupml(i,j,k) .no. 0)
1 write (6,*) "nonzero ey field at ",i,j,k
else
if (eyzunpl(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. eyzupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 70 i = -maxx-pmldopth,maxx+pmldepth
do 80 j - -maxy-pmldopth,maxy+pmldopth
do 90 k = maxz,mazz+pmldepth-1
if (i .eq. -maxxzz-pldopth .or. i .eq. maxx+pmldpth .or.
I j .eq. -maxy-paldepth .or. j .eq. mazy+pldepth)then
if (ezxupml(i,j,k) .no. 0 .or. ezyupml(i,j,k) .no. 0)
1 write (6,*) "nonzero ez field at ",i,j,k
else
if (ezxupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. ozyupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 100 i - -mazx-pmldepth,maxx+pmldopth-1
do 110 j - -maxy-pmldepth.maxy+pmldepth
do 120 k -maxzz-pmldopth,-maxz
if (j .eq. -maxy-pmldepth .or. j .eq. mazy+pmldopth
1 .or. k .eq. -maxz-paldepth) then
if (oxydpml(i,j,k) .no. 0 .or. exzdpml(i,j,k) .no. 0)
I write (6,*) "nonzero ex field at ",i,j,k
else
if (oxezydpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. exzdpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 130 i - -maxx-pmldopth,maxx+pmldepth
do 140 j - -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldopth-1
do 150 k - -maxz-pmldepth.-maxz
if (i .eq. -mazz-paldopth .or. i .eq. mazz+pmldepth
1 .or. k .eq. -mazz-pmldopth) then
if (eyzdpml(i,j,k) .no. 0 .or. eyzdpml(i,j,k) .no. 0)
1 write (6,*) "nonzero ey field at ",i,j,k
else
if (oyxdpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. oyzdpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 160 i - -maxx-pmldopth,maxx+pmldopth
do 170 j - -mazy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldopth
do 180 k - -maz-pmldepth,-mazz-1
if (i .eq. -mazz-pmldopth .or. i .eq. maxx+pmldepth .or.
1 j .eq. -maxy-paldepth .or. j .eq. mazy+pmldopth)then
if (ozxdpal(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. ezydpml(i,j,k) .no. 0)
1 write (6,*) "nonzero ez field at ",i,j,k
else
if (ezxdpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. ezydpmal(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 190 i - -mazx-pmldepth+1,maxz+paldepth-1
do 200 j = -mazy-pmldepth,maxy+paldepth-1
do 210 k = mayz,zazz+pmldopth-1
if (hxyupml(i,j,k) .oeq. 0 .or. hzzupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 220 i = -maxz-pmldopth,maxx+pmldepth-i
do 230 j = -maxy-pmldepth+1,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 240 k = mazz,maz+pmldepth-1
if (hyxupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hyzupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 250 i - -maxx-pmldepth,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 260 j - -maxy-pmldopth,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 270 k = maxz,axz+paldepth-1
if (hzxupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hzyupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 280 i - -maxx-pmldepth+l,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 290 j - -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldopth-i
do 300 k - -maxz-paldopth,-maxz-1
if (hxydpl(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hxzdpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 310 i = -maxz-pmldopth,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 320 j - -mazy-pmldepth+l,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 330 k - -maxz-pmldepth,-maxz-1
if (hyxdpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hyzdpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 340 i = -maxzz-pmldepth,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 350 j - -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 360 k - -maxz-pmldepth+l,-maxz
if (hzxdpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hzydpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 370 i - -maxx-pmldepth,-mazz-1
do 380 j - -maxy-pmldopth.maxy+pmldepth
do 390 k =- maxz+1,maxz-1
if (j .eq. -maxy-pmldopth .or. j .eq. mazy+pmldepth) then
if (exylpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. exzlpml(i,j,k) .no. 0)
L write (6,*) "nonzero ex field at ",i,j,k
else
if (exylpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. ezxzlpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 400 i *- maxx-pmldepth-mazzxx
do 410 j - -mazy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 420 k - -maxz+1,maxz-1
if (i .eq. -maxx-paldepth) then
if (eyxlpml(i,j,k) .no. 0 .or. eyzlpml(i,j,k) .no. 0)
L write (6,*) "nonzero ey field at ",i,j,k
else
if (oyzlpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. eyzlpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 430 i = -maxx-paldepth,-maxx
do 440 j = -maxy-pmldepth.mazy+pmldepth
do 450 k - -maxz,maxz-1
if (j .eq. -mazy-pmldepth .or. j .eq. maxy+paldepth
L .or. i .eq. -maxx-pmldepth) then
if (ezxlpml(i,j,k) .no. 0 .or. ozylpml(i,j,k) .no. 0)
L write (6,*) "nonzero ez field at ",i,j,k
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if (ezxlpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. ezylpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 460 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 470 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
do 480 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (j .eq. -maxy-pmldepth .or. j .eq. maxy+pmldepth) then
if (exyrpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. exzrpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
1 write (6,*) "nonzero ex field at ",i,j,k
else
if (exyrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. exzrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 490 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth
do 500 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 510 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (i .eq. maxx+pmldepth) then
if (eyxrpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. eyzrpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
1 write (6,*) "nonzero ey field at ",i,j,k
else
if (eyxrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. eyzrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 520 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth
do 530 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
do 540 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (j .eq. -maxy-pmldepth .or. j .eq. maxy+pmldepth
1 .or. i .eq. maxx+pmldepth) then
if (ezxrpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. ezyrpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
1 write (6,*) "nonzero ez field at ",i,j,k
else
if (ezxrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. ezyrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 550 i = -maxx-pmldepth+l,-maxx
do 560 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 570 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (hxylpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hxzlpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 580 i = -maxx-pmldepth,-maxx-1
do 590 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 600 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (hyxlpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hyzlpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 610 i = -maxx-pmldepth,-maxx-i
do 620 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 630 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (hzxlpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hzylpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 640 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 650 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 660 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (hxyrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hxzrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 670 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 680 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 690 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (hyxrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hyzrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 700 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 710 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 720 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (hzxrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hzyrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 730 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 740 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy
do 750 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (j .eq. -maxy-pmldepth) then
if (exyfpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. exzfpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
1 write (6,*) "nonzero ex field at ",i,j,k
else
if (exyfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. exzfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 760 i = -maxx+1,maxx-1
do 770 j = -maxy-pmldepth, -maxy-1
do 780 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (eyxfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. eyzfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 790 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 800 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy
do 810 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (j .eq. -maxy-pmldepth) then
if (ezxzfpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. ezyfpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
1 write (6,*) "nonzero ez field at ",i,j,k
else
if (ezxfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. ezyfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 820 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 830 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth
do 840 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (j .eq. maxy+pmldepth) then
if (exybpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. exzbpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
1 write (6,*) "nonzero ex field at ",i,j,k
else
if (exybpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. exzbpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 850 i = -maxx+1,maxx-1
do 860 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-I
do 870 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (eyxbpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0




.or. eyzbpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)
field at ",i,j,k
do 880 i = -maxx+l,maxxzz-1
do 890 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth
do 900 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (j .eq. maxy+pmldepth) then
if (ezxbpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. ezybpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
1 write (6,*) "nonzero ez field at ",i,j,k
else
if (ezxbpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. ezybpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)
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write (6,*) "zero ez field at ",i,j,k
do 910 i = -maxx+1,maxx-1
do 920 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy-1
do 930 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (hxyfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hxzfpml(i,j,k)




do 940 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 950 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy
do 960 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (hyxfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hyzfpml(i,j,k)




do 970 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 980 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy-1
do 990 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (hzxfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hzyfpml(i,j,k)




do 1000 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 1010 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 1020 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (hxybpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hxzbpml(i,j,k)




do 1030 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 1040 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 1050 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (hyxbpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hyzbpml(i,j,k)




do 1060 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 1070 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 1080 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (hzxbpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0












do 1090 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 1100 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
do 1110 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (exnorm(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 1120 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 1130 j = -maxy,maxy-1
do 1140 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (eynorm(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 1150 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 1160 j = -maxy+1,maxy-1
do 1170 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (eznorm(i,j,k) .eq. 0)










do 1190 j = -maxy,maxy-1
do 1200 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (hxnorm(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 1210 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 1220 j = -maxy+1,maxy-1
do 1230 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (hynorm(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 1240 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 1250 j = -maxy,maxy-1
do 1260 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (hznorm(i,j,k) .eq. 0)
























if (hornstart .ge. maxz-1) then
write(6,*) "incorrect geometry: horn opens near pml"
stop
endif
if (hornstart-horndepth-wavedepth .le. -maxz+l) then
write(6,*) "incorrect geometry: waveguide too close to pml"
stop
endif
c start with the inner geometry
c first ez:
c initialize all cells to be normal cells:
do 10 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 20 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1





do 70 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 80 j = -maxy+l,maxy-I





do 71 i = -maxx+1,maxx-1
do 81 j = -maxy,maxy-1
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c start at k = hornstart-horndepth-wavedepth
c the bottom of the waveguide
k = hornstart-horndepth-wavedepth
do 100 i = -wavex,wavex




do 101 i = -wavex,wavex-1




c now for the waveguide part
do 120 k = hornstart-horndepth-wavedepth+1,hornstart-horndepth

















c now for the horn
c get the ezeqn figured out.
do 140 k = hornstart-horndepth,hornstart-1
xedge = wavex + xslope * (k+0.5-(hornstart-horndepth)) + 0.5
yedge = wavey + yslope * (k+0.5-(hornstart-horndepth)) + 0.5




c resetting the fields in the corners is okay.





c now figure out exeqn and eyeqn
do 200 k = hornstart-horndepth,hornstart-I
xedge = wavex + xslope * (k+0.5-(hornstart-horndepth)) + 0.5
yedge = wavey + yslope * (k+0.5-(hornstart-horndepth)) + 0.5
if (ezeqn(O,yedge,k) .eq. ezeqn(0,yedge,k-1)) then
if (ezeqn(xedge,0,k) .eq. ezeqn(xedge,0,k-1)) then
c vertical walls on all sides









c vertical wall only on y side, horizontal on x side
do 230 i = xedge-l,xedge















if (ezeqn(xedge,O,k) .eq. ezeqn(xedge,0,k-1)) then
c vertical only on xedges, horizontal on yedge
do 270 j = yedge-l,yedge














c all edges have horizontal walls
do 310 j = yedge-1,yedge









do 340 i = xedge-l,xedge












c and the e fields at the opening of the horn:
k = hornstart








c now the e-fields at the total/scattered interface
k = hornstart
do 390 i = -xhorn,xhorn-1




do 410 i = -xhorn+l,xhorn-1






c now to worry about the h fields
do 500 i - -maxx+1,maxx-1
do 510 j = -maxy,maxy-1





do 501 i - -maxx,maxx-1
do 511 j = -maxy+1,maxy-1





do 502 i = -maxx,mazx-1
do 512 j - -maxy.maxy-1





c first look at the bottom of the waveguide:
k - hornstart-horndepth-wavedepth-1
do 600 i = -wavex,vavex




do 620 i - -wavex,wavex-1







do 700 i - -wavex+1,wavex-1




do 720 i - -wavex+l,vavex-2




do 800 k - hornstart-horndepth-vavedepth,hornstart-horndepth-1
do 810 i - -wavex+,wvavex-1
























do 860 j - -wavey+l,wavey-1






























do 801 i - -vavex,vavez-i




if there's a horizontal edge at k = hornstart-horndepth, then
: the above is slightly wrong, and needs fixing. the only way that
: this could happen is if a slope is greater than 45 degrees.
if (yalope .go. 1.0) then
k = hornstart-horndepth-1




if (xslope .go. 1.0) then



















if (xslope .go. 1) then
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c now to set the h equations in the horn region.
do 1000 k = hornstart-horndepth,hornstart-1
xcornerO = wavex + xslope
ycornerO = wavey + yslope
xedge0 = xcornerO + 0.5







= wavex + xslope
= wavey + yslope
xcornerl + 0.5
ycornerl + 0.5
xcorner2 = wavex + xslope
ycorner2 = wavey + yslope
xedge2 = xcorner2 + 0.5
yedge2 = ycorner2 + 0.5
xedge22 = xcorner2
yedge22 = ycorner2
xcorner3 = wavex + xslope
ycorner3 = wavey + yslope
xedge3 = xcorner3 + 0.5
yedge3 = ycorner3 + 0.5
xcorner4 = wavex + xslope
ycorner4 = wavey + yslope
xedge4 = xcorner4 + 0.5











zcornerx = hornstart-horndepth + (xedgeO-wavex)/xslope
zcornery = hornstart-horndepth + (yedgeO-wavey)/yslope
do 1010 i = 0,maxx-2
do 1020 j = O,maxy-2
c hz
hzdistx(k) = xcornerl - (xedgeO-1)
hzdisty(k) = ycornerl - (yedgeO-1)
c the last hz will be used at xedge0 and yedge0,
c that's why I used them.
if (i .It. xedgeO - 1) then










elseif (j .eq. yedgeO) then











elseif (j .eq. yedge2) then











elseif (i .eq. xedgeO - 1) then











elseif (j .eq. yedgeO) then






















elseif (i .eq. xedgeO) then
if (xedge2 .eq. xedgeO) then
if (j .it. yedge2) then
hzeqn(i,j,k) = hzoleqn



























elseif (i .eq. xedge2) then

















hxdistyh(k) = ycorner3 - (yedge2-1)
hxdistyl(k) = ycornerl - (yedge2-1)
hxdistz(k) = k+1 - zcornerx
if (i .lt. xedgeO) then







elseif (j .eq. yedge2-1) then











elseif (j .eq. yedge2) then

















elseif (i .eq. xedgeO) then
if (xedge2 .eq. xedgeO) then
c ey contours above and below are cut.





elseif (j .eq. yedge2) then


















c here, the ey contour above hx exists, but the one below does not.










elseif (j .eq. yedge2) then


















elseif (i .eq. xzedgeO+1) then
if (j .it. yedge2) then
if (i .eq. xedge2) then
















elseif (j .eq. yedge2) then
if (i .eq. xedge2) then































elseif (i .eq. xedgeO+2) then
if ((k .eq. 21) .and. (j .eq. 2)) then
write (6,*) i,xedge4,xedge3,xedge2,xedgel,xedgeO
endif
if (j .1e. yedge2) then
























hydistxh(k) = xcorner3 - (xedge2-1)
hydistxl(k) = xcornerl - (xedge2-1)
223
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hydistz(k) = k+1 - zcornery
if (j .it. yedgeO) then





elseif (i .eq. xedge2-1) then











elseif (i .eq. xedge2) then

















elseif (j .eq. yedgeO) then
if (yedge2 .eq. yedgeO) then
c ey contours above and below are cut.





elseif (i .eq. xedge2) then


















c here, the ey contour above hy exists, but the one below does not.










elseif (i .eq. xedge2) then


















elseif (j .eq. yedgeO+l) then
if (i .lt. xedge2) then
if (j .eq. yedge2) then
















elseif (i .eq. xedge2) then
if (j .eq. yedge2) then






























elseif (j .eq. yedgeO+2) then
if ((k .eq. 21) .and. (i .eq. 2)) then
write (6,*) j,yedge4,yedge3,yedge2,yedgel,yedgeO
endif
if (i .le. xedge2) then































c now to put the total/scattered fields in
do 1200 i = -xhorn+l,xhorn-1




do 1220 i = -xhorn,xhorn-1




c and also correct the rest of the equations at k = hornstart

























do 2000 k = hornstart-horndepth-wavedepth-l,hornstart+1
write (2,*) k




do 2010 i = -xhorn-l,xhorn+l
write(2,3000) i








do 2030 k = hornstart-horndepth-wavedepth-1,hornstart+1
write (2,*) k




do 2040 i = -xhorn-l,xhorn+1
write(2,3000) i








do 2060 k = hornstart-horndepth-wavedepth-l,hornstart+1
write (2,*) k




do 2070 i = -xhorn-l,xhorn+l
write(2,3000) i








do 2090 k = hornstart-horndepth-wavedepth-l,hornstart+l
write (2,*) k
do 2100 i = -xhorn-l,xhorn+l








do 2120 k = hornstart-horndepth-wavedepth-l,hornstart+1
write (2,*) k
do 2130 i = -xhorn-l,xhorn+l











do 2150 k = hornstart-horndepth-wavedepth-l,hornstart+1
write (2,*) k
do 2160 i = -xhorn-l,xhorn+l




































hxinc = hxinc * exp((tl/sigma)**2/-2)
if (sine) then





























hyinc = hyinc * exp((tl/sigma)**2/-2)
if (sine) then





























hzinc = hzinc * exp((tl/sigma)**2/-2)
if (sine) then
































exinc = exinc * exp((t1/sigma)**2/-2)
if (sine) then
































eyinc = eyinc * exp((tl/sigma)**2/-2)
if (sine) then

































ezinc = ezinc * exp((tl/sigma)**2/-2)
if (sine) then






























etotinc = etotinc * exp((tl/sigma)**2/-2)
if (sine) then



















parameter (variance = 3600.0, offset = 180.0, gridwaves = 40.0)
integer n
exnorm(0,0,-17) = 30*exp(-(n-offset)**2/variance) *
1 sin(-2*pi*n/gridwaves)













cent = 5 * sigma








do 10 i = -wavex,wavex-1






-= -=-=-= -=-=-= -=-= -=-=-= - - -=
c THIS IS FROM THE COMMON FILE
integer maxx,maxy,maxz, pmldepth
integer mminx,mminy,mminz
real delta, deltat, dtovd, sigmax, eta, pi, c
parameter(maxx=26, maxy=35, maxz=75, pmldepth = 24)
parameter(mminx=maxx-1 ,mminy=maxy-l1,mminz=maxz- 1)
parameter(pi = 3.1415926536, eta = 120.0*pi, c = 3e8)









2 hydeqn,hyodeqn,hyileqnc, hyireqnc, hyideqnib,hyideqnif
integer hznormeqn,hzileqn, hzireqn, hzifeqn, hzibeqn,
1 hz0eqn, hzilfeqn,hzilbeqn,hzirfeqn,hzirbeqn,
2 hzoleqn, hzoreqn, hzofeqn, hzobeqn,
3 hzolfeqn,hzolbeqn,hzorfeqn ,hzorbeqn
parameter(exnormeqn=1,exOeqn=O,eynormeqn=1,eyOeqn=0,eznormeqn=1,


















integer exeqn(-maxx:maxx-1, -maxy+l:maxy-1, -maxz+l:maxz-1),
1 eyeqn(-maxx+l:maxx-1, -maxy:maxy-1, -maxz+l:maxz-1) ,
2 ezeqn(-maxx+1:maxx-1, -maxy+l:maxy-1, -maxz:maxz-1),
3 hxeqn(-maxx+l:maxx-1, -maxy:maxy-1, -maxz:maxz-1),
4 hyeqn(-maxx:maxx-1, -maxy+1:maxy-1, -maxz:maxz-1),
5 hzeqn(-maxx:maxx-1, -maxy:maxy-1, -maxz+l:maxz-1)
c the dimensions of the arrays of fields.
c note that the pml has an extra e field outside of it which
c is not calculated.
real exnorm(-maxx:maxx-1, -maxy+1:maxy-1, -maxz+l:maxz-1),
1 eynorm(-maxx+l:maxx-1, -maxy:maxy-1, -maxz+l:maxz-1),
2 eznorm(-maxx+l:maxx-1, -maxy+l:maxy-1, -maxz:maxz-1),
3 hxnorm(-maxx+l:maxx-1, -maxy:maxy-1, -maxz:maxz-1),
4 hynorm(-maxx:maxx-1, -maxy+l:maxy-1, -maxz:maxz-1),
5 hznorm(-maxx:maxx-1, -maxy:maxy-1, -maxz+l:maxz-1)
c the cells inside the pml
c the waveguide pml
real exywgpml(-maxx:maxx-1, -maxy+l:maxy-1, -pmldepth:O),
1 exzwgpml(-maxx:maxx-1, -maxy+l:maxy-1, -pmldepth:O),
2 eyxwgpml(-maxx+l:maxx-1, -maxy:maxy-1, -pmldepth:O),
3 eyzwgpml(-maxx+1:maxx-1, -maxy:maxy-1, -pmldepth:O),
4 ezxwgpml(-maxx+l:maxx-1, -maxy+l:maxy-1, -pmldepth:O),
5 ezywgpml(-maxx+1:maxx-1, -maxy+l:maxy-1, -pmldepth:O)
real hxywgpml(-maxx+1:maxx-1, -maxy:maxy-1, -pmldepth:-1),
1 hxzwgpml(-maxx+l:maxx-1, -maxy:maxy-1, -pmldepth:-1),
2 hyxwgpml(-maxx:maxx-1, -maxy+l:maxy-1, -pmldepth: -) ,
3 hyzwgpml(-maxx:maxx-1, -maxy+l:maxy-1, -pmldepth:-1),
3 hzxwgpml(-maxx:maxx-1, -maxy+i:maxy-1, -pmldepth+1:O),
3 hzywgpml(-maxx:maxx-1, -maxy+l:maxy-1, -pmldepth+1:O)





















































































































































































































































































































common /stuff/ delta,deltat,dtovd, sigmax
1 /fields/ exnorm,eynorm,eznorm,hxnorm, hynorm,hznorm,
2 exyupml, exzupml, eyxupml, eyzupml, ezxupml, ezyupml,
3 hxyupml,hxzupml, hyxupml, hyzupml, hzxupml,hzyupml,
4 ezxydpml, exzdpml, eyxdpml, eyzdpml, ezdpml, ezydpml,
5 hxydpml,hxzdp lhyxdpml, hyzdpml, hzxdpml ,hzydpml,
6 exylpml, ezzlpml,eyxlpml, yzlpml, ezlpml,ezylpml,
7 hxylpml,hxzlpml ,hylpml, hyzlpml,hzlpml ,hzylpml,
8 ezyrpml, ezzrpml,eyzrpml,eyzrpml.ezrpml,ezyrpml,
9 hxyrpml, hxzrpml, hyxrpml, hyzrpml,hzxrpml ,hzyrpml,
0 ezyfpml, exzfpml ,eyxfpml, eyzfpml,.ezxfpml,ezyfpml,
I hzyfpml ,hxzfpml ,hyxfpml, hyzfpal, .hzzfpml,hzyfpml,
2 ezxybpml, exzbpml, eyxbpml, eyzbpml, ezbpml, ezybpml,
3 hxybpml, hxzbpml,hybpml, hyzbpml, hzxbpml,hzybpml,
4 exyvgpml, exzvgpml, eyxzwgpml,eyzvgpml, ezxvgpml, ezyvgpml,









c---t----- -=-=-- ----- -cut here-.=-=-=-=-=-=-=--=-=-=-=--















The code for modeling a pyramidal horn









































complex hyi(2,-mminy:mminy, -mminz: mminz-1,maxnfr)




c note: front means y < -maxy, back means y > maxy
write(6,*) "how many time steps?"
read(5,*) n
write(6,*) "enter step size in meters"
read(5,*) delta
c deltat = delta/(sqrt(3.0)*cfl)





3 write(6,*) "enter waveguide dimensions in meters (x,y)"
read(5,*) tempx,tempy
wavex = tempx/delta/2 + 0.5
wavey = tempy/delta/2 + 0.5
write(6,*) "at what delta should the horn start? (maxz=)",maxz
read(5,*) hornstart




write(6,*) "enter height of the horn in meters"
read(5,*) tempz
horndepth = tempz/delta + 0.5
xhorn = xslope * horndepth + wavex +0.5
yhorn = yslope * horndepth + wavey +0.5
if ((xhorn .gt. mminx-2) .or. (yhorn .gt. mminy-2)) then
write (6,*) 'horn opening too big. try again'
goto 3
endif
xslope = real(xhorn - wavex)/horndepth
yslope = real(yhorn - wavey)/horndepth
write(6,*) "enter height of waveguide in meters"
read(5,*) tempz
wavedepth = tempz/delta + 0.5
if (-hornstart+horndepth+wavedepth + 2 .gt. mminz-2) then
write (6,*) 'horn,wave too long, try again.'
goto 3
endif
2 write (6,*) 'enter the k of the ground plane'
read (5,*) kground
if (kground .le. -maxz+l) then
write (6,*) 'ground plane too low.'
goto 2
elseif (kground .gt. hornstart) then






















'in units of delta, ',delta,','
'horn starts at ',hornstart
'with an opening of ',xhorn,yhorn
'has a depth of ',horndepth
'slopes (run/rise) of ',xslope,yslope
'waveguide starts at ',hornstart-horndepth
'with an opening of ',wavex,wavey
'and a depth of ',wavedepth
write (6,*) 'enter dimensions of box for writing fields: (x,y,z)'
read (5,*) tempx,tempy,tempz
minx = tempx/2.0/delta + 0.5
miny = tempy/2.0/delta + 0.5
minz = tempz/2.0/delta + 0.5
if ((minx .gt. mminx) .or. (miny .gt. mminy) .or.
1 (minz .gt. mminz) .or. (xhorn .gt. minx-2) .or.
2 (yhorn .gt. miny-2) .or. (hornstart .gt. minz-2) .or.
3 (-hornstart+horndepth+wavedepth .gt. minz-2)) then
write (6,*) 'bad box dimensions.'
write (6,*) 'x must be between ',(xhorn+2)*delta*2.0,' and '
1 ,(mminx)*delta*2.0
write (6,*) 'y must be between ',(yhorn+2)*delta*2.0,' and I
1 ,(mminy)*delta*2.0
if (-hornstart+horndepth+wavedepth .le. hornstart) then
write (6,*) 'z must be between ',(hornstart+2)*delta*2.0,
1 ' and ',(mminz)*delta*2.0
else
write (6,*) 'z must be between '
1 (-hornstart+horndepth+vavedepth+2)*delta"2.0,




write (6,*) "pml at bottom of wg? (y/n) :"
read (5,*) s
pml = s .eq. 'y'
write (6,*) "enter incident angles (theta, phi) (deg) :"
write (6,*) "enter e_theta, e_phi :"
read (5,*) theta,phi,etheta,ephi
write (6,*) "gaussian source(y/n) :"
write (6,*) "sinusoidal source(y/n)
read (5,*) g
gauss = g .eq. 'y'
read (5,*) s
sine = s .eq. 'y'
if (gauss) then
if (sine) then
write(6,*) 'enter frequency of sinusoid :'
read(5,*) freq









deltats per sigma. :'
if (sine) then











write(6,*) 'assuming ex - line source in x-dir'
write(6,*) 'enter frequency :'
read(5,*) freq
write(6,*) 'enter number of cycles per sigma. :'
read(5,*) peaks
sigma = peaks*c/freq
write(6,*) 'enter distance from end of wg'
read (5,*) tempz
ksource = tempz/delta+0.5
ksource = ksource + hornstart-horndepth-wavedepth
write (6,*) 'source is at ',ksource,'delta'
write (6,*) 'waveguide goes from ',hornstart-horndepth


























write(6,*) 'the incident wave has the following components'
write(6,*) ' exin = ',exin,' hxin = ',hxin
write(6,*) ' eyin = ',eyin,' hyin = ',hyin
write(6,*) ' ezin = ',ezin,' hzin = ',hzin
write (6,*) 'enter number of readout frequencies '
read (5,*) nfr
if (nfr .gt. maxnfr) then
write (6,*) ' Too Many Frequencies'
stop
elseif (nfr .eq. 1) then




write (6,*) 'enter starting and ending frequencies (Hz)
read (5,*) frql,frq2




















c$$$ write (7,296) 2*(maxy+pmldepth)+1, 2*(maxx+pmldepth), 64, n,
c$$$ 1 'new.image.Z '
write (7,296) 2*(maxy+pmldepth)+l, 2*(maxz+pmldepth)-i, 64, n,
1 'new.image.Z '
c write (7,296) 2*(maxy+pmldepth)+l, 2*(maxx+pmldepth)+1, 64, n,
c 1 'new.image.Z '
write (7,*) 1





do 10 time = 1,n




c write (6,*) 'euplm'
call eupml
c write (6,*) 'edplm'
c call edpml
c write (6,*) 'elplm'
call elpml
c write (6,*) 'erplm'
call erpml
c write (6,*) 'efplm'
call efpml





if (.not. (gauss .or. sine)) call radiate_source(time,ksource)
c write (6,*) 'hnorm'
call hnorm(time)
c write (6,*) 'hupml'
call hupml
c write (6,*) 'hdpml'
c call hdpml
c write (6,*) 'hlpml'
call hlpml
c write (6,*) 'hrpml'
call hrpml
c write (6,*) 'hfpml'
call hfpml


















c if (time .eq. 100 .or. time .eq. 90) call nonzerocheck
c TAKE FOURIER TRANSFORMS over a box, to find RCS
etotincnow = etotinc(time,etheta,ephi)
write (6,*) etotincnow




c write (6,*) einc(ifr)
do 110 i = -minx,minx-1
do 120 k = -minz,minz
exj(i,1,k,ifr) = exj(i,l,k,ifr) + exnorm(i,-miny,k) *
1 cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*time*deltatime)
exj(i,2,k,ifr) = exj(i,2,k,ifr) + exnorm(i,miny,k) *
1 cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*time*deltatime)
c$$$ if (abs(exj(i,1,k,ifr) - exj(i,2,k,ifr)) .ge.
c$$$ 1 le-4) then
c$$$ write (6,*) 'symmetry error',i,j,k,exj(i,1,k,ifr),
c$$$ 1 exj(i,2,k,ifr)
c$$$ count = count + 1






do 130 i = -minx,minx-1
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do 140 j = -miny,miny
exk(i,j,1,ifr) = exk(i,j,l,ifr) + exnorm(i,j,-minz) *
1 cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*time*deltatime)




do 150 j = -miny,miny-1
do 160 k = -minz,minz
eyi(l,j,k,ifr) = eyi(1,j,k,ifr) + eynorm(-minx,j,k) *
1 cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*time*deltatime)




do 170 i = -minx,minx
do 180 j = -miny,miny-1
eyk(i,j,l,ifr) = eyk(i,j,l,ifr) + eynorm(i,j,-minz) *
1 cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*time*deltatime)




do 190 j = -miny,miny
do 200 k = -minz,minz-1
ezi(1l,j,k,ifr) = ezi(1,j,k,ifr) + eznorm(-minx,j,k) *
1 cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*time*deltatime)




do 210 i = -minx,minx
do 220 k = -minz,minz-1
ezj(i,l,k,ifr) = ezj(i,l,k,ifr) + eznorm(i,-miny,k) *
1 cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*time*deltatime)




do 300 i = -minx,minx
do 310 k = -minz,minz-1
hxj(i,l,k,ifr) = hxj(i,l,k,ifr) +
1 (hxnorm(i,-miny-l,k) + hxnorm(i,-miny,k))/2 *
2 cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*(time+0.5)*deltatime)
hxj(i,2,k,ifr) = hxj(i,2,k,ifr) +




do 320 i = -minx,minx
do 330 j = -miny,miny-1
hxk(i,j,l,ifr) = hxk(i,j,l,ifr) +
1 (hxnorm(i,j,-minz-1) + hxnorm(i,j,-minz))/2 *
2 cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*(time+0.5)*deltatime)
hxk(i,j,2,ifr) = hxk(i,j,2,ifr) +




do 340 j = -miny,miny
do 350 k = -minz,minz-1
hyi(1,j,k,ifr) = hyi(l,j,k,ifr) +
1 (hynorm(-minx-l,j,k) + hynorm(-minx,j,k))/2 *
2 cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*(time+0.5)*deltatime)
hyi(2,j,k,ifr) = hyi(2,j,k,ifr) +




do 360 i = -minx,minx-1
do 370 j = -miny,miny
hyk(i,j,l,ifr) = hyk(i,j,l,ifr) +
1 (hynorm(i,j,-minz-1) + hynorm(i,j,-minz))/2 *
2 cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*(time+0.5)*deltatime)
hyk(i,j,2,ifr) = hyk(i,j,2,ifr) +




do 380 j = -miny,miny-1
do 390 k = -minz,minz
hzi(1,j,k,ifr) = hzi(l,j,k,ifr) +
1 (hznorm(-minx-l,j,k) + hznorm(-minx,j,k))/2 *
2 cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*(time+0.5)*deltatime)
hzi(2,j,k,ifr) = hzi(2,j,k,ifr) +




do 400 i = -minx,minx-1
do 410 k = -minz,minz
hzj(i,l,k,ifr) = hzj(i,l,k,ifr) +
1 (hznorm(i,-miny-l,k) + hznorm(i,-miny,k))/2 *
2 cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*(time+0.5)*deltatime)
hzj(i,2,k,ifr) = hzj(i,2,k,ifr) +



































do 1010 ifr = 1,nfr
write (41,*) einc(ifr)
1010 continue
do 1020 i = -minx,minx-1
do 1030 k = -minz,minz
do 1040 j = 1,2






do 1060 i = -minx,minx-1
do 1070 j = -miny,miny
do 1080 k = 1,2






do 1100 j = -miny,miny-I
do 1110 k = -minz,minz
do 1120 i = 1,2






do 1140 i = -minx,minx
do 1150 j = -miny,miny-1
do 1160 k = 1,2








do 1180 j = -miny,miny
do 1190 k = -minz,minz-1
do 1200 i = 1,2






do 1220 i = -minx,minx
do 1230 k = -minz,minz-1
do 1240 j = 1,2






do 1300 i = -minx,minx
do 1310 k = -minz,minz-1
do 1320 j = 1,2






do 1340 i = -minx,minx
do 1350 j = -miny,miny-1
do 1360 k = 1,2






do 1380 j = -miny,miny
do 1390 k = -minz,minz-1
do 1400 i = 1,2






do 1420 i = -minx,minx-1
do 1430 j = -miny,miny
do 1440 k = 1,2






do 1460 j = -miny,miny-1
do 1470 k = -minz,minz














do 1500 i = -minx,minx-1
do 1510 k = -minz,minz
do 1520 j = 1,2























































do 10 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 20 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
do 30 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (exeqn(i,j,k) .eq. exnormeqn) then
exnorm(i,j,k) = exnorm(i,j,k) + dtovd *
1 (hznorm(i,j,k) - hznorm(i,j-l,k)
2 -hynorm(i,j,k) + hynorm(i,j,k-1))
elseif (exeqn(i,j,k) .eq. exueqn) then
exnorm(i,j,k) = exnorm(i,j,k) + dtovd *








do 40 i = -maxx+1,maxx-1
do 50 j = -maxy,maxy-I
do 60 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (eyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. eynormeqn) then
eynorm(i,j,k) = eynorm(i,j,k) + dtovd *
1 (hxnorm(i,j,k) - hxnorm(i,j,k-1)
2 -hznorm(i,j,k) + hznorm(i-l,j,k))
elseif (eyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. eyueqn) then
eynorm(i,j,k) = eynorm(i,j,k) + dtovd *
1 ((hxnorm(i,j,k)+hxinc(i,j,k,t)) - hxnorm(i,j,k-1)







do 70 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 80 j = -maxy+1,maxy-1
do 90 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (ezeqn(i,j,k) .eq. eznormeqn) then
eznorm(i,j,k) = eznorm(i,j,k) + dtovd *
1 (hynorm(i,j,k) - hynorm(i-l,j,k)







c now to zero the e-fields on the ground plane.
k = kground
c we need to know where kground is
if (kground .le. hornstart-horndepth-wavedepth) then
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do 100 i = -maxx,maxx-1




do 120 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1




elseif (kground .le. hornstart-horndepth) then
do 140 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 150 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
if ((abs(i+0.5) .gt. wavex+0.0) .or.





do 160 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 170 j = -maxy,maxy-1
if ((abs(i) .gt. wavex) .or.





elseif (kground .1e. hornstart) then
xedge = wavex + xslope * (k+0.5-(hornstart-horndepth)) + 0.5
yedge = wavey + yslope * (k+0.5-(hornstart-horndepth)) + 0.5
write (6,*) xedge,yedge
do 180 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 190 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
if ((abs(i+0.5) .gt. xedge+0.0) .or.





do 200 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 210 j = -maxy,maxy-1
if ((abs(i) .gt. xedge) .or.

















do 10 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 20 j = -maxy+1,maxy-2
do 30 k = -maxz+l,maxz-2
if (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxnormeqn) then
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eznorm(i,j+l,k) - eznorm(i,j,k)
2 -eynorm(i,j,k+l) + eynorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxifeqn) then
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eznorm(i,j+l,k)
2 -eynorm(i,j,k+l) * hxdistyh(k)
3 + eynorm(i,j,k) * hxdistyl(k))/
4 ((hxdistyh(k)+hxdistyl (k))/2)
elseif (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxibeqn) then
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (-eznorm(i,j,k)
2 -eynorm(i,j,k+l) + hxdistyh(k)
3 + eynorm(i,j,k) * hxdistyl(k))/
4 ((hxdistyh(k)+hxdistyl(k))/2)
elseif (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxideqn) then
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eznorm(i,j+l,k) * hxdistz(k)
2 -eznorm(i,j,k) * hxdistz(k)
3 -eynorm(i,j,k+1))/
4 (hxdistz(k))




d = a - (a - b)*e








d = a - (a - b)*e




elseif (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxifeqnc) then





elseif (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxibeqnc) then




4 ((hxdistyh(k) +hxdistyl (k))/2)
elseif (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxofeqn) then
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eznorm(i,j+l,k) - ezinc(i,j,k,t)
2 -eynorm(i,j,k+l) + eynorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxobeqn) then
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (ezinc(i,j+l,k,t) - eznorm(i,j,k)
2 -eynorm(i,j,k+l) + eynorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxoueqn) then
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eznorm(i,j+l,k) - eznorm(i,j,k)
2 -eyinc(i,j,k+l,t) + eynorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxoufeqn) then
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eznorm(i,j+l,k) - ezinc(i,j,k,t)
2 -eyinc(i,j,k+l,t) + eynorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxoubeqn) then
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (ezinc(i,j+l,k,t) - eznorm(i,j,k)
2 -eyinc(i,j,k+l,t) + eynorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxdeqn) then
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eznorm(i,j+l,k) - eznorm(i,j,k)
2 -eynorm(i,j,k+l)+(eynorm(i,j,k)-eyinc(i,j,k,t)))
elseif (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxodeqn) then
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eznorm(i,j+l,k) - eznorm(i,j,k)
2 -eynorm(i, j,k+l)+eyinc(i,j,k,t))
elseif (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxOeqn) then
noop
else
write (6,*) "undefined hx eqn at ",i,j,k
endif






do 40 i = -maxx+1,maxx-2
do 50 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
do 60 k = -maxz+l,maxz-2
if (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hynormeqn) then
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exnorm(i,j,k+l) - exnorm(i,j,k)
2 -eznorm(i+l,j,k) + eznorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hyileqn) then
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exnorm(i,j,k+l) * hydistxh(k)
2 -exnorm(i,j,k) * hydistxl(k)
3 -eznorm(i+l,j,k))/
4 ((hydistxh(k) + hydistxl(k))/2)
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elseif (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hyireqn) then
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exnorm(i,j,k+l) * hydistxh(k)
2 -exnorm(i,j,k) * hydistxl(k)
3 +eznorm(i,j,k))/
4 ((hydistxh(k) + hydistxl(k))/2)
elseif (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hyideqn) then
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exnorm(i,j,k+l)
2 -eznorm(i+l,j,k) * hydistz(k)
3 +eznorm(i,j,k) * hydistz(k))/
4 (hydistz(k))




d = a - (a-b)*e
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exnorm(i,j,k+l) * a
3 -eznorm(i+l,j,k)) * e/
4 ((a+d)/2*e)




d = a - (a-b)*e
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exnorm(i,j,k+l) * a
3 +eznorm(i,j,k)) * e/
4 ((a+d)/2*e)
elseif (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hyileqnc) then
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exnorm(i,j,k+l) * hydistxh(k)
2 -exnorm(i+l,j,k) * hydistxl(k)
3 -eznorm(i+l,j,k))/
4 ((hydistxh(k) + hydistxl(k))/2)
elseif (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hyireqnc) then
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exnorm(i,j,k+l) * hydistxh(k)
2 -exnorm(i-l,j,k) * hydistxl(k)
3 +eznorm(i, j,k))/
4 ((hydistxh(k) + hydistxl(k))/2)
elseif (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hyoleqn) then
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exnorm(i,j,k+l) - exnorm(i,j,k)
2 -eznorm(i+l,j,k) + ezinc(i,j,k,t))
elseif (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hyoreqn) then
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exnorm(i,j,k+l) - exnorm(i,j,k)
2 -ezinc(i+l,j,k,t) + eznorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hyoueqn) then
hynorm(ij,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exinc(i,j,k+l,t) - exnorm(i,j,k)
2 -eznorm(i+l,j,k) + eznorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hyouleqn) then
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exinc(i,j,k+l,t) - exnorm(i,j,k)
2 -eznorm(i+l,j,k) + ezinc(i,j,k,t))
elseif (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hyoureqn) then
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exinc(i,j,k+l,t) - exnorm(i,j,k)
2 -ezinc(i+1,j,k,t) + eznorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hydeqn) then
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exnorm(i,j,k+1) - (exnorm(i,j,k)-exinc(i,j,k,t))
2 -eznorm(i+l,j,k) + eznorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hyodeqn) then
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exnorm(i,j,k+l) - exinc(i,j,k,t)
2 -eznorm(i+1,j,k) + eznorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hy0eqn) then
else
write (6,*) "unknown hyeqn at",i,j,k
endif






do 70 i = -maxx+1,maxx-2
do 80 j = -maxy+l,maxy-2
do 90 k = -maxz+1,maxz-1
if (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hznormeqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+l,j,k) - eynorm(i,j,k)
2 -exnorm(i,j+l,k) + exnorm(i,j,k))
if (abs(eynorm(i+l,j,k)) .gt. 100) write(6,*) 'eyr'
if (abs(eynorm(i,j,k)) .gt. 100) write(6,*) 'eyl'
if (abs(exnorm(i,j+1,k)) .gt. 100) write(6,*) 'exb'
if (abs(exnorm(i,j,k)) .gt. 100) write(6,*) 'exf'
elseif (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzileqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+l,j ,k)/hzdistx(k)
2 -exnorm(i,j+l,k) + exnorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzireqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
I (-eynorm(i,j,k)/hzdistx(k)
2 -exnorm(i,j+l,k) + exnorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzifeqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+l,j,k) - eynorm(i,j,k)
2 -exnorm(i,j+1,k)/hzdisty(k))
elseif (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzibeqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+l,j,k) - eynorm(i,j,k)
2 +exnorm(i,j,k)/hzdisty(k))
elseif (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzilfeqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+l,j,k)/hzdistx(k)
2 -exnorm(i,j+1,k)/hzdisty(k))
elseif (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzilbeqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+1,j,k)/hzdistx(k)
2 +exnorm(i,j,k)/hzdisty(k))
elseif (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzirfeqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (-eynorm(i,j,k)/hzdistx(k)
2 -exnorm(i,j+l,k)/hzdisty(k))
elseif (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzirbeqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (-eynorm(i,j,k)/hzdistx(k)
2 +exnorm(i,j,k)/hzdisty(k))
elseif (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzoleqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+l,j,k) - eyinc(i,j,k,t)
2 -exnorm(i,j+1,k) + exnorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzoreqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eyinc(i+l,j,k,t) - eynorm(i,j,k)
2 -exnorm(i,j+l,k) + exnorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzofeqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+l,j,k) - eynorm(i,j,k)
2 -exnorm(i,j+l,k) + exinc(i,j,k,t))
elseif (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzobeqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+l,j,k) - eynorm(i,j,k)
2 -exinc(i,j+l,k,t) + exnorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzolfeqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+1,j,k) - eyinc(i,j,k,t)
2 -exnorm(i,j+1,k) + exinc(i,j,k,t))
elseif (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzolbeqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+l,j,k) - eyinc(i,j,k,t)
2 -exinc(i,j+l,k,t) + exnorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzorfeqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eyinc(i+l,j,k,t) - eynorm(i,j,k)
2 -exnorm(i,j+l,k) + exinc(i,j,k,t))
elseif (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzorbeqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eyinc(i+l,j,k,t) - eynorm(i,j,k)
2 -exinc(i,j+l,k,t) + exnorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzOeqn) then
else
write (6,*) "unknown hzeqn at ",i,j,k
endif






c now get h's on the border, next to the pml.
c top & bottom faces
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k = -maxz
k2 = maxz-1
do 100 i = -maxx+l,maxx-i
do 110 j = -maxy+l,maxy-2
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eznorm(i,j+l,k) - eznorm(i,j,k)
2 -eynorm(i,j,k+l) + (eyxdpml(i,j,k) + eyzdpml(i,j,k)))
hxnorm(i,j,k2) = hxnorm(i,j,k2) - dtovd *
1 (eznorm(i,j+l,k2) - eznorm(i,j,k2)
2 -(eyxupml(i,j,k2+1) +eyzupml(i, j,k2+1))+eynorm(i,j,k2))
110 continue
100 continue
do 120 i = -maxx+1,maxx-2
do 130 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exnorm(i,j,k+l) - (exydpml(i,j,k) + exzdpml(i,j,k))
2 -eznorm(i+l,j,k) + eznorm(i,j,k))
hynorm(i,j,k2) = hynorm(i,j,k2) - dtovd *
1 ((exyupml(i,j,k2+1) + exzupml(i,j,k2+1))-exnorm(i,j,k2)
2 -eznorm(i+l,j,k2) + eznorm(i,j,k2))
130 continue
120 continue
c left & right faces
i = -maxx
i2 = maxx-1
do 140 j = -maxy+1,maxy-1
do 150 k = -maxz+1,maxz-2
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exnorm(i,j,k+l) - exnorm(i,j,k)
2 -eznorm(i+l,j,k) + (ezxlpml(i,j,k) + ezylpml(i,j,k)))
hynorm(i2,j,k) = hynorm(i2,j,k) - dtovd *




do 160 j = -maxy+l,maxy-2
do 170 k = -maxz+1,maxz-1
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+l,j,k) - (eyxlpml(i,j,k) + eyzlpml(i,j,k))
2 -exnorm(i,j+l,k) + exnorm(i,j,k))
hznorm(i2,j,k) = hznorm(i2,j,k) - dtovd *
I ((eyxrpml(i2+1,j,k) + eyzrpml(i2+1,j,k))-eynorm(i2,j,k)
2 -exnorm(i2,j+1,k) + exnorm(i2,j,k))
170 continue
160 continue
c front and back faces
j = -maxy
j2 = maxy-I
do 180 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 190 k = -maxz+1,maxz-2
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eznorm(i,j+l,k) - (ezxfpml(i,j,k) + ezyfpml(i,j,k))
2 -eynorm(i,j,k+l) + eynorm(i,j,k))
hxnorm(i,j2,k) = hxnorm(i,j2,k) - dtovd *
1 ((ezxbpml(i,j2+1,k) + ezybpml(i,j2+1,k))-eznorm(i,j2,k)
2 -eynorm(i,j2,k+l) + eynorm(i,j2,k))
190 continue
180 continue
do 200 i = -maxx+l,maxx-2
do 210 k = -maxz+1,maxz-1
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+1,j,k) - eynorm(i,j,k)
2 -exnorm(i,j+l,k) + (exyfpml(i,j,k) + exzfpml(i,j,k)))
hznorm(ij2,k)= hznorm(i,j2,k) - dtovd *










do 220 j = -maxy+1,maxy-1
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exnorm(i,j,k+l) - (exydpml(i,j,k) + exzdpml(i,j,k))
2 -eznorm(i+l,j,k) + (ezxlpml(i,j,k) + ezylpml(i,j,k)))
hynorm(i,j,k2) = hynorm(i,j,k2) - dtovd *
1 ((exyupml(i,j,k2+1) + exzupml(i,j,k2+1)) - exnorm(i,j,k2)
2 -eznorm(i+1,j,k2) + (ezxlpml(i,j,k2) + ezylpml(i,j,k2)))
hynorm(i2,j,k) = hynorm(i2,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exnorm(i2,j,k+l) - (exydpml(i2,j,k) + exzdpml(i2,j,k))
2 -(ezxrpml(i2+1,j,k) + ezyrpml(i2+1,j,k)) + eznorm(i2,j,k))
hynorm(i2,j,k2) = hynorm(i2,j,k2) - dtovd *








do 230 i = -maxx+1,maxx-1
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eznorm(i,j+l,k) - (ezxfpml(i,j,k) + ezyfpml(i,j,k))
2 -eynorm(i,j,k+l) + (eyxdpml(i,j,k) + eyzdpml(i,j,k)))
hxnorm(i,j,k2) = hxnorm(i,j,k2) - dtovd *
1 (eznorm(i,j+l,k2) - (ezxfpml(i,j,k2) + ezyfpml(i,j,k2))
2 -(eyxupml(i,j,k2+1) + eyzupml(i,j,k2+1)) + eynorm(i,j,k2))
hxnorm(i,j2,k) = hxnorm(i,j2,k) - dtovd *
1 ((ezxbpml(i,j2+1,k) + ezybpml(i,j2+1,k)) - eznorm(i,j2,k)
2 -eynorm(i,j2,k+l) + (eyxdpml(i,j2,k) + eyzdpml(i,j2,k)))
hxnorm(i,j2,k2) = hxnorm(i,j2,k2) - dtovd *








do 240 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+l,j,k) - (eyxlpml(i,j,k) + eyzlpml(i,j,k))
2 -exnorm(i,j+l,k) + (exyfpml(i,j,k) + exzfpml(i,j,k)))
hznorm(i2,j,k) = hznorm(i2,j,k) - dtovd *
1 ((eyxrpml(i2+l,j,k) + eyzrpml(i2+1,j,k)) - eynorm(i2,j,k)
2 -exnorm(i2,j+1,k) + (exyfpml(i2,j,k) + exzfpml(i2,j,k)))
hznorm(i,j2,k) = hznorm(i,j2,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+l,j2,k) - (eyxlpml(i,j2,k) + eyzlpml(i,j2,k))
2 -(exybpml(i,j2+1,k) + exzbpml(i,j2+1,k)) + exnorm(i,j2,k))
hznorm(i2,j2,k) = hznorm(i2,j2,k) - dtovd *












c first, let's do the fields on the inteface.
c note, all six fields are in the upml at z = maxz.
k = maz





c first the ex fields
do 10 i = -maxx-pmldepth,-maxx-1
do 20 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy







exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,jk)
2 -hzxupml(i,j-1,k) - hzyupml(i,j-l,k))
exzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxlpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzlpml(i,j,k-1))
20 continue
do 30 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
c8y = 1
c9y = dtovd
exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i,j-l,k) - hzyupml(i,j-l,k))
exzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxlpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzlpml(i,j,k-1))
30 continue
do 40 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i,j-l,k) - hzyupml(i,j-l,k))
exzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxlpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzlpml(i,j,k-1))
40 continue
10 continue
do 50 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 60 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy





exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i,j-l,k) - hzyupml(i,j-l,k))
exzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxfpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzfpml(i,j,k-1))
60 continue
do 70 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
c8y = 1
c9y = dtovd
exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i,j-l,k) - hzyupml(i,j-l,k))
exzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hynorm(i, j,k-l))
70 continue
do 80 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
I (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i,j-l,k) - hzyupml(i,j-i,k))
exzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxbpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzbpml(i,jk-1))
80 continue
50 continue
do 90 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 100 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy















exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
(hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
-hzxupml(i,j-l,k) - hzyupml(i,j-l,k))




do 110 j = -maxy+l,maxy-i
c8y = 1
c9y = dtovd
exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
(hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
-hzxupml(i,j-l,k) - hzyupml(i,j-l,k))




do 120 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1











exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
(hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
-hzxupml(i,j-l,k) - hzyupml(i,j-l,k))





c now the ey fields
c8y = 1
c9y = dtovd
do 130 i = -maxx-pmldepth+l,-maxx





do 140 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-I
eyzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzupml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hxylpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzlpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxupml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)






do 150 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 160 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy-1
eyzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzupml(i,j,k) + c9z *
(hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)
-hxyfpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzfpml(i,j,k-I))




do 170 j = -maxy,maxy-1
eyzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzupml(i,j,k) + c9z *
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eyxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxupml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i-l,j,k) - hzyupml(i-l,j,k))
170 continue
do 180 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1
eyzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzupml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hxybpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzbpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxupml(i,j,k) - c9x +
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i-l,j,k) - hzyupml(i-l,j,k))
180 continue
150 continue
do 190 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1





do 200 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
eyzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzupml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyrpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzrpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxupml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i-l,j,k) - hzyupml(i-1,j,k))
200 continue
190 continue
c now for the ez fields.
c first ezx:
do 210 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,maxy+pmldepth-I






ezxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxupml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)




do 230 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
ezxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxupml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxupml(i-l,j,k) - hyzupml(i-l,j,k))
230 continue
do 240 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1














c now for the ezy fields:
do 250 i = -maxx-pmldepth+1,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 260 j = -maxy-pmldepth+1,-maxy





ezyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyupml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)







do 270 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1




do 280 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-I





ezyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyupml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyupml(i,j-l,k) - hxzupml(i,j-l,k))
280 continue
250 continue
c that's all the e-fields at k = maxz.
c now, do the same thing from k = maxz+l to k = maxz+pmldepth-1.
do 300 k = maxz+1,maxz+pmldepth-1





c start with the ex fields.
do 310 i = -maxx-pmldepth,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 320 j = -maxy-pmldepth+1,-maxy





exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i,j-l,k) - hzyupml(i,j-l,k))
exzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)




do 330 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i,j-l,k) - hzyupml(i,j-l,k))
exzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxupml(i,j,k-1) - hyzupml(i,j,k-1))
330 continue
do 340 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i,j-l,k) - hzyupml(i,j-l,k))
exzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxupml(i,j,k-1) - hyzupml(i,j,k-1))
340 continue
310 continue
c now for the ey fields
do 350 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 360 i = -maxx-pmldepth+l,-maxx








eyzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzupml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyupml(i,j,k-1) - hxzupml(i,j,k-1))
eyxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxupml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)




do 370 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
eyzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzupml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyupml(i,j,k-1) - hxzupml(i,j,k-1))
eyxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxupml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i-l,j,k) - hzyupml(i-l,j,k))
370 continue
do 380 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1





eyzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzupml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyupml(i,j,k-1) - hxzupml(i,j,k-1))
eyxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxupml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i-l,j,k) - hzyupml(i-l,j,k))
380 continue
350 continue
c and lastly, the ez fields:
c first ezx:
do 390 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 400 i = -maxx-pmldepth+l,-maxx





ezxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxupml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)




do 410 i = -maxx+l,maxx-I
ezxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxupml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxupml(i-l,j,k) - hyzupml(i-l,j,k))
410 continue
do 420 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1





ezxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxupml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxupml(i-1,j,k) - hyzupml(i-l,j,k))
420 continue
390 continue
c now for the ezy fields:
do 430 i = -maxx-pmldepth+l,maxx+pmldepth-i
do 440 j = -maxy-pmldepth+1,-maxy





ezyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*zyupml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)




do 450 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
ezyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyupml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyupml(i,j-i,k) - hxzupml(i,j-l,k))
450 continue
do 460 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-i





ezyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyupml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)



















do 20 i = -maxx-pmldepth+l,maxx+pmldepth-1






hxyupml(i,j,k) = c8y *
1 (ezxupml(i,j+1,k)
2 -ezxupml(i,j,k) -






do 40 j = -maxy,maxy-1
hxyupml(i,j,k) = c8y *
1 (ezxupml(i,j+l,k)
2 -ezxupml(i,j,k) -




hxyupml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezyupml(i,j+l,k)
ozyupml(i,j,k))
hxzupml(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ eyzupml(i,j,k+1)
eyzupml(i,j,k))
hxyupml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezyupml(i,j+1,k)
ezyupml(i,j,k))
hxzupml(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ eyzupml(i,j,k+1)
eyzupml(i,j,k))






hxyupml(i,j,k) = c8y * hxyupml(i,j,k) - c9y *
239
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(ezxupml(i,j+l,k)
-ezxupml(i,j,k) -










do 60 j = -maxy-pmldepth+1,maxy+pmldepth-1






hyzupml(i,j,k) = c8z *
1 (exyupml(i,j,k+l)
2 -exyupml(i,j,k) -






do 80 i = -maxx,maxx-1
hyzupml(i,j,k) = c8z *
1 (exyupml(i,j,k+1)
2 -exyupml(i,j,k) -




hyzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
+ exzupml(i,j,k+l)
exzupml(i,j,k))
hyxupml(i,j,k) + c9x *
+ ezyupml(i+l,j,k)
ezyupml(i,j,k))
hyzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
+ exzupml(i,j,k+l)
exzupml(i,j,k))
hyxupml(i,j,k) + c9x *
+ ezyupml(i+l,j,k)
ezyupml(i,j,k))






hyzupml(i,j,k) = c8z *
(exyupml(i,j,k+l)
-exyupml(i,j,k) -
hyxupml(i,j,k) = c8x *
(ezxupml(i+l,j,k)
-ezxupml(i,j,k) -
hyzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
+ exzupml(i,j,k+l)
exzupml(i,j,k))





do 100 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1






hzxupml(i,j,k) = c8x * hzxupml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (eyxupml(i+l,j,k) + eyzupml(i+l,j,k)




do 120 i = -maxx,maxx-1
hzxupml(i,j,k) = c8x * hzxupml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (eyxupml(i+l,j,k) + eyzupml(i+l,j,k)
2 -eyxupml(i,j,k) - eyzupml(i,j,k))
120 continue






hzxupml(i,j,k) = c8x * hzxupml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (eyxupml(i+l,j,k) + eyzupml(i+l,j,k)
2 -eyxupml(i,j,k) - eyzupml(i,j,k))
130 continue
100 continue
do 140 i = -maxx-pmldepth,maxx+pmldepth-1






hzyupml(i,j,k) = c8y * hzyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (exyupml(i,j+l,k) + exzupml(i,j+l,k)




do 160 j = -maxy,maxy-1




hzyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
+ exzupml(i,j+l,k)
exzupml(i,j,k))






hzyupml(i,j,k) = c8y * hzyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (exyupml(i,j+l,k) + exzupml(i,j+l,k)













c first, let's do the fields on the inteface.
k = -maxz





c first the ex fields
do 10 i = -maxx-pmldepth, -maxx-i
do 20 j = -maxy-pmldepth+1,-maxy





exydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i,j-1,k) - hzydpml(i,j-1,k))
exzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxlpml(i,j,k) + hyzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxdpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzdpml(i,j,k-1))
20 continue





exydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i,j-l,k) - hzydpml(i,j-l,k))
exzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxlpml(i,j,k) + hyzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxdpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzdpml(i,j,k-1))
30 continue
do 40 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





exydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i,j-l,k) - hzydpml(i,j-l,k))
exzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxlpml(i,j,k) + hyzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxdpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzdpml(i,j,k-1))
40 continue
10 continue
do 50 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 60 j = -maxy-pmldepth+1,-maxy





exydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i,j-1,k) - hzydpml(i,j-l,k))
exzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxfpml(i,j,k) + hyzfpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxdpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzdpml(i,j,k-1))
60 continue
do 70 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
c8y = 1
c9y = dtovd
exydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(ij-l,k) - hzydpml(i,j-1,k))
exzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*ezzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hynorm(i,j,k)
2 -hyxdpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzdpml(i,j,k-1))
70 continue
do 80 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





exydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i,j-l,k) - hzydpml(i,j-1,k))
exzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxbpml(i,j,k) + hyzbpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxdpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzdpml(i,j,k-1))
80 continue
50 continue
do 90 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 100 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy





exydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i,j-l,k) - hzydpml(i,j-l,k))
exzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxdpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzdpml(i,jk-1))
100 continue
do 110 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
c8y = 1
c9y = dtovd
exydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i,j-l,k) - hzydpml(i,j-l,k))
exzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxdpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzdpml(i,j,k-1))
110 continue






exydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i,j-l,k) - hzydpml(i,j-l,k))
exzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*ezxzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxdpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzdpml(i,j,k-1))
120 continue
90 continue
c now the ey fields
c8y = 1
c9y = dtovd
do 130 i = -maxx-pmldepth+l,-maxx





do 140 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
eyzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzdpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxylpml(i,j,k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxydpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzdpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxdpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)





do 150 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 160 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy-1
eyzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzdpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyfpml(i,j,k) + hxzfpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxydpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzdpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxdpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i-l,j,k) - hzydpml(i-l,j,k))
160 continue
do 170 j = -maxy,maxy-1
eyzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzdpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxnorm(i,j,k)
2 -hxydpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzdpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxdpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i-l,j,k) - hzydpml(i-l,j,k))
170 continue
do 180 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1
eyzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzdpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxybpml(i,j,k) + hxzbpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxydpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzdpml(i,j,k-i))
eyxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxdpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i-1,j,k) - hzydpml(i-l,j,k))
180 continue
150 continue
do 190 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1
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do 200 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
eyzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzdpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxydpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzdpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxdpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i-l,j,k) - hzydpml(i-l,j,k))
200 continue
190 continue
c now for the ez fields.
c there are no ez fields to update at k = -maxz in the pml
c however, we do need to update fields at k = -maxz-pmldepth,
c and here's as good a place as any to do that.
k = -maxz-pmldepth
c no need to change c8z or c9z, since they're not used here.
c first ezx:
do 210 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 220 i = -maxx-pmldepth+l,-maxx





ezxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxdpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxdpml(i,j,k) + hyzdpml(i,j,k)







do 230 i = -maxx+l,maxx-I




do 240 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1





ezxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxdpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxdpml(i,j,k) + hyzdpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxdpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzdpml(i-l,j,k))
240 continue
210 continue
c now for the ezy fields:
do 250 i = -maxx-pmldepth+l,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 260 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy





ezydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezydpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxydpml(i,j,k) + hxzdpml(i,j,k)







do 270 j = -mary+l,maxy-1




do 280 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-I





ezydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezydpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxydpml(i,j,k) + hxzdpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxydpml(i,j-l,k) - hxzdpml(i,j-l,k))
280 continue
250 continue
c that's all the e-fields at k = -maxz and k = -maxz-pmldepth.
c now, do the same thing over the ks between those.
do 300 k = -maxz-pmldepth+l,-maxz-1





c start with the ex fields.
do 310 i = -maxx-pmldepth,maxx+pmldepth-i
do 320 j = -maxy-pmldepth+1,-maxy





exydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i,j-l,k) - hzydpml(i,j-l,k))
exzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxdpml(i,j,k) + hyzdpml(i,j,k)




do 330 j = -maxy+1,maxy-1
exydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i,j-l,k) - hzydpml(i,j-l,k))
exzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxdpml(i,j,k) + hyzdpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxdpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzdpml(i,j,k-1))
330 continue
do 340 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





exydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i,j-l,k) - hzydpml(i,j-l,k))
exzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxdpml(i,j,k) + hyzdpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxdpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzdpml(i,j,k-1))
340 continue
310 continue
c now for the ey fields
do 350 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-I
do 360 i = -maxx-pmldepth+l,-maxx





eyzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzdpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxydpml(i,j,k) + hxzdpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxydpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzdpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxdpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
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do 370 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
eyzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzdpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxydpml(i,j,k) + hxzdpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxydpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzdpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxdpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i-l,j,k) - hzydpml(i-l,j,k))
370 continue
do 380 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1





eyzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzdpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxydpml(i,j,k) + hxzdpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxydpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzdpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxdpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i-l,j,k) - hzydpml(i-l,j,k))
380 continue
350 continue
c and lastly, the ez fields:
c first ezx:
do 390 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 400 i = -maxx-pmldepth+l,-maxx





ezxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxdpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxdpml(i,j,k) + hyzdpml(i,j,k)




do 410 i = -maxx+1l,maxx-1
ezxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxdpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxdpml(i,j,k) + hyzdpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxdpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzdpml(i-l,j,k))
410 continue
do 420 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1





ezxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxdpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
I (hyxdpml(i,j,k) + hyzdpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxdpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzdpml(i-l,j,k))
420 continue
390 continue
c now for the ezy fields:
do 430 i = -maxx-pmldepth+1,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 440 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy





ezydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezydpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxydpml(i,j,k) + hxzdpml(i,j,k)




do 450 j = -maxy+l,maxy-I
ezydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezydpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxydpml(i,j,k) + hxzdpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxydpml(i,j-l,k) - hxzdpml(i,j-l,k))
450 continue
do 460 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





ezydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezydpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxydpml(i,j,k) + hxzdpml(i,j,k)













c because the hz's indices are one higher than that of hx and hy
c k is incremented after hx and by are computed, and then a goto
c is used to get back to line 1.
k = -maxz-pmldepth
c effectively loop from k = -maxz-pmldepth to k = -maxz(-1)





do 20 i = -maxx-pmldepth+1,maxx+pmldepth-1






hxydpml(i,j,k) = c8y *
1 (ezxdpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -ezxdpml(i,j,k) -






do 40 j = -maxy,maxy-I
hxydpml(i,j,k) = c8y *
1 (ezxdpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -ezxdpml(i,j,k) -




hxydpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezydpml(i,j+l,k)
ezydpml(i,j,k))
hxzdpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ eyzdpml(i,j,k+l)
eyzdpml(i,j,k))
hxydpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezydpml(i,j+l,k)
ezydpml(i,j,k))
hxzdpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ eyzdpml(i,j,k+1)
eyzdpml(i,j,k))






hxydpml(i,j,k) = c8y * hxydpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
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1 (ezxdpml(i,j+l,k) + ezydpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -ezxdpml(i,j,k) - ezydpml(i,j,k))
hxzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hxzdpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (eyxdpml(i,j,k+l) + eyzdpml(i,j,k+l)
2 -eyxdpml(i,j,k) - eyzdpml(i,j,k))
50 continue
20 continue
do 60 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,maxy+pmldepth-1






hyzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hyzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (exydpml(i,j,k+l) + exzdpml(i,j,k+l)
2 -exydpml(i,j,k) - exzdpml(i,j,k))
hyxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hyxdpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (ezxdpml(i+1,j,k) + ezydpml(i+l,j,k)




do 80 i = -maxx,maxx-1
hyzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hyzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (exydpml(i,j,k+l) + exzdpml(i,j,k+l)
2 -exydpml(i,j,k) - exzdpml(i,j,k))
hyxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hyxdpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (ezxdpml(i+l,j,k) + ezydpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -ezxdpml(i,j,k) - ezydpml(i,j,k))
80 continue






hyzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z *
(exydpml(i,j,k+l)
-exydpml(i,j,k) -
hyxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x *
(ezxdpml(i+l,j,k)
-ezxdpml(i,j,k) -
hyzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
+ exzdpml(i,j,k+l)
exzdpml(i,j,k))






do 100 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-I
do 110 i = -maxx-pmldepth,-maxx-1





hzxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hzxdpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (eyxdpml(i+l,j,k) + eyzdpml(i+l,j,k)




do 120 i = -maxx,maxx-i




hzxdpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
+ eyzdpml(i+l,j,k)
eyzdpml(i,j,k))






hzxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hzxdpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
(eyxdpml(i+l,j,k) + eyzdpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -eyxdpml(i,j,k) - eyzdpml(i,j,k))
130 continue
100 continue
do 140 i = -maxx-pmldepth,maxx+pmldepth-1






hzydpml(i,j,k) = c8y * hzydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (exydpml(i,j+l,k) + exzdpml(i,j+1,k)




do 160 j = -maxy,maxy-1








hzydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
+ exzdpml(i,j+l,k)
exzdpml(i,j,k))





















c first the interface.










do 10 k = kground+l,maxz-1
do 20 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy-1
eyzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxylpml(i,j,k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxylpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzlpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxlpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxfpml(i,j,k) + hzyfpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxlpml(i-l,j,k) - hzylpml(i-l,j,k))
20 continue
do 30 j = -maxy,maxy-1
eyzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxylpml(i,j,k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxylpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzlpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxlpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hznorm(i,j,k)




do 40 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-i
eyzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
(hxylpml(i,j,k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)
-hxylpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzlpml(i,j,k-1))





do 50 k = kground,maxz-1
do 60 j = -maxy-pmldepth+1,-maxy





ezxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxlpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
L (hyxfpml(i,j,k) + hyzfpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxlpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzlpml(i-l,j,k))
ezylpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezylpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
L (hxylpml(i,j,k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)




do 70 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
ezxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxlpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
I (hynorm(i,j,k)
2 -hyxlpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzlpml(i-1,j,k))
ezylpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezylpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
I (hxylpml(i,j,k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxylpml(i,j-l,k) - hxzlpml(i,j-l,k))
70 continue
do 80 j = maxy.maxy+pmldepth-1











ezxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxlpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
(hyxbpml(i,j,k) + hyzbpml(i,j,k)
-hyxlpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzlpml(i-l,j,k))





do the ex fields out at x = -maxx-pmldepth
i = -maxx-pmldepth
do 90 k = kground+1,maxz-1
do 100 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy





exylpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exylpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxlpml(i,j,k) + hzylpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxlpml(i,j-l,k) - hzylpml(i,j-l,k))
exzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzlpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxlpml(i,j,k) + hyzlpml(i,j,k)




do 110 j - -mazy+1,maxy-1
exylpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exylpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxlpml(i,j,k) + hzylpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxlpml(i,j-1,k) - hzylpml(i,j-l,k))
exzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzlpml(ij,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxlpml(i,j,k) + hyzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxlpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzlpml(i,j.k-1))
110 continue
do 120 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1







exylpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exylpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxlpml(i,j,k) + hzylpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxlpml(i,j-l,k) - hzylpml(i,j-l,k))
exzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzlpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxlpml(i,j,k) + hyzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxlpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzlpml(i,j,k-1))
120 continue
90 continue
do 130 i = -maxx-pmldepth+1,-maxx-1





do 140 k = kground+1,maxz-1
do 150 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy-1
eyzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxylpml(i,j,k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxylpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzlpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxlpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxlpml(i,j,k) + hzylpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxlpml(i-l,j,k) - hzylpml(i-l,jk))
150 continue
do 160 j = -maxy,maxy-1
eyzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxylpml(i,j,k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxylpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzlpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxlpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxlpml(i,j,k) + hzylpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxlpml(i-1,j,k) - hzylpml(i-l,j,k))
160 continue
do 170 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-I
eyzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxylpml(i,j,k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxylpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzlpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxlpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxlpml(i,j,k) + hzylpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxlpml(i-l,j,k) - hzylpml(i-1,j,k))
170 continue
140 continue
do 180 k = kground,maxz-1
do 190 j = -maxy-pmldepth+1,-maxy





ezxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxlpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxlpml(i,j,k) + hyzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxlpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzlpml(i-l,j,k))
ezylpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezylpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxylpml(i,j,k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)




do 200 j = -maxy+1,maxy-1
ezxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxlpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxlpml(i,j,k) + hyzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxlpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzlpml(i-l,j,k))
ezylpml(i,jk) = c8y*ezylpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxylpml(i,j,k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxylpml(i,j-l,k) - hxzlpml(i,j-l,k))
200 continue
do 210 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





ezxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxlpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
I (hyxlpml(i,j,k) + hyzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxlpml(i-1,j,k) - hyzlpml(i-l,j,k))
ezylpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezylpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxylpml(i,j,k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)
nue
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2 -hxylpml(i,j-1,k) - hxzlpml(i,j-l,k))
210 continue
180 continue
do 220 k - kground+1,maxz-1
do 230 j = -mazy-pmldepth+l,-maxy





exylpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exylpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxlpml(i,j,k) + hzylpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxlpml(i,j-l,k) - hzylpml(i,j-1,k))
exzlpml(i,j,k) = c8zeexzlpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxlpml(i,j,k) + hyzlpml(i,j,k)




do 240 j = -maxy+1,maxy-1
exylpml(i,j,k) - cSy*exylpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxlpml(i,j,k) + hzylpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzzlpml(i,j-1,k) - hzylpml(i,j-1,k))
exzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzlpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxlpml(i,j,k) + hyzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxlpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzlpml(i,j,k-1))
240 continue
do 250 j = maxy.maxy+pmldepth-1





exylpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exylpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxlpml(i,j,k) + hzylpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxlpml(i,j-l,k) - hzylpml(i,j-l,k))
exzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzlpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxlpml(i,j,k) + hyzlpml(i,j,k)













c as usual, do the interfaces first. here the interface is with the





do 10 i - -maxx-pmldepth+1,-maxx






hxylpml(i,j,k) = c8y * hxylpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
1 (ezxlpml(i,j+1,k) + ezylpml(i,j+1,k)
2 -ezxlpml(i,j.k) - ezylpml(i,j,k))
hxzlpml(i,j,k) - c8z * hxzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (eyxlpml(i,j,k+1) + eyzlpml(i,j,k+1)
2 -oyxdpml(i,j,k) - eyzdpml(i,j,k))
hxylpml(i,j,k2) = c8y * hxylpml(i,j,k2) - c9y *
1 (ezxlpml(i,j+l,k2) + azylpml(i.j+lk2)
2 -ezxlpml(i,j,k2) - ezylpml(i,j,k2))
hxzlpml(i,j,k2) = c8z * hxzlpml(i,j,k2) + c9z *
I (eyxupml(i,j,k2+1) + eyzupl(i,j,k2+1)




do 30 j = -maxy,maxy-1
hxylpnl(i,j,k) - c8y * hxylpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
I (ezxlpml(i,j+l,k) + ezylpml(i,j+,k)
2 -ezxlpml(i,j,k) - ezylpml(i,j,k))
hxzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hxzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
I (eyxlpml(i,j,k+1) + eyzlpml(i,j,k+1)
2 -eyxdpml(i,j,k) - eyzdpml(i,j,k))
hxylpml(i,j,k2) = c8y *
1 (ezxlpml(i,j+1,k2)
2 -ezxlpml(i,j,k2) -




hxylpml(i,j,k2) - c9y *
+ ezylpml(i,j+l.k2)
ezylpml(i,j,k2))
hxzlpml(i,j,k2) + c9z *
+ eyzupml(i,j,k2+1)
eyzlpml(i.jk2))






hxylpml(i,j,k) = c8y *
1 (ezxlpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -ezxlpl(i,j,k) -
hxzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z *
1 (eyxlpml(i,j,k+l)
2 -eyxdpml(i,j,k) -
hxylpml(i,j,k2) = c8y *
1 (ozxlpml(i,j+l,k2)
2 -ezxlpml(i,j,k2) -





hxylpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezylpnl(i,j+1,k)
ezylpnl(i,j,k))
hxzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ eyzlpal(i,j,k+1)
eyzdpml(i,j,k))
hxylpml(i,jk2) - c9y *
+ ezylpml(i,j+l,k2)
ezylpml(i,j,k2))
hxzlpml(i,j,k2) + c9z *
+ eyzupnl(i,j,k2+1)
eyzlpml(ij,k2))






do 60 j - -maxy-pmldepth+l, maxy+pmldepth-1
hyzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hyzlpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
L (exylpml(i,j,k+l) + exzlpml(i,j,k+1)
2 -exydpml(i,j,k) - exzdpml(i,j,k))
hyxlpml(i.j,k) - c8z * hyxlpml(i,jk) + c9x *
L (ezxlpml(i+1,j,k) + ezylpml(i+1,j,k)
2 -ezxlpml(i,j,k) - ezylpml(i,j,k))
hyzlpml(i,j,k2) = c8z *
L (exyupml(i,j,k2+1)
2 -exylpml(i,j,k2) -





hyzlpml(i,j,k2) - c9z *
+ exzupnl(i,j,k2+1)
exzlpml(i,j,k2))
hyxlpml(i,j,k2) + c9x *
+ azylpml(i+l,j,k2)
ezylpml(i,j,k2))
that takes care of the interfaces, now for the rest of the region
do 70 i * -mazx-pmldepth+i,-maxx
do 80 k = kground,mazz-2






hxylpml(i,j,k) = c8y *
1 (ezxlpml(i,j+1,k)
2 -ezxlpml(i,j,k) -
hxzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z *
1 (eyxlpml(i,j,k+1)
hxylpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezylpml(ij+l.k)
ezylpml(i,j,k))








do 100 j - -mazy.maxy-1
hxylpml(i,j,k) = c8y *
I (ezzlpml(i,j+1,k)
2 -ezxlpml(i,j,k) -




hxylpl(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezylpml(i,j+l,k)
ezylpml(i,j,k))
hxzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ eyzlpml(i,j,k+1)
eyzlpml(i,j,k))






hxylpml(i,j,k) = c8y *
I (ezxlpml(i,j+1,k)
2 -zxlpml(i,j,k) -






hxylpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezylpml(i,j+1,k)
ezylpml(i,j,k))
hxzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ eyzlpml(i,j,k+1)
eyzlpml(i,j,k))






do 130 j - -maxy-pmldepth+l,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 140 k - kground,maxz-2
hyzlpml(i,j,k) - c8z * hyzlpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (oxylpml(i,j,k+1) + ezlpml(i,.j.k+1)
2 -exylpml(i,j,k) - ezlpml(i,j,k))
hyxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hyxlpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (ezxlpml(i+1,j,k) + ezylpml(i+1,j,k)
2 -ezzlpml(i,j,k) - ezylpml(i,j,k))
140 continue
130 continue
do 150 k = kground+1,maxz-1






hzxlpml(ij,k) = c8x *
1 (eyxlpml(i+1,j,k)
2 -eyxlpml(i,j,k) -






do 170 j - -maxy,maxy-1
hzlpml(i,j,k) - c8x *
1 (eyxlpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -eyxlpml(i,j,k) -




hzxlpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
+ eyzlpml(i+l,j,k)
eyzlpml(i,j,k))
hzylpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
+ exzlpml(i,j+1,k)
ezzlpml(i,j,k))
hzxlpml(i.j,k) - c9x *
+ eyzlpml(i+l,j,k)
eyzlpml(i,j,k))
hzylpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
+ exzlpml(i,j+1,k)
ezzlpml(ij,k))






hzxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hzxlpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (eyxlpml(i+1,j,k) + eyzlpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -eyxlpl(i,j,k) - eyzlpl(i,j,k))
hzylpml(i,jk) = c8y * hzylpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
I (exylpml(i,j+1,k) + exzlpml(i,j+1,k)













c first the interface.










do 10 k = kground+1,merz-1
do 20 j - -mazy-pmldepth,-maxy-1
eyzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z*oyzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
I (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyrpml(ij,k-1) - hxzrpml(i,j.k-1))
eyxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxrpml(i,j,k) - c9zx *
I (hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxfpml(i-1,j,k) - hzyfpml(i-l,j,k))
20 continue
do 30 j - -mazy,maxy-1
eyzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyrpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzrpml(i,j,k-1))
eyzrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxrpml(i,j,k) - c9zx *
1 (hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hznorm(i-l,j,k))
30 continue
do 40 j - maxymaxy+pmldepth-1
eyzrpml(ij,k) = c8z*eyzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyrpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzrpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxrpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxbpml(i-1,j,k) - hzybpml(i-l,j,k))
40 continue
10 continue
do 50 k - kground,maxz-1
do 60 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy





ezxrpml(i,j,k) = c8z*ezzrpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxrpml(i,jk) + hyzrpml(i.j,k)
2 -hyxfpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzfpml(i-1,j,k))
ezyrpal(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyrpml(ij,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)




do 70 j - -maxy+l,mazy-1
ezxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ez-rpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
I (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j.k)
2 -hynorm(i-1,j,k))
ezyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyrpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyrpal(i,j,k) + hxzrpal(i,j,k)
2 -hxyrpml(ij-1,k) - hxzrpml(i.j-1,k))
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70 continue
do 80 j = maxy,.axy+pmldepth-1





ezxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxrpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i.j.k)
2 -hyxbpml(i-l.j,k) - hyzbpml(i-l,j,k))
ezyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyrpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyrpml(i,j-1,k) - hxzrpml(i,j-l,k))
80 continue
50 continue
c do the ex fields out at = marx
i = mazx
do 90 k = kground+l,maxz-1
do 100 j = -maxy-pmldepth+1,-maxy





exyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyrpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxrpml(i,j-1,k) - hzyrpml(i,j-,k))
exzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzrpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j.k)









do 110 j = -maxy+1,maxy-1
exyrpml(i.j,k) = c8y*exyrpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
(hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
-hzxrpml(i,j-l,k) - hzyrpml(i,j-l,k))




do 120 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





exyrpml(ij,k) - c8y*exyrpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxrpml(i,j-,k) - hzyrpml(i,j-l,k))
exzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzrpml(i.j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxrpnl(i,j,k-1) - hyzrpml(i,j,k-1))
120 continue
90 continue
c do the rest of the fields
do 130 i = maxx+l,maxx+pmldepth-1





do 140 k = kground+1,maxz-1
do 150 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy-1
eyzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpnl(i,j,k)
2 -hxyrpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzrpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxrpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
I (hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j.k)
2 -hzxrpml(i-l.j,k) - hzyrpml(i-l,j,k))
150 continue
do 160 j = -maxy,maxy-1
eyzrpml(i,jk) = c8z*eyzrpnl(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyrpml(i.j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyrpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzrpml(i.j.k-1))
eyxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxrpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxrpml(i-l,j,k) - hzyrpml(i-l,j,k))
160 continue
do 170 j - maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1
eyzrpml(i,j,k) - c8z*eyzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
I (hxyrpnl(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyrpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzrpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxrpml(i,j,k) cxr*eyxrpm(ij,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxrpml(i-l,j,k) - hzyrpml(i-l.j,k))
170 continue
140 continue
do 180 k - kground,maxz-1
do 190 j = -maxy-pmldepth+1,-maxy
sigy = sigmax/2*(((-j-maxy+1.0)/pmldepth)**4) +




ezxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxrpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
I (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i.j,k)
2 -hyxrpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzrpml(i-1,j,k))
ezyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyrpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)




do 200 j = -maxy+1,maxy-1
ezxrpml(i,j,k) - c8xezxrpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxrpml(i-1,j,k) - hyzrpml(i-l,j,k))
ezyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyrpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyrpml(i,j-1,k) - hxzrpml(i,j-l,k))
200 continue
do 210 j - maxy,maxy+pmldepth-I





ezxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxrpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
i (hyxrpml(i, j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxrpml(i-1,j,k) - hyzrpml(i-l,j,k))
ezyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyrpal(i,j,k) - c9y*
I (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyrpml(i,j-1,k) - hxzrpml(i,j-l,k))
210 continue
180 continue
do 220 k - kground+1,maxz-1
do 230 j = -maxy-pmldepth+1,-maxy
sigy = sigmax/2*(((-j-maxy+1.0)/pmldepth)**4) +




exyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y*eryrpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxrpml(i,j-1,k) - hzyrpml(i,j-l,k))
exzrpml(i,j,k) - c8*erzrpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)




do 240 j - -maxy+1,maxy-1
exyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyrpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
I (hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxrpml(i,j-,k) - hzyrpml(i,j-l,k))
exzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzrpal(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxrpml(i.j.k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxrpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzrpml(i,j,k-1))
240 continue
do 250 j = maxy.maxy+pmldepth-1







ozyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y*oxyrpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
I (hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxrpml(i,j-l,k) - hzyrpml(ij-l,k))
exzrpml(i,j,k) * c8z*exzrpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxrpml(i.j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)













c as usual, do the interfaces first. here the interface is with the





do 10 i - maux,maxx+pmldepth-1






hxyrpml(i,j,k) - cSy *
(oezzrpl(i,j+1,k)
-ezxrpml(i,j,k) -
hzarpml(i,j,k) = c8z *
(eyxrpml(i,j,k+1)
-eyxdpml(i,j,k) -
hxyrpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ozyrpml(i,j+1,k)
ozyrpml(i,j,k))
hxzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ eyzrpml(i,j,k+i)
eyzdpml(i,j,k))
hxyrpl(i,j,k2) - c8y * hxyrpml(i,j,k2) - c9y *
1 (ezxrpml(i,j+1,k2) + ezyrpml(i,j+1,k2)
2 -ezxrpml(i,j,k2) - ezyrpml(i,j,k2))
hxzrpml(i,j,k2) = c8z * hxzrpml(i,j,k2) + c9z *
1 (oeyupml(i,j,k2+1) + eyzupml(i,j,k2+1)




do 30 j = -maxy,maxy-i
hxyrpml(i,j,k) - cSy *
(ezxrpml(i,j+1,k)
-ezxrpml(i.j,k) -
hxzrpml(i,.j,k) = c8z *
(eyxrpml(i,j.k+1)
-eyxdpml(i,j,k) -
hxyrpml(i,j,k2) - c8y *
(oezrpml(i,j+l,k2)
-eozrpml(i,jk2) -
hxzrpml(i,j,k2) - c8z *
(oyxupml(i,j,k2+1)
-oyxrpml(i,j,k2) -
hxyrpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezyrpml(ij+1,k)
ezyrpml(i,j,k))
hxzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ eyzrpml(i,j,k+1)
eyzdpml(i,j.k))
hxyrpml(i,j,k2) - c9y *
+ ezyrpml(i,j+l,k2)
ozeyrpml(i,j,k2))










hxyrpml(i,j,k) - c8y * hxyrpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
1 (ezxrpml(i,j+l,k) + ozyrpml(i,j+1,k)
2 -ezxrpml(i,j,k) - ezyrpml(i,j,k))
hxzrpml(i,j,k) - c8z * hxzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (oeyrpml(i,j,k+1) + oyzrpml(i,j,k+1)
2 -eyzdpml(i,j,k) - eyzdpml(i,j,k))
hxyrpml(i.j,k2) = c8y * hxyrpml(i,j,k2) - c9y *
1 (ozxrpml(i,j+1,k2) + ezyrpml(i,j+1,k2)
2 -oezrpml(i,j,k2) - ozyrpml(i,j,k2))
hxzrpml(i,j,k2) - c8z * hxzrpml(i,j,k2) + c9a *
1 (oyxupml(i,j,k2+1) + oyzupml(i,j,k2+1)
2 -eyxrpml(i,j,k2) - eyzrpml(i,jk2))
40 continue
10 continue






do 60 j = -maxy-pmldopth+1,maxy+pmldepth-1
hyzrpml(i.j,k) = c8z * hyzrpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (exyrpml(i,j,k+1) + exzrpml(i,j,k+1)
2 -oxydpml(i,j,k) - ezdpml(i,j,k))
hyxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hyxrpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (eozrpml(i+l,j,k) + azyrpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -ozxrpml(i,j,k) - ezyrpml(i,j,k))
hyzrpml(i,j,k2) = c8z *
(Cxyupml(i,j,k2+1)
S -exyrpml(i,j,k2) -





hyzrpml(i,j,k2) - c9z *
+ oxzupml(i,j,k2+1)
exzrpml(i,j,k2))
hyxrpml(i,j,k2) + c9x *
+ ezyrpml(i+1,j,k2)
esyrpml(i,j,k2))
that takes care of the interfaces, now for the rest of the region
do 70 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 80 k - kground,maxz-2










hxyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y *
(ezzrpml(i,j+1,k)
-ezxrpml(i,j,k) -






do 100 j - -maxy,maxy-1
hxyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y *
1 (ezxrpml(i.j+1,k)
2 -ezxrpml(i,j,k) -




hxyrpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ azyrpml(i,j+1,k)
ezyrpml(i,j,k))
hxzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ eyzrpml(i,j,k+1)
eyzrpml(i,j,k))
hxyrpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ozyrpml(i,j+1,k)
ozyrpml(i,j,k))
hxzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ eyzrpml(i,j,k+i)
oyzrpml(i,j,k))








hxyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y * hxyrpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
1 (ezzrpml(i,j+l,k) + ozyrpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -ezzrpml(i,j,k) - ozyrpml(i,j,k))
hxzrpml(i,j.k) = c8z * hxzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (eyxrpml(i,j,k+l) + oyzrpmlCi,j,k+l)












do 130 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l ,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 140 k = kground.mazz-2
hyzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hyzrpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (exyrpml(i,j,k+l) + ezxzrpml(i,j,k+1)
2 -exyrpml(ij,k) - exzrpml(i,j,k))
hyxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hyzrpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (ezxrpml(i+l,j,k) + ezyrpml(i+1,j,k)
2 -ezzxrpml(i,j,k) - ozyrpml(i,j,k))
140 continue
130 continue
do 150 k = kground+1,maxz-1






hzxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x *
I (eyxrpml(i+, j,k)
2 -eyxrpml(i,j,k) -






do 170 j - -maxy,maxy-1
hzxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x *
1 (eyzrpml(i+1,j,k)
2 -eyxrpml(i,j,k) -




hzxrpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
+ eyzrpml(i+1,j,k)
eyzrpml(i,j,k))
hzyrpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
+ exzrpml(i,j+l,k)
exzrpml(i,j,k))
hzxrpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
+ eyzrpml(i+1,j,k)
eyzrpml(i,j,k))
hzyrpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
+ exzrpml(i,j+1,k)
exzrpml(i,j,k))






hzxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x *
I (eyxrpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -eyxrpml(i,j,k) -






hzxrpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
+ eyzrpml(i+l,j,k)
eyzrpml(i,j,k))
















c do the interface first, as usual:
j = -mazy
sigy = sigmax/2*(((-j-mazy+1.0)/pmldepth)**4) +




do 10 i - -mazx,mazz-1
do 20 k = kground+1,maxz-i
exyfpml(i,j.k) = c8y*exyfpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hznorm(i,j,k)
2 -hzxfpml(i,j-1,k) - hzyfpml(i.j-l,k))
exzfpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzfpml(i,j,.k) - c9z *
1 (hyxfpml(i,j,k) + hyzfpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxfpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzfpml(i,j,k-1))
20 continue
10 continue
do 30 i = -mazzxx+1,max-1
do 40 k = kground,mazz-1
ezxfpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxfpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxfpml(i,j,k) + hyzfpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxfpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzfpml(i-l,j,k))
ezyfpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyfpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hznorm(i,j,k)
2 -hxyfpml(i,j-l,k) - hxzfpml(i,j-l,k))
40 continue
30 continue
c and update the ey fields at y = -mazy-pmldpeth
j = -maxy-pmldepth
do 50 i - -maxx+l,maxx-I
do 60 k = kground+1,maxz-1
eyzfpml(i.j.k) c8zeyzfpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyfpml(i,j,k) + hxzfpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyfpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzfpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxfpml(i,j,k) - c8x*eyxfpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxfpml(i,j,k) + hzyfpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxfpml(i-l,j,k) - hzyfpml(i-l,jk))
60 continue
50 continue
c now for the rest of the fields:
do 70 j = -maxy-pmldepth+1,-maxy-1
sigy - sigmax/2*(((-j-maxy+1.0)/pmldepth)**4) +




do 80 i = -maxx,maxxzz-1
do 90 k = kground+1,mazz-1
ezyfpml(i,j,k) - c8y*exyfpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxfpml(i,j,k) + hzyfpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxfpml(i,j-l,k) - hzyfpml(i,j-1,k))
exzfpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzfpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxfpml(i,j,k) + hyzfpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxfpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzfpml(i,j,k-1))
90 continue
80 continue
do 100 i = -mazz+1,mazz-1
do 110 k - kground+1,maxz-1
eyzfpml(i.jjc) c8z*yzfpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
I (hxyfpml(i,j,k) + hzzfpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyfpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzfpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxfpml(i,j,k) - c8x*eyxfpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxfpml(i,j,k) + hzyfpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxfpml(i-1,j,k) - hzyfpml(i-1,j,k))
110 continue
100 continue
do 120 i - -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 130 k = kground,mazz-1
ezxfpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxfpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxfpml(i,j,k) + hyzfpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxfpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzfpml(i-l,j,k))
ezyfpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyfpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyfpml(i,j,k) + hxzfpml(i,j,k)



















c start with the u & d interfaces
k = -maxz
k2 = maxz-1






do 20 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
hzyfpml(i,j,k) = c8y *
(ezxfpml(i,j+l,k)
-ezxfpml(i,j,k) -
hxzfpml(i,j,k) = c8z *
(eyxfpml(i,j,k+l)
-eyxdpml(i,j,k) -
hxyfpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezyfpml(i,j+l,k)
ezyfpml(i,j,k))
hxzfpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ eyzfpml(i,j,k+l)
eyzdpml(i,j,k))
hxyfpml(i,j,k2) = c8y * hxyfpml(i,j,k2) - c9y *
1 (ezxfpml(i,j+l,k2) + ezyfpml(i,j+l,k2)
2 -ezxfpml(i,j,k2) - ezyfpml(i,j,k2))
hxzfpml(i,j,k2) = c8z * hxzfpml(i,j,k2) + c9z *
1 (eyxupml(i,j,k2+1) + eyzupml(i,j,k2+1)
2 -eyxfpml(i,j,k2) - eyzfpml(i,j,k2))
20 continue
10 continue
do 30 j - -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy
do 40 i = -maxx+l,maxx-2
hyzfpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hyzfpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (exyfpml(i,j,k+i) + exzfpml(i,j,k+l)
2 -exydpml(i,j,k) - exzdpml(i,j,k))
hyxfpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hyxfpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (ezxfpml(i+l,j,k) + ezyfpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -ezxfpml(i,j,k) - ezyfpml(i,j,k))
hyzfpml(i,j,k2) = c8z * hyzfpml(i,j,k2) - c9z *
1 (exyupml(i,j,k2+1) + exzupml(i,j,k2+1)
2 -exyfpml(i,j,k2) - exzfpml(i,j,k2))
hyxfpml(i,j,k2) = c8x * hyxfpml(i,j,k2) + c9x *
1 (ezxfpml(i+l,j,k2) + ezyfpml(i+l,j,k2)
2 -ezxfpml(i,j,k2) - ezyfpml(i,j,k2))
40 continue
30 continue
now the 1 & r interfraces
i = -maxx
i2 = maxx-1
do 50 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy
do 60 k = kground,maxz-2
hyzfpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hyzfpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (exyfpml(i,j,k+l) + exzfpml(i,j,k+l)
2 -exyfpml(i,j,k) - exzfpml(i,j,k))
hyxfpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hyxfpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (ezxfpml(i+l,j,k) + ezyfpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -ezxlpml(i,j,k) - ezylpml(i,j,k))
hyzfpml(i2,j,k) = c8z *
(exyfpml(i2,j,k+l)
-exyfpml(i2,j,k) -
hyxfpml(i2,j,k) = c8x *
(ezxrpml(i2+1,j,k)
-ezxfpml(i2,j,k) -
hyzfpml(i2,j,k) - c9z *
+ exzfpml(i2,j,k+l)
exzfpml(i2,j,k))











do 80 k = kground+1,maxz-1
hzxfpml(i,j,k) = c8x *
1 (eyxfpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -eyxlpml(i,j,k) -
hzyfpml(i,j,k) = c8y *
1 (exyfpml(i,j+1,k)
2 -exyfpml(i,j,k) -
hzxfpml(i2,j,k) = c8x *
1 (eyxrpml(i2+1,j,k)
2 -eyxfpml(i2,j,k) -





hzxfpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
+ eyzfpml(i+l,j,k)
eyzlpml(i,j,k))
hzyfpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
+ exzfpml(i,j+l,k)
exzfpml(i,j,k))
hzxfpml(i2,j,k) - c9x *
+ eyzrpml(i2+1,j,k)
eyzfpml(i2,j,k))
hzyfpml(i2,j,k) + c9y *
+ exzfpml(i2,j+l,k)
exzfpml(i2,j,k))






















hyzfpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hyzfpml(i.j,k) - c9z *
(exyfpml(i,j,k+l) + exzfpml(i,j,k+l)
-exydpml(i,j,k) - exzdpml(i,j,k))
hyxfpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hyxfpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
(ezxfpml(i+l,j,k) + ezyfpml(i+l,j,k)
-ezxlpml(i,j,k) - ezylpml(i,j,k))
hyzfpml(i2,j,k) = c8z *
(exyfpml(i2,j,k+l)
-exydpml(i2,j,k) -
hyxfpml(i2,j,k) = c8x *
(ezxrpml(i2+1,j,k)
-ezxfpml(i2,j,k) -
hyzfpml(i,j,k2) = c8z *
(exyupml(i,j,k2+1)
-exyfpml(i,j,k2) -
hyxfpml(i,j,k2) = c8x *
(ezxfpml(i+l,j,k2)
-ezxlpml(i,j,k2) -
hyzfpml(i2,j,k2) = c8z *
(exyupml(i2,j,k2+1)
-exyfpml(i2,j,k2) -
hyxfpml(i2,j,k2) = c8x *
(ezxrpml(i2+1,j,k2)
-ezxfpml(i2,j,k2) -
hyzfpml(i2,j,k) - c9z *
+ exzfpml(i2,j,k+l)
exzdpml(i2,j,k))
hyxfpml(i2,j,k) + c9x *
+ ezyrpml(i2+1,j,k)
ezyfpml(i2,j,k))
hyzfpml(i,j,k2) - c9z *
+ exzupml(i,j,k2+1)
exzfpml(i,j,k2))
hyxfpml(i,j,k2) + c9x *
+ ezyfpml(i+1,j,k2)
ezylpml(i,j,k2))
hyzfpml(i2,j,k2) - c9z *
+ exzupml(i2,j,k2+1)
exzfpml(i2,j,k2))




c now for the rest of the fields
c because the hy fields have shifted y indices, I'll use a goto
c instead of a loop.
c loop from j = -maxy-pmldepth to -maxy-1
j = -maxy-pmldepth





do 110 i = -maxx+l,maxx-i
do 120 k = kground,maxz-2
hxyfpml(i,j,k) = c8y *
1 (ezxfpml(i,j+i,k)
2 -ezxfpml(i,j,k) -





do 130 i = -maxx+l,maxx-2
do 140 k = kground+1,maxz-
hzxfpml(i,j,k) = c8x *
1 (eyxfpml(i+1,j,k)
2 -eyxfpml(i,j,k) -
hzyfpml(i,j,k) = c8y *
hxyfpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezyfpml(i,j+l,k)
ezyfpml(i,j,k))




hzxfpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
+ eyzfpml(i+l,j,k)
eyzfpml(i,j,k))
hzyfpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
251
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1 (ezxyfpml(i,j+1,k) + exzfpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -exyfpml(i,j,k) - eoxzfpml(i,j,k))
140 continue
130 continue
j- -j + 1
do 150 i = -maxx+l,maxx-2
do 160 k = kground,maz-2
hyzfpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hyzfpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (ezyfpml(i,j,k+l) + exzfpml(i,j,k+1)
2 -exyfpml(i,j,k) - exzfpml(i,j,k))
hyxfpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hyxfpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (ezxfpml(i+1,j,k) + ezyfpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -ezxfpml(i,j,k) - ezyfpml(i,j,k))
160 continue
150 continue














c do the interface first, as usual:
j= maxy





do 10 i = -maxx,maxz-1
do 20 k = kground+1,maxz-1
exybpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exybpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
I (hzxbpml(i,j,k) + hzybpml(i,j,k)
2 -hznorm(i,j-l,k))
exzbpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzbpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxbpml(i,j,k) + hyzbpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxbpml(i.j.k-1) - hyzbpml(i,jk-1))
20 continue
10 continue
do 30 i = -maxx+1,maxx-1
do 40 k = kground,maxz-1
ezxbpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxbpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxbpml(i,j,k) + hyzbpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxbpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzbpaml(i-1,j,k))
ezybpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezybpml(i,j,k) - c9y*





do 50 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 60 k = kground+1,maxz-1
eyzbpml(i,j.k) = c8z*eyzbpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
I (hxybpml(i,j,k) + hxzbpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxybpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzbpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxbpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxbpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxbpml(i.j,k) + hzybpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxbpml(i-l,j,k) - hzybpml(i-l,j,k))
60 continue
50 continue
c now for the rest of the fields:
do 70 j = maxy+1,maxy+pmldepth-I





do 80 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 90 k = kground+1,maxz-1
ezybpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exybpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxbpml(i,j,k) + hzybpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxbpl(i,j-l,k) - hzybpml(i,j-l,k))
ezxzbpml(i,j,k) - c8z*exzbpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxbpml(i,j,k) + hyzbpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyzbpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzbpml(i,j,k-1))
90 continue
80 continue
do 100 i = -maxz+1,maxx-
do 110 k = kground+l,maxz-1
eyzbpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzbpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
I (hxybpml(i,j,k) + hxzbpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxybpml(i,j,k-1) - hzbpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxbpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxbpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxbpml(i,j.k) + hzybpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxbpml(i-l,j,k) - hzybpml(i-l,j,k))
110 continue
100 continue
do 120 i = -maxxz+1,maxx-1
do 130 k = kground,maxz-1
ezxbpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxbpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxbpml(i,j,k) + hyzbpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxbpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzbpml(i-l,j,k))
ezybpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezybpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
I (hxybpml(i,j,k) + hxzbpml(i,j,k)

















c start with the u & d interfaces
k - -maxz
k2 = maxz-1






do 20 i - -maxx+1,maxx-1
hxybpml(i,j,k) - c8y * hxybpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
1 (ozxbpml(i,j+l,k) + ozybpml(i,j+1,k)
2 -ezxbpml(i,j,k) - ezybpal(i,j,k))
hxzbpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hxzbpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (oyxbpml(i,j,k+l) + eyzbpml(i,j,k+1)
2 -eyxdpml(i,j,k) - eyzdpml(i,j,k))
hxybpml(i,j,k2) = c8y * hxybpml(i,j.k2) - c9y *
I (ezxbpml(i,j+1,k2) + ezybpml(i,j+l,k2)
2 -ezxbpml(i,j,k2) - oezybpml(i,j,k2))
hxzbpml(i,j,k2) - c8z * hxzbpml(i,j,k2) + c9z *
1 (eyxupml(i,j,k2+1) + eyzupml(i,j,k2+1)
2 -eyxbpml(i,j,k2) - eyzbpml(i,j,k2))
20 continue
do 40 i = -maxx+1,maxx-2
hyzbpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hyzbpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (oexybpml(i,j,k+l) + exzbpml(i,j,k+1)
2 -oxydpml(i,j,k) - exzdpml(i,j,k))
252
A.4. CGP.F
hyxbpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hyxbpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (ezxzbpml(i+l,j,k) + ezybpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -ezxbpml(i,j,k) - ezybpml(i,j,k))
hyzbpml(i,j,k2) = c8z *
1 (exyupml(i,j,k2+1)
2 -exybpml(i,j,k2) -





hyzbpml(i,j,k2) - c9z *
+ exzupml(i,j,k2+1)
exzbpml(i,j,k2))
hyxbpml(i,j,k2) + c9x *
+ ezybpml(i+l,j,k2)
ezybpml(i,j,k2))
c now the 1 & r interfraces
i = -maxx
i2 = maxx-1
do 50 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 60 k = kground,maxz-2
hyzbpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hyzbpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (exybpml(i,j,k+l) + exzbpml(i,j,k+l)
2 -exybpml(i,j,k) - exzbpml(i,j,k))
hyxbpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hyxbpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
I (ezxbpml(i+l,j,k) + ezybpml(i+1,j,k)
2 -ezxlpml(i,j,k) - ezylpml(i,j,k))
hyzbpml(i2,j,k) = c8z *
(exybpml(i2,j,k+l)
-exybpml(i2,j,k) -
hyxbpml(i2,j,k) = c8x *
(ezxrpml(i2+1,j,k)
-ezxbpml(i2,j,k) -
hyzbpml(i2,j,k) - c9z *
+ exzbpml(i2,j,k+l)
exzbpml(i2,j,k))











do 80 k = kground+1,maxz-1
hzxbpml(i,j,k) = c8x *
1 (eyxbpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -eyxlpml(i,j,k) -
hzybpml(i,j,k) = c8y *
1 (exybpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -exybpml(i,j,k) -
hzxbpml(i2,j,k) = c8x *
I (eyxrpml(i2+1,j,k)
2 -eyxbpml(i2,j,k) -





now for the h's on both ...
hzxbpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
+ eyzbpml(i+1,j,k)
eyzlpml(i,j,k))
hzybpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
+ exzbpml(i,j+1,k)
exzbpml(i,j,k))
hzxbpml(i2,j,k) - c9x *
+ eyzrpml(i2+1,j.k)
eyzbpml(i2,j,k))







do 90 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1
hyzbpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hyzbpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (exybpml(i,j,k+l) + exzbpml(i,j,k+l)
2 -exydpml(i,j,k) - exzdpml(i,j,k))
hyxbpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hyxbpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (ezxbpml(i+l,j,k) + ezybpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -ezxlpml(i,j,k) - ezylpml(i,j,k))
hyzbpml(i2,j,k) = c8z * hyzbpml(i2,j,k) - c9z *
1 (exybpml(i2,j,k+1) + exzbpml(i2,j,k+l)
2 -exydpml(i2,j,k) - exzdpml(i2,j,k))
hyxbpml(i2,j,k) = c8x * hyxbpml(i2,j,k) + c9x *
1 (ezxrpml(i2+1,j,k) + ezyrpml(i2+1,j,k)
2 -ezxbpml(i2,j,k) - ezybpml(i2,j,k))
hyzbpml(i,j,k2) = c8z * hyzbpml(i,j,k2) - c9z *
1 (exyupml(i,j,k2+1) + exzupml(i,j,k2+1)
2 -exybpml(i,j,k2) - exzbpml(i,j,k2))
hyxbpml(i,j,k2) = c8x * hyxbpml(i,j,k2) + c9x *
1 (ezxbpml(i+l,j,k2) + ezybpml(i+l,j,k2)
2 -ezxlpml(i,j,k2) - ezylpml(i,j,k2))
hyzbpml(i2,j,k2) = c8z * hyzbpml(i2,j,k2) - c9z *
1 (exyupml(i2,j,k2+1) + exzupml(i2,j,k2+1)
2 -exybpml(i2,j,k2) - exzbpml(i2,j,k2))
hyxbpml(i2,j,k2) = c8x * hyxbpml(i2,j,k2) + c9x *
1 (ezxrpml(i2+1,j,k2) + ezyrpml(i2+1,j,k2)
2 -ezxbpml(i2,j,k2) - ezybpml(i2,j,k2))
90 continue
c now for the rest of the fields
c because the hy fields have shifted y indices, I'll use a goto
c instead of a loop.






do 110 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 120 k = kground,maxz-2
hxybpml(i,j,k) = c8y * hxybpml(ij,k) - c9y *
1 (ezxbpml(i,j+l,k) + ezybpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -ezxbpml(i,j,k) - ezybpml(i,j,k))
hxzbpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hxzbpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (eyxbpml(i,j,k+l) + eyzbpml(i,j,k+l)
2 -eyxbpml(i,j,k) - eyzbpml(i,j,k))
120 continue
110 continue
do 130 i = -maxx+l,maxx-2
do 140 k = kground+1,maxz-1
hzxbpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hzxbpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (eyxbpml(i+1,j,k) + eyzbpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -eyxbpml(i,j,k) - eyzbpml(i,j,k))
hzybpml(i,j,k) = c8y * hzybpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (exybpml(i,j+1,k) + exzbpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -exybpml(i,j,k) - exzbpml(i,j,k))
140 continue
130 continue
do 150 i = -maxx+l,maxx-2
do 160 k = kground,maxz-2
hyzbpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hyzbpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (exybpml(i,j,k+l) + exzbpml(i,j,k+l)
2 -exybpml(i,j,k) - exzbpml(i,j,k))
hyxbpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hyxbpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (ezxbpml(i+l,j,k) + ezybpml(i+l,j,k)


















c do the interface first, as usual:
k2 = hornstart - horndepth - wavedepth
k=O




APPENDIX A. SOURCE CODE
c8z = exp(-sigz*deltat*eta)
c9z - c7z*(1-c8z)
do 10 i = -wavex,wavex-i
do 20 j = -wavey+l,wavey-1
exywgpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exywgpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxwgpml(i,j,k) + hzywgpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxwgpml(i,j-l,k) - hzywgpml(i,j-l,k))
ezzvgpml(i,j,k) = c8zeexzwgpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hynorm(i, j,k2)
2 -hyxvwgpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzvgpml(i,j,k-1))
20 continue
10 continue
do 30 i = -vavex+l,vavex-1
do 40 j = -wavey,wavey-1
eyzwgpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzwgpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
I (hxnorm(i,j,k2)
2 -hxywgpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzvgpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxvgpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxvgpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
I (hzxwgpml(i,j,k) + hzywgpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxvgpml(i-l,j,k) - hzywgpml(i-1,j,k))
40 continue
30 continue
c while vwe're at it, do the fields at k - -pmldepth
k = -pmldepth
do 50 i - -vavex+l,vavex-1
do 60 j = -vavey+l,wavey-1
ezxzwgpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxvgpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
I (hyxwgpml(i,j,k) + hyzvgpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxwgpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzwgpml(i-1,j.k))
azyvgpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezywgpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxywgpml(i,j,k) + hxzvgpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxywgpml(i,j-i,k) - hxzwgpml(i,j-l,k))
60 continue
50 continue
c now for the rest of the vagveguide
do 100 k = -pmldopth+l,-1









do 110 i = -wavex,vavez-1
do 120 j - -vavey+1,vavey-1
exywgpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyvgpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
(hzxvgpml(i,j,k) + hzyvgpml(i,j,k)
-hzxwgpml(i,j-l,k) - hzywgpml(i,j-l,k))





do 130 i = -wavex+1,wavex-1
do 140 j = -vavey,wavey-1
eyzvgpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzvgpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
(hxywgpml(i,j,k) + hxzvgpml(i,j,k)
-hxyvgpml(ij,k-1) - hxzwgpml(i,j,k-1))





do 150 i - -vavex+l,wavex-1
do 160 j - -vavey+l,vavey-1
ezxwgpml(i,j,k) = c8x**zxgpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
(hyxwgpml(i,j,k) + hyzwgpml(i,j,k)
-hyxwgpml(i-1,j,k) - hyzvgpml(i-1,j,k))
ezywgpmipmljk) c8y*ezyvgpml(i,j,k) - c9y*



















c do the interface first, as usual:
c only here, this means fixing the equations in hnorm.
k = hornstart - horndepth - vavedepth
k2 = 0
do 10 i = -vavex+,wavex-1
do 20 j = -vavey,wavey-I
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eyxvgpml(i,j,k2) + oyzwgpml(i,j,k2))
20 continue
10 continue
do 30 i = -vavex,wavex-1
do 40 j = -wavey+l,wavey-1
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) + dtovd *
1 (exywgpml(i,j,k2) + exzwgpml(i,j,k2))
40 continue
30 continue
c and now for the rest of the equations
c done as a goto loop because of the shift of hz.
k = -pmldepth





do 110 i = -vavex+1,wavex-1
do 120 j = -vavey,wavey-1
hxyvgpml(i,j,k) = c8y *
1 (ezxvgpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -ezxvwgpml(i,j,k) -





do 130 i = -wavex,vavex-I
do 140 j = -wavey+1,wavey-1
hyzwgpml(i,j,k) - c8z *
1 (exywgpml(i,j,k+l)
2 -exyvgpml(i,j,k) -






hxywgpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ azyvgpml(i,j+1,k)
ezyvgpml(i,j,k))
hzvwgpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ eyzvgpml(i,j,k+1)
eyzvgpml(i,j,k))
hyzvgpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
+ exzvgpml(i,j,k+l)
exzvgpml(i,j,k))
hyxgpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
+ ezywgpml(i+1,j,k)
ozyvgpml(i,j,k))
do 150 i - -vavex,vavex-1
do 160 j = -vavey,wavey-1
hzxgpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hzxwgpml(i,j,k) - c9zgx *
1 (eyxwgpml(i+1,j,k) + eyzvmpl(i+1,j,k)
2 -eyxvgpml(i,j,k) - eyzgpml(i,j,k))
hzywgpml(i,j,k) - c8y * hzyvgpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (exywgpml(i,j+1,k) + exzvgpml(i,j+1,k)
2 -exyvgpml(i,j,k) - exzvgpml(i,j,k))
160 continue
150 continue















c topcolor: location of top of colorbar
c numcolorsl: 1 less than # of colors in colorbar
parameter (numcolorsl=128,topcolor=243)
c nctshift: = color table shift
parameter(nctshift = topcolor-numcolorsl)
c ngray: = number representing gray
parameter(ngray = topcolor-numcolors1-1)
c hlevels = numcolorsl/4
parameter (hlevels=numcolorsl/4)
c center = 2*hlevels + 1/2
parameter (center = 2*hlevels + 0.5)
do 10 i = -maxx-pmldepth,-maxx-1
do 20 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
ia=int(sign((abs(exylpml(i,j,k)+exzlpml(i,j,k))),
1 (exylpml(i,j,k) + exzlpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .It. 0) ia=O





do 30 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 40 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy
ia=int(sign((abs(exyfpml(i,j,k)+exzfpml(i,j,k))),
1 (exyfpml(i,j,k) + exzfpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .it. 0) ia=O
if (ia .gt. numcolorsl) ia=numcolorsl
a(j)=char (ia+nctshift)
40 continue




if (ia .it. 0) ia=O
if (ia .gt. numcolorsi) ia=numcolorsl
a(j)=char(ia+nctshift)
50 continue
do 60 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth
ia=int(sign((abs(exybpml(i,j,k)+exzbpml(i,j,k))),
1 (exybpml(i,j,k) + exzbpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .it. 0) ia=O





do 70 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 80 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
ia=int(sign((abs(exyrpml(i,j,k)+exzrpml(i,j,k))),
1 (exyrpml(i,j,k) + exzrpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .lt. 0) ia=0O






c$$$ write (6,*) exnorm(-maxx,0,0),exylpml(-maxx-1,0,0),
c$$$ 1 exzlpml(-maxx-1,0,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) hynorm(-maxx,0,0),hynorm(-maxx,O,-l)
c$$$ write (6,*) hznorm(-maxx,0,0),hznorm(-maxx,-1,O)
c$$$ write (6,*) hyxlpml(-maxx-1,0,0)+hyzlpml(-maxx-l,0,0),
c$$$ 1 hyxlpml(-maxx-1,0,-1)+hyzlpml(-maxx-1,0,-1)
c$$$ write (6,*) hzxlpml(-maxx-1,0,0)+hzylpml(-maxx-1,0,O),
c$$$ 1 hzylpml(-maxx-l,-1,0)+hzxlpml(-maxx-l,-1,0)
c$$$
c$$$ write (6,*) hyxlpml(-maxx-1,0,0),
c$$$ 1 ezylpml(-maxx,0,0)+ezxlpml(-maxxz0,0),
c$$$ 1 ezxlpml(-maxx-1,0,0)+ezylpml(-maxx-1,0,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) hyzlpml(-maxx-1,0,0),
c$$$ 1 exylpml(-maxx-1,0,1)+exzlpml(-maxx-1,0,1),
c$$$ 1 exylpml(-maxx-1,0,0)+exzlpml(-maxx-1,0,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) hzxlpml(-maxx-1,0,0),
c$$$ 1 eyxlpml(-maxx,0,0)+eyzlpml(-maxx,0,0),
c$$$ 1 eyxlpml(-mazx-1,0,0)+eyzlpml(-maxx-1,0,0)




c$$$ write (6,*) eyxlpml(-maxx,0,0),hznorm(-maxx,O,O),
c$$$ 1 hzxlpml(-maxx-1,0,0),hzylpml(-maxx-1,0,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) ezxlpml(-maxx,0,0),hynorm(-maxx,0,0),
c$$$ 1 hyxlpml(-maxx-1,0,0),hyzlpml(-maxx-1,0,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) exnorm(0,-maxy+1,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) esxyfpml(0,-maxy,0),exzfpml(O,-maxy,O)
c$$$ write (6,*) hzxfpml(0,-maxy-1,0),hzyfpml(0,-maxy-1,0)








































c topcolor: location of top of colorbar
c numcolorsl: 1 less than # of colors in colorbar
parameter (numcolorsl=128,topcolor=243)
c nctshift: = color table shift
parameter(nctshift = topcolor-numcolorsl)
c ngray: = number representing gray
parameter(ngray = topcolor-numcolorsl-1)
c hlevels = numcolorsl/4
parameter (hlevels=numcolorsl/4)
c center = 2*hlevels + 1/2
parameter (center = 2*hlevels + 0.5)
do 10 k = maxz+pmldepth-1,maxz,-1
do 20 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
ia=int(sign((abs(exyupml(i,j,k)+exzupml(i,j,k))),
1 (exyupml(i,j,k) + exzupml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .lt. 0) ia=O





APPENDIX A. SOURCE CODE
10 continue
do 30 k = maxz-1,-maxz+1,-1
do 40 j * -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy
ia=int(sign((abs(exyfpml(i,j,k)+exzfpml(i,j,k))),
1 (exyfpml(i,j,k) + exzfpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .It. 0) ia=0O
if (ia .gt. numcolorsl) ia=nucolorsl
a(j)=char(ia+nctshift)
40 continue




if (ia .lt. 0) ia=O
if (ia .gt. numcolorsl) ia=numcolorsl
a(j)=char(ia+nctshift)
50 continue
do 60 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth
ia=int(sign((abs(exybpml(i,j,k)+exzbpml(i,j,k))),
1 (exybpml(i,j,k) + exzbpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .lt. 0) ia=O





do 70 k = -maxz,-maxz-pmldepth+1,-1
do 80 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
ia=int(sign((abs(exydpml(i,j,k)+exzdpml(i,j,k))),
1 (exydpml(i,j,k) + eozdpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .lt. 0) ia=O


















c topcolor: location of top of colorbar
c numcolorsl: 1 less than # of colors in colorbar
parameter (numcolorsi=128,topcolor=243)
c nctshift: = color table shift
parameter(nctshift = topcolor-numcolorsl)
c ngray: = number representing gray
parameter(ngray = topcolor-numcolorsl-1)
c hlevels = numcolorsl/4
parameter (hlevels=numcolorsl/4)
c center = 2*hlevels + 1/2
parameter (center = 2*hlevels + 0.5)
do 10 i = -maxx-pmldepth,-maxx
do 20 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
ia=int(sign((abs(eyxlpml(i,j ,k)+eyzlpml(i,j ,k))).
1 (eyxlpml(i,j,k) + eyzlpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .lt. 0) ia-O





do 30 i = -maxx+i,maz-1
do 40 j = -maxy-pmldepth.-maxy-1
ia=int(sign((abs(eyxfpml(i,j,k)+eyzfpml(ij,k))),
1 (eyxfpml(i,j,k) + eyzfpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .lt. 0) ia=O
if (ia .gt. numcolorsl) ia=numcolorsl
a(j)=char(ia+nctshift)
40 continue




if (ia .It. 0) iaO
if (ia .gt. numcolorsl) ia=numcolorsl
a(j)=char(ia+nctshift)
50 continue
do 60 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-I
ia=int(sign((abs(eyxbpml(i,j,k)+eyzbpl(i,j,k))),
1 (eyxbpml(i,j,k) + eyzbpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .It. 0) ia=0





do 70 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 80 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
ia=int(sign((abs(eyxrpml(i,jk)+eyzrpml(i,j,k))),
1 (eyxrpml(i,j,k) + eyzrpml(i.j.k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .it. 0) ia-O






c$$$ write (6.*) exnorm(-maxx0,0),exylpml(-maxx-1,0,0),
c$$$ 1 eXzlpml(-maz-1,O,O0)
c$$$ write (6,*) hynorm(-maxx,0,0),hynorm(-maxx,O,-1)
c$$$ write (6,*) hznorm(-maxx,0,0),hznorm(-maxx,-1,O)
c$$$ write (6,*) hyxlpml(-maxx-1,0,0)+hyzlpml(-max-1,,0),
c$$tt$ 1 hyxlpml(-mazx-l,0,-1)+hyzlpml(-maxx-l,0,-1)
c$$$ write (6,*) hzxlpml(-max-1,0,0)+hzylpml(-maxz-1.0,O),
c$$$ 1 hzylpml(-maxx-l,-1,0)+hzxlpml(-maxx-1,-1,0)
c$$
c$$$ write (6,*) hyxlpml(-maxx-1,0,0),
c$$tt$ 1 zylpml(-maxx,0,0)+ezxlpml(-maxx0,0),
c$$$ 1 ezxlpml(-mazx-1,0,0)+ezylpml(-maxx-1,0,0)
c$$tt$ write (6,*) hyzlpml(-maxx-1,0,0),
c$$$ 1 exylpml(-maxx-1,0,1)+exzlpml(-maxx-1,0,1),
c$$$ 1 exylpml(-maxx-1.0.0)+exzlpml(-maxx-1.0.0)
c$$$ write (6,*) hzxlpml(-maxz-1,0,0),
c$$$ 1 eyxlpml(-maxx,O,O)+eyzlpml(-maxx,0,0),
c$$$ 1 eyxlpml(-maxx-1,0,0)+eyzlpml(-maxx-1.0.0)




c$$$ write (6,*) eyxlpml(-maxx,O,0),hznorm(-maxx,0,0),
c$$$ 1 hzxlpml(-maxx-1,0,0),hzylpml(-maxx-1,0,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) ezxlpml(-maxx,O,0),hynorm(-maxx,0,0),
c$$$ 1 hyxlpml(-maxxz-10,0),hyzlpml(-maxx-1,0,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) eznorm(0,-maxy+1.0)
c$$$ write (6,*) exyfpml(O,-maxy,O),exzfpml(O.-maxy,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) hzxfpml(O,-maxy-1,0),hzyfpml(O,-mazy-1,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) exyfpml(0,-maxy,0), hznorm(0,-maxy,0),
c$$$ 1 hzxfpml(0,-maxy-1,0),hzyfpml(O,-mazy-1,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) exnorm(-maxx+1,0,0),hynorm(-mazx+1,0,0),
c$$$ 1 hznorm(-maxx+1,0,0), exnorm(-maxxz,0,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) exylpml(-maxx-1,0,0),exzlpml(-maxx-1,0,0)
c$$$
c$$$ write (6,*)
c$$$ write (6,*) hyxrpml(maxx,0,0),hyzrpml(maxx.,00)
c$$$ write (6,*) hzxrpml(maxx,0,0),hzyrpml(maxx,O,O)
c$$$ write (6,*) exyrpml(mazx+1O,00),exzrpml(maxx+1,0,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) eznorm(O,-maxy+1.0),hynorm(O,-mazy+1,0),
c$$tt$ 1 hznorm(O,-maxy,0)


































c topcolor: location of top of colorbar
c numcolorsl: 1 less than # of colors in colorbar
parameter (numcolorsl=128,topcolor=243)
c nctshift: = color table shift
parameter(nctshift = topcolor-numcolorsl)
c ngray: = number representing gray
parameter(ngray = topcolor-numcolorst-1)
c hlevels = numcolorsl/4
parameter (hlevels=numcolorsl/4)
c center = 2*hlevels + 1/2
parameter (center = 2*hlevels + 0.5)
do 10 k = maxz+pmldepth-1,maxz,-1
do 20 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-I
ia=int(sign((abs(eyxupml(i,j,k)+eyzupml(i,j,k))),
I (eyxupml(i,j,k) + eyzupml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .lt. 0) ia=O





do 30 k = maxz-l,-maxz+l,-i
do 40 j = -maxy-pmldepth, -maxy-i
ia=int(sign((abs(eyxfpml(i,j,k)+eyzfpml(i,j,k))),
1 (eyxfpml(i,j,k) + eyzfpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .it. 0) ia=O
if (ia .gt. numcolorsl) ia=numcolorsl
a(j)=char(ia+nctshift)
40 continue




if (ia .it. 0) ia=O
if (ia .gt. numcolorsl) ia=numcolorsl
a(j )=char(ia+nctshift)
50 continue
do 60 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1
ia=int(sign((abs(eyxbpml(i,j,k)+eyzbpml(i,j,k))),
1 (eyxbpml(i,j,k) + eyzbpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .it. 0) ia=O





do 70 k = -maxz,-maxz-pmldepth+1,-1
do 80 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-l
ia=int(sign((abs(eyxdpml(i,j,k)+eyzdpml(i,j,k))),
1 (eyxdpml(i,j,k) + eyzdpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .It. 0) ia=O


















c topcolor: location of top of colorbar
c numcolorsl: 1 less than # of colors in colorbar
parameter (numcolorsl=128,topcolor=243)
c nctshift: = color table shift
parameter(nctshift = topcolor-numcolorsl)
c ngray: = number representing gray
parameter(ngray = topcolor-numcolorsl-1)
c hlevels = numcolors1/4
parameter (hlevels=numcolorsl/4)
c center = 2*hlevels + 1/2
parameter (center = 2*hlevels + 0.5)
do 10 i = -maxx-pmldepth,-maxx
do 20 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
ia=int(sign((abs(ezxlpml(i,j,k)+ezylpml(i,j,k))),
1 (ezxlpml(i,j,k) + ezylpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .1t. 0) ia=O





do 30 i = -maxx+l,maxx-I
do 40 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy
ia=int(sign((abs(ezxfpml(i,j,k)+ezyfpml(i,j,k))),
1 (ezxfpml(i,j.k) + ezyfpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .lt. 0) ia=O
if (ia .gt. numcolorsl) ia=numcolorsl
a(j)=char(ia+nctshift)
40 continue




if (ia .it. 0) ia=O
if (ia .gt. numcolorsl) ia=numcolorsl
a(j)=char(ia+nctshift)
50 continue
do 60 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth
ia=int(sign((abs(ezxbpml(i,j,k)+ezybpml(i,j,k))),
1 (ezxbpml(i,j,k) + ezybpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .it. 0) ia=O





do 70 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth
do 80 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
ia=int(sign((abs(ezxrpml(i,j,k)+ezyrpml(i,j,k))),
1 (ezxrpml(i,j,k) + ezyrpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .lt. 0) ia=O




















c topcolor: location of top of colorbar
c numcolorsl: 1 less than S of colors in colorbar
parameter (numcolorsl=128, topcolor=243)
c nctshift: - color table shift
parameter(nctshift = topcolor-numcolorsl)
c ngray: - number representing gray
parameter(ngray = topcolor-numcolorsl-1)
c hlevels = numcolorsl/4
parameter (hlevels=numcolorsl/4)
c center = 2*hlevels + 1/2
parameter (center = 2*hlevels + 0.5)
do 10 k - mamz+pmldepth-l,maxz,-1
do 20 j - -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
ia-int(sign((abs(ezxupml(ij ,k)+ezyupml(i,j,k))),
1 (ezxupml(ij,k) + ezyupml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .lt. 0) ia=O





do 30 k - maxz-1,-maxz,-1
do 40 j - -maxy-pmldepth,-may
ia=int(sign((abs(ezxfpml(i,j,k)+ezyfpml(i,j,k))),
I (ezxfpml(i,j,k) + ezyfpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .It. 0) ia=O
if (ia .gt. nuncolorsl) ia=numcolorsl
a(j)=char(ia+nctshift)
40 continue




if (ia .lt. 0) ia=O
if (ia .gt. numcoloral) ia=numcolorsi
a(j )char(ia+nctshift)
50 continue
do 60 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth
ia=int(sign((abs(ezxbpml(i,j,k)+eszybpml(i,j,k))),
1 (ezxbpml(i,j,k) + ezybpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .It. 0) ia=O





do 70 k = -maxz-1,-maxz-pmldepth+1,-1
do 80 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
ia=int(sign((abs(ezxdpml(i,j,k)+ezydpml(i,j,k))),
1 (ezxdpml(i,j,k) + ezydpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .it. 0) ia=O













parameter (tolerance = .01)
integer i,j,k
do 10 i = 1,maxx-1
do 20 j = 1,maxy-1
do 30 k = 1,maxz-1
if (abs(exnorm(i,j,k)+oxnorm(i,j,-k)).gt.
1 abs (tolerance*exnorm(i, j .k)))
2 rite (6,*) "z-symmetry error: ex",i,j,-k,
3 exnormC(i, j k), xnorm(i, j,k)+exnorm(i,j,-k)
if (abs(exnorm(i,j ,k)-exnorm(i,-j,k)) .gt.
1 abs(tolerance*exnorm(i,j .k)))
2 write (6,*) "y-symmetry error: ex",i,-j,k,
3 exnorm(i,j ,k) ,exnorm(i,j ,k)-exnorm(i,-j ,k)
if (abs(exnorm(i,j ,k)+enorm(-i-1,j,k)).gt.
i abs(tolerance*exnorm(i,j ,k)))
2 write (6,*) "x-symmetry error: ex",-i-l,j,k,
3 oxnorm(i,j ,k), exnorm(i,j, k)+enorm(-i-1,j ,k)
if (abs(exnorm(i,j,k)+exnorm(-i-1,-j,k)).gt.
1 abs(tolerance*exnorm(i.j .k)))
2 write (6,*) "xy-symmetry error: ex",-i-l,-.k.
3 exnorm(i,j ,k), exnorm(i,j,k)+exnorm(-i-, -j ,k)
if (abs(exnorm(i,j,k)-exnorm(-i-1,j,-k)) .gt.
1 abs(tolerance*exnorm(i, j,k)))
2 write (6,*) "xz-symmetry error: ex",-i-1,j,-k,
3 oxnorm(i,j ,k), exnorm(i,j ,k)-exnorm(-i-i,j ,-k)
if (abs(enorm(i,j,k)+exnorm(i,-j,-k)).gt.
1 abs(tolerance*exnorm(i,j, k)))
2 write (6,*) "yz-symmetry error: ex",i,-j,-k,
3 exnorm(i,j,k),exnorm(i,j,k)+exnorm(i,-j,-k)
if (abs(exnorm(i,j ,k)-enorm(-i-l,-j,-k)) .gt.
1 abs(tolerance*exnorm(i,j, k)))
2 write (6,*) "xyz-symmetry error: ex",-i-l,-j.-k,
3 exnorm(i,j ,k) ,exnorm(i,j ,k)-exnorm(-i-,.-j ,-k)
if (abs(eynorm(i,j,k)+eynorm(i,j,-k)) .gt.
1 abs(tolerance*eynorm(i,j, k)))
2 write (6,*) "z-symmetry error: ey",i,j,-k,
3 eynorm(i,j,k),eynorm(i,j, k)+eynorm(i,j ,-k)
if (abs(eynorm(i,j,k)+eynorm(i,-j-1,k)).gt.
I abs(tolerance*eynorm(i,j .k)))
2 write (6,*) "y-symmetry error: ey",i,-j-1,k,
3 eynorm(i,j ,k),eynorm(i,j, k)+eynorm(i.-j-1,k)
if (abe(eynorm(i,j,k)-eynorm(-i,j,k)).gt.
1 abs(tolerance*eynorm(i,j .k)))
2 write (6,*) "x-symmetry error: ey",-i,j,k,
3 eynorm(i,j,k),eynorm(i,j,k)-eynorm(-i,j,k)
if (abs(eynorm(i,j ,k)+eynorm(-i,-j-1,k)) .gt.
1 abe (tolerance*eynorm(i, j,k)))
2 write (6,*) "xy-symmetry error: ey",-i,-j-l,k,
3 eynorm(i,j ,k), .ynorm(i.j, k)+eynorm(-i,-j-1,k)
if (abs(eynorm(i.j,k)+eynorm(-i,j ,-k)).gt.
1 abs(tolerance*eynorm(i,j ,k)))
2 write (6,*) "xz-symmetry error: ey",-i,j,-k,
3 eynorm(i, j,k), eynorm(i, j,k)+eynorm(-i,j ,-k)
if (abe(eynorm(i,j,k)-eynorm(i,-j-1,-k)).gt.
1 abs(tolerance*eynorm(i,j ,k)))








2 write (6,*) "z-symmetry error: esz",i,j,-k-i,
3 eznorm(i,j ,k),enorm(i,j,k)-esnorm(i,j ,-k-1)
if (abs(eznorm(i,j ,k)-ozesnorm(i,-j,k)).gt.
I abs (tolerance*eznorm(i.j .k)))






2 write (6,*) "x-symmetry error: ez",-i,j,k,
3 eznorm(i, j,k),eznorm(i,j,k)-eznorm(-i, j,k)
if (abs(eznorm(i,j,k)-eznorm(-i,-j,k)) .gt.
1 abs (tolerance*eznorm(i, j, k)))
2 write (6,*) "zy-symmetry error: ez",-i,-j,k,
3 eznorm(i,j ,k),eznorm(i,j ,k)-eznorm(-i,-j ,k)
if (abe(eznorm(i,j,k)-eznorm(-i,j,-k-1)).gt.
1 abs(tolerance*eznorm(i,j,k)))
















2 write (6,*) "y-symmetry error: hx",i,-j-l,k,
3 hxnorm(i,j ,k) hxnorm(i,j j,k)+hxnorm(i,-j-1 ,k)
if (abs(hznorm(i,j,k)-hxnorm(-i,j,k)).gt.
1 ab (tolerance*hxnorm(i,j,k)))
2 write (6,*) "x-symmetry error: hx",-i,j,k,
3 hxnorm(i, j,k), hxnorm(i, j, k)-hxnorm(-i, j, k)
if (abs(hxnorm(i,j,k)+hxnorm(-i,-j-1,k)).gt.
1 abs(tolerance*hxnorm(i, j,k)))
2 write (6,*) "zy-symmetry error: hx",-i,-j-1,k,
3 hmnorm(i,j,k), hxnorm(i,j, k)+hxnorm(-i,-j-I ,k)
if (abs(hnorm(i,.j,k)+hxnorm(i,-j-1,-k-1)).gt.
I abs(tolerance*hxnorm(i,j,k)))
2 write (6,*) "yz-symmetry error: hx",i,-j-1,-k-1,
3 hxnorm(i,j,k),hxnorm(i,j,k)+hxnorm(i,-j-1,-k-1)
if (abs(hxnorm(i,j,k)-hxnorm(-i,j,-k-1)) .gt.
1 abs(tolerance*hxnorm(i, j ,k)))
2 write (6,*) "xz-symmetry error: hx",-i,j,-k-1,
3 hxnorm(i,j ,k),hxnorm(i, j,k)-hxnorm(-i,j ,-k-1)
if (abs(hxnorm(i,j,k)+hxnorm(-i,-j-1,-k-1)).gt.
1 abs(tolerance*hxnorm(i, j,k)))
2 write (6,*) "xyz-symmetry error: hx",-i,-j-1,-k-1,
3 hxnorm(i,j ,k) ,hxnorm(i, j, k)+hnorm(-i,-j- ,-k-1)
if (abs(hynorm(i,j,k)-hynorm(i,j,-k-1)).gt.
1 abs(tolerance*hynorm(i,j,k)))




2 write (6,*) "x-symmetry error: hy",-i-l,j,k,
3 hynorm(i, j,k),hynorm(i, j,k)+hynorm(-i-1, j,k)
if (abe(hynorm(i,j,k)-hynorm(i,-j,k)).gt.
1 abs(tolerance*hynorm(i.j,k)))




2 write (6,*) "xy-symmetry error: hy",-i-1,-j,k,
3 hynorm(i,j ,k) ,hynorm(i,j,k)+hynorm(-i-1,-j ,k)
if (abs(hynorm(i,j,k)+hynorm(-i-l,j,-k-1)).gt.
1 abs(tolerance*hynorm(i,j, k)))








2 write (6,*) "zxy-symmetry error: hy",-i-1,-j,-k-1,











do 10 i = -maxx-pmldepth,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 20 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
do 30 k = maxz,masz+pmldepth
if (j .eq. -maxy-pmldepth .or. j .eq. maxy+paldepth
L .or. k .eq. maxz+pmldepth) then
if (eyupml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. exzupml(i,j,k) .no. 0)
i write (6,*) "nonzero ex field at ",i,j,k
else
if (exyupml(i,j.k) .eq. 0 .or. ezzupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 40 i = -maxx-pmldepth,maxx+pmldepth
do 50 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 60 k = maxz,masz+pmldepth
if (i .eq. -man-pmldepth .or. i .eq. ma.u+pmldepth
i .or. k .eq. maxz+pmldepth) then
if (eyxupml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. eyzupml(i,j,k) .no. 0)
L write (6,*) "nonzero ey field at ",i,j,k
else
if (eyxupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. eyzupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 70 i = -maxx-pmldepth,maxx+pmldepth
do 80 j - -maxy-pmldepth.maxy+pmldepth
do 90 k - maxz,maz+pamldepth-1
if (i .eq. -maxx-pmldepth .or. i .eq. maxx+pmldepth .or.
L j .eq. -masy-pmldepth .or. j .eq. mazy+pmldepth)then
if (ezsupml(i,j,k) .no. 0 .or. ezyupml(i,j,k) .no. 0)
1 write (6,*) "nonzero ez field at ",i,j,k
else
if (ezxupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. ezyupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 100 i = -maxx-pmldepth,maxx+pmldepth-
do 110 j - -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
do 120 k - -maxz-pmldepth,-mazz
if (j .eq. -maxy-pmldepth .or. j .eq. maxy+pmldepth
L .or. k .eq. -maxz-pmldepth) then
if (exydpml(i,j,k) .no. 0 .or. exzdpml(i,j,k) .no. 0)
L write (6,*) "nonzero ex field at ",i,j,k
else
if (exydpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. exzdpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 130 i - -maxx-pmldepth,maxx+pmldepth
do 140 j - -mazy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 150 k = -maxz-pmldepth,-mazz
if (1 .eq. -maxx-pmldepth .or. i .eq. maxx+pmldepth
L .or. k .eq. -maxz-pmldepth) then
if (eyxdpml(i.j,k) .no. 0 .or. eyzdpml(i,j,k) .no. 0)
L write (6,*) "nonzero ey field at ",i,j,k
else
if (eyxdpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. eyzdpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 160 i - -maxx-pmldepth,maxx+pmldepth
do 170 j - -mazy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
do 180 k - -mazz-pmldepth.-maxuz-
if (i .eq. -max-pmldepth .or. i .eq. maxz+pmldepth .or.
j .eq. -mazy-pmldepth .or. j .eq. mazy+pmldepth)then
if (ezxdpml(i,j,k) .no. 0 .or. ezydpml(i,j,k) .no. 0)
write (6,*) "nonzero ez field at ",i,j,k
else
if (ezxdpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. ezydpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)
259





write (6,*) "zero ez field at ".i,j,k
do 190 i - -maxx-pmldepth+l,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 200 j - -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 210 k * maxz,maxz+pmldepth-i
if (hxyupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hxzupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 220 i = -maxx-pmldepth,maxx+pmldepth-i
do 230 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,maxy+pmldepth-I
do 240 k - mazz,maxz+pmldepth-I
if (hyxupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hyzupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 250 i = -maxx-pmldepth,maxz+pmldepth-1
do 260 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 270 k - mazz,maxz+pmldepth-1
if (hzxupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hzyupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 280 i = -maxx-pmldepth+l,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 290 j = -maxy-pldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 300 k - -maxz-pmldepth,-maxz-1
if (hzydpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hxzdpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 310 i = -maxxzz-pmldepth,ma+pmldepth-1
do 320 j - -maxy-pmldepth+l,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 330 k = -maxz-pnldepth,-maxz-1
if (hyxdpl(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hyzdpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 340 i - -maxx-pmldepth,maxx+pmldepth-i
do 350 j - -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 360 k - -maxz-pmldepth+l,-mazz
if (hzxdpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hzydpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 370 i = -maxxzz-pldepth,-mazx-i
do 380 j - -mazy-pldepth,maxy+pmldepth
do 390 k = -maxz+1,mazz-1
if (j .eq. -mazy-pmldepth .or. j .eq. maxy+pmldepth) then
if (exylpal(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. exzlpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
1 write (6,*) "nonzero ex field at ",i,j,k
else
if (ezylpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. axzlpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 400 i = -mazxx-pldepth,-maxxz
do 410 j - -mazy-pnldepth,mazy+pmldepth-1
do 420 k = -maxz+l,mazz-1
if (i .eq. -nazu-pmldepth) then
if (eyxlpml(i,j,k) .no. 0 .or. eyzlpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
1 write (6,*) "nonzero ey field at ",i,j,k
else
if (eyxlpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. eyzlpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 430 i = -maxx-pmldepth,-mazi
do 440 j = -mazy-pmldopth,maxy+pmldepth
do 450 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (j .eq. -mazy-pmldepth .or. j .eq. mazy+pmldepth
1 .or. i .eq. -maxx-pnldepth) then
if (ezzlpml(i,jk) .ne. 0 .or. ezylpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
1 write (6,*) "nonzero ez field at ".,i,j,k
else
if (ezxlpal(i,j,k) .oeq. 0 .or. ezylpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 460 i = maxx,mazx+pmldepth-1
do 470 j = -maxy-pldepth,nazy+paldepth
do 480 k - -mazz+1,maxz-1
if (j .eq. -mazy-pmldepth .or. j .eq. maxy+pmldepth) then
if (exyrpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. exzrpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
i write (6,*) "nonzero ex field at ",i,j,k
else
if (exyrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. exzrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 490 i - maxx,maxx+pmldepth
do 500 j = -maxy-pmldepth,mazy+pmldepth-i
do 510 k = -maxz+l,mazz-i
if (i .eq. maxx+pmldepth) then
if (eyxrpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. eyzrpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
1 write (6,*) "nonzero ey field at ",i,j,k
else
if (eyxrpal(i,j.k) .eq. 0 .or. eyzrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 520 i = maxzz,azx+pmldepth
do 530 j = -maxy-pldepth,maxy+pmldepth
do 540 k - -maxz,maxz-1
if (j .eq. -mazy-pmldepth .or. j .eq. mazy+pmldepth
1 .or. i .eq. maxx+pmldepth) then
if (ezxrpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. azyrpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
1 write (6,*) "nonzero ez field at ",i,j,k
else
if (ezxrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. ozyrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 550 i = -maxx-pmldepth+l,-maxx
do 560 j = -mazy-pmldepth.maxy+pmldepth-i
do 570 k - -maxz,maxz-1
if (hxylpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hzzlpl(i.j,k) .eq. 0)




do 580 i = -maxx-pnldepth,-maxx-1
do 590 j - -maxy-pmldepth+i,mazy+pmldepth-i
do 600 k = -mazz,nazz-1
if (hyxlpml(i,j.k) .eq. 0 .or. hyzlpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 610 i - -mazx-pmldepth,-maxx-1
do 620 j - -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pnldspth-1
do 630 k - -mazz+i,maxz-1
if (hzlpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hzylpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)






do 640 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 650 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 660 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (hxyrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hxzrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 670 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-I
do 680 j = -maxy-pmldepth+1,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 690 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (hyxrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hyzrpml(i,j,k)




do 700 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 710 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 720 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (hzxrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hzyrpml(i,j,k)






do 730 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 740 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy
do 750 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (j .eq. -maxy-pmldepth) then
if (exyfpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. exzfpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
1 write (6,*) "nonzero ex field at ",i,j,k
else
if (exyfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. exzfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 760 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 770 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy-1
do 780 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (eyxfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. eyzfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 790 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 800 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy
do 810 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (j .eq. -maxy-pmldepth) then
if (ezxfpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. ezyfpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
1 write (6,*) "nonzero ez field at ",i,j,k
else
if (ezxfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. ezyfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 820 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 830 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth
do 840 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (j .eq. maxy+pmldepth) then
if (exybpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. exzbpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
1 write (6,*) "nonzero ex field at ",i,j,k
else
if (exybpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. exzbpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 850 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 860 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-I
do 870 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (eyxbpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. eyzbpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 880 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 890 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth
do 900 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (j .eq. maxy+pmldepth) then
if (ezxbpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. ezybpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
1 write (6,*) "nonzero ez field at ",i,j,k
else
if (ezxbpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. ezybpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 910 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 920 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy-1
do 930 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (hxyfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hxzfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 940 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 950 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy
do 960 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (hyxfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hyzfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 970 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 980 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy-1
do 990 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (hmxfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hzyfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 1000 i = -maxx+l,maxzz-1
do 1010 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 1020 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (hxybpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hxzbpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 1030 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 1040 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 1050 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (hyxbpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hyzbpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 1060 i = -maxx,maxx-I
do 1070 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 1080 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (hzxbpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hzybpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 1090 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 1100 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
do 1110 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (exnorm(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 1120 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 1130 j = -maxy,maxy-1
do 1140 k = -maxz+1,maxz-1
if (eynorm(i,j,k) .eq. 0)
1 write (6,*) "zero ey field at ",i,j,k
1140 continue
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1130 continue
1120 continue
do 1150 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 1160 j - -maxy+l,maxy-1
do 1170 k - -maxz,maxz-1
if (eznorm(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 1180 i - -maxx+1,mazx-1
do 1190 j = -maxy,maxy-1
do 1200 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (hxnorm(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 1210 i = -maxx,max-1
do 1220 j = -maxy+1,maxy-1
do 1230 k = -maxz,masz-1
if (hynorm(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 1240 i = -max,maxx-1
do 1250 j = -maxy,maxy-1
do 1260 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (hznorm(i,j,k) .eq. 0)
























if (hornstart .ge. maxz-1) then
write(6,*) "incorrect geometry: horn opens near pml"
stop
endif
if (hornstart-horndepth-wavedepth .le. -maxz+l) then
write(6,*) "incorrect geometry: vaveguide too close to pml"
stop
endif
c start with the inner geometry
c first em:
c initialize all cells to be normal cells:
do 10 i = -mazx+1,max-I
do 20 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1





do 70 i - -maxx,maxx-1
do 80 j = -mazy+1,maxy-1





do 71 i - -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 81 j = -maxy,maxy-1





c start at k - hornstart-horndepth-vavedepth
c the bottom of the waveguide
k = hornstart-horndepth-wavedepth
do 100 i - -vavex,vavex




do 101 i = -wavex,wavex-1




c now for the waveguide part
do 120 k = hornstart-horndepth-vavedepth+l,hornstart-horndepth

















c now for the horn
c get the emeqn figured out.
do 140 k = hornstart-horndepth,hornstart-1
xedge = vavex + xslope * (k+0.5-(hornstart-horndepth)) + 0.5
yedge = wavey + yslope * (k+0.5-(hornstart-horndepth)) + 0.5




c resetting the fields in the corners is okay.





c now figure out exeqn and eyeqn
do 200 k = hornstart-horndepth,hornstart-1
xedge = vavex + xslope * (k+0.5-(hornstart-horndepth)) + 0.5
yedge = wavey + yslope * (k+0.5-(hornstart-horndepth)) + 0.5
it (ezeqn(O,yedge,k) .eq. ezeqn(0,ysdge,k-l)) then
if (ezeqn(xedge,0,k) .eq. ezeqn(xedge,0,k-1)) then
c vertical walls on all sides











c vertical wall only on y side, horizontal on x side
do 230 i = xedge-1,xedge















if (ezeqn(xedge,O,k) .eq. ezeqn(xedge,0,k-1)) then
c vertical only on xedges, horizontal on yedge
do 270 j = yedge-1,yedge














c all edges have horizontal walls
do 310 j = yedge-l,yedge









do 340 i = xedge-1,xedge












c and the e fields at the opening of the horn:
k = hornstart








c now the e-fields at the total/scattered interface
k = hornstart
do 390 i = -xhorn,xhorn-1




do 410 i = -xhorn+l,xhorn-1




c now to worry about the h fields
do 500 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 510 j = -maxy,maxy-1





do 501 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 511 j = -maxy+1,maxy-1





do 502 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 512 j = -maxy,maxy-1





c first look at the bottom of the waveguide:
k = hornstart-horndepth-wavedepth-1
do 600 i = -wavex,wavex




do 620 i = -wavex,wavex-1





do 700 i = -wavex+l,wavex-1




do 720 i = -wavex+1,wavex-2




do 800 k = hornstart-horndepth-wavedepth,hornstart-horndepth-1
do 810 i = -wavex+1,wavex-




















do 850 i = -wavex,wavex-1
hzeqn(i,-wavey-l,k) = hzobeqn
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hzeqn(i,wavey,k) = hzofeqn
850 continue
do 860 j = -wavey+1,vwavey-1






























do 801 i = -vavex,wavex-1




c if there's a horizontal edge at k - hornstart-horndepth, then
c the above is slightly wrong, and needs fixing. the only way that
c this could happen is if a slope is greater than 45 degrees.
if (yslope .ge. 1.0) then
k - hornstart-horndepth-1




if (xslope .ge. 1.0) then



















if (xslope .ge. 1) then




















c now to set the h equations in the horn region.
do 1000 k - hornstart-horndepth,hornstart-1
xcornerO = vavex + xslope
ycornerO = vavey + yslope
xedgeO = xcornerO + 0.5





xcorneri = vavex + xslope * (k-(hornstart-horndepth))
ycorneri = vavey + yslope * (k-(hornstart-horndepth))
xedgel = xcorneri + 0.5
yedgel = ycornerl + 0.5
xcorner2 - wavex + xslope
ycorner2 = wavey + yslope
xedge2 = xcorner2 + 0.5











- wavex + xslope
= wavey + yslope
xcorner3 + 0.5
ycorner3 + 0.5
= vavex + selope









zcornerx = hornstart-horndepth + (xedgeO-vavex)/xslope
zcornery - hornstart-horndepth + (yedgeO-vavey)/yslope
do 1010 i - 0,max-2
do 1020 j = 0,maxy-2
c hz
hzdistx(k) = xcornerl - (xedgeO-1)
hzdisty(k) = ycornerl - (yedge0-1)
c the last hz will be used at xedge0 and yedgeO,
if (i .it. xedge0 - 1) then










elseif (j .eq. yedge) then











elseif (j .eq. yedge2) then














elseif (i .eq. xedgeO - 1) then










elseif (j .eq. yedgeO) then






















elseif (i .eq. xedgeO) then
if (xedge2 .eq. xedgeO) then





























elseif (i .eq. xedge2) then


















hxdistyh(k) = ycorner3 - (yedge2-1)
hxdistyl(k) = ycornerl - (yedge2-l)
hxdistz(k) = k+l - zcornerx
if (i .lt. xedgeO) then





elseif (j .eq. yedge2-1) then











elseif (j .eq. yedge2) then

















elseif (i .eq. xedgeO) then
if (xedge2 .eq. xedgeO) then
c ey contours above and below are cut.





elseif (j .eq. yedge2) then


















c here, the ey contour above hx exists, but the one below does not.










elseif (j .eq. yedge2) then




















elseif (i .eq. xedge0+l) then
if (j .It. yedge2) then
if (i .eq. xedge2) then
















elseif (j .eq. yedge2) then
if (i .eq. xedge2) then






























elseif (i .eq. xedgeO+2) then
if ((k .eq. 21) .and. (j .eq. 2)) then
write (6,*) i,xedge4,xedge3,xedge2,xedgel,xedgeO
endif
if (j .le. yedge2) then
























hydistxh(k) = xcorner3 - (xedge2-1)
hydistxl(k) = xcornerl - (xedge2-1)
hydistz(k) = k+1 - zcornery
if (j .it. yedgeO) then





elseif (i .eq. xedge2-1) then











elseif (i .eq. xedge2) then

















elseif (j .eq. yedgeO) then
if (yedge2 .eq. yedgeO) then
c ey contours above and below are cut.





elseif (i .eq. xedge2) then


















c here, the ey contour above hy exists, but the one below does not.










elseif (i .eq. xedge2) then
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elseif (j .eq. yedgeO+l) then
if (i .it. xedge2) then
if (j .eq. yedge2) then
















elseif (i .eq. xedge2) then
if (j .eq. yedge2) then






























elseif (j .eq. yedgeO+2) then
if ((k .eq. 21) .and. (i .eq. 2)) then
write (6,*) j,yedge4,yedge3,yedge2,yedgel,yedge0
endif
if (i .le. xedge2) then





























c now to put the total/scattered fields in
do 1200 i = -xhorn+l,xhorn-1




do 1220 i = -xhorn,xhorn-1




c and also correct the rest of the equations at k = hornstart

























do 2000 k = hornstart-horndepth-wavedepth-1,hornstart+1
write (2,*) k




do 2010 i = -xhorn-l,xhorn+l
write(2,3000) i








do 2030 k = hornstart-horndepth-wavedepth-l,hornstart+1
write (2,*) k
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do 2040 i = -zhorn-l,xhorn+1
write(2,3000) i








do 2060 k = hornstart-horndepth-wavedepth-l,hornstart+1
write (2,*) k




do 2070 i - -xhorn-l,xhorn+l
write(2,3000) i








do 2090 k = hornstart-horndepth-wavedepth-l,hornstart+1
write (2,*) k
do 2100 i = -xhorn-l,xhorn+1








do 2120 k = hornstart-horndepth-wavedepth-l,hornstart+1
write (2,*) k
do 2130 i = -xhorn-1,xhorn+1








do 2150 k = hornstart-horndepth-vavedepth-1,hornstart+1
write (2,*) k
do 2160 i - -xhorn-1,zhorn+l







do 2180 k = hornstart-horndepth,hornstart
write (2,*) k,vavex+xslope*(k- (hornstart-horndepth)),



























hxinc = hxinc * exp((tl/sigma)**2/-2)
hzinc2 = hxinc2 * exp((t2/sigma)**2/-2)
if (sine) then
hxinc = hxinc * cos(2.0*pi*freq*tl/c)






































hyinc = hyinc * exp((tl/sigma)**2/-2)
hyinc2 - hyinc2 * exp((t2/sigma)**2/-2)
if (sine) then
hyinc = hyinc * cos(2.0*pi*freq*tl/c)




















hyinc = hyinc + hyinc2




















hzinc = hzinc * exp((tl/sigma)**2/-2)
hzinc2 = hzinc2 * exp((t2/sigma)**2/-2)
if (sine) then
hzinc = hzinc * cos(2.0*pi*freq*tl/c)







































exinc = exinc * exp((tl/sigma)**2/-2)
exinc2 = exinc2 * exp((t2/sigma)**2/-2)
if (sine) then
exinc = exinc * cos(2.0*pi*freq*tl/c)


















if (k .le. kground) then
exinc = 0
else






















eyinc = eyinc * exp((tl/sigma)**2/-2)
eyinc2 = eyinc2 * exp((t2/sigma)**2/-2)
if (sine) then
eyinc = eyinc * cos(2.0*pi*freq*tl/c)


















if (k .le. kground) then
eyinc = 0
else






















ezinc = ezinc * oxp((ti/sigma)**2/-2)
ezinc2 = ezinc2 * exp((t2/sigma)**2/-2)
if (sine) then
ezinc = ezinc * cos(2.0*pi*freq*tl/c)


















if (k .lt. kground) then
ezinc = 0
else



















etotinc - totinc * exp((tl/sigma)**2/-2)
if (sine) then




































cent = 5 * sigma








do 10 i = -vavex,wavex-i






c THIS IS FROM THE COMMON FILE
integer maxx.maxy,maxz, pmldepth, kground
integer mminx,mminy, ninz
real delta, deltat, dtovd, sigmax., eta, pi, c
parameter(maxx=14, maxy'20, maxz-38, pmldepth = 20)
parameter(mminx=maxx- ,mminymaxy- 1,mminz=maxz-1)
parameter(pi = 3.1415926536, eta = 120.0*pi, c = 3e8)






















hznormeqn,hzileqn, hzireqn, hzifeqn, hzibeqn,
hzOeqn, hzilfeqn,hzilbeqn,hzirfeqn,hzirbeqn,





















integer oxeqn(--avx:maxx-1. -m-xy+l:maxy-1. 
-- Ayz+l:m-xz-1).
I eyoqn(-mAvx+l:maxx-i, -mazy:maxy-1, -maxz+l:maxz-1).
2 ezeqn(-maxx+1:mAYY-I, -maxy+l:maxy-1. -mazz:m-vz-1),
3 hxoqn(-maxx+l:maxx-l, -- Avy:mazy-1. -maxz:mavz-1),
4 hyoqn(-maxx:mnxx-1, -maxy+l:mATy-1, 
-maxz:mAvz-1).
5 hzoqm(-maxx:-Ayx-1, -mazy:mazy-1, -maxz+l:maxz-1)
the dimensions of the arrays of fields.
note that the pmI has an extra a field outside of it which
is not calculated.
real exnorm(-m&x:x:maxx-1, -Yy+1:mavy-1, -mAvz+I:m&Yz-1),
I synorm(-maxx+l:ma=-I, 
-maxy.mAxy-1, -mAvz+l:mavz-1),
2 @mnorm(-maxx+I:m&vr-I, -maxy+1:m-y-1, -maxz:mazz-1),
3 hxrLorm(-mAwx+l:maxx-1. -mazy:-avy-1, -maxz:-z-1),
4 hynorm(--x:maxx-1. 
-maxy+l:maxy-1. -maxz:maxz-1).
5 hznorm(-mAvx:maxx-l. -maxy:maxy-1, -- ayz+l:maxz-1)
the cells inside the pmI
the vaveguide pml
real oxywgpml(-maxx:maxx-1, -maxy+I:mxy-1, -pmldepth:O),
I azzwgpml(-maxx:ma=-I, -maxy+l:mAry-1, -pmldepth:D),
2 oyxvgpml(-maxx+l:mAvy-1. -mazy:mnvy-1. -pmldopth:O).
3 eyzwgpml(-nuL=+I:maxx-1, -mazy:maxy-1, -pmldepth:O),
4 ozxwgpml(-ma=+I:maxx-1, -maxy+l:mAvy-1. -pmldepth:O),
























































































































































































































































































































common /stuff/ delta,deltat,dtovd, sigmax, kground
I /fields/ exnorm,eynorm,eanorm,hxnorm,hynorm,hznorm,
2 exyupml eyxzupml ley yzupl l,,e ezyupmlez eyupml,eyupl,
3 hxyupml,hxzupml,hyxupml,hyzupml,hzxupml, hzyupml,
4 exydpml,exzdpml,eyxdpml,eyzdpml,ezxdpml,ezydpml,
5 hxydpml, hxzdpml,hyxdpml, hyzdpml ,hzdpml, hzydpml,
6 exylpml, exzlpml,eyxlpml ,eyzlpml,ezxlpml,ezylpml,
7 hxylpml,hxzlpml ,hyxlpml,hyzlpml,hzxlpml,hzylpml,
8 exyrpml,exzrpml,eyrpml ,eyrpml,ezrpml .ezyrpml,
9 hxyrpml,hxzrpml,hyxrpml,hyzrpml,hzxrpml,hzyrpml,
0 exyfpml, exzfpml, eyfpml,eyzfpml,ezxfpml ,ezyfpml,
I hxyfpml, hxzfpml, hyxfpml,hyzfpml,hzxfpml ,hzyfpml,
2 exybpml,exzbpml,eyxbpml,eyzbpml,ezxbpml,esybpml,
3 hxybpml,hxzbpml,hyxbpml,hyzbpml ,hzbpml,hzybpml,
4 exyvgpml,exzgpml,eyxwgpml,eyzvgpml, zxvgpml, ezyvgpml,
5 hxyvgpml,hxzvgpml,hyxvgpml,hyzvgpml, hzvgpml, hzyvgpml
6 /eqns/ exeqn,eyeqn,ezeqn,hxeqn.hyeqn,hzeqn
c-------=--:-=--=-=------:--=--cut here-=- -------- :------- ---
source.include






-cut here-=------ ---- -= -












1 hornstart, vavedepth, hdietyh,hxdistyl,hxdistz,
2 hydistxh,hydistxl,hydistz,hzdistx,hzdisty
A.5 coax.f
Similar to hornstair.f, coax.f performs an
FD-TD simulation of a staircased horn,
except that a coaxial to waveguide tran-
sition is included with the horn.
program co.ax
implicit none
















































write(6,*) "how many time steps?"
read(5,*) n
write(6,*) "enter step size in meters"
read(5,*) delta
c deltat = delta/(sqrt(3.0)*cfl)






3 write(6,*) "enter vaveguide dimensions in meters (x,y)"
read(5,*) tempx,tempy
wavex - tempx/delta/2 + 0.5
vavey - tempy/delta/2 + 0.5
write(6,*) "at what delta should the horn start? (maxz=)",maxz
read(S,*) hornstart




writo(6,*) "enter height of the horn in meters"
read(5,*) tempz
horndepth = tmpz/delta + 0.5
xhorn = xzlope * horndepth + wavex +0.5
yhorn - yslope * horndepth + vavey +0.5
if ((xhorn .gt. mminx-2) .or. (yhorn .gt. mminy-2)) then
write (6,*) 'horn opening too big. try again'
goto 3
endif
xslope - real(xhorn - vavex)/horndepth
yslope - real(yhorn - wavey)/horndepth
write(6,*) "enter height of vaveguide in meters"
read(5,*) temps
wavedepth - temps/delta + 0.5
it (-hornstart+horndepth+vavedepth + 2 .gt. mminz-2) then
write (6,*) 'horn,wave too long, try again.'
goto 3
endif
write (6,*) "enter radius of the inner conductor of the co-ax"
read (5,*) rinner
if (rinner .go. delta/2) then
write (6,*) "diameter must be smaller than delta."
goto 3
endif
write (6,*) "enter the impedance of the co-ax"
read (5,*) imp
lnterm = 2/(log(delta/rinner))
write (6,*) "enter distance monopole extends into vaveguide"
read (5,*) temps
condi = -vavex+tempx/delta + 0.5
if (condi .go. wavex) then
write (6,*) "too long; goes through waveguide."
goto 3
endif
write (6,*) "enter the distance from the vg bottom to the co-ax"
read (5,*) tempz
kcond = hornstart-horndepth-vavedepth+tempz/delta+0.5
if (tempz/delta+0.5 .le. 2) then
write (6,*) "too close to bottom."
goto 3
elseif (kcond .go. hornstart-horndepth-2) then
























'in units of delta, ',delta,','
'horn starts at ',hornstart
'with an opening of ',xhorn,yhorn
'has a depth of ',horndepth
'slopes (run/rise) of ',xslope,yslope
'vaveguide starts at ',hornstart-horndepth
'with an opening of ',wavez,wavey
'and a depth of ',vavedepth
'co-ax extends into waveguide: ',condi
'at a height of ',kcond






- tempx/2.0/delta + 0.5
= tempy/2.0/delta + 0.5
= tempz/2.0/delta + 0.5
if ((minx .gt. minx) .or. (miny .gt. mminy) .or.
1 (minx .gt. minz) .or. (xhorn .gt. minx-2) .or.
2 (yhorn .gt. miny-2) .or. (hornstart .gt. minz-2) .or.
3 (-hornstart+horndepth+wvavedepth .gt. minz-2)) then
write (6,*) 'bad box dimensions.'
write (6,*) 'x must be between ',(xhorn+2)*delta*2.0,' and '
1 ,(mminx)*delta*2.0
write (6,*) 'y must be between ',(yhorn+2)*delta*2.0,' and '
1 ,(mminy)*delta*2.0
if (-hornstart+horndepth+vavedepth .1e. hornstart) then
write (6,*) 'z must be between ',(hornstart+2)*delta*2.0,
1 ' and ',(mminz)*delta*2.0
else
write (6,*) 'z must be between ',
1 (-hornstart+horndepth+vavedepth+2)*delta*2.0,







write (6,*) "pal inside waveguide? (y/n) :"
read (5,*) s
pml s .eq. 'y'
pal = .false.
write (6.,) "radiation case? (y/n) :"
read (5,*) a
radiate s .eq. 'y'
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write (6,*) "enter maximum voltage"
read (5,*) vmax
write (6,*) "gaussian source(y/n) :"
write (6,*) "sinusoidal source(y/n) :"
read (5,*) g
gauss - g .eq. 'y'
read (5,*) s
sine - s .eq. 'y'
if (gauss) then
if (sine) then
write(6,*) 'enter frequency of sinusoid :'
read(5,*) freq








of deltats per sigma. :'
else
if (sine) then
write(6,*) 'enter frequency :'
read(5,*) freq
else






write (6,*) "enter incident angles (theta, phi) (dog) :"
write (6,*) "enter atheta, aphi :"
read (5,*) theta,phi,etheta,ephi
write (6,*) "gaussian source(y/n) :"
write (6,*) "sinusoidal source(y/n) :"
read (5,*) g
gauss - g .eq. 'y'
read (5,*) s
sine = s .eq. 'y'
if (gauss) then
if (sine) then
write(6,*) 'enter frequency of sinusoid :'
read(6.*) freq








deltats per sigma. :'
if (sine) then
















exin = etheta*cost*cop - ephi*sinp
eyin - etheta*cost*sinp + ephi*coup
ezin = -etheta*sint
hxin = etheta*sinp + ephi*cost*cosp
hyin - etheta*cosp + ephi*cost*sinp
hzin = -ephi*sint
write(6,*) 'the incident wave has the following components'
write(6,*) ' exin = ',exin,' hxin = ',hxin
write(6,*) ' eyin = ',eyin,' hyin = ',hyin
write(6,*) ' ezin = ',ezin,' hzin = ',hzin
endif
write (6,*) 'enter number of readout frequencies
read (5,*) nfr
if (nfr .gt. maxnfr) then
write (6,*) ' Too Many Frequencies'
stop
elseif (nfr .eq. 1) then




write (6,*) 'enter starting and ending frequencies (Hz) '
read (5,*) frql,frq2
dfrq = (frq2 - frql)/(nfr - 1.0)
endif
isource = (-vavex + mincable)/2
call geometry_sub




















open (unit=7, file='header.img' ,status='unknown')
c$$$ write (7,296) 2*(maxy+pmldepth)+1, 2*(maxx+pmldepth), 64, n,
c$$$ 1 'new.image.Z '
write (7,296) 2*(maxx+pmldepth), 2*(maxz+pmldepth), 64, n,
1 'new.image.Z '
c write (7,296) 2*(maxy+pmldepth)+1, 2*(maxx+pmldepth)+1. 64, n,
c 1 'new.image.Z '
write (7,*) 1
write (7,81) 'a '




do 10 time = 1,n




c write (6,*) 'euplm'
call eupml
c write (6,*) 'edplm'
call adpml
c write (6,*) 'elplm'
call elpaml
c write (6,*) 'erplm'
call erpml
c write (6,*) 'efplm'
call efpml










c write (6,*) 'hupml'
call hupml
c write (6,*) 'hdpml'
call hdpml
c write (6,*) 'hlpml'
call hlpml
c write (6,*) 'hrpml'
call hrpml
c write (6,*) 'hfpml'
call hfpml



















c if (time .eq. 100 .or. time .eq. 90) call nonzerocheck
c TAKE FOURIER TRANSFORMS over a box, to find RCS
etotincnow = etotinc(time,etheta,ephi)
write (6,*) etotincnow




c write (6,*) einc(ifr)
do 110 i = -minx,minx-1
do 120 k = -minz,minz
exj(i,l,k,ifr) = exj(i,1l,k,ifr) + exnorm(i,-miny,k) *
1 cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*time*deltatime)
exj(i,2,k,ifr) = exj(i,2,k,ifr) + exnorm(i,miny,k) *
1 cexp(unitie2*pi*frq*time*deltatime)
c$$$ if (abs(exj(i,l,k,ifr) - exj(i,2,k,ifr)) .ge.
c$$$ 1 le-4) then
c$$$ write (6,*) 'symmetry error',i,j,k,exj(i,1,k,ifr),
c$$$ 1 exj(i,2,k,ifr)
c$$$ count = count + 1






do 130 i = -minx,minx-1
do 140 j = -miny,miny
exk(i,j,l,ifr) = exk(i,j,l,ifr) + exnorm(i,j,-minz) *
1 cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*time*deltatime)




do 150 j = -miny,miny-I
do 160 k = -minz,minz
eyi(l,j,k,ifr) = eyi(l,j,k,ifr) + eynorm(-minx,j,k) *
1 cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*time*deltatime)




do 170 i = -minx,minx
do 180 j = -miny,miny-1
eyk(i,j,1,ifr) = eyk(i,j,1,ifr) + eynorm(i,j,-minz) *
1 cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*time*deltatime)




do 190 j = -miny,miny
do 200 k = -minz,minz-1
ezi(l,j,k,ifr) = ezi(i,j,k,ifr) + eznorm(-minx,j,k) *
i cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*time*deltatime)




do 210 i = -minx,minx
do 220 k = -minz,minz-1
ezj(i,l,k,ifr) = ezj(i,l,k,ifr) + eznorm(i,-miny,k) *
1 cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*time*deltatime)




do 300 i = -minx,minx
do 310 k = -minz,minz-1
hxj(i,l,k,ifr) = hxj(i,l,k,ifr) +
1 (hxnorm(i,-miny-1,k) + hxnorm(i,-miny,k))/2 *
2 cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*(time+0.5)*deltatime)
hxj(i,2,k,ifr) = hxj(i,2,k,ifr) +




do 320 i = -minx,minx
do 330 j = -miny,miny-1
hxk(i,j,l,ifr) = hxk(i,j,l,ifr) +
1 (hxnorm(i,j,-minz-1) + hxnorm(i,j,-minz))/2 *
2 cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*(time+0.5)*deltatime)
hxk(i,j,2,ifr) = hxk(i,j,2,ifr) +




do 340 j = -miny,miny
do 350 k = -minz,minz-1
hyi(1,j,k,ifr) = hyi(1,j,k,ifr) +
1 (hynorm(-minx-1,j,k) + hynorm(-minx,j,k))/2 *
2 cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*(time+0.5)*deltatime)
hyi(2,j,k,ifr) = hyi(2,j,k,ifr) +




do 360 i = -minx,minx-1
do 370 j = -miny,miny
hyk(i,j,1,ifr) = hyk(i,j,l,ifr) +
1 (hynorm(i,j,-minz-1) + hynorm(i,j,-minz))/2 *
2 cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*(time+0.5)*deltatime)
hyk(i,j,2,ifr) = hyk(i,j,2,ifr) +




do 380 j = -miny,miny-i
do 390 k = -minz,minz
hzi(l,j,k,ifr) = hzi(1,j,k,ifr) +
1 (hznorm(-minx-l,j,k) + hznorm(-minx,j,k))/2 *
2 cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*(time+0.5)*deltatime)
hzi(2,j,k,ifr) = hzi(2,j,k,ifr) +




do 400 i = -minx,minx-1
do 410 k = -minz,minz
hzj(i,1,k,ifr) = hzj(i,l,k,ifr) +
1 (hznorm(i,-miny-1,k) + hznorm(i,-miny,k))/2 *
2 cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*(time+0.5)*deltatime)
hzj(i,2,k,ifr) = hzj(i,2,k,ifr) +









write (6,*) 'done; writing out the fields.'
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do 1010 ifr = 1,nfr
write (41,*) einc(ifr)
1010 continue
do 1020 i = -minx,minx-1
do 1030 k = -minz,minz
do 1040 j = 1,2






do 1060 i = -minx,minx-1
do 1070 j = -miny,miny
do 1080 k = 1,2






do 1100 j = -miny,miny-1
do 1110 k = -minz,minz
do 1120 i = 1,2






do 1140 i = -minx,minx
do 1150 j = -miny,miny-1
do 1160 k = 1,2






do 1180 j = -miny,miny
do 1190 k = -minz,minz-1
do 1200 i = 1,2






do 1220 i = -minx,minx
do 1230 k = -minz,minz-1
do 1240 j = 1,2






do 1300 i = -minx,minx
do 1310 k = -minz,minz-1
do 1320 j = 1,2






do 1340 i = -minx,minx
do 1350 j = -miny,miny-1
do 1360 k = 1,2






do 1380 j = -miny,miny
do 1390 k = -minz,minz-1
do 1400 i = 1,2






do 1420 i = -minx,minx-I
do 1430 j = -miny,miny
do 1440 k = 1,2






do 1460 j = -miny,miny-1
do 1470 k = -minz,minz
do 1480 i = 1,2






do 1500 i = -minx,minx-I
do 1510 k = -minz,minz
do 1520 j = 1,2

























































do 10 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 20 j = -maxy+1,maxy-1
do 30 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (exeqn(i,j,k) .eq. exnormeqn) then
exnorm(i,j,k) = exnorm(i,j,k) + dtovd *
1 (hznorm(i,j,k) - hznorm(i,j-1,k)
2 -hynorm(i,j,k) + hynorm(i,j,k-1))
elseif (exeqn(i,j,k) .eq. exueqn) then
exnorm(i,j,k) = exnorm(i,j,k) + dtovd *
1 (hznorm(i,j,k) - hznorm(i,j-l,k)





do 40 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 50 j = -maxy,maxy-1
do 60 k = -maxz+1,maxz-1
if (eyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. eynormeqn) then
eynorm(i,j,k) = eynorm(i,j,k) + dtovd *
1 (hxnorm(i,j,k) - hxnorm(i,j,k-1)
2 -hznorm(i,j,k) + hznorm(i-l,j,k))
elseif (eyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. eyueqn) then
eynorm(i,j,k) = eynorm(i,j,k) + dtovd *
1 ((hzxnorm(i,j,k)+hxinc(i,j,k,t)) - hxnorm(i,j,k-1)





do 70 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 80 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
do 90 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (ezeqn(i,j,k) .eq. eznormeqn) then
eznorm(i,j,k) = eznorm(i,j,k) + dtovd *
I (hynorm(ij,k) - hynorm(i-1,j,k)















do 10 i = -maxx+l,maxx-I
do 20 j = -maxy+l,maxy-2
do 30 k = -maxz+l,maxz-2
if (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxnormeqn) then
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eznorm(i,j+l,k) - eznorm(i,j,k)
2 -eynorm(i,j,k+l) + eynorm(i,j,k))
c if it's inside, then it's the same equation because the e fields on
c the walls are zero.
elseif ((hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxifeqn) .or.
1 (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxibeqn) .or.
2 (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxideqn) .or.
3 (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxidfeqn) .or.
4 (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxidbeqn)) then
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eznorm(i,j+l,k) - eznorm(i,j,k)
2 -eynorm(i,j,k+l) + eynorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxofeqn) then
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eznorm(i,j+l,k) - ezinc(i,j,k,t)
2 -eynorm(i,j,k+l) + eynorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxobeqn) then
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (ezinc(i,j+1,k,t) - eznorm(i,j,k)
2 -eynorm(i,j,k+l) + eynorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxoueqn) then
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eznorm(i,j+l,k) - eznorm(i,j,k)
2 -eyinc(i,j,k+l,t) + eynorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxoufeqn) then
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eznorm(i,j+l,k) - ezinc(i,j,k,t)
2 -eyinc(i,j,k+l,t) + eynorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxoubeqn) then
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (ezinc(i,j+l,k,t) - eznorm(i,j,k)
2 -eyinc(i,j,k+l,t) + eynorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxdeqn) then
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eznorm(i,j+1,k) - eznorm(i,j,k)
2 -eynorm(i,j,k+l)+(eynorm(i,j,k)-eyinc(i,j,k,t)))
elseif (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxodeqn) then
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eznorm(i,j+1,k) - eznorm(i,j,k)
2 -eynorm(i,j,k+l)+eyinc(i,j,k,t))
elseif (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxOeqn) then
noop
else





do 40 i = -maxx+1,maxx-2
do 50 j = -maxy+l,maxy-I
do 60 k = -maxz+l,maxz-2
if (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hynormeqn) then
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exnorm(i,j,k+l) - exnorm(i,j,k)
2 -eznorm(i+l,j,k) + eznorm(i,j,k))
elseif ((hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hyileqn) .or.
1 (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hyireqn) .or.
2 (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hyideqn) .or.
3 (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hyidleqn) .or.
4 (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hyidreqn)) then
same thing; the e-fields on the metal remain zero.
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exnorm(i,j,k+l) - exnorm(i,j,k)
2 -eznorm(i+l,j,k) + eznorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hyoleqn) then
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exnorm(i,j,k+l) - exnorm(i,j,k)
2 -eznorm(i+l,j,k) + ezinc(i,j,k,t))
elseif (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hyoreqn) then
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exnorm(i,j,k+l) - exnorm(i,jk)
2 -ezinc(i+l,j,k,t) + eznorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hyoueqn) then
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exinc(i,j,k+l,t) - exnorm(i,j,k)
2 -eznorm(i+l,j,k) + eznorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hyouleqn) then
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exinc(i,j,k+l.t) - exnorm(i,j,k)
2 -eznorm(i+l,j,k) + ezinc(i,j,k,t))
elseif (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hyoureqn) then
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exinc(i,j,k+1,t) - exnorm(i,j,k)
2 -ezinc(i+l,j,k,t) + eznorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hydeqn) then
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exnorm(i,j,k+1) - (exnorm(i,j,k)-exinc(i,j,k,t))
2 -eznorm(i+l,j,k) + eznorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hyodeqn) then
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exnorm(i,j,k+l) - exinc(i,j,k,t)
2 -eznorm(i+1,j,k) + eznorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hycableueqn) then
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (- Interm * exnorm(i,j,k)
2 -eznorm(i+1,j,k) + eznorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hycabledeqn) then
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (Interm*exnorm(i,j,k+1)
2 -eznorm(i+1,j,k) + eznorm(i,j.k))
elseif (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hycableuleqn) then
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (- Interm * exnorm(i,j,k)
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2 -eznorm(i+l,j,k) - lnterm*vcable(i)/delta)
elseif (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hycabledleqn) then
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (1nterm*enorm(i,j, k+1)
2 -eznorm(i+1,j,k) + Interm*vcable(i)/delta)
elseif (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hy0eqn) then
else





do 70 i = -maxx+1,mazx-2
do 80 j = -maxy+,imaxy-2
do 90 k = -maxz+l,maz-1i
if (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hznormeqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) - hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+1,j,k) - eynorm(ij,k)
2 -exnorm(i,j+1,k) + exnorm(i,j,k))
elseif ((hmeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzileqn) .or.
1 (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzireqn) .or.
2 (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hmifeqn) .or.
3 (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hmibeqn) .or.
4 (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzilfteqn) .or.
5 (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzilbeqn) .or.
6 (hzeqn(i,j.,k) .eq. hzirfeqn) .or.
7 (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzirbeqn)) then
c same as normal equation since e should be zero on metal.
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+l,j,k) - eynorm(i,j,k)
2 -exnorm(i,j+1,k) + exnorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzoleqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+1,j,k) - eyinc(i,j,k,t)
2 -exnorm(i,j+1,k) + exnorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzoreqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eyinc(i+1,j,k,t) - eynorm(i,j,k)
2 -exnorm(i,j+l,k) + exnorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzofeqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+l,j,k) - eynorm(i,j,k)
2 -exnorm(i,j+l,k) + exinc(i,j,k,t))
elseif (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzobeqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+l,j,k) - eynorm(i,j,k)
2 -exinc(i,j+l,k,t) + exnorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzolfeqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+1,j,k) - eyinc(i,j,k,t)
2 -exnorm(i,j+1,k) + exinc(i.j,k,t))
elsit (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzolbeqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+l,j,k) - eyinc(i,j,k,t)
2 -exinc(i,j+l,k,t) + exnorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hmeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzorfeqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eyinc(i+l,j,kt) - eynorm(i,j,k)
2 -exnorm(i,j+1,k) + exinc(i,j.k,t))
elseif (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzorbeqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eyinc(i+l,jk,t) - eynorm(i,j,k)
2 -exinc(i,j+1,k,t) + exnorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzcabletfeqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+1,j,k) - eynorm(i,j,k)
2 -lnterm*exnorm(i,j+1,k))
elseif (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzcablebeqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+l,j,k) - eynorm(i,j,k)
2 +Interm emnorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzcablefleqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+l,j,k) - lnterm*vcable(i)/delta
2 -lnterm*exnorm(i,j+l,k))
elseif (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzcablebleqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+1,j,k) + lnterm*vcable(i)/delta
2 +lnterm* exnorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hz0eqn) then
else





c now get h'e on the border, next to the pml.
c top & bottom faces
k = -maxz
k2 = mazz-1
do 100 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 110 j = -maxy+1,maxy-2
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eznorm(i,j+1,k) - eznorm(i,j,k)
2 -eynorm(i,j,k+l) + (eyxdpml(i,j,k) + eyzdpml(i,j,k)))
hnorm(i,j,k2) = hxnorm(i,j,k2) - dtovd *




do 120 i = -maxx+l,maxx-2
do 130 j = -maxy+1,maxy-1
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exnorm(i,j,k+l) - (exydpml(i,j,k) + exzdpml(i,j,k))
2 -eznorm(i+1,j,k) + eznorm(i,j,k))
hynorm(i,j,k2) = hynorm(i,j,k2) - dtovd *
1 ((exyupml(i,j,k2+1) + exzupml(i,j,k2+1))-exnorm(i,j,k2)
2 -eznorm(i+1,j,k2) + eznorm(i,jk2))
130 continue
120 continue
c left & right faces
i - -maxx
i2 - maxx-i
do 140 j = -maiy+1,maxy-1
do 150 k = -maxz+l,maxz-2
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (enorm(i,j,k+l) - exnorm(i,j,k)
2 -eznorm(i+1,j,k) + (ezxlpml(i,j,k) + ezylpml(i,j,k)))
hynorm(i2,j,k) - hynorm(i2,j,k) - dtovd *




do 160 j = -maxy+l,maxy-2
do 170 k - -maxz+l,maxz-1
hznorm(i,j,k) - hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+1,j,k) - (eyxlpml(i,j,k) + eyzlpml(i,j.k))
2 -mxnorm(i,j+l,k) + eonorm(i,j,k))
hznorm(i2,j,k) = hznorm(i2,j,k) - dtovd *
I ((eyxrpml(i2+1,j,k) + eyzrpml(i2+1,j,k))-eynorm(i2,j,k)
2 -exnorm(i2,j+l,k) + exnorm(i2,j,k))
170 continue
160 continue
c front and back faces
j -maxy
j2 - mazy-1
do 180 i = -maxx+1,maxx-1
do 190 k = -mazz+l,maxz-2
hxnorm(i,jk) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eznorm(i,j+l,k) - (ezxfpml(i,j,k) + ezyfpml(i,j,k))
2 -eynorm(i,j,k+l) + eynorm(i.j,k))
hxnorm(i,j2,k) = hbxnorm(i,j2,k) - dtovd *
1 ((ezxbpml(i,j2+1,k) + ezybpml(i,j2+1,k))-eznorm(i,j2,k)
2 -eynorm(i,j2,k+l) + eynorm(i,j2,k))
190 continue
180 continue
do 200 i - -maxx+1,mazx-2
do 210 k = -mazz+l,maiz-1
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
I (eynorm(i+l,j,k) - oynorm(i,j,k)
2 -exnorm(i,j+1,k) + (xyfpml(i,j,k) + exzfpml(i,j,k)))
hznorm(i,j2,k) = hznorm(i,j2,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+l,j2,k) - eynorm(i,j2,k)
2 -(exybpml(i,j2+1,k) +exzbpml(i,j2+1 ,k))+exnorm(i, j2,k))
210 continue
200 continue








do 220 j = -maxy+1,maxy-i
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exnorm(i,j,k+l) - (exydpml(i,j,k) + exzdpml(i,j,k))
2 -eznorm(i+l,j,k) + (ezxlpml(i,j,k) + ezylpml(i,j,k)))
hynorm(i,j,k2) = hynorm(i,j,k2) - dtovd *
1 ((exyupml(i,j,k2+1) + exzupml(i,j,k2+1)) - exnorm(i,j,k2)
2 -eznorm(i+l,j,k2) + (ezxlpml(i,j,k2) + ezylpml(i,j,k2)))
hynorm(i2,j,k) = hynorm(i2,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exnorm(i2,j,k+l) - (exydpml(i2,j,k) + exzdpml(i2,j,k))
2 -(ezxrpml(i2+1,j,k) + ezyrpml(i2+1,j,k)) + eznorm(i2,j,k))
hynorm(i2,j,k2) = hynorm(i2,j,k2) - dtovd *








do 230 i = -maxx+1,maxx-1
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eznorm(i,j+1l,k) - (ezxfpml(i,j,k) + ezyfpml(i,j,k))
2 -eynorm(i,j,k+l) + (eyxdpml(i,j,k) + eyzdpml(i,j,k)))
hxnorm(i,j,k2) = hxnorm(i,j,k2) - dtovd *
1 (eznorm(i,j+l,k2) - (ezxfpml(i,j,k2) + ezyfpml(i,j,k2))
2 -(eyxupml(i,j,k2+1) + eyzupml(i,j,k2+1)) + eynorm(i,j,k2))
hxnorm(i,j2,k) = hxnorm(i,j2,k) - dtovd *
1 ((ezxbpml(i,j2+1,k) + ezybpml(i,j2+1,k)) - eznorm(i,j2,k)
2 -eynorm(i,j2,k+l) + (eyxdpml(i,j2,k) + eyzdpml(i,j2,k)))
hxnorm(i,j2,k2) = hxnorm(i,j2,k2) - dtovd *








do 240 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+l,j,k) - (eyxlpml(i,j,k) + eyzlpml(i,j,k))
2 -exnorm(i,j+1,k) + (exyfpml(i,j,k) + exzfpml(i,j,k)))
hznorm(i2,j,k) = hznorm(i2,j,k) - dtovd *
1 ((eyxrpml(i2+1,j,k) + eyzrpml(i2+1,j,k)) - eynorm(i2,j,k)
2 -exnorm(i2,j+1,k) + (exyfpml(i2,j,k) + exzfpml(i2,j,k)))
hznorm(i,j2,k) = hznorm(i,j2,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+l,j2,k) - (eyxlpml(i,j2,k) + eyzlpml(i,j2,k))
2 -(exybpml(i,j2+1,k) + exzbpml(i,j2+1,k)) + exnorm(i,j2,k))
hznorm(i2,j2,k) = hznorm(i2,j2,k) - dtovd *












c first, let's do the fields on the inteface.
c note, all six fields are in the upml at z = mazz.
k = maxz





c first the ex fields
do 10 i = -maxx-pmldepth,-maxx-1
do 20 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy





exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i,j-l,k) - hzyupml(i,j-l,k))
exzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxlpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzlpml(i,j,k-1))
20 continue
do 30 j = -maxy+1,maxy-I
c8y = 1
c9y = dtovd
exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i,j-1,k) - hzyupml(i,j-l,k))
exzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxlpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzlpml(i,j,k-1))
30 continue
do 40 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-i





exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i,j-l,k) - hzyupml(i,j-l,k))
exzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxlpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzlpml(i,j,k-1))
40 continue
10 continue
do 50 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 60 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy





exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i,j-l,k) - hzyupml(i,j-l,k))
exzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxfpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzfpml(i,j,k-1))
60 continue
do 70 j = -maxy+1,maxy-1
c8y = 1
c9y = dtovd
exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i,j-l,k) - hzyupml(i,j-l,k))
exzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hynorm(i,j,k-1))
70 continue
do 80 j = maxy,may+pmldepth-i
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exyupml(i,jk) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i,j-1,k) - hzyupml(i,j-,k))
exzupml(i,j,k) - c8z*exzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxbpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzbpml(i,j,k-1))
80 continue
50 continue
do 90 i = maxxmaxz+pmldepth-1
do 100 j - -maxy-pmldepth+1,-maxy





exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
I (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i,j-1,k) - hzyupml(i,j-1,k))
exzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxrpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzrpml(i,j,k-1))
100 continue
do 110 j - -maxy+l,maxy-1
c8y = 1
c9y = dtovd
exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i,j-1,k) - hzyupml(i,j-l,k))
exzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxrpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzrpml(i,j,k-1))
110 continue
do 120 j = maxy,mazy+pmldepth-1











exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
(hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
-hzxupml(i,j-l,k) - hzyupml(i,j-1,k))





c now the ey fields
c8y = 1
c9y = dtovd
do 130 i - -maxx-pmldepth+l,-maxx





do 140 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
eyzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzupml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hxylpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzlpml(i,j,k-1))
eysupml(i,j.k) - c8x*eyxupml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)





do 150 i - -mazx+l,maxx-1
do 160 j - -maxy-pmldepth.-maxy-1
eyzupml(i,j,k) - c8z*eyzupml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)













do 170 j = -maxy,maxy-1
eyzupml(i,j,k) = c8seyzupml(i,j,k) + c9z *
(hxyupml(i,j,k) + hzzupml(i,j,k)
-hxnorm(i,j,k-1))




do 180 j - maxy,mazy+pmldepth-1
eyzupml(i,j,k) - c8z*eyzupml(i,j,k) + c9z *
(hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)
-hxybpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzbpml(i,j,k-1))











do 200 j - -mazy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
eyzupml(i,j,k) = cSz*eyzupml(i,j,k) + c9z *
I (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyrpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzrpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxupml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i-l,j,k) - hzyupml(i-l,j,k))
200 continue
190 continue
c now for the ez fields.
c first ezx:
do 210 j = -maxy-pmldepth+1, maxy+pmldepth-1
do 220 i = -maxx-pmldepth+l,-maxx





ezxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxupml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)









do 230 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1




do 240 i - maxama +pmldepth-1










c now for the azy fields:
do 250 i - -maxx-pmldepth+l,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 260 j = -mazy-pmldepth+l,-maxy








ezyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyupml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)







do 270 j = -maxy+1,maxy-1




do 280 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





ezyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyupml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyupml(i,j-l,k) - hxzupml(i,j-l,k))
280 continue
250 continue
c that's all the e-fields at k = maxz.
c now, do the same thing from k = maxz+l to k = maxz+pmldepth-1.
do 300 k = maxz+l,maxz+pmldepth-1





c start with the ex fields.
do 310 i = -maxx-pmldepth,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 320 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy





exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i,j-l,k) - hzyupml(i,j-l,k))
exzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)




do 330 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i,j-l,k) - hzyupml(i,j-l,k))
exzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxupml(i,j,k-1) - hyzupml(i,j,k-1))
330 continue
do 340 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i,j-l,k) - hzyupml(i,j-l,k))
exzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxupml(i,j,k-1) - hyzupml(i,j,k-1))
340 continue
310 continue
c now for the ey fields
do 350 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 360 i = -maxx-pmldepth+l,-maxx





eyzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzupml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyupml(i,j,k-1) - hxzupml(i,j,k-1))
eyxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxupml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)




do 370 i = -maxx+1,maxx-1
eyzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzupml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyupml(i,j,k-1) - hxzupml(i,j,k-1))
eyxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxupml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i-l,j,k) - hzyupml(i-l,j,k))
370 continue
do 380 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1





eyzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzupml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyupml(i,j,k-1) - hxzupml(i,j,k-1))
eyxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxupml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i-l,j,k) - hzyupml(i-l,j,k))
380 continue
350 continue
c and lastly, the ez fields:
c first ezx:
do 390 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 400 i = -maxx-pmldepth+l,-maxx





ezxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxupml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)




do 410 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
ezxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxupml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxupml(i-l,j,k) - hyzupml(i-l,j,k))
410 continue
do 420 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1





ezxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxupml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxupml(i-l,j,k) - hyzupml(i-l,j,k))
420 continue
390 continue
c now for the ezy fields:
281
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do 430 i - -mazz-pmldepth+l,maxz+pmldepth-1






ezl(ijk) cy*yupml~i,jk) - 8y*ezyupml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)




do 450 j = -maxy+1,maxy-1
ezyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyupml(i,j,k) - c9y*
I (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyupml(i,j-1,k) - hxzupml(i,j-,k))
450 continue
do 460 j = maxy,mazy+pmldepth-1





ezyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyupml(i,j,k) - c9y*
I (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)



















do 20 i - -mazz-pmldepth+l,maxxzz+pmldepth-1






hxyupml(i,j,k) = c8y * hxyupml(i,j,k) - c9y *
I (ezxupml(i,j+1,k) + ezyupml(i,j+l,k)
2 -ezxzupml(i,j,k) - ezyupml(i,j,k))
hxzupml(i,j,k) - c8z * hxzupml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (eyxupml(i,j,k+l) + eyzupml(i,j,k+l)




do 40 j = -maxy,mazy-1
hxyupml(i,j,k) = c8y * hzyupml(i,j,k) - c9y *
I (ezxupml(i,j+l,k) + ezyupml(i,j+1,k)
2 -ezupml(i,j,k) - ozyupml(i,j,k))
hxzupml(i,j,k) = c8 * hxzupml(i,j,k) + c9z *
I (eyxupml(i,j,k+1) + eyzupmli,j,k+1)












hxyupml(i,j,k) = c8y * hxyupml(i,j,k) - c9y *
(ezxupml(i,j+1,k) + ezyupml(i,j+1,k)
-ezxupml(i,j,k) - ezyupml(i,j,k))





do 60 j = -mazy-pmldepth+l.maxy+pmldepth-1






hyzupml(i,j,k) = c8z *
1 (exyupml(i,j,k+1)
2 -exyupml(i,j,k) -






do 80 i - -mazz,mexx-1
hyzupml(i,j,k) = c8z *
1 (exyupml(i,j,k+l)
2 -exyupml(i,j,k) -




hyzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
+ exzupml(i,j,k+1)
ezupml(i,j,k))
hyxupml(i,j,k) + c9x *
+ ezyupml(i+l,j,k)
ezyupml(ij,k))
hyzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
+ exzupml(i,j,k+1)
exzupml(i,j,k))
hyxupml(i,j,k) + c9x *
+ ezyupml(i+1,j.k)
ozyupml(i,j,k))






hyzupml(i,j,k) - c8z *
(ezyupml(i.j,k+l)
-exyupml(i,j,k) -
hyxupml(i,j,k) = c8x *
(ezxupml(i+l.j,k)
-ezxupml(i,j,k) -
hyzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
+ ezupml(i,j,k+l)
exzupml(i,j,k))





do 100 j = -mazy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1






hzxupml(i,j,k) = c8x * hzxupml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (eyzupml(i+l,j,k) + eyzupml(i+l,j,k)




do 120 i = -mazz,mazz-1




hzxupml(i,j,k) - c9x *
+ eyzupml(i+l,j,k)
eyzupml(i,j.k))








hzxupml(i,j,k) = c8x * hzzupml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (eyxupml(i+l,j,k) + eyzupml(i+l,j,k)
2 -eyxupml(i,j,k) - eyzupml(i,j,k))
130 continue
100 continue
do 140 i = -maxx-pmldepth,maxx+pmldepth-1






hzyupml(i,j,k) = c8y * hzyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (exyupml(i,j+l,k) + exzupml(i,j+l,k)




do 160 j = -maxy,maxy-1
hzyupml(i,j,k) = c8y * hzyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (exyupml(i,j+l,k) + exzupml(i,j+1,k)
2 -exyupml(i,j,k) - exzupml(i,j,k))
160 continue






hzyupml(i,j,k) = c8y * hzyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (exyupml(i,j+l,k) + exzupml(i,j+l,k)













c first, let's do the fields on the inteface.
k = -maxz





c first the ex fields
do 10 i = -maxx-pmldepth,-maxx-1
do 20 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy





exydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
I (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i,j-l,k) - hzydpml(i,j-l,k))
exzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxlpml(i,j,k) + hyzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxdpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzdpml(i,j,k-1))
20 continue
do 30 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
c8y = 1
c9y = dtovd
exydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i,j-l,k) - hzydpml(i,j-l,k))
exzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxlpml(i,j,k) + hyzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxdpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzdpml(i,j,k-1))
30 continue
do 40 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





exydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i,j-l,k) - hzydpml(i,j-l,k))
exzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxlpml(i,j,k) + hyzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxdpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzdpml(i,j,k-1))
40 continue
10 continue
do 50 i = -maxx,maxx-I
do 60 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy





exydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i,j-l,k) - hzydpml(i,j-l,k))
exzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxfpml(i,j,k) + hyzfpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxdpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzdpml(i,j,k-1))
60 continue
do 70 j = -maxy+l,maxy-I
c8y = 1
c9y = dtovd
exydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxdpml(i,jk) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i,j-l,k) - hzydpml(i,j-l,k))
exzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hynorm(i,j,k)
2 -hyxdpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzdpml(i,j,k-1))
70 continue
do 80 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





exydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i,j-l,k) - hzydpml(i,j-l,k))
exzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxbpml(i,j,k) + hyzbpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxdpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzdpml(i,j,k-1))
80 continue
50 continue
do 90 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 100 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy
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c8y = exp(-sigy*deltat*eta)
c9y = cTy*(1-c8y)
ezydpml(i,j,k) - c8y*exydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i,j-l,k) - hzydpml(i,j-lk))
exzdpl(i,j,k) c8z*ezxzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxdpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzdpml(i,j,k-1))
100 continue
do 110 j = -maxy+1,maxy-I
c8y = 1
c9y = dtovd
exydpml(i,j,k) - c8y*exydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxdpal(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i,j-i,k) - hzydpl(i.,j-1,k))
exzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxdpl(i,j,k-1) - hyzdpml(i.j.,k-1))
110 continue
do 120 j = maxy.maxy+pmldepth-1
sigy = sigmax/2*(((j-maxy+1.0)/pnldepth)**4) +




exydpml(ij,k) = c8y*exydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
I (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpal(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i,j-1,k) - hzydpml(i,j-1,k))
exzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxrpml(i.j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxdpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzdpml(i,j,k-1))
120 continue
90 continue
c now the ey fields
c8y = 1
c9y = dtovd
do 130 i = -maxx-pmldepth+l,-maxx





do 140 j = -maxy-paldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
eyzdpil.(i,j,k) - c8z*eyzdpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxylpml(i,j,k) + hxzzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxydpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzdpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)





do 150 i = -maxx+l,max-1
do 160 j = -may-pmldepth,-maxy-1
eyzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzdpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyfpml(i,j,k) + hxzfpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxydpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzdpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxdpnl(i,j,k) - c8x*eyxdpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
I (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i-l,j,k) - hzydpml(i-1,j,k))
160 continue
do 170 j = -maxy,maxy-1
eyzdpml(i,j,k) - c8z*eyzdpnl(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxnorm(i,j,k)
2 -hxydpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzdpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxdpnl(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i-l,j,k) - hzydpml(i-1,j,k))
170 continue
do 180 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1
eyzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzdpml(ij,k) + c9z *
1 (hxybpml(i,j,k) + hxzbpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxydpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzdpml(ij,k-1))
eyxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxdpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxdpml(ij,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpl(i-l,j,k) - hzydpml(i-l,j.k))
180 continue
150 continue
do 190 i - maxx,axz+pmldepth-1





do 200 j - -mazy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-i
eyzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzdpl(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxydpml(i,j,k-l) - hxzdpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyxdpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxdpal(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i-1,j,k) - hzydpml(i-1,j,k))
200 continue
190 continue
c now for the ez fields.
c there are no ez fields to update at k - -maxz in the pal
: however, we do need to update fields at k = -maxz-pmldepth,
c and here's as good a place as any to do that.
k = -maxz-pmldepth
c no need to change c8z or c9z, since they're not used here.
c first ezx:
do 210 j = -maxy-pmldepth+1,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 220 i = -maxx-pmldepth+1, -maxx





ezxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxdpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxdpml(i,j,k) + hyzdpnl(i,j,k)







do 230 i = -maxx+1,maxx-1




do 240 i - maxx,max+pmldepth-1





ozxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxdpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxdpal(i,j,k) + hyzdpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxdpal(i-l,j,k) - hyzdpml(i-l,j,k))
240 continue
210 continue
c now for the ezy fields:
do 250 i - -maxx-paldepth+l,maxx+pmldepth-1






ezydpal(i,j,k) = c8y*ezydpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxydpml(i,j,k) + hxzdpml(i,jk)








do 270 j = -maxy+l,maxy-I




do 280 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





ezydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezydpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxydpml(i,j,k) + hxzdpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxydpml(i,j-l,k) - hxzdpml(i,j-l,k))
280 continue
250 continue
c that's all the e-fields at k = -maxz and k = -maxz-pmldepth.
c now, do the same thing over the ks between those.
do 300 k = -maxz-pmldepth+l,-maxz-1





c start with the ex fields.
do 310 i = -maxx-pmldepth,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 320 j = -maxy-pmldepth+1,-maxy





exydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i,j-l,k) - hzydpml(i,j-l,k))
exzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxdpml(i,j,k) + hyzdpml(i,j,k)




do 330 j = -maxy+l,maxy-I
exydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i,j-1,k) - hzydpml(i,j-l,k))
exzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxdpml(i,j,k) + hyzdpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxdpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzdpml(i,j,k-1))
330 continue
do 340 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





exydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i,j-l,k) - hzydpml(i,j-l,k))
exzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxdpml(i,j,k) + hyzdpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxdpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzdpml(i,j,k-1))
340 continue
310 continue
c now for the ey fields
do 350 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1






eyzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzdpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxydpml(i,j,k) + hxzdpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxydpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzdpml(i,j,k-l))
eyxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxdpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)




do 370 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
eyzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzdpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxydpml(i,j,k) + hxzdpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxydpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzdpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxdpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i-l,j,k) - hzydpml(i-l,j,k))
370 continue
do 380 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1





eyzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzdpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxydpml(i,j,k) + hxzdpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxydpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzdpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxdpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxdpml(i,j,k) + hzydpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxdpml(i-l,j,k) - hzydpml(i-l,j,k))
380 continue
350 continue
c and lastly, the ez fields:
c first ezx:
do 390 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 400 i = -maxx-pmldepth+l,-maxx





ezxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxdpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxdpml(i,j,k) + hyzdpml(i,j,k)




do 410 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
ezxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxdpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxdpml(i,j,k) + hyzdpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxdpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzdpml(i-l,j,k))
410 continue
do 420 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1





ezxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxdpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxdpml(i,j,k) + hyzdpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxdpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzdpml(i-l,j,k))
420 continue
390 continue
c now for the ezy fields:
do 430 i = -maxx-pmldepth+l,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 440 j = -maxy-pmldepth+1l,-maxy
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ezydpml(i,j,k) - c8y*ezydpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxydpml(i,j,k) + hxzdpml(i,j,k)




do 450 j = -maxy+1,maxy-1
eszydpml(ij,k) = c8y*ezydpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxydpml(i,j,k) + hxzdpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxydpml(i,j-1,k) - hxzdpml(i,j-1,k))
450 continue
do 460 j - maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





ezydpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezydpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
I (hxydpml(i,j,k) + hxzdpml(i,j,k)













c because the hz's indices are one higher than that of hx and hy
c k is incremented after hx and hy are computed, and then a goto
c is used to get back to line 1.
k = -maxz-pmldepth
c effectively loop from k = -maxz-pmldepth to k - -maxz(-1)







do 20 i - -mazz-pmldepth+l,maxx+pmldepth-1






hxydpml(i,j,k) = c8y *
I (ezxdpml(i,j+1,k)
2 -ezxdpml(i,j,k) -






do 40 j = -maxy,maxy-1
hxydpml(i,j,k) - c8y *
I (ezxdpml(i.j+l,k)
2 -ezxdpml(i.j,k) -




hxydpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezydpml(i,j+l,k)
eszydpml(i,j,k))
hxzdpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ eyzdpml(i,j,k+1)
eyzdpml(i,j,k))
hxydpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ eszydpml(i,j+l,k)
ezydpml(i.j.k))
hxzdpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ eyzdpml(i,j.k+1)
eyzdpml(i,j,k))






hbydpml(i,jk) = c8y * hxydpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
I (ezxdpml(i,j+1,k) + ezydpml(i,j+1,k)
2 -ezxdpml(i, j , k) - ezydpml(i,j,k))
hxzdpml(i,j,k) c8z * hxzdpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (eyxdpml(i,j,k+l) + eyzdpml(i,j,k+l)
2 -eyxdpml(i,j,k) - eyzdpml(i,j,k))
50 continue
20 continue
do 60 j - -maxy-pmldepth+lmaxy+pmldepth-1






hyzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hyzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (exydpml(i,j,k+l) + exzdpml(i,j,k+1)
2 -oxydpml(i,j,k) - ezdpml(i,j.k))
hyxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hyxdpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (ezxdpml(i+1,j,k) + ezydpml(i+1,j,k)




do 80 i - -maxx,maxx-1
hyzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hyzdpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (exydpml(i,j,k+l) + exzdpml(i,j,k+1)
2 -exydpml(i,j,k) - exzdpml(i,j,k))
hyxdpml(i,j,k) - c8x * hyxdpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (ezxdpml(i+l,j,k) + ezydpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -ezxdpml(i,j,k) - ezydpml(i,j,k))
80 continue






hyzdpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hyzdpml(i,j,k) - c9a *
1 (oxydpml(i,j,k+l) + eozdpml(i,j,k+1)
2 -exydpml(i,j,k) - exzdpml(i,j,k))
hyxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hyxdpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (ezxdpml(i+l,j.k) + ezydpml(i+l.j,k)




do 100 j - -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldopth-1






hzxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hzxdpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (eyxdpml(i+1,j,k) + eyzdpml(i+l,j,k)




do 120 i = -maxx,max-1I




hzxdpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
+ eyzdpml(i+l,j,k)
eyzdpml(i,j,k))








hzxdpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hzxdpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (eyxdpml(i+l,j,k) + eyzdpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -eyxdpml(i,j,k) - eyzdpml(i,j,k))
130 continue
100 continue
do 140 i = -maxx-pmldepth,maxx+pmldepth-1






hzydpml(i,j,k) = c8y * hzydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (exydpml(i,j+l,k) + exzdpml(i,j+l,k)




do 160 j = -maxy,maxy-I
hzydpml(i,j,k) = c8y * hzydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (exydpml(i,j+l,k) + exzdpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -exydpml(i,j,k) - exzdpml(i,j,k))
160 continue






hzydpml(i,j,k) = c8y * hzydpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (exydpml(i,j+l,k) + exzdpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -exydpml(i,j,k) - exzdpml(i,j,k))
170 continue
140 continue
if (k .it. -maxz) goto 10
return
end







c first the interface.










do 10 k = -maxz+1,maxz-1
do 20 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy-1
eyzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxylpml(i,j,k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxylpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzlpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxlpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
I (hzxfpml(i,j,k) + hzyfpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxlpml(i-l,j,k) - hzylpml(i-l,j,k))
20 continue
do 30 j = -maxy,maxy-1
eyzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxylpml(i,j,k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxylpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzlpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxlpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hznorm(i,j,k)
2 -hzxlpml(i-1,j,k) - hzylpml(i-l,j,k))
30 continue
do 40 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1
eyzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxylpml(i,j,k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxylpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzlpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxlpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxbpml(i,j,k) + hzybpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxlpml(i-l,j,k) - hzylpml(i-l,j,k))
40 continue
10 continue
do 50 k = -maxz,maxz-1
do 60 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy





ezxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxlpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxfpml(i,j,k) + hyzfpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxlpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzlpml(i-l,j,k))
ezylpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezylpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxylpml(i,j,k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)









do 70 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
ezxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxlpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
(hynorm(i,j,k)
-hyxlpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzlpml(i-l,j,k))




do 80 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





ezxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxlpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
(hyxbpml(i,j,k) + hyzbpml(i,j,k)
-hyxlpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzlpml(i-l,j,k))





c do the ex fields out at x = -maxx-pmldepth
i = -maxx-pmldepth
do 90 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
do 100 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy





exylpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exylpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxlpml(i,j,k) + hzylpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxlpml(i,j-l,k) - hzylpml(i,j-l,k))
exzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzlpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxlpml(i,j,k) + hyzlpml(i,j,k)




do 110 j = -maxy+1,maxy-1
exylpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exylpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxlpml(i,j,k) + hzylpml(i,j,k)
287










do 120 j - maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





exylpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exylpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
(hzxlpml(i,j,k) + hzylpml(i,j,k)
-hzxlpml(i,j-1,k) - hzylpml(i,j-1,k))





do 130 i - -maxx-pmldepth+1,-maxx-1





do 140 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
do 150 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy-1
eyzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
I (hxylpml(i,j,k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxylpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzlpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxlpml(i.j,k) - c8x*eyxlpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
I (hzxlpml(i,j,k) + hzylpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxlpml(i-1,j,k) - hzylpml(i-l,j,k))
150 continue
do 160 j - -maxy,maxy-1
eyzlpml(i,j,k) - cBz*eyzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxylpml(i,j,k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxylpal(i,j,k-1) - hxzlpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxlpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyxlpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
I (hzxlpml(i,j,k) + hzylpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxlpml(i-l,j,k) - hzylpml(i-l,j,k))
160 continue
do 170 j = mazy,maxy+pldepth-1
oyzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxylpml(i,j,k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxylpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzlpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxlpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzlpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxlpml(i,j,k) + hzylpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxlpml(i-l,j,k) - hzylpml(i-l,j,k))
170 continue
140 continue
do 180 k = -maxz,maxz-1
do 190 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-mazy





ezxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxlpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxlpml(i,j,k) + hyzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxlpml(i-,.j,k) - hyzlpml(i-1,j,k))
ezylpml(ij,k) - c8y*ezylpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
I (hxylpml(i,j,k) + hxzlpml(i.j,k)




do 200 j - -maxy+1,maxy-1
ezxlpml(i,j,k) - c8z*ezxlpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxlpml(i,j,k) + hyzlpml(i.j,k)
2 -hyxlpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzlpml(i-l,j,k))
ezylpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezylpml(ij,k) - c9y*
I (hxylpml(i,j,k) + hzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxylpml(i,j-l,k) - hxzlpml(i,j-l,k))
200 continue
do 210 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





ezxlpml(i,j,k) = c8z*ezxlpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
I (hyxlpml(i,j,k) + hyzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxlpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzlpml(i-1,j,k))
ezylpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezylpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxzylpml(i,j.k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxylpml(i,j-1,k) - hxzlpml(i,j-1,k))
210 continue
180 continue
do 220 k - -maxz+1,maxz-1
do 230 j = -maxy-pmldepth+1,-maxy





exylpml(i,j,k) = c8y**xylpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxlpml(i,j,k) + hzylpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxlpml(i,j-1,k) - hzylpml(i,j-l,k))
exzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzlpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
I (hyxlpml(i,j,k) + hyzlpml(i,j,k)




do 240 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
exylpml(i,j,k) - c8y*exylpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxlpml(i,j,k) + hzylpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxlpml(i,j-1,k) - hzylpml(i,j-l,k))
ezzlpml(i,jk) - c8z*exzlpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxlpml(i,j,k) + hyzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxlpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzlpml(i,j,k-1))
240 continue






exylpml(i,jk) = c8y*ezylpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
I (hzxlpml(i,j,k) + hzylpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxlpml(i,j-l,k) - hzylpml(i,j-l,k))
exzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z*ezlpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
I (hyxlpml(i,j,k) + hyzlpml(i,j,k)













c as usual, do the interfaces first. here the interface is with the





do 10 i - -maxx-pmldepth+1,-maxx








hxylpml(i,j,k) = c8y *
1 (ezxlpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -ezxlpml(i,j,k) -
hxzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z *
1 (eyxlpml(i.j,k+l)
2 -eyxdpml(i,j,k) -
hxylpml(i,j,k2) = c8y *
1 (ezxlpml(i,j+l,k2)
2 -ezxlpml(i,j,k2) -






do 30 j = -maxy,maxy-1
hxylpml(i,j,k) = c8y *
(ezxlpml(i,j+l,k)
-ezxlpml(i,j,k) -
hxzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z *
(eyxlpml(i,j,k+l)
-eyxdpml(i,j,k) -
hxylpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezylpml(i,j+1,k)
szylpml(i,j,k))
xzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ eyzlpml(i,j,k+l)
eyzdpml(i,j,k))
hxylpml(i,j,k2) - c9y *
+ ezylpml(i,j+l,k2)
ezylpml(i,j,k2))
hxzlpml(i,j,k2) + c9z *
+ eyzupml(i,j,k2+1)
eyzlpml(i,j,k2))
hxylpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezylpml(i,j+l,k)
ezylpml(i,j,k))
hxzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ eyzlpml(i,j,k+l)
eyzdpml(i,j,k))
hxylpml(i,j,k2) = c8y * hxylpml(i,j,k2) - c9y *
1 (ezxlpml(i,j+l,k2) + ozylpml(i,j+1,k2)
2 -ezxlpml(i,j,k2) - ozylpml(i,j,k2))
hxzlpml(i,j,k2) = c8z * hxzlpml(i,j,k2) + c9z *
I (eyxupml(i,j,k2+1) + eyzupml(i,j,k2+1)
2 -eyxlpml(i,j,k2) - eyzlpml(i,j,k2))
30 continue






hxylpml(i,j,k) = c8y * hxylpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
1 (ezxlpml(i,j+l,k) + ezylpml(i,j+1,k)
2 -ezxlpml(i,j,k) - ezylpml(i,j,k))
hxzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hxzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (eyxlpml(i,j,k+l) + eyzlpml(i,j,k+l)
2 -eyxdpml(i,j,k) - eyzdpml(i,j,k))
hxylpml(i,j,k2) = c8y *
1 (ezxlpml(i,j+l,k2)
2 -ezxlpml(i,j,k2) -





hxylpml(i,j,k2) - c9y *
+ ezylpml(i,j+l,k2)
ezylpml(i,j,k2))
hxzlpml(i,j,k2) + c9z *
+ eyzupml(i,j,k2+1)
eyzlpml(i,j,k2))
do 50 i = -maxx-pmldepth,-maxx-1





do 60 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,maxy+pmldepth-1
hyzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hyzlpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
I (exylpml(i,j,k+l) + exzlpml(i,j,k+l)
2 -exydpml(i,j,k) - exzdpml(i,j,k))
hyxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hyxlpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
L (ezxlpml(i+l,j,k) + ezylpml(i+1,j,k)
2 -ezxlpml(i,j,k) - ezylpml(i,j,k))
hyzlpml(i,j,k2) = c8z *
1 (exyupml(i,j,k2+1)
2 -exylpml(i,j,k2) -





hyzlpml(i,j,k2) - c9z *
+ exzupml(i,j,k2+1)
exzlpml(i,j,k2))
hyxlpml(i,j,k2) + c9x *
+ ezylpml(i+l,j,k2)
ezylpml(i,j,k2))
that takes care of the interfaces, now for the rest of the region
do 70 i = -maxx-pmldepth+l ,-maxx
do 80 k = -maxz+l,maxz-2






hxylpml(i,j,k) = c8y *
1 (ezxlpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -ezxlpml(i,j,k) -














hxylpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezylpml(i,j+l,k)
ezylpml(i,j,k))
hxzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ eyzlpml(i,j,k+l)
eyzlpml(i,j,k))
hxylpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezylpml(i,j+l,k)
ezylpml(i,j,k))
hxzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ eyzlpml(i,j,k+l)
eyzlpml(i,j,k))






hxylpml(i,j,k) = c8y *
1 (ezxlpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -ezxlpml(i,j,k) -






hxylpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezylpml(i,j+l,k)
ezylpml(i,j,k))
hxzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ eyzlpml(i,j,k+l)
eyzlpml(i,j,k))






do 130 j = -maxy-pmldepth+1,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 140 k = -maxz+1,maxz-2
hyzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hyzlpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (exylpml(i,j,k+l) + exzlpml(i,j,k+l)
2 -exylpml(i,j,k) - ezxzlpml(i,j,k))
hyxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hyxlpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (ezxlpml(i+1,j,k) + ezylpml(i+1,j,k)
2 -ezxlpml(i,j,k) - ezylpml(i,j,k))
140 continue
130 continue
do 150 k = -maxz+1,maxz-1






hzxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hzxlpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (eyxlpml(i+l,j,k) + eyzlpml(i+1,j,k)
2 -eyxlpml(i,j,k) - eyzlpml(i,j,k))
hzylpml(i,j,k) = c8y * hzylpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (exylpml(i,j+l,k) + exzlpml(i,j+1,k)




do 170 j = -maxy,maxy-1
hzxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hzxlpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (eyxlpml(i+1,j,k) + eyzlpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -eyxlpml(i,j,k) - eyzlpml(i,j,k))
hzylpml(i,j,k) = c8y * hzylpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (exylpml(i,j+1,k) + exzlpml(i,j+1,k)
2 -exylpml(i,j,k) - exzlpml(i,j,k))
170 continue















hzlpml(i,j,k) - c8x *
(eyxlpml(i+1,j,k)
-eyxlpml(i,j,k) -





hzlpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
+ eyzlpml(i+l,j,k)
eyzlpml(i,j,k))












c first the interface.





sigx = sigmax/2*(((i-maxx+1.0)/pmldepth)**4) +




do 10 k = -maxz+1,maxz-1
do 20 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy-i
eyzrpml(i,j,k) = csz*eyzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
I (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyrpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzrpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxrpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
I (hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxfpml(i-l,j,k) - hzyfpml(i-l,j,k))
20 continue
do 30 j = -maxy,maxy-1
eyzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyrpml(ij,k-1) - hxzrpml(i.j.k-1))
eyxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxrpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hznorm(i-,j.,k))
30 continue
do 40 j = maxy.maxy+pmldepth-I
eyzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j.k)
2 -hxyrpl(i,j.k-1) - hxzrpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxrpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxbpml(i-1,j,k) - hzybpml(i-1,j,k))
40 continue
10 continue
do 50 k = -marz,maxz-1
do 60 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy
sigy = sigmax/2*(((-j-may+1.0)/pmldepth)**4) +




ezxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxrpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxfpml(i-i,j,k) - hyzfpml(i-1,j,k))
ezyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyrpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)




do 70 j = -maxy+1,mary-1
ezxrpml(i,j,k) - c8x*ezxrpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hynorm(i-l,j,k))
ezyrpml(i,jk) = c8y*ezyrpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyrpml(i,j-1,k) - hxzrpml(i,j-l,k))
70 continue
do 80 j - mary,maxy+pmldepth-i





ezxrpml(i,j,k) - c8x*ezxrpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxbpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzbpml(i-l,j,k))
ezyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyrpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyrpml(i.j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyrpml(i,j-l,k) - hxzrpml(i,j-1,k))
80 continue
50 continue
c do the ex fields out at x = maxx
i = maxx
do 90 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
do 100 j = -maxy-pmldepth+1,-maxy





exyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyrpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxrpml(i,j-i,k) - hzyrpml(i,j-l,k))
oxzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzrpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)









do 110 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
eoxyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyrpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
(hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
-hzxrpml(i,j-1,k) - hzyrpml(i,j-1,k))




do 120 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





exyrpml(i,j,k) - cSy*exyrpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
(hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
-hzxrpml(i,j-l,k) - hzyrpml(i,j-l,k))





do the rest of the fields






do 140 k - -maxz+l,maxz-1
do 150 j - -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy-1
eyzrpml(i.j.k) = c8z*eyzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyrpml(i.j.k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyrpml(ijk-1) - hxzrpml(i,j,k-1))
290
A.5. COAX.F
eyxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxrpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxrpml(i-l,j,k) - hzyrpml(i-l,j,k))
150 continue
do 160 j = -maxy,maxy-1
eyzrpml(i,jk) = c8z*eyzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyrpml(i,jk) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyrpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzrpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxrpml(i,jk) - c9x *
1 (hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxrpml(i-l,j,k) - hzyrpml(i-l,j,k))
160 continue
do 170 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1
eyzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzrpml(ij,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyrpml(ij,k-1) - hxzrpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxrpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxrpml(i-1,j,k) - hzyrpml(i-1,j,k))
170 continue
140 continue
do 180 k = -maxz,maxz-1
do 190 j = -maxy-pmldepth+1,-maxy





ezxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxrpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxrpml(ij,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxrpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzrpml(i-l,j,k))
ezyrpml(ij,k) = c8y*ezyrpml(ij,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)




do 200 j = -maxy+1,maxy-1
ezxrpml(i,jk) = c8x*ezxrpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxrpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzrpml(i-lj.k))
ezyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyrpml(i.jk) - c9y*
1 (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyrpml(i,j-l,k) - hxzrpml(i,j-l,k))
200 continue
do 210 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1











ezxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxrpml(i,j.k) + c9x *
(hyxrpml(i,jk) + hyzrpml(i,j.k)
-hyxrpml(i-1,j,k) - hyzrpml(i-l,jk))





do 220 k = -maxz+lmaxz-1






exyrpml(i,jk) = c8y*exyrpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j.k)
2 -hzxrpml(i,j-lk) - hzyrpml(i,j-l,k))
exzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzrpml(i,jk) - c9z *
1 (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)




do 240 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
exyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyrpml(ij,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxrpml(i,jk) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxrpml(i,j-l,k) - hzyrpml(i,j-l,k))
exzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzrpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxrpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzrpml(i,j,k-1))
240 continue






exyrpml(ij,k) = c8y*exyrpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxrpml(i,j-l,k) - hzyrpml(i,j-1,k))
exzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzrpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)













c as usual, do the interfaces first. here the interface is with the





do 10 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1






hxyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y * hxyrpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
1 (ezxrpml(i,j+l,k) + ezyrpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -ezxrpml(i,j,k) - ezyrpml(i,j,k))
hxzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hxzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (eyxrpml(i,j,k+1) + eyzrpml(i,j,k+l)
2 -eyxdpml(i,j,k) - eyzdpml(i,j,k))
hxyrpml(i,j,k2) = c8y *
1 (ezxrpml(i,j+1,k2)
2 -ezxrpml(i,j,k2) -






do 30 j = -maxy,maxy-1
hxyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y *
1 (ezxrpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -ezxrpml(i,j.k) -
hxzrpml(i,j,k) - c8z *
1 (eyxrpml(i,j,k+l)
2 -eyxdpml(i,j,k) -
hxyrpml(i,j,k2) = c8y *
1 (ezxrpml(i,j+l,k2)
2 -ezxrpml(i,j,k2) -




hxyrpml(i,j,k2) - c9y *
+ ezyrpml(i,j+1,k2)
ezyrpml(i,j,k2))
hxzrpml(i,j,k2) + c9z *
+ eyzupml(i.j,k2+1)
eyzrpml(i,j,k2))
hxyrpml(i.j,k) - c9y *
+ ezyrpml(i,j+1,k)
ezyrpml(i,j,k))
hxzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ eyzrpml(i,j,k+1)
eyzdpml(i,j,k))
hxyrpml(i,j,k2) - c9y *
+ ezyrpml(i,j+l,k2)
ezyrpml(i,j,k2))
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hxyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y * hxyrpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
(ezxrpml(i,j+l,k) + ezyrpml(i,j+l.,k)
-ezxrpml(i,j,k) - ezyrpml(i,j,k))
hxzrpal(i,j,k) = c8z * hxzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
(eyxrpml(i,j,k+1) + eyzrpml(i,j,k+1)
-eyxdpml(i,j,k) - eyzdpml(i,j,k))
hxyrpml(i,j,k2) = c8y *
(ezxrpml(i,j+1,k2)
-ezxrpml(i,j,k2) -





hxyrpml(i,j,k2) - c9y *
+ ozyrpml(i,j+l,k2)
ezyrpl(i.jk2))
hxzrpml(i,j,k2) + c9z *
+ eyzupml(i,j,k2+1)
eyzrpml(i,j,k2))






do 60 j - -maxy-pmldepth+l,maxy+pmldepth-1
hyzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hyzrpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
I (exyrpml(i,j,k+1) + exzrpml(i,j,k+1)
2 -erydpml(i,j,k) - oxzdpml(i,j,k))
hyxrpml(i,j,k) - c8x * hyxrpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
I (ezxrpml(i+l,j,k) + ozyrpml(i+1,j,k)
2 -ezxrpml(i,j,k) - ezyrpml(i.j,k))
hyzrpml(i,j,k2) = c8z *
1 (exyupml(i,j,k2+1)
2 -exyrpml(i,j,k2) -





hyzrpml(i,j,k2) - c9z *
+ exzupml(i,j,k2+1)
exzrpml(i,j,k2))
hyxrpml(i,j,k2) + c9x *
+ ezyrpml(i+l,j,k2)
ezyrpml(i,j.k2))
that takes care of the interfaces, now for the rest of the region
do 70 i = marx,marx+pmldepth-1
do 80 k = -maxz+l,maxz-2






hxyrpml(i,j,k) = cSy *
1 (ez-rpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -ezxrpml(ij,k) -






do 100 j = -mazy.maxy-1
hxyrpml(i,j,k) - c8y *
I (ezxrpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -ezxrpml(i,j,k) -




hxyrpml(i,j.k) - c9y *
+ ezyrpml(i.j+1,k)
ezyrpml(i,j,k))
hxzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ eyzrpml(i,j,k+l)
eyzrpml(i,j,k))
hxyrpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezyrpml(i,j+1,k)
ezyrpml(i,j,k))
hrxzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ eyzrpml(i,j,k+1)
eyzrpml(i,j,k))






hxyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y * hxyrpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
1 (ezxrpml(i,j+l,k) + ezyrpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -ozxrpml(i,j,k) - ozyrpml(i,j.,k))
hxzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hxzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (eyxrpml(i,j,k+l) + eyzrpml(i,j,k+1)










do 130 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,maxy+pmldepth-i
do 140 k = -maxz+l,marz-2
hyzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hyzrpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (exyrpml(i,j,k+l) + exzrpml(i,j,k+1)
2 -exyrpml(i.j.k) - exzrpml(i,j,k))
hyxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hyxrpml(i,j,k) + c9 *
1 (ezxrpml(i+1,j,k) + ezyrpml(i+i,j,k)
2 -ezxrpml(i,j,k) - ezyrpml(i,j,k))
140 continue
130 continue
do 150 k = -mazz+l,maxz-1






hzxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x *
I (eyxrpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -eyxrpml(i,j,k) -






do 170 j - -mary.maxy-1
hzxrpml(i,j,k) - c8x *
1 (eyxrpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -eyxrpml(i,j,k) -




hzxrpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
+ eyzrpml(i+l,j,k)
eyzrpml(i,j,k))
hzyrpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
+ exzrpml(i,j+l,k)
exzrpml(i,j,k))
hzxrpml(i,j,k) - c9r *
+ eyzrpml(i+l,j,k)
eyzrpml(i,j,k))
hzyrpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
+ exzrpml(i,j+1,k)
exzrpml(i,j,k))






hzxrpml(i.j,k) = c8x * hzxrpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (eyxrpml(i+i.j,k) + eyzrpml(i+i,j,k)
2 -eyxrpml(i,j,k) - eyzrpl(i,j,k))
hzyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y * hzyrpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (exyrpml(ij+,k) + exzrpml(i,j+1,k)





























c do the interface first, as usual:
j = -mazy
sigy = sigmax/2*(((-j-maxy+1.0)/pmldepth)**4) +




do 10 i = -mazz,mazx-I
do 20 k - -maxz+1,mazz-1
exyfpml(i,j,k) - c8y*ezyfpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hanorm(i,j,k)
2 -hzxfpml(i,j-1,k) - hzyfpml(i,j-1,k))
exzfpml(i,j,k) = cSz*exzfpml(i.j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxfpml(i,j,k) + hyzfpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxfpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzfpml(i,jk-1))
20 continue
10 continue
do 30 i = -mazx+i,maxz-1
do 40 k = -mazz,maxz-1
ezxfpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxfpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxfpml(i,j,k) + hyzfpml(i.j.k)
2 -hyxfpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzfpml(i-l,j,k))
ezyfpml(i,j,k) = csy*ezyfpml(i.j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxnorm(i, j,k)
2 -hxyfpml(ij-i,k) - hxzfpml(i.j-i.k))
40 continue
30 continue
c and update the ey fields at y = -mazy-pmldpeth
j = -maxy-pmldopth
do 50 i = -maxx+l,maxx-i
do 60 k = -maxz+l,mazz-1
eyzfpml(i,j,k) * c8z*yzfpml(i,j.k) + c9z *
1 (hxyfpml(i.j,k) + hxzfpml(i.j.k)
2 -hxyfpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzfpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxfpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxfpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxfpml(i.j,k) + hzyfpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxfpml(i-l,j,k) - hzyfpml(i-l,j,k))
60 continue
50 continue
c now for the rest of the fields:
do 70 j - -maxy-pmldepth+i,-maxy-i









do 80 i - -mazz,mazx-1
do 90 k - -maz+1,maxzz-1
exyfpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyfpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
(hzxfpml(i,j,k) + hzyfpml(i,j,k)
-hzxfpml(i,j-l,k) - hzyfpml(i,j-i,k))





do 100 i = -maxx+1,mazz-1
do 110 k I -maxz+l,mazz-1
eyzfpml(i,j,k) - c8z*eyzfpml(ij,k) + c9z *
(hxyfpml(i,j,k) + hxzfpml(i,j,k)
-hxyfpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzfpml(i,j,k-1))





do 120 i - -maxz+1,mazx-1
do 130 k = -mazz,maz-1i
ezzfpml(i,j,k) - c8x*ezzfpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
(hyxfpml(i,j,k) + hyzfpml(i,j,k)
-hyxfpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzfpml(i-l,j,k))



















c start with the u k d interfaces
k -maz
k2 = maxz-1






do 20 i - -maxx+l,maxx-1
hxyfpml(i,j,k) = c8y *
1 (ozxfpml(i,j+1,k)
2 -ezxfpml(i,j,k) -
hxzfpml(i,j,k) = c8z *
1 (eyxfpml(i,j,k+1)
2 -eyxdpml(i.j,k) -
hxyfpml(ij,k2) = c8y *
1 (ezxfpml(i,j+l,k2)
2 -ozxfpml(i,j,k2) -





do 30 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-m
do 40 i - -mazx+1,maxz-2
hyzfpml(i,j,k) - c8z *
1 (exyfpml(i,j,k+l)
2 -exydpml(i,j,k) -
hyxfpml(i.jk) - c8x *
1 (ezxfpml(i+1,j,k)
2 -ezxfpml(i,j,k) -
hxyfpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezyfpml(i,j+1,k)
ezyfpml(i,j,k))
hxzfpl(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ eyzfpml(i,j,k+1)
eyzdpml(i,j,k))
hxyfpml(i,j,k2) - c9y *
+ ezyfpml(i,j+i,k2)
ezyfpml(i,j ,k2))




hyzfpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
+ exzifpml(i,j,k+1)
mxzdpml(i,j,k))
hyxfpml(i.j,k) + c9x *
+ ezyfpml(i+l,j,k)
azyfpml(i,j,k))
hyzfpml(ij,k2) - c8z * hyzfpml(i,j,k2) - c9z *
I (exyupml(i,j,k2+1) + exzupml(i,j,k2+1)
2 -exyfpml(i,j,k2) - oxzfpml(i,j,k2))
hyxfpml(i,j,k2) = c8x * hyxfpl(i.j,k2) + c9x *
I (ozxfpml(i+1,j,k2) + ezyfpml(i+1,j,k2)
2 -ezxfpml(i,j,k2) - ezyfpml(i,j,k2))
continue
continue
now the 1 k r interfraces
i - -maxx
i2 = marx-i
do 50 j - -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy
do 60 k - -maxz+1,maxz-2
hyzfpml(i,j,k) - c8z *
(ezyfpml(i,j,k+1)
-eryfpml(i,j,k) -
hyxfpml(i,j,k) = c8x *
(ezxtpml(i+1,j,k)
-ezxlpml(i,j,k) -
hyzfpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
+ exzfpml(i,j,k+1)
exzfpml(i,j,k))
hyzfpal(i,j,k) + c9x *
+ ezyfpml(i+1,j,k)
ezylpml(i,j,k))
hyzfpml(i2,j,k) - c8z * hyzfpml(i2,j,k) - c9z *
1 (exyfpml(i2,j,k+1) + exzfpml(i2,j,k+1)
2 -exyfpml(i2,j,k) - exzfpml(i2,j,k))
hyxfpml(i2,j,k) - c8x * hyxfpml(i2,j,k) + c9z *
1 (ezxrpml(i2+1,j,k) + ozyrpml(i2+1,j,k)
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do 80 k = -maxz+1,maxz-1
hzxfpml(i,j,k) - c8x *
(eyxfpml(i+l,j,k)
-eyxlpml(i,j,k) -
hzyfpml(i,j,k) = c8y *
(exyfpml(i,j+1,k)
-exyfpml(i,j,k) -
hzxfpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
+ eyzfpml(i+1,j,k)
eyzlpml(i,j,k))
hzyfpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
+ exzfpml(i,j+1,k)
exzfpml(i,j,k))
hzzfpml(i2,j,k) = c8x * hzxfpml(i2,j,k) - c9x *
1 (eyxrpml(i2+l,j,k) + eyzrpml(i2+1,j,k)
2 -eyxfpml(i2,j,k) - eyzfpml(12,j,k))
hzyfpml(i2,j,k) = c8y * hzyfpml(i2,j,k) + c9y *
1 (exyfpml(i2,j+l,k) + exzfpml(i2,j+l,k)
2 -exyfpml(i2,j,k) - exzfpml(i2,j,k))
80 continue
70 continue





do 90 j - -maxy-pmldepth+1,-maxy
hyzfpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hyzfpml(i,j,k) - c9m *
1 (exyfpml(i,j,k+1) + exzfpml(i,j,k+1)
2 -exydpml(i,j,k) - ezdpml(i,j,k))
hyxfpml(i,j.k) - c8x * hyxfpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (ezxfpml(i+l,j,k) + ezyfpml(i+1,j,k)
2 -ezxlpml(i,j,k) - ezylpml(i,j,k))
hyzfpml(i2,j,k) = c8z *
(exyfpml(i2,j,k+l)
-exydpml(i2,j,k) -
hyxfpml(i2,j,k) = c8x *
(ezxrpml(i2+1,j,k)
-ezxfpml(i2,j,k) -
hyzfpml(i,j,k2) = c8z *
(exyupml(i,j,k2+1)
-exyfpml(i,j,k2) -
hyxfpml(i,j,k2) = c8x *
(ezxfpml(i+1,j,k2)
-ezxlpml(i,j,k2) -
hyzfpml(i2,j,k) - c9z *
+ exzfpml(i2,j,k+l)
exzdpml(i2,j,k))
hyxfpml(i2,j,k) + c9x *
+ ezyrpml(i2+1,j,k)
ezyfpml(i2,j,k))
hyzfpml(i,j,k2) - c9z *
+ exzupml(i,j,k2+1)
exzfpml(i,j,k2))
hyxfpml(i,j,k2) + c9x *
+ ezyfpml(i+l,j,k2)
ezylpml(i,j,k2))
hyzfpml(i2,j,k2) = c8z * hyzfpml(i2,j,k2) - c9z *
1 (exyupml(i2,j,k2+1) + exzupml(i2,j,k2+l)
2 -exyfpml(i2,j,k2) - exzfpml(i2,j,k2))
hysfpml(i2,j,k2) = c8x * hyxfpml(i2,j,k2) + c9x *
1 (ezxrpml(i2+1,j,k2) + ezyrpml(i2+l,j,k2)
2 -ezxfpml(i2,j,k2) - ozyfpml(i2,j,k2))
90 continue
c nov for the rest of the fields
c because the by fields have shifted y indices, I'll use a goto
c instead of a loop.
c loop from j - -maxy-pmldepth to -maxy-1
j = -maxy-pmldepth





do 110 i = -maxx+1,max-1
do 120 k - -maxz+l,maxz-2
hxyfpml(i,j,k) = c8y * hxyfpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
1 (ezxfpml(i,j+1,k) + ezyfpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -ezxfpml(i,j.k) - ezyfpml(i,j,k))
hxzfpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hxzfpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (eyxfpml(i,j,k+l) + eyzfpml(i,j,k+1)
2 -eyxfpml(i,j,k) - eyzfpml(i,j,k))
120 continue
110 continue
do 130 i = -maxx+l,maxx-2
do 140 k - -maxz+l,maxz-1
hzxfpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hzxfpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (eyxfpml(i+l,j,k) + eyzfpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -eyxfpml(i,j,k) - eyzfpml(i,j,k))
hzyfpml(i,j,k) = c8y * hzyfpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
I (exyfpml(i,j+l,k) + exzfpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -exyfpml(i,j,k) - exzfpml(i,j,k))
140 continue
130 continue
j =j + 1
do 150 i - -maii+l,maxx-2
do 160 k = -maxz+l,maiz-2
hyzfpml(i,j,k) - c8z * hyzfpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (exyfpml(i,j,k+l) + exzfpml(i,j,k+1)
2 -exyfpml(i,j,k) - exzfpml(i,j,k))
hyxfpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hyxfpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (ezxfpml(i+l,j,k) + ezyfpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -ezxfpml(i,j,k) - ezyfpml(i,j,k))
160 continue
150 continue
if (j .It. -maxy) goto 100
return
end











c do the interface first, as usual:
j -mazy





do 10 i - -maxx,maxx-1
do 20 k = -maxz+l,mazz-1
exybpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exybpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxbpml(i,j,k) + hzybpml(i,j,k)
2 -hznorm(i,j-l,k))
exzbpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzbpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxbpml(i,j,k) + hyzbpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxbpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzbpml(i,j,k-1))
20 continue
10 continue
do 30 i = -mazx+1,max-1
do 40 k - -maxz,maz-1
ezxbpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxbpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxbpml(i,j,k) + hyzbpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxbpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzbpml(i-l,j,k))
ezybpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezybpml(i,j,k) - c9y*





do 50 i - -maxx+l,max-1
do 60 k = -mazz+l,mazz-1
eyzbpml(i,j,k) - c8z*eyzbpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxybpml(i,j,k) + hxzbpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxybpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzbpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxbpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyzbpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxbpml(i,j,k) + hzybpml(i,j,k)





c now for the rest of the fields:
do 70 j = maxy+l,maxy+pmldepth-1





do 80 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 90 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
exybpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exybpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxbpml(i,j,k) + hzybpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxbpml(i,j-l,k) - hzybpml(i,j-l,k))
exzbpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzbpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxbpml(i,j,k) + hyzbpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxbpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzbpml(i,j,k-1))
90 continue
80 continue
do 100 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 110 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
eyzbpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzbpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxybpml(i,j,k) + hxzbpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxybpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzbpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxbpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxbpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxbpml(i,j,k) + hzybpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxbpml(i-l,j,k) - hzybpml(i-l,j,k))
110 continue
100 continue
do 120 i = -maxx+1,maxx-1
do 130 k = -maxz,maxz-1
ezxbpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxbpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxbpml(i,j,k) + hyzbpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxbpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzbpml(i-1,j,k))
ezybpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezybpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxybpml(i,j,k) + hxzbpml(i,j,k)
































do 20 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
hxybpml(i,j,k) = c8y * hxybpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
I (ezxbpml(i,j+l,k) + ezybpml(i,j+1,k)
2 -ezxbpml(i,j,k) - ezybpml(i,j,k))
hxzbpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hxzbpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
I (eyxbpml(i,j,k+1) + eyzbpml(i,j,k+i)
2 -eyxdpml(i,j,k) - eyzdpml(i,j,k))
hxybpml(i,j,k2) = c8y * hxybpml(i,j,k2) - c9y *
1 (ezxbpml(i,j+l,k2) + ezybpml(i,j+1,k2)
2 -ezxbpml(i,j,k2) - ezybpml(i,jk2))
hxzbpml(i,j,k2) = c8z * hxzbpml(i,j,k2) + c9z *
1 (eyxupml(i,j,k2+1) + eyzupml(i,j,k2+1)
2 -eyxbpml(ij,k2) - eyzbpml(i,j,k2))
20 continue
do 40 i = -maxx+1,maxx-2
hyzbpml(i,j,k) = c8z *
1 (exybpml(i,j,k+l)
2 -exydpml(i,j,k) -
hyxbpml(i,j,k) = c8x *
1 (ezxbpml(i+1,j,k)
2 -ezxbpml(i,j,k) -
hyzbpml(i,j,k2) = c8z *
1 (exyupml(i,j,k2+1)
2 -exybpml(i,j,k2) -





hyzbpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
+ exzbpml(i,j,k+l)
exzdpml(i,j,k))
hyxbpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
+ ezybpml(i+l,j,k)
ezybpml(i,j,k))
hyzbpml(i,j,k2) - c9z *
+ exzupml(i,j,k2+1)
exzbpml(i,j,k2))
hyxbpml(i,j,k2) + c9x *
+ ezybpml(i+l,j,k2)
ezybpml(i,j,k2))
now the 1 & r interfraces
i = -maxx
i2 = maxx-i
do 50 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 60 k = -maxz+1,maxz-2
hyzbpml(i,j,k) = c8z *
(exybpml(i,j,k+l)
-exybpml(i,j,k) -
hyxbpml(i,j,k) = c8x *
(ezxbpml(i+1,j,k)
-ezxlpml(i,j,k) -
hyzbpml(i2,j,k) = c8z *
(exybpml(i2,j,k+l)
-exybpml(i2,j,k) -
hyxbpml(i2,j,k) = c8x *
(ezxrpml(i2+1,j,k)
-ezxbpml(i2,j,k) -
hyzbpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
+ exzbpml(i,j,k+l)
exzbpml(i,j,k))
hyxbpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
+ ezybpml(i+l,j,k)
ezylpml(i,j,k))
hyzbpml(i2,j,k) - c9z *
+ exzbpml(i2,j,k+l)
exzbpml(i2,j,k))











do 80 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
hzxbpml(i,j,k) = c8x *
(eyxbpml(i+l,j,k)
-eyxlpml(i,j,k) -
hzybpml(i,j,k) = c8y *
(exybpml(i,j+l,k)
-exybpml(i,j,k) -
hzxbpml(i2,j,k) = c8x *
(eyxrpml(i2+l,j,k)
-eyxbpml(i2,j,k) -










do 90 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1
hyzbpml(i,j,k) = c8z *
(exybpml(i,j,k+l)
-exydpml(i,j,k) -
hyxbpml(i,j,k) = c8x *
(ezxbpml(i+1,j,k)
-ezxlpml(i,j,k) -
hzxbpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
+ eyzbpml(i+l,j,k)
eyzlpml(i,j,k))
hzybpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
+ exzbpml(i,j+1,k)
exzbpml(i,j,k))
hzxbpml(i2,j,k) - c9x *
+ eyzrpml(i2+l,j,k)
eyzbpml(i2,j,k))
hzybpml(i2,j,k) + c9y *
+ exzbpml(i2,j+l,k)
exzbpml(i2,j,k))
hyzbpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
+ exzbpml(i,j,k+l)
exzdpml(i,j,k))
hyxbpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
+ ezybpml(i+1,j,k)
ezylpml(i,j,k))
hyzbpml(i2,j,k) = c8z * hyzbpml(i2,j,k) - c9z *
(exybpml(i2,j,k+l) + exzbpml(i2,j,k+l)
295
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-exydpml(i2,j,k) - exzdpml(i2,j,k))
hyxbpml(i2,j,k) = c8x * hyxbpml(i2,j,k) + c9x *
(ezxrpml(i2+1,j,k) + ezyrpml(i2+1,j,k)
-ezxbpml(i2,j,k) - ezybpml(i2,j,k))
hyzbpml(i,j,k2) = c8z * hyzbpml(i,j,k2) - c9z *
(exyupml(i,j,k2+1) + exzupml(i,j,k2+1)
-exybpml(i,j,k2) - exzbpml(i,j,k2))
hyxbpml(i,j,k2) = c8x * hyxbpml(i,j,k2) + c9x *
(ezxbpml(i+1,j,k2) + ezybpml(i+1,j,k2)
-ezxlpml(i,j,k2) - ezylpml(i,j,k2))
hyzbpml(i2,j,k2) = c8z *
(exyupml(i2,j,k2+1)
-exybpml(i2,j,k2) -
hyxbpml(i2,j,k2) = c8x *
(ezxrpml(i2+1,j,k2)
-ezxbpml(i2,j,k2) -
hyzbpml(i2,j,k2) - c9z *
+ exzupml(i2,j,k2+1)
exzbpml(i2,j,k2))




c now for the rest of the fields
c because the by fields have shifted y indices, I'll use a goto
c instead of a loop.






do 110 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 120 k = -maxz+l,maxz-2
hxybpml(i,j,k) = c8y *
(ezxbpml(i,j+l,k)
-ezxbpml(i,j,k) -





hxybpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezybpml(i,j+1,k)
ezybpml(i,j,k))
hxzbpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ eyzbpml(i,j,k+l)
eyzbpml(i,j,k))
do 130 i = -maxx+1,maxx-2
do 140 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
hzxbpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hzxbpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (eyxbpml(i+l,j,k) + eyzbpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -eyxbpml(i,j,k) - eyzbpml(i,j,k))
hzybpml(i,j,k) = c8y * hzybpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (exybpml(i,j+l,k) + exzbpml(i,j+1,k)
2 -exybpml(i,j,k) - exzbpml(i,j,k))
140 continue
130 continue
do 150 i = -maxx+1,maxx-2
do 160 k = -maxz+1,maxz-2
hyzbpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hyzbpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (exybpml(i,j,k+1) + exzbpml(i,j,k+1)
2 -exybpml(i,j,k) - exzbpml(i,j,k))
hyxbpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hyxbpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (ezxbpml(i+l,j,k) + ezybpml(i+l,j,k)


















c do the interface first, as usual:
k2 =hornstart - horndepth - wavedepth
k = 0





do 10 i = -wavex,wavex-1
do 20 j = -wavey+1,wavey-1
exywgpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exywgpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxwgpml(i,j,k) + hzywgpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxwgpml(i,j-l,k) - hzywgpml(i,j-l,k))
exzwgpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzwgpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hynorm(i,j,k2)
2 -hyxwgpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzwgpml(i,j,k-1))
20 continue
10 continue
do 30 i = -wavex+l,wavex-1
do 40 j = -wavey,wavey-1
eyzwgpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzgpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxnorm(i,j,k2)
2 -hxywgpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzwgpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxwgpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxwgpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxwgpml(i,j,k) + hzywgpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxwgpml(i-1,j,k) - hzywgpml(i-l,j,k))
40 continue
30 continue
c while we're at it, do the fields at k = -pmldepth
k = -pmldepth
do 50 i = -wavex+1,wavex-1
do 60 j = -wavey+l,wavey-1
ezxwgpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxwgpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxwgpml(i,j,k) + hyzvgpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxwgpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzwgpml(i-l,j,k))
ezywgpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezywgpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxywgpml(i,j,k) + hxzwgpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxywgpml(i,j-1,k) - hxzwgpml(i,j-l,k))
60 continue
50 continue
c now for the rest of the wagveguide
do 100 k = -pmldepth+1,-1





do 110 i = -wavex,wavex-I
do 120 j = -wavey+1,wavey-1
exyvgpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyvgpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxwgpml(i,j,k) + hzywgpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxwgpml(i,j-l,k) - hzywgpml(i,j-l,k))
exzwgpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzwgpml(i,j,k) - c9z
1 (hyxwgpml(i,j,k) + hyzwgpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxwgpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzwgpml(i,j,k-1))
120 continue
110 continue
do 130 i = -wavex+l,wavex-1
do 140 j = -wavey,wavey-1
eyzwgpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzwgpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxywgpml(i,j,k) + hxzwgpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxywgpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzwgpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxwgpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxwgpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxwgpml(i,j,k) + hzywgpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxwgpml(i-l,j,k) - hzywgpml(i-1,j,k))
140 continue
130 continue
do 150 i = -wavex+1,wavex-1
do 160 j = -wavey+l,wavey-1
ezxwgpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxwgpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxvgpml(i,j,k) + hyzwgpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxwgpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzwgpml(i-l,j,k))
ezywgpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezywgpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyvgpml(i,j,k) + hxzwgpml(i,j,k)


























c do the interface first, as usual:
c only here, this means fixing the equations in hnorm.
k = hornstart - horndepth - wavedepth
k2 = 0
do 10 i = -wavex+1,wavex-1
do 20 j = -wavey,wavey-1
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eyxwgpml(i,j,k2) + eyzwgpml(i,j,k2))
20 continue
10 continue
do 30 i = -wavex,wavex-1
do 40 j = -wavey+1,wavey-1
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) + dtovd *
1 (exywgpml(i,j,k2) + exzwgpml(i,j,k2))
40 continue
30 continue
c and now for the rest of the equations
c done as a goto loop because of the shift of hz.
k = -pmldepth





do 110 i = -wavex+1,wavex-1
do 120 j = -wavey,wavey-1
hxywgpml(i,j,k) = c8y *
1 (ezxwgpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -ezxwgpml(i,j,k) -





do 130 i = -wavex,wavex-I
do 140 j = -wavey+l,wavey-1
hyzwgpml(i,j,k) = c8z *
1 (exywgpml(i,j,k+l)
2 -exywgpml(i,j,k) -






do 150 i = -wavex,wavex-1
do 160 j = -wavey,wavey-1
hzxwgpml(i,j,k) = c8x *
1 (eyxwgpml(i+1,j,k)
2 -eyxwgpml(i,j,k) -
hzywgpml(i,j,k) = c8y *
1 (exywgpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -exywgpml(i,j,k) -
hxywgpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezywgpml(i,j+l,k)
ezywgpml(i,j,k))
hxzwgpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ eyzwgpml(i,j,k+l)
eyzwgpml(i,j,k))
hyzwgpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
+ exzwgpml(i,j,k+l)
exzwgpml(i,j,k))
hyxwgpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
+ ezywgpml(i+l,j,k)
ezywgpml(i,j,k))
hzxwgpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
+ eyzwgpml(i+1,j,k)
eyzwgpml(i,j,k))





if (k .le. -1) goto 100
return
end










c vcable(-wavex-1) = vcabletemp2
vcabletemp = vcable(mincable+1)
c vcabletemp2 = vcable(-wavex-2)
do 10 i = mincable+1,-wavex
vcable(i) = vcable(i) - imp *
10 continue
cdtovd * (icable(i)-icable(i-1))





vcable(isource) = vcable(isource) + 0.5*vinc(isource,t)
return
end











icable(i) = delta / eta * (hznorm(i,j,k)
1 - hynorm(i,j,k) + hynorm(i,j,k-1))
- hznorm(i,j-l,k)
do 10 i = mincable,-vavex-1
icable(i)=icable(i)-(1/imp) * cdtovd * (vcable(i+l)-vcable(i))
10 continue





icable(isource) = icable(isource) + 0.5*iinc(isource,t)
return
end












c topcolor: location of top of colorbar
c numcolorsl: 1 less than # of colors in colorbar
parameter (numcolorsl=128,topcolor=243)
c nctshift: = color table shift
parameter(nctshift = topcolor-numcolorsl)
c ngray: = number representing gray
parameter(ngray = topcolor-numcolorsl-1)
c hlevels = numcolors1/4
parameter (hlevels=numcolorsl/4)
c center = 2*hlevels + 1/2
parameter (center = 2*hlevels + 0.5)
do 10 i = -maxx-pmldepth,-maxx-1
do 20 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
ia=int(sign((abs(exylpml(i,j,k)+exzlpml(i,j,k))),
1 (exylpml(i,j,k) + exzlpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .it. 0) ia=O





do 30 i = -maxx,maxx-I
do 40 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy
ia=int(sign((abs(exyfpml(i,j,k)+exzfpml(i,j,k))),
1 (exyfpml(i,j,k) + exzfpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .it. 0) ia=O
if (ia .gt. numcolorsl) ia=numcolorsl
a(j)=char(ia+nctshift)
40 continue




if (ia .it. 0) ia=O
if (ia .gt. numcolorsl) ia=numcolorsl
a(j)=char(ia+nctshift)
50 continue
do 60 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth
ia=int(sign((abs(exybpml(i,j,k)+exzbpml(i,j,k))),
1 (exybpml(i,j,k) + exzbpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .it. 0) ia=O





do 70 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 80 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
ia=int(sign((abs(exyrpml(i,j,k)+exzrpml(i,j,k))),
1 (exyrpml(i,j,k) + exzrpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .it. 0) ia=O






c$$$ write (6,*) exnorm(-maxx,0,0),exylpml(-maxx-1,0,0),
c$$$ 1 exzlpml(-maxx-l,0,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) hynorm(-maxx,0,0),hynorm(-maxx,O,-l)
c$$$ write (6,*) hznorm(-maxx,0,0),hznorm(-maxx,-1,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) hyxlpml(-maxx-1,0,0)+hyzlpml(-maxx-1,O,O0),
c$$$ 1 hyxlpml(-maxx-1,0,-1)+hyzlpml(-maxx-1,0,-1)
ct$$ write (6,*) hzxlpml(-maxx-1,0,0)+hzylpml(-maxx-1,0,0),
c$$$ 1 hzylpml(-maxx-1,-1,0)+hzxlpml(-maxx-1,-1,0)
c$$$
c$$$ write (6,*) hyxlpml(-maxx-1,0,0),
c$$$ 1 ezylpml(-maxx,0,0)+ezxlpml(-maxx,00),
c$$$ 1 ezxlpml(-maxx-1,0,0)+ezylpml(-maxx-1,0,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) hyzlpml(-maxx-1,0,0),
c$$S 1 exylpml(-maxx-1,0,1)+exzlpml(-maxx-1,0,1),
c$$$ 1 exylpml(-maxx-1,0,0)+exzlpml(-maxx-1,0,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) hzxlpml(-maxx-1,0,0),
c$$$ 1 eyxlpml(-maxx,0,0)+eyzlpml(-maxx,0,0),
c$$$ 1 eyxlpml(-maxx-1,0,0)+eyzlpml(-maxx-1,0,0)




c$$$ write (6,*) eyxlpml(-maxx,0,0),hznorm(-maxx,0,0),
c$$$ 1 hzxlpml(-maxx-1,0,0),hzylpml(-maxx-1,0,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) ezxlpml(-maxx,0.,0),hynorm(-maxx,0,0),
c$$$ 1 hyxlpml(-maxx-1,0,0),hyzlpml(-maxx-1,0,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) exnorm(0,-maxy+1,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) exyfpml(0,-maxy,0),exzfpml(0,-maxy,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) hzxfpml(0,-maxy-1,0),hzyfpml(O,-maxy-1,O)
c$$$ write (6,*) exyfpml(0,-maxy,0), hznorm(O,-maxy,0),
c$$$ 1 hzxfpml(0,-maxy-1,O),hzyfpml(O,-maxy-1,O)
c$$$ write (6,*) exnorm(-maxx+1,0,0),hynorm(-maxx+1,0,0),
c$$$ 1 hznorm(-maxx+1,0,0), exnorm(-maxx,0,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) exylpml(-maxx-1,0,0),exzlpml(-maxx-1,0,0)
c$$$
c$$$ write (6,*)
c$$$ write (6,*) hyxrpml(maxx,0,0),hyzrpml(maxx,0,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) hzxrpml(maxx,0,0),hzyrpml(maxx,0,0)























c topcolor: location of top of colorbar
c numcolorsl: 1 less than # of colors in colorbar
parameter (numcolorsl=128,topcolor=243)
c nctshift: = color table shift
parameter(nctshift = topcolor-numcolorsl)
c ngray: = number representing gray
parameter(ngray = topcolor-numcolorsl-1)
c hlevels = numcolorsl/4
parameter (hlevels=numcolorsl/4)
c center = 2*hlevels + 1/2
parameter (center = 2*hlevels + 0.5)
do 10 k = maxz+pmldepth-l,maxz,-1
do 20 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
ia=int(sign((abs(exyupml(i,j,k)+exzupml(i,j,k))),
1 (exyupml(i,j,k) + exzupml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .lt. 0) ia=O





do 30 k = maxz-1,-maxz+l,-1
do 40 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy
ia=int(sign((abs(exyfpml(i,j,k)+exzfpml(i,j,k))),




if (ia .it. 0) ia=O
if (ia .gt. numcolorsl) ia=numcolorsl
a(j)=char(ia+nctshift)
40 continue




if (ia .It. 0) ia=O
if (ia .gt. numcolorsl) ia=numcolorsl
a(j)=char(ia+nctshift)
50 continue
do 60 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth
ia=int(sign((abs(exybpml(i,j,k)+exzbpml(i,j,k))),
1 (exybpml(i,j,k) + exzbpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .it. 0) ia=O





do 70 k = -maxz,-maxz-pmldepth+l,-1
do 80 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
ia=int(sign((abs(exydpml(i,j,k)+exzdpml(i,j,k))),
1 (exydpml(i,j,k) + exzdpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .lt. 0) ia=O



















c topcolor: location of top of colorbar
c numcolorsl: 1 less than # of colors in colorbar
parameter (numcolorsl=128,topcolor=243)
c nctshift: = color table shift
parameter(nctshift = topcolor-numcolorsl)
c ngray: = number representing gray
parameter(ngray = topcolor-numcolorsi-1)
c hlevels = numcolorsl/4
parameter (hlevels=numcolorsl/4)
c center = 2*hlevels + 1/2
parameter (center = 2*hlevels + 0.5)
do 10 k = maxz+pmldepth-1,maxz,-1
do 20 i = -maxx-pmldepth,maxx+pmldepth-1
ia=int(sign((abs(exyupml(i,j,k)+exzupml(i,j,k))),
1 (exyupml(i,j,k) + exzupml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .it. 0) ia=O





do 30 k = maxz-l,-maxz+l,-I
do 40 i = -maxx-pmldepth,-maxx-i
if (k .eq. kcond) then




1 *hlevels + center)
if (ia .it. 0) ia = 0





i (exyfpml(i,j,k) + exzfpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .it. 0) ia=O




do 50 i = -maxx,maxx-1






if (ia .it. 0) ia=O




do 60 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1
ia=int(sign((abs(exybpml(i,j ,k)+exzbpml(i,j ,k))),
1 (exybpml(i,j,k) + exzbpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .It. 0) ia=O





do 70 k = -maxz,-maxz-pmldepth+1,-1
do 80 i = -maxx-pmldepth,maxx+pmldepth-1
ia=int(sign((abs(exydpml(i,j,k)+exzzdpml(i,j,k))),
1 (exydpml(i,j,k) + exzdpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .It. 0) ia=O


















c topcolor: location of top of colorbar
c numcolorsl: 1 less than # of colors in colorbar
parameter (numcolorsl=128,topcolor=243)
c nctshift: = color table shift
parameter(nctshift = topcolor-numcolorsl)
c ngray: = number representing gray
parameter(ngray = topcolor-numcolorsl-1)
c hlevels = numcolorst/4
parameter (hlevels=numcolorsl/4)
c center = 2*hlevels + 1/2
parameter (center = 2*hlevels + 0.5)
do 10 i = -maxx-pmldepth,-maxx
do 20 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
ia=int(sign((abs(eyxlpml(ij ,k)+eyzlpml(i,j,k))),
1 (eyxlpml(i,j,k) + eyzlpml(i,j,k)))
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2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .it. 0) ia=O





do 30 i = -maxx+1,maxx-1
do 40 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy-1
ia=int(sign((abs(eyxfpml(i,j,k)+eyzfpml(i,j,k))),
1 (eyxfpml(i,j,k) + eyzfpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .It. 0) ia=O
if (ia .gt. numcolorsl) ia=numcolorsl
a(j)=char(ia+nctshift)
40 continue




if (ia .1t. 0) ia=O
if (ia .gt. numcolorsl) ia=numcolorsl
a(j)=char(ia+nctshift)
50 continue
do 60 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1
ia=int(sign((abs(eyxbpml(i,j,k)+eyzbpml(i,j,k))),
1 (eyxbpml(i,j,k) + eyzbpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .it. 0) ia=O





do 70 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 80 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
ia=int(sign((abs(eyxrpml(i,j,k)+eyzrpml(i,j,k))),
1 (eyxrpml(i,j,k) + eyzrpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .it. 0) ia=O






c$$$ write (6,*) exnorm(-maxx,0,0),exylpml(-maxx-1,0,0),
c$$$ 1 exzlpml(-maxx-1,0,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) hynorm(-maxx,0,0),hynorm(-maxx,0,-1)
c$$$ write (6,*) hznorm(-maxx,0,0),hznorm(-maxx,-1,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) hyxlpml(-maxx-l,0,0)+hyzlpml(-maxx-1,0,0),
c$$$ 1 hyxlpml(-maxx-1,0,-1)+hyzlpml(-maxx-1,0,-1)
c$$$ write (6,*) hzxlpml(-maxx-1,0,0)+hzylpml(-maxx-1,0,0),
c$$$ 1 hzylpml(-maxx-1,-1,0)+hzxlpml(-maxx-1,-1,0)
c$$$
c$$$ write (6,*) hyxlpml(-maxx-1,0,0),
c$$$ 1 ezylpml(-maxx,0,0)+ezxlpml(-maxx,0,0),
c$$$ 1 ezxlpml(-maxx-1,0,0)+ezylpml(-maxx-1,0,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) hyzlpml(-maxx-1,0,0),
c$$$ 1 exylpml(-maxx-1,0,1)+exzlpml(-maxx-1,0,1),
c$$$ 1 exylpml(-maxx-1,0,0)+exzlpml(-maxx-1,0,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) hzxlpml(-maxx-1,0,0),
c$$$ 1 eyxlpml(-maxx,0,0)+eyzlpml(-maxx,0,0),
c$$$ 1 eyxlpml(-maxx-1,0,0)+eyzlpml(-maxx-1,0,0)




c$$$ write (6,*) eyxlpml(-maxx,0,0),hznorm(-maxx,0,0),
c$$$ 1 hzxlpml(-maxx-1,0,0),hzylpml(-maxx-1,0,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) ezxlpml(-maxx,0,0),hynorm(-maxx,0,0),
c$$$ 1 hyxlpml(-maxx-l,0,0),hyzlpml(-maxx-1,0,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) exnorm(0,-maxy+l,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) exyfpml(0,-maxy,0),exzfpml(O,-maxy,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) hzxfpml(0,-maxy-1,0),hzyfpml(O,-maxy-1,O)
c$$$ write (6,*) exyfpml(0,-maxy,0), hznorm(0,-maxy,0),
c$$$ 1 hzxfpml(0,-maxy-1,0),hzyfpml(O,-maxy-1,O)
c$$$ write (6,*) exnorm(-maxx+1,0,0),hynorm(-maxx+1,0,0),
c$$$ 1 hznorm(-maxx+1,0,0), exnorm(-maxx,0,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) exylpml(-maxx-1,0,0),exzlpml(-maxx-1,0,0)
ct$$
c$$$ write (6,*)
c$$$ write (6,*) hyxrpml(maxx,0,0),hyzrpml(maxx,0,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) hzxrpml(maxx,0,0),hzyrpml(maxx,0,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) exyrpml(maxx+1,0,0),exzrpml(maxx+1,0,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) exnorm(0,-maxy+1,0),hynorm(O,-maxy+1,0),
c$$$ 1 hznorm(0,-maxy,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) exnorm(0,maxy-1,0),hynorm(O,maxy-1,0),
c$$$ 1 hznorm(0,maxy-1,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) exyfpml(0,-maxy,0),exzfpml(O,-maxy,O)
c$$$ write (6,*) exybpml(0,maxy,0),exzbpml(O,maxy,O)
c$$$ write (6,*) hzxfpml(0,-maxy-1,0),hzyfpml(O,-maxy-1,O)
c$$$ write (6,*) hzxbpml(0,maxy,0),hzybpml(O,maxy,O)
c$$$ write (6,*) exyfpml(0,-maxy-1,0),exzfpml(0,-maxy-1,0)
c$$$ write (6,*) exybpml(0,maxy+1,0),exzbpml(O,maxy+1,0)
return
end










c topcolor: location of top of colorbar
c numcolorsl: 1 less than # of colors in colorbar
parameter (numcolorsl=128,topcolor=243)
c nctshift: = color table shift
parameter(nctshift = topcolor-numcolorsl)
c ngray: = number representing gray
parameter(ngray = topcolor-numcolorsli-1)
c hlevels = numcolors1/4
parameter (hlevels=numcolorsl/4)
c center = 2*hlevels + 1/2
parameter (center = 2*hlevels + 0.5)
do 10 k = maxz+pmldepth-l,maxz,-1
do 20 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
ia=int(sign((abs(eyxupml(i,j,k)+eyzupml(i,j,k))),
1 (eyxupml(i,j,k) + eyzupml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .It. 0) ia=O





do 30 k = maxz-1,-maxz+l,-1
do 40 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy-1
ia=int(sign((abs(eyxfpml(i,j,k)+eyzfpml(i,j,k))),
1 (eyxfpml(i,j,k) + eyzfpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .it. 0) ia=O
if (ia .gt. numcolorsl) ia=numcolorsl
a(j)=char(ia+nctshift)
40 continue




if (ia .it. 0) ia=O
if (ia .gt. numcolorsl) ia=numcolorsl
a(j)=char(ia+nctshift)
50 continue
do 60 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1
ia=int(sign((abs(eyxbpml(i,j,k)+eyzbpml(i,j,k))),
1 (eyxbpml(i,j,k) + eyzbpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .it. 0) ia=O





do 70 k = -maxz,-maxz-pmldepth+1,-1




1 (eyxdpml(i,j,k) + eyzdpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .it. 0) ia=O


















c topcolor: location of top of colorbar
c numcolorsl: 1 less than # of colors in colorbar
parameter (numcolorsl=128,topcolor=243)
c nctshift: = color table shift
parameter(nctshift = topcolor-numcolorsl)
c ngray: = number representing gray
parameter(ngray = topcolor-numcolorsl-1)
c hlevels = numcolorsl/4
parameter (hlevels=numcolorsl/4)
c center = 2*hlevels + 1/2
parameter (center = 2*hlevels + 0.5)
do 10 i = -maxx-pmldepth,-maxx
do 20 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
ia=int(sign((abs(ezxlpml(i,j,k)+ezylpml(i,j,k))),
1 (ezxlpml(i,j,k) + ezylpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .It. 0) ia=O





do 30 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 40 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-mazy
ia=int(sign((abs(ezxfpml(i,j,k)+ezyfpml(i,j,k))),
1 (ezxzfpml(i,j,k) + ezyfpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .it. 0) ia=O
if (ia .gt. numcolorsl) ia=numcolorsl
a(j)=char(ia+nctshift)
40 continue




if (ia .it. 0) ia=O
if (ia .gt. numcolorsl) ia=numcolorsl
a(j)=char(ia+nctshift)
50 continue
do 60 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth
ia=int(sign((abs(ezxbpml(i,j,k)+ezybpml(i,j,k))),
1 (ezxbpml(i,j,k) + ezybpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .it. 0) ia=O





do 70 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth
do 80 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
ia=int(sign((abs(ezxrpml(i,j,k)+ezyrpml(i,j,k))),
1 (ezxrpml(i,j,k) + ezyrpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .it. 0) ia=O


















c topcolor: location of top of colorbar
c numcolorsl: 1 less than # of colors in colorbar
parameter (numcolorsl=128,topcolor=243)
c nctshift: = color table shift
parameter(nctshift = topcolor-numcolorsl)
c ngray: = number representing gray
parameter(ngray = topcolor-numcolors1-1)
c hblevels = numcolorsl/4
parameter (hlevels=numcolorsl/4)
c center = 2*hlevels + 1/2
parameter (center = 2*hlevels + 0.5)
do 10 k = mazz+pmldepth-l,maxz,-1
do 20 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
ia=int(sign((abs(ezxupml(i,j,k)+ezyupml(i,j,k))),
1 (ezxupml(i,j,k) + ezyupml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .It. 0) ia=O





do 30 k = maxz-l,-mazz,-1
do 40 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy
ia=int(sign((abs(ezxfpml(i,j,k)+ezyfpml(i,j,k))),
1 (ezxfpml(i,j,k) + ezyfpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .It. 0) ia=O
if (ia .gt. numcolorsl) ia=numcolorsl
a(j)=char(ia+nctshift)
40 continue




if (ia .it. 0) ia=O0
if (ia .gt. numcolorsl) ia=numcolorsl
a(j)=char(ia+nctshift)
50 continue
do 60 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth
ia=int(sign((abs(ezxbpml(i,j,k)+ezybpml(i,j,k))),
1 (ezxbpml(i,j,k) + ezybpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .it. 0) ia=O





do 70 k = -maxz-1,-mazz-pmldepth+1l,-1
do 80 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
ia=int(sign((abs(ezxdpml(i,j,k)+ezydpml(i,j,k))),
1 (ezxdpml(i,j,k) + ezydpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .it. 0) ia=O
if (ia .gt. numcolorsl) ia=numcolorsl
a(j)=char(ia+nctshift)
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c topcolor: location of top of colorbar
c numcolorsl: 1 less than # of colors in colorbar
parameter (numcolorsl=128,topcolor=243)
c nctshift: = color table shift
parameter(nctshift = topcolor-numcolorsl)
c ngray: = number representing gray
parameter(ngray = topcolor-numcolorsl-1)
c hlevels = numcolorsl/4
parameter (hlevels=numcolorsl/4)
c center = 2*hlevels + 1/2
parameter (center = 2*hlevels + 0.5)
do 10 k = maxz+pmldepth-l,maxz,-1
do 20 i = -maxx-pmldepth,maxx+pmldepth-1
ia=int(sign((abs(hyxupml(i,j,k)+hyzupml(i,j,k))),
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .it. O) ia=O





do 30 k = maxz-l,-maxz,-1
do 40 i = -maxx-pmldepth,-maxx-i




1 (hyxlpml(i,j,k) + hyzlpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .It. 0) ia=O




do 50 i = -maxx,maxx-1
if (k .eq. kcond) then
if (i .it. mincable) then
a(i) = char(ngray)
elseif (i .lt. -wavex) then
ia = int(sign((abs(vcable(i))),(vcable(i)))/delta
1 *hlevels + center)
if (ia .it. 0) ia = 0






if (ia .it. 0) ia=O










if (ia .lt. 0) ia=O





do 60 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1
ia=int(sign((abs(hyxrpml(i,j,k)+hyzrpml(i,j,k))),
1 (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .it. 0) ia=O





do 70 k = -maxz-1,-maxz-pmldepth,-1
do 80 i = -maxx-pmldepth,maxx+pmldepth-1
ia=int(sign((abs(hyxdpml(i, j,k)+hyzdpml(i, j,k))),
1 (hyxdpml(i,j,k) + hyzdpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .It. 0) ia=O













parameter (tolerance = .01)
integer i,j,k
do 10 i = 1,maxx-1
do 20 j = l,maxy-1
do 30 k = 1,maxz-1
if (abs(exnorm(i,j,k)+exnorm(i,j,-k)).gt.
1 abs(tolerance*exnorm(i,j,k)))




2 write (6,*) "y-symmetry error: ex",i,-j,k,
3 exnorm(i,j,k) ,exnorm(i,j ,k)-exnorm(i,-j ,k)
if (abs(exnorm(i,j,k)+exnorm(-i-l,j,k)).gt.
1 abs(tolerance*exnorm(i,j,k)))








2 write (6,*) "xz-symmetry error: ex",-i-l,j,-k,
3 exnorm(i,j,k) ,exnorm(i,j ,k)-exnorm(-i-1, j,-k)
if (abs(exnorm(i,j,k)+exnorm(i,-j,-k)).gt.
1 abs(tolerance*exnorm(i,j ,k)))
2 write (6,*) "yz-symmetry error: ex",i,-j,-k,
3 exnorm(i,j,k),exnorm(i,j,k)+exnorm(i,-j,-k)
if (abs(exnorm(i,j,k)-exnorm(-i-1,-j,-k)).gt.
1 abs (tolerance*exnorm(i,j ,k)))
2 write (6,*) "xyz-symmetry error: ex",-i-1,-j,-k.
3 exnorm(i,j ,k),exnorm(i,j,k)-exnorm(-i-l,-j ,-k)
if (abs(eynorm(i,j,k)+eynorm(i,j,-k)).gt.
1 abs(tolerance*eynorm(i,j,k)))


















write (6,*) "xz-symmetry error: ey",-i,j,-k,
eynorm(i,j,k) ,eynorm(i, j,k)+eynorm(-i,j,-k)
if (abs(eynorm(i, j,k)-eynorm(i,-j-1,-k)) .gt.
abs(tolerance*eynorm(i,j,k)))
write (6,*) "yz-symmetry error: ey",i,-j-1,-k,
eynorm(i,j, k) ,eynorm(i,j, k)-eynorm(i,-j-1,-k)
if (abs(eynorm(i,j,k)-eynorm(-i,-j-1,-k)).gt.
abs(tolerance*eynorm(i,j, k)))








write (6,*) "y-symmetry error: ez",i,-j,k,
eznorm(i,j ,k) ,eznorm(i,j ,k)-eznorm(i,-j,k)
if (abs(eznorm(i,j,k)-eznorm(-i,j,k)).gt.
abs(tolerance*eznorm(i,j ,k)))
write (6,*) "x-symmetry error: ez",-i,j,k,
eznorm(i, j,k), eznorm(i,j ,k)-eznorm(-i,j ,k)
if (abs(eznorm(i,j,k)-eznorm(-i,-j,k)).gt.
abs(tolerance*eznorm(i,j,k)))
























write (6,*) "x-symmetry error: hx",-i,j,k,
hxnorm(i,j ,k) ,hxnorm(i,j ,k)-hxnorm(-i,j ,k)
if (abs(hxnorm(i,j,k)+hxnorm(-i,-j-1,k)).gt.
abs(tolerance*hxnorm(i,j ,k)))
write (6,*) "xy-symmetry error: hx",-i,-j-1,k,
hxnorm(i,j,k) ,hxnorm(i,j,k)+hxnorm(-i,-j-1,k)
if (abs(hxnorm(i,j,k)+hxnorm(i,-j -, -k-1)).gt.
abs(tolerance*hxnorm(i,j ,k)))












write (6,*) "z-symmetry error: hy",i,j,-k-i.
hynorm(i,j ,k) ,hynorm(i,j ,k)-hynorm(i,j ,-k-1)
if (abs(hynorm(i,j,k)+hynorm(-i-1,j,k)).gt.
1 abs(tolerance*hynorm(i,j ,k)))
















2 write (6,*) "yz-symmetry error: hy",i,-j,-k-1,
3 hynorm(i,j,k) ,hynorm(i,j,k)-hynorm(i,-j,-k-1)
if (abs(hynorm(i,j ,k)+hynorm(-i-l,-j ,-k-1)) .gt.
1 abs(tolerance*hynorm(i,j ,k)))












do 10 i = -maxx-pmldepth,maxx+pmldepth-I
do 20 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
do 30 k = maxz,maxz+pmldepth
if (j .eq. -maxy-pmldepth .or. j .eq. maxy+pmldepth
1 .or. k .eq. maxz+pmldepth) then
if (exyupml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. exzupml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
1 write (6,*) "nonzero ex field at ",i,j,k
else
if (exyupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. exzupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 40 i = -maxx-pmldepth,maxx+pmldepth
do 50 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 60 k = maxz,maxz+pmldepth
if (i .eq. -maxx-pmldepth .or. i .eq. maxx+pmldepth
1 .or. k .eq. maxz+pmldepth) then
if (eyxupml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. eyzupml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
1 write (6,*) "nonzero ey field at ",i,j,k
else
if (eyxupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. eyzupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 70 i = -maxx-pmldepth,maxx+pmldepth
do 80 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
do 90 k = maxz,maxz+pmldepth-I
if (i .eq. -maxx-pmldepth .or. i .eq. maxx+pmldepth .or.
1 j .eq. -maxy-pmldepth .or. j .eq. maxy+pmldepth)then
if (ezxupml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. ezyupml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
i write (6,*) "nonzero ez field at ",i,j,k
else
if (ezxupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. ezyupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 100 i = -maxx-pmldepth,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 110 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
do 120 k = -maxz-pmldepth,-maxz
if (j .eq. -maxy-pmldepth .or. j .eq. maxy+pmldepth
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1 .or. k .eq. -maxz-pmldepth) then
if (exydpml(i,j,k) .n6. 0 .or. exzdpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
1 write (6,*) "nonzero ex field at ",i,j,k
else
if (exydpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. exzdpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 130 i = -maxx-pmldepth,maxx+pmldepth
do 140 j = -maxy-pmldepth.maxy+pmldepth-i
do 150 k = -maxz-pmldepth,-maxz
if (i .eq. -maxx-pmldepth .or. i .eq. maxx+pmldepth
1 .or. k .eq. -maxz-pmldepth) then
if (eyxdpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. eyzdpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
I write (6,*) "nonzero ey field at ",i,j,k
else
if (eyxdpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. eyzdpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 160 i - -maxx-pmldepth,maxx+pmldepth
do 170 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
do 180 k =- maxz-pmldepth,-maxz-1
if (i .eq. -maxx-pmldepth .or. i .eq. maxz+pmldepth .or.
1 j .eq. -maxy-pmldepth .or. j .eq. maxy+pmldepth)then
if (ezxdpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. ezydpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
1 write (6,*) "nonzero ez field at ",i,j,k
else
if (ezxdpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. ezydpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 190 i = -maxx-pmldepth+l,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 200 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 210 k = maxz,maxz+pmldepth-1
if (hxyupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hxzupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 220 i = -maxx-pmldepth,mazz+pmldepth-I
do 230 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 240 k = maxz,mazz+pmldepth-1
if (hyxupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hyzupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 250 i - -maxx-pmldepth,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 260 j - -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 270 k = maxz,maxz+pmldepth-i
if (hzxupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hzyupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 280 i - -maxx-pmldepth+l,maxx+paldepth-1
do 290 j - -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 300 k = -maxz-pmldepth,-maxz-1
if (hxydpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hxzdpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 310 i - -maxx-pmldepth,maxz+pmldepth-I
do 320 j = -aaxy-pmldepth+i,maxy+pmldepth-I
do 330 k - -maxz-pmldepth,-maxz-1
if (hyxdpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hyzdpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 340 i = -maxx-paldepth,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 350 j = -maxy-paldepth,maxy+pmldepth-i
do 360 k = -maxz-pmldepth+1,-maxz
if (hzxdpml(i,j.k) .eq. 0 .or. hzydpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 370 i = -maxx-pmldepth,-mazx-i
do 380 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
do 390 k - -maxz+l,mazz-1
if (j .eq. -maxy-pmldepth .or. j .eq. maxy+pmldepth) then
if (exylpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. ezzlpml(i,j,k) .no. 0)
1 write (6,*) "nonzero ex field at ",i,j,k
else
if (exylpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. ezzlpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 400 i - -maxz-pmldepth,-maxx
do 410 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 420 k - -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (i .eq. -maxx-pmldepth) then
if (eyxlpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. eyzlpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
1 write (6,*) "nonzero ey field at ",i,j,k
else
if (eyxlpml(i,jk) .eq. 0 .or. eyzlpal(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 430 i - -maxx-pmldepth,-maxx
do 440 j - -mazy-paldepth,maxy+pmldepth
do 450 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (j .eq. -maxy-pmldepth .or. j .eq. maxy+pmldepth
I .or. i .eq. -maxx-pmldepth) then
if (ezxlpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. ezylpml(i,j,k) .no. 0)
I write (6,*) "nonzero ez field at ",i,j,k
else
if (ezxlpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. ezylpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 460 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 470 j - -maxy-paldepth,maxy+pmldepth
do 480 k - -mazz+l,maxz-1
if (j .eq. -maxy-pmldepth .or. j .eq. maxy+pmldepth) then
if (exyrpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. ezxzrpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
1 write (6,*) "nonzero ex field at ",i,j,k
else
if (exyrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. exzrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 490 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth
do 500 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 510 k - -maxz+l,mazz-1
if (i .eq. mazi+pmldepth) then
if (eyxrpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. eyzrpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
I write (6,*) "nonzero ey field at ",i,j,k
else
if (eyxrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. eyzrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 520 i - mzx,.maxx+pmldepth
do 530 j = -maxy-pmldepth,mazy+pmldepth
do 540 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (j .eq. -mazy-pmldepth .or. j .eq. maxy+pmldepth
1 .or. i .eq. maxx+pmldepth) then
if (ezxrpal(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. ezyrpml(i,j,k) .no. 0)
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1 write (6,*) "nonzero ez field at ",i,j,k
else
if (ezxrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. ezyrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 550 i = -maxx-pmldepth+l,-maxx
do 560 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-I
do 570 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (hxylpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hxzlpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 580 i = -maxx-pmldepth,-maxx-1
do 590 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 600 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (hyxlpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hyzlpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 610 i = -maxx-pmldepth,-maxx-1
do 620 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 630 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (hzxlpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hzylpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 640 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 650 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 660 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (hxyrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hxzrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 670 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 680 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 690 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (hyxrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hyzrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 700 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-l
do 710 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 720 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (hzxrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hzyrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 730 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 740 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy
do 750 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (j .eq. -maxy-pmldepth) then
if (exyfpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. exzfpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
i write (6,*) "nonzero ex field at ",i,j,k
else
if (exyfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. exzfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 760 i = -maxx+l,maxx-i
do 770 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy-1
do 780 k = -maxz+1,maxz-1
if (eyxfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. eyzfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 790 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 800 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy
do 810 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (j .eq. -maxy-pmldepth) then
if (ezxfpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. ezyfpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
1 write (6,*) "nonzero ez field at ",i,j,k
else
if (ezxfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. ezyfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 820 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 830 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth
do 840 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (j .eq. maxy+pmldepth) then
if (exybpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. exzbpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
I write (6,*) "nonzero ex field at ",i,j,k
else
if (exybpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. exzbpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 850 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 860 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-l
do 870 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (eyxbpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. eyzbpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 880 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 890 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth
do 900 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (j .eq. maxy+pmldepth) then
if (ezxbpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. ezybpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
1 write (6,*) "nonzero ez field at ",i,j,k
else
if (ezxbpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. ozybpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 910 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 920 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy-1
do 930 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (hxyfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hxzfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 940 i = -maxx,maxx-l
do 950 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy
do 960 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (hyxfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hyzfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 970 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 980 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy-1
do 990 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (hzxfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hzyfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 1000 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 1010 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 1020 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (hxybpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hxzbpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)
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1000 continue
do 1030 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 1040 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 1050 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (hyxbpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hyzbpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 1060 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 1070 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 1080 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (hzxbpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hzybpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 1090 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 1100 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
do 1110 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (emnorm(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 1120 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 1130 j = -maxy,maxy-1
do 1140 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (eynorm(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 1150 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 1160 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
do 1170 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (eznorm(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 1180 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 1190 j = -maxy,maxy-1
do 1200 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (hxnorm(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 1210 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 1220 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
do 1230 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (hynorm(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 1240 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 1250 j = -maxy,maxy-1
do 1260 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (hznorm(i,j,k) .eq. 0)
















if (hornstart .ge. maxz-1) then
write(6,*) "incorrect geometry: horn opens near pml"
stop
endif
if (hornstart-horndepth-wavedepth .le. -maxz+l) then
write(6,*) "incorrect geometry: waveguide too close to pml"
stop
endif
c start with the inner geometry
c first ez:
c initialize all cells to be normal cells:
do 10 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 20 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1





do 70 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 80 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1





do 71 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 81 j = -maxy,maxy-1





c start at k = hornstart-horndepth-wavedepth
c the bottom of the waveguide
k = hornstart-horndepth-wavedepth
do 100 i = -wavex,wavex




do 101 i = -wavex,wavex-1




c now for the waveguide part
do 120 k = hornstart-horndepth-wavedepth+l,hornstart-horndepth



















c now for the horn
c get the ezeqn figured out.
do 140 k = hornstart-horndepth,hornstart-1
xedge = wavex + xslope * (k+0.5-(hornstart-horndepth)) + 0.5
yedge = wavey + yslope * (k+0.5-(hornstart-horndepth)) + 0.5






c resetting the fields in the corners is okay.





c now figure out exeqn and eyeqn
do 200 k = hornstart-horndepth,hornstart-1
xedge = wavex + xslope * (k+0.5-(hornstart-horndepth)) + 0.5
yedge = wavey + yslope * (k+0.5-(hornstart-horndepth)) + 0.5
if (ezeqn(0,yedge,k) .eq. ezeqn(0,yedge,k-1)) then
if (ezeqn(xedge,O,k) .eq. ezeqn(xedge,0,k-1)) then
c vertical walls on all sides









c vertical wall only on y side, horizontal on x side
do 230 i = xedge-1,xedge















if (ezeqn(xedge,O,k) .eq. ezeqn(xedge,0,k-1)) then
c vertical only on xedges, horizontal on yedge
do 270 j = yedge-1,yedge














c all edges have horizontal walls
do 310 j = yedge-1,yedge









do 340 i = xedge-1,xedge












c and the e fields at the opening of the horn:
k = hornstart








c now the e-fields at the total/scattered interface
k = hornstart
do 390 i = -xhorn,xhorn-1




do 410 i = -xhorn+l,xhorn-i




c now to worry about the h fields
do 500 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 510 j = -maxy,maxy-1





do 501 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 511 j = -maxy+1,maxy-1





do 502 i = -maxx,maxx-I
do 512 j = -maxy,maxy-1





first look at the bottom of the waveguide:
k = hornstart-horndepth-vavedepth-1
do 600 i = -wavex,wavex




do 620 i = -wavex,wavex-1
















do 650 j = -vavey,wavey-i
hxeqn(vavex,j,k) = hxO0qn
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c$$$ hxeqn(-wavez,j,k) = hx0eqn
c$$$ 650 continue
c$$$ do 660 i = -wavex+1,wavex-1
c$$$ hxeqn(i,wavey-l,k) = hxidbeqn
c$$$ hxeqn(i,-wavey,k) = hxidfeqn
c$$$ 660 continue
c$$$ do 670 j = -wavey+1,wavey-1
c$$$ hyeqn(wavex-l,j,k) = hyidreqn
c$$$ hyeqn(-wavey,j,k) = hyidleqn
c$$$ 670 continue
c$$$ do 680 i = -wavex+1,wavex-1
c$$$ do 690 j = -wavey+1,wavey-2
c$$$ hxeqn(i,j,k) = hxideqn
c$$$ 690 continue
c$$$ 680 continue
c$$$ do 700 j = -wavey+1,wavey-1
c$$$ do 710 i = -wavey+l,wavey-2
c$$$ hyeqn(i,j,k) = hyideqn
c$$$ 710 continue
c$$$ 700 continue
c$$$ do 720 i = -wavex,wavex
c$$$ hxeqn(i,wavey,k) = hxofeqn
c$$$ hxeqn(i,-wavey-l,k) = hxobeqn
c$$$ 720 continue
c$$$ do 730 j = -wavey,wavey
c$$$ hyeqn(wavex,j,k) = hyoleqn
c$$$ hyeqn(-wavex-l,j,k) = hyoreqn
c$$$ 730 continue
c$$$
c$$$ do 740 i = -wavex+1,wavex-2
c$$$ hzeqn(i,wavey-l,k) = hzibeqn
c$$$ hzeqn(i,-wavey,k) = hzifeqn
c$$$ 740 continue
c$t$$ do 750 j = -wavey+1,wavey-2
c$$$ hzeqn(wavex-l,j,k) = hzireqn
c$$$ hzeqn(-wavez,j,k) = hzileqn
c$$$ 750 continue
c$$$ hzeqn(-wavex,-wavey,k) = hzilfeqn
c$$$ hzeqn(-wavex,wavey-l,k) = hzilbeqn
c$$$ hzeqn(vwavex-1,-wavey,k) = hzirfeqn
c$$$ hzeqn(wavez-1,wavey-1,k)= hzirbeqn
c$$$ do 760 i = -wavex,wavex-1
c$$$ hzeqn(i,wavey,k) = hzofeqn
c$$$ hzeqn(i,-wavey-l,k) = hzobeqn
c$$$ 760 continue
c$$$ do 770 j = -wavey,wavey-1
c$$$ hzeqn(wavex,j,k) = hzoleqn
c$$$ hzeqn(-wavez-l,j,k) = hzoreqn
c$$$ 770 continue
do 800 k = hornstart-horndepth-wavedepth,hornstart-horndepth-1















































c if there's a horizontal edge at k = hornstart-horndepth, then
c the above is slightly wrong, and needs fixing. the only way that
c this could happen is if a slope is greater than 45 degrees.
if (yslope .ge. 1.0) then
k = hornstart-horndepth-1




if (xslope .ge. 1.0) then



















if (xslope .ge. 1) then










c now to set the h equations in the horn region.
do 1000 k = hornstart-horndepth,hornstart-1
zedge = wavex + zslope * (k+0.5-(hornstart-horndepth)) + 0.5
yedge = wavey + yslope * (k+0.5-(hornstart-horndepth)) + 0.5
xedge2 = wavex + xslope * (k-(hornstart-horndepth)) + 0.5
yedge2 = wavey + yslope * (k-(hornstart-horndepth)) + 0.5
do 1010 i = 0,maxx-2
do 1020 j = 0,maxy-2
in = (i .it. xedge2 .and. j .lt. yedge2)
c hz
1 = (eyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. ey0eqn)
r = (eyeqn(i+l,j,k) .eq. ey0eqn)
f = (exeqn(i,j,k) .eq. ex0eqn)
b = (exeqn(i,j+l,k) .eq. ex0eqn)





elseif ((1 .and. b) .or. (1 .and. r) .or. (1 .and. f)
1 .or. (b .and. f) .or. (r .and. f)) then
write (6,*) "hz geometry error"





















































in = (i .It. xedge .and. j .it. yedge)
b = (ezeqn(i,j+l,k) .eq. ezOeqn)
f = (ezeqn(i,j,k) .eq. ezOeqn)
u = (eyeqn(i,j,k+l) .eq. ey0eqn)
d = (eyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. ey0eqn)





elseif (d .and. .not. in) then
write (6,*) "hxd geometry error",i,j,k,":",b,f,d,u
stop
elseif (u .and. in) then
write (6,*) "hxu geometry error",i,j,k,":",b,f,d,u
stop
elseif (d .and. u) then
write (6,*) "geometry error d&u in hx"
stop
elseif (b .and. f) then
write (6,*) "geometry error b&f in hx"
stop





elseif (d .and. f) then











elseif (u .and. b) then













































1 = (ezeqn(i,j,k) .eq. ezOeqn)
r = (ezeqn(i+1,j,k) .eq. ezOeqn)
u = (exeqn(i,j,k+l) .eq. exOeqn)
d = (exeqn(ij,k) .eq. ex0eqn)





elseif (d .and. .not. in) then
write (6,*) "hyd geometry error",i,j,k
stop
elseif (u .and. in) then
write (6,*) "hyu geometry error",i,j,k
stop
elseif (1 .and. r) then
write (6,*) "lr geometry error in hy"
stop
elseif (u .and. d) then
write (6,*) "ukd geometry error in hy"
stop





elseif (d .and. 1) then











elseif (u .and. r) then
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c hx






c hz is a half step below hx and hy,
c z = hornstart.
and needs to be calculated at
k = hornstart
xedge2 = vavex + xzlope * (k-(hornstart-horndepth)) + 0.5
yedge2 = wavey + yalope * (k-(hornstart-horndepth)) + 0.5
do 1030 i = 0,max-2
do 1040 j - 0,maxy-2
in = (i .It. xedge2 .and. j .lt. yedge2)
1 - (eyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. ey0eqn)
r = (eyeqn(i+l,j,k) .eq. eyOeqn)
f = (ezeqn(i,j,k) .eq. exOeqn)
b = (exeqn(i,j+1,k) .eq. exOeqn)





elseif ((1 .and. b) .or. (1 .and. r) .or. (1 .and. f)
.or. (b .and. f) .or. (r .and. f)) then
write (6,*) "hz geometry error"

























































do 1200 i = -xhorn+1,xhorn-1




do 1220 i = -xhorn,xhorn-1




c and also correct the rest of the equations at k = hornstart









































































c$$$ write (2,*) "e
c$$$
c$$$ do 2000 k = ho









c$$$ write (2,*) "e
c$$$
c$$$ do 2030 k = ho









c$$$ write (2,*) "e:
c$$$
c$$$ do 2060 k = ho









c$$$ write (2,*) "h.
c$$$
c$$$ do 2090 k = ho









c$$$ write (2,*) "h
c$$$
c$$$ do 2120 k = ho:









ct$$ write (2,*) "h
c$$$
c$$$ do 2150 k = ho:




























































hxinc = hxinc * exp((tl/sigma)**2/-2)
if (sine) then





























hyinc = hyinc * exp((tl/sigma)**2/-2)
if (sine) then




























APPENDIX A. SOURCE CODE
ti-ti-to
hzinc = hzinc * exp((tl/sigma)**2/-2)
if (sine) then






























exinc = ezinc * exp((ti/sigma)**2/-2)
if (sine) then
































eyinc = eyinc * exp((tl/sigma)**2/-2)
if (sine) then





























ezinc = ezinc * exp((tl/sigma)**2/-2)
if (sine) then





























etotinc = etotinc * exp((ti/sigma)**2/-2)
if (sine) then





























vinc = vinc * exp((tl/sigma)**2/-2)
if (sine) then




























iinc = iinc * exp((tl/sigma)**2/-2)
if (sine) then














c THIS IS FROM THE COMMON FILE
integer maxx,maxy,maxz, paldepth
integer nminx,mminy,nminz,mincable
real delta, deltat, dtovd, sigmax, eta, pi, c
parameter(maxx14, maxy=24, maxz=40, pmldepth = 16)
parameter(mincable a -maxx)
parameter(nmminxmaxx- ,mminy-maxy-i,mminz=maz-1)
parameter(pi - 3.1415926536, eta * 120.0*pi, c - 3e8)
c the equations to use to calculate the fields
integer exnormeqn,exOeqn,exueqn









integer hznormeqn,hzileqn, hzireqn, haifeqn, hzibeqn,
1 hz0eqn, hzilfeqn,hzilbeqn,hzirf eqn,hirbeqn.
2 hzoleqn, hzoreqn, hzofeqn, hzobeqn,
3 hzolfeqn,hzolbeqn, hzorfeqn ,hzorbeqn,
4 hzcablefeqn,hzcablebeqn,hzcablefleqn,hzcablebleqn
parameter(exnormeqn 1,ex0eqn=0, ynormeqn-=iey0eqn0, eznormeqn=1,
1 ezOeqn=0, xueqn2, eyueqn=2)
parameter(hx0oqn-0,hxnormeqn-1,hxdoqn=12,hxodeqn=13.
I hxifeqn=2,hxibeqn=3,hxideqn=4,hxidfeqn=5, hxidbeqn6,











integer exeqn(-maxx:maxx-1, -mazy+1:maxy-1, -maxza+:maxz-1),
1 eyeqn(-maxx+:maxx-1,. 
-maxy:maxy-i, -maxz+i:mazz-i),
2 ezeqn(-maxx+l:maxx-1, -maxy+l:maxy-1, -maxz:maxz-1),
3 hxeqn(-maxx+l:maxx-1, -maxy:mazy-1, -mazz:mazz-1),
4 hyeqn(-maxx:maxx-1, -mazy+l:maxy-1, -maxz:maxz-1),
5 hzeqn(-max:maxx-1,. -maxy:maxy-1, -maxz+i:maxz-1)
c the dimensions of the arrays of fields.
c note that the pml has an extra a field outside of it which
c is not calculated.
real exnorm(-maxx:maxx-i, -maxy+l :maxy-1,. -maxz+l:maxz-1),




3 hxnorm(-mazx+l:maxx-1, -maxy:maxy-1, -mawz:maxm-1),
4 hynorm(-maxx:maxx-1, -mazy+l:maxy-1, -maxz:maxz-1),
5 hznorm(-maxx:maxx-1, -mazy:mazy-1, -maxz+l:maxz-1)
c the cable arrays.
real vcabletemp
real vcable(mincable :0)
real icable (mincable :0)
c the cells inside the pal
c the vaveguide pml
real exyvgpml(-maxx:maxx-1, -maxy+l:maxy-1, -pmldepth:0),
1 exzvgpml(-maxx:maxx-1,. -maxy+l:maxy-1,. -pmldepth:O).
2 eyxvgpml(-maxx+l:maxx-1, -maxy:mazy-1, -pmldepth:O),
3 eyzvgpml(-maxz+l:maxx-1, -maxy:mary-1, -pmldepth:0),
4 ezxvgpml(-maxx+i:maxx-1, -maxy+l:maxy-1, -pmldepth:O),
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The code which reads in the output of
hornstair.f, hornconf.f, and coax.f and cal-
culates the far field scattering based on




data uniti /(0.0, 1.0)/
real pi,eta,c
integer maxsx,maxsy,maxsz,maxnfr
parameter (pi = 3.141592654, eta = 1, c = 3e8)
c eta can equal 1, because all fields being read are either
c E or eta*H.
parameter (maxsx = 17, maxsy = 20, maxsz = 45, maxnfr = 100)
real tol
parameter (tol = le-4)
integer fixphi
c 0 = fixed theta, 1 = fixed phi
integer minx,miny,minz
real delta,deltaT,ethetai,ephii,thetai,phii,ntsteps
c to create confusion between this program and the fdtd program,
c here deltaT means deltatime, and in the fdtd, deltat means















c etempt is a part of etheta that has been calculated from e-fields
c htempp is a part of ephi that has been calculated from h-fields
complex etheta,ephi
c these are actually running sums of etheta and ephi * 4*pi*r/j





c exk means the ex fields along the top and bottom.
c exj means the ex fields along the front and back.



















h fields are assumed to be different from the normal yee cell
namely hxj(i,l,k) = hx(i,-miny,k+1/2)
instead of hx(i,1+1/2,k+1/2)
e.g., the hx field is assumed to lie along the cell in the j dir.
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write (6,*) 'opening files'
open (unit=1, file = 'einc',status = 'unknown')






















































write (6,*) 'reading geometry info.'
read (2,*) minx,miny,minz,deltaT,thetai,phii,ethetai,ephii,delta,
1 ntsteps,nfr,dfrq,frql ,frq2
if ((minx .gt. maxsx).or.(miny .gt. maxsy).or.(minz .gt. maxsz))
1 then
write (6,*) 'dimensions too big.'
stop
endif
write (6,*) 'incident angles: '
write (6,*) ' theta = ',thetai*180.0/pi, '
write (6,*) 'incident electric field: I
write (6,*) ' etheta = ',etheta, ' ephi =
write (6,*) 'enter receiving angles: '
write (6,*) ' (0) fixed theta, variable phi'




if (fixphi .eq. 0) then
write (6,*) 'enter theta, initial phi, and final phi:
write (6,*) 'enter number of receiving angles:
read (5,*) thetal, phil, phi2, nang
dtheta = 0.0
dphi = (phi2-phil) / float(nang-1)
else
write (6,*) 'enter phi, initial theta, and final theta:
write (6,*) 'enter number of receiving angles:
read (5,*) phil, thetal, theta2, nang










c read in the complex fields
do 10 ifr = 1,nfr
read (1,*) einc(ifr)
10 continue
do 20 i = -minx,minx-1
do 30 k = -minz,minz
do 40 j = 1,2






do 60 i = -minx,minx-1
do 70 j = -miny,miny
do 80 k = 1,2






do 100 j = -miny,miny-1
do 110 k = -minz,minz
do 120 i = 1,2






do 140 i = -minx,minx
do 150 j = -miny,miny-1
do 160 k = 1,2






do 180 j = -miny,miny
do 190 k = -minz,minz-1
do 200 i = 1,2






do 220 i = -minx,minx
do 230 k = -minz,minz-1
do 240 j = 1,2






do 300 i = -minx,minx
do 310 k = -minz,minz-1
do 320 j = 1,2






do 340 i = -minx,minx
do 350 j = -miny,miny-1
do 360 k = 1,2






do 380 j = -miny,miny
do 390 k = -minz,minz-1
do 400 i = 1,2






do 420 i = -minx,minx-1
do 430 j = -miny,miny
do 440 k = 1,2






do 460 j = -miny,miny-1
do 470 k = -minz,minz
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do 480 i = 1,2








do 500 i = -minx,minx-1
do 510 k = -minz,minz
do 520 j = 1,2

































c write (6,*) 'fourier tranform taken'
do ifr = 1,nfr
write (6,*) (frql+(ifr-1)*dfrq),cabs(einc(ifr))
end do
open (unit=30, file = 'rcst', status


























now for the meat of this program: calculating the rcs
based on the fields around a surface and the incident fields
the magnitued of the fields are assumed constant over
a delta by delta patch, but the phase is assumed to vary.
do 1000 iang = O,nang-l
do 1010 ifr = 1,nfr
frq = frqi+(ifr-1)*dfrq
ak = 2.0 * pi * frq / c
if (fixphi .eq. 0) then
phic = philr + float(iang) * dphir
phid = phil + float(iang) * dphi
else
thetac = thetir + float(iang) * dthetr






kx = ak * sint * cosp
ky = ak * sint * sinp
kz = ak * cost
aterm = kx * delta
bterm = ky * delta




































phasel = aterm * (i + 0.5)
phase2 = aterm * (i + 0.5)
exl = exl - exk(i,j,l,ifr)
exl = exl + exk(i,j,2,ifr)
bterm * j + cterm * -minz
bterm * j + cterm * minz
cexp (-uniti*phasel)
cexp (-uniti*phase2)
do 1110 j = -miny+l,miny-1
phasel = aterm * (i + 0.5) + bterm * j + cterm * -minz
phase2 = aterm * (i + 0.5) + bterm * j + cterm * minz
ex2 = ex2 - exk(i,j,l,ifr) * cexp (-uniti*phasel)
ex2 = ex2 + exk(i,j,2,ifr) * cexp (-uniti*phase2)
if (thetad .eq. 90) then
write (6,*) phasel
write (6,*) exk(i,j,l,ifr)
write (6,*) cexp (-uniti*phasel)






phasel = aterm * (i + 0.5)
phase2 = aterm * (i + 0.5)
ex3 = ex3 - exk(i,j,l,ifr)
ex3 = ex3 + exk(i,j,2,ifr)
1100 continue
if (abs(ky) .le. tol) then
exi = exl * delta/2
ex2 = ex2 * delta
ex3 = ex3 * delta/2
else
bterm * j + cterm * -minz
bterm * j + cterm * minz
cexp (-uniti*phasel)
cexp (-uniti*phase2)
ext = exi * (cexp(-uniti*bterm/2) - 1) / -uniti
ex2 = ex2 * 2 * sin(bterm/2)
ex3 = ex3 * (1 - cexp(uniti*bterm/2)) / -uniti
endif
if (abs(kx) .le. tol) then
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etempt = etempt - (exl+ex2+ex3) * cosp*delta
etempp = etempp + (exl+ex2+ex3) * cost*sinp*delta
etempt2 = etempt2 - (exl+ex2+ex3) * cost*sinp*delta
etempp2 = etempp2 - (exl+ex2+ex3) * cosp*delta
else
etempt = etempt -(exl+ex2+ex3) * cosp*2*sin(aterm/2)
etempp = etempp +(exl+ex2+ex3) * cost*sinp*2*sin(aterm/2)
etempt2 = etempt2-(exl+ex2+ex3)* cost*sinp*2*sin(aterm/2)
etempp2 = etempp2 - (exl+ex2+ex3) * cosp*2*sin(aterm/2)
endif
if (thetad .eq. 0) then


















'etempt after ex: ',etempt










do 1120 j = -miny,miny-1
i = -minx
phasel = aterm * i + bterm
phase2 = aterm * i + bterm
eyl = eyl - eyk(i,j,l,ifr)
eyl = eyl + eyk(i,j,2,ifr)
do 1130 i = -minx+l,minx-1
phasel = aterm * i + bterm
phase2 = aterm * i + bterm
ey2 = ey2 - eyk(i,j,l,ifr)
ey2 = ey2 + eyk(i,j,2,ifr)
1130 continue
i = minx
phasel = aterm * i + bterm
phase2 = aterm * i + bterm
ey3 = ey3 - eyk(i,j,l,ifr)













0.5) + cterm * -minz
0.5) + cterm * minz
(-uniti*phasel)
(-uniti*phase2)
0.5) + cterm * -minz
0.5) + cterm * minz
(-uniti*phasel)
(-uniti*phase2)
0.5) + cterm * -minz




if (abs(kx) .le. tol) then
eyl = eyl * delta/2
ey2 = ey2 * delta
ey3 = ey3 * delta/2
else
eyl = eyl * (cexp(-uniti*aterm/2) - 1) / -uniti
ey2 = ey2 * 2 * sin(aterm/2)
ey3 = ey3 * (1 - cexp(uniti*aterm/2)) / -uniti
endif
if (abs(ky) .le. tol) then
etempt = etempt - (eyl+ey2+ey3) * sinp*delta
etempp = etempp - (eyl+ey2+ey3) * cost*cosp*delta
etempt2 = etempt2 + (eyl+ey2+ey3) * cost*cosp*delta
etempp2 = etempp2 - (ey1+ey2+ey3) * sinp*delta
else
etempt = etempt -(eyl+ey2+ey3) *











write(7,*) 'etempt after ey: ',etempt















do 1140 j = -miny,miny-1
i = -minx
phasel = aterm * i + bterm
phase2 = aterm * i + bterm
hxl = hxl - hxk(i,j,l,ifr)
hxl = hxl + hxk(i,j,2,ifr)
do 1150 i = -minx+1,minx-1
phasel = aterm * i + bterm
phase2 = aterm * i + bterm
hx2 = hx2 - hxk(i,j,l,ifr)
hx2 = hx2 + hxk(i,j,2,ifr)
1150 continue
i = minx
phasel = aterm * i + bterm
phase2 = aterm * i + bterm
hx3 = hx3 - hxk(i,j,l,ifr)
hx3 = hx3 + hxk(i,j,2,ifr)
1140 continue
if (abs(kx) .le. tol) then
hxl = hxl * delta/2
hx2 = hx2 * delta
hx3 = hx3 * delta/2
else
* (j + 0.5) + cterm * -minz
* (j + 0.5) + cterm * minz
* cexp(-uniti * phasel)
* cexp(-uniti * phase2)
* (j + 0.5) + cterm * -minz
* (j + 0.5) + cterm * minz
* cexp(-uniti * phasel)
* cexp(-uniti * phase2)
* (j + 0.5) + cterm * -minz
* (j + 0.5) + cterm * minz
* cexp(-uniti * phasel)
* cexp(-uniti * phase2)
hxl = hxl * (cexp(-uniti*aterm/2) - 1) / -uniti
hx2 = hx2 * 2 * sin(aterm/2)
hx3 = hx3 * (1 - cexp(uniti*aterm/2)) / -uniti
endif
if (abs(ky) .le. tol) then
htempt = htempt + (hxl+hx2+hx3) * cost*sinp*delta
htempp = htempp + (hxl+hx2+hx3) * cosp*delta
htempt2 = htempt2 - (hxl+hx2+hx3) * cosp*delta
htempp2 = htempp2 + (hxl+hx2+hx3) * cost*sinp*delta
else
htempt = htempt +(hxl+hx2+hx3) * cost*sinp*2*sin(bterm/2)
htempp = htempp +(hxl+hx2+hx3) * cosp*2*sin(bterm/2)
htempt2 = htempt2-(hxl+hx2+hx3)* cosp*2*sin(bterm/2)
htempp2 = htempp2+(hxl+hx2+hx3)* cost*sinp*2*sin(bterm/2)
endif
write(7,*) 'field: ',hxl+hx2+hx3
write(7,*) 'htempt after hx: ',htempt

















do 1160 i = -minx,minx-1
j = -miny
phasel = aterm * (i + 0.5)
phase2 = aterm * (i + 0.5)
hyl = hyl - hyk(i,j,l,ifr)
hyl = hyl + hyk(i,j,2,ifr)
do 1170 j = -miny+l,miny-1
phasel = aterm * (i + 0.5)
phase2 = aterm * (i + 0.5)
hy2 = hy2 - hyk(i,j,l,ifr)
hy2 = hy2 + hyk(i,j,2,ifr)
1170 continue
j = miny
phasel = aterm * (i + 0.5)
phase2 = aterm * (i + 0.5)
hy3 = hy3 - hyk(i,j,1,ifr)
hy3 = hy3 + hyk(i,j,2,ifr)
1160 continue
if (abs(ky) .1le. tol) then
hyl = hyl * delta/2
hy2 = hy2 * delta
hy3 = hy3 * delta/2
else
bterm * j + cterm * -minz
bterm * j + cterm * minz
cexp(-uniti * phasel)
cexp(-uniti * phase2)
bterm * j + cterm * -minz
bterm * j + cterm * minz
cexp(-uniti * phasel)
cexp(-uniti * phase2)
bterm * j + cterm * -minz
bterm * j + cterm * minz
cexp(-uniti * phasel)
cexp(-uniti * phase2)
hyl = hyl * (cexp(-uniti*bterm/2) - 1) / -uniti
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hy2 = hy2 * 2 * sin(bterm/2)
hy3 = hy3 * (1 - cexp(uniti*bterm/2)) / -uniti
endif
if (abs(kx) .le. tol) then
htempt = htempt - (hyl+hy2+hy3) * cost*cosp*delta
htempp = htempp + (hyl+hy2+hy3) * sinp*delta
htempt2 = htempt2 - (hyl+hy2+hy3) * sinp*delta
htempp2 = htempp2 - (hyl+hy2+hy3) * cost*cosp*delta
else
htempt = htempt -(hyl+hy2+hy3) * cost*cosp*2*sin(aterm/2)
htempp = htempp +(hyl+hy2+hy3) * sinp*2*sin(aterm/2)
htempt2 = htempt2-(hyl+hy2+hy3)* sinp*2*sin(aterm/2)
htempp2 = htempp2-(hyl+hy2+hy3)* cost*cosp*2*sin(aterm/2)
endif
if (abs(kx) .le. tol) then
if (abs(ky) .le. tol) then
etheta = etheta + (etempt+htempt)*ak
ephi = ephi + (etempp+htempp)*ak
htheta = htheta + (etempt2+htempt2)*ak
hphi = hphi + (etempp2 + htempp2)*ak
else
etheta = etheta + (etempt+htempt)*ak/ky
ephi = ephi + (etempp+htempp)*ak/ky
htheta = htheta + (etempt2+htempt2)*ak/ky
hphi = hphi + (etempp2+htempp2)*ak/ky
endif
else
if (abs(ky) .le. tol) then
etheta = etheta + (etempt+htempt)*ak/kx
ephi = ephi + (etempp+htempp)*ak/kx
htheta = htheta + (etempt2+htempt2)*ak/kx
hphi = hphi + (etempp2+htempp2)*ak/kx
else
etheta = etheta + (etempt+htempt)*ak/ky/kx
ephi = ephi + (etempp+htempp)*ak/ky/kx
htheta = htheta + (etempt2+htempt2)*ak/ky/kx




write(7,*) 'htempt after hy: ',htempt





































do 1200 i = -minx,minx-1
k = -minz
phasel = aterm * (i + 0.5) + bterm * -miny + cterm * k
phase2 = aterm * (i + 0.5) + bterm * miny + cterm * k
exi = exI - exj(i,1,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phasel)
exl = exl + exj(i,2,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase2)
do 1210 k = -minz+l,minz-1
phasel = aterm * (i + 0.5)
phase2 = aterm * (i + 0.5)
ex2 = ex2 - exj(i,l,k,ifr)
ex2 = ex2 + exj(i,2,k,ifr)
1210 continue
k = minz
phasel = aterm * (i + 0.5)
phase2 = aterm * (i + 0.5)
ex3 = ex3 - exj(i,l,k,ifr)
ex3 = ex3 + exj(i,2,k,ifr)
1200 continue
if (abs(kz) .le. tol) then
exi = exl * delta/2
ex2 = ex2 * delta
ex3 = ex3 * delta/2
+ bterm * -miny + cterm * k
+ bterm * miny + cterm * k
* cexp(-uniti * phasel)
* cexp(-uniti * phase2)
+ bterm * -miny + cterm * k
+ bterm * miny + cterm * k
* cexp(-uniti * phasel)
* cexp(-uniti * phase2)
else
exl = exl * (cexp(-uniti*cterm/2) - 1) / -uniti
ex2 = ex2 * 2 * sin(cterm/2)
ex3 = ex3 * (1 - cexp(uniti*cterm/2)) / -uniti
endif
if (abs(kx) .le. tol) then
etempp = etempp + (exl+ex2+ex3) * sint*delta
etempt2 = etempt2 - (exl++ex2+e3) * sint*delta
else
etempp = etempp +(exl+ex2+ex3) * sint*2*sin(aterm/2)




write(7,*) 'etempt after ex: ',etempt
write(7,*) 'etempp after ex: ',etempp
do 1220 k = -minz,minz-1
i = -minx
phasel = aterm * i + bterm
phase2 = aterm * i + bterm
ezl = ezl - ezj(i,l,k,ifr)
ezl = ezi + ezj(i,2,k,ifr)
do 1230 i = -minx+l,minx-1
phasel = aterm * i + bterm
phase2 = aterm * i + bterm
ez2 = ez2 - ezj(i,l,k,ifr)
ez2 = ez2 + ezj(i,2,k,ifr)
1230 continue
i = minx
phasel = aterm * i + bterm
phase2 = aterm * i + bterm
ez3 = ez3 - ezj(i,l,k,ifr)
ez3 = ez3 + ezj(i,2,k,ifr)
1220 continue
if (abs(kx) .le. tol) then
ezl = ezl * delta/2
ez2 = ez2 * delta






* -miny + cterm * (k + 0.5)
* miny + cterm * (k + 0.5)
* cexp(-uniti * phasel)
* cexp(-uniti * phase2)
* -miny + cterm * (k + 0.5)
* miny + cterm * (k + 0.5)
* cexp(-uniti * phasel)
* cexp(-uniti * phase2)
* -miny + cterm * (k + 0.5)
* miny + cterm * (k + 0.5)
* cexp(-uniti * phasel)
* cexp(-uniti * phase2)
= ezl * (cexp(-uniti*aterm/2) - 1) / -uniti
= ez2 * 2 * sin(aterm/2)
= ez3 * (1 - cexp(uniti*aterm/2)) / -uniti
if (abs(kz) .1e. tol) then
etempt = etempt + (ezl+ez2+ez3) * sinp*delta
etempp = etempp + (ezl+ez2+ez3) * cost*cosp*delta
etempt2 = etempt2 - (ezl+ez2+ez3) * cost*cosp*delta
etempp2 = etempp2 + (ezl+ez2+ez3) * sinp*delta
else
etempt = etempt +(ezl+ez2+ez3) * sinp*2*sin(cterm/2)
etempp = etempp +(ezl+ez2+ez3) * cost*cosp*2*sin(cterm/2)
etempt2 = etempt2-(ezl+ez2+ez3)* cost*cosp*2*sin(cterm/2)
etempp2 = etempp2+(ezl+ez2+ez3)* sinp*2*sin(cterm/2)
endif
write(7,*) 'field: ',ezl+ez2+ez3
write(7,*) 'etempt after ez: ',etempt
write(7,*) 'etempp after ez: ',etempp
do 1240 k = -minz,minz-1
i = -minx
phasel = aterm * i + bterm * -miny + cterm * (k + 0.5)
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phase2 = aterm * i + bterm * miny + cterm * (k + 0.5)
hxl = hxl - hxj(i,1,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phasel)
hxl = hxi + hxj(i,2,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase2)
do 1250 i = -minx+1,minx-1
phasel = aterm * i + bterm
phase2 = aterm * i + bterm
hx2 = hx2 - hxj(i,l,k,ifr)
hx2 = hx2 + hxj(i,2,k,ifr)
1250 continue
i = minx
phasel = aterm * i + bterm
phase2 = aterm * i + bterm
hx3 = hx3 - hxj(i,l,k,ifr)
hx3 = hx3 + hxj(i,2,k,ifr)
1240 continue
if (abs(kx) .eis. tol) then
hxl = hx1 * delta/2
hx2 = hx2 * delta
hx3 = hx3 * delta/2
else
* -miny + cterm * (k + 0.5)
* miny + cterm * (k + 0.5)
* cexp(-uniti * phasel)
* cexp(-uniti * phase2)
* -miny + cterm * (k + 0.5)
* miny + cterm * (k + 0.5)
* cexp(-uniti * phasel)
* cexp(-uniti * phase2)
hxl = hxl * (cexp(-unitiaterm/2) - 1) / -uniti
hx2 = hx2 * 2 * sin(aterm/2)
hx3 = hx3 * (1 - cexp(uniti*aterm/2)) / -uniti
endif
if (abs(kz) .le. tol) then
htempt = htempt + (hxl+hx2+hx3) * sint*delta
htempp2 = htempp2 + (hxl+hx2+hx3) * sint*delta
else
htempt = htempt + (hxl+hx2+hx3) * sint*2*sin(cterm/2)
htempp2 = htempp2 + (hxl+hx2+hx3) * sint*2*sin(cterm/2)
endif
write(7,*) 'field: ',hxt+hx2+hx3
write(7,*) 'htempt after hx: ',htempt
write(7,*) 'htempp after hx: ',htempp
do 1260 i = -minx,minx-i
k = -minz
phasel = aterm * (i + 0.5)
phase2 = aterm * (i + 0.5)
hzl = hzl - hzj(i,l,k,ifr)
hzl = hzl + hzj(i,2,k,ifr)
do 1270 k = -minz+l,minz-1
phasel = aterm * (i + 0.5)
phase2 = aterm * (i + 0.5)
hz2 = hz2 - hzj(i,l,k,ifr)
hz2 = hz2 + hzj(i,2,k,ifr)
1270 continue
k = minz
phasel = aterm * (i + 0.5)
phase2 = aterm * (i + 0.5)
hz3 = hz3 - hzj(i,l,k,ifr)
hz3 = hz3 + hzj(i,2,k,ifr)
1260 continue
if (abs(kz) .le. tol) then
hzi = hzl * delta/2
hz2 = hz2 * delta
hz3 = hz3 * delta/2
+ bterm * -miny + cterm * k
+ bterm * miny + cterm * k
* cexp(-uniti * phasel)
* cexp(-uniti * phase2)
+ bterm * -miny + cterm * k
+ bterm * miny + cterm * k
* cexp(-uniti * phasel)
* cexp(-uniti * phase2)
+ bterm * -miny + cterm * k
+ bterm * miny + cterm * k
* cexp(-uniti * phasel)
* cexp(-uniti * phase2)
else
hzl = hzl * (cexp(-uniti*cterm/2) - 1) / -uniti
hz2 = hz2 * 2 * sin(cterm/2)
hz3 = hz3 * (1 - cexp(uniti*cterm/2)) / -uniti
endif
if (abs(kx) .le. tol) then
htempt = htempt + (hzl+hz2+hz3) * cost*cosp*delta
htempp = htempp - (hzl+hz2+hz3) * sinp*delta
htempt2 = htempt2 + (hzl+hz2+hz3) * sinp*delta
htempp2 = htempp2 + (hzl+hz2+hz3) * cost*cosp*delta
else
htempt = htempt +(hzl+hz2+hz3) * cost*cosp*2*sin(aterm/2)
htempp = htempp -(hz1+hz2+hz3) * sinp*2*sin(aterm/2)
htempt2 = htempt2+(hzl+hz2+hz3)* sinp*2*sin(aterm/2)
htempp2 = htempp2+(hzl+hz2+hz3)* cost*cosp*2*sin(aterm/2)
endif
write(7,*) 'field: ',hzl+hz2+hz3
write(7,*) 'etempt after hz: ',htempt
write(7,*) 'etempp after hz: ',htempp
if (abs(kx) .le. tol) then
if (abs(kz) .le. tol) then
etheta = etheta + (etempt+htempt)*ak
ephi = ephi + (etempp+htempp)*ak
htheta = htheta + (etempt2+htempt2)*ak
hphi = hphi + (etempp2+htempp2)*ak
else
etheta = etheta + (etempt+htempt)*ak/kz
ephi = ephi + (etempp+htempp)*ak/kz
htheta = htheta + (etempt2+htempt2)*ak/kz
hphi = hphi + (etempp2+htempp2)*ak/kz
endif
else
if (abs(kz) .le. tol) then
etheta = etheta + (etempt+htempt)*ak/kx
ephi = ephi + (etempp+htempp)*ak/kx
htheta = htheta + (etempt2+htempt2)*ak/kx
hphi = hphi + (etempp2+htempp2)*ak/kx
else
etheta = etheta + (etempt+htempt)*ak/kz/kx
ephi = ephi + (etempp+htempp)*ak/kz/kx
htheta = htheta + (etempt2+htempt2)*ak/kz/kx























do 1300 j = -miny,miny-l
k = -minz
phasel = aterm * -minx + bterm * (j + 0.5) + cterm * k
phase2 = aterm * minx + bterm * (j + 0.5) + cterm * k
eyl = eyl - eyi(1l,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phasel)
eyl = eyl + eyi(2,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase2)
do 1310 k = -minz+l,minz-1
phasel = aterm * -minx + bterm * (j + 0.5) + cterm * k
phase2 = aterm * minx + bterm * (j + 0.5) + cterm * k
ey2 = ey2 - eyi(l,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phasel)
ey2 = ey2 + eyi(2,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase2)
1310 continue
k = minz
phasel = aterm * -minx + bterm * (j + 0.5) + cterm * k
phase2 = aterm * minx + bterm * (j + 0.5) + cterm * k
ey3 = ey3 - eyi(1l,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase1)
ey3 = ey3 + eyi(2,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase2)
1300 continue
if (abs(kz) .le. tol) then
eyl = eyl * delta/2
ey2 = ey2 * delta
ey3 = ey3 * delta/2
else
eyl = eyl * (cexp(-uniti*cterm/2) - 1) / -uniti
ey2 = ey2 * 2 * sin(cterm/2)
ey3 = ey3 * (1 - cexp(uniti*cterm/2)) / -uniti
endif
if (abs(ky) .le. tol) then
etempp = etempp - (eyl+ey2+ey3) * sint*delta
etempt2 = etempt2 + (eyl+ey2+ey3) * sint*delta
else
etempp = etempp - (eyl+ey2+ey3) * sint*2*sin(bterm/2)
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etempt2 = etempt2 + (eyl+ey2+ey3) * sint*2*sin(bterm/2)
endif
write(7,*) 'field: ',eyl+ey2+ey3
write(7,*) 'etempt after ey: ',etempt
write(7,*) 'etempp after ey: ',etempp
do 1320 k = -minz,minz-1
j = -miny
phasel = aterm * -minx + bterm * j + cterm * (k + 0.5)
phase2 = aterm * minx + bterm * j + cterm * (k + 0.5)
ezl = ezl - ezi(l,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phasel)
ezl = ezl + ezi(2,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase2)
do 1330 j = -miny+l,miny-1
phasel = aterm * -minx + bterm * j + cterm * (k + 0.5)
phase2 = aterm * minx + hbterm * j + cterm * (k + 0.5)
ez2 = ez2 - ezi(l,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phasel)
ez2 = ez2 + ezi(2,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase2)
1330 continue
j = miny
phasel = aterm * -minx + bterm * j + cterm * (k + 0.5)
phase2 = aterm * minx + bterm * j + cterm * (k + 0.5)
ez3 = ez3 - ezi(l,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phasel)
ez3 = ez3 + ezi(2,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase2)
1320 continue
if (abs(ky) .le. tol) then
ezl = ezl * delta/2
ez2 = ez2 * delta
ez3 = ez3 * delta/2
else
ezi = ezl * (cexp(-uniti*bterm/2) - 1) / -uniti
ez2 = ez2 * 2 * sin(bterm/2)
ez3 = ez3 * (1 - cexp(uniti*bterm/2)) / -uniti
endif
if (abs(kz) .le. tol) then
etempt = etempt + (ezl+ez2+ez3) * cosp*delta
etempp = etempp - (ezl+ez2+ez3) * cost*sinp*delta
etempt2 = etempt2 + (ezl+ez2+ez3) * cost*sinp*delta
etempp2 = etempp2 + (ezl+ez2+ez3) * cosp*delta
else
etempt = etempt +(ezl+ez2+ez3) *









write(7,*) 'etempt after ez: ',etempt
write(7,*) 'etempp after ez: ',etempp
do 1340 k = -minz,minz-1
j = -miny
phasel = aterm * -minx + bterm * j + cterm * (k + 0.5)
phase2 = aterm * minx + bterm * j + cterm * (k + 0.5)
hyl = hyl - hyi(l,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phasel)
hyl = hyl + hyi(2,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase2)
do 1350 j = -miny+l,miny-1
phasel = aterm * -minx + bterm * j+ cterm * (k + 0.5)
phase2 = aterm * minx + bterm *j + cterm * (k + 0.5)
hy2 = hy2 - hyi(1,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phasel)
hy2 = hy2 + hyi(2,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase2)
1350 continue
j = miny
phasel = aterm * -minx + bterm * j + cterm * (k + 0.5)
phase2 = aterm * minx + hbterm * j + cterm* (k + 0.5)
hy3 = hy3 - hyi(l,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phasel)
hy3 = hy3 + hyi(2,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase2)
1340 continue
if (abs(ky) .le. tol) then
hyl = hyl * delta/2
hy2 = hy2 * delta
hy3 = hy3 * delta/2
else
hyl = hyl * (cexp(-uniti*bterm/2) - 1) / -uniti
hy2 = hy2 * 2 * sin(bterm/2)
hy3 = hy3 * (I - cexp(uniti*bterm/2)) / -uniti
endif
if (abs(kz) .le. tol) then
htempt = htempt - (hyl+hy2+hy3) * sint*delta
htempp2 = htempp2 - (hyl+hy2+hy3) * sint*delta
else
htempt = htempt - (hyl+hy2+hy3) * sint*2*sin(cterm/2)
htempp2 = htempp2 - (hyl+hy2+hy3) * sint*2*sin(cterm/2)
endif
write(7,*) 'field: ',hyl+hy2+hy3
write(7,*) 'htempt after hy: ',htempt
write(7,*) 'htempp after hy: ',htempp
do 1360 j = -miny,miny-1
k = -minz
phasel = aterm * -minx + bterm * (j + 0.5) + cterm * k
phase2 = aterm * minx + bterm * (j + 0.5) + cterm * k
hzl = hzl - hzi(1,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phasel)
hzl = hzl + hzi(2,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase2)
do 1370 k = -minz+l,minz-1
phasel = aterm * -minx + bterm * (j + 0.5) + cterm * k
phase2 = aterm * minx + bterm * (j + 0.5) + cterm * k
hz2 = hz2 - hzi(l,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phasel)
hz2 = hz2 + hzi(2,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase2)
1370 continue
k = minz
phasel = aterm * -minx + bterm * (j + 0.5) + cterm * k
phase2 = aterm * minx + bterm * (j + 0.5) + cterm * k
hz3 = hz3 - hzi(1,j,k.ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phasel)
hz3 = hz3 + hzi(2,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase2)
1360 continue
if (abs(kz) .le. tol) then
hzl = hzl * delta/2
hz2 = hz2 * delta
hz3 = hz3 * delta/2
else
hzl = hzl * (cexp(-uniti*cterm/2) - 1) / -uniti
hz2 = hz2 * 2 * sin(cterm/2)
hz3 = hz3 * (1 - cexp(uniti*cterm/2)) / -uniti
endif
if (abs(ky) .le. tol) then
htempt = htempt - (hzl+hz2+hz3) * cost*sinp*delta
htempp = htempp - (hzl+hz2+hz3) * cosp*delta
htempt2 = htempt2 + (hzl+hz2+hz3) * cosp*delta
htempp2 = htempp2 - (hzl+hz2+hz3) * cost*sinp*delta
else
htempt = htempt -(hzl+hz2+hz3) *









write(7,*) 'htempt after hz: ',htempt
write(7,*) 'htempp after hz: ',htempp
if (abs(ky) .le. tol) then
if (abs(kz) .le. tol) then
etheta = etheta + (etempt+htempt)*ak
ephi = ephi + (etempp+htempp)*ak
htheta = htheta + (etempt2+htempt2)*ak
hphi = hphi + (etempp2+htempp2)*ak
else
etheta = etheta + (etempt+htempt)*ak/kz
ephi = ephi + (etempp+htempp)*ak/kz
htheta = htheta + (etempt2+htempt2)*ak/kz
hphi = hphi + (etempp2+htempp2)*ak/kz
endif
else
if (abs(kz) .le. tol) then
etheta = etheta + (etempt+htempt)*ak/ky
ephi = ephi + (etempp+htempp)*ak/ky
htheta = htheta + (etempt2+htempt2)*ak/ky
hphi = hphi + (etempp2+htempp2)*ak/ky
else
etheta = etheta + (etempt+htempt)*ak/kz/ky
ephi = ephi + (etempp+htempp)*ak/kz/ky
htheta = htheta + (etempt2+htempt2)*ak/kz/ky
hphi = hphi + (etempp2+htempp2)*ak/kz/ky
endif
endif
if (abs(etheta - hphi) .gt. le-4) then
write (6,*) "etheta .ne. hphi"
endif
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if (abs(ephi + htheta) .gt. le-4) then




sigdbp = 10 * aloglO(sigmap)
sigdbt = 10 * aloglO(sigmat)
if (fixphi .eq. 0) then
write (6,*) 'phi=',phid, freq=',frq,' sig-t=',sigdbt,
Sig-p=',sigdbp




















c if (abs(kx) .1e. tol) write(6,*) "kx < tol"
c if (abs(ky) .1e. tol) write(6,*) "ky < tol"













If a ground plane was present, e.g.,
groundplane.f or cgp.f was used, then the
application of Huygens' principle needs to




data uniti /(0.0, 1.0)/
real pi,eta,c
integer maxsx,maxsy,maxsz,maxnfr
parameter (pi = 3.141592654, eta - 1, c = 3e8)
c eta can equal 1, because all fields being read are either
c E or eta*H.
parameter (maxsx = 60, masy - 90, maxsz = 130, maxnfr = 10)
real tol
parameter (tol - le-4)
integer fixphi
c 0 = fixed theta, 1 = fixed phi
integer min,aminy,minz
real delta,deltaT,ethetai ,phii,thetai,phii,ntsteps
c to create confusion between this program and the fdtd program,
c here deltaT means delta_time, and in the fdtd, deltat means















c etempt is a part of etheta that has been calculated from e-fields
c htempp is a part of ephi that has been calculated from h-fields
complex etheta,ephi
c these are actually running sums of etheta and ephi * 4*pi*r/j





c exk means the ex fields along the top and bottom.
c exj means the ex fields along the front and back.



















h fields are assumed to be different from the normal yee cell
namely hxj(i,1,k) = hx(i,-miny,k+1/2)
instead of hx(i,1+1/2.k+1/2)













write (6,*) 'opening files'
open (unit-l, file = 'einc',status * 'unknown')

































































if ((minx .gt. maxsx).or.(miny .gt. maxsy).or.(minz .gt. maxsz))
1 then
write (6,*) 'dimensions too big.'
stop
endif
write (6,*) 'incident angles: '
write (6,*) ' theta = ',thetai*180.0/pi, ' phi = ',phii*180.0/pi
write (6,*) 'incident electric field: '
write (6,*) ' etheta = ',etheta, ' ephi = ',ephi
write (6,*) 'enter receiving angles: '
write (6,*) ' (0) fixed theta, variable phi'
write (6,*) ' (1) fixed phi, variable theta'
read (5,*) fixphi
if (fixphi .eq. 0) then
write (6,*) 'enter theta, initial phi, and final phi: '
write (6,*) 'enter number of receiving angles: '
read (5,*) thetal, phil, phi2, nang
dtheta = 0.0
dphi = (phi2-phil) / float(nang-1)
else
write (6,*) 'enter phi, initial theta, and final theta:
write (6,*) 'enter number of receiving angles: )
read (5,*) phil, thetal, theta2, nang










c read in the complex fields
do 10 ifr = 1,nfr
read (1,*) einc(ifr)
10 continue
do 20 i = -minx,minx-1
do 30 k = -minz,minz
do 40 j = 1,2






do 60 i = -minx,minx-I
do 70 j = -miny,miny
do 80 k = 1,2






do 100 j = -miny,miny-1
do 110 k = -minz,minz
do 120 i = 1,2






do 140 i = -minx,minx
do 150 j = -miny,miny-1
do 160 k = 1,2






do 180 j = -miny,miny
do 190 k = -minz,minz-1
do 200 i = 1,2






do 220 i = -minx,minx
do 230 k = -minz,minz-1
do 240 j = 1,2






do 300 i = -minx,minx
do 310 k = -minz,minz-1
do 320 j = 1,2






do 340 i = -minx,minx
do 350 j = -miny,miny-1
do 360 k = 1,2






do 380 j = -miny,miny
do 390 k = -minz,minz-1
do 400 i = 1,2






do 420 i = -minx,minx-1
do 430 j = -miny,miny
do 440 k = 1,2






do 460 j = -miny,miny-1
do 470 k = -minz,minz
do 480 i = 1,2






do 500 i = -minx,minx-1
do 510 k = -minz,minz
do 520 j = 1,2





























c write (6,*) 'fourier tranform taken'
do ifr = 1,nfr
write (6,*) (frql+(ifr-1)*dfrq),cabs(einc(ifr))
end do
open (unit=30, file = 'rcst', status = 'unknown')
























now for the meat of this program: calculating the rcs
based on the fields around a surface and the incident fields
the magnitued of the fields are assumed constant over
a delta by delta patch, but the phase is assumed to vary.
do 1000 iang = O,nang-1
do 1010 ifr = 1,nfr
frq = frql+(ifr-l)*dfrq
ak = 2.0 * pi * frq / c
if (fixphi .eq. 0) then
phic = philr + float(iang) * dphir
phid = phil + float(iang) * dphi
else
thetac = thetir + float(iang) * dthetr






kx = ak * sint * cosp
ky = ak * sint * sinp
kz = ak * cost
aterm = kx * delta
bterm = ky * delta


























do 1100 i = -minx,minx-I
j = -miny
phasel = aterm * (i + 0.5) + bterm * j +
1 cterm * (2*kground - minz)
phase2 = aterm * (i + 0.5) + bterm * j + cterm * minz
exl = exl + exk(i,j,2,ifr) * cexp (-uniti*phasel)











do 1110 j = -miny+1,miny-1
phasel = aterm * (i + 0.5) + bterm * j +
cterm * (2*kground - minz)
phase2 = aterm * (i + 0.5) + bterm * j + cterm * minz
ex2 = ex2 + exk(i,j,2,ifr) * cexp (-uniti*phasel)
ex2 = ex2 + exk(i,j,2,ifr) * cexp (-uniti*phase2)
if (thetad .eq. 90) then
write (6,*) phasel
write (6,*) exk(i,j,1l,ifr)
write (6,*) cexp (-uniti*phasel)






phasel = aterm * (i + 0.5) + bterm * j +
cterm * (2*kground - minz)
phase2 = aterm * (i + 0.5) + bterm * j + cterm * minz
ex3 = ex3 + exk(i,j,2,ifr) * cexp (-uniti*phasel)
ex3 = ex3 + exk(i,j,2,ifr) * cexp (-uniti*phase2)
1100 continue
if (abs(ky) .le. tol) then
exi = exl * delta/2
ex2 = ex2 * delta
ex3 = ex3 * delta/2
else
exl = exl * (cexp(-uniti*bterm/2) - 1) / -uniti
ex2 = ex2 * 2 * sin(bterm/2)
ex3 = ex3 * (1 - cexp(uniti*bterm/2)) / -uniti
endif
if (abs(kx) .le. tol) then
etempt = etempt - (exl+ex2+ex3) * cosp*delta
etempp = etempp + (exl+ex2+ex3) * cost*sinp*delta
etempt2 = etempt2 - (exl+ex2+ex3) * cost*sinp*delta
etempp2 = etempp2 - (exl+ex2+ex3) * cosp*delta
else
etempt = etempt -(exl+ex2+ex3) * cosp*2*sin(aterm/2)
etempp = etempp +(exl+ex2+ex3) * cost*sinp*2*sin(aterm/2)
etempt2 = etempt2-(exl+ex2+ex3)* cost*sinp*2*sin(aterm/2)
etempp2 = etempp2 - (exl+ex2+ex3) * cosp*2*sin(aterm/2)
endif
:$$$ if (thetad .eq. 0) then
:$$$ write (6,*) 'field: ',exl,ex2,ex3
:$$$ write (6,*) aterm,bterm
:$$$ write (6,*) iang








'etempt after ex: ',etempt


























do 1120 j = -miny,miny-I
i = -minx
phasel = aterm * i + bterm * (j + 0.5) +
1 cterm * (2*kground - minz)
phase2 = aterm * i + bterm * (j + 0.5) + cterm * minz
eyl = eyl + eyk(i,j,2,ifr) * cexp (-uniti*phasel)
eyl = eyl + eyk(i,j,2,ifr) * cexp (-uniti*phase2)
do 1130 i = -minx+l,minx-1
phasel = aterm * i + bterm * (j + 0.5) +
1 cterm * (2*kground - minz)
phase2 = aterm * i + bterm * (j + 0.5) + cterm * minz
ey2 = ey2 + eyk(i,j,2,ifr) * cexp (-uniti*phasel)
ey2 = ey2 + eyk(i,j,2,ifr) * cexp (-uniti*phase2)
1130 continue
i = minx
phasel = aterm * i + bterm * (j + 0.5) +
1 cterm * (2*kground - minz)
phase2 = aterm * i + bterm * (j + 0.5) + cterm * minz
ey3 = ey3 + eyk(i,j,2,ifr) * cexp (-uniti*phasel)
ey3 = ey3 + eyk(i,j,2,ifr) * cexp (-uniti*phase2)
1120 continue
if (abs(kx) .le. tol) then
eyl = eyl * delta/2
ey2 = ey2 * delta
ey3 = ey3 * delta/2
else
eyl = eyl * (cexp(-uniti*aterm/2) - 1) / -uniti
ey2 = ey2 * 2 * sin(aterm/2)
ey3 = ey3 * (1 - cexp(unitisaterm/2)) / -uniti
endif
if (abs(ky) .le. tol) then
etempt = etempt - (eyl+ey2+ey3) * sinp*delta
etempp = etempp - (eyl+ey2+ey3) * cost*cosp*delta
etempt2 = etempt2 + (eyl+ey2+ey3) * cost*cosp*delta
etempp2 = etempp2 - (eyl+ey2+ey3) * sinp*delta
else
etempt = etempt -(eyl+ey2+ey3) *









write(7,*) 'etempt after ey: ',etempt

















do 1140 j = -miny,miny-1
i = -minx
phasel = aterm * i + bterm * (j + 0.5) + cterm *
(2*kground -minz)
phase2 = aterm * i + bterm * (j + 0.5) + cterm * minz
hx = hxl - hxk(i,j,2,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phasel)
hxi = hxi + hxk(i,j,2,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase2)
do 1150 i = -minx+l,minx-1
phasel = aterm * i + bterm
1 (2*kground -minz)
phase2 = aterm * i + bterm
hx2 = hx2 - hxk(i,j,2,ifr)
hx2 = hx2 + hxk(i,j,2,ifr)
1150 continue
i = minx
phasel = aterm * i + bterm
1 (2*kground -minz)
* (j + 0.5) + cterm *
* (j + 0.5) + cterm * minz
* cexp(-uniti * phasel)
* cexp(-uniti * phase2)
* (j + 0.5) + cterm *
phase2 = aterm * i + bterm * (j + 0.5) + cterm * minz
hx3 = hx3 - hxk(i,j,2,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phasel)
hx3 = hx3 + hxk(i,j,2,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase2)
1140 continue
if (abs(kx) .le. tol) then
hxl = hxl * delta/2
hx2 = hx2 * delta





hxl (cexp(-uniti*aterm/2) - 1) / -uniti
hx2 * 2 * sin(aterm/2)
hx3 * (1 - cexp(uniti*aterm/2)) / -uniti
if (abs(ky) .le. tol) then
htempt = htempt + (hxl+hx2+hx3) * cost*sinp*delta
htempp = htempp + (hxl+hx2+hx3) * cosp*delta
htempt2 = htempt2 - (hxl+hx2+hx3) * cosp*delta
htempp2 = htempp2 + (hxl+hx2+hx3) * cost*sinp*delta
else
htempt = htempt +(hxl+hx2+hx3) * cost*sinp*2*sin(bterm/2)
htempp = htempp +(hxl+hx2+hx3) * cosp*2*sin(bterm/2)
htempt2 = htempt2-(hxl+hx2+hx3)* cosp*2*sin(bterm/2)
htempp2 = htempp2+(hxl+hx2+hx3)* cost*sinp*2*sin(bterm/2)
endif
write(7,*) 'field: ',hxl+hx2+hx3
write(7,*) 'htempt after hx: ',htempt

















do 1160 i = -minx,minx-1
j = -miny
phasel = aterm * (i + 0.5) +
cterm * (2*kground - minz)
phase2 = aterm * (i + 0.5) +
hyl = hyl - hyk(i,j,2,ifr) *
hyl = hyl + hyk(i,j,2,ifr) *
bterm * j +
bterm * j + cterm * minz
cexp(-uniti * phaset)
cexp(-uniti * phase2)
do 1170 j = -miny+1,miny-1
phasel = aterm * (i + 0.5) + bterm * j +
1 cterm * (2*kground - minz)
phase2 = aterm * (i + 0.5) + bterm * j +
hy2 = hy2 - hyk(i,j,2,ifr) * cexp(-uniti
hy2 = hy2 + hyk(i,j,2,ifr) * cexp(-uniti
1170 continue
j = miny
phasel = aterm * (i + 0.5) + bterm * j +
1 cterm * (2*kground - minz)
phase2 = aterm * (i + 0.5) + bterm * j +
hy3 = hy3 - hyk(i,j,2,ifr) * cexp(-uniti
hy3 = hy3 + hyk(i,j,2,ifr) * cexp(-uniti
1160 continue
if (abs(ky) .le. tol) then
hyl = hy1 * delta/2
hy2 = hy2 * delta












= hyt * (cexp(-uniti*bterm/2) - 1) / -uniti
= hy2 * 2 * sin(bterm/2)
= hy3 * (1 - cexp(uniti*bterm/2)) / -uniti
if (abs(kx) .le. tol) then
htempt = htempt - (hyl+hy2+hy3) * cost*cosp*delta
htempp = htempp + (hyl+hy2+hy3) * sinp*delta
htempt2 = htempt2 - (hyl+hy2+hy3) * sinp*delta
htempp2 = htempp2 - (hyl+hy2+hy3) * cost*cosp*delta
else
htempt = htempt -(hyl+hy2+hy3) * cost*cosp*2*sin(aterm/2)
htempp = htempp +(hyl+hy2+hy3) * sinp*2*sin(aterm/2)
htempt2 = htempt2-(hyl+hy2+hy3)* sinp*2*sin(aterm/2)
htempp2 = htempp2-(hyl+hy2+hy3)* cost*cosp*2*sin(aterm/2)
endif
if (abs(kx) .le. tol) then
if (abs(ky) .1e. tol) then
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etheta = etheta + (etempt+htempt)*ak
ephi = ephi + (etempp+htempp)*ak
htheta = htheta + (etempt2+htempt2)*ak
hphi = hphi + (etempp2 + htempp2)*ak
else
etheta = etheta + (etempt+htempt)*ak/ky
ephi = ephi + (etempp+htempp)*ak/ky
htheta = htheta + (etempt2+htempt2)*ak/ky
hphi = hphi + (etempp2+htempp2)*ak/ky
endif
else
if (abs(ky) .le. tol) then
etheta = etheta + (etempt+htempt)*ak/kx
ephi = ephi + (etempp+htempp)*ak/kx
htheta = htheta + (etempt2+htempt2)*ak/kx
hphi = hphi + (etempp2+htempp2)*ak/kx
else
etheta = etheta + (etempt+htempt)*ak/ky/kx
ephi = ephi + (etempp+htempp)*ak/ky/kx
htheta = htheta + (etempt2+htempt2)*ak/ky/kx




write(7,*) 'htempt after hy: ',htempt






































do 1200 i = -minx,minx-1
k = kground
phasel = aterm * (i + 0.5) + bterm * -miny
phase2 = aterm * (i + 0.5) + bterm * miny +
phase3 = aterm * (i + 0.5) + bterm * -miny
cterm * (2*kground - k)
phase4 = aterm * (i + 0.5) + bterm * miny +
cterm * (2*kground - k)
ex1 = exl - exj(i,l,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * p
exi = exI + exj(i,2,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti *
exi = exl + exj(i,l,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti *








do 1210 k = kground+l,minz-1
phasel = aterm * (i + 0.5) + bterm * -miny + cterm * k
phase2 = aterm * (i + 0.5) + bterm * miny + cterm * k
phase3 = aterm * (i + 0.5) + bterm * -miny +
1 cterm * (2*kground - k)
phase4 = aterm * (i + 0.5) + bterm * miny +
1 cterm * (2*kground - k)
ex2 = ex2 - exj(i,l,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phasel)
ex2 = ex2 + exj(i,2,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase2)
ex2 = ex2 + exj(i,l,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase3)
ex2 = ex2 - exj(i,2,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase4)
1210 continue
k = minz
phasel = aterm * (i + 0.5) + bterm * -miny + cterm * k
phase2 = aterm * (i + 0.5) + bterm * miny + cterm * k
phase3 = aterm * (i + 0.5) + bterm * -miny +
1 cterm * (2*kground - k)
phase4 = aterm * (i + 0.5) + bterm * miny +
1 cterm * (2*kground - k)
ex3 = ex3 - exj(i,l,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phasel)
ex3 = ex3 + exj(i,2,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase2)
ex3 = ex3 + exj(i,l,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase3)
ex3 = ex3 - exj(i,2,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase4)
1200 continue
if (abs(kz) .le. tol) then
exl = exl * delta/2
ex2 = ex2 * delta






= exl * (cexp(-uniti*cterm/2) - 1) / -uniti
= ex2 * 2 * sin(cterm/2)
= ex3 * (1 - cexp(uniti*cterm/2)) / -uniti
if (abs(kx) .le. tol) then
etempp = etempp + (exl+ex2+ex3) * sint*delta
etempt2 = etempt2 - (exl+ex2+ex3) * sint*delta
else
etempp = etempp +(exi+ex2+ex3) * sint*2*sin(aterm/2)




write(7,*) 'etempt after ex: ',etempt
write(7,*) 'etempp after ex: ',etempp
do 1220 k = kground,minz-1
i = -minx
phasel = aterm * i + bterm * -miny + cterm * (k + 0.5)
phase2 = aterm * i + bterm * miny + cterm * (k + 0.5)
phase3 = aterm * i + bterm * -miny +
cterm * (2*kground -(k + 0.5))
phase4 = aterm * i + bterm * miny +
cterm * (2*kground -(k + 0.5))
ezl = ezl - ezj(i,l,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phasel)
ezl = ezi + ezj(i,2,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase2)
ezl = ezl - ezj(i,l,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase3)
ezl = ezl + ezj(i,2,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase4)
do 1230 i = -minx+l,minx-1
phasel = aterm * i + bterm * -miny + cte
phase2 = aterm * i + bterm * miny + cter
phase3 = aterm * i + bterm * -miny +
1 cterm * (2*kground -(k + 0.5))
phase4 = aterm * i + bterm * miny +
1 cterm * (2*kground -(k + 0.5))
ez2 = ez2 - ezj(i,l,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti
ez2 = ez2 + ezj(i,2,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti
ez2 = ez2 - ezj(i,l,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti
ez2 = ez2 + ezj(i,2,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti
1230 continue
rm * (k + 0.5)






phasel = aterm * i + bterm * -miny + cterm * (k + 0.5)
phase2 = aterm * i + bterm * miny + cterm * (k + 0.5)
phase3 = aterm * i + bterm * -miny +
1 cterm * (2*kground -(k + 0.5))
phase4 = aterm * i + bterm * miny +
1 cterm * (2*kground -(k + 0.5))
ez3 = ez3 - ezj(i,l,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phasel)
ez3 = ez3 + ezj(i,2,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase2)
ez3 = ez3 - ezj(i,l,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase3)
ez3 = ez3 + ezj(i,2,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase4)
1220 continue
if (abs(kx) .1e. tol) then
ezi = ezl * delta/2
ez2 = ez2 * delta
ez3 = ez3 * delta/2
else
ezl = ezl * (cexp(-uniti*aterm/2) - 1) / -uniti
ez2 = ez2 * 2 sin(aterm/2)
ez3 = ez3 * (1 - cexp(uniti*aterm/2)) / -uniti
endif
if (abs(kz) .le. tol) then
etempt = etempt + (ezl+ez2+ez3) * sinp*delta
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etempp = etempp + (ezl+ez2+ez3) * cost*cosp*delta
etempt2 = etempt2 - (ezl+ez2+ez3) * cost*cosp*delta
etempp2 = etempp2 + (ezl+ez2+ez3) * sinp*delta
else
etempt = etempt +(ezl+ez2+ez3) * sinp*2*sin(cterm/2)
etempp = etempp +(ezl+ez2+ez3) * cost*cosp*2*sin(cterm/2)
etempt2 = etempt2-(ezl+ez2+ez3)* cost*cosp*2*sin(cterm/2)
etempp2 = etempp2+(ezl+ez2+ez3)* sinp*2*sin(cterm/2)
endif
write(7,*) 'field: ',ezl+ez2+ez3
write(7,*) 'etempt after ez: ',etempt
write(7,*) 'etempp after ez: ',etempp
do 1240 k = kground,minz-1
i = -minx
phasel = aterm * i + bterm * -miny + cterm * (k + 0.5)
phase2 = aterm * i + bterm * miny + cterm * (k + 0.5)
phase3 = aterm * i + bterm * -miny +
1 cterm * (2*kground - (k + 0.5))
phase4 = aterm * i + bterm * miny +
I cterm * (2*kground - (k + 0.5))
hxi = hxl - hxj(i,l,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phasel)
hxl = hxl + hxj(i,2,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase2)
hxl = hxl - hxj(i,l,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase3)
hxl = hxl + hxj(i,2,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase4)
do 1250 i = -minx+1,minx-1
phasel = aterm * i + bterm * -miny + cterm * (k + 0.5)
phase2 = aterm * i + bterm * miny + cterm * (k + 0.5)
phase3 = aterm * i + bterm * -miny +
1 cterm * (2*kground - (k + 0.5))
phase4 = aterm * i + bterm * miny +
1 cterm * (2*kground - (k + 0.5))
hx2 = hx2 - hxj(i,l,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phasel)
hx2 = hx2 + hxj(i,2,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase2)
hx2 = hx2 - hxj(i,l,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase3)
hx2 = hx2 + hxj(i,2,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase4)
1250 continue
i = minx
phasel = aterm * i + bterm * -miny + cterm * (k + 0.5)
phase2 = aterm * i + bterm * miny + cterm * (k + 0.5)
phase3 = aterm * i + bterm * -miny +
1 cterm * (2*kground - (k + 0.5))
phase4 = aterm * i + bterm * miny +
1 cterm * (2*kground - (k + 0.5))
hx3 = hx3 - hxj(i,l,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phasel)
hx3 = hx3 + hxj(i,2,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase2)
hx3 = hx3 - hxj(i,l,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phaseS)
hx3 = hx3 + hxj(i,2,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase4)
1240 continue
if (abs(kx) .le. tol) then
hx = hxl * delta/2
hx2 = hx2 * delta
hx3 = hx3 * delta/2
else
hxi = hxl * (cexp(-uniti*aterm/2) - 1) / -uniti
hx2 = hx2 * 2 * sin(aterm/2)
hx3 = hx3 * (I - cexp(unitis*aterm/2)) / -uniti
endif
if (abs(kz) .le. tol) then
htempt = htempt + (hxl+hx2+hx3) * sint*delta
htempp2 = htempp2 + (hxi+hx2+hx3) * sint*delta
else
htempt = htempt + (hxl+hx2+hx3) * sint*2*sin(cterm/2)
htempp2 = htempp2 + (hxl+hx2+hx3) * sint*2*sin(cterm/2)
endif
write(7,*) 'field: ',hxl+hx2+hx3
write(7,*) 'htempt after hx: ',htempt
write(7,*) 'htempp after hx: ',htempp
do 1260 i = -minx,minx-1
k = kground
phasel = aterm * (i + 0.5) + hterm * -miny
phase2 = aterm * (i + 0.5) + bterm * miny +
phase3 = aterm * (i + 0.5) + bterm * -miny
cterm * (2*kground - k)
phase4 = aterm * (i + 0.5) + bterm * miny +
cterm * (2*kground - k)
hzl = hzi - hzj(i,1,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti *
hzl = hzl + hzj(i,2,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti *
hzl = hzl + hzj(i,l,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti *
hzl = hzl - hzj(i,2,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti *







do 1270 k = kground+l,minz-1
phasel = aterm * (i + 0.5) + bterm * -miny
phase2 = aterm * (i + 0.5) + bterm * miny +
phase3 = aterm * (i + 0.5) + bterm * -miny
1 cterm * (2*kground - k)
phase4 = aterm * (i + 0.5) + bterm * miny +
1 cterm * (2*kground - k)
hz2 = hz2 - hzj(i,l,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti *
hz2 = hz2 + hzj(i,2,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti *
hz2 = hz2 + hzj(i,l,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti *
hz2 = hz2 - hzj(i,2,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti *
1270 continue
k = minz
phasel = aterm * (i + 0.5) + bterm * -miny
phase2 = aterm * (i + 0.5) + bterm * miny +
phase3 = aterm * (i + 0.5) + bterm * -miny +
cterm * (2*kground - k)
phase4 = aterm * (i + 0.5) + bterm * miny +
cterm * (2*kground - k)
hz3 = hz3 - hzj(i,l,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti *
hz3 = hz3 + hzj(i,2,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti *
hz3 = hz3 + hzj(i,l,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti *
hz3 = hz3 - hzj(i,2,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti *















if (abs(kz) .le. tol) then
hz = hzl * delta/2
hz2 = hz2 * delta
hz3 = hz3 * delta/2
else
hzl = hzl * (cexp(-uniti*cterm/2) - 1) / -uniti
hz2 = hz2 * 2 * sin(cterm/2)
hz3 = hz3 * (1 - cexp(uniti*cterm/2)) / -uniti
endif
if (abs(kx) .1le. tol) then
htempt = htempt + (hzl+hz2+hz3) * cost*cosp*delta
htempp = htempp - (hzl+hz2+hz3) * sinp*delta
htempt2 = htempt2 + (hzl+hz2+hz3) * sinp*delta
htempp2 = htempp2 + (hzl+hz2+hz3) * cost*cosp*delta
else
htempt = htempt +(hzl+hz2+hz3) *









write(7,*) 'etempt after hz: ',htempt
write(7,*) 'etempp after hz: ',htempp
if (abs(kx) .le. tol) then
if (abs(kz) .le. tol) then
etheta = etheta + (etempt+htempt)*ak
ephi = ephi + (etempp+htempp)*ak
htheta = htheta + (etempt2+htempt2)*ak
hphi = hphi + (etempp2+htempp2)*ak
else
etheta = etheta + (etempt+htempt)*ak/kz
ephi = ephi + (etempp+htempp)*ak/kz
htheta = htheta + (etempt2+htempt2)*ak/kz
hphi = hphi + (etempp2+htempp2)*ak/kz
endif
else
if (abs(kz) .le. tol) then
etheta = etheta + (etempt+htempt)*ak/kx
ephi = ephi + (etempp+htempp)*ak/kx
htheta = htheta + (etempt2+htempt2)*ak/kx
hphi = hphi + (etempp2+htempp2)*ak/kx
else
etheta = etheta + (etempt+htempt)*ak/kz/kx
ephi = ephi + (etempp+htempp)*ak/kz/kx
htheta = htheta + (etempt2+htempt2)*ak/kz/kx




















do 1300 j = -miny,miny-1
k = kground
phasel = aterm * -minx + bterm * (j + 0.5) + cterm * k
phase2 = aterm * minx + bterm * (j + 0.5) + cterm * k
phase3 = aterm * -minx + bterm * (j + 0.5) +
1 cterm * (2*kground - k)
phase4 = aterm * minx + bterm * (j + 0.5) +
1 cterm * (2kground - k)
eyl = eyl - eyi(l,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phasel)
eyl = eyl + eyi(2,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase2)
eyl = eyl + eyi(l,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phaseS)
eyl = eyl - eyi(2,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase4)
do 1310 k = kground+l,minz-1
phasel = aterm * -minx + bterm * (j + 0.5) + cterm * k
phase2 = aterm * minx + bterm * (j + 0.5) + cterm * k
phase3 = aterm * -minx + bterm * (j + 0.5) +
1 cterm * (2*kground - k)
phase4 = aterm * minx + bterm * (j + 0.5) +
1 cterm * (2*kground - k)
ey2 = ey2 - eyi(1l,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phasel)
ey2 = ey2 + eyi(2,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase2)
ey2 = ey2 + eyi(l,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phaseS)
ey2 = ey2 - eyi(2,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase4)
1310 continue
= minz
phasel = aterm * -minx + bterm * (j + 0.5) + cterm * k
phase2 = aterm * minx + bterm * (j + 0.5) + cterm * k
phase3 = aterm * -minx + bterm * (j + 0.5) +
cterm * (2*kground - k)
phase4 = aterm * minx + bterm * (j + 0.5) +
cterm * (2kground - k)
ey3 = ey3 - eyi(l,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phasel)
ey
3 
= ey3 + eyi(2,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase2)
ey
3 
= ey3 - eyi(l,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase3)
ey3 = ey
3
+ eyi(2,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase4)
1300 continue
if (abs(kz) .le. tol) then
eyl = eyl * delta/2
ey2 = ey2 * delta
ey3 = ey3 * delta/2
else
eyl = eyl * (cexp(-uniti*cterm/2) - 1) / -uniti
ey2 = ey2 * 2 * sin(cterm/2)
ey3 = ey3 * (1 - cexp(uniti*cterm/2)) / -uniti
endif
if (abs(ky) .le. tol) then
etempp = etempp - (eyl+ey2+ey3) * sint*delta
etempt2 = etempt2 + (eyl+ey2+ey3) * sint*delta
else
etempp = etempp - (eyl+ey2+ey3) * sint*2*sin(bterm/2)
etempt2 = etempt2 + (eyl+ey2+ey3) * sint*2*sin(bterm/2)
endif
write(7,*) 'field: ',eyl+ey2+ey3
write(7,*) 'etempt after ey: ',etempt
write(7,*) 'etempp after ey: ',etempp
do 1320 k = kground,minz-1
j = -miny
phasel = aterm * -minx + bterm * j + cterm * (k + 0.5)
phase2 = aterm * minx + bterm * j + cterm * (k + 0.5)
phase3 = aterm * -minx + bterm * j +
i cterm * (2*kground - (k + 0.5))
phase4 = aterm * minx + bterm * j +
1 cterm * (2*kground - (k + 0.5))
ezl = ezi - ezi(l,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase1)
ezi = ezl + ezi(2,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase2)
ezl = ezl - ezi(l,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase3)
ezl = ezl + ezi(2,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase4)
do 1330 j = -miny+1,miny-1
phasel = aterm * -minx + bterm * j + cterm * (k + 0.5)
phase2 = aterm * minx + bterm * j + cterm (k + 0.5)
phase3 = aterm * -minx + bterm * j +
1 cterm * (2*kground - (k + 0.5))
phase4 = aterm * minx + bterm * j +
1 cterm * (2*kground - (k + 0.5))
ez2 = ez2 - ezi(l,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phasel)
ez2 = ez2 + ezi(2,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase2)
ez2 = ez2 - ezi(l,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase3)
ez2 = ez2 + ezi(2,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase4)
1330 continue
j = miny
phasel = aterm * -minx + bterm * j + cterm * (k + 0.5)
phase2 = aterm * minx + bterm * j + cterm * (k + 0.5)
phase3 = aterm * -minx + bterm * j +
1 cterm * (2*kground - (k + 0.5))
phase4 = aterm * minx + bterm * j +
1 cterm * (2*kground - (k + 0.5))
ez3 = ez3 - ezi(l,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phasel)
ez3 = ez3 + ezi(2,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase2)
ez3 = ez3 - ezi(l,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase3)
ez3 = ez3 + ezi(2,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase4)
1320 continue
if (abs(ky) .le. tol) then
ezl = ezl * delta/2
ez2 = ez2 * delta
ez3 = ez3 * delta/2
else
ezl = ezi * (cexp(-unitiebterm/2) - 1) / -uniti
ez2 = ez2 * 2 * sin(bterm/2)
ez3 = ez3 * (1 - cexp(uniti*bterm/2)) / -uniti
endif
if (abs(kz) .le. tol) then
etempt = etempt + (ezl+ez2+ez3) * cosp*delta
etempp = etempp - (ezl+ez2+ez3) * cost*sinp*delta
etempt2 = etempt2 + (ezl+ez2+ez3) * cost*sinp*delta
etempp2 = etempp2 + (ezl+ez2+ez3) * cosp*delta
else
etempt = etempt +(ezl+ez2+ez3) * cosp*2*sin(cterm/2)
etempp = etempp -(ezl+ez2+ez3) * cost*sinp*2*sin(cterm/2)
etempt2 = etempt2+(ezl+m2+ez3)* cost*sinp*2*sin(cterm/2)
etempp2 = etempp2+(ezl+ez2+ez3)* cosp*2*sin(cterm/2)
endif
write(7,*) 'field: ',ezl+ez2+ez3
write(7,*) 'etempt after ez: ',etempt
write(7,*) 'etempp after ez: ',etempp
do 1340 k = kground,minz-1
j = -miny
phasel = aterm * -minx + bterm * j + cterm * (k + 0.5)
phase2 = aterm * minx + bterm * j + cterm * (k + 0.5)
phase3 = aterm * -minx + bterm * j +
1 cterm * (2*+kground - (k + 0.5))
phase4 = aterm * minx + bterm * j +
1 cterm * (2*kground - (k + 0.5))
hyl = hyl - hyi(l,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phasel)
hyl = hyl + hyi(2,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase2)
hyl = hyl - hyi(l,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase3)
hyl = hyl + hyi(2,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase4)
do 1350 j = -miny+1,miny-1
phasel = aterm * -minx + bterm * j + cterm * (k + 0.5)
phase2 = aterm * minx + bterm * j + cterm * (k + 0.5)
phase3 = aterm * -minx + bterm * j +
1 cterm * (2*kground - (k + 0.5))
phase4 = aterm * minx + bterm * j +
1 cterm * (2*kground - (k + 0.5))
hy2 = hy2 - hyi(1,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phasel)
hy2 = hy2 + hyi(2,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase2)
hy2 = hy2 - hyi(l,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase3)
hy2 = hy2 + hyi(2,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase4)
1350 continue
j = miny
phasel = aterm * -minx + bterm * j + cterm * (k + 0.5)
phase2 = aterm * minx + bterm * j + cterm * (k + 0.5)
phase3 = aterm * -minx + bterm * j +
1 cterm * (2*kground - (k + 0.5))
phase4 = aterm * minx + bterm * j +
328
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cterm * (2*kground - (k
hy3 = hy3 - hyi(1,j,k,ifr) *
hy3 = hy3 + hyi(2,j,k,ifr) *
hy3 = hy3 - hyi(l,j,k,ifr) *
hy3 = hy3 + hyi(2,j,k,ifr) *
1340 continue
if (abs(ky) .1e. tol) then
hyl = hyl * delta/2
hy2 = hy2 * delta











= hyl * (cexp(-uniti*bterm/2) - 1) / -uniti
= hy2 * 2 * sin(bterm/2)
= hy3 * (1 - cexp(uniti*bterm/2)) / -uniti
if (abs(kz) .le. tol) then
htempt = htempt - (hyl+hy2+hy3) * sint*delta
htempp2 = htempp2 - (hyl+hy2+hy3) * sint*delta
else
htempt = htempt - (hyl+hy2+hy3) * sint*2*sin(cterm/2)
htempp2 = htempp2 - (hyl+hy2+hy3) * sint*2*sin(cterm/2)
endif
write(7,*) 'field: ',hyl+hy2+hy3
write(7,*) 'htempt after hy: ',htempt
write(7,*) 'htempp after hy: ',htempp
do 1360 j = -miny,miny-1
k = kground
phasel = aterm * -minx + bterm * (j + 0.5) + cterm * k
phase2 = aterm * minx + bterm * (j + 0.5) + cterm * k
phase3 = aterm * -minx + bterm * (j + 0.5) +
1 cterm * (2*kground - k)
phase4 = aterm * minx + bterm * (j + 0.5) +
1 cterm * (2*kground - k)
hzl = hzl - hzi(1,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phasel)
hzl = hzl + hzi(2,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase2)
hzl = hzl + hzi(1,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase3)
hzl = hzl - hzi(2,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase4)
do 1370 k = kground+1,minz-1
phasel = aterm * -minx + bterm * (j + 0.5) + cterm * k
phase2 = aterm * minx + bterm * (j + 0.5) + cterm * k
phase3 = aterm * -minx + bterm * (j + 0.5) +
1 cterm * (2*kground - k)
phase4 = aterm * minx + bterm * (j + 0.5) +
1 cterm * (2*kground - k)
hz2 = hz2 - hzi(1,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phasel)
hz2 = hz2 + hzi(2,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase2)
hz2 = hz2 + hzi(1,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase3)
hz2 = hz2 - hzi(2,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase4)
1370 continue
k = minz
phasel = aterm * -minx + bterm * (j + 0.5) + cterm * k
phase2 = aterm * minx + bterm * (j + 0.5) + cterm * k
phase3 = aterm * -minx + bterm * (j + 0.5) +
1 cterm * (2*kground - k)
phase4 = aterm * minx + bterm * (j + 0.5) +
1 cterm * (2*kground - k)
hz3 = hz3 - hzi(1,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phasel)
hz3 = hz3 + hzi(2,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase2)
hz3 = hz3 + hzi(l,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase3)
hz3 = hz3 - hzi(2,j,k,ifr) * cexp(-uniti * phase4)
1360 continue
if (abs(kz) .le. tol) then
hzl = hzl * delta/2
hz2 = hz2 * delta
hz3 = hz3 * delta/2
else
hzl = hzl * (cexp(-uniti*cterm/2) - 1) / -uniti
hz2 = hz2 * 2 * sin(cterm/2)
hz3 = hz3 * (1 - cexp(uniti*cterm/2)) / -uniti
endif
if (abs(ky) .le. tol) then
htempt = htempt - (hzl+hz2+hz3) * cost*sinp*delta
htempp = htempp - (hzi+hz2+hz3) * cosp*delta
htempt2 = htempt2 + (hzal+hz2+hz3) * cosp*delta
htempp2 = htempp2 - (hzl+hz2+hz3) * cost*sinp*delta
else
htempt = htempt -(hzl+hza2+hz3) * cost*sinp*2*sin(bterm/2)
htempp = htempp -(hzl+hz2+hz3) * cosp*2*sin(bterm/2)
htempt2 = htempt2+(hzl+hz2+hz3)* cosp*2*sin(bterm/2)
htempp2 = htempp2-(hzl+hz2+hz3)* cost*sinp*2*sin(bterm/2)
endif
write(7,*) 'field: ',hzl+hz2+hz3
write(7,*) 'htempt after hz: ',htempt
write(7,*) 'htempp after hz: ',htempp
if (abs(ky) .le. tol) then
if (abs(kz) .le. tol) then
etheta = etheta + (etempt+htempt)*ak
ephi = ephi + (etempp+htempp)*ak
htheta = htheta + (etempt2+htempt2)*ak
hphi = hphi + (etempp2+htempp2)*ak
else
etheta = etheta + (etempt+htempt)*ak/kz
ephi = ephi + (etempp+htempp)*ak/kz
htheta = htheta + (etempt2+htempt2)*ak/kz
hphi = hphi + (etempp2+htempp2)*ak/kz
endif
else
if (abs(kz) .le. tol) then
etheta = etheta + (etempt+htempt)*ak/ky
ephi = ephi + (etempp+htempp)*ak/ky
htheta = htheta + (etempt2+htempt2)*ak/ky
hphi = hphi + (etempp2+htempp2)*ak/ky
else
etheta = etheta + (etempt+htempt)*ak/kz/ky
ephi = ephi + (etempp+htempp)*ak/kz/ky
htheta = htheta + (etempt2+htempt2)*ak/kz/ky
hphi = hphi + (etempp2+htempp2)*ak/kz/ky
endif
endif
if (abs(etheta - hphi) .gt. le-4) then
write (6,*) "etheta .ne. hphi"
endif
if (abs(ephi + htheta) .gt. le-4) then
write (6,*) "ephi .ne. -htheta"
endif
sigmat = (cabs(etheta)**2)/4/pi/(cabs(einc(ifr) )**2)
sigmap = (cabs(ephi)**2)/4/pi/(cabs(einc(ifr))**2)
sigdbp = 10 * aloglO(sigmap)
sigdbt = 10 * alogO(sigmat)
if (fixphi .eq. 0) then
write (6,*) 'phi=',phid,' freq=',frq,' sig-t=',sigdbt,
I sig-p=',sigdbp





















c if (abs(kx) .le. tol) write(6,*) "kx < tol"
c if (abs(ky) .le. tol) write(6,*) "ky < tol"
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end
A.8 monopole.f















































ezj (-mminx :mminx,2,-mminz: mminz-1 ,maxnfr)





hzj (-mminx :mminx-1,2,-mminz: mminz,maxnfr)
c*****************************MAIN*******************************
kground = -maxz + 2
write(6,*) "how many time steps?"
read(5,*) n
write(6,*) "enter step size in meters"
read(5,*) delta
c deltat = delta/(sqrt(3.0)*cfl)






3 write(6,*) "reflector? (y/n): 
"
read (5,*) g
reflector = g .eq. 'y'
if (reflector) then
write(6,*) "enter i of reflector"
read(5,*) irefl
write(6,*) "enter reflector dimensions (y,z)"
read(5,*) tempy,tempz
refly = tempy/delta/2 + 0.5
reflz = tempz/delta + 0.5
reflz = reflz + kground
if ((refly .ge. maxy-2) .or. (reflz .ge. maxz-2)) then
write (6,*) "reflector must be smaller than",
1 2*(maxy-2)," by ", (maxz-2 - kground)
goto 3
endif
write(6,*) "enter monopole distance to reflector"
read(5,*) tempx
xmono = tempx/delta + 0.5
xmono = xmono + irefl
if (xmono .ge. maxx-2) then






4 write(6,*) "enter radius of the inner conductor"
read(5,*) rinner
if (rinner .ge. delta/2) then
write (6,*) "diameter must be smaller than delta."
goto 4
endif
write(6,*) "enter the impedance of the cable"
read(5,*) imp
lnterm = 2/(log(delta/rinner))
write(6,*) "enter height of the monopole"
read(5,*) tempz
monoz = tempz/delta + 0.5
monoz = monoz + kground
if (monoz .ge. maxz-3) then
write(6,*) "monopole too high."
goto 4
endif
write(6,*) "enter the depth of the cable"
read(5,*) tempz
cablez = tempz/delta + 0.5
cablez = kground - cablez
if (cablez le. -4*maxz) then
write (5,*) "too deep"
goto 4
endif
if (kground-cablez .le. 5) then
write (6,*) "too short"
goto 4
endif
ksource = kground - (kground - cablez)/2
write (6,*) "enter incident voltage in cable :"
read (5,*) incv
write (6,*) "gaussian source(y/n) :"
write (6,*) "sinusoidal source(y/n) :"
read (5,*) g
gauss = g .eq. 'y'
read (5,*) s
sine = s eq. 'y'
if (gauss) then
if (sine) then
write(5,*) 'enter frequency of sinusoid :'
read(5,*) freq












write(6,*) 'enter frequency :'
read(5,*) freq
else
write(6,*) 'error. source must
goto 3
endif
be sinusoidal or gaussian.'
endif
write (6,*) 'enter number of readout frequencies '
read (5,*) nfr
if (nfr .gt. maxnfr) then
write (6,*) ' Too Many Frequencies'
stop
elseif (nfr .eq. 0) then
elseif (nfr .eq. 1) then




write (6,*) 'enter starting and ending frequencies (Hz) '
read (5,*) frql,frq2
dfrq = (frq2 - frql)/(nfr - 1.0)
endif
write (6,*) 'irefl=',irefl,' refly=',refly,' xmono=',xmono
write (6,*) 'monoz=',monoz,' imp=',imp,' rinner=',rinner































c$$$ write (7,296) 2*(maxy+pmldepth)+1, 2*(maxx+pmldepth), 64, n,
c$$$ 1 'new.image.Z '
c ey write (7,296) 2*(maxy+pmldepth)+1, 2*(maxz+pmldepth)-1, 64, n,
c ey 1 'new.image.Z '
c ex write (7,296) 2*(maxy+pmldepth)+1, 2*(maxz+pmldepth), 64, n,
c ex 1 'new.image.Z '
write (7,296) 2*(maxx+pmldepth)+l, maxz+pmldepth-cablez, 64, n,
1 'new.image.Z '
c write (7,296) 2*(maxy+pmldepth)+1, 2*(maxx+pmldepth)+l, 64, n,
c 1 'new.image.Z '
write (7,*) 1
write (7,81) 'a '




c$$$ write (6,*) sigma
c$$$ ksource = -33
c$$$ do 9000 k = cablez+1,kground
c$$$ vcable(k) = vinc(k,int(5*sigma))
c$$$ write (6,*) vcable(k)
c$$$ icable(k-1) = -iinc(k-1,int(5*sigma))
c$$$ write (93,*) k-l,icable(k-1)
c$$$ 9000 continue
do 10 time = 1,n




c write (6,*) 'euplm'
call eupml
c write (6,*) 'elplm'
call elpml
c write (6,*) 'erplm'
call erpml
c write (6,*) 'efplm'
call efpml
c write (6,*) 'ebplm'
call ebpml
call cablev(time)
c write (6,*) 'hnorm'
call hnorm(time)
c write (6,*) 'hupml'
call hupml
c write (6,*) 'hlpml'
call hlpml
c write (6,*) 'hrpml'
call hrpml
c write (6,*) 'hfpml'
call hfpml
















c if (time .eq. 100 .or. time .eq. 90) call nonzerocheck
c TAKE FOURIER TRANSFORMS over a box, to find RCS
etotincnow = etotinc(time,O,0)
c write (6,*) etotincnow





do 110 i = -minx,minx-1
do 120 k = -minz,minz
exj(i,l,k,ifr) = exj(i,l,k,ifr) + exnorm(i,-miny,k) *
1 cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*time*deltatime)




do 130 i = -minx,minx-1
do 140 j = -miny,miny
exk(i,j,l,ifr) = exk(i,j,l,ifr) + exnorm(i,j,-minz) *
1 cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*time*deltatime)




do 150 j = -miny,miny-1
do 160 k = -minz,minz
eyi(1,j,k,ifr) = eyi(1,j,k,ifr) + eynorm(-minx,j,k) *
1 cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*time*deltatime)




do 170 i = -minx,minx
do 180 j = -miny,miny-1
eyk(i,j,l,ifr) = eyk(i,j,l,ifr) + eynorm(i,j,-minz) *
1 cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*time*deltatime)
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do 190 j = -miny,miny
do 200 k - -minz,minz-1
ezi(1,j,k,ifr) = ezi(1,j,k,ifr) + eznorm(-minx,j,k) *
1 cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*time*delt atime)


















do 210 i = -minx,minx
do 220 k = -minz,minz-1
ezj(i,l,k,ifr) = ezj(i,l,k,ifr) + eznorm(i,-miny,k) *
cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*time*deltatime)




do 300 i = -minx,minx
do 310 k - -minzminz-1
hxj(i,1,k,ifr) = hxj(i,1,k,ifr) +
(hxnorm(i,-miny-1,k) + hxnorm(i,-miny,k))/2 *
cexp(unitie2*pi*frq*(time+0.5)*deltatime)
hxj(i,2,k,ifr) = hxj(i,2,k,ifr) +




do 320 i = -minx,minx
do 330 j = -miny,miny-1
hxk(i,j,l,ifr) = hxk(i,j,l,ifr) +
(hxnorm(i,j,-minz-1) + hxnorm(i,j,-minz))/2 *
cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*(time+0.5)*deltatime)
hxk(i,j,2,itr) = hxk(i,j,2,ifr) +




do 340 j = -miny,miny
do 350 k = -minz,minz-1
hyi(l,j,k,ifr) = hyi(l,j,k,ifr) +
(hynorm(-minx-l,j,k) + hynorm(-minx,j,k))/2 *
cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*(time+0.5)*deltatime)
hyi(2,j,k,ifr) - hyi(2,j,k,ifr) +




do 360 i = -minx,minx-1
do 370 j = -miny,miny
hyk(i,j,l,ifr) = hyk(i,j,,ifr) +
(hynorm(i,j,-minz-1) + hynorm(i,j,-minz))/2 *
cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*(time+0.5)*deltatime)
hyk(i.j.2,ifr) = hyk(i,j,2,ifr) +




do 380 j = -miny,miny-1
do 390 k = -minz,minz
hzi(1l,j,k,ifr) = hzi(1,j,k,ifr) +
(hznorm(-minx-1.j,k) + hznorm(-minxj,k))/2 *
cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*(time+0.5)*deltatime)
hzi(2,j,k,itr) = hzi(2,j,k,ifr) +




do 400 i = -minx,minx-1
do 410 k = -minz,minz
hzj(i,l,k,ifr) = hzj(i,1,k,ifr) +
(hznorm(i,-miny-1,k) + hznorm(i,-miny,k))/2 *
cexp(uniti*2*pi*frq*(time+0.5)*deltatime)
hzj(i,2,k,ifr) = hzj(i,2,k,ifr) +













































do 1010 ifr = 1,nfr
write (41,*) einc(ifr)
1010 continue
do 1020 i = -minx,minx-I
do 1030 k - -minz,minz
do 1040 j = 1.2






do 1060 i - -minx,minx-1
do 1070 j = -miny,miny
do 1080 k = 1,2






do 1100 j - -miny,miny-1
do 1110 k = -minz,minz
do 1120 i = 1,2






do 1140 i - -minx,minx
do 1150 j - -miny,miny-1
do 1160 k - 1,2






do 1180 j = -miny,miny
do 1190 k - -minz,minz-1
do 1200 i = 1,2






do 1220 i = -minx,minx
do 1230 k = -minz,minz-1
do 1240 j = 1,2






do 1300 i = -minx,minx
do 1310 k - -minz,minz-1
do 1320 j - 1.2
332
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do 1340 i = -minx,minx
do 1350 j = -miny,miny-1
do 1360 k = 1,2






do 1380 j = -miny,miny
do 1390 k = -minz,minz-1
do 1400 i = 1,2






do 1420 i = -minx,minx-1
do 1430 j = -miny,miny
do 1440 k = 1,2






do 1460 j = -miny,miny-1
do 1470 k = -minz,minz
do 1480 i = 1,2






do 1500 i = -minx,minx-1
do 1510 k = -minz,minz
do 1520 j = 1,2




































write (6,*) 'irefl=',irefl,' refly=',refly,' xmono=',xmono
write (6,*) 'monoz=',monoz,' imp=',imp,' rinner=',rinner








do 10 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 20 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
do 30 k = kground+l,maxz-1
if (exeqn(i,j,k) .eq. exnormeqn) then
exnorm(i,j,k) = exnorm(i,j,k) + dtovd *
1 (hznorm(i,j,k) - hznorm(i,j-l,k)





do 40 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 50 j = -maxy,maxy-l
do 60 k = kground+l,maxz-1
if (eyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. eynormeqn) then







do 70 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 80 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
do 90 k = kground,maxz-1
if (ezeqn(i,j,k) .eq. eznormeqn) then
















do 10 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 20 j = -maxy+l,maxy-2
do 30 k = -maxz+l,maxz-2
if (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxnormeqn) then
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eznorm(i,j+1,k) - eznorm(i,j,k)
2 -eynorm(i,j,k+l) + eynorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxfmeqn) then
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (lnterm*eznorm(i,j+l,k)
2 -eynorm(i,j,k+l) + eynorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxbmeqn) then
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (- Interm*eznorm(i,j,k)
2 -eynorm(i,j,k+l) + eynorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxfinteqn) then
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (lnterm*eznorm(i,j+1,k)
2 -eynorm(i,j,k+l) + Interm*vcable(k)/delta)
elseif (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxbinteqn) then
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (- lnterm*eznorm(i,j,k)
2 -eynorm(i,j,k+l) - lnterm*vcable(k)/delta)
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elseif (hxeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hxO0eqn) then
c noop
else





do 40 i = -maxx+l,maxx-2
do 50 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
do 60 k = -maxz+1,maxz-2
if (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hynormeqn) then
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exnorm(i,j,k+l) - exnorm(i,j,k)
2 -eznorm(i+l,j,k) + eznorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hylmeqn) then
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exnorm(i,j,k+l) - exnorm(i,j,k)
2 -Interm*eznorm(i+1,j,k))
elseif (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hyrmeqn) then
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exnorm(i,j,k+l) - exnorm(i,j,k)
2 +interm*eznorm(i, j,k))
elseif (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hylinteqn) then
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exnorm(i,j,k+l) - Interm*vcable(k)/delta
2 -interm*eznorm(i+1,j,k))
elseif (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hyrinteqn) then
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exnorm(i,j,k+l) + Interm*vcable(k)/delta
2 +lnterm*eznorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hyeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hy0eqn) then
else





do 70 i = -maxx+1,maxx-2
do 80 j = -maxy+l,maxy-2
do 90 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hznormeqn) then
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+l,j,k) - eynorm(i,j,k)
2 -exnorm(i,j+l,k) + exnorm(i,j,k))
elseif (hzeqn(i,j,k) .eq. hzOeqn) then
else





c now get h's on the border, next to the pml.
c top & bottom faces
k = -maxz
k2 = maxz-1
do 100 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 110 j = -maxy+l,maxy-2
hxnorm(i,j,k2) = hxnorm(i,j,k2) - dtovd *
1 (eznorm(i,j+l,k2) - eznorm(i,j,k2)
2 -(eyxupml(i,j,k2+1) +eyzupml(i,j ,k2+1))+eynorm(i,j ,k2))
110 continue
100 continue
do 120 i = -maxx+l,maxx-2
do 130 j = -maxy+1,maxy-1
hynorm(i,j,k2) = hynorm(i,j,k2) - dtovd *
1 ((exyupml(i,j,k2+1) + exzupml(i,j,k2+1))-exnorm(i,j,k2)
2 -eznorm(i+l,j,k2) + eznorm(i,j,k2))
130 continue
120 continue
c left & right faces
i = -maxx
i2 = maxx-1
do 140 j = -mary+l,maxy-1
do 150 k = -maxz+l,maxz-2
hynorm(i,j,k) = hynorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (exnorm(i,j,k+l) - exnorm(i,j,k)
2 -eznorm(i+l,j,k) + (ezxlpml(i,j,k) + ezylpml(i,j,k)))
hynorm(i2,j,k) = hynorm(i2,j,k) - dtovd *




do 160 j = -maxy+l,maxy-2
do 170 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+l,j,k) - (eyxlpml(i,j,k) + eyzlpml(i,j,k))
2 -exnorm(i,j+1,k) + exnorm(i,j,k))
hznorm(i2,j,k) = hznorm(i2,j,k) - dtovd *
1 ((eyxrpml(i2+1,j,k) + eyzrpml(i2+1,j,k))-eynorm(i2,j,k)
2 -exnorm(i2,j+1,k) + exnorm(i2,j,k))
170 continue
160 continue
c front and back faces
j = -mazy
j2 = maxy-1
do 180 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 190 k = -maxz+l,maxz-2
hxnorm(i,j,k) = hxnorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
I (eznorm(i,j+1,k) - (ezxfpml(i,j,k) + ezyfpml(i,j,k))
2 -eynorm(i,j,k+1) + eynorm(i,j,k))
hxnorm(i,j2,k) = hxnorm(i,j2,k) - dtovd *
1 ((ezxbpml(i,j2+1,k) + ezybpml(i,j2+1,k))-eznorm(i,j2,k)
2 -eynorm(i,j2,k+l) + eynorm(i,j2,k))
190 continue
180 continue
do 200 i = -maxx+l,maxx-2
do 210 k = -maxz+1,maxz-1
hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+l,j,k) - eynorm(i,j,k)
2 -exnorm(i,j+l,k) + (exyfpml(i,j,k) + exzfpml(i,j,k)))
hznorm(i,j2,k) = hznorm(i,j2,k) - dtovd *










do 220 j = -maxy+1,maxy-1
hynorm(i,j,k2) = hynorm(i,j,k2) - dtovd *
I ((exyupml(i,j,k2+1) + exzupml(ij,k2+1)) - exnorm(i,j,k2)
2 -eznorm(i+l,j,k2) + (ezzlpml(i,j,k2) + ezylpml(i,j,k2)))
hynorm(i2,j,k2) = hynorm(i2,j,k2) - dtovd *








do 230 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
hxnorm(i,j,k2) = hxnorm(i,j,k2) - dtovd *
1 (eznorm(i,j+1,k2) - (ezxfpml(i,j,k2) + ezyfpml(i,j,k2))
2 -(eyxupml(i,j,k2+1) + eyzupml(i,j,k2+1)) + eynorm(i,j,k2))
hxnorm(i,j2,k2) = hxnorm(i,j2,k2) - dtovd *
1 ((ezxbpml(i,j2+1,k2) +ezybpml(i,j2+1,k2)) -eznorm(i,j2,k2)







do 240 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
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hznorm(i,j,k) = hznorm(i,j,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+l,j,k) - (eyxlpml(i,j,k) + eyzlpml(i,j,k))
2 -exnorm(i,j+l,k) + (exyfpml(i,j,k) + exzfpml(i,j,k)))
hznorm(i2,j,k) = hznorm(i2,j,k) - dtovd *
1 ((eyxrpml(i2+1,j,k) + eyzrpml(i2+1,j,k)) - eynorm(i2,j,k)
2 -exnorm(i2,j+l,k) + (exyfpml(i2.j,k) + exzfpml(i2,j,k)))
hznorm(i,j2,k) = hznorm(i,j2,k) - dtovd *
1 (eynorm(i+l,j2,k) - (eyxlpml(i,j2,k) + eyzlpml(i,j2,k))
2 -(exybpml(i,j2+1,k) + exzbpml(i,j2+1,k)) + exnorm(i,j2,k))
hznorm(i2,j2,k) = hznorm(i2,j2,k) - dtovd *












c first, let's do the fields on the inteface.
c note, all six fields are in the upml at z = marz.
k = maxz





c first the ex fields
do 10 i = -maxx-pmldepth,-maxx-1
do 20 j = -maxy-pmldepth+1,-maxy





exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i,j-1,k) - hzyupml(i,j-l,k))
exzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxlpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzlpml(i,j,k-1))
20 continue
do 30 j = -maxy+1,maxy-I
c8y = 1
c9y = dtovd
exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i,j-l,k) - hzyupml(i,j-l,k))
exzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxlpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzlpml(i,j,k-1))
30 continue
do 40 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i,j-l,k) - hzyupml(i,j-l,k))
exzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxlpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzlpml(i,j,k-1))
40 continue
10 continue
do 50 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 60 j = -maxy-pmldepth+1l,-maxy





exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i,j-l,k) - hzyupml(i,j-1,k))
exzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxfpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzfpml(i,j,k-l))
60 continue
do 70 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
c8y = 1
c9y = dtovd
exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i,j-1,k) - hzyupml(i,j-l,k))
exzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hynorm(i,j,k-1))
70 continue
do 80 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i,j-l,k) - hzyupml(i,j-l,k))
exzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxbpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzbpml(i,j,k-1))
80 continue
50 continue
do 90 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 100 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy















exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
(hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
-hzxupml(i,j-l,k) - hzyupml(i,j-l,k))




do 110 j = -maxy+l,mary-1
c8y = 1
c9y = dtovd
exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
(hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
-hzxupml(i,j-l,k) - hzyupml(i,j-l,k))




do 120 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





exyupml(ij,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i,j-l,k) - hzyupml(i,j-l,k))
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exzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxrpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzrpml(i,j,k-1))
120 continue
90 continue
c now the ey fields
c8y = 1
c9y = dtovd
do 130 i = -maxx-pmldepth+l,-maxx





do 140 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
eyzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzupml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hxylpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzlpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxupml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)





do 150 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 160 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy-1
eyzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzupml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyfpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzfpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxupml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i-l,j,k) - hzyupml(i-l,j,k))
160 continue
do 170 j = -maxy,maxy-1
eyzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzupml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)
2 
-hxnorm(i,j,k-1))
eyxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxupml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i-l,j,k) - hzyupml(i-l,j,k))
170 continue
do 180 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1
eyzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzupml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hxybpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzbpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxupml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i-l,j,k) - hzyupml(i-l,j,k))
180 continue
150 continue
do 190 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1





do 200 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
eyzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzupml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyrpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzrpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxupml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i-l,j,k) - hzyupml(i-l,j,k))
200 continue
190 continue
c now for the ez fields.
c first ezx:
do 210 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 220 i = -maxx-pmldepth+l,-maxx





ezxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxupml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)







do 230 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1




do 240 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1





ezxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxupml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxupml(i-l,j,k) - hyzupml(i-l,j,k))
240 continue
210 continue
c now for the ezy fields:
do 250 i = -maxx-pmldepth+l,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 260 j = -maxy-pmldepth+1,-maxy





ezyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyupml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)







do 270 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1




do 280 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





ozyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyupml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyupml(i,j-l,k) - hxzupml(i,j-l,k))
280 continue
250 continue
c that's all the e-fields at k = maxz.
now, do the same thing from k = maxz+1 to k = maxz+pmldepth-1.
do 300 k = maxz+1,maxz+pmldepth-1





start with the ex fields.
do 310 i = -maxx-pmldepth.maxx+pmldepth-1
do 320 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy







exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i,j-l,k) - hzyupml(i,j-l,k))
exzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)




do 330 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i,j-l,k) - hzyupml(i,j-l,k))
exzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxupml(i,j,k-1) - hyzupml(i,j,k-1))
330 continue
do 340 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





exyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i,j-l,k) - hzyupml(i,j-l,k))
exzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxupml(i,j,k-1) - hyzupml(i,j,k-1))
340 continue
310 continue
c now for the ey fields
do 350 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 360 i = -maxx-pmldepth+l,-maxx





eyzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzupml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyupml(i,j,k-1) - hxzupml(i,j,k-1))
eyxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxupml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)




do 370 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
eyzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzupml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyupml(i,j,k-1) - hxzupml(i,j,k-1))
eyxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxupml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i-l,j,k) - hzyupml(i-l,j,k))
370 continue
do 380 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1





eyzupml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzupml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyupml(i,j,k-1) - hxzupml(i,j,k-1))
eyxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxupml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxupml(i,j,k) + hzyupml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxupml(i-l,j,k) - hzyupml(i-l,j,k))
380 continue
350 continue
c and lastly, the ez fields:
c first ezx:
do 390 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 400 i = -maxx-pmldepth+l,-maxx





ezxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxupml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)




do 410 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
ezxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxupml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxupml(i-l,j,k) - hyzupml(i-l,j,k))
410 continue
do 420 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1





ezxupml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxupml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxupml(i,j,k) + hyzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxupml(i-l,j,k) - hyzupml(i-l,j,k))
420 continue
390 continue
c now for the ezy fields:
do 430 i = -maxx-pmldepth+l,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 440 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy





ezyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyupml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)




do 450 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
ezyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyupml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyupml(i,j-l,k) - hxzupml(i,j-l,k))
450 continue
do 460 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





ezyupml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyupml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyupml(i,j,k) + hxzupml(i,j,k)
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real sigx,sigy,sigz
real c7x,c7y,c7z,c8x,c8y,c8z,c9x,c9y,c9z
do 10 k = maxz,maxz+pmldepth-1





do 20 i = -maxx-pmldepth+l,maxx+pmldepth-1






hxyupml(i,j,k) = c8y * hxyupml(i,j,k) - c9y *
1 (ezxupml(i,j+1,k) + ezyupml(i,j+1,k)
2 -ezxupml(i,j,k) - ezyupml(i,j,k))
hxzupml(i,j,k) = c8z * hxzupml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (eyxupml(i,j,k+l) + eyzupml(i,j,k+l)




do 40 j = -maxy,maxy-1
hxyupml(i,j,k) = c8y * hxyupml(i,j,k) - c9y *
1 (ezxupml(i,j+l,k) + ezyupml(i,j+l,k)
2 -ezxupml(i,j,k) - ezyupml(i,j,k))
hxzupml(i,j,k) = c8z * hxzupml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (eyxupml(i,j,k+l) + eyzupml(i,j,k+l)
2 -eyxupml(i,j,k) - eyzupml(i,j,k))
40 continue






hxyupml(i,j,k) = c8y *
(ezxupml(i,j+l,k)
-ezxupml(i,j,k) -
hxzupml(i,j,k) = c8z *
(eyxupml(i,j,k+l)
-eyxupml(i,j,k) -
hxyupml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezyupml(i,j+l,k)
ezyupml(i,j,k))





do 60 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,maxy+pmldepth-1






hyzupml(i,j,k) = c8z *
1 (exyupml(i,j,k+l)
2 -exyupml(i,j,k) -






do 80 i = -maxx,maxx-1
hyzupml(i,j,k) = c8z *
1 (exyupml(i,j,k+l)
2 -exyupml(i,j,k) -
hyxupml(i,j,k) = c8x *
1 (ezxupml(i+l,j,k)
2 -ezxupml(i,j,k) -
hyzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
+ exzupml(i,j,k+l)
exzupml(i,j,k))
hyxupml(i,j,k) + c9x *
+ ezyupml(i+l,j,k)
ezyupml(i,j,k))
hyzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
+ exzupml(i,j,k+l)
exzupml(i,j,k))










hyzupml(i,j,k) = c8z *
(exyupml(i,j,k+l)
-exyupml(i,j,k) -
hyxupml(i,j,k) = c8x *
(ezxupml(i+1,j,k)
-ezxupml(i,j,k) -
hyzupml(i,j,k) - c9z *
+ exzupml(i,j,k+l)
exzupml(i,j,k))





do 100 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1






hzxupml(i,j,k) = c8x * hzxupml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (eyxupml(i+l,j,k) + eyzupml(i+l,j,k)




do 120 i = -maxx,maxx-1
hzxupml(i,j,k) = c8x * hzxupml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (eyxupml(i+l,j,k) + eyzupml(i+l,j,k)
2 -eyxupml(i,j,k) - eyzupml(i,j,k))
120 continue






hzxupml(i,j,k) = c8x * hzxupml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (eyxupml(i+l,j,k) + eyzupml(i+l,j,k)
2 -eyxupml(i,j,k) - eyzupml(i,j,k))
130 continue
100 continue
do 140 i = -maxx-pmldepth,maxx+pmldepth-1






hzyupml(i,j,k) = c8y * hzyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (exyupml(i,j+1,k) + exzupml(i,j+1,k)




do 160 j = -maxy,maxy-1
hzyupml(i,j,k) = c8y * hzyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (exyupml(i,j+1,k) + exzupml(i,j+l,k)
2 -exyupml(i,j,k) - exzupml(i,j,k))
160 continue






hzyupml(i,j,k) = c8y * hzyupml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (exyupml(i,j+l,k) + exzupml(i,j+l,k)















c first the interface.










do 10 k = kground+1,maxz-1
do 20 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy-1
eyzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxylpml(i,j,k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxylpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzlpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxlpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxfpml(i,j,k) + hzyfpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxlpml(i-l,j,k) - hzylpml(i-l,j,k))
20 continue
do 30 j = -maxy,maxy-1
eyzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxylpml(i,j,k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxylpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzlpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxlpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
I (hznorm(i,j,k)
2 -hzxlpml(i-l,j,k) - hzylpml(i-1,j,k))
30 continue
do 40 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1
eyzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxylpml(i,j,k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxylpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzlpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxlpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxbpml(i,j,k) + hzybpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxlpml(i-l,j,k) - hzylpml(i-l,j,k))
40 continue
10 continue
do 50 k = kground,maxz-1
do 60 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy





ezxlpml(ij,k) = cSx*ezxlpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxfpml(i,j,k) + hyzfpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxlpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzlpml(i-l,j,k))
ezylpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezylpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxylpml(i,j,k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)




do 70 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
ezxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxlpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hynorm(i,j,k)
2 -hyxlpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzlpml(i-l,j,k))
ezylpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezylpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxylpml(i,j,k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxylpml(i,j-l,k) - hxzlpml(i,j-l,k))
70 continue
do 80 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-l





ezxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxlpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxbpml(i,j,k) + hyzbpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxlpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzlpml(i-l,j,k))
ezylpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezylpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxylpml(i,j,k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxylpml(i,j-l,k) - hxzlpml(i,j-l,k))
80 continue
50 continue
c do the ex fields out at x = -maxx-pmldepth
i = -maxx-pmldepth
do 90 k = kground+1,maxz-1
do 100 j = -maxy-pmldepth+1, -maxy





exylpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exylpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxlpml(i,j,k) + hzylpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxlpml(i,j-l,k) - hzylpml(i,j-l,k))
exzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzlpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxlpml(i,j,k) + hyzlpml(i,j,k)









do 110 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
exylpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exylpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
(hzxlpml(i,j,k) + hzylpml(i,j,k)
-hzxlpml(i,j-l,k) - hzylpml(i,j-l,k))




do 120 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





exylpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exylpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
(hzxlpml(i,j,k) + hzylpml(i,j,k)
-hzxlpml(i,j-l,k) - hzylpml(i,j-l,k))





do 130 i = -maxx-pmldepth+l,-maxx-1





do 140 k = kground+1,maxz-1
do 150 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy-1
eyzlpml(i,j,k) c8z*eyzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxylpml(i,j,k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxylpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzlpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxlpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxlpml(i,j,k) + hzylpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxlpml(i-l,j,k) - hzylpml(i-l,j,k))
150 continue
do 160 j = -maxy,maxy-1
eyzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxylpml(i,j,k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxylpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzlpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxlpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxlpml(i,j,k) + hzylpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxlpml(i-l,j,k) - hzylpml(i-l,j,k))
160 continue
do 170 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-I
eyzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxylpml(i,j,k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxylpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzlpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxlpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxlpml(i,j,k) + hzylpml(i,j,k)
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2 -hzxlpml(i-l,j,k) - hzylpml(i-l,j,k))
170 continue
140 continue
do 180 k = kground,maxz-1
do 190 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy





ezxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxlpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxlpml(i,j,k) + hyzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxlpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzlpml(i-l,j,k))
ezylpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezylpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxylpml(i,j,k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)




do 200 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
ezxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxlpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxlpml(i,j,k) + hyzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxlpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzlpml(i-l,j,k))
ezylpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezylpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxylpml(i,j,k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxylpml(i,j-l,k) - hxzlpml(i,j-l,k))
200 continue
do 210 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





ezxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxlpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxlpml(i,j,k) + hyzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxlpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzlpml(i-1,j,k))
ezylpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezylpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxylpml(i,j,k) + hxzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxylpml(i,j-l,k) - hxzlpml(i,j-l,k))
210 continue
180 continue
do 220 k = kground+l,maxz-1
do 230 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy





exylpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exylpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxlpml(i,j,k) + hzylpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxlpml(i,j-l,k) - hzylpml(i,j-l,k))
exzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzlpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxlpml(i,j,k) + hyzlpml(i,j,k)




do 240 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
exylpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exylpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxlpml(i,j,k) + hzylpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxlpml(i,j-l,k) - hzylpml(i,j-l,k))
exzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzlpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxlpml(i,j,k) + hyzlpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxlpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzlpml(i,j,k-1))
240 continue
do 250 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





exylpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exylpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxlpml(i,j,k) + hzylpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxlpml(i,j-l,k) - hzylpml(i,j-l,k))
exzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzlpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxlpml(i,j,k) + hyzlpml(i,j,k)













c as usual, do the interfaces first. here the interface is with the





do 10 i = -maxx-pmldepth+l,-maxx






hxylpml(i,j,k2) = c8y *
1 (ezxlpml(i,j+l,k2)
2 -ezxlpml(i,j,k2) -






do 30 j = -maxy,maxy-1
hxylpml(i,j,k2) = c8y *
1 (ezxlpml(i,j+l,k2)
2 -ezxlpml(i,j,k2) -




hxylpml(i,j,k2) - c9y *
+ ezylpml(i,j+1,k2)
ezylpml(i,j,k2))
hxzlpml(i,j,k2) + c9z *
+ eyzupml(i,j,k2+1)
eyzlpml(i,j,k2))
hxylpml(i,j,k2) - c9y *
+ ezylpml(i,j+l,k2)
ezylpml(i,j,k2))
hxzlpml(i,j,k2) + c9z *
+ eyzupml(i,j,k2+1)
eyzlpml(i,j,k2))






hxylpml(i,j,k2) = c8y * hxylpml(i,j,k2) - c9y *
1 (ezxlpml(i,j+l,k2) + ezylpml(i,j+l,k2)
2 -ezxlpml(i,j,k2) - ezylpml(i,j,k2))
hxzlpml(i,j,k2) = c8z * hxzlpml(i,j,k2) + c9z *
1 (eyxupml(i,j,k2+1) + eyzupml(i,j,k2+1)
2 -eyxlpml(i,j,k2) - eyzlpml(i,j,k2))
40 continue
10 continue






do 60 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,maxy+pmldepth-1
hyzlpml(i,j,k2) = c8z *
(exyupml(i,j,k2+1)
-exylpml(i,j,k2) -
hyxlpml(i,j,k2) = c8x *
(ezxlpml(i+l,j,k2)
-ezxlpml(i,j,k2) -
hyzlpml(i,j,k2) - c9z *
+ exzupml(i,j,k2+1)
exzlpml(i,j,k2))







c that takes care of the interfaces, now for the rest of the region
do 70 i = -maxx-pmldepth+l,-maxx
do 80 k = kground,maxz-2






hxylpml(i,j,k) = c8y *
1 (ezxlpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -ezxlpml(i,j,k) -






do 100 j = -maxy,mazy-1
hxylpml(i,j,k) = c8y *
1 (ezxlpml(i,j+1,k)
2 -ezxlpml(i,j,k) -




hxylpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezylpml(i,j+l,k)
ezylpml(i,j,k))
hxzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ eyzlpml(i,j,k+1)
eyzlpml(i,j,k))
hxylpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezylpml(i,j+l,k)
ezylpml(i,j,k))
hxzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ eyzlpml(i,j,k+l)
eyzlpml(i,j,k))






hxylpml(i,j,k) = c8y *
L (ezxlpml(i,j+1,k)
2 -ezxlpml(i,j,k) -






hxylpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezylpml(i,j+l,k)
ezylpml(i,j,k))
hxzlpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ eyzlpml(i,j,k+l)
eyzlpml(i,j,k))






do 130 j = -maxy-pmldepth+1 ,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 140 k = kground,maxz-2
hyzlpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hyzlpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (exylpml(i,j,k+l) + exzlpml(i,j,k+l)
2 -exylpml(i,j,k) - exzlpml(i,j,k))
hyxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hyxlpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (ezxlpml(i+l,j,k) + ezylpml(i+1,j,k)
2 -ezxlpml(i,j,k) - ezylpml(i,j,k))
140 continue
130 continue
do 150 k = kground+l,maxz-1






hzxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x *
1 (eyxlpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -eyxlpml(i,j,k) -






do 170 j = -maxy,maxy-I
hzxlpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
+ eyzlpml(i+l,j,k)
eyzlpml(i,j,k))
hzylpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
+ exzlpml(i,j+l,k)
exzlpml(i,j,k))
hzxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x *
1 (eyxlpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -eyxlpml(i,j,k) -




hzxlpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
+ eyzlpml(i+l,j,k)
eyzlpml(i,j,k))
hzylpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
+ exzlpml(i,j+l,k)
exzlpml(i,j,k))






hzxlpml(i,j,k) = c8x *
1 (eyxlpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -eyxlpml(i,j,k) -






hzxlpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
+ eyzlpml(i+1,j,k)
eyzlpml(i,j,k))












c first the interface.










do 10 k = kground+1,mazz-1
do 20 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy-1
eyzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyrpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzrpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxrpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxfpml(i-l,j,k) - hzyfpml(i-l,j,k))
20 continue
do 30 j = -maxy,maxy-1
eyzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyrpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzrpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxrpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hznorm(i-l,j,k))
30 continue
do 40 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1
eyzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyrpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzrpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxrpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxbpml(i-l,j,k) - hzybpml(i-l,j,k))
40 continue
10 continue
do 50 k = kground,maxz-1
do 60 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy
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ezxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxrpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxfpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzfpml(i-l,j,k))
ezyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyrpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)




do 70 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
ezxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxrpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hynorm(i-1,j,k))
ezyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyrpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyrpml(i,j-l,k) - hxzrpml(i,j-l,k))
70 continue
do 80 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





ezxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxrpml(i,j,k) + c9x +
1 (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxbpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzbpml(i-l,j,k))
ezyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyrpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyrpml(i,j-l,k) - hxzrpml(i,j-l,k))
80 continue
50 continue
c do the ex fields out at x = maxx
i = maxx
do 90 k = kground+1,maxz-1
do 100 j = -maxy-pmldepth+1,-maxy





exyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyrpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxrpml(i,j-l,k) - hzyrpml(i,j-l,k))
exzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzrpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)




do 110 j = -maxy+1,maxy-1
exyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyrpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
I (hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxrpml(i,j-l,k) - hzyrpml(i,j-l,k))
exzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzrpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxrpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzrpml(i,j,k-1))
110 continue
do 120 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1











exyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyrpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
(hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
-hzxrpml(i,j-l,k) - hzyrpml(i,j-l,k))





c do the rest of the fields
do 130 i = maxx+l,maxx+pmldepth-1





do 140 k = kground+1,maxz-1
do 150 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy-1
eyzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyrpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzrpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxrpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxrpml(i-l,j,k) - hzyrpml(i-l,j,k))
150 continue
do 160 j = -maxy,maxy-1
eyzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyrpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzrpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxrpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxrpml(i-l,j,k) - hzyrpml(i-l,j,k))
160 continue
do 170 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1
eyzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyrpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzrpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxrpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxrpml(i-l,j,k) - hzyrpml(i-l,j,k))
170 continue
140 continue
do 180 k = kground,maxz-1
do 190 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy





ezxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxrpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxrpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzrpml(i-l,j,k))
ezyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyrpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)




do 200 j = -maxy+1,maxy-I
ezxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxrpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxrpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzrpml(i-l,j,k))
ezyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyrpml(i,j,k) - cgy*
1 (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyrpml(i,j-l,k) - hxzrpml(i,j-l,k))
200 continue
do 210 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





ezxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxrpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxrpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzrpml(i-l,j,k))
ezyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyrpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxyrpml(i,j,k) + hxzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyrpml(i,j-l,k) - hxzrpml(i,j-l,k))
210 continue
180 continue
do 220 k = kground+1,maxz-1
do 230 j = -maxy-pmldepth+1,-maxy





exyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyrpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxrpml(i,j-l,k) - hzyrpml(i,j-l,k))




1 (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)




do 240 j = -maxy+l,maxy-1
exyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyrpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
I (hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxrpml(i,j-l,k) - hzyrpml(i,j-l,k))
exzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzrpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxrpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzrpml(i,j,k-1))
240 continue
do 250 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1





exyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyrpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
I (hzxrpml(i,j,k) + hzyrpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxrpml(i,j-l,k) - hzyrpml(i,j-l,k))
exzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzrpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxrpml(i,j,k) + hyzrpml(i,j,k)













c as usual, do the interfaces first. here the interface is with the





do 10 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1






hzyrpml(i,j,k2) = c8y *
1 (ezxrpml(i,j+1l,k2)
2 -ezxrpml(i,j,k2) -




hxyrpml(i,j,k2) - c9y *
+ ezyrpml(i,j+l,k2)
ezyrpml(i,j,k2))





do 30 j = -maxy,maxy-i
hxyrpml(i,j,k2) = c8y * hxyrpml(i,j,k2) - c9y *
1 (ezxrpml(i,j+l,k2) + ezyrpml(i,j+l,k2)
2 -ezxrpml(i,j,k2) - ezyrpml(i,j,k2))
hxzrpml(i,j,k2) = c8z * hxzrpml(i,j,k2) + c9z *
1 (eyxupml(i,j,k2+1) + eyzupml(i,j,k2+1)
2 -eyxrpml(i,j,k2) - eyzrpml(i,j,k2))
30 continue






hxyrpml(i,j,k2) = c8y *
1 (ezxrpml(i,j+l,k2)
2 -ezxrpml(i,j,k2) -





hxyrpml(i,j,k2) - c9y *
+ ezyrpml(i,j+l,k2)
ezyrpml(i,j,k2))
hxzrpml(i,j,k2) + c9z *
+ eyzupml(i,j,k2+1)
eyzrpml(i,j,k2))






do 60 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,maxy+pmldepth-1
hyzrpml(i,j,k2) = c8z *
1 (exyupml(i,j,k2+1)
2 -exyrpml(i,j,k2) -





hyzrpml(i,j,k2) - c9z *
+ exzupml(i,j,k2+1)
exzrpml(i,j,k2))
hyxrpml(i,j,k2) + c9x *
+ ezyrpml(i+l,j,k2)
ezyrpml(i,j,k2))
that takes care of the interfaces, now for the rest of the region
do 70 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 80 k = kground,maxz-2






hxyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y * hxyrpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
1 (ezxrpml(i,j+l,k) + ezyrpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -ezxrpml(i,j,k) - ezyrpml(i,j,k))
hxzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hxzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (eyxrpml(i,j,k+l) + eyzrpml(i,j,k+l)




do 100 j = -maxy,maxy-1
hxyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y * hxyrpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
1 (ezxrpml(i,j+l,k) + ezyrpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -ezxrpml(i,j,k) - ezyrpml(i,j,k))
hxzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hxzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (eyxrpml(i,j,k+l) + eyzrpml(i,j,k+l)
2 -eyxrpml(i,j,k) - eyzrpml(i,j,k))
100 continue






hxyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y * hxyrpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
1 (ezxrpml(i,j+l,k) + ezyrpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -ezxrpml(i,j,k) - ezyrpml(i,j,k))
hxzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hxzrpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (eyxrpml(i,j,k+l) + eyzrpml(i,j,k+1)












do 130 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 140 k = kground,maxz-2
hyzrpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hyzrpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
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1 (exyrpml(i,j,k+l) + exzrpml(i,j,k+l)
2 -exyrpml(i,j,k) - exzrpml(i,j,k))
hyxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hyxrpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (ezxrpml(i+l,j,k) + ezyrpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -ezxrpml(i,j,k) - ozyrpml(i,j,k))
140 continue
130 continue
do 150 k = kground+1,maxz-1






hzxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hzxrpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (eyxrpml(i+l,j,k) + eyzrpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -eyxrpml(i,j,k) - eyzrpml(i,j,k))
hzyrpml(i,j,k) = c8y * hzyrpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (exyrpml(i,j+l,k) + exzrpml(i,j+1,k)




do 170 j = -maxy,maxy-l
hzxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x *
1 (eyxrpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -eyxrpml(i,j,k) -




hzxrpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
+ eyzrpml(i+l,j,k)
eyzrpml(i,j,k))
hzyrpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
+ exzrpml(i,j+l,k)
exzrpml(i,j,k))






hzxrpml(i,j,k) = c8x *
1 (eyxrpml(i+l1,j,k)
2 -eyxrpml(i,j,k) -






hzxrpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
+ eyzrpml(i+l,j,k)
eyzrpml(i,j,k))
















c do the interface first, as usual:
j = -maxy





do 10 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 20 k = kground+1,maxz-1
exyfpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyfpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hznorm(i,j,k)
2 -hzxfpml(i,j-l,k) - hzyfpml(i,j-l,k))
exzfpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzfpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxfpml(i,j,k) + hyzfpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxfpml(i,jk-1) - hyzfpml(i,j,k-1))
20 continue
10 continue
do 30 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 40 k = kground,maxz-1
ezxfpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxfpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (hyxfpml(i,j,k) + hyzfpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxfpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzfpml(i-l,j,k))
ezyfpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezyfpml(i,j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxnorm(i,j,k)
2 -hxyfpml(i,j-l,k) - hxzfpml(i,j-l,k))
conti
continue
and update the ey fields at y = -maxy-pmldpeth
j = -maxy-pmldepth
do 50 i = -maxx+l,maxx-I
do 60 k = kground+1,maxz-1
eyzfpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzfpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxyfpml(i,j,k) + hxzfpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxyfpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzfpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxfpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxfpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxfpml(i,j,k) + hzyfpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxfpml(i-l,j,k) - hzyfpml(i-l,j,k))
60 continue
50 continue
now for the rest of the fields:
do 70 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy-1





do 80 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 90 k = kground+1,maxz-1
exyfpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exyfpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (hzxfpml(i,j,k) + hzyfpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxfpml(i,j-l,k) - hzyfpml(i,j-l,k))
exzfpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzfpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (hyxfpml(i,j,k) + hyzfpml(i,j,k)







do 100 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 110 k = kground+1,maxz-1
eyzfpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzfpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
(hxyfpml(i,j,k) + hxzfpml(i,j,k)
-hxyfpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzfpml(i,j,k-1))





do 120 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 130 k = kground,maxz-1
ezxfpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxfpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
(hyxfpml(i,j,k) + hyzfpml(i,j,k)
-hyxfpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzfpml(i-l,j,k))






















c start with the u & d interfaces
k = -maxz
k2 = maxz-1






do 20 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
hxyfpml(i,j,k2) = c8y * hxyfpml(i,j,k2) - c9y *
1 (ezxfpml(i,j+l,k2) + ezyfpml(i,j+l,k2)
2 -ezxfpml(i,j,k2) - ezyfpml(i,j,k2))
hxzfpml(i,j,k2) = c8z * hxzfpml(i,j,k2) + c9z *
1 (eyxupml(i,j,k2+1) + eyzupml(i,j,k2+1)
2 -eyxfpml(i,j,k2) - eyzfpml(i,j,k2))
20 continue
10 continue
do 30 j = -maxy-pmldepth+1,-maxy
do 40 i = -maxx+l,maxx-2
hyzfpml(i,j,k2) = c8z * hyzfpml(i,j,k2) - c9z *
1 (exyupml(i,j,k2+1) + exzupml(i,j,k2+1)
2 -exyfpml(i,j,k2) - exzfpml(i,j,k2))
hyxfpml(i,j,k2) = c8x * hyxfpml(i,j,k2) + c9x *
I (ezxfpml(i+l,j,k2) + ezyfpml(i+l,j,k2)
2 -ezxfpml(i,j,k2) - ezyfpml(i,j,k2))
40 continue
30 continue
c now the 1 & r interfraces
i = -maxx
i2 = maxx-1
do 50 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy
do 60 k = kground,maxz-2
hyzfpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hyzfpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
1 (exyfpml(i,j,k+l) + exzfpml(i,j,k+l)
2 -exyfpml(i,j,k) - exzfpml(i,j,k))
hyxfpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hyxfpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
1 (ezxfpml(i+1l,j,k) + ezyfpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -ezxlpml(i,j,k) - ezylpml(i,j,k))
hyzfpml(i2,j,k) = c8z *
(exyfpml(i2,j,k+l)
-exyfpml(i2,j,k) -
hyxfpml(i2,j,k) = c8x *
(ezxrpml(i2+1,j,k)
-ezxfpml(i2,j,k) -
hyzfpml(i2,j,k) - c9z *
+ exzfpml(i2,j,k+l)
exzfpml(i2,j,k))











do 80 k = kground+1,maxz-1
hzxfpml(i,j,k) = c8x *
1 (eyxfpml(i+1,j,k)
2 -eyxlpml(i,j,k) -
hzyfpml(i,j,k) = c8y *
1 (exyfpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -exyfpml(i,j,k) -
hzxfpml(i2,j,k) = c8x *
1 (eyxrpml(i2+1,j,k)
2 -eyxfpml(i2,j,k) -





hzxfpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
+ eyzfpml(i+1,j,k)
eyzlpml(i,j,k))
hzyfpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
+ exzfpml(i,j+1,k)
exzfpml(i,j,k))
hzxfpml(i2,j,k) - c9x *
+ eyzrpml(i2+1,j,k)
eyzfpml(i2,j,k))
hzyfpml(i2,j,k) + c9y *
+ exzfpml(i2,j+l,k)
exzfpml(i2,j,k))





do 90 j = -maxy-pmldepth+l,-maxy
hyzfpml(i,j,k2) = c8z * I
(exyupml(i,j,k2+1)
-exyfpml(i,j,k2) -
hyxfpml(i,j.k2) = c8x *
(ezxfpml(i+1.,j,k2)
-ezxlpml(i,j,k2) -
hyzfpml(i2,j,k2) = c8z *
(exyupml(i2,j,k2+1)
-exyfpml(i2,j,k2) -
hyxfpml(i2,j,k2) = c8x *
(ezxrpml(i2+1,j,k2)
-ezxfpml(i2,j,k2) -
iyzfpml(i,j,k2) - c9z *
+ exzupml(i,j,k2+1)
exzfpml(i,j,k2))
hyxfpml(i,j,k2) + c9x *
+ ezyfpml(i+1,j,k2)
ezylpml(i,j,k2))
hyzfpml(i2,j,k2) - c9z *
+ exzupml(i2,j,k2+1)
exzfpml(i2,j ,k2))




c now for the rest of the fields
c because the hy fields have shifted y indices, I'll use a goto
c instead of a loop.
c loop from j = -maxy-pmldepth to -maxy-i
j = -maxy-pmldepth





do 110 i = -maxx+1,maxx-1
do 120 k = kground,maxz-2
hxyfpml(i,j,k) = c8y * hxyfpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
1 (ezxfpml(i,j+l,k) + ezyfpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -ezxfpml(i,j,k) - ezyfpml(i,j,k))
hxzfpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hxzfpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (eyxfpml(i,j,k+l) + eyzfpml(i,j,k+l)
2 -eyxfpml(i,j,k) - eyzfpml(i,j,k))
120 continue
110 continue
do 130 i = -maxx+l,maxx-2
do 140 k = kground+1,maxz-1
hzxfpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hzxfpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (eyxfpml(i+l,j,k) + eyzfpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -eyxfpml(i,j,k) - eyzfpml(i,j,k))
hzyfpml(i.j,k) = c8y * hzyfpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (exyfpml(i,j+1,k) + exzfpml(i,j+1,k)




do 150 i = -maxx+l,maxx-2
do 160 k = kground,maxz-2
hyzfpml(i,j,k) = c8z *
1 (exyfpml(i,j,k+l)
2 -exyfpml(i,j,k) -





hyzfpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
+ exzfpml(i,j,k+l)
exzfpml(i,j,k))
hyxfpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
+ ezyfpml(i+l,j,k)
ezyfpml(i,j,k))
















c do the interface first, as usual:
j = maxy





do 10 i = -maxxz,maz-1
do 20 k = kground+l,marz-1
exybpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exybpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
I (hzxbpml(i,j,k) + hzybpml(i,j,k)
2 -hznorm(i,j-1,k))
exzbpml(i,j,k) = c8z*exzbpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
I (hyxbpml(i,j,k) + hyzbpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxbpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzbpml(i,j,k-1))
20 continue
10 continue
do 30 i = -max+l,maxx-i
do 40 k = kground,maxz-1
ezxbpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxbpml(i,j,k) + c9r *
I (hyxbpml(i,j,k) + hyzbpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxbpml(i-i,j,k) - hyzbpml(i-l.j,k))
ezybpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezybpml(i,j,k) - c9y*





do 50 i = -maxx+l,maxx-i
do 60 k = kground+,imarz-1
eyzbpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzbpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
1 (hxybpml(i,j,k) + hxzbpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxybpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzbpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxbpml(i,j,k) - c8x*eyxbpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
I (hzxbpml(i,j,k) + hzybpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxbpml(i-1,j,k) - hzybpml(i-1,j,k))
60 continue
50 continue
c now for the rest of the fields:
do 70 j = maxy+l,maxy+pmldepth-1





do 80 i = -maxx,maxx-1
do 90 k = kground+1,mazz-1
azybpml(i,j,k) = c8y*exybpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
I (hzxbpml(i,j,k) + hzybpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxbpml(i,j-1,k) - hzybpml(i,j-1,k))
oxzbpml(i,j,k) = cSz*exzbpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
I (hyxbpml(i,j,k) + hyzbpml(i,j,k)
2 -hyxbpml(i,j,k-1) - hyzbpml(i,j,k-1))
90 continue
80 continue
do 100 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 110 k = kground+1,maxz-1
eyzbpml(i,j,k) = c8z*eyzbpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
I (hxybpml(i,j,k) + hxzbpml(i,j,k)
2 -hxybpml(i,j,k-1) - hxzbpml(i,j,k-1))
eyxbpml(i,j,k) = c8x*eyxbpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (hzxbpml(i,j,k) + hzybpml(i,j,k)
2 -hzxbpml(i-1,j,k) - hzybpml(i-l,j,k))
110 continue
100 continue
do 120 i = -maxx+1,mazx-1
do 130 k = kground,maxz-1
ezxbpml(i,j,k) = c8x*ezxbpml(i.j,k) + c9x *
I (hyxbpml(i,j,k) + hyzbpml(i.j.k)
2 -hyxbpml(i-l,j,k) - hyzbpml(i-1,j,k))
ezybpml(i,j,k) = c8y*ezybpml(i.j,k) - c9y*
1 (hxybpml(i,j,k) + hxzbpml(i,j,k)

















c start with the u & d interfaces
k -maxz
k2 = maxz-1






do 20 i - -maxx+l,maxx-I
hxybpml(i,j,k2) = c8y *
1 (ezxbpml(i,j+l,k2)
2 -ezxbpml(i,j,k2) -




do 40 i = -maxx+l,maxx-2
hyzbpml(i,j,k2) = c8z *
1 (exyupml(i,j,k2+1)
2 -oxybpml(i,j,k2) -





hxybpml(i,j,k2) - c9y *
+ ezybpml(i,j+i,k2)
ezybpml(i,j,k2))
hxzbpml(i.j,k2) + c9z *
+ eyzupml(i,j,k2+1)
eyzbpml(i,j,k2))
hyzbpl(i,j,k2) - c9z *
+ exzupml(i,j,k2+1)
erzbpml(i,j,k2))
hyxbpml(i,j,k2) + c9x *
+ ezybpml(i+l,j,k2)
ezybpml(ij,k2))
c now the 1 & r interfraces
i = -marx
i2 = max-i
do 50 j = maxy,mary+pmldepth-1
do 60 k = kground,maxz-2
hyzbpml(i,j,k) = c8z *
(exybpml(i,j,k+l)
-exybpml(i,j,k) -
hyxbpml(i,j,k) = c8x *
(ezxbpml(i+l,j,k)
-ezxlpml(i,j,k) -
hyzbpml(i2,j,k) = c8z *
(exybpml(i2,j,k+l)
-exybpml(i2,j,k) -
hyxbpml(i2,j,k) = c8x *
(ezxrpml(i2+1,j,k)
-ezxbpml(i2,j,k) -
hyzbpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
+ exzbpml(i,j,k+1)
exzbpml(i,j,k))
hyxbpml(i,j,k) + c9x *
+ ezybpml(i+1,j,k)
eszylpml(i,j,k))
hyzbpml(i2,j,k) - c9z *
+ exzbpml(i2,j,k+i)
exzbpml(i2,j,k))













do 80 k = kground+l,maxz-1
hzxbpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hzxbpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
1 (eyxbpml(i+l,j,k) + eyzbpml(i+l,j,k)
2 -eyxlpml(i,j,k) - eyzlpml(i,j,k))
hzybpml(i,j,k) = c8y * hzybpml(i,j,k) + c9y *
1 (exybpml(i,j+l,k) + exzbpml(i,j+l,k)
2 -exybpml(i,j,k) - exzbpml(i,j,k))
hzxbpml(i2,j,k) = c8x * hzxbpml(i2,j,k) - c9x *
1 (eyxrpml(i2+1,j,k) + eyzrpml(i2+1,j,k)
2 -eyxbpml(i2,j,k) - eyzbpml(i2,j,k))
hzybpml(i2,j,k) = c8y * hzybpml(i2,j,k) + c9y *
1 (exybpml(i2,j+1,k) + exzbpml(i2,j+1,k)
2 -exybpml(i2,j,k) - exzbpml(i2,j,k))
80 continue
70 continue





do 90 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1
hyzbpml(i,j,k2) = c8z *
(exyupml(i,j,k2+1)
-exybpml(i,j,k2) -
hyxbpml(i,j,k2) = c8x *
(ezxbpml(i+l,j,k2)
-ezxlpml(i,j,k2) -
hyzbpml(i2,j,k2) = c8z *
(exyupml(i2,j,k2+1)
-exybpml(i2,j,k2) -
hyrbpml(i2,j,k2) = c8x *
(ezxrpml(i2+1,j,k2)
-ezxbpml(i2,j,k2) -
hyzbpml(i,j,k2) - c9z *
+ exzupml(i,j,k2+1)
exzbpml(i,j,k2))
hyxbpml(i,j,k2) + c9x *
+ ezybpml(i+1,j,k2)
ezylpml(i,j,k2))
hyzbpml(i2,j,k2) - c9z *
+ exzupml(i2,j,k2+1)
exzbpml(i2,j,k2))




now for the rest of the fields
* because the hy fields have shifted y indices, I'll use a goto
instead of a loop.






do 110 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 120 k = kground,maxz-2
hxybpml(i,j,k) = c8y *
(ezxbpml(i,j+l,k)
-ezxbpml(i,j,k) -





hxybpml(i,j,k) - c9y *
+ ezybpml(i,j+l,k)
ezybpml(i,j,k))
hxzbpml(i,j,k) + c9z *
+ eyzbpml(i,j,k+l)
eyzbpml(i,j,k))
do 130 i = -maxx+l,maxx-2
do 140 k = kground+1,maxz-1
hzxbpml(i,j,k) = c8x * hzxbpml(i,j,k) - c9x *
(eyxbpml(i+l,j,k) + eyzbpml(i+l,j,k)
-eyxbpml(i,j,k) - eyzbpml(i,j,k))





do 150 i = -maxx+l,maxx-2
do 160 k = kground,maxz-2
hyzbpml(i,j,k) = c8z * hyzbpml(i,j,k) - c9z *
(exybpml(i,j,k+l) + exzbpml(i,j,k+l)
-exybpml(i,j,k)- exzbpml(i,j,k))




















: vcabletemp2 = vcable(kground-2)
do 10 k = cablez+1,kground


















icable(k) = delta / eta * (hynorm(i,j,k) - hynorm(i-l,j,k)
1 - hxnorm(i,j,k) + hxnorm(i,j-l,k))
do 10 k = cablez,kground-1
icable(k)=icable(k)-(I/imp) * cdtovd * (vcable(k+l)-vcable(k))
10 continue
write (93,*) icable(cablez+2)/incv*imp








parameter (tolerance = .01)
integer i,j,k
do 10 i = 1,maxx-1
do 20 j = 1,maxy-1
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write (6,*) "xz-symmetry error: ex",-i-1,j,-k,
exnorm(i, j,k),exnorm(i, j,k)-exnorm(-i-1, j,-k)
if (abs(exnorm(i,j,k)+exnorm(i,-j,-k)).gt.
abs(tolerance*exnorm(i,j,k)))




















write (6,*) "xy-symmetry error: ey",-i,-j-l,k,
eynorm(i,j ,k), .eynorm(i,j ,k)+eynorm(-i,-j-1 ,k)
if (abs(eynorm(i,j.k)+eynorm(-i,j,-k)).gt.
abs(tolerance*eynorm(i,j ,k)))
write (6,*) "xz-symmetry error: ey",-i,j,-k,
eynorm(i, j,k), eynorm(i, j,k)+eynorm(-i, j,-k)
if (abs(eynorm(i,j,k)-eynorm(i,-j-1,-k)).gt.
abs(tolerance*eynorm(i,j,k)))




write (6,*) "xyz-symmetry error: ey".-i.-j-1,-k,
eynorm(i, j,k), eynorm(i, j,k)-eynorm(-i,-j-1,-k)
if (abs(eznorm(i,j,k)-eznorm(i,j,-k-1)).gt.
abs(tolerance*eznorm(i,j,k)))




































2 write (6,*) "x-symmetry error: hx",-i,j,k,
3 hxnorm(i,j ,k),hxnorm(i,j ,k)-hxnorm(-i,j ,k)
if (abs(hxnorm(i,j,k)+hxnorm(-i,-j-1,k)).gt.
1 abs(tolerance*hxnorm(i,j .,k)))
2 write (6,*) "xy-symmetry error: hx",-i,-j-l,k,
3 hxnorm(i,j ,k) ,hxnorm(i, j,k)+hxnorm(-i,-j-1,k)
if (abs(hxnorm(i,j,k)+hxnorm(i,-j-1,-k-1)).gt.
1 abs(tolerance*hxnorm(i,j ,k)))




2 write (6,*) "xz-symmetry error: hx",-i,j,-k-1,
3 hxnorm(i,j,k) ,hxnorm(i,j ,k)-hxnorm(-i,j ,-k-1)
if (abs(hxnorm(i,j,k)+hxnorm(-i,-j-1,-k-1)).gt.
1 abs(tolerance*hxnorm(i,j,k)))




















2 write (6,*) "xz-symmetry error: hy",-i-l,j,-k-1,
3 hynorm(i,j ,k) ,hynorm(i, j, k)+hynorm(-i-1,j ,-k-1)
if (abs(hynorm(i,j,k)-hynorm(i,-j,-k-1)).gt.
1 abs(tolerance*hynorm(i,j,k)))
2 write (6,*) "yz-symmetry error: hy",i,-j,-k-1,
3 hynorm(i, j,k),hynorm(i, j,k)-hynorm(i,-j,-k-1)
if (abs(hynorm(i,j,k)+hynorm(-i-1,-j,-k-1)).gt.
1 abs(tolerance*hynorm(i,j,k)))












do 10 i = -maxx-pmldepth,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 20 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
do 30 k = maxz,maxz+pmldepth
if (j .eq. -maxy-pmldepth .or. j .eq. maxy+pmldepth
1 .or. k .eq. maxz+pmldepth) then
if (exyupml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. exzupml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
1 write (6,*) "nonzero ex field at ",i,j,k
else
if (exyupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. exzupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 40 i = -maxx-pmldepth,maxx+pmldepth
do 50 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 60 k = maxz,maxz+pmldepth
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if (i .eq. -maxx-pmldepth .or. i .eq. maxx+pmldepth
1 .or. k .eq. maxz+pmldepth) then
if (eyxupml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. eyzupml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
1 write (6,*) "nonzero ey field at ",i,j,k
else
if (eyxupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. eyzupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 70 i = -maxx-pmldepth,maxx+pmldepth
do 80 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
do 90 k = maxz,maxz+pmldepth-1
if (i .eq. -maxx-pmldepth .or. i .eq. maxx+pmldepth .or.
1 j .eq. -maxy-pmldepth .or. j .eq. maxy+pmldepth)then
if (ezxupml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. ezyupml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
1 write (6,*) "nonzero ez field at ",i,j,k
else
if (ezxupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. ezyupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 190 i = -maxx-pmldepth+1,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 200 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 210 k = maxz,maxz+pmldepth-I
if (hxyupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hxzupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 220 i = -maxx-pmldepth,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 230 j = -maxy-pmldepth+1,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 240 k = maxz,maxz+pmldepth-1
if (hyxupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hyzupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 250 i = -maxx-pmldepth,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 260 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 270 k = maxz,maxz+pmldepth-1
if (hzxupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hzyupml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 370 i = -maxx-pmldepth,-maxx-1
do 380 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
do 390 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (j .eq. -maxy-pmldepth .or. j .eq. maxy+pmldepth) then
if (exylpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. exzlpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
I write (6,*) "nonzero ex field at ",i,j,k
else
if (exylpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. exzlpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 400 i = -maxx-pmldepth,-maxx
do 410 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 420 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (i .eq. -maxx-pmldepth) then
if (eyxlpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. eyzlpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
1 write (6,*) "nonzero ey field at ",i,j,k
else
if (eyxlpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. eyzlpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 430 i = -maxx-pmldepth,-maxx
do 440 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
do 450 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (j .eq. -maxy-pmldepth .or. j eq. maxy+pmldepth
L .or. i .eq. -maxx-pmldepth) then
if (ezxlpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. ezylpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
L write (6,*) "nonzero ez field at ",i,j,k
else
if (ezxlpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. ozylpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 460 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 470 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
do 480 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (j .eq. -maxy-pmldepth .or. j .eq. maxy+pmldepth) then
if (exyrpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. exzrpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
L write (6,*) "nonzero ex field at ",i,j,k
else
if (exyrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. exzrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 490 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth
do 500 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 510 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (i .eq. maxx+pmldepth) then
if (eyxrpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. eyzrpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
L write (6,*) "nonzero ey field at ",i,j,k
else
if (eyxrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. oyzrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 520 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth
do 530 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
do 540 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (j .eq. -maxy-pmldepth .or. j eq. maxy+pmldepth
L .or. i .eq. maxx+pmldepth) then
if (ezxrpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. ezyrpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
L write (6,*) "nonzero ez field at ",i,j,k
else
if (ezxrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. ozyrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 550 i = -maxx-pmldepth+l,-maxx
do 560 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 570 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (hxylpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hxzlpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 580 i = -maxx-pmldepth,-maxx-1
do 590 j = -maxy-pmldepth+1,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 600 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (hyxlpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hyzlpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 610 i = -maxx-pmldepth,-maxx-1
do 620 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 630 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (hzxlpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hzylpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 640 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 650 j = -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 660 k I -maxz,mazz-1
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if (hxyrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hxzrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 670 i = mazz,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 680 j - -mazy-pmldepth+l ,mazy+pmldepth-1
do 690 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (hyxrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hyzrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 700 i = maxx,maxx+pmldepth-1
do 710 j = -mazy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth-l
do 720 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (hzxrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hzyrpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 730 i = -maxx,mazz-1
do 740 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxzy
do 750 k = -maxz+1,mazz-1
if (j .eq. -maxy-pmldepth) then
if (exyfpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. exzfpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
L write (6,*) "nonzero ox field at ",i,j,k
else
if (exyfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. exzfpml(i,jk) .eq. 0)





do 760 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 770 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy-1
do 780 k = -maz+1,maxz-1
if (eyxfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. eyzfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 790 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 800 j = -maxy-pmldepth,-maxy
do 810 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (j .eq. -maxy-pmldepth) then
if (ezxfpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. ezyfpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)







(ezxfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. ezyfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)
write (6,*) "zero ez field at ",i,j,k
do 820 i = -maxx,maxx-I
do 830 j = mazy,mazy+pmldepth
do 840 k = -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (j .eq. maxy+pmldepth) then
if (exybpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. exzbpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
i write (6,*) "nonzero ex field at ",i,j,k
else
if (exybpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. exzzbpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 850 i - -mazz+l,maxx-1
do 860 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 870 k = -maxz+1,mazz-1
if (oyxbpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. eyzbpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 880 i - -maxx+1,mazzx-1
do 890 j - maxy,maxy+pldepth
do 900 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (j .eq. maxy+pmldepth) then
if (ezxbpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0 .or. ezybpml(i,j,k) .ne. 0)
1 write (6,*) "nonzero ez field at ",i,j,k
else
if (ezxbpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. ezybpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)





do 910 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 920 j = -mazy-pmldepth,-mazy-1
do 930 k - -mazz,maxz-1
if (hxyfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hxzfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 940 i - -mazz,maxx-1
do 950 j = -mazy-pmldepth+l,-mazy
do 960 k = -mazz,maxz-1
if (hyxfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hyzfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 970 i = -mazz,maxx-l
do 980 j - -mazy-pmldepth,-maxy-i
do 990 k = -maxz+1,maxz-1
if (hzxfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hzyfpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 1000 i - -maxx+l,maxxzz-1
do 1010 j = mazy,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 1020 k = -maxz,maxz-1
if (hxybpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hxzbpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 1030 i - -mazxx,maxxzz-1
do 1040 j = mazy,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 1050 k - -maxz,maxz-1
if (hyxbpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hyzbpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 1060 i - -maxx,maxx-1
do 1070 j = maxy,maxy+pmldepth-1
do 1080 k - -maxz+1,maxz-1
if (hzxbpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0 .or. hzybpml(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 1090 i - -maxx,maxxz-1
do 1100 j = -maxy+1,maxy-1
do 1110 k - -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (exnorm(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 1120 i - -maz+i,maxxzz-1
do 1130 j = -maxy,mazy-1
do 1140 k - -maxz+1,maxz-1
if (eynorm(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 1150 i - -mazz+1,mazz-1
do 1160 j - -maxy+l,maxy-1
do 1170 k - -maxz,mazz-1
if (eznorm(i,j,k) .eq. 0)
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do 1180 i - -max+1,maxx-1
do 1190 j - -maxy,maxy-1
do 1200 k a -mazz,maxz-1
if (hxnorm(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 1210 i = -maxr,maxx-1
do 1220 j = -maxy+1,maxy-1
do 1230 k - -maxz,mazz-1
if (hynorm(i,j,k) .eq. 0)




do 1240 i - -maxx,maxzz-1
do 1250 j - -maxy,maxy-1
do 1260 k - -maxz+l,maxz-1
if (hznorm(i,j,k) .eq. 0)













c initialize all fields to be normal:
do 1000 i - -max,maxz-1
do 1001 j = -maxy+1,maxy-1





do 1010 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 1011 j = -maxy,mazy-l





do 1020 i = -max+l,maxx-1
do 1021 j = -mazy+l,maxy-1





do 1030 i - -maxx+l,maxx-1
do 1031 j = -maxy.maxy-1





do 1040 i = -maxx,mazx-1
do 1041 j . -maxy+l,maxy-1





do 1050 i - -maxx,maz-1
do 1051 j = -maxy.maxy-1










do 10 j - -refly,refly-1




do 30 j - -refly,refly
























do 2000 k - kground,maxz-1
write (2,*) k




do 2010 i - -maxx+l,maxx-1
write(2,3000) i








do 2030 k - kground,maxz-1
write (2,*) k




do 2040 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
write(2,3000) i










do 2060 k a kground,maxz-1
write (2.) k




do 2070 i - -mazx+l,maxz-1
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write(2,3000) i








do 2090 k = kground,mazz-1
write (2,*) k
do 2100 i = -maxz+,max-1








do 2120 k = kground,marz-1
write (2,*) k
do 2130 i = -max+i,maxz-1








do 2150 k = kground,maxz-1
write (2,*) k
do 2160 i = -maxx+l,maxx-1
























vinc = vinc * exp((tl/sigma)**2/-2)
if (sine) then



























iinc = iinc * exp((tl/sigma)**2/-2)
if (sine) then





























etotinc = etotinc * exp((tl/sigma)**2/-2)
if (sine) then


























c topcolor: location of top of colorbar
c numcolorsl: I less than 8 of colors in colorbar
parameter (numcolorsl=128,topcolor=243)
c nctshift: - color table shift
parameter(nctshift = topcolor-numcolorsl)
c ngray: = number representing gray
parameter(ngray = topcolor-numcolorsl-1)
c hlevels = numcolorsl/4
parameter (hlevels=numcolorsl/4)
c center = 2*hlovels + 1/2
parameter (center - 2*hlovels + 0.5)
do 10 k - maxz+pmldepth-1,maxz,-i
do 20 j - -maxy-pmldepth,maxy+pmldepth
ia-int(sign((abs(ozxupml(i,j,k)+ezyupml(i,j,k))),
i (ezxupml(i,j,k) + ozyupml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlovels +center)
if (ia .It. 0) ia=O





do 30 k = maxz-l,kground,-1
do 40 j = -mazy-pmldepth.-mazy
ia=int(sign((abs(ezxfpml(i,j,k)+ozyfpml(i,j,k))),
1 (ezxfpml(i,j,k) + azyfpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .It. 0) ia=O
if (ia .gt. numcolorsl) ia=numcolorsl
a(j)=char(ia+nctshift)
40 continue
do 50 j = -mazy+1,maxy-1






if (ia .It. 0) ia-0




do 60 j - maxy,maxy+pmldepth
ia=int(sign((abs(ezxbpml(i,j,k)+ezybpml(i,j ,k))),
I (ozxbpml(i,j,k) + ezybpml(i,j.k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .It. 0) ia=0





do 70 k - kground-1,cablez,-1







if (ia .It. 0) ia0
if (ia .gt. numcolorsl) ia-numcolorsl
a(j)=char(ia+nctshift)



















c topcolor: location of top of colorbar
c numcolorsl: 1 less than # of colors in colorbar
parameter (numcolorslf128,topcolor-243)
c nctshift: - color table shift
parameter(nctshift - topcolor-numcoloral)
c ngray: = number representing gray
parameter(ngray = topcolor-numcolorsi-1)
c hlevels = numcolorel/4
parameter (hlevels=numcolorsl/4)
c center = 2*hlevels + 1/2
parameter (center = 2*hlovels + 0.5)
do 10 k = maxz+pmldepth-l,.maxz,-1
do 20 i - -maxx-pmldopth,maxx+pmldepth
ia=int(sign((abs(ezzupml(i,j,k)+ezyupml(i,j,k))),
1 (ezxupml(ij,k) + azyupml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .lt. 0) ia=O





do 30 k = maxz-l,kground,-1
do 40 i - -maxz-pmldepth,-maxx
ia=int(sign((abs(ezxlpml(i,j,k)+ezylpml(i,j,k))),
1 (ezxlpml(i,j,k) + ozylpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlovels +center)
if (ia .lt. 0) ia=O
if (ia .gt. numcolorl) ia=numcolorsl
a(i)-char(ia+nctshift)
40 continue
do 50 i = -mazz+1,maxx-1




if (ia .It. 0) ia=0






do 60 i = ma.xmaxz+pmldepth
ia=int(sign((abs(ezxrpml(i,j,k)+ozyrpml(ij,k))),
I (ezxrpml(i,j,k) + azyrpml(i,j,k)))
2 *hlevels +center)
if (ia .It. 0) ia=O





do 70 k - kground-1,cablez.,-







if (ia .It. 0) ia=O
if (ia .gt. numcolorsl) ia=numcolorsl
a(i)=char(ia+nctshift)









real delta, deltat, dtovd, sigmax, eta, pi, c
parameter(maxx=l5, maxy=25, maxz=20, pmldepth = 16)
parameter(mminx=maxx-1,mminy=maxy-l,mminz=maxz-1)
parameter(pi = 3.1415926536, eta = 120.O*pi, c = 3e8)














integer exeqn(-maxx:maxx-1, -maxy+l:maxy-1, -maxz+1:maxz-1),
1 eyeqn(-maxx+1:maxx-1, -maxy:maxy-1, -mazz+1:mazz-1),
2 emeqn(-maxx+1:maxx-1, -maxy+1:maxy-1, -mauz:maxz-1),
3 hxeqn(-maxx+l:maxx-1, -maxy:maxy-1, -maxz:mazz-1),
4 hyeqn(-maxx:maxx-1, -mazy+1:maxy-1, -maxz:maxz-1),
5 hzeqn(-maxx:maxx-1, -maxy:maxy-1, -maxz+l:maez-1)
c the dimensions of the arrays of fields.
c note that the pml has an extra e field outside of it which
c is not calculated.
real exnorm(-maxx:maxx-1, -maxy+l:maxy-1, -maxz+1:maxz-1),
1 eynorm(-maxx+l:maxx-1, -maxy:maxy-1, -maxz+l:maxz-1),
2 eznorm(-maxx+l:maxx-1, 
-mazy+1:maxy-1, -maxz:mazz-1),
3 hznorm(-maxx+l:maxx-1, -maxy:maxy-1, -maxz:maxz-1),
4 hynorm(-maxx:maxx-1, -maxy+1:mazy-1, -mazz:maxz-1),
5 hznorm(-maxx:maxx-1, -maxy:maxy-1, -maxz+l:maz-1)
c the cable arrays. these indexes are deliberately chosen much




c the cells inside the pml
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